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Introduction
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

T
H E P R A C T I C E of liver transplantation continues to evolve. Recently

there has been increased attention on new developments such as the

Model of End-stage Liver Disease (MELD) system for stratifying potential

recipients, as well as to the issue of retransplantation in the context of limited

donor organs and the closely related problem of recurrence of the original liver

disease in the liver graft. Although the basic principles of medical care for the

liver transplant patient have not changed, the context in which we view these

patients has. In this third edition, we have incorporated some of these topical

issues and have added new authors from several countries. Our objective

remains to provide to both transplant and nontransplant physicians a frame

of reference for the management of patients who are contemplating or who

have already undergone liver transplantation.

We are grateful to our many colleagues who have agreed to author chap-

ters in this book. We are also grateful to our colleagues at Blackwell Science:

Alison Brown, Claire Bonnett, and, most recently, Mirjana Misina whose

interest in this project has been so very important.

PGK
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Management of the

Potential Transplant

Recipient
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Selection and
Evaluation of the
Recipient (including
Retransplantation)
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Don C. Rockey

n INTRODUCTION

End-stage liver disease (ESLD; cirrhosis) is a major health problem, causing

more than 25, 000 deaths each year in the USA. Although therapeutic options

for cirrhosis are limited, it has become clear over the last decade that liver

transplantation is an effective, and often life-saving, intervention for the cir-

rhotic patient. Indeed, given the excellent survival currently afforded by liver

transplantation, it has become an accepted form of therapy for patients with

ESLD. Further, as refinements in surgical technique, intensive care, diagnosis,

and immunosuppression continue, survival is likely to improve; this has led to

an ever-increasing number of centers performing transplantation. Transplant-

ation carries significant operative risk; the success of liver transplantation is in

part due to care in the selection of appropriate transplant recipients. Liver

transplantation consumes enormous medical resources and requires that the

patient remains on immunosuppressive medication for life. Thus, careful

patient selection is critical.

The transplant community is currently faced with a major organ shortage.

This has led to extraordinary pressure on organ allocation programs; many

patients become seriously ill or die while on waiting lists. Since a successful

outcome requires optimal patient selection and timing, the issue of which

patients to list for transplant and when to transplant cirrhotic patients has

generated great interest as well as considerable controversy. Many issues

surround which patients are most appropriate to list for transplantation; in

addition, there has been much recent discussion about the subject of timing of

transplantation. For example, the transplant community has recently imple-

mented the use of the model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) scoring system

in an effort to more objectively allocate organs (see Chapter 6). Nonetheless, in

the absence of more definitive guidelines about selection and timing of trans-

CHAPTER

1

3
!
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plant, management of cirrhotic patients has truly become an art and requires

more expertise than ever before.

In the context of the view that liver transplantation is potentially life-

saving, yet at the same time, a limited resource, this chapter will provide

an overview of the currently accepted indications and contraindications for

transplantation. In addition, it will highlight controversial areas in patient

selection and discuss the optimal timing of referral and timing of transplant-

ation. The steps in referral of patients for liver transplantation are shown

in Table 1.1.

n WHO SHOULD BE CONSIDERED A CANDIDATE FOR LIVER

TRANSPLANTATION?

Transplantation in the patient with chronic liver disease has two major pur-

poses: the first is to prolong survival and the second is to improve the quality

of life. Simply stated, therefore, transplantation should be considered in

any patient with liver disease in whom the procedure would extend life

expectancy beyond what the natural history of the underlying liver disease

would predict or in whom transplantation is likely to improve quality of

life. Having said this, the challenge in transplantation comes in selecting

patients most appropriate for transplantation in the context of what is known

about the natural history of disease and clinical factors impacting on the

quality of life. Assessing these issues is the most critical step in referral of

patients for transplantation. From a practical viewpoint, transplantation is

indicated in patients who have an estimated expected survival of less than 1

year because of liver disease or an intolerable quality of life because of liver

disease.

The survival of most patients with advanced liver disease is poor.

Life expectancy for those with cirrhosis can be estimated by the criteria

Table 1.1 Steps in Referral of Patients for Transplantation

1. Establish the presence of significant liver disease.

2. Assess the likelihood that transplantation will prolong survival and/or improve the

quality of life.

3. Determine the level of interest on the part of the patient in transplantation.

4. Exclude the presence of severe underlying comorbid processes (infection, HIV,

severe cardiopulmonary disease, malignancy).

5. Discuss with the patient the most appropriate transplant center(s).

6. Contact the transplant team.

MEDICAL CARE OF THE LIVER TRANSPLANT PATIENT
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found in the Child–Turcotte–Pugh (CTP) classification system (Table 1.2).

Survival of a patient with ‘‘Child’s C cirrhosis’’ is on the order of 20–30% at

1 year and less than 5% at 5 years. In contrast, the survival rate after

transplantation is 85–90% at 1 year and over 70% at 5 years. By the time the

patient has evidence of advanced clinical liver disease (Child’s C cirrhosis), the

patient may not survive long enough to be evaluated, and ultimately trans-

planted. Survival can also be estimated using MELd (see chapter 6).

The quality of life of patients with cirrhosis is often poor, typically being

adversely affected by fatigue, ascites, encephalopathy, and/or gastrointestinal

bleeding. The quality of life after transplantation varies, with many patients

reporting good general health, little bodily pain, and acceptable physical func-

tioning [1]. Transplant recipients have reported large gains in those aspects of

quality of life most affected by physical health, but smaller improvements in

areas affected by psychological functioning [2] (see Chapter 28). Thus, patients’

quality of life 1 year after transplantation may be difficult to predict based

on pretransplantation variables, making it difficult to assess preoperatively

whether transplantation will benefit some patients’ quality of life [3,4]. For a

variety of reasons, a significant number of patients undergoing transplantation

remain unemployed and some patients perceive their health status to be poor

[1]. Further, patients typically require lifelong immunosuppression, which is

associated with its own set of risks and complications. It is important that both

Table 1.2 Child–Turcotte–Pugh Classification of the Severity of Cirrhosis

CTP Points Scored for Increasing Abnormality

Clinical and Biochemical
Measurements A (1) B (2) C (3)

Encephalopathy (grade) None 1 and 2 3 and 4

Ascites None Slight Moderate

Bilirubin (mg/dl) 1–2 2–3 >3

Albumin (g/L) 3.5 2.8–3.5 <2.8

Prothrombin time (s>) 1–4 4–6 >6

Child grade Total score

A 5–6

B 7–8

C $10

The point-score system estimates the severity of cirrhosis. A point total of 10 or greater portends
an extremely poor short-term prognosis.
Adapted from [49].

SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF THE RECIPIENT
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the primary physician and the transplant team carefully assess the likelihood

that transplantation will improve the individual patient’s quality of life.

The effectiveness of transplantation is well established for most forms of

liver disease. Currently, transplantation is commonly performed in patients

with the diseases shown in Table 1.3. Although transplantation is commonly

accepted for these indications, there are important considerations specific to

some of these disorders that should be kept in mind; these are reviewed in

several of the following chapters.

n CONTRAINDICATIONS TO LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

Currently, there are few absolute contraindications to liver transplantation.

Indeed, conditions that were thought to preclude transplantation 15 years ago

are no longer considered even relative contraindications for transplantation. In

general, the conditions that preclude transplantation (see Table 1.4) are those

in which there has been enough experience to determine that the outcome of

the patient, if transplanted, is not acceptable. It is important to emphasize that

contraindications to transplantation are dynamic and ever-changing, and fur-

ther, that contraindications to transplantation vary among liver transplant

centers, reflecting local expertise. Generally accepted contraindications to

transplantation are highlighted below.

Table 1.3 Indications for Transplantation

Cholestatic disorders Acute fulminant hepatic failure

Primary biliary cirrhosisa Hepatitis A, B, or Ca

Primary sclerosing cholangitis Toxin

Cystic fibrosis Amanita poisoning

Biliary atresia Wilson’s disease

Chronic parenchymal diseases
Unknowna

Hepatitis C cirrhosisa Rare indications

Hepatitis B cirrhosis Rare metabolic disorders

Cryptogenic cirrhosisa Polycystic liver disease

Alcohol-related cirrhosisa Budd–Chiari Syndrome

Autoimmune-related cirrhosis Neoplasm

Hemochromatosis Amyloidosis

Alpha-1-antitrypsin disease

Wilson’s disease

aMost common.

MEDICAL CARE OF THE LIVER TRANSPLANT PATIENT
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Absolute Contraindications

Uncontrolled Infection

Obligatory immunosuppression after transplantation impairs the natural host

defense mechanisms and precludes successful transplantation. Since cirrhotic

patients are predisposed to a number of infections prior to transplant, it is

imperative that patients be carefully monitored and evaluated for infection.

Although active infection precludes transplantation, most infections are

ultimatelycurable. Importantactive infections incirrhotics includeroutinepneu-

monia and its complications, urinary system infections, bone infections, espe-

cially osteomyelitis. Patients with cirrhosis are also predisposed to bacteremia,

probably due to inefficient clearing of translocated gut bacteria. This appears to

be a particular problem in patientswith acute variceal hemorrhage. Anumber of

studies have demonstrated a reduction in the incidence of bacteremia at the time

of acute bleeding with the use of intercurrent antibiotics [5]. Thus, transplant-

ation in the setting of acute variceal hemorrhage requires caution.

Special situations include patients with ascites and those with biliary

obstructive diseases such as primary sclerosing cholangitis. Again, these con-

ditions do not preclude transplantation, but must be addressed. Patients with

ascites are at risk for spontaneous bacterial peritonitis; it is critical to empha-

size that this disease may present with subtle clinical symptoms and signs (i.e.

the classic triad of abdominal pain, fever, and leukocytosis is actually uncom-

mon). Evidence now suggests that the incidence of spontaneous bacterial

peritonitis can be reduced by prophylactic antibiotics; this is now routinely

used in cirrhotics with ascites. Patients with biliary obstruction or primary

Table 1.4 Contraindications to Transplantation

Absolute

Uncontrolled infection

Extrahepatic malignancy

Advanced hepatic malignancy

Active substance abuse

Medical noncompliance

Irreversible brain damage

Relative

Very old or young age

Anatomic difficulties

Severe extrahepatic disease

Adverse psychosocial factors

SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF THE RECIPIENT
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sclerosing cholangitis are at risk for cholangitis or other localized hepatic

infectious processes. A high level of suspicion and vigilance are required to

detect and manage infection in these patients.

Tuberculosis may complicate liver transplantation and active tuberculosis

(especially without ongoing therapy) precludes it. Liver transplantation is a

risk factor for development of tuberculosis because of possible activation

of latent infection or primary tuberculosis in those receiving immunosuppres-

sion post-transplantation [6]. A tuberculin skin test should be performed

preoperatively in transplant candidates, and preventive treatment implemen-

ted in those with positive results. Radiographic signs of previous granuloma-

tous disease may be important when the tuberculin skin test is negative,

unknown, or anergy is present. With a high degree of suspicion and a

proactive program, most cases of tuberculosis in transplant recipients can

be avoided. Like tuberculosis, reactivation of latent fungal disease has been

reported, but fortunately is extremely rare. A high level of suspicion is

often required to make a specific diagnosis. For patients with a history of

fungal infection, infectious disease consultation is recommended prior to

transplantation.

The timing of transplantation in patients with acute infection or treated

chronic infection is an important consideration. Transplantation should

be delayed until there has been a clear clinical response to antibiotics;

the precise timing of transplantation in the setting of infection typically

requires coordination between the infectious disease consultant and the

transplant team. A final important and practical consideration is that a

number of highly resistant organisms are emerging in many hospitals; there-

fore, it is recommended not only to minimize use of antibiotics preoperatively

but also to keep preoperative transplant patients out of the hospital if at all

possible.

Malignancy

Immunosuppression impairs innate surveillance mechanisms; therefore, extra-

hepatic cancers typically exhibit an accelerated course following transplant-

ation. For this reason, it is important to carefully evaluate for malignancy. The

presence of hepatobiliary malignancy represents an important challenge in

liver transplantation (see Chapter 8). Small hepatic tumors (<2–3 cm) do not

appear to adversely impact outcome. In contrast, large or multicentric tumors

pose a considerable risk of local spread and distant metastasis. Rare exceptions

to this include patients with more benign tumors such as the fibrolamellar

variant of hepatocellular carcinoma. Some centers are actively examining

aggressive protocols of adjuvant and neoadjuvant therapy in patients with

more advanced local malignancy.

MEDICAL CARE OF THE LIVER TRANSPLANT PATIENT
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Active Substance Abuse

Active substance abuse, including use of ethanol, is generally considered to be

a contraindication to transplantation. The reasons for this are many, including

the risk of recidivism, noncompliance, and potential injury to the graft and/or

other organs (see Chapter 9). It is now common practice for transplant centers

to require a period of absolute ethanol abstinence of at least 6 months. One of

the most important reasons for this is that a certain proportion of patients who

discontinue ethanol consumption will improve to the point where transplant-

ation is not necessary. Additionally, a period of abstinence allows members of

the health care team to develop a relationship with the patient and to more

readily appreciate the social issues likely to be critical in the individual pa-

tient’s long-term care. However, it is important to realize that the ‘‘6-month

abstinence rule’’ is not perfect, and its use alone forces a significant number of

patients with a low relapse risk, as assessed by other models such as the High

Risk Alcoholism Relapse (HRAR) Scale, to wait for transplantation [7]. It is

important for patients with any form of substance abuse to undergo extensive

psychiatric evaluation before transplantation is considered.

Medical Noncompliance

As with active substance abuse, medical noncompliance raises many ethical

issues in transplantation. Post-transplantation management, in large part due

to the requirement for lifelong immunosuppression, is extremely challenging,

even in the best of circumstances. Therefore, noncompliant patients generally

should not be transplanted. If transplantation is even to be considered in such

a patient, extensive psychiatric evaluation and counseling are essential.

Irreversible Brain Injury

Irreversible brain injury is most often an issue in patients with fulminant

hepatic failure, and typically occurs as a result of cerebral edema and brain-

stem herniation. The presence of irreversible brain injury is suggested by

typical neurologic examination findings, computed tomographic abnormal-

ities, or by documented intracerebral pressures greater than 50 mmHg. Man-

agement of these issues in the setting of fulminant hepatic failure is typically

performed by the transplant center team after the patient has been moved to a

transplant center. Irreversible brain injury can occur rapidly in the patient with

fulminant hepatic failure, emphasizing the need for careful evaluation at all

stages as well as the importance of early referral of patients with this process

(see Chapter 13).

The other clinical situation in which the topic of irreversible brain injury

becomes an issue is in the patient with chronic liver disease who presents with

SELECTION AND EVALUATION OF THE RECIPIENT
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altered mental status. This is typically due to worsened encephalopathy as a

result of medical noncompliance, gastrointestinal bleeding, or infection, to

name a few causes. It should be noted, however, that neurological deterior-

ation in patients with chronic liver disease can result also from cerebral edema

due to increased intracranial pressure [8]. It is important to differentiate

between the two conditions since cerebral edema places the patient at too

high a risk for liver transplantation.

Relative Contraindications

Clinical conditions that may adversely affect the outcome of liver transplant-

ation, but do not absolutely proscribe it, are considered relative contraindica-

tions (see Table 1.4). The list of relative contraindications varies among centers

and is actively evolving. Since this area is rapidly changing, it is best for

clinicians caring for patients who may have a relative contraindication to trans-

plantation to have a low threshold for referring them to a transplant center.

Age

Transplantation in either very young or very old patients is difficult; however,

age boundaries are not fixed, and are continually being extended. Transplant-

ation can be performed successfully in patients over the age of 60, as well as in

children as young as 1 year. Transplantation in the first year of life is associated

with low survival rates, and thus should be delayed in this period if possible

(see Chapter 31). Further, transplantation has been successfully performed in

patients as old as 70, although an age of 65 is generally considered to be the

upper limit for transplantation. When questions about age arise, they should

be discussed with the transplant center team.

General Medical Conditions

Liver transplantation can be safely performed in patients with minimal de-

grees of coronary artery disease. Advanced coronary artery disease has been

traditionally considered to be an absolute contraindication to transplantation

because chronic liver failure increases the surgical risk for coronary artery

bypass grafting. However, simultaneous coronary artery bypass grafting and

liver transplantation has been successfully performed [9]. Thus, in selected

cases, the presence of advanced coronary artery disease may not preclude

transplantation.

Pulmonary and renal disease may also pose important problems for the

patient undergoing transplantation. In patients with significant chronic pul-

monary or renal disease, it is best for the transplant center to evaluate the risk
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of surgery in the context of the potential benefit of transplantation. It should

further be noted that multiorgan transplantation (i.e. liver/kidney, liver/lung),

though complicated, is feasible.

Surgical

Anatomic difficulties resulting from previous abdominal trauma and previous

abdominal surgeries pose significant potential problems for patients who are

otherwise good transplant candidates. These issues are best addressed by

individual transplant centers. Portal vein thrombosis also poses added risk

for transplantation, but portal vein reconstruction or thrombectomy is often

possible. In contrast, extensive mesenteric thrombosis typically precludes

transplantation. Transplantation has been performed in cases of congenital

anomalies including situs inversus and dextrocardia. Again, expertise varies

among centers, requiring referral to a transplant center for assessment as to the

feasibility of transplantation.

Human Immunodeficiency Virus

The experience with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infection and solid

organ transplantation has historically been unfavorable [10]. However, the

introduction of highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) has substantially

changed this position. Patients who had HIV at the time of transplantation

typically went on to develop full-blown anti-immunodeficiency syndrome

(AIDS); most died due to AIDS-related complications. Many transplant centers

have taken the position that the risk of transplantation in patients with HIV

infection (even in the absence of AIDS) outweighs the potential benefit. How-

ever, recent data suggest that liver transplantation can be performed success-

fully in carefully selected HIV-infected patients [11,12], typically those

controlled on HAART, in whom viral levels are low and CD4 counts are

relatively normal. Such patients should be referred to a center with experience

and interest in this area – where, if transplanted, they will receive care based

on specific protocols. Over the next several years, up to 125 HIV positive liver

transplant recipients will be enrolled in a National Institutes of Health (NIH)-

funded study (http://spitfire.emmes.com/study/htr/Centers/centers.html)

designed to focus on this topic.

n TIMING OF TRANSPLANTATION

Overview

The timing of transplantation is an important, yet difficult, issue; transplant-

ation should be performed before the patient has experienced complications
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that endanger life. Thus, timing of transplantation depends on understanding

the natural history of the patient’s disease, as well as patient-specific factors.

Transplantation must be performed early enough so that a satisfactory out-

come is probable; outcome is particularly poor in patients who are in an

intensive care unit or those with multisystem organ failure at the time of

transplantation. However, transplantation should not be performed too early

given the shortage of organs, the risk of surgery, and the cost and risks

associated with chronic immunosuppression.

Several important variables complicate the timing of transplantation, es-

pecially the variability in human physiology and disease; it may be difficult to

predict the natural history of disease in specific patients. For example, patients

with cholestatic liver diseases (i.e. primary biliary cirrhosis (see Table 1.5) and

primary sclerosing cholangitis) typically have a different natural history than

those with liver disease that is predicated on hepatocellular injury (i.e. auto-

immune hepatitis or hepatitis C virus (HCV)). Thus, transplantation should be

timed by combining the best objective prognostic data with subjective assess-

ment of the individual patient.

The Art and Science of Timing Liver Transplantation

Patients who are too well should not be transplanted. Likewise, transplant-

ation of patients who are too sick is associated with poor outcomes. Since the

goal of transplantation is to prolong survival, liver transplantation should be

performed at the time point when the patient is expected to have greater

survival with a liver transplant than without. While there is some art to

Table 1.5 Calculation of the Mayo Risk Score for Primary Biliary Cirrhosis

Step 1: Calculate R

R ¼ 0:871� loge (bilirubin in mg/dl)

�2:53� loge (albumin in g/dl)

þ0:039 � (age in years)

þloge � (prothrombin time in seconds)

þ0:859 (if edema is present)

Step 2: To obtain the probability of survival for at least t more years, read S0(t) from the

table and compute S(t) ¼ [S0(t)]
exp (R�0:57)

t (years) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

S0(t) 0.970 0.941 0.883 0.833 0.774 0.721 0.651
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predicting such timing, recent work has provided a more scientific basis for

this. Indeed, newer data have led to implementation of the MELD scoring

system, which is an objective, data-driven method of organ allocation (see

Chapter 6).

In an effort to focus issues related to organ allocation and timing of

transplant, the Department of Health and Human Services attempted to

more clearly define the relevant principles, policies, and procedures on this

subject [13]. It was emphasized that organs should be allocated among trans-

plant candidates based on medical urgency; and that the role of waiting time

should be minimized. The Institute of Medicine (IOM) also analyzed waiting

times in transplant candidates and concluded that waiting list time did not

contribute to an equitable organ allocation system [14]. This report recom-

mended that the use of waiting time as an allocation criterion be abandoned

altogether and that a more appropriate system be utilized. Further, it was felt

that such an optimal system would allocate organs based on medical need and

the natural history of the patient’s disease using objective criteria rather than

based on waiting times.

Issues with regard to timing and listing criteria for transplantation are less

complicated in patients undergoing living donor liver transplantation (LDLT)

since the transplant recipient typically identifies a donor, and the transplant is

carried out in a controlled fashion (see Chapter 12). However, it is the policy of

many centers that patients being considered for LDLT must continue to meet

the general criteria for deceased donor (DD) transplantation. That is to say,

the patient’s predicted survival should be prolonged by transplantation.

This is particularly important for LDLT since this procedure puts a healthy

donor at risk.

What does the primary provider need to know about timing of trans-

plant? Perhaps the most important caveat is that it is almost never too

early to refer a patient for evaluation. If the patient is not ill enough to be

considered, the worst outcome is that the patient can be reassured and fol-

lowed up. On the other hand, if the patient is referred too late, death while

awaiting transplantation is a distinct possibility. Thus, from a practical

standpoint, a patient who has any evidence of clinically advanced liver

disease (i.e. elevated prothrombin time, elevated bilirubin, low albumin,

any ascites, hepatic encephalopathy, and/or variceal bleeding) should be

immediately considered for transplantation. Indeed, these clinical features

identify patients with significant liver disease and should trigger consideration

of transplant (see also Table 1.1), unless an obvious and absolute contraindi-

cation exists.

In terms of timing of transplantation for specific diseases, the decision to

proceed with the transplant must be individualized; it is critical to emphasize

that transplantation should be performed when the patient’s condition and the
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natural history of the patient’s disease portend a poor short-term survival.

The MELD system, while not perfect, is a clear improvement over the pre-

vious waiting time-based system and has substantially simplified the process

of liver allocation. It is thus important for the clinician to be familiar with

MELD.

Retransplantation

An important issue given the large number of patients who have under-

gone liver transplantation is how to manage those who have graft failure.

Currently, retransplantation accounts for approximately 10% of all liver trans-

plants. Further, the number of patients requiring retransplantation is likely to

grow as primary transplant recipients survive long enough to develop graft

failure from recurrent disease. The limited supply of organs further compli-

cates this issue as does the close relationship that often develops between

transplanted patients and their care providers. Current clinical practice and

some data suggest that retransplantation is effective in the setting of primary

nonfunction [15]. However, data now demonstrate that survival after retrans-

plantation for late-onset graft failure is less than after initial transplantation

[16–18].

Perhaps the most controversial issue, with regard to retransplantation,

concerns retransplantation for graft failure due to recurrent hepatitis C. Recur-

rence of HCV is nearly universal after transplantation [19] and appears to

adversely affect outcome [20]. Further, despite advances in therapy for HCV,

treatment of HCV in the immunosuppressed patient after transplantation is

difficult. Indeed, recurrent HCV clearly leads to graft loss, and those who

undergo retransplantation for HCV appear to have poorer outcomes than

those who undergo retransplantation for other diseases [21–23]. Indeed, the

experience of many centers with retransplantation for HCV has been grim.

Thus, it has become the policy of some transplant centers to abandon the

practice of retransplantation of HCV patients.

An important emerging theme is that retransplantation is somewhat dif-

ferent than primary transplantation, and guidelines (in particular use of

MELD) for patients requiring retransplantation may not be the same as for

those receiving their first transplant. For example, in studies of retransplanted

patients, the 1-year and 5-year survival rates for patients with either CTP

scores less than 10 or MELD scores less than or equal to 25 were significantly

better than in patients retransplanted who had higher scores. Another study

suggested that retransplantation should be performed prior to the develop-

ment of renal insufficiency [15]. Thus, the message seems to be that retrans-

plantation should be considered early, and the current MELD-based timing

methodology may need to be adjusted for retransplantation. Most importantly,
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the decision to undergo retransplantation is one that should take into account

patient-specific as well as center-specific variables.

n SUMMARY

In compliant patients who meet the criteria for clinical severity, and have an

understanding of the implications of transplantation (i.e. the requirement for

close follow-up, lifelong immunosuppression, etc.), detailed evaluation is in-

dicated. This evaluation includes assessment of medical and surgical risks,

psychological evaluation, and continued patient education (see Chapter 2).

Following completion of this evaluation by the transplant team, a meeting

of the whole team is held to determine the suitability of the patient for

transplantation. If it is agreed that transplantation will prolong survival and/

or improve quality of life, the patient is listed for transplantation using stand-

ard guidelines. For certain diseases the timing of transplantation can be

difficult. The objective nature of the MELD system has removed much of the

subjective nature of ‘‘waiting’’ from the transplant scenario. Nonetheless,

this system is not perfect, and patients will continue to either die while waiting

for transplantation or will become too ill to undergo transplantation. Finally,

given the growing population of patients already having undergone

liver transplantation, the role of retransplantation, particularly for HCV, is

under evolution.
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Monitoring the
Patient Awaiting
Transplantation
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Beat Müllhaupt

n INTRODUCTION

Liver transplantation is the only treatment for patients with end-stage liver

disease (ESLD). The success of liver transplantation led in most countries to a

marked increase of patients on the waiting list, whereas the number of liver

transplantations during the same time period increased only slightly. With the

growing discrepancy between the numbers of donors and recipients, the

median waiting time for liver transplantation has increased dramatically,

exceeding in some countries 1–2 years. As a result, the number of patients

who die while waiting is increasing and many others die after removal from

the list because their clinical deterioration precludes successful transplant-

ation. Accordingly, the management of patients on the waiting list is getting

more important with the aim to maintain clinical stability so that liver trans-

plantation can eventually be successfully performed. This is achieved by (1)

prophylactic measures to prevent complications of ESLD and (2) early recog-

nition and treatment of complications of advanced liver disease. Most stable

patients can be managed as outpatients, with regular controls at the transplant

center and in close collaboration with the referring physicians. The frequency

of controls is determined by the clinical condition and the current treatment

regimen (e.g. treatment for hepatitis C) and by the requirements of the national

transplant and allocation organization. In the USA, for example, the frequency

of blood controls is determined by the actual model for end-stage liver disease

(MELD) score. Since the MELD score is a good predictor of 3 months’ mortality

on the waiting list, it is useful to see the patients at the intervals outlined in

Table 2.1.

The most common complications of advanced liver disease, encountered

in patients on the waiting list include refractory ascites, spontaneous bacterial

peritonitis (SBP), hepatorenal syndrome (HRS), fluid and electrolyte disturb-
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ances, portal hypertensive bleedings, hepatic encephalopathy (HE), hepato-

cellular carcinoma (HCC), malnutrition and progress of other medical dis-

eases. In addition, there are disease-specific aspects such as control of viral

hepatitis and prevention of alcohol relapse. In this chapter the different

aspects in the care of patients on the waiting list will be reviewed.

Refractory Ascites

The management of ascites and its complication is extensively covered

in Chapter 3. Ascites is the most common complication in patients with ESLD.

Approximately 50% of patients with compensated cirrhosis will develop ascites

over a 10-year period [1]. Development of ascites is associated with 50% mor-

tality after 2 years. The International Ascites Club recently recommended a new

grading system for patients with ascites:

Grade 1: ascites can only be detected by ultrasound;

Grade 2: moderate ascites with symmetrical distention of the abdomen;

Grade 3: large or tense ascites with marked abdominal distension [2].

At the onset, ascites (Grade 2) usually can be easily controlled with diuretics

and salt restriction (see Chapter 3), but with worsening portal hypertension the

development of treatment-refractory or treatment-resistant ascites (Grade 3) is

increasing. In this situation aggressive diuretic therapy places the patient at

risk of developing renal failure, electrolyte disturbances, volume depletion and

HE. Therefore, renal function and electrolytes have to be monitored carefully

and any deterioration of renal function should be fully investigated. If ascites

can no longer be controlled with diuretics or the use of diuretics is associated

with renal insufficiency and electrolyte disturbances, patients can either be

treated with large-volume paracentesis and plasma expanders or transjugular

intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS).

In recent years five large randomized controlled trials have compared TIPS

to repeated large-volume paracentesis [3–7]. In all studies ascites was better

controlled with TIPS compared to large-volume paracentesis. In contrast to

Table 2.1 Adult Patient Reassessment and Recertification Schedule

MELD Score Status Recertification Laboratory Values no Older Than

$25 every 7 days 48 h

#24 but >18 every 1 month 7 days

#18 but $11 every 3 months 14 days

#10 but >0 every 12 months 30 days

http://www.optn.org/PoliciesandBylaws/policies/docs/policy_8.doc
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large-volume paracentesis, which has no effect on the mechanisms leading

to ascites, TIPS is associated with a reduction in portal hypertension that

decreases the activity of sodium-retaining mechanisms and improves the

renal response to diuretics. Whether TIPS also improves survival is still con-

troversial. In two studies the survival was improved in the TIPS group;

however, this could not be confirmed in the other studies. There is also

no evidence that TIPS improves the outcome after transplantation. Whether

TIPS increases the technical difficulties of transplantation in some patients is

controversial but such difficulties are usually uncommon in experienced cen-

ters [8,9].

Until recently the major disadvantages of TIPS were (1) the high rate of

shunt stenosis (up to 75%), which led to the reappearance of ascites and (2) the

development of HE (up to 77%) [10]. However, the recent introduction of

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-covered prostheses improves TIPS patency

and decreases the number of clinical relapses and reinterventions without

increasing the risk of encephalopathy [11].

Paracentesis with albumin replacement remains the first treatment option

for patients with refractory ascites on the waiting list [2]. Paracentesis with

plasma volume expansion is safe, less costly andmore widely available. Plasma

volume expansion with albumin is superior to other plasma expanders (saline,

polygeline, dextran-70) for large-volume paracentesis greater than 5 L [12,13].

To reduce the frequency of repeated paracentesis, patients should continue to

receive diuretics as tolerated. If the frequency of paracentesis is greater than

three times per month, the International Ascites Club recently recommended

considering TIPS insertion [2]. In addition, TIPS should be considered for

patients who do not tolerate large-volume paracentesis or where large-volume

paracentesis is ineffective due to multiple adhesions or loculated ascites

(Fig. 2.1).

Although randomized studies are lacking, TIPS should also be considered

for patients with treatment-refractory hepatic hydrothorax. This results in

resolution of the hepatic hydrothorax in approximately 70% of patients [14].

The peritoneovenous shunt (Le Veen shunt) is rarely used today due to the

higher complication rate compared to TIPS or large-volume paracentesis [15].

In addition shunt-related adhesions can make subsequent liver transplantation

more difficult. Therefore, the Le Veen shunt should not be considered in

patients on the waiting list.

Spontaneous Bacterial Peritonitis

SBP is characterized by infection of the ascitic fluid in the absence of any

known intra-abdominal source of infection. The diagnosis is established

when there is a positive ascites culture and/or a polymorphonuclear cell
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count (PMC) $250 cells=mm3. The prevalence of SBP ranges between 10% and

30% in patients with ascites and is sufficiently common to justify a diagnostic

paracentesis in every cirrhotic patient with ascites admitted to the hospital [16].

In addition, a paracentesis should be performed whenever there is clinical

evidence for peritonitis (abdominal pain, rebound tenderness), clinical signs

of infections (fever, leucocytosis, elevated C-reactive protein (CRP)), develop-

ment of renal insufficiency, or HE.

In patients with a previous episode of SBP, the 1-year probability for a

recurrent SBP ranges between 40% and 70% [17]. In addition, patients who

never had SBP but have an increased bilirubin (>40mmol=L) and/or a low

total ascitic fluid protein count (>10 g=dl), as well as patients with variceal

bleeding, have an increased risk for SBP. In patients with a previous history of

SBP, the continuous administration of norfloxacin (400 mg/day) significantly

reduced the 1-year probability of SBP from 68% in the placebo group to 20%

in the norfloxacin group [18]. Secondary long-term prophylaxis is therefore

recommended for all patients with a history of SBP (Table 2.2).

Patients without a history of SBP who have high ascitic fluid protein

content (>10 g=dl) have a low risk of infection (0% at 1 year, 3% at 3 years);

primary prophylaxis is probably not justified in this patient population. It is

unclear whether primary prophylaxis is justified in patients at high risk for

SBP such as patients with an ascitic fluid protein content <10 g=L or an

Refractory ascites

Large-volume paracentesis

< 5 L
Synthetic plasma expanders,

e.g. saline, dextran-70, polygeline

> 5 L
Intravenous albumin 

7−10 g/L removed

Maintenance therapy with
diuretics if possible (Kidney function, electrolyte abnormalities)
low salt diet,
fluid restriction, if needed

Repeat large-volume paracentesis as needed Consider TIPS if:
frequent recurrence
loculated ascites
patient wish
hydrothorax

Fig. 2.1 Treatment options for patients with refractory ascites.
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elevated serum bilirubin (>40mmol=L). In one study, the long-term antibiotic

prophylaxis for primary prevention was superior compared to short-term

prophylaxis, which was administered only if patients were hospitalized [19].

However, the emergence of infections caused by norfloxacin-resistant bacteria

was significantly higher in the continuous long-term prophylaxis group. The

benefits of primary prophylaxis in this patient group must therefore be care-

fully weighed against the selection of norfloxacin-resistant bacteria, but might

be justified in selected cases on the waiting list (Table 2.3).

Patients with an upper gastrointestinal bleeding in the presence or absence

of ascites are at high risk for severe bacterial infection including SBP. Several

studies of gastrointestinal (GI) bleeders with oral or intravenous antibiotics

showed a significant reduction of infections including SBP in the antibiotic

group [20–25]. No difference was found whether the antibiotic was adminis-

Table 2.2 Diagnostic Criteria of Hepatorenal Syndrome

Major criteria

1. Chronic or acute liver disease with advanced hepatic failure and portal

hypertension.

2. Low glomerular filtration rate, as indicated by serum creatinine >133mmol=L

(1.5 mg/dl) or 24-h creatinine clearance <40ml=min.

3. Absence of shock, ongoing bacterial infection, volume depletion, and current or

recent treatment with nephrotoxic drugs.

4. No sustained improvement in renal function (decrease in serum creatinine to

1.5 mg/dl or less, or increase in creatinine clearance to 40 ml/min or more)

following diuretic withdrawal and expansion of plasma volume with 1.5 L of

isotonic saline.

5. No proteinuria (<500mg=dl) and no ultrasonographic evidence of obstructive

uropathy or parenchymal renal disease.

Additional criteria

1. Urine volume <500ml=day in patients with cirrhosis.

2. Urine sodium <10mEq=L.

3. Urine osmolality greater than plasma osmolality.

4. Serum sodium concentration <130mEq=L.

Type of hepatorenal syndrome

Type 1: progressive impairment in renal function as defined by a doubling of initial

serum creatinine above 220mmol=L (2.5 mg/dl) in less than 2 weeks.

Type 2: stable or slowly progressive impairment in renal function not meeting the

above criteria.

From [28].
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tered orally or intravenously. Antibiotic prophylaxis is recommended in all

cirrhotic patients with an upper GI bleed irrespective of the presence or

absence of ascites. Although several antibiotic regimes are effective, the oral

administration of norfloxacin (2� 400 mg for 7 days) or ciprofloxacin

(2� 500 mg for 7 days) appear to be the first choice (Table 2.3) [25].

Table 2.3 Prevention of Complications in Patients on the Waiting List

Aim Intervention

I. Prevention of infections

A. Acute variceal bleeding First choice: oral norfloxacin 2� 400mg

for 7 days

Alternative: oral ciprofloxacin

2� 500mg for 7 days

B. Primary prevention of SBP

1. Ascitic fluid protein high

(>10 g=L)

Prophylaxis unnecessary

2. Ascitic fluid protein low

(<10 g=L)

Prophylaxis controversial

Short-term (during hospitalizations) or

long-term prophylaxis with daily nor

floxacin or trimetoprim-

sulfamethoxazole can be considered

C. Secondary prevention of SBP First choice: norfloxacin 400 mg daily

Alternative: trimetoprim-

sulfamethoxazole daily

II. Prevention of HRS in patients with

SBP

Intravenous albumin (1.5 g/kg day 0

and 1 g/kg after 2 days)

III. Prevention of variceal bleeding

A. Primary prevention of variceal

bleeding

First choice: propranolol or nadolol

(stepwise increase in dose until 25%

reduction in heart rate)

Alternative: band ligation

B. Secondary prevention of variceal

bleeding

First choice: band ligation alone or in

combination with propranolol or

nadolol

Alternative especially as bridge to OLT:

TIPS

SBP: spontaneous bacterial peritonitis; HRS: hepatorenal syndrome.
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Empiric antibiotic treatment should be started when the neutrophil count

is >250=mm3 and SBP is suspected. Currently intravenous treatment with a

third-generation cephalosporin (e.g. cefotaxime 2 g every 8–12 h, ceftriaxone

1 g/24 h for 5–7 days) is recommended [16]. Therapy needs to be modified

according to the culture results. SBP resolves in approximately 90% of patients.

The most important negative predictor of survival is the development of renal

insufficiency. The administration of albumin (1.5 g/kg at diagnosis and 1 g/kg

at day 3) is able to prevent the development of renal insufficiency and reduces

the mortality from 30% to 10% (Table 2.3) [26].

Renal Failure, Fluid, and Electrolyte Disturbances

Patients with ESLD are at increased risk to develop renal failure, either spon-

taneously (HRS) or due to iatrogenic interventions (diuretics, nephrotoxic

drugs). Patients with advanced cirrhosis and ascites are at highest risk. Renal

vasoconstriction associated with advanced liver disease leads to severe renal

vasoconstriction and functional renal insufficiency [27]. Renal failure occurs in

up to 10% of patients with advanced liver disease and even more frequently in

patients on the waiting list.

HRS can only be diagnosed after other causes of renal failure have been

excluded, including obstruction, volume depletion, glomerulonephritis, acute

tubular necrosis, and drug-induced nephrotoxicity [28]. All diuretics should be

stopped and a fluid challenge with 1.5 L of isotonic saline should be adminis-

tered to exclude volume depletion (Table 2.2). From the clinical presentation,

two types of HRS can be distinguished:

1. Type I HRS is characterized by rapidly progressive renal failure with an

increase in the serum creatinine to more than 220mmol=L within 14 days

and marked oliguria. Type I HRS occurs mostly in patients with type II HRS

with a recent precipitating event (severe infection, e.g. SBP, large-volume

paracentesis without plasma volume expansion).

2. Patients with type II HRS have refractory ascites with stable or slowly

progressive impairment in renal function (Table 2.2).

The prognosis of patients with HRS is poor with a median survival of only 15

days in patients with type I and 150 days in patients with type II [29]. Until

recently there was no effective therapy apart from liver transplantation, but

fortunately this has changed in recent years. The combination of vasocon-

strictor drugs, such as vasopressin analogues, noradrenaline, and the combin-

ation of midodrine and octreotide together with plasma volume expansion

with albumin (1 g/kg intravenously on day 1, 20–40 daily thereafter) is effect-

ive in approximately two-thirds of patients (Fig. 2.2) [10]. It has been shown
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that the combination of terlipressin and albumin is clearly more effective than

terlipressin alone [30]. Surprisingly the recurrence rate is low and responders

have a higher rate of survival than nonresponders [30,31]. The response to

treatment increases the probability that the patients with HRS survive long

enough to undergo transplantation. There is some preliminary evidence that

the improvement of renal function reduces post-transplantation morbidity and

mortality [32]. There is also evidence that TIPS is effective in patients with HRS

[33,34]. For both treatment options the available information is still insufficient;

results from randomized controlled trials are lacking.

Hemodialysis has no effect on survival and should not be used routinely.

However, as a bridge to transplantation, it might be useful in patients who fail

to respond to medical treatment.

Patients with advanced liver disease and portal hypertension have a

decreased effective arterial blood volume with activation of the renin–angio-

tensin–aldosterone system, the sympathetic nervous system, and increased

secretion of antidiuretic hormones (ADHs). The activation of these counter-

acting regulatory mechanisms leads to renal vasoconstriction. In this situation

renal perfusion is dependent upon prostaglandin-mediated vasodilatation.

Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs), which inhibit prostaglandin

synthesis, may lead to a further decrease in renal blood flow and may precipi-

tate acute renal failure [35]. Therefore, NSAIDs should be avoided in patients

with ESLD. In addition, all potentially nephrotoxic drugs should be used with

caution and overtreatment with diuretics should be avoided. It is generally

recommended to stop diuretics if serum creatinine is greater than 1.7 mg/dl

(150mmol=L) and serum urea is greater than 22 mg/dl (8mmol=L). Several

studies have clearly shown that pretransplant renal function significantly

impacts on post-transplant survival [36,37].

Vasoconstrictor drugs

Terlipressin
  0.5 mg i.v every 4 h
  Increase to 1 and 2 mg
  every 3 days

Midodrine + Octreotide
  Midodrine:
  2.5−7.5 mg po tid
  Increase to 12.5 mg tid if needed
  Octreotide:
  100 μ g sc tid
  Increase to 200 μ g tid if needed

Noradrenaline
  0.5−3.0 mg/h i.v

Plasma volume expansion

Albumin
1 g/kg day 1
20−40 mg/d the following days,
if CVP <18 cm H2O

+

Duration: 7−14 days

Aim:
Reduction of serum creatinine
 <1.5 mg/dl

Fig. 2.2 Therapeutic options for patients with hepatorenal syndrome.
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The most common electrolyte abnormality in patients with advanced liver

cirrhosis is dilutional hyponatremia defined as a serum sodium <130mmol=L.

This occurs as a consequence of an impaired free water clearance by the kidney

due to a nonosmotic hypersecretion of ADH. Impaired free water clearance

occurs several months after the onset of sodium retention and ascites forma-

tion and therefore represents a late event in the course of decompensated liver

disease. Hyponatremia indicates a poor prognosis and for some authors is an

important predictor of survival. It has been proposed to incorporate serum

sodium concentration in the MELD score; however, this remains controversial

[38]. As long as the serum sodium remains above 125 mmol/L, no specific

prophylactic measures are required.

If the serum sodium concentration falls below 125 mmol/L, diuretics

should be withheld and an attempt made to expand the effective circulating

blood volume by infusion of albumin (100 g/24 h) or red blood cells. This will

usually result in a transient drop in the serum sodium concentration, following

which the sodium will rise as ADH secretion is turned off by the increased

blood volume. Once the serum sodium starts to rise, the colloid infusion can be

tapered. Free water restriction should be instituted although there is no data-

supported specific threshold for initiating fluid restriction [39].

It is important to remember that attempts to rapidly correct hyponatremia

with hypertonic saline can lead to more complications [40]. Transplantation is

contraindicated if the serum sodium is below 120 mmol/L due to the risk of

developing central pontine myelinolysis.

Portal Hypertensive Bleeding

The management of portal hypertensive bleeding is extensively covered in

Chapter 3. In this section only the prophylactic measures will be reviewed.

Several studies have been published regarding the result of upper GI endos-

copy in patients being evaluated for liver transplantation. Overall 66–85% of

these patients had varices and 16–46% presented with large (Grade III to IV)

varices [41–43]. Therefore, it is generally accepted that at the time of listing all

patients should undergo an upper GI endoscopy. In the rare patients, where no

varices are found, endoscopy should be repeated in 2–3 years, and in patients

with small varices, who do not undergo some kind of primary prophylaxis,

endoscopy should be repeated yearly [44].

Prevention of a First Variceal Bleed (Primary Prophylaxis)

The high mortality rate of a first variceal bleeding episode justifies the devel-

opment of prophylactic regimes to prevent the development of, and bleeding

from, varices. Noncardioselective beta-blockers such as propranolol and nado-
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lol have been the mainstay of primary prevention. In cirrhotics with esopha-

geal varices, both propranolol and nadolol have been shown to reduce the risk

of an initial bleeding episode by 40–50%; there was a trend toward reducing

mortality [45,46]. It is customary to adjust the dose of beta-blockers until a 25%

fall of the heart rate is achieved. About 30% of patients will not respond to

beta-blockers with a reduction in hepatic venous pressure gradient (HVPG),

despite adequate dosing. These nonresponders can only be detected by inva-

sive measurements of HVPG. Beta-blockers may cause side-effects such as

fatigue and impotence that may lead to noncompliance, especially in younger

males.

While the side-effects of endoscopic sclerotherapy outweigh its benefit in

primary prophylaxes of esophageal variceal hemorrhage [47], endoscopic band

ligation has recently been shown to be effective and well tolerated [48]. Thus,

in summary, the following scheme is recommended for primary prophylaxis of

variceal hemorrhage:

1. Selection of patients with at least medium-sized esophageal varices and/or

red color or ‘‘red wale signs.’’

2. Noncardioselective beta-blocker (propranolol or nadolol) dose titrated to

reach a reduction of resting heart rate of at least 25%, but not to lower than

50–55/min.

3. In patients with esophageal varices who do not tolerate or have contraindi-

cations to beta-blockers, endoscopic band ligation is indicated (Table 2.3).

Secondary Prevention of Variceal Bleeding

About 60% of patients surviving an acute variceal hemorrhage will develop

recurrent bleeding within the first year [9,50]. Clinical predictors of early recur-

rence include severity of the initial hemorrhage, the extent of the underlying

liver disease, impaired renal function, and encephalopathy. Endoscopic features

include active bleeding at the time of endoscopy, large varices, and stigmata of a

recent hemorrhage [51]. There is a strong correlation between the severity of

portal hypertension, the survival rate, and the rebleeding risk. The high rebleed-

ing rate with its associatedmorbidity andmortality justifies the implementation

of a secondary prevention program. Different pharmacologic agents have been

used for secondary prevention of variceal bleeding, but there is sufficient evi-

dence of efficacy only for noncardioselective beta-blockers [52].

In a meta-analysis of 10 randomized trials comparing propranolol to

endoscopic sclerotherapy for secondary prevention, both treatment options

were similarly effective [46]. However, sclerotherapy was associated with

significantly higher rates of side-effects. Sclerotherapy has also been

compared to band ligation in several trials, which were summarized in a
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recent meta-analysis [53]. Ligation is associated with a lower rebleeding rate

(25% versus 30%), fewer complications, lower overall costs and higher rates of

survival. In a recent randomized trial the combination of nadolol plus endo-

scopic banding was more effective for the prevention of variceal rebleeding

than endoscopic banding alone [54].

Therefore, endoscopic treatment should be considered in the context of a

combined pharmacologic and endoscopic strategy (Table 2.3) [55]. TIPS is

currently considered an effective bridge to transplantation by most clinicians.

Meta-analysis comparing TIPS with endoscopic treatment found a lower

rebleeding rate in patients with TIPS placement [56,57]. However, TIPS was

associated with a higher incidence of encephalopathy, and no difference was

found regarding the overall survival.

Additionally, the long-term use of TIPS is limited by the frequent shunt

occlusion. During the first year, 50–70% of TIPS occlude and as a consequence

20% of the patients develop rebleeding [58]. Regular investigation, usually

with Doppler ultrasound and intervention, is often required to avoid shunt

occlusion. Misplaced TIPS in the portal vein or vena cava may complicate later

liver transplantation [8]. For this reason TIPS placement should be restricted to

experienced interventional radiologists.

Hepatic Encephalopathy

Clinically detectable encephalopathy (HE) is found in one-third of patients with

ESLD [59]. Usually it presents with changes in mental status as a result of a

precipitating event (see below). An important precipitating event is the use of

benzodiazepines, prescribed for sleep disturbances. Rarely, patients present

with recurrent episodes of HE without an obvious precipitating event. This

can either be due to the presence of new spontaneous portosystemic shunts or

as the result of severe parenchymal liver disease. Several recent studies describe

the presence of subtle changes in mental function in 30–70% of patients that can

only be detected by neuropsychological testing in patients who appear other-

wise neurologically intact (minimal HE) [60,61].

It is important to remember that the diagnosis of HE is a diagnosis of

exclusion. Other etiologies such as intracranial space-occupying lesions, vas-

cular events, other metabolic disorders, and infectious diseases should be

excluded. Ammonia levels are widely scattered in patients with liver disease;

individual values are a poor predictor of the degree of encephalopathy. In spite

of these limitations, ammonia levels are frequently useful when there is un-

certainty if mental changes are the result of HE. Changes in ammonia levels

should not be considered an indicator of therapeutic benefit; improvement in

mental status is the sole therapeutic end point. The severity of HE is most

commonly graded according to the West Haven criteria (Table 2.4) [62].
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As soon as deterioration in the mental status is recognized, a search for a

precipitating event should be immediately started. Among the factors are:

1. Renal and electrolyte abnormalities, especially uremia and hypokalemia

and dehydration.

2. Gastrointestinal bleeding (increases the nitrogen load in the gut).

3. Infection – cultures, especially from ascites to exclude spontaneous bacterial

peritonitis are important.

4. Constipation.

5. Use of benzodiazepines, narcotics, or other sedatives (sometimes urinary

screening is necessary to exclude their presence).

6. Excessive dietary protein intake.

7. Worsening liver function, e.g. portal vein thrombosis.

8. Noncompliance with medications, especially lactulose or lactilol.

Development of acute HE is associated with a poor prognosis. In a recent study

1- and 3-year survival was only 42% and 23%, respectively [63].

The mainstay of therapy centers on correcting the precipitating event.

Depending on the level of consciousness, intubation has to be considered to

Table 2.4 West Haven Criteria for Semiquantitavie Grading of Mental State

Grade 1

1. Lack of awareness

2. Euphoria or anxiety

3. Shortened attention span

Grade 2

1. Lethargy or apathy

2. Minimal disorientation for time or place

3. Subtle personality change

4. Inappropriate behaviors

5. Impaired performance of subtraction

Grade 3

1. Somnolence to semistupor but responsive to verbal stimuli

2. Confusion

3. Gross disorientation

Grade 4

1. Coma (unresponsive to verbal or noxious stimuli)
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prevent aspiration. In these patients a nasogastric tube should be placed and

treatment with nonabsorbable disaccharides such as lactulose or lactilol should

be started. In cooperative patients this can be given by mouth. The usual

starting dose is 20 ml, 3–4 times daily with the aim of achieving 2–4 soft

bowel movements per day. Although recent reviews have pointed out the

weaknesses of the clinical trials that support the use of the nonabsorbable

disaccharides, they are still first-line treatment [64,65].

If patients are not improving after correcting the precipitating cause and

administration of lactulose, neomycin 3–6 g/day in divided doses might be

added. Alternatively, metronidazole can be used [66]. Classically, low protein

diet (minimum 30 g/day) is recommended for patients with encephalopathy.

During an acute episode of HE, enteral nutrition is frequently interupted for

a few days due to coma or delirium. During this period the patient relies on

gluconeogenesis from protein to maintain glucose metabolism in the brain.

Gluconeogenesis is one of the most significant sources of endogenous ammo-

nia production and can lead to worsening of the encephalopathy. Therefore,

stuporous or comatose patients should be provided with a minimum of

400 calories per day in the form of intravenous glucose to minimize gluconeo-

genesis.

Once the patient recovers from an intercurrent episode of clinical enceph-

alopathy, a moderate dose of protein (40 g/day) is instituted and is increased

up to the maximum tolerated dose within the next few days. It is important to

avoid long-term protein restriction to prevent further worsening of the nutri-

tional status. Changes in the diet might help to increase the tolerance for

proteins; there is some evidence that vegetable and milk proteins are less

encephalogenic in than equal quantities of meat protein [67]. Other therapeutic

interventions such as ornithine-aspartate, sodium benzoate, and branched-

chain amino acids are less well established [59,68].

n PORTOPULMONARY HYPERTENSION AND HEPATOPULMONARY

SYNDROME

Portopulmonary Hypertension

Portopulmonary hypertension (PPHTN) is defined by:

1. Increased pulmonary arterial pressure (PAP; mean pressure determined by

right heart catherization of >25mmHg at rest and >30mmHg during exer-

cise)

2. Increased pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR; >240 dyne=s=cm5).

3. Pulmonary wedge pressure of less than 15 mmHg in patients with portal

hypertension [69].
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Reports on the incidence of PPHTN vary greatly. In a recent study in

patients with cirrhosis and refractory ascites, 16% of the patients fulfilled

the criteria for PPHTN [70]; whereas in other studies the incidence was

significantly lower [71]. So far no clear relationship between the severity of

hepatic dysfunction or the degree of portal hypertension and the severity

of pulmonary hypertension has been conclusively established [71]. In addition,

little is known about the risk of developing PPHTN while waiting for liver

transplantation.

The detection of PPHTN before liver transplantation, however, is

crucial because the presence of pulmonary hypertension of any severity in-

creases the perioperative and long-term risk of liver transplantation

[72,73]. The most common presenting symptom is progressive dyspnea on

excertion; however, patients with even severe PPHTN can be completely

asymptomatic.

Echocardiography is the screening method of choice [74,75]. Using a

systolic right ventricular pressure (RVsys) of more than 50 mmHg as a cutoff,

the sensitivity and specificity to detect moderate to severe PPHNT is 97% and

77%, respectively. Only these patients need to undergo right heart catheteriza-

tion to fully characterize pulmonary hemodynamics. If moderate to severe

PPHNT is confirmed, treatment with pulmonary vasodilators should be insti-

tuted with the aim of decreasing PAP to <35---40 mmHg and PVR to

<400 dyne=s=cm5 [76]. Although rare, PPHTN can develop after the initial

evaluation for liver transplantation [76,77]. In another study PPHNT was

diagnosed in 65% of patients only in the operating room prior to transplant-

ation [73].

These data clearly suggest that regular echocardiographic examinations

of liver transplant candidates on the waiting list are mandatory, although the

optimal screening frequency remains to be determined. In patients with nor-

mal echocardiographic findings at initial evaluation, the echocardiography

should be repeated annually and in patients with an RVsys between 35 and

50 mmHg, every 6 months (Table 2.5) [76].

Hepatopulmonary Syndrome

Hepatopulmonary syndrome (HPS) is defined as a triad consisting of:

1. Chronic liver disease.

2. Hypoxemia (PaO2 <70mmHg or alveolar to arterial oxygen gradient

>20 mmHg).

3. Intrapulmonary arteriovenous dilatation or shunts as detected by contrast

echocardiography, lung perfusion scanning, or pulmonary angiography

[69].
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HPS is a serious complication that should be diagnosed before liver transplant-

ation. The reported incidence of HPS in patients with chronic liver diseases is

variable (4–32%) and depends on the diagnostic criteria and the tests used to

detect intrapulmonary shunts [78,79]. A recent prospective study demon-

strated that the survival of patients with HPS is significantly shorter (median

Table 2.5 Recommended Follow-up Examinations for Patients on the Waiting List

Complication Examination Time Interval

Portopulmonary

hypertension

Echocardiography 12 months, if baseline

examination normal; 6

months, if RVsys at baseline

between 35 and 50 mmHg

Hepatopulmonary syndrome Pulse oxymetry in standing

position

6–12 months: arterial blood

gas analysis if SpO2 < 97%;

if PaO2 < 70mmHg,

perform echocardiography

Alternative: arterial blood gas

standing

6–12 months: if

PaO2 < 70mmHg, perform

echocardiography

Known hepatocellular

carcinoma

Abdominal CT or MRI 3 months

Chest CT 3 months

Bone scan 3–6 months

Cancer screening:

Hepatocellular carcinoma Abdominal ultrasound 3 months

Alternative: abdominal CT or

MRI

6 months

Cholangiocarcinoma Abdominal ultrasound and

CA 19-9

6 months

Colon cancer in primary

sclerosing cholangitis

patients

Colonoscopy 12 months

Breast cancer in women >40

years

Mammography 12 months

Cervical cancer in women

>40 years

Cervical smear 12 months

Prostate cancer in men >45

years

Prostate-specific antigen 12 months
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survival 11 months) compared to patients without HPS (median survival 41

months) [78].

Medical management has so far been disappointing. Increasingly, liver

transplantation has been advocated as the treatment of choice for patients

with HPS; normalization of hypoxemia can be expected in approximately

82% within 15 months after liver transplantation. After liver transplantation

up to 30% of patients with HPS will die; this is almost twice the death rate

experienced by all other transplant recipients [80]. Although the optimal

screening methods and interval have not been defined so far, it is probably

useful to screen patients every 6–12 months for signs of hypoxemia (Table

2.5). Hypoxemia is the prerequisite for the diagnosis of HPS; therefore, every

diagnostic approach should begin with the documentation of hypoxemia at

rest. The routine measurement of arterial blood gases has been advocated in

all liver transplant candidates [81]. Considering the prevalence of HPS this

would lead to a large number of unnecessary arterial blood gas analyses.

Therefore, a recent study evaluated the usefulness of pulse oxymetry for the

detection of arterial hypoxemia in liver transplant candidates [82]. If arterial

blood gas analysis is restricted to patients with an O2-saturation below 97%

only 32% of all patients would need an arterial blood gas analysis. This

would still maintain a high sensitivity (96%) and acceptable specificity to

identify hypoxemic patients (75%). If hypoxemia is established, the diagnosis

of HPS should be confirmed by echocardiography or lung perfusion scan-

ning. For patients with HPS an increase in the MELD score equivalent to a

15% risk of mortality (MELD score ¼ 24) might be requested in the USA (see

Chapter 6).

Hepatobiliary Cancer

Hepatocellular carcinoma can complicate all common forms of liver cirrhosis,

but occurs most commonly in hepatitis B- or C-induced liver cirrhosis. HCC

may be the indication for liver transplantation or may develop on the waiting

list. Follow-up of transplant candidates will differ. The management of pa-

tients with hepatoma is considered in detail in Chapter 8.

Cholangiocarcinoma (CCA) is a well-recognized complication of primary

sclerosing cholangitis (PSC). The reported frequency is as high as 7–36% in

patients undergoing liver transplantation. The occurrence of CCA is unpre-

dictable and is often difficult to diagnose. Liver transplantation is only for a

selected group of patients with early-stage CCA who undergo preoperative

radiation and chemotherapy in the absence of metastases. The issue of how

patients with PSC should be screened on the waiting list is still unresolved.

However, screening is important, because if the tumor is detected at early

stages, where it is still confined in the biliary tree, transplantation still offers
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the best chances for cure. Currently the best approach probably consists of an

ultrasound or magnetic resonance cholangiography and CA 19-9 level every 6

months (Table 2.5). Management of patients with PSC prior to transplantation

is discussed in Chapter 10.

Other Cancers

The most common extrahepatic cancer in PSC patients with ulcerative colitis is

colon cancer. Patients with ulcerative colitis should undergo yearly colono-

scopy while awaiting liver transplantation.

Annual mammography and cervical smear should be obtained yearly in

women over 40 years and an annual prostate-specific antigen (PSA) level

should be measured in men over 45 years awaiting liver transplantation

(Table 2.5).

n MANAGEMENT OF OTHER MEDICAL DISEASES

Diabetes Mellitus

Patients with established diabetes mellitus will need careful monitoring to

ensure that blood sugar is maintained within acceptable limits. There should

be a low threshold for instituting insulin-based control since diabetic trans-

plant recipients almost always require insulin in the initial post-transplant-

ation period.

Hypertension

Patients with arterial hypertension will need monitoring to ensure that blood

pressure is optimally controlled. If there are any cardiac abnormalities on

screening, electrocardiogram (ECG) and echocardiography should be repeated

at 6-monthly intervals.

Preventing Further Liver Damage

Patients with ESLD are at increased risk of developing fatal hepatic failure if

they develop superimposed acute hepatitis A [83]. Vaccination against hepa-

titis A and B is much more effective in patients with compensated liver

cirrhosis compared to patients with decompensated disease [84]. Therefore,

all patients with chronic liver disease should be vaccinated against hepatitis A

and B as early as possible in the course of their disease (see Chapter 7).

If possible, potentially hepatotoxic drugs should be avoided, especially

medications that increase the risk of GI bleeding or renal insufficiency.
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Malnutrition

Malnutrition is common in patients with chronic liver disease awaiting trans-

plantation, and is a risk factor for mortality following liver transplantation

[85,86]. Unfortunately, nutritional supplementation has not been proven to

affect outcome [87]. However, most of the studies done to date were either

poorly controlled or not adequately powered to detect small differences in

survival.

In general, the total amount of calories provided should be at least 30–

35 kcal/kg/day [88]. Protein restriction should not be considered routine.

Adults can receive daily 1–2 g of protein/kg of dry body weight. Patients

with ESLD awaiting liver transplant should take daily multivitamin and

other supplements as needed. Specific fat-soluble vitamin supplementation

should be provided if a deficiency is present.

Temporary Suspension from the Waiting List

Patients may temporarily be inactivated on the waiting list for several reasons

and reactivated as soon as the temporary problem is resolved. The most

common reasons for temporary suspension are intercurrent infections and

variceal bleeding. Such infections should be vigorously treated; management

of bleeding and portal hypertension is discussed in Chapter 3.

Disease-specific aspects of the pretransplantation management of patients

with viral hepatitis (Chapter 7), hepatoma (Chapter 8), alcoholic liver disease

(Chapter 9), autoimmune diseases (Chapter 10), metabolic diseases (Chapter

11), and fulminant hepatic failure (Chapter 13) are covered elsewhere.
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Management of
Portal Hypertension
and Biliary
Problems Prior to
Transplantation
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Nazia Selzer, Janet E. Tuttle-Newhall,
and Beat Müllhaupt

E
N D - S T A G E liver disease (ESLD) results from many etiologies and even-

tually leads to complications due to portal hypertension. These include

bleeding and ascites, hepatic encephalopathy, and eventually, liver failure.

Rapid deterioration secondary to portal hypertension in pretransplant patients

is not uncommon and can result in death before an organ becomes available.

Due to the rapid changes occurring in the fields of vascular radiology, hepa-

tology, and hepatobiliary surgery, there are no clear recommendations easily

available regarding the pretransplant therapy for both portal hypertension and

biliary complications in patients with ESLD. Transplant programs have estab-

lished protocols for dealing with these common problems, but typically, these

practices are based on the institutional availability of certain therapies or on

local experience. This chapter reviews available therapies for portal hyperten-

sion and ascites as well as biliary complications in patients with ESLD and the

impact of those therapies on potential liver transplantation. In reviewing these

manifestations of ESLD, we hope to provide the clinician with a rational plan

for caring for these often challenging and complex patients.

n PORTAL HYPERTENSION

Portal hypertension is a frequent complication in cirrhosis. Pressure rises

secondary to increased resistance to increased hepatic portal flow in the

cirrhotic liver [1]. It is important to emphasize that contrary to what was

traditionally thought, increased hepatic vascular resistance in cirrhosis is due

to not only the mechanical consequence of changes in the hepatic architec-

ture but also the active contraction of the vascular smooth muscle cells,
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myofibroblasts, and other contractile elements within or around hepatic micro-

circulation [2,3]. A second contributing factor is an increase in portal flow due

to splanchnic vasodilatation and increased splanchnic intravascular volume

[4,5]. As a result, venous collaterals form in an attempt to decompress the high

pressure in the portal venous system [1]. Despite the formation of these

collaterals, which can shunt up to 80% of portal venous flow, the marked

increase in splanchnic inflow results in persistently elevated venous pressures.

Specific systems of venous collaterals and their anatomic pathways include the

gastroesophageal system supplied via the coronary and azygous veins,

the splenorenal system via the splenic and retroperitoneal venous systems,

the umbilical venous system (which clinically produces the caput medusa),

and the hemorrhoidal venous plexus supplied via the inferior mesenteric vein

(Fig. 3.1).

n PREVENTION OF FIRST BLEEDING (PRIMARY PROPHYLAXIS)

The most common and life-threatening disturbance of increased portal

venous pressure is upper gastrointestinal bleeding from esophageal varices.

The incidence of variceal bleeding in patients with esophageal varices

ranges from 20% to 40% at 2 years [6]. Variceal size and the degree of liver

dysfunction are the main variables correlated with an increased risk of

variceal bleeding. Treatment of the patient with known varices and portal

hypertension who has never bled should address two major issues. The first is

to prevent the development or the growth of the varices and the second is to

prevent variceal hemorrhage in patients with varices that have never bled

(primary prophylaxis).

Varices are present in about 50% of patients at the time of the initial

diagnosis of cirrhosis. Several studies have demonstrated that the develop-

ment of varices occurs when the portal pressure gradient (hepatic venous

pressure gradient (HVPG)) increases above 10–12 mmHg [7]. A recent large

multicenter randomized trial reported that an HVGP > 10 mmHg was accom-

panied by a faster development of varices, ascites, and death, emphasizing the

prognostic value of HVGP measurements [8]. However, repetitive portal pres-

sure measurement is not yet part of standard practice. The procedure requires

personnel and equipment that are not available in all centers; the cost effect-

iveness of this technique has not yet been determined.

It is conceivable that early treatment of compensated cirrhotic patients

with portal pressure-reducing agents may prevent the development of varices.

Unfortunately, the data are not conclusive. In a recent placebo-controlled study,

there was no difference in the development of varices by treating cirrhotics with

portal hypertension with timolol, a potent nonselective beta-blocker [9].
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At present, nonselective beta-blockers are the only drugs recommended as

monotherapy for the primary prophylaxis of variceal hemorrhage. Beta-

blockers not only reduce portal venous flow, but also reduce collateral flow

as well. This occurs because of both a decrease in cardiac output from blockade

of the beta-1 receptors in the heart and a reduction in splanchnic vascular tone

due to blockade of the beta-2 receptors in the splanchnic vessel [10]. Several

studies have shown that propranolol and nadolol, both nonselective beta-
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blockers, are successful in preventing the initial variceal bleeding episode in

patients with known portal hypertension. Meta-analysis of these studies con-

cluded that continued propranolol or nadolol prophylaxis reduces the bleed-

ing risk from 25% to 15% over a median of 2 years [11]. This treatment seems to

be most beneficial in patients with moderate to large varices (>5 mm) inde-

pendent of liver dysfunction [12]. In patients with small varices the risk of

hemorrhage is small and the treatment does not seem to be cost-effective.

Recently, a placebo-controlled trial reported that nadolol prevents the progres-

sion of small to large varices [13]. Until these results are confirmed, follow-up

endoscopy every year seems to be reasonable in these patients.

Adequate protection against bleeding is achieved if the portal pressure

gradient is reduced by 20% or to less than 12 mmHg [14–16]. Unfortunately,

portal pressures drop to this level in only 30–40% of patients treated with

propranolol [17]. None of the noninvasive methods proposed (Doppler ultra-

sonography, plethysmography, etc.) are sufficiently precise to predict the

portal pressure response. Assessment of HVPG is advised but due to the

invasive nature of the measurement and its cost, it is not routinely performed.

The most common approach for adjusting the dosage of beta-blockers remains

achievement of a 25% reduction in resting heart rate. Therapy with beta-

blockers should be maintained indefinitely or until the time of transplantation,

as the withdrawal from the treatment is associated with a higher risk of

mortality [18].

An approach to increase the proportion of responders to beta-blockers is

the addition of a vasodilating drug. The rationale underlying this approach is

that some patients who do not respond to propranolol exhibit an increase in

portal collateral resistance [19], hindering portal pressure reduction. It has

been demonstrated that the addition of isosorbide mononitrate (ISMN) signifi-

cantly increases the long-term response to beta-blockers [20]. However, it is not

yet clear whether this combination has an effect in preventing the first variceal

bleeding or rebleeding episode. Indeed, a recent randomized controlled trial

comparing nadolol with nadolol plus ISMN demonstrated a significantly

lower first bleeding rate in the combination group, but without survival

advantage [21–22]. This conclusion has not been confirmed in a large double-

blinded multicenter trial [23]. Therefore, combination therapy for primary

prophylaxis is currently not recommended [24]. In patients with contraindica-

tions to beta-blocker, ISMN alone has no proven efficacy compared with

placebo in preventing the first bleeding episode or in affecting survival [25].

About 15–20% of patients cannot be treated with drug therapy because of

relative or absolute contraindications [11]. In these patients, endoscopic

variceal ligation (EVL) is the only effective alternative for primary prophylaxis.

Two recent randomized trails, as well as a meta-analysis of EVL versus

propranolol, have shown no difference between the two treatments regarding
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prevention of hemorrhage or mortality. Therefore, the use of EVL as an

alternative in case of contraindications or development of intolerance to beta-

blocker therapy is encouraged [26–28].

n INITIAL SUPPORT OF THE PATIENT WITH VARICEAL HEMORRHAGE

Variceal bleeding is a medical emergency and its management should be

undertaken in an intensive care setting by a team of experienced nurses,

hepatologists, endoscopists, and surgeons. The initial therapy is aimed at

correcting hypovolemic shock, preventing complications associated with gas-

trointestinal bleeding, and achieving hemostasis at the bleeding site.

Mortality from an acute variceal bleed can approach 20% within 6 weeks

with an immediate mortality from uncontrolled bleeding in up to 8% of cases

[29]. This mortality is related not only to the amount of blood lost, but also to

the severity of the underlying liver dysfunction. Patients with mild, compen-

sated liver disease have a lower mortality rate compared with patients with

severe hepatic dysfunction. The Child–Pugh classification is helpful in strati-

fying patients into groups by severity of liver dysfunction (Table 3.1) but has

been recently replaced by the model for ESLD as a marker of hepatic

Table 3.1 Child–Pugh Scoring System for Liver Cirrhosis

Clinical Parameter Rank Score

Bilirubin (m/dL) <2 1

2–3 2

>3 3

Albumin (g/dL) >3.5 1

2.8–3.5 2

<3.5 3

Prothrombin ratio (%) >50 1

30–50 2

<30 3

Encephalopathy Absent 1

I–II 2

III 3

Ascites Absent 1

Mild 2

Tense 3

Child’s A: 5–6 points; Child’s B: 7–9 points; Child’s C: >10 points
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dysfuction and as an allocation tool for liver transplantation in the USA (see

Chapter 6) [30,31].

Measures that provide medical support are the most important factors that

favorably influence the prognosis of these patients. Peripheral venous cathe-

terization with a large-bore intravenous access for rapid perfusion of blood and

fluids is mandatory. The blood bank should be notified of the patient’s clinical

status and the blood products set up and kept ahead of the patient’s needs.

Packed red blood cells and clotting factors should be made available when

requested. Standard laboratory tests should be done for baseline diagnostic

studies including a coagulation profile. Aggressive attempts to replace lost red

cell volume should be undertaken. Overtransfusion should be avoided to

avoid the rebound increase in portal pressure with a subsequent risk of

rebleeding [32]. The placement of a nasogastric tube to empty gastric contents

lowers the risk of tracheobronchial aspiration and prepares the stomach for the

performance of diagnostic and/or therapeutic upper gastrointestinal endos-

copy. In patients with severe hemodynamic alterations and encephalopathy, or

patients unable to maintain their airway, orotracheal intubation and mechan-

ical ventilation should be initiated.

Upper gastrointestinal endoscopy should be performed as soon as the

patient’s clinical status permits. Endoscopy allows specific diagnosis and

treatment in 90% of cases. One must never assume that a patient is bleeding

from a variceal source without objective confirmation. Patients with cirrhosis

can bleed from other causes such as peptic ulcer disease in up to 20% of cases.

In addition, it is important to prevent clinical complications that are

frequently seen in portal hypertension patients with gastrointestinal bleeding.

This includes the administration of lactulose for the treatment of hepatic

encephalopathy and antibiotics (norfloxacin 400 mg/12 h during 5 days) [33]

to reduce the incidence of severe bacterial infections produced by microorgan-

ism of enteric origin after sclerosis or endoscopic banding.

The currently recommended therapy of variceal bleeding is to resuscitate

the patient, start therapy with a somatostatin analog (e.g. Octreotide analog) or

a vasopressin analog (e.g. terlipressin), and then to perform an upper gastro-

intestinal endoscopy [24,34]. Drug therapy may be started upon the patient’s

transfer to the hospital [35] and maintained up to 5 days to prevent early

rebleeding [24]. The rationale for this treatment comes from a number of

randomized control trials demonstrating that early administration of medical

therapy facilitates endoscopy, improves control of bleeding, and reduces early

rebleeding rate [35–36].

The drug of choice for the treatment of variceal bleeding depends on the

local resources. These include somatostatin, octreotide, and terlipressin. While

terlipressin [34] is the drug of choice in Europe, octreotide is the drug of choice

in the USA [35]. In the past, concerns over the potential side-effects of vaso-
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pressin have led many clinicians to hold this drug in reserve. In contrast, the

safety profiles of somatostatin and octreotide permit clinicians to institute drug

therapy in the emergency room as soon as diagnosis of variceal bleeding is

suspected. Of note, a recent randomized controlled trial suggested that the

use of higher doses (500mg=h) of somatostatin can result in increased

clinical efficacy in the subset of patients with active bleeding at emergency

endoscopy [37].

A novel approach is the use of drugs that improve hemostasis. For ex-

ample, recombinant activated factor VII (rVIIa) has been shown to correct

prothrombin time in cirrhotic patients with acute variceal bleeding [38,39].

A recent double-blind trial was unable to show an advantage of this treatment

over placebo regarding failure to control bleeding within 24 h or prevention of

rebleeding within the first 5 days. However, analysis of the data has demon-

strated a benefit of rVIIa in the subgroup of patients with Child’s B/C cirrhosis

[40]. Further studies need to be performed to verify these findings prior to

widespread clinical application.

Endoscopic therapy for variceal hemorrhage has evolved over the past

three decades. Two techniques are in common use: endoscopic sclerotherapy

(ES) and EVL. Neither procedure reduces portal pressure; however, in the

acute setting both can control bleeding. In the acute bleeding patient, either

ligation or ES can be used equally depending on the institutional level of

expertise. Success rates of 80–90% have been shown in various studies [40],

but often more than one session of endoscopy is required and complications

may occur.

ES involves injecting sclerosing agents directly into or near the bleeding

varix. Complications from this procedure are usually related to the sclerosant,

locally or systematically; esophageal perforation can occur but is rare. Ulcer-

ations at the site of the offending varix are common after sclerotherapy. Deep

ulcerations may be indicative of a full-thickness injection, and stricture

or esophageal perforation may follow. These types of ulcerations are more

common in Child’s class C patients. Rebleeding from these ulcers can occur in

2–13% of patients [41]. Systemic effects of the sclerosant can include bacter-

emia, fever, and pulmonary deterioration. The most relevant complication is

rebleeding from the initial varices; this is reported in as many as 50% of those

patients initially controlled. Varices redevelop in 28–60% of patients following

obliteration, with rebleeding in 4–44% of these cases.

Recently, EVL has been advocated instead of sclerotherapy as the therapy

of choice for controlling variceal hemorrhage [42]. This treatment is carried out

through elastic bands inserted through a device attached to the end of endo-

scope. Trials comparing the two modalities have shown ligation to be as

effective as sclerotherapy in controlling the initial bleeding event with fewer

complications. Rebleeding rate and the average number of sessions required to
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obliterate varices have been reported to be less frequent [43]. However, the

performance of EVL may be technically difficult in an esophagus awash in

blood, and sclerotherapy might be easier to perform in these situations. More-

over, the major factor influencing survival is the degree of underlying hepatic

dysfunction and not the endoscopic modality used to control the bleeding.

If bleeding is not controlled with drug therapy and endoscopy, a Sengsta-

ken–Blakemore or Linton tube should be inserted. The patient’s airway should

be controlled with an endotracheal tube prior to insertion of the Sengstaken–

Blakemore tube to limit the risk of aspiration. Balloon tamponade is effective in

80–90% of patients, but rebleeding occurs in over half of those patients. The

physician should plan for a repeat endoscopy after successful balloon tampon-

ade. After unsuccessful endoscopic attempts to control the bleeding, emer-

gency transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) should be

considered.

A transvenous, intrahepatic, portosystemic shunt or TIPS is a radiological

procedure that involves placement of a metal stent via the internal jugular

vein, through the hepatic parenchyma and into the portal vein creating a

portosystemic shunt (Fig. 3.2) [44]. The results are a rapid and sustained

decrease in portal pressure. The shunt functions physiologically in the same

manner as a surgical side-to-side portacaval shunt. A TIPS does not alter the

portal vein anatomy, which is an advantage if the patient subsequently

undergoes liver transplantation [45]. TIPS has obviated the need for emergent

surgical procedures in the majority of patients who fail emergency medical

Fig. 3.2 Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt.
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and endoscopic therapy to control bleeding. Portal pressure can be lowered

effectively below 12 mmHg. In addition, the potential to have varices select-

ively embolized angiographically during the same procedure exists for pa-

tients who are actively bleeding [46].

TIPS is quite effective as a salvage hemostatic therapy. The success rate in

arresting bleeding is over 90%, but is burdened by a high mortality (38%)

[47,48]. In a recent study, Patch et al. [49] identified several factors that

independently predicted death following TIPS for acute variceal bleeding.

These included the presence of ascites, ventilation problems, serum creatinine,

platelet, and white blood cells counts. Some clinicians who routinely treat

patients with liver disease have recommended limiting the use of TIPS for

emergency control of bleeding to patients who are not ventilated for aspiration,

are not septic, have no deteriorating liver and renal function, and are

not receiving drugs to support their blood pressure [44]. However, other

groups have not found any one of these variables to be predictive of early

mortality [48].

Potential candidates for orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) should

have the remainder of their therapy managed with the possibility of trans-

plantation in mind.

Of note, the techniques introduced over the past decades to control active

variceal bleeding have resulted in a better prognosis of cirrhotic patients

following a first variceal bleeding. Analyzing 28 eligible randomized con-

trolled trails for primary prevention of variceal bleeding between 1960 and

2000, McCormick and O’Keefe [50] reported that the bleeding-related mortality

was significantly reduced from 65% to 40% over the past four decades.

n PREVENTION OF REBLEEDING

The best modality for the prevention of variceal rebleeding in the patient who

is a candidate for transplantation is unknown. Rebleeding rates in untreated

patients who have recovered from an episode of variceal hemorrhage range

from 55% to 67% at 1 year, with a mortality rate of 20% from each rebleeding

episode [51]. Options include medical therapy, intermittent ES or banding,

TIPS, certain surgical shunts, or liver transplantation.

Both pharmacological treatment with beta-blockers and endoscopic treat-

ment are accepted as first-line treatment for the prevention of rebleeding.

Meta-analysis of studies comparing beta-blocker with placebo consistently

demonstrated a benefit for beta-blockers in term of reducing the rebleeding

risk and improving survival [11]. Addition of ISMN to beta-blockers decreases

the risk of rebleeding from 37–57% to 30–42% [51]. However, ISMN by

releasing nitric oxide can cause hypotension and may worsen sodium reten-
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tion and renal function. Therefore, combination drug therapy in the setting of

rebleeding must be done with caution [24].

Some authors have advocated repeated endoscopic therapy for prevention

of variceal rebleeding. ES alone reduces the risk of rebleeding to 34–53% [51].

Despite the complete eradication of varices and demonstrable reductions in the

rates of rebleeding, repeat ES has not shown to increase survival [33]. It is also

accompanied by a greater incidence of complications. ES has been currently

replaced by EVL, which is safer and is more effective for prevention of rebleed-

ing (20–43%) [51]. Prophylactic EVL can be performed in all patients including

those at high risk for other interventions (i.e. Child’s C patients), without

adversely affecting hepatic function. Repeat EVL does not affect a patient’s

candidacy for OLT.

Currently, TIPS is recommended as a bridge to transplantation in patients

who have failed other conventional modalities to control rebleeding. The role

of TIPS compared with conventional treatment (ES or EVL plus beta-blocker)

in the prevention of variceal rebleeding has been investigated in several

randomized controlled trials. Meta-analysis of these studies consistently

show that TIPS decreases the variceal rebleeding rate (11–22%) compared

with endoscopic treatment alone or in combination with propranolol

[51]. One-year survival rates in the majority of studies are similar between

patients treated with TIPS and those treated with other modalities. Complica-

tion of TIPS includes new or worsening hepatic encephalopathy (20–30%)

and worsening liver function [52]. Based on these results, it can be con-

cluded that placement of a TIPS decreases the rebleeding rate, while increasing

the encephalopathy rate, and has no effect on survival [53]. A cost analysis

of TIPS versus endoscopy therapy found that the cost of TIPS was signifi-

cantly greater at 1 year compared with endoscopy therapy [54] and drug

therapy [55].

Maintaining patency of the stent increases the cost of this technique [53].

TIPS stenosis occurs in 18–70% of patients within the first year [52]. Almost

uniformly, reintervention is warranted to maintain long-term shunt patency.

With close follow-up and frequent Doppler inspections of the shunt to ensure

patency (usually every 3 months), early detection of stenosis can be managed

with balloon dilatation of the stent or the addition of a new stent. Of note,

recently polytetrafluoroethylene-covered stents have demonstrated higher pa-

tency with lower rates of dysfunction and encephalopathy [56].

At the time of transplantation, the stent is removed as part of the

hepatectomy. Initial improper placement of the stent can significantly com-

promise the transplant procedure. If the stent is placed into the vena cava, it

can be impossible to place a suprahepatic vena caval clamp or, if placed into

the portal vein, it can complicate the portal venous anastomosis. It is imperative
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to have a well-experienced interventional radiologist place these devices to

avoid these complications.

n SURGICAL INTERVENTIONS

In patients who are candidates for OLT but fail nonsurgical therapies, includ-

ing TIPS, nontransplant surgical interventions may be warranted. Liver trans-

plantation remains the best long-term option for those patients with end-stage

hepatic failure who have bleeding varices and nontransplant surgical proced-

ures and must be considered very carefully in this population prior to pro-

ceeding. The key in choosing the correct surgical intervention is to balance the

degree of hepatic dysfunction against the risk of rebleeding. Shunting proced-

ures may also be appropriate in patients with good hepatic function (therefore,

not OLT candidates), who fail medical therapies.

Surgical Shunts

Surgical shunts are categorized into three types: total, selective, and partial.

Total shunts involve complete diversion of blood away from the portal circu-

lation and into the systemic circulation. The portacaval shunt is the classic

example using either an end-to-side or a side-to-side portal vein to inferior

vena caval anastomosis (Fig. 3.3). Due to the complete diversion of blood from

the hypertensive portal circulation, these shunts maximally protect against

variceal rebleeding. Portacaval shunts are technically straightforward and,

historically, have been recommended as the optimal decompression procedure

in an emergency setting [57]. Only patients with compensated cirrhosis

Fig. 3.3 (a) End-to-side and (b) side-to-side portacaval shunt.
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(Child’s class A and a ‘‘good’’ B) should be considered as candidates for

portacaval shunts.

Portacaval shunts should be avoided, if possible, in a candidate for OLT.

Although mortality rates for patients undergoing OLT following a portacaval

shunt do not differ from those who have not had the procedure, right upper

quadrant scarring may substantially complicate the conduct of the transplant-

ation by increasing the operative time and transfusion requirements [58]. This

type of shunt is also associated with an increased risk of encephalopathy and

accelerated hepatic failure, especially in the patient with limited hepatic re-

serve. The classic portacaval shunt in the transplant candidate has recently

been supplanted by TIPS.

Other options available for total shunts include the mesocaval shunt using

a large Dacron interposition graft, 19–22 mm, between the superior mesenteric

vein at the root of the small bowel mesentery and the inferior vena cava. This

type of shunt is particularly attractive in patients with bleeding varices who

have hepatic venous outflow obstruction but require subsequent OLT and in

pediatric patients with portal hypertension in whom a distal splenorenal shunt

is not feasible secondary to the small size of their venous anatomy. Unlike the

portacaval shunt, this type of shunt does not complicate the conduct of the

transplant procedure. The shunt itself is easily dealt with during the transplant

procedure by interrupting it with heavy sutures or a vascular stapling device.

A modification of the classic mesocaval shunt is the partial shunt. Partial

shunts preserve portal perfusion to the liver while decreasing portal pressure

in order to decrease the risk of variceal bleeding. The most commonly used

partial shunt is the superior mesenteric vein to inferior vena cava shunt,

using maximum 15-mm Dacron prosthetic graft, an H graft. Due to the smaller

size of the prosthetic graft, complete diversion of portal blood flow away from

the liver can be avoided. This procedure also avoids the porta hepatis and does

not affect any subsequent OLT procedure similar to the classic mesocaval

shunt. The advantage to this type of shunt is a lower incidence of encephal-

opathy but, due to its small size, there is an increased incidence of graft

thrombosis.

Selective shunts preserve portal venous flow while selectively decom-

pressing the gastroesophageal varices. The distal splenorenal shunt (Warren

shunt) is the most popular shunt currently used in patients who are OLT

candidates. This procedure is best offered to patients with recurrent bleeding

who are refractory to medical therapy and who have preserved hepatic re-

serve. In the patient awaiting OLT who is suffering from recurrent variceal

bleeding, TIPS is a better bridge to transplantation.

The Warren shunt entails anastomosing the end of the distal splenic

vein with the left renal vein and disconnecting the significant venous collat-

erals such as the coronary and gastroepiploic veins (Fig. 3.4). This results in a
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preserved superior mesenteric and portal venous circulation plus a splenor-

enal decompressive shunt for the gastric and esophageal varices. This

procedure offers the advantages of a lower rate of encephalopathy and

decreased incidence of rebleeding especially in those patients with pre-

dominantly gastric varices. Unfortunately, this procedure should not be

used in patients with preexisting chronic ascites [59]. Patients with adequate

or good hepatic function, Child’s class A or ‘‘good’’ B patients, can have

a reduction in their risk of bleeding to less than 10% and a survival

rate reported to be approximately 75% at 5 years. This procedure does not

interfere with or increase the risk of subsequent OLT [60]. Unfortunately,

in alcoholic cirrhotic patients, the preservation of portal venous flow can

be lost over time due to the development of new venous collaterals. This

decrease in portal venous flow can lead to an increased incidence of portal

vein thrombosis, increasing the rate of variceal rebleeding and potentially

complicating an OLT [61]. Some authors have reported better long-term pre-

vention of rebleeding in the alcoholic population by using an H-graft, partial

mesocaval shunt.

Nonshunting Procedures

Finally, there are several nonshunting therapies available to control recurrent

variceal bleeding. These procedures include transesophageal variceal ligation,

the Sugiura procedure (or one of its modifications), and the McDermott pro-

cedure. A full and comprehensive description and comparison of all these

Fig. 3.4 Distal splenorenal shunt.
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procedures is beyond the scope of this text and they will only be briefly

mentioned for completeness. These procedures are usually indicated in pa-

tients when a surgical shunt is technically not feasible and in patients that are

not candidates for OLT. The modified Sugiura procedure is the most com-

monly performed nonshunting operation performed at our institution. It is

based on the principle of dividing the perforating veins of the esophagogastric

varices while preserving the plexus of venous collaterals that connect the

coronary vein to the azygous system. The esophagus is devascularized of

feeding venous collaterals close to its wall. As stated earlier, the periesopha-

geal veins are preserved. The gastroesophageal junction is likewise devascu-

larized down onto the lesser and greater curves of the stomach. The esophagus

is then transected with an EEA stapling device. A splenectomy is added, as is a

selective vagotomy and pyloroplasty [62]. Rebleeding rates are low after this

type of procedure. One series has reported 76% of their patients free of

hemorrhage at 5 years [63]. After this procedure, hepatic function is preserved

and subsequently, there is decreased risk of encephalopathy. The most com-

mon postoperative complications reported are portal vein thrombosis and

esophageal stricture, at 18% and 30%, respectively [63]. In our institutional

experience with 15 patients, we have had no episodes of recurrent hemorrhage

and only one documented esophageal stricture within a 2-year follow-up

period. There are no reports in the literature to date documenting OLT after

this procedure.

Recommendation for the Therapy of Portal Hypertension

In conclusion, portal hypertension and subsequent variceal bleeding are

major complications of ESLD. As hemorrhage from varices is often massive

and life-threatening, aggressive intervention must be used in order to promote

patient survival and limit complications. Attention to volume resuscitation,

correction of coagulopathies, and early endoscopic evaluation are the corner-

stones. Combination of pharmacological therapy with emergency endoscopy is

the most promising approach. In most candidates for OLT, the TIPS procedure

should be the next step to control bleeding. In patients who have recurrent

bleeding despite TIPS, a surgical shunt should be considered. In those patients

listed for transplantation, appropriately increasing their status on the waiting

list may facilitate OLT, which is definitive therapy. Each patient must be

evaluated on an individual basis in order to select the most appropriate

operative procedure. Surgeon experience and familiarity must also be a factor

in choosing the procedure that should be utilized. Finally, OLT must be

considered for patients with rapidly progressive primary liver dysfunction

who present with variceal bleeding as a therapy to prevent rebleeding.
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Ascites

Ascites in a patient with cirrhosis is often a marker of poor hepatic function

and is an indicator of poor long-term survival, with a 2-year survival of only

50% [64]. Many patients are referred for liver transplantation after develop-

ment of ascites. Therapeutic options for ascites include medical management,

surgical options, TIPS, and OLT. The keystones of medical therapy include

diuretics, restriction of dietary sodium (2000 mg/day), and serial paracentesis.

Fluid restriction is not necessary in most patient with ascites unless serum

sodium is below 150 mmol/L [65].

Diuretics must be instituted with care as over aggressive diuretic therapy

can reduce intravascular volume and predispose the patient to the hepatorenal

syndrome. The usual regimen would be a single morning dose of spironolac-

tone (100 mg) and furosemide (40 mg) [65]. Due to hyperkalemia and the long

half-life of spironolactone [66] its use as single-agent therapy is currently

recommended only in patients with minimal fluid overload [65]. The dose of

both oral diuretics can be increased simultaneously every 3–5 days, if weight

loss and natriuresis are inadequate. Maximum doses may be as high

as 600 mg/day of spironolactone and 200 mg/day of furosemide. The side-

effects of diuretic therapy may include volume depletion, which may precipi-

tate an episode of encephalopathy, or may lead to renal failure. Hyponatremia,

hypokalemia or hyperkalemia are not infrequent problems. Care must be taken

in using high-dose diuretic therapy in patients with concomitant congestive

heart failure, or preexisting renal compromise. Weekly monitoring of electro-

lytes and changes in the patient’s weight must be undertaken when initiating

or changing therapy. Encephalopathy, serum sodium less than 125 mmol/L,

or serum creatinine greater than 150mmol=L should lead to cessation of

diuretic use.

Paracentesis continues to be an effective means of managing large volume

ascites. Two prospective studies have demonstrated that a single 5-L paracent-

esis can be performed safely without colloid infusion in patients with diuretic-

resistant large-volume ascites [67,68]. Larger volumes of fluid can be safely

removed with the administration of intravenous albumin. Unfortunately, re-

peat paracentesis can increase the risk of contaminating the ascitic fluid,

leading to peritonitis. Additionally, there is a considerable time investment

from both the patient and the physician in using paracentesis as a mode of

therapy. Therefore, it is recommended to follow a single large-volume para-

centesis by diet and diuretic therapy [65].

Refractory ascites is that which is unresponsive to high-dose diuretics and

a sodium-restricted diet. In addition, refractory ascites tends to rapidly recur

following paracentesis [69]. Less than 10% of patients with cirrhosis have

refractory ascites [70]. Prior to labeling a patient as having medically refractory
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ascites, an in-hospital trial of dietary management and diuretic therapy should

be attempted. Exclusion of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs is necessary

before judging that ascites is refractory to treatment. For patients who fail in-

hospital management of their ascites, other options are available. These

include serial therapeutic paracentesis, liver transplantation, TIPS, and perito-

neovenous shunt.

Serial paracentesis is effective in controlling ascites, even in the subpopu-

lation of patients without any sodium excretion [71]. The development of new

paracentesis equipment has significantly improved the speed of paracentesis.

The question of colloid replacement following paracentesis remains controver-

sial. Current literature does not support a benefit of colloid replacement

for low-volume paracentesis. For larger paracentesis, an albumin infusion of

8–10 g/L of fluid removed should be considered [65].

The peritoneovenous shunt (e.g. LeVeen or Denver) is mentioned for

historical interest only. This type of shunt involves placement of a unidirec-

tional valve and catheter system that allows continuous infusion of ascites

from the peritoneal cavity into the central circulation. Although this system

maintains effective circulating volume and renal perfusion, repeated episodes

of infection, poor long-term patency, episodes of disseminated intravascular

coagulation, and lack of survival advantage compared with medical therapy

limit its use [72].

The placement of TIPS is effective in the majority of patients with refrac-

tory ascites. Physiologically, the TIPS mimics a side-to-side portacaval

shunt and by reducing sinusoidal hypertension has a positive impact on

ascites. Due to increased waiting times for patients listed for OLT, TIPS

offers the best long-term solution for both portal hypertension and ascites.

TIPS has been compared with sequential paracentesis in several randomized

controlled trials [73–76]. A total of 264 patients were included in these

studies. All these studies demonstrated that TIPS was effective in reducing

the need for repeated paracentesis. There was no advantage in transplant free

survival; there was an increased incidence of new or more severe encephalop-

athy. There was also no improvement in the quality of life in TIPS group.

Patients who are on a transplant list and are likely to undergo liver transplant-

ation within a few months are probably better managed by large-volume

paracentesis.

In OLT candidates, surgical shunts are rarely used. Historically, a side-to-

side portacaval shunt was indicated as definitive therapy for intractable

ascites. However, due to the development of better medical and non-

surgical options, the use of this particular intervention has fallen out of favor

except in the most unusual circumstances. Transplantation is the only effective

treatment for the chronic liver disease that predisposes patients to chronic

ascites.
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n BILIARY DISEASE

Biliary Stones in the Patient with End-Stage Liver Disease

Biliary stones, typically pigmented stones, are more common in the cirrhotic

than in the noncirrhotic patient. Asymptomatic gallstones should be left un-

treated as gallstones become symptomatic in the population at a rate of only

1% per year [77,78].

Cholecystectomy should be considered in the pretransplant patient only if

symptoms are highly suggestive of biliary colic. In the cirrhotic patient, gall-

bladder surgery has been reported to be associated with high rates of post-

operative morbidity and mortality [79]. The risk of surgery correlates with

the degree of liver dysfunction as assessed by Child’s classification. Laparo-

scopic cholecystectomy is feasible in some patients, although the open proced-

ure is sometimes necessary to prevent or control bleeding. These patients are

best managed by the surgeons who will be responsible for the transplant

procedure.

Management of intrahepatic or common bile duct stones in patients with

advanced liver disease is difficult. The therapy for a transplant candidate

should focus on prevention of biliary obstruction and subsequent cholangitis.

Biliary stricture should be treated by nonoperative means, including endo-

scopic retrograde cholangiography with stone extraction and sphincterotomy,

or transhepatically. The choice of access is based on the location of stones in the

biliary tree and the available local expertise. Although it is inefficient in

dissolving stones, ursodeoxycholic acid is often used to prevent stone refor-

mation and limit biliary sludging.

n CONCLUSION

Portal hypertension, ascites, and progressive biliary diseases are common

problems in patients potentially facing hepatic transplantation. Patients with

portal hypertension present a challenge to the primary physician from both a

medical and social context. Resuscitation and control of hemorrhage are the

immediate concerns of initial therapy when a patient presents with bleeding.

Once a diagnosis of varices is confirmed, specific, well-thought-out care plans

can be initiated. Early recognition of the need for OLT evaluation is para-

mount. Therapeutic interventions in both the portal hypertensive patient and

the patient with progressive biliary disease can have an impact not only on

treatment options but also on the outcomes of any further interventions. Early

referral to a transplant center can ensure timely evaluation and listing for those

patients with progressive liver disease.
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Psychosocial
Evaluation of the
Potential Recipient
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Robyn Lewis Claar

n INTRODUCTION

Orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) is an established and acceptable treat-

ment modality for end-stage liver disease (ESLD) of a variety of etiologies.

Unfortunately, many more patients are listed and waiting to undergo OLT

than there are donor organs available; in the USA, over 17 000 patients were

listed for OLT as of December 2003 [1]. Moreover, short- and long-term

survival rates for liver transplant recipients are currently estimated at 79%

and 78%, respectively [2]. Therefore, given the scarcity of available livers, as

well as the significant mortality risk associated with OLT, potential liver

transplant candidates are evaluated carefully to assess medical and psycho-

logical comorbidities that might adversely affect post-OLT outcomes.

Pre-OLT psychological evaluation of potential candidates focuses on

known psychosocial risk factors that are associated with poor posttransplant

outcomes, including active substance abuse, significant psychological distress

or impairment, lack of social support, inability to adhere to medical regimens,

and lack of readiness for OLT [3]. Certain factors may be considered absolute

contraindications to liver transplantation (e.g. continued alcohol use), while

other factors may be considered relative contraindications (e.g. mild symptoms

of depression). In addition, psychosocial contraindications may vary by trans-

plant center, with certain factors considered to be absolute contraindications at

one center but only relative contraindications at another. This chapter focuses

on psychosocial risk factors and contraindications to transplantation in the

selection process of potential OLT recipients. It is important to note that

patients often misconstrue the purpose of psychosocial assessment, believing

it to be a means of determining a patient’s ‘‘social worth’’ [3]. Thus, it is

important to normalize the pretransplant psychological evaluation as an

integral component of OLT evaluation. Ultimately, the goal of pretransplant
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psychological evaluation is to select those patients for OLT who will be able to

care for and protect their new organ.

n SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Alcohol

Many patients referred for consideration of OLT have a history of heavy and

sustained alcohol use; alcoholic liver disease (ALD) is the second most com-

mon diagnosis in patients undergoing OLT [4]. Although some patients’ alco-

hol use may have been sufficient to cause ESLD, not all patients meet

diagnostic criteria for alcohol dependency [5]. It is not uncommon for patients

who present for OLT evaluation to report that they consumed large quantities

of alcohol yet did not experience clinically significant impairment or distress, a

necessary requirement to meet the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental

Disorders (4th edition) (DSM-IV) criteria for alcohol dependence [6]. Indeed,

some patients claim that they did not experience any impairment from alcohol

use until ALD was diagnosed.

Assessment of patients’ current alcohol use is crucial to determining

whether they are acceptable liver transplant candidates. When conducting

clinical interviews, patients are more likely to admit to current alcohol use if

questions are phrased with the assumption that they may be drinking. For

example, asking ‘‘How much alcohol are you drinking?’’ rather than ‘‘Are you

drinking alcohol?’’ typically provides more accurate information. However,

because patients may underreport or misrepresent both current and/or past

alcohol use, random alcohol screens are useful in providing an objective

assessment of whether abstinence has been achieved and is being maintained.

Alcohol screens also are warranted when patients provide conflicting reports

of their alcohol use to different transplant team members; because conflicting

self-reports are highly suspect and concerning, patients’ self-reports should be

corroborated objectively with random screens.

Current research estimates that between 30% and 50% of patients under-

going OLT for ALD return to some alcohol use 5 years post-OLT [7]. However,

it is not surprising that relapse rates are so high, because relatively few patients

had been required to participate in a rehabilitation program prior to OLT.

Indeed, in a recent literature review, Weinrieb et al. [8] reported that they

could find no formal studies of therapeutic interventions for patients with

alcoholism who were awaiting or recovering from OLT. Now it is common-

place for liver transplant programs to require participation in a recognized

rehabilitation program to minimize the likelihood of relapse. In our program,

patients with a history of alcohol abuse are required to complete at least 6

months of abstinence and rehabilitation and to provide written confirmation of
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participation. This requirement becomes especially important when we con-

sider that 66% of the patients evaluated for transplant at our center in 2004 who

had reportedly achieved at least 6 months of abstinence prior to the initial

evaluation either were not abstinent by their own admission or relapsed soon

after that evaluation. Although vigorous debate continues regarding the utility

of a pre-OLT abstinence criteria in predicting post-OLT abstinence, current

research suggests that ‘‘until further data become available, application of a 6-

month rule in most cases provides a safe and prudent means of ensuring that

an individual with ALD is an appropriate candidate for liver transplantation’’

(p. S35) [9]. All patients at our center are informed that abstinence from alcohol

is a requirement for continued consideration for OLT, whether or not alcohol

was a contributing factor to the development of their ESLD. Lastly, patients are

required to sign a behavioral contract (Table 4.1) documenting their under-

standing of and agreement to maintain abstinence, to seek rehabilitation if

indicated, and to undergo random alcohol screens when requested. These

random screens can be particularly useful in documenting whether continued

alcohol consumption exists; in a recent study by DiMartini et al. [5], blood

alcohol levels identified patients who were drinking covertly and were not

forthcoming in their psychiatric interviews. Therefore, these researchers en-

courage inclusion of such screens among routine laboratory testing. Patients

are informed at the time of the initial evaluation that a positive alcohol screen

and/or failure to undergo a random alcohol screen may result in suspension of

evaluation or removal from the waiting list. However, the behavioral contract

also stipulates that because setbacks may occur, patients should inform the

transplant team about potential relapses when they occur (or ideally prior to

their occurrence), rather than waiting for a positive screen, thereby providing

access to appropriate rehabilitation treatment and allowing future consider-

ation for OLT.

One aim of the pre-OLT psychological evaluation is to identify those

individuals who may be at risk for alcohol relapse when their health im-

proves. For example, some patients have only recently ceased drinking alco-

hol because of a clinical complication of portal hypertension resulting in a

prolonged hospital stay, and thus, are too sick to consume alcohol at the time

of their transplant evaluation. However, as their health improves, these

patients may be more likely to relapse than those patients who quit drinking

alcohol prior to experiencing major medical complications or extended hos-

pitalizations. In addition, because many of these patients have not undergone

an alcohol rehabilitation program, the risk of relapse may be high. A recent

study identified five significant risk factors for alcohol relapse: (1) living

alone, (2) history of suicidal ideation, (3) history of past alcohol-related

hospitalization, (4) lack of previous alcohol rehabilitation prior to the pre-

OLT evaluation, and (5) failure to accept further alcohol rehabilitation prior to
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Table 4.1 Behavioral Contract

Duke University Medical Center

Liver Transplant Program

You are being considered for liver transplantation at Duke University Medical Center. The success

of the transplant procedure depends on your adherence to a medical program developed by your

transplant team. This plan includes the following:

. Attending regular clinic visits

. Taking your medications as prescribed

. Maintaining a healthy weight

. Securing the commitment of family and/or friends to help you care for yourself before and after

transplant

. Abstaining from the use of alcohol, tobacco, and drugs not prescribed by your physicians

By signing this contract, I ______________________ ,make a commitment to myself, my family, and

the transplant team to take care of myself in the following ways:

_____ 1. I will follow the treatment plan as prescribed by my physicians. I will attend my clinic

appointments and take my medications as directed. I will read the pre-transplant educational

materials provided by the team and ask questions about any content I don’t understand. If I develop

a concern or question about any part of the treatment plan or my medications, I will contact my

providers if the concern is urgent. If the concern is not urgent, I will raise it at my next scheduled

visit.

_____ 2. I understand that alcohol use is prohibited for anyone with liver disease. I commit to not

drinking any alcohol—including that found in over-the-counter cold medication—even if alcohol

did not cause my liver disease. If alcohol dependence or abuse has been identified as an issue for

me, and is a likely part of the cause of my liver disease, I must demonstrate 6 months of abstinence

before being considered for listing. I will provide the team with documented evidence of my

participation in any recommended treatment programs.

_____ 3. I will not use any substance or drug not prescribed by my physician. If I have used any

illegal drugs or substances in the past, I understand that I must demonstrate 6 months of abstinence

from illicit drugs before being considered for listing. I will provide the team with documented

evidence of my participation in any recommended treatment programs.

_____ 4. I will stop smoking all substances, including marijuana, cigarettes, pipes, and cigars, or

using any tobacco products. I must demonstrate 6 months of abstinence frommarijuana or any illicit

drugs before being considered for listing.

_____ 5. I am willing to have random urine and/or blood tests for evidence of drugs, nicotine, and/

or alcohol. I recognize that the transplant team may call me at any time and request that I have this

testing at Duke or my local doctor’s office. Refusal to comply with this request within 24 hours will

be considered a positive test and may result in my removal from the transplant list.
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OLT [10]. An additional relapse risk factor is past illicit drug use: one

longitudinal study demonstrated that a history of illicit drug use at any

time prior to OLT was significantly associated with alcohol relapse post

transplant [11]. Thus, examination of current and past illicit drug use be-

comes increasingly important, given that it is a potential risk factor for

recidivism/alcohol relapse.

Table 4.1 Continued

______ 6. One drug or alcohol related incident will result in permanent removal from the transplant

list.

______ 7. Failure to keep appointments and/or follow the instructions of the team will also be seen

as a lack of commitment on my part. Two serious occurrences may also result in permanent removal

from the list at the decision of the team.

______ 8. I understand that I am responsible for the costs of transplantation. There are likely to be

costs to me, as few insurance plans cover all of the expenses in full.

______ 9. I understand that if I break this contract I may not be eligible for transplantation.

I understand that changing and/or maintaining healthy behaviors is difficult and I may experience

setbacks. I commit to seeking immediate assistance to bring any violation of this contract under

control. I will be honest in my requests for support in difficult situations. If I feel like I am going to

break this contract, I will call a member of the transplant team for assistance.

_____ 10. When I receive a transplant, I understand that these requirements must continue as a

lifetime commitment. I understand that failure to comply may result in premature loss of liver

function or death.

_____ 11. Other _________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________

Patient Signature

_________________________________

Date

_________________________________

Witness

_________________________________

Date
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Illicit Drug Use

Many potential transplant candidates have a history of illicit drug use. Con-

tinued illicit drug use may undermine both the immediate and long-term

success of OLT [12], and so careful assessment is required during the

evaluation process prior to recommending that patients be listed for OLT. As

with alcohol abuse, patients may attempt to minimize or even rationalize illicit

drug use in order to be considered eligible for OLT. For example, some

potential OLT recipients will report that continued use of marijuana is for

appetite stimulation, when in fact its use is primarily recreational. Almost all

centers will insist upon a fixed period of abstinence from illicit drug use prior

to evaluation or consideration of listing for OLT, which should be demon-

strated by random toxicology screens to verify self-reported abstinence. Re-

habilitation also is required for those patients with a past history of significant

substance abuse or for those patients who have tested positive for illicit

drug use during the evaluation and/or pre-OLT waiting periods. Patients

should provide documentation of participation in recommended rehabili-

tation programs.

Tobacco Use

Smoking increases the peri- and postoperative risk of both myocardial infarc-

tion and stroke [12]. Moreover, decreased survival has been documented in

transplant patients who smoke [13]. Thus, tobacco cessation is generally

recommended but does not constitute an absolute requirement for listing at

all liver transplant programs [12]. However, if patients demonstrate equivocal

results of pulmonary function testing and/or evidence of important vascular

disease, they should be required to abstain from tobacco use prior to OLT

listing. All other patients are strongly encouraged to stop smoking. Levenson

and Olbrisch [14] note that significant controversies continue to exist among

liver transplant programs regarding smoking cessation, despite data that

clearly support better outcomes when tobacco abstinence is required. Thus,

regardless of whether smoking cessation will be a transplant team medical

requirement, all potential OLT patients are advised to quit smoking during

their pre-OLT psychosocial evaluations, because smoking is a major cardio-

vascular risk factor that may affect post-OLT survival. Furthermore, the in-

creased risk of de novo malignant disease among patients transplanted for

ALD as opposed to non-ALD is further evidence, if it were needed, that

smoking cessation is a vital pre-OLT requirement [15].

As part of the pretransplant psychosocial evaluation, patients are provided

with specific behavioral techniques for smoking cessation to cope with their

physical addiction to nicotine, including the use of nicotine replacement prod-

ucts. Use of alternative coping mechanisms also may be discussed, as some
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patients rely on cigarette smoking as a coping method for reducing anxiety.

It may be especially difficult for these patients to quit smoking if their

anxiety remains untreated. Thus, these patients may benefit from a referral

for mental health treatment prior to/in conjunction with addressing their

smoking cessation.

n PSYCHOLOGICAL FUNCTIONING

The pretransplant period can be extremely stressful. Declining health, uncer-

tainty about the possibility of OLT, and inability to continue working and

participating in daily activities all may increase the risk of depression and/or

anxiety for the transplant candidate. Streisand et al. [16] found that over half of

the patients evaluated for OLT at their center reported at least mild levels of

depression, and over one-third reported clinically elevated levels of anxiety.

Pretransplant psychopathology may predict posttransplant psychological

functioning [3]; those patients who experience psychological distress prior to

transplantation are likely to experience increased distress after transplantation,

which may ultimately impact their recovery from transplantation. Recent

research suggests that patients with chronic hepatitis C virus liver disease

have a greater incidence of depression and anxiety than patients with other

forms of liver disease [17]; thus, these patients in particular should be carefully

screened and monitored. Patients who experience depression or anxiety are

encouraged—and sometimes required—to seek psychiatric treatment prior to

OLT to improve their emotional and physical functioning. While some patients

may be resistant at first to pursuing such treatment, we have found that

recommendations for treatment are received more positively when framed as

a means to improve the patient’s success with OLT. Those patients who

experience significant psychological distress prior to OLT have increased

complications with postsurgical recovery.

In many cases, patients experience psychological distress regarding

impending OLT that is not severe enough to limit their ability to care for

themselves or their transplanted organ. However, some patients experience

psychological distress or impairment that interferes with their health behavior

to such an extent that it may prevent them from adhering to medical directives.

For example, when patients experience severe symptoms of depression char-

acterized by feelings of worthlessness and/or passive suicidal ideation, they

may stop taking prescribed medications. Similarly, a patient who experiences a

manic episode characterized by feelings of grandiosity and decreased need for

sleep may not engage in necessary personal health care behaviors. These

patients should be required to pursue psychiatric services until their function-

ing is stable enough to be evaluated and satisfactorily listed for OLT. It is
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important to note that most psychiatric diagnoses are not considered absolute

contraindications to OLT, although active schizophrenia is viewed as an abso-

lute contraindication by the over two-thirds of US liver transplant programs

[3]. Additional diagnoses that may be seen as absolute contraindications to

transplant include untreated psychosis, active suicidal ideation, intractable

noncompliance, and significant brain dysfunction (including delirium, demen-

tia, and severe mental retardation) [18,19].

When assessing patients’ cognitive functioning and brain dysfunction, it

should be remembered that patients with ESLD listed for OLT not uncom-

monly suffer bouts of hepatic encephalopathy (portosystemic encephalopathy

(PSE); Chapters 1 and 2) that affect their global cognitive functioning. Not

surprisingly, Streisand et al. [16] found that greater disease severity was

associated with poorer cognitive functioning. It is important to assess the

onset of cognitive difficulties, because some patients who present for evalu-

ation may have long-standing cognitive limitations that are independent of

episodes of PSE. Such patients may benefit from full neuropsychological

assessment in order to understand the nature of their deficits as well as to

provide them with compensatory strategies with which to undertake the

demanding liver transplant regimen. Although a full neuropsychological as-

sessment is both time-consuming and expensive, it is difficult to fully assess

and understand the nature of cognitive deficits without such testing. For those

patients with significant cognitive limitations, social support and the presence

of one or more dedicated caregivers may be crucial to their ability to undergo

OLT, as they may be unable to understand the complicated medical regimens

without considerable social support. Transplant centers may be cautious in

transplanting those patients with significant cognitive limitations; Levenson

and Olsbrisch [3] reported that a diagnosis of mental retardation (IQ < 70) is

considered a relative contraindication to transplant for 70% of liver transplant

centers, and a diagnosis of severe mental retardation (IQ < 50), is viewed as an

absolute contraindication to transplant by 46% of centers. Overall, assessing

patients’ cognitive functioning is important to ensure that patients can under-

stand the pre- and posttransplant medical regimen that is needed for success-

ful outcome to OLT.

Nonadherence

Liver transplant patients must be able and willing to adhere to complex

medical regimens both before and after OLT. Note that the term adherence,

rather than compliance, is used here as it implies an active partnership be-

tween the patient and the medical team in treatment of the medical condition,

while the term compliance typically describes a patient’s ability to passively

follow prescribed medical directives. Lifelong adherence to immunosuppres-
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sive therapy post-OLT is crucial for continued success. Patients who do not

adhere to medical regimens are at risk for acute and chronic allograft rejection,

organ loss, and death [20]. In fact, nonadherence or poor adherence is respon-

sible for as many as 25% of transplant patient deaths after the initial recovery

period [21]. In order to predict posttransplant adherence, patients’ current

adherence behaviors should be closely assessed during the pretransplant psy-

chosocial evaluation. Researchdemonstrates that one-fifth of transplant patients

do not take their medications as prescribed in terms of dosing and timing [20].

When assessing patients’ adherence in the pretransplant psychosocial

assessment, medication adherence difficulties are normalized (i.e. ‘‘Many pa-

tients I see have difficulty remembering to take their medications. How have

you been doing with that?’’) so that patients may feel comfortable admitting

areas of difficulty. Patients’ abilities to afford, remember, and take their medi-

cations are assessed. Many OLT patients report that they have difficulty

affording current medications and often fail to fill prescriptions or run out of

their medications before money is available for a refill. It is critical that these

patients meet with a financial coordinator to determine that they will have the

necessary financial resources to pay for their expensive posttransplant medi-

cations. It is not uncommon for patients to undertake some fund-raising efforts

to secure necessary financial resources.

Forgetting to take medications has been cited as the primary barrier to

adherence [20]. Patients often report that as the result of episodes of PSE, they

cannot recall with certainty whether medications have been taken faithfully.

Two common approaches can be used to remedy this situation. First, many

patients can enlist assistance from a spouse or other caregiver to remind them

to take their medications. In some cases, caregivers will assume responsibility

for distributing medications to patients. Second, patients may benefit from

using a pill box organizer in which their medications are distributed for each

daily dose, usually a week at a time, so that they have a visual reminder and

tracking system to facilitate improved adherence.

Many patients may not take their medications because of significant side-

effects. In fact, when transplant patients were asked what they most disliked

about medications, side-effects was listed as the primary concern [22]. Dissat-

isfaction with side-effects is often a concern during the pretransplant period

also. For example, some patients report that they limit or discontinue

certain diuretic medications due to dissatisfaction with their side-effects.

These side-effects are likely mild in comparison with some of the side-effects

reported for immunosuppressive medications such as seizures, altered mental

status, and excessive hair growth [23]. In order to increase the likelihood that

patients will adhere to the posttransplant immunosuppressive regimen, they

should be asked to demonstrate improved adherence during the pretran-

splant period, preferably prior to listing for OLT.
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Failure to attend clinic appointments may serve as a warning for add-

itional areas of nonadherence and signal that the patient may not be able to

adhere to other aspects and demands of the medical regimen. The patient

behavioral contract (Table 4.1) includes an item about appointment attendance,

and patients are informed that failure to keep appointments is viewed as a

serious lack of commitment and adherence to the process. Two occurrences of

nonadherence may potentially result in a patient’s removal from further

evaluation and/or listing.

Social Support

Patients cannot and should not undergo stressful OLT without considerable

social support. Depending on the severity of the patient’s illness at the time of

OLT evaluation, many family members and/or close friends may already have

assumed caregiving duties, including overseeing medication and dietary regi-

mens and coordinating the patient’s medical appointments. The pre-OLT

evaluation includes an assessment of the patient’s available social support

network as well as designation of primary caregivers. Specifically, the care-

giver’s relationship with the patient, current functioning, availability, and

willingness to provide perioperative care are assessed, as patients will rely

heavily upon their caregivers during the perioperative period. Patients also

need to identify stable caregivers who can provide reliable transportation and

temporarily relocate with them to the transplant center area if they currently

reside a significant distance from the transplant center. In addition, the poten-

tial caregiver may need to arrange for time away from work and/or for care of

other family members in order to assume the transplant caregiving duties.

Caregivers’ functioning should continue to be assessed throughout the pre-

transplant period, as caregiving responsibilities have been associated with

significant negative impact on caregivers’ physical and mental health [24,25].

Some patients may have trouble identifying reliable, stable support. When

possible, it is important to meet patients’ caregivers in nonemergency settings;

sometimes family members or friends only emerge when the patient is in the

midst of a life-threatening illness and would not survive without imminent

transplantation. Such patterns of support do not bode well. Often these care-

givers, although well intentioned, may commit to caring for the patient largely

out of a sense of obligation, but may be unable or unwilling to follow through

fully with necessary caregiving duties or responsibilities. When caregivers

abandon patients after OLT, the complicated task of securing alternate care

in structured settings can be faced by the transplant team.

Patients may be asked to continue to bring their caregivers to transplant

clinic appointments to assess the caregivers’ level of understanding and com-

mitment. Generally, inclusion of caregivers in medical and psychological
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assessments is viewed as a valuable opportunity to educate and support the

family, to monitor family functioning, and to provide referrals for local mental

health care as needed [12]. In addition, recommendations can be provided for

local support groups to provide family members an opportunity to talk with

other transplant patient caregivers and to develop adaptive methods for cop-

ing with the stressful transplant process.

Readiness for Transplant

It is important to assess the patient’s motivation and readiness for liver trans-

plant. Some patients have only recently learned of the need for liver transplant

evaluation and listing and may feel quite overwhelmed and/or unprepared for

necessary undertakings. Other patients may be ambivalent about whether they

wish to pursue transplantation; in fact, some patients may present for evalu-

ation at the urging of physicians, spouses, or other family members, although

they themselves may have ambivalent feelings about pursuing OLT. It can be

helpful to speak privately with these patients during the pre-OLT psycho-

logical evaluation to determine their personal interest in and commitment to

transplantation, because they may be unable to voice their concerns in the

presence of individuals who believe that OLT must be pursued at all costs.

Certain patients may be in denial regarding the severity of their liver disease,

which is viewed as a contraindication to transplant in the majority of liver

transplant programs [14]. Alternatively, patients may be uninformed about

posttransplant requirements. For example, some patients may be unaware of

the lifelong need for immunosuppressive therapy or may think that liver

transplantation will completely resolve all remaining health problems. We

discuss with patients their knowledge about transplantation and attempt to

answer any questions or concerns that they may have. It is important to ensure

that patients possess a good understanding of the transplant process; a lack of

understanding about transplantation is considered an absolute contraindica-

tion to transplant in 15% of liver transplant programs [14]. When assessing

readiness for transplantation, patients are reminded of the importance of

continued adherence to all medical directives to increase the success of liver

transplantation.

n SUMMARY

Psychosocial evaluation of the potential OLT patient is an important part

of pretransplant evaluation in order to determine the patient’s suitability

for transplantation and the likelihood of successful outcomes. This evaluation

should focus primarily on known psychosocial risk factors associated

with poor transplant outcomes including substance abuse, psychiatric distress,
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and medical nonadherence. Patients should be asked to demonstrate their

understanding of these risk factors by signing a behavioral contract docu-

menting their commitment to self-care both before and after transplant-

ation. Specifically, they must commit to substance abstinence, medical

adherence, and recommendations designed to increase their success with

OLT (e.g. rehabilitation to maintain alcohol abstinence or psychotherapy for

treatment of depression). The ultimate goal of pretransplant psychosocial

evaluation is to assess whether patients are suitable candidates for OLT, and

if they are not appropriate candidates at the present time, we strive to provide

the resources and support to assist them in becoming better candidates in the

future.
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I
N T H E four decades since orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) was

first performed, it has evolved from an unproven experimental therapy

to an accepted state-of-the-art therapy for patients with end-stage liver disease

(ESLD) or various metabolic diseases. Correspondingly, the number of trans-

plantations performed in the USA and in Europe has increased dramatically

in the past decade. The number of transplantations performed more than

doubled from 2201 in 1989 to 4700 in 1999 (USA), and likewise from 2103 in

1990 to 4228 in 1999 (Europe) [1,2]. Currently, the number of transplantations

performed is limited by the availability of suitable donor organs, evidenced by

the ever-increasing number of patients on the liver transplant waiting list: 2997

patients in 1993 to 14 709 patients in 1999. The average 1-year patient survival

rate in the USA for patients undergoing transplantation increased from 81.5%

in 1993 to 86.2% in 1997, reported by the United Network for Organ Sharing

(UNOS) [1]. In Europe, the data are similar; between 1990 and 1994, 1-year

patient survival was 76%. By 2001, this figure had reached 83% [2].

Although liver transplantation has been a success story of modern medi-

cine, it is a particularly resource-intensive medical procedure. OLT remains

severely resource-limited in terms of organ availability and cost. It is one of the

most expensive surgical procedures and can have a major impact on health

system expenditures [3]. Critics of liver transplantation suggest that it is an

inappropriate and unacceptable allocation of public resources in a time of

limited health care funding. In this modern era, the challenges presented to

the liver transplant community are to: (1) determine the relative societal

benefits of this therapy, and subsequently, (2) devise strategies that lower

societal costs while maintaining or improving clinical outcomes. While only

one of the many factors that are relevant, there can be no doubt that the relative

economic costs and benefits of OLT must be considered. As a result, the
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mandates of economics may significantly impact implementation of clinical

therapeutic strategies. In this chapter, we introduce the relevant concepts of an

economic approach to this analysis and their application to liver transplant-

ation in the adult cadaver and living donor settings.

n ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

In regard to health care analysis, Evans [4] defines six relevant economic

concepts: cost, charge, reimbursement, price, resource use, and expenditures.

Cost: The economic value of both labor and resource inputs required to

provide a service or perform a procedure.

Charge: The amount a patient or third-party payer is actually billed by a health

care organization.

Reimbursement: The amount a patient or third-party payer actually pays

based on billed charges. The amount can be determined retrospectively

or prospectively. There is often a shortfall between billed charges and

payment.

Price: The amount a third-party payer has determined in advance (i.e. pro-

spectively) that it will pay for a service or procedure.

Resource use: A nonmonetary summary of the labor and resource inputs

required to perform a procedure or provide a service (e.g. length of stay,

number of laboratory tests).

Expenditures: The total amount of money spent to provide health care to a

defined population over a specified period of time.

To date, health care economic analyses are complicated by the use of charges

versus costs. True economic costs are not easily observable or measurable.

Typically, proxies are used, such as charges, accounting costs, reimbursement

payments, or program costs. The appropriateness of the measure depends on

the perspective being considered, for example, payer versus societal. Charges,

the total amount (including profit) billed to a patient and/or third-party payer,

are typically greater than economic costs, the value of resources used to

provide medical care. In addition, charges reflect many other parameters

besides cost, exhibit regional and interhospital variation, and, generally, can

introduce considerable error into calculations. As a result, evaluation of soci-

etal benefits of OLT requires a reliable cost assessment method and adequate

follow-up information to permit identification of key cost determinants and

the performance of cost–outcome analyses of OLT. In this regard, activity-

based cost accounting systems have been suggested to provide a more accurate

assessment of resource utilization.
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A number of methods are available for economic analysis [4]. Each tech-

nique is tailored to the particular needs of each analysis type.

Cost-minimization analysis: This technique identifies the least costly technol-

ogy among one or more alternatives, all of which are assumed to be of equal

benefit. Costs are expressed in monetary terms; benefits are not measured.

Cost–outcome or cost-consequences analysis: This method forces the decision

makers to identify the best technology among one or more alternatives. Cost

(e.g. hospital charges) and outcomes (e.g. reduced incidence of heart failure)

are listed in a disaggregated form but not assigned weights or values.

Cost-effectiveness analysis: This technology measures the costs and outcomes

of providing a technology, compared with one or more alternatives. Costs

are expressed in monetary terms; benefits are expressed in common units for

each alternative, including life years gained.

Cost-utility analysis: This technique measures the cost and outcomes of pro-

viding a technology, compared with one or more alternatives. Costs are

expressed in monetary terms; benefits are expressed in terms of a common

scale for each alternative, including quality-adjusted life years (QALY).

Cost–benefit analysis: This technique measures the net financial loss or gain

to society of providing a technology. Costs are expressed in monetary terms;

benefits are also assigned monetary values.

Health care economic analysis aims to identify cost-effective technologies that

can be deployed in an economically efficient health care delivery system. This

would be a state of ‘‘clinical utilitarianism,’’ as coined by Evans [4].

n ADULT LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

Liver transplantation has never been, most likely will never be, the subject of a

randomized controlled trial, and there remains uncertainty about the magni-

tude of benefit and cost-effectiveness for specific patient groups. An alternative

approach would be the financial analysis of the management of complications

in patients while waiting for an organ. Brand et al. [5] hypothesized that an

increase in the number of organ grafts would decrease health care costs in

patients with liver disease by eliminating the cost of waiting for an organ. The

authors examined treatment costs for a consecutive series of liver transplant

candidates listed between November 1, 1996 and December 31, 1997. Costs

were estimated for inpatient stays, outpatient visits, and posttransplant medi-

cations for 21⁄2 years from the date of listing. Of the 58 study patients, 26 (45%)

received transplants, 7 of whom died within 21⁄2 years. A total of 11 patients

(19%) died while waiting for an organ, and another 21 patients (36%) were still
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waiting after the conclusion of the study. Pretransplantation costs accounted

for 41% of the total cost. Transplanting all 58 candidates without delay through

a hypothetical increase in the supply of organs to meet demand would have

more than doubled the number of transplants while increasing costs in this

cohort by only 37% (from $123 000 to $169 000 per patient). These authors

conclude that the savings achieved by transplanting all candidates without

delay offset a large portion of the added cost of these additional transplants.

However, it remains unknown whether there is a cost savings achieved by

utilization of liver transplantation.

As a first step in the process of examining OLT, it is imperative that the

‘‘cost’’ be determined. In the USA, many studies utilize charge data rather than

cost data. In an attempt to remedy this issue, Best [1] utilized Medicare reim-

bursement data for OLT during the period from 1993 to 1999. Average first-year

expenditures (base year: 2000) decreased from $201 000 in 1993 to $143 000 in

1998. In a parallel fashion, inpatient costs decreased from $179 000 in 1993 to

$120 000 in 1998. Substantive cost reductions during this timewere the result of a

reduction in total days of hospitalization. The authors caution that generaliz-

ability was in question as only 10% of transplants in this country were covered

under Medicare. Longworth [6] examined the economics of adult liver trans-

plantation in England and Wales for the diagnoses of alcoholic cirrhosis,

primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC), and primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC).

Cost-effectiveness was measured using incremental cost per QALY. The results

of a comparison group, representing results in the absence of liver transplant-

ation, were estimated with published prognostic models and observed data

from patients waiting for transplantation. The extent of this increase in QALY

differs among the groups, with lower cost-efficacy estimates for alcoholic liver

disease comparedwith PBC and PSC. The survival and estimated gain in QALY

was positive for all three diagnostic categories. In lieu of formalized prospective

randomized trials of OLT, the bulk of the data suggests that OLT is associated

with added life expectancy, albeit at great cost.

Multiple attempts have beenmade for determining the true costs ofOLTand

their sources. In recognition of the weakness of using charge data, Whiting et al.

[7] analyzedactivity-based costs at theUniversityofCincinnati for 53 transplants

during theperiod 1995 to 1996. Professional fees andoutpatientmedication costs

were not included. Actual costs were masked. Multivariate analysis revealed

that length of stay, retransplantation, and postoperative dialysis were signifi-

cantly and independently associated with costs (r2 ¼ 0:605). Length of stay was

the strongest predictor of total costs. Subsequently, the authors performed

stepwise logistic regression on Length of stay (LS) and found that recipient

age, the UNOS status, donor age, and major bacterial or fungal infection were

significantly associated; in fact, 50% of the variability of posttransplant costs can

be explained by LS alone. Interestingly, allograft rejection was not a factor. The
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authors discuss the financial strategy of avoidance of complex cases to achieve

the best possible outcomes with the lowest possible costs. In a similar fashion,

an analysis of cost in the Canadian system was performed by Taylor [8] and

encompassed 119 patients who underwent OLT between 1991 and 1992. The

cost of pretransplantation, posttransplantation, and transplantation phases

was determined. Professional fees were included. Costs were calculated

using a standardized technique applied to all services in the Canadian prov-

ince of Ontario. In many cases, the mean cost was dramatically higher than the

median, suggesting a large range of values with extremely skewed data points.

The largest single measured cost was inpatient care. The combination of

intensive and ward care accounted for 49% of the overall cost. Pretransplant

correlates of higher cost included female recipient, alcoholic cirrhosis, recipient

age >60 years, and severity of illness. For the transplant phase, severity of

illness, additional surgical procedures, and biliary complications were associ-

ated with significantly higher costs. Overall, elevated costs were correlated

with severity of illness, additional surgical procedures, CMV infection, and

biliary complications. In a similar European study, Filipponi et al. [3] examined

liver transplant costs in an Italian National Health Services hospital. Their

series consisted of a total of 235 adult transplants performed from 1997 to

2000. Staff and diagnostic costs accounted for the largest proportion of liver

transplantation costs. Three baseline characteristics significantly impacted

costs: portal vein thrombosis, elevated serum creatinine, and fulminant hepatic

failure. Finally, the authors link cost-to-outcome ratio to an adequate annual

volume of OLT (i.e. >25 per year). However, center-specific characteristics

make the relevance of these data difficult to extrapolate as viral hepatitis was

the principal diagnosis for 75% of their OLT volume. Additional factors can

also play a role. Schnitzler et al. [9] specifically examined the role of preserva-

tion time on the economics of OLT. Interestingly, each additional hour of

preservation time incurred an additional 1.4% in standardized hospital re-

source utilization. However, there was no effect on patient survival and

retransplantation rates. These studies demonstrate the variability in economic

analyses that are center- and disease-dependent.

In the realm of retransplantation, Markmann [10] retrospectively reviewed

1148 consecutive adult liver transplants at UCLA to determine preoperative

factors associated with resource utilization. They identified five variables that

have independent prognostic value in predicting graft survival: donor age,

recipient age, donor sodium and recipient creatinine concentrations, and recipi-

ent ventilator requirement before the transplant. Of these, recipient ventilator

requirements and elevated creatinine concentration were associated with sig-

nificant increases in resource utilization. The combination of both these vari-

ables correlated with 140% increase in the intensive care unit (ICU) length of

stay and 49% increase in hospital charges. In a similar fashion,Azoulay et al. [11]
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found that retransplantation was associated with significantly longer hospital

and ICU lengths of stay, and higher total hospital charges. Three patient vari-

ables in this setting correlated with poor outcomes: age, creatinine concentra-

tion, and urgency of retransplantation (with the exception of primary

nonfunction). These data allow clinicians to rationally select patients for retrans-

plantation with an aim toward cost control and resource utilization.

Finally, recouping the societal costs of OLT would typically take the form

of return to work. Little is known about this, but a study by Loinaz [12]

provides a detailed evaluation of employment patterns of 137 patients before

and after transplantation at a center in Spain. Only 28% were still working at

the time of OLT; after transplant, 56% returned to work at an average of 2.6

months posttransplant. Patients less than 50 years of age and those who

worked within 12 months of transplant were significantly more likely to return

to work. These results suggest that a return to work is a realistic outcome for

many patients following OLT.

n LIVING DONOR LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

Living donor liver transplantation (LDLT) is an emerging technology for the

treatment of ESLD. Theoretically, this would increase the number of patients

undergoing transplantation. However, the economic realities of this approach

are not fully known as yet. In a center-specific analysis from the University of

Colorado, Trotter et al. [13] performed a cost comparison of adult-to-adult

right hepatic lobe LDLT with cadaver transplantation (CT) [13]. A total of 24

LDLTs and 43 CTs were performed between August 1997 and April 2000.

A majority of recipients were UNOS status 2B. The authors examined all

medical costs, including those of rejected donors and follow-up costs for a

period of 365 days after surgery. The costs incurred for rejected donors were

averaged over the entire population of LDLT recipients. Their costs were pre-

sented as an arbitrary cost unit (CU). The source of these cost data is unclear and

professional fees were not included. Nevertheless, a number of valid conclu-

sions can be drawn. The cost of pretransplant care encompassing the 90-day

period prior to transplantation was almost twofold greater in the LDLT recipi-

ents. Mean length of stay was 50% higher in LDLT recipients. The cost of the

transplant admission was 24% higher for LDLT. These LDLT recipient costs

include all donor evaluations, donor hepatectomy, and donor medical care for

one postoperative year. Medical care for LDLT recipients for 1 year after

transplant was 4% lower than for CT. Total cost for CT was 21% lower than for

LDLT. Interestingly, thecost forevaluationandsurgeryofsuccessfullyevaluated

donors was not statistically different from the organ acquisition cost for CT.

However, only 10% of donors underwent liver biopsy, endoscopic retrograde
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cholangiopancreatography (ERCP), or arteriography. When donor costs were

further analyzed, evaluation, hepatectomy, and medical care for the first year

after donation comprised 13%, 74%, and 7%, respectively, of total costs. Interest-

ingly, the cost of faileddonor evaluationwas only 6%of total costs.Overall, these

authors conclude that LDLT costs are 21% higher than CT, although this differ-

ence did not reach statistical significance.

The perceived advantage of LDLT with increased donor numbers and

reducing waiting list mortality requires verification. In an attempt to address

cost-effectiveness of LDLT, Sagmeister et al. [14] utilized a Markov model to

compare outcomes and costs among ESLD patients treated conservatively, or

using CT or CT/LDLT. The authors’ model utilizes an intent-to-treat decision

and models cohorts with ESLD to compare outcomes of the natural history of

ESLD and the potential treatment options of CT and LDLT. An annualmortality

of 24% is assumed. Again, given the vagaries of center specificity such as

differing availability of LDLT and CT organs, revealing results are presented.

The natural history of ESLD in the absence of transplantation is associated with

a life expectancy of 4 years, with 98% of deaths as the result of liver disease. The

combination of CT and LDLT availability increases life expectancy to 12 years,

with 52% of patients dying with a natural age- and sex-specific mortality. CT

adds 6.2 QALY and accrues an additional e139 000 to society. The availability of

both CT and LDLT adds an additional 1.3 QALY with an additional cost of

e31 000. Overall, the costs associated with liver transplantation remain high.

Mean patient lifetime costs were e191 000 for CT and e222 000 for LDLT. This

translates into e22 000 and 23 000 per QALY for CT and LDLT, respectively.

Clearly, more analysis of LDLT is required.

n CONCLUSION

Liver transplantation is a well-accepted standard of care for patients with

ESLD. However, the economic realities of the present era necessitate rational

utilization of this expensive treatment modality that utilizes the scarce re-

source of the cadaver donor liver allograft. Economic analysis of the societal

benefits of liver transplantation is ongoing. Studies are flawed, but give some

inkling of the overall costs generated by transplantation. Identification of

appropriate candidates for transplantation will continue to be an issue for

debate. Studies have demonstrated that performing transplantation in the

sickest patients is cost-ineffective. Evans [4] states that society can no longer

underwrite ineffective medical care. Whether liver transplantation will survive

under the scrutiny of society and health care economists is presently unclear,

but economic mandates will inevitably alter clinical disposition of liver trans-

plantation utilization for the future.
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T
H E F U N D A M E N T A L problem in modern organ transplantation is the

overwhelming disparity between the number of patients potentially

treatable with donor organs and the severely limited supply of these grafts.

This disparity motivates concerted efforts to improve the number of individ-

uals who consent to have organs removed for donation and is the driving force

for organ allocation policy. The scarcity problem is compounded by the in-

creasing variety of conditions for which liver transplantation offers reduction

in mortality risk and/or improvement in the quality of life. In addition, as

primary caregivers and the public become more aware of the benefits of liver

transplantation, more patients with accepted indications for liver transplant-

ation are identified and referred. Consequently, the demand for liver trans-

plantation outweighs the supply of donated organs and there is increasing

pressure to deliver organs to those most in need while maintaining acceptable

results. The two principles of treating those in need and of achieving good

results represent a stewardship conflict for those practicing liver transplant-

ation. This conflict in principles is made most acute in situations where the

disparity between donated organs and waiting candidates is widest. The

acuity of this conflict can be reduced by increasing organ donation rates on

the supply side and by making the liver allocation process more transparent

and evidence-based on the demand side. In this chapter, we outline both

approaches to alleviating the tension of this stewardship conflict and highlight

areas where future efforts are likely to be fruitful.
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n ORGAN DONATION EFFORTS

Organ donation rates vary considerably across the world and within

various regions of individual countries (Table 6.1). Recently, researchers

have tried to identify underlying reasons for these differences and apply

practices from the best performing areas to areas where donation has not

been as successful. In Spain, where organ donation rates have been consist-

ently high, the Organization Nacional Transplantation has outlined their meth-

odology for maximizing donation [1,2] and has actively disseminated their

practices elsewhere [3]. Through the Spanish efforts and refinements by many

others, five main imperatives thought to be important for maximizing

organ donation have been emphasized. In the USA and elsewhere, these tenets

are being applied and there are government-sponsored efforts to continue to

identify and implement best practices and techniques [4].

First and foremost, health care authorities must make hospitals account-

able for their organ donation efforts. In the USA, the Joint Committee for

Accreditation of Hospitals has recently required that hospitals develop and

promulgate organ donation polices and procedures and will consider the

presence of these policies and procedures as indicators of hospital quality

and accreditation [5].

Second, hospitals, and caregivers within, must consistently identify poten-

tial organ donors. The Spanish model employs part-time physicians who are

compensated for overseeing and implementing organ donation efforts, and

who are held accountable for organ donation results within each hospital [6].

This requires a thorough understanding of the few medical contraindications

to organ donation and an in-depth appreciation for end-of-life decision mak-

ing. Consequently, a concerted and persistent education effort is required to

inform the bedside caregiving teams of these issues. In addition, the public

must be educated regarding the opportunity for donation. Donor registries can

be effective in this respect [7].

Third, the process of obtaining consent should be performed only by those

experienced and well acquainted with end-of-life decision making, prevailing

laws regarding informed consent, presumed consent, donation after cardiac

death, and brain death. There is evidence that experienced persons who are

culturally similar to potential donor families have a higher likelihood of

getting a positive result [8].

Fourth, ongoing accounting through retrospective chart review of the

incidence of brain death and/or withdrawal of care in medically suitable

patients, the frequency with which these are identified, the frequency that

consent is requested for the identified donors and obtained, the

frequency with which the consented donors have organs recovered, and the
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Table 6.1 Deceased Donors per Million Population Dataa

Area Deceased Donors per Million Population

Alabama 20.4

Arizona 13.0

Arkansas 12.8

California 15.9

Colorado 18.4

Connecticut 9.1

Florida 21.4

Georgia 16.3

Hawaii 14.5

Illinois 17.0

Indiana 15.0

Iowa 18.1

Kansas 38.7

Kentucky 19.6

Louisiana 21.7

Maryland 11.0

Massachusetts 26.4

Michigan 15.8

Minnesota 29.4

Mississippi 11.9

Missouri 18.6

Nebraska 18.9

New Jersey 12.7

New Mexico 14.0

New York 16.8

North Carolina 16.2

Ohio 18.6

Oklahoma 18.5

Oregon 22.7

Pennsylvania 32.6

South Carolina 18.2

Tennessee 22.0

Texas 17.7

Utah 22.9

Virginia 11.0

Washington 17.8
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frequency that organs recovered from consented donors are transplanted must

be tracked and compared.

Finally, these data should be given back to the local organ donation

organization to inform them as to best practices and performance. Through

promotion of these principles and through refinements in their implementa-

tion from hospital to hospital, the number of organs retrieved for transplant-

ation can be maximized.

A recent study of organ donor potential in the USA estimated that the

organ donor pool is potentially twice as large as the number of actual donors

converted (Table 6.2) [9]. In this study, the authors noted that inability to obtain

consent for donation is the single largest impediment to realizing the donor

potential that exists. They also noted that the vast majority of potential donors

reside in the larger hospitals and efforts to increase donation rates should focus

on these institutions.

Living Liver Donation

Despite the best efforts of organ donation teams, it is unlikely that deceased

donors will ever completely meet the demand for liver transplantation. It

is for this reason that living donor liver transplantation has developed. Also,

in some areas of the world the only source for transplantable liver tissue

is living donors because removal of organs from deceased individuals is

not culturally acceptable. Living liver donation was first performed from

a parent donating to a child [10]. However, compared with adults, children

put a much smaller demand on the deceased donor liver supply, with adults

on the waiting list carrying a much larger burden of mortality risk.

The pressure of this mortality risk while waiting led families to ask for,

Table 6.1 Continued

Wisconsin 24.6

US total 17.9

Eurotransplantb 15.5

France 18.3

Italy 18.5

Spain 33.8

Scandiatransplantc 15.0

UK 12.1

aUS data are the average donors per million per year from 1993 to 2003
based on 2003 census data (provided by UNOS/OPTN). European data
are based on deceased donors recovered in 2003 only.
bEurotransplant includes Germany, Belgium, Netherlands, Austria,
Luxembourg, and Slovenia.
cScandiatransplant includes Denmark, Norway, Finland, and Sweden.
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and transplant centers to deliver, adult-to-adult living liver transplantation

[11,12]. Ethical considerations of informed consent for the donor and questions

about whether the donor risk is justified for the recipients’ benefit have been

raised [13] and continue to surface [14]. Unlike renal transplantation where

transplantation of a living donor kidney can be expected to offer results for the

recipient that are superior to deceased donor renal transplantation, living

donor liver transplantation and graft survival have been reported as equal

[15,16] or slightly inferior [17,18] to deceased donor liver transplantation

(Fig. 6.1). Cheng et al. [19] published a simulation model to compare the

benefit of earlier liver transplantation (offered by a living liver transplantation)

for candidates with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) with waiting longer for a

deceased donor liver and found that earlier transplantation made possible by a

living donor achieved better results overall, even when the mortality risk for

the living donor was included in the model. Several recent reviews [20–22] of

living liver transplantation have been published and a large multicenter trial is

under way in the USA [23] to more completely address the risk and benefits to

donors and recipients.

The timing of liver transplantation for a recipient who has a willing and

able living donor is a critical issue. Candidates waiting for deceased donor

organs are subject to the allocation policies under which their transplant center

operates (allocation of deceased donor livers is discussed in detail later in the

chapter). Theoretically, a transplant candidate with a living donor could re-

ceive a transplant at any time in the course of his or her disease; however, the

optimal timing for this procedure has not been studied extensively. Some

reports have suggested that extremely ill adult candidates have reduced pa-

tient and graft survival rates when they are given a living donor graft [24,25]

but others have suggested that acutely ill adults [26] and almost all children

regardless of the severity of their disease [27,28] can achieve success rates that

are comparable with transplantation of deceased donors. The cause for the

inferior results in some series has not been well described but has been

Table 6.2 Estimates of Total Possible Donors in the USA

1997 1998 1999

US donors 5 477 5 801 5 849

Donors in the study 2 763 2 628 2 399

Potential donors in the study 6 843 6 219 5 462

Estimate of national pool 13 565 13 728 13 317

Adapted from Sheehy E, Conrad SL, Brigham LE, Luskin R, Weber P, Eakin M, Schkade L,
Hunsicker L. Estimating the number of potential organ donors in the United States. N Engl J
Med 2003;349(7):667–674.
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attributed to the ‘‘steep learning curve’’ encountered by centers practicing this

technically demanding procedure [29] and/or the need for more than minimal

liver mass in the more severely ill recipient [24,30]. The exact place for living

donor liver transplantation within the field remains to be determined, but

better understanding of liver preservation, injury, and regeneration will help

improve results for donors and recipients alike.

Expanded Criteria Donors

The growing disparity between donor supply and recipient need has refocused

attention on the use of so-called marginal or expanded criteria for deceased

liver donors. This refers to the use of donor livers that possess characteristics

that indicate a greater chance of initial poor graft function and decreased graft

survival overall. Many of these livers are not procured given the concerns

about the increased risk of a poor outcome, although many of these livers may,

in fact, be quite useable. In an effort to expand the donor pool, attempts are

being made to define exactly what characteristics preclude the use of a par-

ticular deceased donor liver.

Much of this work has a counterpart in the field of kidney transplantation,

where concerted efforts have been made to maximize use of deceased donor

kidneys. In 2001, members of the transplant community met at Crystal City,

Virginia, to develop guidelines to maximize the use of deceased donor organs,

particularly those recovered from donors over the age of 60, where the discard

rate of procured kidneys is almost 50% [31]. It was estimated that the increased

utilization of such kidneys could increase the donor pool by 38% [32]. They
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proposed that a separate list of kidney recipients who are willing to accept

older organs be set up in an effort to expedite kidney transplantation for these

individuals. Using the data from the Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipi-

ents, additional donor risk factors other than age were identified. These in-

cluded a history of hypertension, stroke as the cause of death, and the

preprocurement of creatinine at greater than 1.5 mg/dL. These risk define

the extended criteria donor kidney as one whose relative risk of graft failure

is 1.7 times greater than that obtained from an ideal kidney donor. One-year

graft survival of extended donor kidneys is 82%, versus 89% from standard

kidney donors performed during the same time interval [32]. It is hoped that

these results will lead to the increased use of older kidneys and decrease the

discard rate of such kidneys.

As in the case of kidneys, donor age is known to play a significant role in

determining liver graft performance. In a review of the United Network for

Organ Sharing (UNOS) database that examined the results of 32 514 deceased

donor liver transplants performed in the USA between 1992 and 2000, the

relative risk of graft failure was shown to increase 1.3% for every additional

year of donor age, beginning at age 31 (Fig. 6.2) [33]. Thus, donor age of

between 60 and 69 years is associated with an increased relative risk (75%) of

graft failure, and donor age greater than 70 years is associated with 90%

increase in graft failure risk when compared with donors 20–40 years of age

[33]. Hence, donor age is an important, independent risk factor in determining

the rate of graft failure. These factors take on increasing importance consider-

ing the increasing average age of the donor population (Fig. 6.2).
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However, many studies have shown that grafts from elderly donors can be

safely used with good results. In particular, Emre et al. [34] demonstrated 1-

year graft and patient survival rates of 85% and 91%, respectively, using liver

grafts from donors greater than 70 years of age. There seemed to be no signifi-

cant difference in early graft function between these livers and grafts from

younger donors, as evidenced by intraoperative blood product usage, post-

operative peak aspartate aminotransferase (AST) and international normalized

ratio (INR), as well as by length of postoperative hospital course. Of note, 27 of

the 36 elderly donors were ‘‘suboptimal,’’ in that they had either a peak alanine

aminotransferase (ALT) of greater than 120, high-dose pressor use, a period of

profound hypotension, cardiac arrest, or high serum osmolality. No additional

screening was used for donors greater than 70; however, no elderly donors

with macrosteatosis greater than 30% were used. Average cold ischemic time

was 9 h on average. These results are particularly encouraging as the 35

recipients of these grafts included four emergent candidates and 19 were in

the previous UNOS status 2 categories at the time of transplantation.

Similarly, Cescon et al. [35] have demonstrated 3-year graft survival of 75%

using grafts from donors greater than 80 years of age. Unlike the previously

cited study, criteria for donation were stricter for this population, as all donors

had to be hemodynamically stable, have normal preprocurement liver function

tests, and have less than 30% macrosteatosis. This meant that 50% of possible

donors greater than 80 years of age were rejected by this center. Also, unlike

the previous study, recipients of these grafts were relatively more stable, with

only 2 of 12 recipients falling into the former categories of UNOS status 2A or

1. Of interest, Cescon et al. saw earlier hepatitis C virus (HCV) recurrence in
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recipients of elderly grafts. This has been confirmed in other studies as well

[36]. Thus, livers derived from elderly donors can be safely used, although

attention must be paid in ruling out other potential problems in the graft,

such as excessive macrosteatosis. In addition, special efforts must be made in

limiting cold ischemic times, and such grafts may need to be preferentially

placed in more stable recipients and where the cause of liver failure is not

HCV.

As previously mentioned, the degree of macrosteatosis is an important

variable in determining the utility of a particular liver graft. Multiple studies

have shown a relationship between macrosteatosis and primary nonfunction

(PNF) [37,38]. Adam et al. [38] reported that 13% of grafts with steatosis greater

than 30% had Primary non-function (PNF) versus 2.5% with PNF in those

without steatosis. In an Italian study that recorded the results of 860 liver

transplants performed between 1990 and 2001, of all donor and recipient vari-

ables, only macrovesicular steatosis greater than 15% correlated with decreased

patient and graft survival [39]. The relative risk of graft failure and mortality

was 1.7 and 1.5, respectively. Such steatotic livers also seem to be particularly

sensitive to the deleterious effects of cold ischemia. These authors also found

that for each hour of cold ischemic time greater than 10 h, the death rate

increased by 15%. They concluded that the combination of donor age greater

than 65 and macrosteatosis greater than 30% increased the relative risk of graft

failure to 2.5. These effects also seem to be magnified if the recipients were

hepatitis C-positive, again emphasizing the potential risk of placing extended

donor livers in hepatitis C recipients. These findings have been confirmed in

others studies [40]. In contradistinction to macrosteatosis, microsteatosis does

not seem to negatively impact early graft function or survival [41].

A third category of so-called expanded criteria cadaveric liver donors

includes those who donate after cardiac death (DCD), previously termed

‘‘non-heart-beating’’ donors. Interest has increased because of estimates that

the number of donor organs could rise 25% through the expanded use of DCD

donors [42]. The Organ Procurement and Transplantation Network (OPTN)

data reveal a 4.2% increase in the number of DCD donors in the USA since

1994: 114 liver transplants using DCD donors were performed in 2003 alone.

Early results revealed higher rates of PNF and decreased graft survival, in

comparison with donors who donated after neurologic death (DND) [43]. This

was particularly true of so-called uncontrolled donors, where controlled

withdrawal care of care cannot be performed. In one series, the rates of PNF

and 1-year graft survival were 17% and 50%, respectively, in livers procured

from uncontrolled DCD donors [44]. However, with additional experience, the

results of liver transplants performed using controlled DCD livers have grad-

ually improved [45]. Most recently, a single center analysis of 36 liver trans-

plants has been published [46]. The PNF rate was 2/36, and no cases of PNF
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occurred in the last 30 transplants performed, when a protocol of intravenous

prostaglandin E1, vitamin E, and N-acetylcysteine via NG tube was initiated.

No significant difference in early postoperative function, as measured by INR

and bilirubin, was noted in comparison with organs from brain dead donors.

However, there was a significantly higher rate of biliary stricture, hepatic

artery stenosis, and hepatic abscess formation. There were also a significantly

decreased graft and patient survival rates at 1 and 3 years (56% versus 80% 3-

year graft survival (P ¼ 0:002), and 68% versus 84% 3-year patient survival

(P < 0:01)). Foley et al. also showed that both graft function and survival

worsened with increasing donor age, particularly when the donor was greater

than 40 years of age. These results demonstrate that controlled DCD donors

can be successfully used to provide liver grafts, albeit with increased post-

operative complications and decreased graft and patient survival.

To expand the donor pool even further, procurement of livers from

donors infected with either hepatitis B or hepatitis C has become more com-

monplace. For those donors who have an isolated finding of anti-hepatitis B

core antibody (HBcAb), the risk of de novo HBV infection in the recipient has

been estimated to be from 25% to 95% [47–49]. However, excellent long-term

results have been achieved for HBV-naı̈ve recipients of these grafts in conjunc-

tion with the use of chronic lamivudine prophylaxis [50]. Likewise, there is

growing evidence supporting the use of HCV-infected livers in HCV-positive

recipients. Multiple studies have shown no difference in graft and patient

survival for HCV-infected recipients, compared with HCV-positive recipients

of uninfected grafts [51–53]. One study from the University of California, Los

Angeles (UCLA) showed equivalent graft and patient survival rates, but a

significantly shorter time to HCV recurrence, 22.9 months versus 35.7 months,

in those HCV-positive recipients who received HCV-positive grafts [52]. In the

absence of effective HCV prophylaxis, livers from HCV-positive donors

should be reserved for HCV-positive recipients. Livers from donors infected

with other pathogens can transmit infection to recipients, but in general, these

risks are low and, with the use of effective antimicrobial agents, consequences

can be minimized for recipients [54]. Informing recipients of the potential for

transmission of donor diseases is paramount.

With time, the pressure to use expanded criteria donors will increase. As

seen, there has been a gradual acceptance in using donor livers that previously

would have been rejected, either on demographic or on histologic grounds. As

the limits to what is acceptable have expanded, there will always be a conflict

in using organs with a higher risk of graft failure in a system that funnels

organs into the sickest patients, where outcomes, by definition, will not be as

good. Ultimately, it will be up to the individual clinician, patient, and family to

decide when to use a particular organ. Use of expanded criteria grafts requires

that potential recipients be fully informed of the risks associated with these
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grafts and of risk–benefit calculations in general terms, which makes use of

these grafts reasonable. Unfortunately, complete definition of the expanded

criteria donor liver is not well established as yet, but with additional research

in this area, these decisions will become easier to make.

Deceased Donor Allocation

The tremendous disparity between the number of donor livers available and the

number of patients waiting necessitates that there be somemethod for selecting

which of the many waiting candidates should get a donor liver when one

becomes available. Despite the increasingly global availability of technology,

all resources are, to some degree, limited in their distribution by geography.

Deceased or living liver donors occur with differing frequencies in different

areas of the world and with differing frequencies within countries as evidenced

by the donor data presented earlier in this chapter. In addition, there are ample

data documenting that prolonged preservation of liver grafts results in increas-

ing rates of graft failure [55–59]. These preservation time limitations necessitate

that some limit be imposed on the distance over which liver grafts are trans-

ported from donor sites to recipient centers. Thus, there must be some defined

area in which potential recipients are collected for a given donor. These organ

distribution units can be defined as the areas in which all potential candidates

are culled for a given donor occurring within that area. In the USA, the smallest

liver distribution unit is generally defined as the Donor Service Area (DSA) of a

given Organ Procurement Organization (OPO) (Fig. 6.3). In other instances, the

distribution unit might be a transplant center as in systems where a rotational

organ distribution system is employed. Liver distribution units can be sequen-

tial as in the US system where, if a donor organ is not accepted within the

smallest distribution unit, the organ is offered to a larger distribution unit, the

OPTN region (Fig. 6.4). In most cases, liver distribution units are defined more

on political, geographic, or organizational grounds rather than by optimal organ

preservation limits or by the number of waiting candidates. Indeed, the number

of candidates listed in any given OPO appears to be linked to subsequent

waiting times for liver transplantation [60].

In almost all cases, each liver distribution unit has more than one

waiting liver transplant candidate, so some form of prioritizing these candi-

dates for a donor liver offer must be employed. This prioritization process

defines donor organ allocation or, the process by which, from among all of the

potential recipients for liver transplant, candidates are ranked in order of

preference and selected for that organ offer. This relative selection process, or

ranking all individuals from a group of deserving candidates, is extremely

important in establishing principles of allocation policy and will be discussed

later.
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In considering liver allocation, two main ethical principles – individual

justice and overall utility – must be accounted for and weighed. Individual

justice can be defined as meeting the needs of the individual, whereas medical

utility can be defined as achieving the best results with a given therapy for the

population under consideration. Allocating organs to candidates based on

individual need, by definition, must use individual patient characteristics

and rank these to prioritize all waiting candidates. Allocating organs to achieve

medical utility might also use individual characteristics but would rank pa-

tients in order of likelihood of achieving the best results for the whole.

In order to prioritize candidates according to need, some quantification of

need is required; so patients with a higher quantity of need are ranked ahead of

those with less need. There are many potential measurements that could be

envisioned for this purpose; variables include length of waiting time, potential

lossof income,potential lossof support for families, lossofpotential to contribute

to society, or potential cost to the health care system, etc. One can readily see

however,thatformanyoftheseandotherpossibleestimatesofneed,development

of objectivemeasurements or endpointswouldbedifficult and controversial.

Past liver allocation systems used waiting time as a measure of priority;

however, this measure was more often a quantification of lack of need instead

of true need, because patients who could wait a long time for a transplant were

more likely to survive without a transplant [61]. In this case, candidates with

stable or slowly progressing disease could be ranked ahead of those with more

severe or rapidly worsening disease; so those who were most likely to progress
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to death were not necessarily likely to gain high priority in waiting time-driven

systems. Progressive liver allocation policy changes in the USA have

attempted to focus more on defining individual need by severity of disease.

At first, location of care (home, hospital, intensive care unit (ICU)) was used as

a surrogate for severity of disease. However, it soon became clear that location

of care was more a reflection of physician behavior than an intrinsic charac-

teristic of the patient’s disease state. In later allocation policy iterations

the Child–Turcotte–Pugh score was used to measure disease severity. This

metric was limited by the subjective nature of some of the variables and it

imposed categorization of patients into broad classes of patients with a ceiling

effect [62].

In 2002, US policymakers chose the model for end-stage liver disease

(MELD) [63,64], a mathematical model that defined the risk of death for

patients with chronic liver disease using three laboratory values to better

prioritize waiting liver transplant candidates with chronic liver disease. In

this allocation system, waiting candidates are ranked according to their risk

of death using laboratory values only (Fig. 6.5). This continuous system does

not categorize patients into broad groups (status designations) and is based

MELD and PELD Scores Used in US Liver Allocation System 

MELD = (0.957 � LN(creatinine) + 0.378 � LN(bilirubin) +1.12 � LN(INR) + 0.643) � 10

Values less than 1.0 are rounded to 1.0 to avoid negative MELD scores.  Patients on
dialysis are assigned a creatinine of 4.0.  The MELD score is capped at 40 maximum.

PELD = (0.436 � Age*) − (0.687 � log(albumin)) + (0.480 � log(bilirubin)) + (1.857 �
log(INR)) + (0.667 � growth failure†) � 10 

* Age <1 year gets 1, Age >1 year gets 0 
† growth failure = 1, no growth failure = 0 

Values <1.0 are not rounded up so negative PELD scores are possible.  The PELD
score is not capped.

Fig. 6.5 Model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) and pediatric end-stage liver
disease (PELD) scores used in US liver allocation system.
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solely on variables that are intrinsic to the patient, that are objective, and that

are not subject to behavioral biases.

Unique in thedevelopment andapplication ofMELDfor liver allocationwas

the prospective validation of this model to make sure that it consistently

predicted 3-month mortality risk for waiting liver patients with a variety of

disease etiologies [65,66]. These studies documented that for liver transplant

candidates, the MELD score was very good, but not perfect, for predicting who

would live andwhowoulddie. Even though the results consistently showed that

the MELD score was highly predictive for most patients, policymakers recog-

nized at the outset that there may be additional factors that could improve the

MELD score’s applicability to all patients [62]. Recent reports suggest that

addition of either hyponatremia [67] or serum sodium [68,69] variables to the

MELD equation may improve the model’s predictive accuracy, especially for

those patientswith otherwise lowMELDscores. TheOPTNdatabase is currently

collecting serumsodiumvalues for candidates in thewaiting list toprospectively

assess this potential improvement. Variation in reagents used for prothrombin

timeassays canalso result inMELDscoredifferences for the same individual [70]

and may contribute to imperfections in mortality risk quantification.

Liver transplant clinicians recognize that the risk of death is not the only

appropriate measure of need for liver transplantation. Many recent reports

document that liver transplantation offers excellent long-term results for pa-

tients with hepatocellular cancer (HCC), often better than results achieved

with resection [71–75]. However, many patients with HCC present with rela-

tively mild intrinsic liver disease and thus have a relatively low risk of dying in

the near term. Prioritizing these patients using mortality risk alone would rank

them below the majority of waiting candidates non-malignant conditions.

More importantly, the need for liver transplantation for patients with HCC

candidates is defined by the risk of progression beyond the favorable early

stages of their cancer [76]. Similarly, there are other conditions such as hepto-

pulmonary syndrome, familial amyloidosis, and metabolic liver diseases

where mortality risk is not an appropriate definition of need [77]. For these

patients, the risk of reaching some end point beyond which the transplant is

likely to be of no benefit is a much more accurate measure of need. Unfortu-

nately, models for risk of progression to these end points have not been

developed and will require natural history data that have not been systemat-

ically collected for these diagnoses. At the present time because there are

limited natural history data for the other conditions, the US system employs

a regional peer review process to assess centers’ requests for patients with

conditions where mortality risk is not an applicable prioritization end point.

Defining end points beyond which no benefit accrues to the waiting

candidate requires that some definition of benefit be articulated. Recently,

Merion et al. [78] compared mortality risk on the waiting list with mortality
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risk after transplant and reported the difference in survival. Using this meth-

odology, one can define the benefit of liver transplantation at least for the

candidates whose need for transplant can be equated to their mortality risk. In

this analysis, candidates with low MELD scores (low mortality risks) had a

lower risk of death within the first year without a transplant than if they

received a graft at that low score (Fig. 6.6). This indicates that the surgical

risk for these candidates is higher than their one-year mortality risk without a

transplant. In addition, a benefit in terms of lifetime gained was achieved even

for patients with the highest high MELD scores that were selected by centers

for transplantation. Assuming that risk models can be developed for other

disease end points, one could envision similar estimates of transplant benefit.

However, the mortality risk of the liver transplant procedure must always

receive some weight against other lesser, nonfatal, end points. Thus, future

liver allocation systems may have to consider if there would be circumstances

where a candidate with a high risk of attaining a nonfatal end point such as

progression to an unfavorable morbidity would receive more priority than a

candidate at a higher mortality risk.

The transplant benefit premise allows for additional evidence-based evo-

lution in liver allocation policy. Since the goal of allocation is to rank in order of

need the entire group of waiting candidates, patients thought most likely to

receive the most benefit in the group at the time of an organ offer should be

ranked highest. In addition, the patients with themost to gain can be exposed to

higher probabilities of transplant by expanding the distribution units for

patients with these characteristics, leaving those who are not likely to benefit

for smaller distribution units. Recently, the US organ allocation system

has adopted a first step in this approach [79]. After offering to emergent
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Fig. 6.6 Comparison of average number of days alive for model for end-stage liver
disease (MELD) score ranges.
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candidates, deceased donor liver will be offered only to those candidates with

MELD scores>15 in the DSA followed by candidates with MELD scores>15 in

the region. Only after these groups have had the opportunity to receive the

organ offer, will the organ be offered to candidates less likely to benefit.

From the above discussion, it is clear that liver distribution and allocation is

an evolving process. Today, with computerized data systems, it is essential that

data analysis be ongoing to assess the effects of the allocation and distribution

systems, to develop and test new policies andmethods, and to optimize results.

No system will achieve perfection, and codifying policy to make it immutable

will not be in the best interest of waiting patients. However, evidenced-based

decision making with objective variables and end points makes the process

much more transparent and measurable. Liver transplantation depends on the

donor resource,whether fromdeceased or from living donors. If donor procure-

ment ever meets the demand, the need for allocation and distribution policies

will be eliminated. This should be the goal of the liver transplant community.
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Viral Hepatitis
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Paul G. Killenberg

T
H E MO S T frequent reason for liver transplantation (LT) throughout the

world is hepatic damage due to viral hepatitis. The viruses involved in

the majority of cases are the hepatotropic, alphabetic viruses A, B (D), C, and E.

Hepatitis A, B, D, and E can cause fulminant hepatic failure requiring urgent

liver transplantation; hepatitis C infection is rarely identified in this context.

Chronic liver disease is not seen following infection with either hepatitis A or

hepatitis E; most liver transplants for chronic viral hepatitis are due to hepatitis

B virus (HBV) or hepatitis C virus (HCV). This chapter considers the pretrans-

plantation management of chronic HBV and chronic HCV disease. The man-

agement of patients with fulminant hepatic failure is discussed in Chapter 13.

Approximately 10% of patients with acute hepatitis B have an unresolved

infection resulting in chronic hepatitis and, eventually, in cirrhosis. In contrast,

60–80% of patients infected with hepatitis C exhibit a chronic course. Although

only 25% of patients with chronic HCV infection develop cirrhosis and end-

stage liver disease (ESLD), HCV-related liver disease is the single most com-

mon diagnosis at liver transplantation. Hepatitis D virus (HDV), which re-

quires coinfection by HBV, has a very high rate of chronic infection as well, but

is relatively uncommon compared with either hepatitis B or C.

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) occurs in patients with chronic infection

by either HBV or HCV; the incidence has been recorded in 1.5–4% of patients

per year and increases with the duration of the infection. HCC may occur in

patients infected with HBV at any stage of the disease, although HCC is more

common in patients with cirrhosis. In contrast, HCC in HCV-infected patients

is almost always found in patients with cirrhosis (see Chapter 8) [1].

The progression of chronic HBV or HCV, leading to death from liver

failure or HCC, is of concern with respect to the timing of liver transplantation.
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In both HBV and HCV, an attempt is made to define a ‘‘window’’ within which

the risk of liver transplantation is outweighed by the risk to the patient from

progression of disease (see Chapter 6).

The large number of patients with chronic HBV and HCV presents several

challenges for liver transplantation. Although the incidence of acute HBV and

HCV is falling, the prevalence of chronic liver disease and HCC among those

infected is rising [1–3]. The latter trend threatens to further increase the

imbalance between the number of potential liver transplant recipients and

the number of available donor organs. In addition, liver transplantation for

HBV, and particularly for HCV, is relatively inefficient compared with non-

viral diseases: in recipients who are infected with HBV or HCV at the time of

liver transplantation, the rate of reinfection of the liver graft, potentially lead-

ing to a need for subsequent retransplantation, approaches 90% [4,5]. Although

there are data suggesting that treatment of HBV and HCV to decrease or

eliminate viremia before transplantation may decrease both the rate of reinfec-

tion and the rate of damage to the graft, the methods for accomplishing these

ends are not established.

Because of the threat of HCC and the potential of damage to the liver graft

by reinfection with HBV or HCV, every effort should be made to eradicate the

infection prior to transplantation. Indeed, halting further progression of the

liver disease may possibly avoid liver transplantation. Although treatment is

not always successful in eliminating the virus, there is evidence that even

temporary reduction in viremia will decrease the rate of necroinflammatory

damage to the liver and reduce the amount and rate of progression of fibrosis

[6–8]. Thus, all patients with HBV and HCV infection who exhibit fibrosis

beyond the portal tract on liver biopsy should be considered for treatment

prior to transplantation. Even if cure of the infection is not accomplished,

treatment may buy time until better methods of viral eradication or manage-

ment of reinfection of the liver graft become available.

n HEPATITIS B

A decade ago, chronic HBV infection was considered a relative contraindica-

tion to liver transplantation except in experimental protocols. Following dem-

onstration that chronic intravenous administration of relatively large amounts

of high-titer anti-HBV immunoglobulin (HBIg) immediately pre- and indefin-

itely posttransplantation would prevent destructive reinfection of the graft in

the majority of the liver transplant recipients, liver transplantation became an

accepted therapy for HBV-infected patients [9]. Currently, with antiviral treat-

ment before and after liver transplantation, the 1- and 5-year survival of

patients transplanted for HBV equals that of patients transplanted for non-

HBV disease [10–12].
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Present antiviral measures have been directed toward decreasing viral

replication and eliminating or decreasing viremia. Data from several observa-

tions suggest that the rate of reinfection of the liver graft with HBV is higher in

those recipients who are HBeAgþ and HBV-DNA-positive at the time of

transplantation [8,13,14]. Lowest risk of reinfection occurs among those with

no detectable viremia who are HBeAg-negative or who exhibit anti-HBeAg.

Suppression of viral replication also appears to decrease the necroinflamma-

tory changes associated with hepatitis B and to decrease fibrogenesis and in

some instances may result in remission of existing fibrosis. There is also a

suggestion that the rate of diagnosis of HCC drops (but still remains high) in

patients who have eliminated viral replication [14]. Thus, it is generally agreed

that treatment directed toward reduction of viremia and viral replication is

appropriate for all patients who are awaiting liver transplantation.

The question of timing of antiviral treatment is debated. Some would

argue that it is prudent to wait until transplantation is near at hand (3–6

months away), if that can be predicted [14,15]. This argument cites the high

cost of treatment with agents such as HBIg and the probability of mutation and

escape from oral antiviral agents. By delaying treatment until close to the time

of liver transplantation, one hopes to arrive at transplantation at the point of

maximal suppression of viral replication and lowest viral titer. The counter-

argument is to treat all patients who by clinical course or histopathology

appear to have progressive disease and, therefore, will probably become

candidates for liver transplantation in the future. This argument points to the

occasional patient for whom transplantation is avoided because of resolution

of tissue damage and remission of fibrosis prior to development of decom-

pensated cirrhosis. Advocates of the latter approach also point to the growing

number of oral antiviral compounds each of which has a different resistance

profile; these agents can be used either in tandem or in combination to over-

come viral resistance. A final reason to employ methods that appropriately

delay the progress toward liver transplantation is that with each decade we

have seen the development of new, more effective strategies for eradication of

HBV; the observation that fibrosis and even cirrhosis may resolve with reso-

lution of the necroinflammatory activity may permit a larger fraction of pa-

tients with chronic HBV liver disease to maintain acceptable liver function and,

thus, avoid liver transplantation.

Parenteral Antiviral Treatment for Hepatitis B

Alpha Interferon

Of the antiviral treatments for chronic HBV infection currently in use, daily or

thrice-weekly alpha interferon (aIFN) injection is the oldest. It was apparent

shortly after introduction of aIFN for the treatment of HBV that only a minority
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of patients achieved viral eradication; those who benefited most were patients

with very low viral titers and high transaminase levels (the latter signifying a

robust immunologic reaction to the virus) [8]. Also detracting from its use was

the large number of patients who experienced disabling (and at times, life-

threatening) side-effects while under treatment. Depression, loss of energy and

endurance, serious infection, and profound malaise often led patients to with-

draw from therapy. At present, use of aIFN for the treatment of chronic

hepatitis B infection should be limited to patients who are categorized in the

‘‘A’’ cohort according to the Childs–Pugh–Turcotte (CPT) scale [8] (see Chap-

ter 1). The risk of side-effects, especially bacteremia and sepsis, precludes use

of aIFN in patients who have more severe liver disease.

Hepatitis B Immune Globulin

Hepatitis B immuneoglobulin (HBIg) was the next of the antiviral treatments to

be applied to patients with hepatitis B liver disease who were undergoing liver

transplantation. Pre- and posttransplantation administration of HBIg led to a

dramatic decrease in the rate of posttransplantation hepatitis B. Rates of

reinfection dropped three- to fourfold, making it possible for the first time to

consider candidates with HBV infection. Recently, combination therapy with

HBIg and oral antiviral agents have been shown to be effective. Combination

therapy has permitted a reduction in HBIg dose to a scale compatible with

intramuscular administration, reducing cost. In addition, some centers have

found that they need to continue HBIg for only a brief time after transplant-

ation; viral control is maintained thereafter with oral agents (see Chapter 24)

[3,15,16].

Oral Antiviral Agents

Lamivudine, an oral nucleoside analog, was the first oral agent shown to be of

benefit in treatment of HBV. It is safe with almost no side-effects at usually

effective doses [3,8,14,17]. It reduces the HBV-DNA titer in the great majority

of patients within 3–6 months and has resulted in loss of HBeAg and subse-

quent appearance of anti-HBeAg. Unfortunately, in all but a very few patients,

discontinuation of lamivudine results in return of the HBV-DNA and may be

attended by a clinical flare of the disease. Thus, its role is suppressive rather

than virolytic. Another problem with lamivudine is that after 1 year of treat-

ment, 10–20% of patients develop a mutant strain (YMDD variant) that is

resistant to lamivudine; after 5 years of treatment, the viral escape rate ap-

proaches 65% [18]. Development of the YMDD mutant results in increased

necroinflammatory activity and may lead to decompensation and death in

some patients.
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Recently, another oral nucleoside analog, adefovir, has been approved by

the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for use in treatment of chronic HBV

infection [8,19]. This agent appears to have an efficacy equal to lamivudine,

with less viral resistance over time. Adefovir is effective against the YMDD

mutant and, thus, has been used in patients experiencing lamivudine failure.

Lamivudine appears to be effective against the infrequent emergence of ade-

fovir-resistant strains of HBV, prompting trials of a combination of the two

drugs.

About 10% of patients taking adefovir experience a brief flare of amino-

transferase activity. This is self-limited and generally tolerated well. Adefovir

also may result in an elevation in the serum creatinine in some patients; this

side-effect is dose-related and is more frequently seen in doses above the usual

10 mg dose [8,19]. Dose reduction is recommended in patients with a pretreat-

ment creatinine clearance <50 mL/min. Other antiviral agents including ente-

cavir, tenofovir, emtricitabine, and telbivudine are being tested for use in

patients with HBV and may become available in the next few years.

An Approach to Management of the Patient with Chronic HBV

Patients with chronic HBV should be considered candidates for an eventual

LT if there is continual necroinflammatory disease, or if there is evidence of

cirrhosis on biopsy. All patients with HBV should enter a program of regular

surveillance for HCC, including imaging of the liver and determination of

alpha-1 fetoprotein levels (see Chapter 8)

In addition, the following steps should be followed for all patients infected

with HBV:

1. Eliminate alcohol intake. Although it is not clear that socially acceptable

levels of alcohol intake are deleterious, higher levels have been associated

with more rapid progression of HBV liver disease [20,21].

2. Encourage weight loss and regular exercise. In addition to obvious benefits,

reduction of hepatic fat may slow the rate of progression of fibrosis in HBV

[14].

3. Vaccinate all susceptible patients against hepatitis A virus (HAV). Coinfec-

tion of HBV patients with HAV can result in death or severe decompensa-

tion of the baseline liver disease. The rate of immunity induced by

vaccination in patients with advanced liver disease varies with the degree

of decompensation. The earlier vaccination occurs, therefore, the more

likely will there be protection against coinfection [22,23].

The next step is to decide on antiviral treatment. For patients with no

evidence of necroinflammatory changes or fibrosis on liver biopsy (true
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HBV carriers), a program of regular monitoring of liver tests confirmed by

periodic liver biopsy should be undertaken. For patients with evidence of

elevation of serum aminotransferases and fibrosis beyond the portal tract on

liver biopsy, treatment should be selected depending on the severity of the

liver disease. For patients with CPT scores <7 (i.e. compensated liver disease),

treatment with either aIFN or oral antivirals is a possibility. Patients should

be screened for contraindications to aIFN therapy, particularly preexisting

psychiatric problems that may be exacerbated by aIFN therapy and low

levels of hemoglobin (>10.5 g/dL), platelets (>70:000=mm3) or neutrophils

(>1000=mm3). Results, in terms of elimination of HBV-DNA, are better

in patients who are HbeAg-negative. The benefit of treatment in HbeAg-

positive patients is questionable. HBeAg-negative patients without advanced

cirrhosis should be treated for up to 24 months with 6 million units of aIFN

three times a week.

In patients with more advanced cirrhosis (CPT score >7), or who have

contraindications to aIFN treatment, treatment with an oral antiviral agent

such as lamivudine reduces the necroinflammatory changes and thus, delays

the progress of fibrosis. Alanine aminotransferase (ALT) should return to

normal within 6 months of initiating therapy. A rebound in ALT would

suggest development of the YMDD mutant strain and indicate addition of

adefovir to the regimen. The benefit of continuation of lamivudine and add-

ition of adefovir or initiation of the original antiviral treatment with a combin-

ation of two oral agents is currently under study.

Patients experiencing HBV-DNA suppression on therapy should be fol-

lowed for development of HCC or for signs of further deterioration of liver

function. Although liver transplantation for decompensated liver disease may

be avoided by successful DNA suppression, the risk of HCC, though decreased

in such patients, continues. Regular imaging and measurement of alpha-1

fetoprotein should continue [1].

n HEPATITIS C

Approximately one-third of all liver transplants are done for HCV-related

disease. In many parts of the world, HCV-related HCC is more common

than any other setting for HCC [1]. As discussed above, although 60–80% of

patients infected with HCV become chronically infected, only a minority show

progressive fibrosis leading to liver failure, HCC, and a need for a liver

transplant. Thus, it is important to identify those with the potential for pro-

gression to cirrhosis.

Patients with hepatitis C are usually asymptomatic; they also exhibit a

variable relationship between active necroinflammatory changes and serum

aminotransferase levels. Thus, the patient and the physician can develop a
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false sense of comfort in the apparent lack of active liver disease and resist

opportunities to intervene in the natural history of the disease. In early com-

pensated disease, the only reliable way to stage the degree of fibrosis and

estimate the potential for further progression is by liver biopsy.

Early intervention in those patients exhibiting signs of progression (espe-

cially extension of fibrosis beyond the portal tract on biopsy) may have advan-

tages in viral eradication [2]. It is estimated that about 1 million random

mutations of the HCV-RNA sequence occur each day in HCV patients. Most of

the mutations are lethal to the virus and are not replicated in subsequent cycles;

however, some are replicated resulting in ‘‘quasispecies.’’ The rules of chance

support the notion that the longer the duration of the infection, the more

quasispecies with relative or absolute resistance to treatment will develop.

Thus, early treatment of patients showing the potential for progression is indi-

cated; treatment before the development of cirrhosis also lessens the likelihood

of HCC.

Antiviral Treatment of HCV

Chronic HCV can be effectively treated in many patients by a combination of

pegylated aIFN and ribavirin. Combination therapy of this type will result in

a sustained viral response (SVR), defined as the absence of detectable HCV

viremia 6months after stopping therapy; this occurs in about half of the patients

treated [24,25]. Patients achieving an SVRdemonstrate cessation of necroinflam-

matorychange, resolutionof fibrosis, andadecreased incidenceofhepatic failure

andHCC.Thus, early treatment inpatients evidencingprogress of thedisease on

liver biopsymay prevent the eventual need for liver transplantation [7,26].

The success of state-of-the-art treatment with pegylated aIFN and ribavirin

varies according to both viral and host factors. Of the several viral genotypes,

genotypes 1 and 4 have the lowest rate of SVR (�35–45%) while genotypes 2

and 3 have the highest (�60–80%). The relative resistance of genotypes 1 and 4

recommends more prolonged treatment (at least 1 year); treatment for geno-

types 2 and 3 is usually stopped after 6 months. Among Americans, Blacks are

much less likely to reach SVR compared with similarly treated non-Hispanic

Caucasians [27].

As noted earlier, treatment with aIFN is frequently an unpleasant experi-

ence; side-effects are to be anticipated and can be lessened by pretreatment of

appropriate patients with antidepressants, exercise, and support and under-

standing from the patient’s family and doctor. Problems with marrow suppres-

sion as noted above in treatment of HBV disease pertain even more to patients

with HCV. Use of hematinics to maintain adequate hemoglobin and neutrophil

levels is now standard. There is now evidence that the success of treatment

depends in part, on the patient’s ability to receive most of the prescribed
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dose of pegylated aIFN and ribavirin [26]. Careful attention to the possibility of

side-effects and rapid response to adverse changes, where possible, can insure

that the patient has the best chance of achieving an SVR [6].

Treatment is usually with either pegylated aIFN 2a, also known as PEGA-

SUS, at a fixed dose of 180 mcg subcutaneously or a weight-based dose of

pegylated aIFN 2b or PEGINTRON, calculated at 1.5 mcg/kg body weight,

administered subcutaneously once a week. Ribavirin is given at a dose

>10.6 mg/kg body weight. Treatment continues for 12 weeks at which time

the HCV-RNA titer is estimated and compared with the titer obtained before

starting treatment. Patients who exhibit a reduction in RNA to less than 1% of

the starting titer have an 80% chance of being virus-free at the end of treatment

and, therefore, are continued on therapy [28]. Patients who do not show a

>99% reduction in RNA titer by 12 weeks are generally not continued on

therapy since the potential for achieving eventual SVR approaches nil.

Patients who have been treated before with aIFN � ribavirin may be

retreated. Before retreatment, the patient should be screened for previous non-

adherence to the prescribed dosage and the reasons for this behavior explored.

Preemptive use of antidepressants and hematinic agents should be considered

for those who had reduction in doses of ribavirin or aIFN during past trials

because of psychiatric problems or marrow suppression. Consideration should

also be given to the possibility of reinfection with HCV; the HCV-RNA status of

the spouse or sexual partner should be checked. Finally, it has been postulated

that patients with high hepatic iron content exhibit relative resistance to aIFN

treatment of HCV; serum iron studies and ferritin should be measured [29].

Although it has not been conclusively shown that reduction of iron content via

phlebotomywill result in an overall increase in SVR in the general population, it

is probably worth doing in those with excessive iron stores.

Properly screened patients failing retreatment should be considered for

any new therapy or regimen designed to inhibit fibrogenesis independent of

viral eradication. Trials of amantadine as a third agent, or instead of ribavirin

have not been successful. Viramidine, an analog of ribavirin, may have less

marrow toxicity; studies of the impact of this drug on the rate of SVR are under

way [30]. Ribavirin monotherapy does not work.

In HCV infection even more so than with HBV, it is important to follow the

three steps noted for pretransplantation patients with HBV. Elimination of all

alcohol intake is even more important with respect to decreasing the acceler-

ation of HCV liver disease and the incidence of HCC in HCV cirrhosis [26].

Weight loss and exercise are important at several levels. Finally, vaccination

against HAV is imperative. It is very difficult to prevent HAV infection unless

one lives the life of a recluse. HAV superinfection in patients with prior

HCV infection can result in death in up to 50% of cases [31]. Hepatitis

B infection that requires parenteral exposure is more easily prevented by life
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choices; however, the vaccine is relatively safe and cheap. Patients with HCV

should be immunized against both HAV and HBV.

n SUMMARY

The role of liver transplantation in the treatment of chronic HBV and HCV is

one of the most exciting and rapidly developing fields in transplant medicine.

With each year new agents are shown to modify the course of the disease, or

decrease the impact of reinfection of the liver graft. The possibility of early

intervention in the course of the disease and prevention of liver transplantation

is one of the most laudable goals in this field.
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Hepatoma
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Maria Varela, Margarita Sala,
and M. Jordi Bruix

n INTRODUCTION

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the most frequent primary malignancy of

the liver and its incidence is increasing worldwide. It accounts for as many as 1

million deaths annually, representing the third largest cause of cancer-related

death [1–3]. It mostly affects patients with liver cirrhosis [2,4] and currently is

the most frequent cause of death for such patients [5–7]. The annual incidence

of HCC in cirrhotic patients ranges between 2% and 8% depending on the

degree of liver function impairment and some specific characteristics such as

advanced age, male sex, increased baseline alpha fetoprotein (AFP), and

active viral replication with increased liver cell proliferation [2,4]. Accordingly,

the 5-year cumulative incidence ranges between 10% and 20%.

The optimal strategy to decrease HCC-related mortality is to avoid infec-

tion with hepatitis B [8] or C viruses or to reduce excessive alcohol intake, but if

chronic infection leading to liver damage is already present the only approach

to reduce cancer-related death is early detection allowing effective treatment

[4,9]. This is the rationale for involving the population at risk, namely cirrhotic

patients, in surveillance programs based on ultrasound (US) and AFP deter-

mination every 6 months [4,10,11]. The aim is to detect tumors at an early stage

(Fig. 8.1) when they may benefit from effective therapy [4,9]. When US leads to

suspicious findings, the confirmation of malignancy can be obtained by biopsy

or by the fulfillment of noninvasive criteria [4,9].

Patients with HCC diagnosed at an early stage should be considered for

curative options (surgical resection, liver transplantation (LT), or percutaneous

ablation) (Fig. 8.2) that may reach long-term complete response and hence

improved survival [4,10,11]. There are no randomized controlled trials

(RCTs) comparing these different options and thus the selection of one of

them as the first-line therapeutic approach will depend on the evaluation of
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local resources and human expertise [12]. Unfortunately, early diagnosis is

achieved in around 30% of the cases and thus the majority of patients are only

considered for palliative approaches [7,13]. Among these, the only therapy that

has been proven to increase survival is transarterial chemoembolization [14].

In most units, liver resection is limited to patients with solitary tumors

without evidence of vascular invasion or spread outside the liver [15–18]. The

best results are obtained in Child–Pugh A individuals without significant

portal hypertension and normal bilirubin concentration [15,16]. With this

selection criterion there should be almost no postoperative liver failure and

associated mortality, and the expected 5-year survival rate may exceed 70%.

Unfortunately, even in carefully selected patients, the rate of tumor recurrence

is high (50% at 3 years) [15,19–21]. The major predictors of recurrence are the

presence of vascular invasion and/or satellites. These characteristics reflect an

increased likelihood of dissemination prior to resection, but no doubt some

recurrences correspond to metachronic HCC developed in the oncogenic liver

[22]. Several options acting against these potential mechanisms have been

proposed, including retinoid administration [23], selective localized radiother-

apy [24], interferon [25,26], and adoptive immunotherapy [27], but despite

encouraging results, none of the options have been incorporated into conven-

tional clinical practice. Patients treated by resection who develop recurrence

could be considered for salvage transplantation [28–30], but this has a low

Fig. 8.1 Small hypoechoic hepatic nodule corresponding to early hepatocellular
carcinoma (HCC) diagnosed during surveillance in a cirrhotic patient. Detection at
an early stage allows effective treatment to be applied. (Courtesy of Dr L. Bianchi.)
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applicability as most patients will appear as having disseminated disease

exceeding enlistment criteria for transplantation [31]. For this reason, in our

group we have proposed to offer transplantation to those resected patients in

whom pathology evidences a high risk of recurrence (microvascular invasion

or satellites) [32].

As mentioned previously, only a minority of the patients (<5%) are ad-

equate for surgical resection due to liver function impairment [32]. Thus, even if

diagnosed at an early stage they are better served by LT or percutaneous

ablation. The present chapter discusses the issues regarding the selection,

enlistment, and follow-up of patients considered for LT, while specific

information about the benefits of percutaneous ablation are reported elsewhere

[33–36].

Selection of HCC Patients for Liver Transplantation

Patients with advanced nonsurgical HCC were the subjects offered LT at the

beginning of the transplant era [37]. The information collected in these pioneer-

ing years offered the rationale to limit LT to patients with early HCC. Survival

in these patients was not different from non-HCC patients and the recurrence

rate was less than 20% at 5 years [38,39]. Simultaneously, it was recognized

early on that disease recurrence and death were the rule in patients with

macroscopic vascular invasion or extrahepatic spread (lymph nodes or distant

metastases) [37,38]. Similarly, it was evidenced that patients transplanted for

end-stage cirrhosis who had small ‘‘incidental’’ tumors undetected in the work-

up before LT [37] had the same survival as cirrhotics without malignancy and

had no HCC recurrence. At that time, incidental HCCs were either minute

(Fig. 8.3) and multifocal or solitary < or¼ 5 cm in size. Tumors larger than

this cut-off were already known to have an increased rate of vascular invasion

in pathological studies [40,41] and as a result it was proposed that the best

candidates for LT would be patients with solitary HCC < or¼ 5 cm or up to

three nodules < or¼ 3 cm. These were the criteria initially raised by Bismuth

et al. [39] and thereafter refined and disseminated by Mazzaferro et al. [42].

Several groups have thereafter confirmed the validity of the criteria nowadays

known as ‘‘Milano criteria’’ [43–47], it being well established that patients

fitting into these restrictive definitions will achieve survival figures exceeding

70% at 5 years, while the recurrence rate will be less than 25% [45] (Table 8.1).

While it is now fully accepted that HCC is an optimal indication for LT and that

the best results will be obtained if the Milano criteria are respected, there is a

huge controversy as to the extent to which these criteria could be expanded in

order to allow more patients to benefit from this life-saving procedure [48,49].

Strict adherence toMilano criteria provides the best results in terms of survival,

but it is known that several programs do not exclude patients from the list when
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follow-up staging while waiting exceeds entry criteria. If the tumor extent is

not massive, without vascular invasion and no extrahepatic spread, the

results are impaired and only offer a 50% survival at 5 years [38,42,46],

but with a higher recurrence rate. This consideration would endorse the

potential for an expansion but the critical issue is how to define the new

limits [50]. The studies that have proposed an expansion of the limits have

been based on the analysis of explanted livers along with assessment of

Fig. 8.3 Small hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) detected during pathology examin-
ation of the explanted liver. Tumor diameter is 10 mm and there is no evidence of
vascular invasion or satellites. Tumor margins are ill defined as frequently observed in
very early tumor stages. (Courtesy of Dr R. Miquel.)

Table 8.1 Survival and Recurrence of Patients with Early-Stage HCC Treated with
Liver Transplantation

Author Year Number
1-Year Survival
Percentage

5-Year Survival
Percentage

Recurrence
Percentage

Mazzaferro et al. 1996 48 90 75 (4 years) 4 (8%)

Bismuth et al. 1999 45 82 74 5 (11%)

Llovet et al. 1999 79 86 75 3 (4%)

Iwatsuki et al. 2000 344 73 49 83 (24%)

Jonas et al. 2001 120 90 71 20 (17%)

Yao et al. 2001 64 87 73 8 (12%)
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outcomes [48,49]. This information is valid but it is obvious that the indication

of transplant should be based on radiology and even in experts hands, there

will always be a certain degree of understaging [51,52]. This is frequently due

to the failure to detect very small additional nodules < 1 cm and/or micro-

scopic vascular invasion [51,53]. Current imaging technology should not miss

tumors larger than 15 mm and thus incidental nodules larger than this size

should be considered exceptional. The lack of sensitivity of radiology to detect

minute additional nodules is critical as the proposed expansion is usually

limited to a minor increase in size or to the number of minute additional

tumors [48,49] (Table 8.2) that are very unlikely to be detected at staging.

Furthermore, if understaging is to be always present, the enlistment of patients

Table 8.2 Expanded Criteria for Liver Transplantation in Patients with HCC as
Proposed by UCSF and Pittsburgh

Yao et al. (2001)

Tumor 1 lesion # 6.5 cm

#3 lesions, largest #4.5 cm and total

diameter #8 cm

Survival rate 90% at 1 year

72% at 5 years

Marsh et al. (2000): Modified

Pathologic TNM Staging System;

patients fitting into stages I, II, and

III would be accepted for

transplantation

Stage Tumor-free survivala

I unilobar (any size/no vascular

invasion); bilobar (#2 cm �
microvascular invasion)

190.9 � 6.9 (177.3–204.6)

II unilobar (>2 cm þ microvascular

invasion)

127.7 � 16.7 (95–160.4)

IIIA bilobar (>2 cm) 69.1 � 10.2 (49.1–89.1)

IIIB bilobar (>2 cm þ microvascular

invasion)

37.5 � 10.2 (17.5–57.4)

IVA any lobe, any size, macrovascular

invasion

16.4 � 3.7 (9.1–23.7)

IVB lymph nodes � metastasis 5.3 � 1.0 (3.3–7.3)

aTumor-free survival (mean � SE) in months (95% CI).
Note: Staging is based on the data obtained at pathology and not with imaging techniques.
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with more advanced tumor stage as recognized by current imaging techniques

will surely translate to transplantation of patients with far more advanced

disease and this will no doubt further deteriorate long-term outcome. Accord-

ingly, there is room for expansion, but the data establishing the correlation

between staging findings and outcome of patients transplanted with extended

indication are nonexistent. Hence, any decision to modify the current defin-

itions has to be put on hold until the availability of studies with well-defined

correlation between radiological findings during thewaiting time and outcome.

Currently, accurate diagnosis and staging requires state-of-the-art dynamic

computed tomography (CT) [54] or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [51,55]

(Fig. 8.4), while Lipiodol injection with delayed CT has no accuracy [56].

A very relevant aspect that has to be taken into account when considering

an expansion of criteria is the number of available livers. There is a major

shortage of donors and this implies a waiting time between enlisting and

transplantation. During this time, the tumor may progress and exceed the

criteria used to exclude them from the waiting list. This unfortunate event

may affect 25% of the patients with a waiting time of 12 months [15,57].

Fig. 8.4 Hepatic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) evidences a large HCC in the
dome of the liver. Arterial hypervascularization with contrast washout during the
venous phase establishes the diagnosis of HCC. Additional hypervascular nodules not
detected by ultrasound (US) were also evidenced in the right lobe and excluded the
patients from transplantation as this tumor stage exceeds the Milano criteria. (Cour-
tesy of Dr C. Ayuso.)
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This occurs even with the application of treatment upon enlistment and the

figures become even higher (50%) if the enlisted patients have more advanced

tumors [58].

Some authors have suggested that patients with more advanced disease

should be the first to be treated with transarterial chemoembolization and if

response to therapy is positive with tumor burden downstaged into the con-

ventional criteria, this would represent a marker of less aggressive disease [59].

Hence, in downstaged patients, transplantation would be successful and po-

tentially could offer long-term survival. This type of ‘‘biological’’ selection is of

limited impact. The likelihood of dissemination prior to transplant is not

diminished by therapy, the rate of responders is low, the majority of the

patients will still progress while waiting, and when the results are expressed

according to intention to treat the survival is significantly less than 50% at 5

years [58]. Consequently, it is mandatory that any modification of the enlist-

ment criteria takes into account the impact of the larger number of patients in

the waiting list and how this should be handled [60].

Waiting List Management

As mentioned before one of the major unsolved issues in LT is the shortage of

donors. This justifies the application of restrictive criteria to select the optimal

candidateswhowill achieve the best possible long-term outcome. Nevertheless,

even in countrieswith a high donation rate such as Spain, there is a continuously

growing number of transplant candidates and this creates an expandingwaiting

list. During the waiting time, the liver disease may progress and impede trans-

plantation [15,57]. There are no homogeneously accepted criteria to prompt

exclusion. In most groups, exclusion is based on uncontrolled tumor progres-

sion leading to vascular invasion and/or extrahepatic spread. In contrast, in the

USA the priority given to patients with HCC is cancelled when the patients

exceed the restrictive limits accepted for enlisting [60], and due to the long

waiting time in the absence of any priority, this means exclusion.

Waiting time exceeding 6 months is associated with a 25% exclusion rate of

the candidates as shown in studies coming from Barcelona and subsequently

confirmed in San Francisco [15,57]. This reduces the intention to treat survival

to 60% at 2–3 years, a figure clearly below that achieved in the absence of

waiting time and dropouts (Fig. 8.5).

There are several strategies aimed at preventing this adverse event. Active

health campaigns may increase the number of donations, and active policies

within transplant teamsmaywisely use the so-calledmarginal livers (advanced

age, stetatosis) and those with metabolic disorders (amyloidosis [61], primary

hyperoxaluria [62]) orwith viral infectionwithout significant liver injury [63]. In

addition, highly skilled surgeons may develop the split-liver technique [64].
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However, the major impact is expected to come from live donation. A simultan-

eous strategy to impede progression is the application of adjuvant treatment

with any of the available options known to be effective: resection, percutaneous

ablation, and transarterial chemoembolization. Finally, some groups or coun-

tries have established priority policies aiming to transplant those at the highest

risk of exclusion due to death or tumor progression.

Treatment upon Enlisting

There are no RCTs comparing any intervention with the best supportive care

and thus any suggestion of a therapeutic benefit has to be derived from cohort

studies. Unfortunately, most of these investigations merely describe the out-

come of those patients that have been finally transplanted and do not offer

information about those lost while waiting. The options that aremost frequently

applied are percutaneous ablation (Fig. 8.6) and chemoembolization. Surgical

resectionmight also be used as a bridge in those patients withmoderate surgical

risk. Clearly, the decision to treat while waiting has to balance the risk of

exclusion with the risk of side-effects related to treatment [65]. Therefore, the

usual strategy is to avoid therapy if the expected waiting time is less than 6

months. Systemic chemotherapyhas no efficacy and is hampered by severe side-

effects [66,67]. Thus, it should not be recommended. Promising results have

been reported with percutaneous ablation and chemoembolization [59,68], but
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Fig. 8.5 Survival of patients with hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) treated by liver
transplantation. The left panel represents the overall probability of survival of the
whole series of patients. The right panel divides the patients into two periods of time:
dotted line represents the period between 1989 and 1995 when the waiting time was
reduced and there were no dropouts. Intention to treat survival at 2 years was 84%;
continuous line represents the period after 1996 when waiting time expanded and
dropouts became a frequent event. The intention to treat survival at 2 years was
reduced to less than 60%. (Reproduced with permission.)
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there are also studies that do not identify any benefit derived from treatment.

Chemoembolization is the approach that has beenmorewidely used. It requires

the selective catheterization of the arterial vessels feeding the tumor and after

injection of chemotherapy (usually doxorubicin or cisplatin in a Lipiodol emul-

sion) the artery is obstructed by injection of gelfoam or polivynil alcohol [69].

This combined action results in extensive tumor necrosis that is associated with

a reduced tumor growth rate [70,71]. The portal vein should be patent and the

liver function should be preserved. Child–Pugh C patients should not receive

chemoembolization because of risk of death and Child–Pugh B patients may

develop severe decompensation that ultimately may contraindicate transplant-

ation. Chemotherapy administration may also induce side-effects by itself and

thus decision to indicate treatment has to carefully balance benefits and risks

according to waiting time and tumor profile. Percutaneous ablation has been

introduced more recently but it has rapidly shown its advantages and risks

[35,72]. The most common techniques to ablate tumors are ethanol injection

and radio frequency. Both approaches are highly useful in tumors <2 cm, but

radio frequency is more effective beyond this size and in addition it achieves

ablation in fewer number of sessions [34,73]. However, side-effects are more

frequent and severe with radio frequency as needles are larger and the proced-

ure is done under conscious sedation.

Fig. 8.6 Percutaneous ablation of a small hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) located in
the right lobe of a cirrhotic liver. Patient was enlisted for liver transplantation and due
to the long expected waiting time (more than 1 year) it was recommended to treat the
HCC by radio frequency. (a) This shows the tumor on baseline conditions. Contrast
uptake during the arterial phase indicated viable tumor tissue. (b) This shows the
efficacy of treatment: the area occupied by the nodule does not show contrast uptake.
The ablated area exceeds the area of the tumor suggesting that a safety rim of
surrounding tissue potentially containing satellite foci has also been necrosed.
(Courtesy of Dr J. R. Ayuso.)
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Long-term follow-up and analysis of explanted livers of patients that have

received treatment upon enlistment indicate that the rate of complete re-

sponses is not as high as reported by radiological examinations based on

dynamic CT or MRI [36,74]. However, treatment while waiting does not aim

to achieve complete eradication with long-term cure, but rather tumor mass

shrinkage with avoidance of progression. It is clear that this might be achieved

at least for a given period of time, but it is certain that the efficacy in preventing

progression and exclusion will be reduced together with the progressive

expansion of the waiting time. Thereby, treatment might be effective when

waiting time is kept below 12 months, while in waiting times beyond 24

months, almost any treatment will ultimately fail and not prevent the exclusion

of the majority of the patients.

Priority Policies

The establishment of a priority policy is controversial. There is very limited

information identifying the parameters that may predict a higher likelihood of

progression and thus of exclusion. This impedes the development of an accur-

ate algorithm for clinical decision making. Smaller tumors are less likely to

present progressive growth leading to exclusion [57] and tumors that present

progression while waiting and exhibit an increased AFP concentration [75] are

at higher risk.

A legal mandate forced transplant centers of the USA to develop a priority

policy in order to transplant the sickest and avoid time in the waiting list as the

major determinant of transplantation. The model for end-stage liver disease

(MELD) score [76] was used to establish priority in patients with end-stage

disease, but it did not allocate points due to HCC development and thus was

useless for HCC patients. To correct this unfair situation, HCC patients were

given a fixed number of MELD points according to tumor size and number

[77]. The points given initially were excessive as HCC patients had a <90%

probability of being transplanted in the first 3 months after enlisting, while the

contrary was the case for patients without HCC. The reduction of points

partially corrected the lack of equity and in the last modification that was

implemented in 2004, it was decided that patients with solitary tumors <2 cm

(stage 1) would not get priority because of the low risk of exclusion. Only

patients with stage 2 tumors (solitary between 2 and 5 cm, or with up to three

nodules less than 3 cm each) would receive priority points [77]. This new

proposal is also expected to reduce the number of patients transplanted be-

cause of an HCC that ultimately is not confirmed in the explanted liver [77].

Radiological findings may be equivocal in small nodules but hypervascular

nodules >2 cm in a cirrhotic liver with a characteristic venous washout on

dynamic imaging establish the diagnosis of HCC and avoid the need of a
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biopsy-proven diagnosis [4]. The continuous analysis of the priority policy

results will surely prompt new modifications aiming to obtain optimal results

in HCC patients and also ensure that the access to transplant and long-term

outcome is homogeneous in all categories of enlisted patients. In this regard,

one of the concerns of priority policies upgrading patients with more advanced

disease is the potential selection of patients with less favorable profiles and

thus with lower probability of long-term survival [60].

Clearly, there is an urgent need to identify the strongest predictors of

progression while waiting and it is expected that these will not come from

rough assessment of size and number. Better knowledge of the genetic changes

and molecular pathways that regulate tumor growth and dissemination

should provide the most accurate tools to predict biology and hence allow

establishment of a more sensitive selection and priority policy.

Living Donor Liver Transplantation

Living donor liver transplantation (LDLT) is considered an alternative to

cadaver liver transplantation (CLT) [78]. In addition to the absence of a rele-

vant waiting time between enlistment and transplantation, it offers the use of

an optimal liver with less time between extraction and grafting. In adults, the

most common approach is to use the right lobe of the donor. This will have

undergone an extensive evaluation to diminish the risk related to major ab-

dominal surgery as much as possible. The assumed death risk for donors is

around 0.5% and any program should take this risk into account in order to

balance the benefits for the recipient and the risk for the donor, both individu-

ally and as a community [79]. Extensive informed consent from the donor and

the recipient is of crucial importance. Statistical modeling indicates that LDLT

for early HCC offers substantial gains in life expectancy with acceptable cost-

effectiveness ratios as compared with conventional CLT when waiting times

for transplantation exceed at least 7 months and the outcome after transplant

exceeds 70% at 5 years [80].

The outcome after LDLT in patients with HCC does not differ from that of

patients receiving a cadaveric liver. A large multicenter study in Japan [81]

recruiting 316 patients reinforces this concept and, interestingly, validates the

use of the Milano criteria. Thereby, if patients fit into the Milano criteria the

survival at 3 years is around 80% (78.7%) and HCC recurrence affects 1.4% of

the patients (Fig. 8.7). In contrast, if the Milano definitions are not met, the

survival is significantly impaired (60.4% survival at 3 years) and the recurrence

rate affects 22.2% of the patients (Fig. 8.7). Despite these encouraging data in

Japan, several aspects still need clarification. Some studies have suggested that

hepatitis C virus reinfection of the graft might have a more aggressive

evolution in LDLT [82]. Others have not found any difference [83,84]. Evolu-
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tion to cirrhosis would be faster and this might counteract the benefits of

avoiding exclusion while waiting. Ongoing investigations have to clarify to

which extent the more aggressive evolution of viral infection is due to the

origin of the graft or merely due to the combination of some immunosuppres-

sive regime combined with a higher rate of biliary complications leading to

cholestatic damage. Antiviral treatment and surgical improvements may help

to ameliorate these aspects, but until these are fully clarified and solved, live

donation should still be seen as a highly promising approach whose full

incorporation into conventional clinical practice is not yet achieved.

One of the major controversies raised by live donation is to which extent its

indication should be restricted to the criteria used for cadaver livers or, if

on the contrary, the criteria could be expanded [81,85,86]. This would allow

patients with cancer stage beyond Milano criteria to benefit from transplant-

ation and thus achieve long-term survival that otherwise would be unlikely.

Following this reasoning, some groups have established a very liberal policy

and proceed to live donation if there is no extrahepatic dissemination or

invasion of a major blood vessel. Others, such as the Barcelona group, have

proposed a moderate expansion in terms of size and number of tumors [87], in

part paralleling the proposals for expansion commented before for cadaveric

donation. The major issue here is to balance the risk incurred by the donor

(mortality around 0.5%), with the benefit offered to the recipient. It is easy to

assume that desperate patients in whom the probability of success is nil should

not be allowed to compromise the life of a donor. However, there is no
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Fig. 8.7 Survival of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients treated by live donor
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worldwide minimal life expectancy limit below which live donation should

not be offered. Probably, the 50% survival at 5 years frequently proposed as the

bottom figure in cadaveric donation [88] should be implemented also in live

donation. In keeping with this aim, in Barcelona we have launched a pilot

program of live donation with expanded definitions that are reflected in Table

8.3 [87]. The program runs under strict ethical controls and its application is

expected to achieve a 5-year survival of 50%. Less than 10% of the HCC

patients fit into this indication and the final applicability only involves one-

fourth of the potential candidates.

n CONCLUSION

In summary, LT is an effective therapy for patients diagnosed with HCC at an

early stage. Its application is curtailed by the shortage of donors, which

prompts a growing waiting time during which the tumor may progress. Anti-

neoplastic treatment may prevent this adverse event, but the best approach

would be to increase the number of available livers either through increased

cadaver donation or through live donation.
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Alcoholism and
Alcoholic Liver
Disease
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Mark Hudson and Kaushik Agarwal

S
T A R Z L E T A L . [1] first reported successful human orthotopic liver trans-

plantation (OLT) in 1968. Since then OLT has become an established and

widely accepted treatment for end-stage liver disease (ESLD), with demon-

strable excellent outcomes. One-year patient and graft survival rates average

85%; complications such as late graft loss and chronic rejection are uncommon.

From April 1, 2003 to March 31, 2004, 491 elective OLTs were performed in the

UK: alcoholic liver disease (ALD) was the underlying etiology in 108 (22%)

cases. ALD is the commonest cause of ESLD in both Europe and the USA and

is responsible for 7.9 deaths/100 000 population in the USA [2]. Moreover,

ALD is the second most common indication for liver transplantation (LT), after

viral hepatitis [3,4]. Survival rates following OLT for both ALD and non-ALD

etiologies are comparable, and the rate of alcohol relapse post-OLT appears

acceptably low.

Nevertheless, ALD remains a controversial indication for OLT. A survey

of attitudes toward OLT reported that ALD is the least popular indication

for listing and organ allocation amongst both the public and family physicians

[5]. However, the prevalence and sheer magnitude of alcoholic cirrhosis

means that ALD accounts for a substantial and increasing proportion of

all OLT undertaken (Fig. 9.1). Concerns about offering liver grafts to patients

with ALD arise from the fear that doing so may be ‘‘wasting’’ a liver on a

person with ‘‘self-inflicted’’ disease, in whom there is potential for recidivism,

abuse, and recurrent liver disease post-OLT. These concerns are particularly

marked in the current era where huge disparity exists between the number

of patients listed for OLT and the significant shortage of donor organs

(see Chapter 6). In spite of the growth of living donor liver transplantation

(LDLT: see Chapter 12), 5–15% of listed patients die while waiting, both in
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the USA and in Europe [6]. This organ shortage dictates that not all patients

who may potentially benefit from OLT will receive a graft. As such the

priority that programs should and do give to patients with ALD has been

challenged, and this has stimulated much debate. Most centers in Europe and

in North America require 6 months’ abstinence from alcohol before patients

are accepted for OLT listing, and in some cases before evaluation may com-

mence. Some centers demand that patients undergo alcohol rehabilitation,

and many centers perform random testing of blood and urine while

patients are listed and awaiting OLT. However, few centers follow their own

protocols in all instances [7–10]. Overall, evidence suggests that ALD is a

very good indication for OLT with similar or better medium-term outcomes

after transplantation to most other liver diseases except perhaps cholestatic

liver disease [11].

n ISSUES RELATING TO TRANSPLANTATION FOR ALD

In this review we address the following issues:

1. How can one predict which patient is likely to relapse following

OLT and what steps can be taken to prevent such relapse among these

patients?

Evolution of transplantation in Europe for alcoholic liver disease, 1982−2003.
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Fig. 9.1 From May 1968 to December 2003, 8995 liver transplants were performed
for alcoholic liver disease (ALD) in Europe. The figure demonstrates the proportion of
patients undergoing transplantation for ALD relative to primary biliary cirrhosis
(PBC) and virus-related cirrhosis (1982–2003). Adapted from the European Liver
Transplant Registry (ELTR), December 2003 (http://www.eltr.org).
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2. Can OLT be justified as effective in patients with ALD compared with those

with non-ALD and what criteria should be used to select patients with ALD

for liver transplantation?

3. How can one predict who is likely to relapse after transplantation and what

steps can be taken to prevent such relapse in these patients?

Classification of the pattern of alcohol consumption and abuse is important in

the assessment and management of a potential liver transplant candidate.

Heavy consumers may be considered as either abusers or dependent drinkers

[12]. Alcohol abuse is distinct from and runs a different course to dependence,

there being no evidence that abuse leads to dependence [13,14]. However,

there can be a close relationship between alcohol dependence and psychiatric

illness (Chapter 4).

There is considerable variation between centers regarding the definition of

relapse and recidivism. Some define relapse as any alcohol consumed at all,

whereas others define it as consumption of a set amount of alcohol, e.g. 21

units/week for males and 14 units/week for females. In the nontransplant

setting, addiction specialists define relapse as >4 units/day or any alcohol

consumed daily on 4 or more consecutive days. Return to alcohol consumption

of a lesser degree is often referred to as a ‘‘slip.’’

The two principal diagnostic systems for defining alcohol dependence,

namely ICD-10 and DSM-IV (Chapter 4), demonstrate reasonably good agree-

ment for classification of alcohol dependence, but poor concordance with

respect to abuse or harmful use [15–17]. Moreover, using them to predict

which patients will return to excessive drinking is difficult. Recurrence is

more likely when patients are truly alcohol-dependent (as defined by DSM-

IV or ICD-10) or have coexisting substance misuse [18], have had multiple

previous failures at abstinence [19], or have major psychiatric disorders (in-

cluding depression) [20,21] or posttraumatic stress disorder. Lastly, lack of

social support is associated with increased risk of relapse [22]. Risk factors for

alcohol relapse after liver transplantation are summarized in a recent review

by Neuberger et al. [23], following a workshop on behalf of the European

association for studies of the liver (EASL) and the European liver transplant

registry (ELTR).

Studies of recidivism following OLT are difficult to compare because of

differences both in definition (see above) and in methods of follow-up (from

self-reported telephone surveys to intensive counseling with laboratory meas-

ures of alcohol-related parameters). Accordingly, reported rates of recidivism

vary greatly (9–80%) [24], the majority being between 20% and 30%. Recidiv-

ism is considered undesirable because of the potential for recurrent ALD,

decreased compliance with immunosuppressive therapy [25], and loss of

societal support for transplantation programs with attendant decrease in
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organ donation rates. Pageaux et al. described 53 patients who underwent

transplantation for ALD and compared ‘‘relapsers’’ with those who remained

abstinent. They were followed for a mean of 42 (range 1–100) months. Alcohol

relapsers had less acute (33% vs. 50%) and chronic (0% vs. 9%) rejection than

those who remained abstinent. Furthermore, mean survival (54 months vs. 44

months, P ¼ 0:004) was longer and retransplant rates were lower (0% vs. 15%)

among those who relapsed than among those who remained abstinent [26],

although numbers were small. Other studies support these findings with no

adverse effect on graft or patient survival in those who return to moderate

drinking [27,28]. Furthermore, Pageaux et al. have followed 128 transplanted

patients over a mean of 54 months comparing heavy with occasional drinkers

and those who remain abstinent. No difference in survival rates was demon-

strated but all episodes of rejection in the heavy drinkers were related to poor

compliance with their immunosuppressive therapy. Three deaths were related

to heavy alcohol consumption but were independent of recurrent ALD in

the graft [29]. In contrast to ‘‘recidivism,’’ recurrent ALD has been defined as

heavy drinking together with appropriate histological changes. However, very

few studies that define the incidence of recurrent ALD exist (see Chapter 24).

The commonest method in use to limit recidivism and thus the potential

for recurrent ALD is the ‘‘6-month rule’’ (i.e. requiring abstinence from alcohol

for 6 months prior to listing for transplantation). This guideline is standard in

the UK, in many European transplant centers [24], and in most US centers. The

stated purpose of this guideline is threefold. First, abstinence is said to be

associated with a decreased likelihood of recidivism post-LT. However, evi-

dence for this is limited. Bird et al. [9] examined the outcome of transplantation

in 24 patients with ALD. Three patients who were drinking heavily prior to LT

had laboratory evidence of recurrent alcohol abuse after transplant (although

this was denied by all three patients, highlighting the difficulty in obtaining

reliable estimates of recidivism). Conversely, only 1 of 21 patients with a

record of long-term abstinence returned to alcohol use. Kumar et al. [30]

reported recidivism (identified by a telephone survey) amongst 3 of 7 patients

(43%) abstinent for less than 6 months compared with 3 of 45 patients (7%)

abstinent for longer prior to LT. In contrast, Periera et al. [31] did not find any

relationship between duration of abstinence before LT and rates of recidivism.

Therefore, evidence that the 6-month rule promotes posttransplant abstinence

is somewhat flimsy [32]. Second, the reason for advising at least 6 months of

abstinence is to improve the immediate postoperative outcome. Evidence in

support of this is again limited [33,34].

Third, the strongest argument for continuing to apply the 6-month rule is

to give patients an opportunity to recover spontaneously from advanced liver

disease, and thereby avoid transplantation. Many patients present to liver

units with very advanced liver disease (as defined by Child–Turcotte–Pugh
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(CTP) class [35], high MELD, or Maddrey [36] scores) but improve substan-

tially with prolonged periods of abstinence. The 5-year survival of patients

with CTP class C alcoholic cirrhosis and sustained abstinence from alcohol is

greater than 50% [37], which compares favorably with liver transplantation.

Transplantation can then be considered for patients whose synthetic function

does not improve despite abstinence. Unfortunately, this approach does not

guide the management of patients who continue to deteriorate to a life-threat-

ening degree within 6 months of stopping drinking or who have the occasional

‘‘slip’’ during this period. In these circumstances, Webb and Neuberger [38]

argued recently that death may be the price of proving abstinence. As the

length of abstinence prior to transplantation does not reliably predict abstin-

ence afterwards, no justification exists for a fixed arbitrary period of abstinence

before transplantation. A degree of flexibility may be required for those sick

patients whose condition continues to deteriorate during the 6 months’ abstin-

ence period, but who demonstrate clear intent to abstinence and do not have

poor prognostic features of alcohol dependence or adverse psychological and

psychiatric manifestations. The findings of one study suggest that the number

of patients with severe alcoholic cirrhosis to whom LT might be applicable

before 6 months of abstinence and rehabilitation has been achieved is very

small; and that reassessment at 3 months may help identify those patients

whose liver function is not going to recover sufficiently without LT, despite

abstinence [39].

No single strategy has been shown to prevent alcohol relapse following

transplantation but there is the suggestion that with a multidisciplinary ap-

proach the risk can be minimized by continued supportive counseling

and good staff–patient relationships. This needs to be supplemented by

careful patient selection and treatment of any associated psychiatric conditions

[18,32].

Is liver transplantation effective in patients with ALD versus those with

non-ALD, and what criteria should be used to select patients with ALD for

liver transplantation?

Current evidence supports ALD as an appropriate indication for liver

transplantation. Patients with ALD have graft and patient survival outcomes

similar to patients who undergo transplantation for non-ALD [11,40]. One- and

5-year patient survival rates for patients with ALD were 82% and 68%, re-

spectively, in the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) database, and

85% and 75%, respectively, in the ELTR database [4,41]. Table 9.1 represents

ELTR data on 1-, 5-, and 10-year patient survival rates following LT and is

stratified by recipient diagnosis. The outcome among patients with ALD is

comparable with that in patients with other diagnoses and superior to those in

patients with chronic viral hepatitis at 5 years. Belle et al. [11] revealed that

underlying causes of graft dysfunction and loss were similar between patients
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transplanted for ALD and non-ALD, suggesting minimal differences in both

graft and patient outcomes overall.

In contrast, outcomes data beyond 5 years are limited. The University of

Pittsburgh reported 7-year actuarial patient and graft survival rates of 63% and

59%, respectively, in a cohort of 123 patients with ALD [42]. ELTR data (Table

9.1) demonstrate that survival in ALD patients at 10 years is similar to that in

other groups of patients except those undergoing LT for primary biliary

cirrhosis (PBC). Interestingly, it appears that survival beyond 5–7 years is

worse among patients with ALD because of significant increases in the inci-

dence of cerebrovascular and ischemic heart disease, respiratory failure, and

de novo malignancies, particularly of the upper airway (oropharyngeal) and

upper gastrointestinal tract [42–44]. This may be the consequence of prolonged

exposure to tobacco and alcohol among these patients. These factors should be

considered in the routine assessment of patients for ALD.

The minimum criteria necessary for listing for liver transplantation among

patients with ALD remain the subject of opinion and debate. However, Lim

and Keefe [45] have proposed that in the absence of medical or psychosocial

issues that would prevent successful transplantation the following should be

adopted: a CTP score $7; an estimated likelihood to survive 1 year without

transplant of <90%; a single episode of spontaneous bacterial peritonitis or the

emergence of stage II encephalopathy in the setting of decompensated liver

disease. If a patient meets one or more of these criteria and demonstrates no

insurmountable impediment to listing for LT then appropriate evaluation

should be undertaken (Chapter 1). Some centers incorporate prognostic tools

for sobriety and alcoholism acceptance to help guide decision making, e.g.

Vaillant’s Prognostic Factors for Long-Term Sobriety and the Michigan Alco-

hol Prognostic Scale [46,47]. Ideally, a psychiatrist or other mental health

provider with considerable experience in management of alcohol dependence

and concomitant psychiatric diseases should be an integral member of the

Table 9.1 Patient Survival Post Liver Transplantation

1-Year Survival
(in Percent)

5-Year Survival
(in Percent)

10-Year Survival
(in Percent)

Alcoholic liver disease (n ¼ 8 890) 84 72 58

Primary biliary cirrhosis (n ¼ 3 353) 84 78 69

Viral hepatitis (n ¼ 11 435) 82 69 60

Autoimmune hepatitis (n ¼ 1 229) 82 74 66

Hepatocellular carcinoma (n ¼ 4 632) 79 56 43

Adapted from the European Liver Transplant Registry, January 1988 to December 2003 (http:
//www.eltr.org).
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multidisciplinary team that decides whether or not to list a patient with ALD

for liver transplantation.

Particular comorbid issues that may arise in patients with ALD and that

require careful consideration during evaluation include cardiomyopathy and

neurological disease. Most centers regard cardiomyopathy as a relative contra-

indication to transplantation, but the limits of left ventricular ejection fraction

below which transplantation is contraindicated are not clear and may vary

widely, from 20% to 50%. Likewise, ALD may be associated with both central

(Wernicke–Korsakoff syndrome, dementia, cerebral atrophy, and hematomas)

and peripheral neurological impairment (motor, sensory, and autonomic neur-

opathy). In a study by Anand et al. [48], 55% of patients with ALD assessed for

transplantation had abnormal CT head scans but in only 2 patients did this

contribute to decision not to transplant. Peripheral neuropathy does not appear

to be associated with a poor outcome; autonomic neuropathy is not uncommon

and improves with transplantation. Irreversible brain injury has been discussed

in Chapter 1. Nutritional status should always be assessed and optimized

aggressively, because malnutrition is associated with adverse outcomes.

In summary, outcomes following LT for appropriately selected patients

with ALD are very good, short- and medium-term patient and graft outcomes,

being comparable with if not better than those undergoing transplantation for

non-ALD. Alcohol relapse rates are acceptably low with little evidence of graft

loss related to poor compliance. Abstinence should be recommended for

recipients of allografts for ALD but in some it may be possible to return to

controlled drinking. However, this remains controversial. Nevertheless, the

quality of life after liver transplantation is good even for those who do return

to alcohol consumption. Those patients presenting with alcoholic hepatitis

pose particular ethical problems. They are very ill, and so the time available

for alcohol rehabilitation may be very limited. Anecdotal evidence indicates

that 1-year patient survival rates in the UK (�20%) following LT for alcoholic

hepatitis are very poor. Therefore, for the time being, alcoholic hepatitis is still

not considered a standard indication for liver transplantation.
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Primary Biliary
Cirrhosis, Primary
Sclerosing Cholangitis
(including
Cholangiocarcinoma),
and Autoimmune
Hepatitis
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Beat Müllhaupt and Alastair D. Smith

n INTRODUCTION

Autoimmune forms of liver disease, namely autoimmune hepatitis (AIH),

primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC), and primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC), are

relatively uncommon conditions in and of themselves. However, all are incur-

able, and as a group they are responsible for a not insignificant proportion of

liver transplantations (LTs) undertaken both in the USA and in Europe [1,2].

Outcomes following LT are very good, even though recurrent disease may

develop in significant numbers of patients given sufficient time. One of the

most challenging aspects of management for these patients is the appropriate

timing of LT among those with advanced disease: progression may be slow for

long periods and episodes of decompensation infrequent, the availability of

deceased donor organs is very limited, and symptoms such as fatigue, prur-

itus, and subtle encephalopathy are extremely disabling but not reflected by

the patient’s model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) score (Chapter 6). Other

important considerations for this group of patients include additional expos-

ure to immunosuppressive therapy prior to LT (AIH), the increased risk of

metabolic bone disease and osteoporosis (PBC, PSC, and AIH), and the threat

of cholangiocarcinoma (CCA) among patients with PSC. In this chapter we

consider each condition in turn, the role that LT plays in management, and the

potential strategies for helping patients with end-stage disease (ESLD) reach

transplantation in a satisfactory condition.
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n AUTOIMMUNE HEPATITIS

AIH is characterized by progressive fatigue, elevated serum aminotransferase

and immunoglobulin G (IgG) concentrations, circulating antinuclear, anti-

smooth muscle (type 1), and/or anti-liver kidney microsomal (type 2) anti-

bodies, histological evidence of mononuclear portal tract inflammation in

which plasma cells are usually conspicuous, interface hepatitis with varying

degrees of periportal and bridging fibrosis, and responsiveness to systemic

steroid therapy. A secure diagnosis demands that chronic viral, metabolic,

alcoholic, and drug-associated liver injury be excluded by appropriate history

taking, corroboration and serologic testing [3]. Like PBC, AIH is more common

in women than in men, with a (female:male) gender ratio of at least 3.6:1 [4,5].

AIH has been described in a variety of ethnic and population groups [5–14].

Not only does its prevalence vary, but human leukocyte antigen (HLA) associ-

ations also differ. For example, the prevalence of AIH in northern Europe has

been estimated at almost 17/100 000 [6], but among native Alaskans it is

2.5 times greater (42.9/100 000) [5]. In northern European and white

North American patients AIH is strongly associated with possession of the

HLA-A1, -B8, -DR3 (DRB1*0301), and -DR4 (DRB1*0401) haplotypes [7],

whereas in Turkish patients B8 is lacking [8], and among Japanese subjects

with AIH the association is almost exclusively with DR4 (DR3 is very uncom-

mon in the Japanese population) [9]. In general, Caucasian patients who possess

DRB1*0301 are younger at diagnosis, less likely to respond to immunosuppres-

sive therapy, more liable to relapse following treatment withdrawal and

to require LT than those without DRB1*0301. Conversely, patients possessing

DRB1*0401 generally present for diagnosis later in life, respond better to

therapy, and have a more benign overall clinical course, with less likelihood

of undergoing LT. African American (AA) patients with AIH are younger and

demonstrate bridging fibrosis or cirrhosis at diagnosis with greater frequency

than Caucasian patients [12,13]. Moreover, they may require larger doses of

prednisone to maintain disease remission [12]. Likewise, patients of non-Euro-

pean Caucasoid origin living within the UK were younger and more likely

to possess cholestatic biochemical features at diagnosis, and they demonstrated

a poorer clinical response to conventional immunosuppressive therapy than

Caucasian subjects [14].

As with PBC and PSC the precise etiology of AIH is uncertain, despite

knowledge of clear links that exist between AIH and certain HLA types, with

respect to both diagnosis and subsequent clinical course. However, the envir-

onmental triggers remain elusive. Anecdotal reports have implicated several of

the viral hepatitides for the onset of AIH [15]. Molecular mimicry, i.e. hom-

ology between viral and body proteins, has been postulated as one potential

underlying disease mechanism.
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Diagnosis

The greater proportion of patients with AIH present in an insidious fashion,

fatigue being the dominant symptom; without intervention, most will pro-

gress inexorably thereafter. However, up to 40% of patients may have an

acute onset of symptoms [16,17]. Diagnosis requires thorough evaluation (see

above) because some other forms of chronic liver disease may exhibit auto-

immune features, e.g. Wilson’s disease and hepatitis C virus (HCV) liver

disease [18]. Liver biopsy is a fundamental requirement not only for diag-

nostic purposes but also for grading disease severity to help decide whether

therapy is necessary and for assessing the fibrosis stage [19,20]. There is poor

correlation between serum aminotransferase and IgG concentrations and the

extent of histological liver injury and fibrosis. In a small number of patients,

disease onset may be very abrupt and pursue a precipitous, fulminant

course thereafter [21]. In these circumstances, remission may not be achieved

even with potent immunosuppressive agents such as cyclosporine or tacro-

limus [20]; therefore, appropriate consideration of and evaluation for LT is

vital (Chapter 13). In a small proportion of patients with AIH, clinical,

laboratory, pathological, and radiologic features of cholestatic liver disease

consistent with either PBC or PSC may be evident, or vice versa [22].

Sometimes, such overlap syndromes coexist from the outset, but on other

occasions the diagnoses may be separated from one another by many

months. Further consideration of these syndromes is beyond the scope of

this chapter.

The clinical features and laboratory parameters that help confirm or

refute the diagnosis of AIH have been incorporated into a robust scoring

system that has been validated and updated [3]. This should be used whenever

there is any uncertainty about the diagnosis, e.g. if the IgG or g-globulin

concentration is normal, or the potential contribution of drug therapy or

alcohol is unclear. Moreover, it may be helpful for assessing disease response

to drug therapy.

Management

Pharmacologic

Prior to the introduction of prednisone, the 5-year survival rate for patients

with AIH was very poor indeed (5–10%) [23,24]. However, this drug and

others, notably azathioprine, have improved the outlook significantly for trea-

ted patients. More than 80% may anticipate a 20-year life expectancy after

diagnosis, and survival is similar to that of sex- and age-matched subjects in

the same geographical location who do not have AIH [25]. The following

categories of patients with AIH require therapy [20,21]:
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1. those whose serum aminotransferase concentrations are greater than 10

times the upper normal limit;

2. those whose serum aminotransferase concentrations are at least five times

the upper limit of normal with concomitant elevation of g-globulin level

more than twice the upper limit of normal;

3. those whose liver biopsy demonstrates bridging or multilobular necrosis;

and

4. those whose clinical course had an acute mode of onset.

In contrast, it is unclear whether patients who have subclinical disease at

diagnosis and/or less aggressive histological abnormalities, i.e. milder disease

(such patients were not included in the original studies that established the

efficacy of prednisone for severe AIH), should be exposed to the potential risks

of immunosuppressive therapy if their outcome in respect of death and

requirement for LT is unaffected [26]. Further studies are necessary to answer

these questions.

Treatment with prednisone alone, or in combination with azathioprine,

offers effective and equally successful remission rates for approximately 80%

of patients. The choice of one regimen over the other will depend on physician

experience and preference, as well as on patient choice and clinical profile. For

example, patients with poorly controlled diabetes mellitus, labile mood, or

reduced bone density are more appropriate candidates for therapy with both

agents so as to minimize complications of steroid exposure; conversely, pa-

tients with AIH who exhibit leukopenia and thrombocytopenia as complica-

tions of portal hypertension (PHTN) and hypersplenism, those with thiopurine

methyl transferase deficiency, and those who require limited therapy only

should be treated with prednisone monotherapy. As many as 13% of patients

are intolerant of standard immunosuppressive drug therapy [26], and will

require consideration of treatment with agents such as cyclosporine [27] and

mycophenolate mofetil [28].

In most cases, symptoms and laboratory parameters improve significantly

within 2 weeks of commencing either regimen. Once serum aminotransferase

concentrations are within twice the upper limit of the normal range, steroid

therapy may be reduced gradually to maintenance levels with the goal of

exposing the patient to the lowest daily dose of prednisone such as to maintain

disease remission. Histological remission, i.e. resolution of all or virtually all

portal and lobular inflammation, lags at least 3 months behind the restoration

of aminotransferase and IgG concentrations to normal. Therefore, no attempt

at withdrawal of drug therapy during this lag period should be attempted for

fear that relapse might be precipitated. Ideally, all patients should undergo

liver biopsy after attainment of clinical and laboratory remission to assess the

degree to which inflammation and fibrosis have been reduced. However, some
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patients may be reticent about exposing themselves to potential risks of

liver biopsy even though important information may be gained. Patients

whose biopsy specimen continues to demonstrate portal and interface hepa-

titis, despite possessing normal aminotransferase and IgG concentrations,

should not be considered for complete withdrawal of drug therapy because

this will almost assuredly fail [29,30].

Earlier studies suggested that the overall outcome for patients with cirrho-

sis at diagnosis was poorer [31]. However, cirrhotic patients can expect to

respond as well to glucocorticoid therapy as patients without cirrhosis. Never-

theless, they may experience more drug-related adverse events, probably as a

result of increased amounts of unbound serum prednisolone [32,33]. There is

growing evidence that clinically important regression of fibrosis may be

achieved in response to immunosuppressive therapy [34]. One recent report

documented significant hepatic venous pressure gradient reduction in associ-

ation with regression of fibrosis following successful therapy [35]. Presence of

cirrhosis may increase the risk of development of hepatocellular carcinoma

(HCC), but compared with patients who have viral ESLD, this appears to be

considerably less.

It is estimated that 22% of patients with AIH treated using standard

immunosuppressive drug therapy (see above) fail to enter remission, on the

basis of either an incomplete response that does not satisfy criteria for remis-

sion (13%) or disease progression in the face of satisfactory compliance with

drug therapy (9%) [26]. As with those who are intolerant of standard therapy,

these groups of patients are eligible for ‘‘rescue’’ therapy using other immuno-

suppressive therapy, e.g. cyclosporine or tacrolimus. Thus, they, along with

patients who demonstrate cirrhosis at diagnosis, are at particular risk of

disease progression and need for consideration of LT.

Liver Transplantation

AIH is an excellent indication for LT; 5-year graft and patient survival rates are

at least as good as if not better than for any other disease, save for PBC [1,2,36].

Furthermore, one recent study of the United Network for Organ Sharing

(UNOS) database revealed that median graft and patient half-lives are 13.4

and 14.8 years, respectively, higher than for any other disease [37]. Although

rates of acute and chronic allograft rejection and steroid-resistant rejection are

greater among patients transplanted for AIH than for other indications, and

the rate of recurrent disease in the transplanted allograft is at least 17%

(Chapter 24), it is not clear that these two phenomena are clearly linked to

one another, i.e. whether these are cause-and-effect phenomena [38].

Prior to implementation of the MELD scoring system to determine priority

for deceased donor organ allocation (February 27, 2002), patients with AIH and
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manifestations of PHTN who were appropriate LT candidates and had been

evaluated and listed (in a timely manner) could anticipate undergoing trans-

plantation after a period of months or years waiting on the list. Symptoms such

as fatigue and pruritus, poor quality of life, emergence of ascites and enceph-

alopathy, incomplete response to and complications of standard therapy were

important considerations in helping increase a patient’s UNOS status for LT.

However, since February 2002 none of these factors confers any additional

organ allocation priority unless attended by objective evidence of deteriorating

liver and renal function, i.e. a rising MELD score. Outside the USA where the

MELD scoring system is not used for organ allocation purposes, a patient’s

priority for LT may be influenced by subjective or some non-MELD factors, e.g.

overwhelming fatigue and pruritus, but this latitude is less limited now that

was the case 5–10 years ago.

Irrespective of these differences, it is reasonable to target the following

groups of patients with AIH for LT evaluation and listing:

1. Those who demonstrate clinical complications of PHTN at or preceding

diagnosis.

2. Those whose index liver biopsy reveals cirrhosis even in the absence of

complications of PHTN, or in whom subsequent biopsies demonstrate

cirrhosis despite laboratory remission [39].

3. Any patient whose clinical, laboratory, and histologic course worsens des-

pite appropriate therapy especially if associated with complications of

PHTN, e.g. variceal bleeding.

4. Patients who respond incompletely to standard immunosuppressive ther-

apy (assuming satisfactory treatment compliance), or who relapse promptly

as treatment doses are being reduced.

Patients with diabetes mellitus whose blood sugar control has deteriorated or

those in whom diabetes mellitus has developed in the face of systemic steroid

therapy and who are at increased risk of both hyperlipidemia and ischemic

heart disease require detailed assessment. The same holds true for patients

with psychiatric illness that may have been precipitated or exacerbated by

steroid therapy. The theoretical risk of oncogenesis among patients receiving

immunosuppressive therapy for AIH is estimated at 5% with a treatment

duration of at least 3.5 years [40]. To this must be added the additional risk

of cancer conferred by necessary immunotherapy following LT, especially in

the context of an indication known to be associated with greater risk of

rejection.
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n PRIMARY BILIARY CIRRHOSIS

PBC is characterized by fatigue and pruritus to varying degrees; cholestatic

liver test abnormalities; elevated serum immunoglobulin M (IgM) concentra-

tions; circulating antimitochondrial antibody (AMA); and chronic nonsup-

purative inflammation, fibrosis, and eventual destruction of interlobular bile

ducts. Disease progression resulting in cirrhosis and eventual liver failure is

virtually inevitable, and without consideration of LT, death will follow. In

contrast to PSC, PBC is a disease almost exclusively of women, the female:male

gender ratio being not less than 9:1 [41,42].

PBC has been described in many different populations and geographic

locations, but the reported estimates of incidence and prevailing prevalence

rates differ considerably [43–45]. In some areas of both the UK and the USA the

prevalence of PBC has been estimated as high as 1 in 4000 persons, making it

considerably more common in these locations than, for example, in Africa or

South America. Reasons for this variability are unclear, but recent emphasis on

case finding may be one explanation, and recognition that the disorder has a

wider clinical spectrum than was first appreciated is almost certainly a con-

tributing factor.

In contrast to AIH and other autoimmune disorders, no clear and/or close

link between PBC and HLA genotypes exists [41,42]. For example, association

with HLA-B8 is stronger among Japanese subjects with PBC than those in the

UK and the USA; however, this allele is more prevalent in the Japanese

population as a whole and may account for this observed difference. Con-

versely, there are data to support a familial predisposition to the disease. In

comparison with the general population, the prevalence of PBC among first-

degree relatives of affected individuals is increased, perhaps by a factor of up

to 500. There is debate as to whether the risk is greater for relatives in the same

generation or the one that follows.

In common with other autoimmune diseases, a triggering event or insult is

believed to be necessary for disease expression [46]. Increased frequency of

bacterial (Escherichia coli) urinary tract infections among patients with PBC

suggests that an infectious agent(s) may be responsible. Moreover, consider-

able interest and research effort has focused on the potential role of Chlamydia

pneumoniae as a putative trigger of PBC [47]. However, an open-label pilot

study using tetracycline for 3 weeks among 15 patients with PBC who had

demonstrated a suboptimal biochemical response to ursodeoxycholic acid

(UDCA) revealed no significant improvement (or deterioration) in liver test

concentrations [48]. There was no impact on either fatigue or pruritus. The

drug was well tolerated.
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The role of retroviral infection as the potential trigger for PBC was postu-

lated in 1998 [49], based on the following lines of evidence: identification of

virus-like particles in biliary epithelial cells derived from patients with PBC,

antiretroviral antibody reactivity among PBC patients with coexisting Sjögren’s

syndrome, and cloning of a retrovirus from biliary epithelial cells and lymph

nodes of patients with PBC [50]. The putative agent referred to as a human

betaretrovirus is so named because of the marked similarities it shares with the

mouse mammary tumor virus. A recently published study of antiretroviral

treatment suggested that combination therapy (lamivudine and zidovudine)

was more efficacious than lamivudine alone, resulting in significant liver test

and histological improvement for patients [51]. The role of xenobiotics in the

development of PBC among certain individuals is possible.

Diagnosis

Unlike AIH, establishing the diagnosis of PBC is usually relatively straightfor-

ward, although among patients who lack AMA (at least 5%) careful consider-

ation of other potential causes of cholestatic liver disease may be necessary, e.g.

drug-induced liver injury or small duct PSC. The diagnosis of PBC should be

considered in any middle-aged female patient who complains of fatigue or

pruritus, who is jaundiced, or has other manifestations of portal hypertension,

and has clinical evidence of hypercholesterolemia. Likewise, any asymptom-

atic patient who demonstrates cholestatic liver test abnormalities and/or cir-

culating AMA, especially in the presence of a disorder associated with PBC,

e.g. Sjögren’s syndrome, autoimmune hypothyroidism, scleroderma, or celiac

disease, should probably be considered to have PBC until demonstrated other-

wise. Although an uncommon diagnosis among men, it does occur and should

not be overlooked [52].

For diagnostic purposes, most workers believe that liver biopsy is unneces-

sary where clinical and laboratory features point strongly toward PBC and that

the procedure should be reserved for patients in whom AMA is lacking, some

other diagnostic uncertainty is present, or a possible PBC overlap syndrome

with AIH exists [53]. However, sampling error notwithstanding, the histo-

logical stage of disease cannot be established clearly without liver biopsy.

Since disease stage has been shown to have important implications with

respect to therapy [54] and overall outcome [45], it appears logical that patients

should undergo liver biopsy at the outset. Follow-up liver biopsy may be

necessary among patients who respond poorly or incompletely to drug ther-

apy and therefore the existence of a pretreatment specimen for comparison

may be invaluable in this respect also.
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Management

Pharmacologic

Only one drug is approved by the US Food and Drug Administration for

treatment of PBC, namely UDCA [42,52]. Multicenter, placebo-controlled stud-

ies in which daily doses of at least 13–15 mg/kg UDCA were employed dem-

onstrated both symptom and liver test improvement [55–57]; another study

revealed an increased duration of liver disease-related survival [58]. Moreover,

when results of three of these studies were analyzed together, improved sur-

vival rates without requirement for LT were found among those receiving

UDCA, although only after the drug had been taken for at least 4 years [59].

Conversely, subsequentmeta-analyses have failed to demonstrate benefits from

UDCA with respect to complications of liver disease, rates of LT, and overall

survival [60,61]. It is claimed that the principal reason for this absence of benefit

was the short follow-up period among patients receiving the drug, a fact further

highlighted by the outcome of a more recent study [62]. In a further study with

follow-up to 12 years, treatment with UDCA did not reduce the risk of LT or

death compared with untreated subjects, even though significant improvement

in serum bilirubin and alkaline phosphatase concentrations were observed [63].

In contrast, UDCA treatment among patients with stage 1 and 2 disease, but not

patients with advanced disease, improved spontaneous survival to that of age-

and sex-matched control subjects. The mean treatment duration in the latter

study was 8 years [54].

In practical terms it is probably very rare indeed that any patient with

PBC is not recommended or offered treatment with UDCA, although one of

us (ADS) can recall two individuals who chose not to take the drug when

presented with a synopsis of the literature. Furthermore, a few patients

will develop unpleasant luminal gastrointestinal side-effects thereby limiting

its effectiveness, and for some the drug’s cost may be prohibitive. UDCA’s

effects include increased delivery of bile acids from hepatocyte into

biliary cannaliculus, and reduction of damaging intracellular hydrophobic

bile acid concentrations. It may also possess immunomodulatory properties

[42,52].

Colchicine, prednisolone, azathioprine, cyclosporine, methotrexate, and

penicillamine have been tested to varying degrees as potential therapies

for PBC. However, all failed to demonstrate clear evidence of benefit when

examined in trials of appropriate design or adequate size, or were associated

with unacceptable complications, e.g. significant bone density reduction, renal

dysfunction, or systemic hypertension [42,52]. Colchicine may offer some

benefit in conjunction with UDCA [64]: it is cheap and without important

side-effects.
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Liver Transplantation

Because PBC is associated with increased rates of liver-related mortality and

all cause mortality compared with age- and sex-matched control subjects [45],

patients may anticipate the need for LT at some stage. During the early years of

LT, PBC was the principal indication in both the USA and Europe. Although it

has been overtaken in recent years by hepatitis C virus and alcoholic cirrhosis,

LT for PBC continues as one of the top five indications. Furthermore, outcomes

for patients with PBC are excellent (Chapter 24).

Whereas the need for and timing of LT among patients with PBC was

predicted on the basis of a steadily rising serum bilirubin concentration above

5.9 mg%, and/or the Mayo Clinic model, emergence of the MELD score for

estimating 3-month mortality risk and priority for organ allocation has

changed this for listed patients in the USA (see earlier). No longer is it possible

for patients with overwhelming fatigue, generalized pruritus, severe osteopor-

osis, or some combination thereof to gain additional priority for LT on the basis

of these complications, although such latitude may still exist in other countries.

Since PBCmay progress very slowly indeed and response to UDCA is variable,

the question then arises as to which patients should be evaluated with a view

to listing for LT, and at what stage in their disease course? If all patients under

60 with a new diagnosis of PBC were to be evaluated then transplant center

teams would find themselves inundated with additional work, and their lists

expanded by patients whose likelihood of imminent LT would be remote.

Therefore, a balance needs to be struck in giving priority for evaluation to

patients whose need is greatest (see below) at the expense of others who may

reasonably wait longer:

1. Those who demonstrate clinical complications of PHTN at or preceding

diagnosis, or in whom there are concerns about the existence of HCC.

2. Patients whose serum bilirubin concentration is at or close to 5.9 mg% and

rising, irrespective of whether they have other clinical complications of

PHTN.

3. Those whose index liver biopsy reveals cirrhosis even in the absence of

complications of PHTN, or in whom subsequent biopsies demonstrate

cirrhosis.

4. Any patient whose clinical, laboratory, and histologic course worsens des-

pite appropriate therapy especially if associated with complications of

PHTN, e.g. variceal bleeding.

Patients with autoimmune liver disease in general, and PBC and PSC in

particular, may be subject to marked and unheralded clinical decompensation

after long periods of disease stability. Such episodes may not be well tolerated
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and thus permit little time to undertake a given patient’s initial LT evaluation,

or to update various aspects thereof if several years have elapsed since this was

first performed. Furthermore, increasing age, additional comorbid conditions,

and minimal functional reserve may render some patients at too high a risk to

be transplanted safely. It has been suggested that autoimmune liver disease

patients in such circumstances might be appropriate candidates for consider-

ation of live donor LT (Chapter 12).

Specific complications of PBC and their management are well covered in

recent review articles and need not be reiterated in detail here [42,52]. How-

ever, it is worth emphasizing the importance of proper identification and

treatment of vitamin D deficiency and/or osteoporosis among patients with

PBC and PSC. The additional impact of the deconditioning accompanying end-

stage liver disease, of LT, and of subsequent steroid exposure to these pro-

cesses should not be underestimated [65], and where possible, should be

minimized. It is also worth being aware that recent data have demonstrated

that this problem is not confined to patients with cholestatic liver disease [66].

n PRIMARY SCLEROSING CHOLANGITIS

PSC is a chronic cholestatic liver disease of unknown etiology that is charac-

terized by inflammation, progressive fibrosis, and subsequent obliteration of

intra- and/or extrahepatic bile ducts, resulting in cholestasis, biliary fibrosis,

and, ultimately, secondary biliary cirrhosis. A recent study from Norway

suggests that the incidence is approximately 1.3 and the prevalence 8.5 per

100 000 [67] whereas in Minnesota, USA, the corresponding figures were 1.25

in men and 0.54 in women and 20.9 in men and 6.3 in women per 100 000

population, respectively [68]. PSC occurs predominantly in men (70%) and

is characterized by the frequent association with chronic inflammatory

bowel disease (IBD; 70–90%), usually ulcerative colitis (UC) [69]. Conversely,

only 5–10% of patients with IBD have concomitant PSC.

Natural History

During recent years the number of patients without symptoms at the time of

diagnosis has increased from 15–25% to more than 40% [70]. However, pro-

gressive liver disease was then observed in 76% of such patients after a mean

follow-up of 75 months [71]. Thus, the majority of asymptomatic PSC patients

ultimately develop progressive liver disease, just as those with symptoms at

diagnosis do. In earlier studies the median survival period for symptomatic

patients was estimated at 12 years [70,72,73] whereas results of a more recent

study suggest better overall median survival at 18 years [74]. Most but not all

patients die from causes related to liver disease, and in a significant proportion
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of cases from CCA. Small duct PSC appears to carry a more favorable long-

term prognosis than large duct disease [75]; in this study, few patients pro-

gressed to large bile duct PSC, and none developed CCA.

Several scoring systems have been developed to assess prognosis for

patients with PSC. However, most required patients to undergo biopsy, which

clearly limits the utility of any scoring system. The most recent Mayo PSC risk

score replaced information from liver biopsy with a history of variceal bleeding

(Table 10.1) [76]. This scoring system is better at predicting survival than the

Child–Pugh score, especially among patients whose index disease stage was

early [77].

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of PSC is based on the constellation of appropriate symptoms,

e.g. pruritus, fatigue, jaundice, and features of cholangitis, with cholestatic

liver test abnormalities, and characteristic cholangiographic features. The latter

include localized or multifocal strictures with intervening segments of normal

or dilated bile ducts. Liver biopsy typically reveals evidence of bile obstruction

with fibro-obliterative cholangitis, findings that are somewhat nonspecific and

must be interpreted carefully alongside clinical and radiological information.

Nevertheless, liver biopsy is still performed in a significant proportion of

patients to stage disease, and to rule out coexisting liver disease. However, a

more recent study questioned the appropriateness of biopsy because the result

rarely provided new information that influenced patient management [78].

Liver biopsy remains crucial for the diagnosis of small duct sclerosing cholan-

gitis; this is characterized by typical histological features of PSC in patients

whose cholangiogram is normal.

Complications of PSC

Bone Disease

Osteopenia, defined as a T score below �1 is found in almost 50% of PSC

patients at the time of referral or diagnosis. Severe osteoporosis (T score below

�2.5) occurs in only 10% and is less common than among patients

with PBC [79]. However, the severity of bone disease increases with progres-

sion of liver disease, such that at the time of transplantation 40% of

Table 10.1 Mayo PSC Risk Score

R ¼ 0:03� (age in years) þ 0.54 � log(bilirubin in mg/dL) þ 0.54 � log (AST in IU/L)

þ 1.24 � (history of variceal bleeding) � 0.84 � (albumin in g/dL)
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patients have a bone mineral density below the fracture threshold. One-third

of PSC patients develop fractures after LT. Calcium and vitamin D supple-

mentation should be mandatory in these patients [80]. The precise role of

bisphosphonates for patients with PSC needs to be determined.

Portal Hypertension

In a large series of 283 patients with PSC, 102 (36%) had esophageal varices,

56% being moderate to large in size. Multivariate analysis revealed that a

platelet count of less than 150 000/mL and advanced histological stage were

independent predictors for the presence of esophageal varices [81]. Therefore,

these patients should be targeted for screening endoscopy. A special compli-

cation of PHTN in PSC patients is the development of peristomal varices in

patients with an ileostomy. Local treatment is typically not successful and

rebleeding episodes are frequent [82]. If ileocolonic surgery is required

among patients with PSC, procedures that predispose less to varix formation

such as ileoanal, ileorectal, or ileal pouch-anal anastomosis are preferred [83].

Hepatocellular Carcinoma

PSC patients with cirrhosis may develop HCC, although the risk appears to be

small. In a recent study only 2% of PSC patients undergoing LT developed an

HCC [84].

Cholangiocarcinoma

The risk for CCA is increased in PSC patients, with reported lifetime preva-

lence rates varying from 5% to 20% [85]. In at least one-third of cases (30–50%)

the diagnosis of CCA is established at the same time as the diagnosis of PSC

[86]. The prognosis is dismal with a median survival time of 5 months [87].

Confirming the diagnosis of CCA may be very challenging, and possible only

when the tumor is at an advanced stage or discovered incidentally at LT.

Clinically, CCA should be suspected when a patient shows rapid progression

of liver disease with increasing bilirubin concentration and abdominal pain.

Endoscopic brushing and biopsies have good specificity, but their sensitivity is

usually low. Newer cytological techniques for aneuploidy such as digital

image analysis and fluorescence in situ hybridization may increase the diag-

nostic yield; however, this technology is not yet widely available [88]. Rising

serum CA 19-9 and CEA concentrations may support the clinical suspicion of

CCA. A combination of tumor markers [(CA 19-9 þ (CEA�40))< 400] has high

specificity (100%) and accuracy (85%), but a rather low sensitivity (67%) for

CCA [89]. A second study confirmed a reasonably high specificity but even
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lower sensitivity (33%) [90]. It has been reported that a CA 19-9 value

$100 IU/L has an 89% sensitivity and 86% specificity for the detection of

CCA and is currently used in the Mayo protocol for LT [91]. In this protocol,

a CA 19-9 concentration $100 IU/L in the presence of a radiographic-appear-

ing malignant stricture without bacterial cholangitis is considered sufficient for

the diagnosis of CCA [92]. CCA in PSC patients is usually considered a

contraindication to LT because medium-term survival is dismal: only 20–30%

of patients achieved 3-year disease-free survival [93]. Conversely, incidental

detection of CCA less than 1 cm within the explanted liver has no effect on

survival [94]. Recently, an innovative, aggressive treatment protocol using

neoadjuvant chemotherapy and radiotherapy has been suggested, in conjunc-

tion with staging laparotomy, thereby excluding all patients with extrahepatic

disease, followed by LT. An actuarial 82% survival rate at 5 years was reported

[92]. Thus, LT might be possible in a highly selected group of PSC patients with

CCA.

PSC and Inflammatory Bowel Disease

It is generally accepted that concomitant IBD has no detrimental effect on

the natural history and outcome of liver disease for PSC patients following

LT. Colectomy does not halt or slow the progression of PSC to cirrhosis,

nor does LT protect against exacerbations of IBD [95]. The impact of im-

munosuppressive therapy on the clinical course of IBD after LT is very

heterogeneous, depending largely on the immunosuppressive regimen used,

and on the definition of IBD recurrence adopted. The most favorable

IBD course has been reported in studies using triple immunosuppression

including steroids, whereas the worst outcome has been reported in

studies where steroids were routinely withdrawn in the early posttransplant

period [95].

Colorectal Cancer

Most studies report an increased risk of colorectal cancer (CRC) among PSC

patients with UC, compared with patients with UC alone [85]. In a recent study

from Sweden comparing 40 patients with both PSC and UC with 80 age- and

sex-matched controls who had UC but not PSC, the absolute cumulative risk of

developing colorectal dysplasia and/or cancer was significantly greater in the

first group (PSC/UC) [96]. Therefore, it is generally accepted that colonoscopy

with multiple biopsies should be performed in all patients with coexisting PSC

and IBD, because colitis often runs a quiescent or subclinical course [97]. If UC

(or Crohn’s colitis) is identified, then these patients should undergo annual
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colonoscopic assessment beyond LT also because they remain at increased risk

of developing CRC (Chapter 24) [98]. Some authors have even recommended 6-

monthly colonoscopyduring the first 2 years followingLT, becausemost cancers

occurred during that period [95].

Management of PSC

Medical Therapy

No specific medical therapy has been found to prevent disease progression or

improve long-term survival. Multiple drugs have been evaluated for these

purposes, but all have been found wanting. UDCA has been evaluated most

extensively: daily doses varying from 10 to 15 mg/kg have some beneficial

effects on cholestasis, but no impact on either survival or transplant-free

survival has been reported [99]. Higher UDCA doses (15–25 mg/kg) look

promising and should be evaluated further [100].

Management of Biliary Strictures

Indications for endoscopic, percutaneous, or surgical treatment of biliary stric-

tures are controversial. Repeated episodes of cholangitis in the presence of a

dominant stricture may be managed temporarily by endoscopic and/or per-

cutaneous dilatation and plastic stent or drain placement. In a 12-year pro-

spective trial on the effect of UDCA, 52/106 patients developed a progressive

stenosis of major bile ducts. In this study, the combination of UDCA plus

endoscopic dilatation of extrahepatic bile duct stenosis improved transplant-

free survival over 2 years [101]. Unfortunately, endoscopic manipulation of

biliary strictures is often difficult because they are so dense and fibrotic.

Currently, we advocate aggressive endoscopic dilatation and stenting of dom-

inant strictures in the potential liver transplant candidate, with repeated brush

cytology to assess for CCA.

Management of Infections

Patients with acute cholangitis should be treated with broad-spectrum anti-

microbial therapy effective against a range of potential pathogens, e.g. Gram-

negative bacilli, enterococci, and Bacteroides sp. As described earlier, dominant

strictures should be managed aggressively by balloon cholangioplasty. If there

is extensive biliary tree involvement resulting in recurrent episodes of cholan-

gitis, long-term antimicrobial prophylaxis with one oral agent (ciprofloxacin,

ampicillin, or trimethoprim–sulfamethoxazole) for 3–4 weeks in a rotating

fashion may be necessary. Chronic recurrent cholangitis might be difficult to

treat and it represents a clear indication for LT, although this in itself has no

impact upon the MELD score.
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Selection and Timing of Liver Transplantation: Because there is no

pharmacological therapy that can prevent disease progression in patients

with PSC, LT offers the best prospect of potential cure, improvement in

quality of life, and extended survival. Moreover, LT among patients with

PSC is associated with excellent 5-year graft and survival rates. The crucial

question therefore is what is the optimal time for patients with PSC to undergo

LT? This decision is difficult given the variable clinical course and

unpredictable risk of development of CCA [102]. Apart from the generally

accepted indications, some physicians consider transplantation in PSC patients

even in the absence of histologically proven cirrhosis in patients with

intractable fatigue, disabling pruritus, severe muscle wasting, chronic or

recurrent bacterial cholangitis, and persistent increases in serum bilirubin

levels in the absence of CCA. A recent study from the Mayo Clinic

demonstrated that posttransplant survival is related to pretransplant Child–

Pugh stage [103]. This and the detrimental impact of CCA should alert

physicians to refer patients with PSC for consideration of LT compared with

other chronic liver diseases.

Survival after OLT

Single-center studies have reported 1-year survival rates of 90–97% and 83–88%

at 5 years after LT. A recent disease specific analysis of the UNOS database

demonstrated a 5-year survival rate of >80% for patients with PSC [36]. PSC

patients usually have higher rates of both acute and chronic allograft rejection

and a greater incidence of hepatic artery thrombosis. PSC can recur in the graft

andmay result in biliary cirrhosis, affecting long-term graft and patient survival

(Chapter 24).
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Metabolic Diseases
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

David A. Tendler

S
E V E R A L M E T A B O L I C diseases may result in progressive liver disease,

cirrhosis, and potentially the need for liver transplantation (Table 11.1).

In 2002, patients with a primary diagnosis of ‘‘metabolic disease,’’ excluding

those with nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD), accounted for 3.2% of all

deceased donor liver transplants, as well as 2.5% of all live donor transplants

performed in the USA [1]. Graft and patient survival rates for transplants

performed for metabolic disease are excellent, relative to transplantation for

other etiologies (Table 11.2). In adults, the metabolic conditions that most often

necessitate liver transplantation are NAFLD, idiopathic hereditary hemochro-

matosis, Wilson’s disease (WD), and alpha-1-antitrypsin (AAT) deficiency.

In children, liver transplantation may be indicated for correction of inborn

errors in metabolism, either because of the development of end-stage liver

disease (ESLD) (AAT deficiency, cystic fibrosis, Wilson’s disease, glycogen

storage diseases (GSDs), tyrosinemia, Byler’s syndrome) or to prevent irrevers-

ible extrahepatic disease (Crigler–Najjar syndrome, urea cycle disorders, fa-

milial hypercholesterolemia, familial amyloidosis). This chapter focuses

primarily on the common metabolic liver diseases of adults.

n NONALCOHOLIC FATTY LIVER DISEASE

NAFLD is a clinico-histopathological entity with histological features that

resemble alcohol-induced liver injury, but by definition, occurs in patients

with little or no history of alcohol consumption. It encompasses a histological

spectrum that ranges from fat accumulation in hepatocytes without significant

inflammation or fibrosis (steatosis) to hepatic steatosis with a necroinflamma-

tory component (steatohepatitis) that may or may not have associated fibrosis.
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The latter condition is referred to as nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). The

inclusion of NAFLD as a metabolic disease is supported by mounting evidence

strongly linking NAFLD to insulin resistance and the metabolic syndrome,

also known as ‘‘Syndrome X.’’

Epidemiology

The true prevalence of NAFLD is unknown, but appears to range from 18%

to 23%, based on studies of individuals who have undergone evaluation to be

liver transplant donors [2], autopsy studies of accident victims [3], as well as

a population-based survey of 13 500 adults with abnormal aminotransferase

Table 11.1 Metabolic Disorders that May Be Indications for Liver Transplantation

Alpha-1-antitrypsin deficiency

Hemochromatosis

Wilson’s disease

Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease

Cystic fibrosis

Tyrosinemia

Progressive familial intrahepatic cholestasis (Alagille, Bylers syndrome)

Erythropoietic protoporphyria

Urea cycle enzyme deficiencies

Glycogen storage disease III, IV

Crigler–Najjar syndrome, type 1

Hemophilia A

Homozygous hypercholesterolemia

Protein C deficiency

Galactosemia

Familial amyloidosis

Hereditary oxalosis

Table 11.2 Kaplan–Meier Survival Rates for Liver Transplants Performed, 1996–
2001, for Metabolic Disease [1]

Years Posttransplant Graft Survival (%) Patient Survival (%)

1 84.4 89.9

3 75.8 84.0

5 70.9 79.8
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levels, for whom other common causes of liver disease had been excluded [4].

The prevalence clearly increases with increasing body weight, occurring in 60–

70% of obese individuals, and 80–90% of morbidly obese patients. Of those

patients with NAFLD, approximately 20% will have NASH, which may pro-

gress to cirrhosis in 10–20% of patients [5]. The true incidence of cirrhosis

attributable to NASH is unknown, and is probably underestimated, as there is

generally a loss of steatosis by the time cirrhosis is well established, leaving

only nonspecific histological changes. Most patients diagnosed at this stage

are labeled as having ‘‘cryptogenic’’ cirrhosis, with NASH suspected based on

clinical associations. NASH is now recognized to be a leading cause of ‘‘cryp-

togenic cirrhosis,’’ with components of the metabolic syndrome present in

approximately 75% [6,7].

Clinical Associations

Despite the fact that insulin resistance may be subclinical in many patients

with NAFLD [8–10], patients will often manifest components of the metabolic

syndrome, such as obesity (70–100% prevalence), diabetes mellitus (34–75%),

hypertension, or hyperlipidemia/hypertriglyceridemia (20–80%) [11–13].

Additionally, both the risk and the severity of NASH increase exponentially

with the presence of each additional component of the metabolic syndrome

[14]. The risk of having NAFLD also appears to be increased in patients with

polycystic ovarian syndrome (PCOS), another disorder associated with insulin

resistance. Other conditions that have been described in association with

NAFLD include abetalipoproteinemia, intestinal bypass surgery, rapid weight

loss, small bowel bacterial overgrowth, and use of total parenteral nutrition

(TPN).

Pathogenesis

The pathogenesis of NAFLD has not been fully elucidated; however, the most

widely supported theory implicates insulin resistance as the key mechanism

leading to hepatic steatosis, and perhaps also to steatohepatitis. Others have

proposed that a ‘‘second hit,’’ or additional oxidative injury, is required to

manifest the necroinflammatory component of steatohepatitis.

Diagnosis

Criteria proposed for the diagnosis of NASH include:

1. Exclusion of other forms of chronic liver disease, such as hepatitis B,

hepatitis C, autoimmune hepatitis, and Wilson’s disease. It should be
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noted, however, that it is possible for patients with other forms of chronic

liver disease to have concomitant metabolic steatohepatitis.

2. Absence of significant alcohol consumption (generally regarded as fewer

than 40 g of ethanol per week).

3. Histological findings including macrovesicular steatosis; lobular inflamma-

tion, generally with neutrophils; and evidence of liver cell injury, such as

balloon degeneration. Mallory bodies and/or fibrosis may be variably pre-

sent.

Natural History

A major limitation to the understanding of the natural history of NAFLD is a

lack of prospective data. Notwithstanding, the risk of progression from NASH

to cirrhosis appears to be proportional to the stage of disease at the time of

initial liver biopsy. One study of 132 patients followed for a mean of 18 years

found that cirrhosis developed in 26% of patients with balloon degeneration

on initial biopsy, compared with only 4% of those who had only steatosis

present [5].

Mortality risk may also be increased in patients with NASH. One study of

30 patients showed a 5-year survival of 67% and a 10-year survival of 59% [15].

Although overall mortality was similar to age- and sex-matched controls, liver-

related mortality was increased. Again, there appears to be an association with

the stage of disease at diagnosis, as patients with balloon degeneration and

fibrosis and/or Mallory hyaline on initial biopsy had a liver-related mortality

of 13% over an 18-year follow-up [5]. Therefore, liver biopsy appears to be an

important prognostic tool for establishing the risk of cirrhosis and liver-related

mortality. It is important to remember that comorbidities associated with

obesity and diabetes, such as cardiovascular disease, frequently contribute to

mortality in patients with NASH.

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) may also be a late complication of

NASH-induced cirrhosis. A recent study documented histological features of

NASH in patients with cryptogenic cirrhosis and HCC [16].

Finally, the natural history of NASH may be altered by successful treat-

ment, as histological improvements, including fibrosis, have been documented

following interventions such as weight loss or the use of insulin-sensitizing

pharmacotherapy [17–19].

Issues in Management

As insulin resistance is accountable for most, if not all, cases of NAFLD, several

measures that improve insulin sensitivity have been shown to be effective

avenues for treatment. Antioxidant therapies, such as vitamin E [20] and
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betaine [21], that target the inflammatory component of NASH may also

benefit.

Interventions that have been demonstrated to improve insulin sensitivity,

and often, liver histology, include exercise [22], weight reduction [23,24], and

the use of insulin-sensitizing medications, such as metformin [25] and thiazo-

lidinediones [17–19]. Exercise has a powerful effect on insulin sensitivity.

Obese type 2 diabetics increased their sensitivity to insulin twofold by en-

gaging in low-intensity bicycle riding [26]. Weight loss achieved with orlistat

[27] or following gastric bypass surgery [28] has also been shown to yield

histological improvements. Numerous pilot studies have shown similar histo-

logical improvements in NASH patients treated with insulin-sensitizing medi-

cations. Metformin, troglitazone, and pioglitazone have all resulted in

significant improvements in aminotransferase levels, as well as steatosis

grades, and in some cases levels of inflammation and fibrosis. Two studies of

patients with steatohepatitis reported marked improvements in both amino-

transferase levels and steatosis grades following short-term therapy with tro-

glitazone and pioglitazone, respectively [18,19], while another study utilizing

rosiglitazone for 48 weeks also demonstrated significant improvements in

necroinflammatory and fibrosis scores [17].

Larger prospective trials are currently under way and will help establish

whether pharmacological therapy is a safe and effective option for these

patients. Currently the use of these agents for patients with NAFLD would

be considered off-label, and should be reserved for patients with significant

histological changes who do not have well-established cirrhosis, and with

careful monitoring of blood glucose and liver function studies.

Cirrhotic patients with diabetes present a particular challenge. The use of

oral hypoglycemic agents is generally discouraged in patients with established

cirrhosis. In addition to the potential for idiosyncratic hepatotoxicity, there is

also a hypothetical risk of inducing hypoglycemia, particularly with the use of

long-acting sulfonylurea medications, due to impaired hepatic gluconeogen-

esis and glycogenolysis. Cirrhotic patients may also be at increased risk for the

development of metformin-induced lactic acidosis. In this setting, insulin

administration is preferable.

Pretransplant Considerations

Because of the prevalence of obesity and diabetes in this population, careful

screening of patients with NASH-related cirrhosis for cardiovascular disease

should be an important part of pretransplant evaluation. Although generally

obtained routinely for most patients undergoing transplant evaluation,

patients with NASH-related cirrhosis who warrant transplant consideration

should undergo 12-lead electrocardiography to evaluate for evidence of
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ischemic heart disease, left ventricular hypertrophy, or arrhythmia. Chest

radiographs should also be standard to exclude evidence of pulmonary

edema or cardiomegaly. More aggressive testing to rule out ischemic heart

disease with exercise stress testing, dobutamine stress echocardiography, and

cardiac catheterization is also justified. In patients with diabetes mellitus,

adequate blood sugar control should be demonstrated, as control of hypergly-

cemia posttransplant can be quite difficult due to the effect of glucocorticoids.

Additionally, the exclusion of significant end-organ disease is paramount.

Cardiac catheterization should be obtained in all diabetics, as significant

coronary artery disease is a contraindication to transplantation, due to the

risk of immunosuppressant-accelerated atherosclerosis. Similarly, patients

with a history of cerebrovascular disease are precluded from transplantation.

Finally, it is important to obtain a 24-h urine collection for protein and creati-

nine to look for evidence of diabetic nephropathy.

Impact of NAFLD on Organ Utilization

The presence of significant hepatic macrovesicular steatosis is associated with

primary graft nonfunction [29]. As such, most centers do not transplant livers

with more than 30% fat. Given that NAFLD is present in approximately 20% of

potential donors, fatty liver disease has a significant impact on the availability

of transplantable organs. Factors that account for the prevalence of hepatic

steatosis in potential donors include the prevalence of NAFLD in the general

population and the use of intravenous dextrose in critically ill patients prior to

declaration of brain death.

The reason for the suboptimal performance of transplanted steatotic livers

is not entirely clear. It has been demonstrated that there is diminished mito-

chondrial ATP synthesis during cold preservation of fatty livers [30]. Add-

itionally, compared with controls, steatotic animal livers transplanted after

cold storage had significant reperfusion injury with significantly lower graft

survival, presumably due to the generation of free radical species [31].

Prognosis following Transplantation

Several studies have demonstrated that NAFLD recurs in the majority of

patients posttransplantation. One study of 30 patients diagnosed pretransplan-

tation with either NASH or cryptogenic cirrhosis with phenotypic evidence of

NASH found the 5-year recurrence of NAFLD to be 100%, compared with a

25% incidence in controls [32]. Several patients developed steatohepatitis and

fibrosis, although no increases in graft failure, chronic rejection, or mortality

were observed. The time to development of steatosis correlated with the

cumulative steroid dose. In contrast, a retrospective study of 71 patients who
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were transplanted for cryptogenic cirrhosis found that NASH recurred in eight

patients and cryptogenic cirrhosis in four, one of whom required retransplan-

tation [33]. Rejection had occurred in 24%. The 5-year cumulative incidence of

graft failure was 7%. It is not known how many of these patients had crypto-

genic cirrhosis resulting from other forms of liver disease.

n HEMOCHROMATOSIS

Idiopathic hereditary hemochromatosis is an autosomal recessive disorder that

is manifested by excessive intestinal iron absorption, inappropriate for total

body iron levels and erythropoietic needs. It is generally caused by a mutation

in the hemochromatosis (HFE) gene, located on chromosome 6 [34]. Several

mutations that can potentially result in phenotypic hemochromatosis have

now been described. Chronic hepatic iron deposition can eventually lead to

cirrhosis and HCC, as well as cardiac (cardiomyopathy, arrhythmia), endo-

crinological (diabetes, thyroid disease, hypogonadism), and joint disease.

Epidemiology

Hemochromatosis is the most common inherited metabolic disorder, occurring

principally among persons of northern European descent. Genetic homozygos-

ity is present in approximately 1 per 200 American Caucasians, with approxi-

mately 10–14% of Caucasians being heterozygote carriers. It is now recognized

that neither phenotypic nor clinical expression of the disease occurs in all

homozygotes. Abnormal transferrin saturations consistent with homozygosity

have been found in 0.5–3.7 per 1000 individuals screened in population-based

studies. One such study showed no clinical signs of the disease in half of the

homozygotes, and ferritin levels remained normal in one-quarter over 4 years

[35]. Furthermore, it has been shown that phenotypic hemochromatosis can

occur in adults without a known HFE gene mutation [34].

Pathophysiology

Hemochromatosis is characterized by excessive iron absorption and deposition

in various tissues. The exact mechanism by which the HFE gene regulates iron

homeostasis is not known. HFE appears to interact with the transferrin recep-

tor, leading to a diminished affinity of the transferrin receptor for transferrin

and, thus, iron storage overload [34]. Three missense mutations of the HFE

gene have been described to date. The C282Y mutation is the main mutation

responsible for most patients with clinically apparent hemochromatosis, found

in 80–90% of affected individuals. Two additional point mutations, the H63D

and S65C mutations, are associated with milder forms of the disease.
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Clinical Features

The manifestation of symptoms depends on the timing of diagnosis, with the

majority of patients who are diagnosed during laboratory screening being

asymptomatic. Symptoms are generally not apparent before age 40 and may

include fatigue, arthralgias, cutaneous hyperpigmentation, and loss of libido.

Men are three times as likely as women to manifest symptoms and have twice

the incidence of cirrhosis and diabetes [36]. This is probably explained by

chronic iron losses secondary to menstruation. Potential signs of the disease

include [37]:

. Serum aminotransferase abnormalities, present in 75%.

. Hepatomegaly, reported in up to 95% of patients.

. Cutaneous hyperpigmentation, seen in approximately 70–90% of patients.

. Splenomegaly.

. Hypothyroidism.

. Cardiac disease, occurring in approximately one-third of patients, including

dilated cardiomyopathy and supraventricular arrhythmias.

. Hypogonadism, including amenorrhea, loss of libido, impotence (45% inci-

dence).

. Diabetes mellitus, seen in 30–60% of patients.

. Arthropathy, present in approximately 45% of patients, and infrequently

improving with phlebotomy.

. Partial loss of body hair, present in 62%.

. Cutaneous atrophy, most often on the anterior surface of the leg.

. HCC, with at least a 20-fold increase in risk compared with the general

population [38].

. Increased risk of certain infections with siderophoric (iron-loving) bacteria,

such as Vibrio vulnificus, Yersinia enterocolitic, and Listeria sp. Avoidance of

seafood has been advocated for this reason [39].

Diagnostic Evaluation

Measurement of transferrin saturation has been shown to be the screening

modality with the highest predictive value. There is no uniform recommenda-

tion regarding the level of transferrin saturation at which to initiate a full

evaluation; however, a value greater than 45% is generally seen in most

patients with hemochromatosis. A value of 60% or more will identify nearly

all homozygotes, irrespective of iron loading. A value of 50% or more will

identify nearly all homozygotes, irrespective of iron loading or sex [40]. It has

been advocated that a level of 60% for men and 50% for women be used as a

practical threshold. Ferritin levels are useful for prognosticating extent of

disease, as increasing ferritin levels correlate with increased iron deposition
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in tissue. Values less than 500 ng/mL usually signify precirrhotic disease,

whereas values greater than 1000 ng/mL often signify cirrhosis [41].

With the advent of clinically available genetic testing for HFE gene muta-

tions, confirmation of the diagnosis is generally much easier. In patients with

elevated transferring saturations, HFE gene mutation analysis can confirm the

diagnosis.

Given the ease with which the diagnosis can now be made noninvasively,

the decision to pursue liver biopsy should now be based on the need to exclude

cirrhosis, which is the main risk factor for HCC. Risk factors for more ad-

vanced fibrosis include age >40, abnormal aminotransferase levels, ferritin

>1000 ng/mL, and history of significant alcohol consumption. Liver biopsy

should be considered in these individuals.

Issues in Management

Patients with homozygosity for hemochromatosis with biochemical and/or

histological evidence of iron overload are candidates for phlebotomy. Most

experts advocate weekly phlebotomy of 500 mL of blood, which removes 200–

250 mg of iron. Phlebotomy schedules can be altered based on tolerance.

Generally accepted end points for termination of weekly phlebotomy include

the development of iron deficiency anemia and/or the normalization of iron

stores. Laboratory values consistent with the accomplishment of successful

therapeutic phlebotomy include hemoglobin level <12 g/dL, mean cell vol-

ume (MCV) in the low 80s, transferrin saturation <20%, and ferritin level less

than 50 ng/mL. Following successful therapeutic phlebotomy, maintenance

phlebotomy is typically needed every 2–4 months in order to maintain normal

iron stores. Patients should be advised to moderate their intake of iron-rich

foods, as well as vitamin C supplementation. Excessive amounts of vitamin C

can increase the release and absorption of free iron. It is also important to

counsel patients regarding alcohol consumption. One study demonstrated an

increased risk for development of cirrhosis in patients who consumed more

than 40 g of ethanol per day. The risk was ninefold in those who consumed

60 g or more of ethanol per day [42]. It is also worth noting that red wines have

relatively high concentrations of iron.

Special attention needs to be given to patients with cirrhosis, given

the significantly increased risk for the development of HCC. It has been

estimated to occur in up to 30% of cirrhotics and accounts for one-third of

hemochromatosis-related deaths, irrespective of phlebotomy success. The risk

of developing HCC in patients with hemochromatosis is significantly increased

in patients with a history of excessive alcohol consumption (48% vs. 25%) and

tobacco use (50% vs. 18%), compared with hemochromatosis patients without

HCC [43]. The existence of occult primary liver cancer is a well-described
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problem.One studyof 37patients transplanted for hemochromatosis found liver

cancer in ten patients, which was unsuspected in seven prior to transplantation

[44]. Regular screening with serum alpha fetoprotein (AFP) levels and either

ultrasound or CT scan should be performed every 6–12 months in cirrhotic

patients with hemochromatosis.

Liver Transplantation for Hemochromatosis

Several studies have demonstrated that patients with hemochromatosis have

a relatively worse prognosis following liver transplantation, compared with

those who are transplanted for other etiologies. This is most often due to an

increased risk for infections, cardiac complications, and recurrence of HCC. Of

nine patients transplanted for hemochromatosis in one study [45], three devel-

oped congestive heart failure and four cardiac arrythmias, postoperatively.

This was despite having no detectable preexisting heart disease after standard

cardiac testing. The 25-month actuarial survival was 53%, compared with 89%

age- and sex-matched transplant recipient controls. Another study of 22 pa-

tients transplanted for hemochromatosis also demonstrated comparatively

poor outcomes with survival at 1, 3, and 5 years of 72%, 62%, and 55%,

respectively, with most patients dying from recurrent HCC [46]. However, 13

patients had other risk factors for liver disease. Finally, a study of 37 patients

transplanted with severe iron overload demonstrated a 5-year survival of 40%,

compared with an overall survival rate of 62% [47]. More than half of the

deaths in the 1st year were attributed to sepsis, whereas half of the late deaths

were due to cardiac complications.

Although iron reaccumulation is not invariable [46], posttransplant biop-

sies have revealed hepatic iron accumulation in many patients. Therefore

careful monitoring and initiation of treatment is paramount.

Impact of HFE Heterozygosity on Liver Transplantation

Heterozygotes for the C282Y mutation that undergo transplantation for ESLD

from other causes do not appear to be at increased risk for the development of

ESLD [48]. Likewise, it does not appear that HFE heterozygosity for the C282Y

mutation in transplanted livers adversely affects survival. Of 141 donor livers,

in one study [48], 24 heterozygotes were detected (17%). Survival did not differ

between recipients of heterozygous and normal livers. The development of

phenotypic hemochromatosis has been reported in one case of an HFE hetero-

zygote recipient who received a heterozygote donor liver [49]. Additionally, it

has been shown that increased iron stores may be slow to mobilize in

recipients of iron-loaded grafts, which could theoretically compromise graft

function [46].
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n WILSON’S DISEASE

WD, also known as hepatolenticular degeneration, is a rare autosomal reces-

sive disorder of copper transport, occurring in approximately 1 in 30 000

individuals [50]. Because of impairment in biliary excretion, copper accumu-

lates in the liver, and if untreated, results in cirrhosis. Hematological, neuro-

logical, and renal disease may ensue. Liver disease is generally apparent

between the ages of 8 and 16; however, neurological symptoms are uncommon

prior to age 12. Most patients present with clinical symptoms between the ages

of 5 and 35, although patients as old as age 62 presenting have been reported.

Pathophysiology

WD is caused by a defect in a gene on chromosome 13 that encodes for a copper-

transportingATPase in the liver.Asa resultofamutation in theWDgene, there isa

failure to adequately transport copper from the liver to bile, which is the major

mechanism for copper excretion and a failure to incorporate copper into hepatic

apoceruloplasmin [51]. As copper accumulates in hepatocytes, the ability of

metallothionein to bind and distribute copper in hepatocytes is exceeded and

copper is eventually deposited in lysosomes. Hepatocellular necrosis ensues,

likely due to free radical injury, and copper is released into the blood stream.

Cirrhosis is typical at this point. Copper then deposits in extrahepatic tissue, such

as the cornea, basal ganglia, proximal renal tubules, joints, and redblood cells [52].

Clinical Features

Patients typically present with abnormal liver function testing and/or neurop-

sychiatric symptoms. In general, hepatic symptoms tend to present early,

particularly in adolescents, whereas neuropsychiatric symptoms tend to pre-

sent later [53]. The most frequent presenting symptoms, according to a study of

283 patients with WD, in order of frequency, are jaundice, dysarthria, clumsi-

ness, tremor, drooling, gait disturbance, malaise, and arthralgias [53]. Fifty-

eight patients had neurological symptoms alone, 28 patients had only hepatic

symptoms, and 26 patients had hepatic symptoms followed by neurological

symptoms. Approximately one-quarter of patients will have evidence of hem-

olysis as well. By the time neurological symptoms are present, Kayser–Fleisher

(KF) corneal rings are usually present.

n LIVER DISEASE

The spectrum of hepatic disease can be quite variable, with a number of

possible manifestations, ranging from asymptomatic elevations in liver func-

tion tests to fulminant hepatic failure. The spectrum includes:
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. asymptomatic hepatomegaly;

. asymptomatic elevations in aminotransferase or bilirubin levels;

. acute hepatitis with a transient illness resembling viral or autoimmune

hepatitis;

. chronic hepatitis, approximately 40% of individuals with WD will present

with signs of chronic hepatitis or cirrhosis;

. portal hypertension presenting as isolated splenomegaly and/or thrombo-

cytopenia, representing unapparent cirrhosis;

. fulminant hepatic failure, usually seen in children and young adults.

Hepatocellular necrosis is accompanied by release of copper into the blood-

stream, resulting in a hemolytic anemia and possible renal failure. Jaundice is

usually apparent.

Liver biopsy findings can be variable as well. Findings may include

hepatic steatosis or steatohepatitis that resembles alcoholic liver disease or

NAFLD, portal inflammation and fibrosis that may resemble autoimmune or

viral hepatitis, and cirrhosis. The histological findings are often nonspecific.

Additionally, copper staining has suboptimal sensitivity and may be negative.

n NEUROPSYCHIATRIC DISEASE

Present in approximately 35% of patients with WD, neuropsychiatric symp-

toms often signify the presence of cirrhosis. In addition to the common pre-

senting symptoms listed above, patients may experience subtle changes in

behavior, concentration, or coordination. In children, this may be manifested

by a deterioration in school work. Dysphagia may occur secondary to a

pseudobulbar palsy. Migraine headaches, insomnia, depression, anxiety,

mania, and emotional lability are possible presenting symptoms. Patients

may also present with symptoms that mimic Parkinson’s disease, with brady-

kinesia, rigidity, tremor, speech and gait disturbances, and facial dystonia [51].

Diagnostic Evaluation

The diagnosis of WD may be difficult, as individual diagnostic or physical

abnormalities are typically nonspecific. The combination of clinical, biochem-

ical, and histological abnormalities compatible with WD is necessary for diag-

nosis.

1. Laboratory testing. Abnormalities may include:

. Abnormal liver function tests.

. Low serum ceruloplasmin. By itself, a low ceruloplasmin has a very

poor predictive value for WD, with one study of 17 patients with
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ceruloplasmin levels <20 mg/dL demonstrating a positive predictive

value of 6% [54]. Conversely, patients may have WD and normal cer-

uloplasmin levels, as was found in 12 of 55 patients diagnosed with WD

in another study [55].

. Low serum copper. This is usually proportional to low ceruloplasmin

levels, as the serum copper consists of both ceruloplasmin-bound copper

and non-ceruloplasmin-bound (free) copper. Free copper levels are gen-

erally elevated, and may be calculated by subtracting ceruloplasmin-

bound copper (ceruloplasmin � 3.15) from total copper levels (in mcg/

dL).

. Elevated urinary copper excretion. Levels greater than 100 mcg in a 24-h

urine collection are suggestive of WD.

. Low uric acid levels may signify renal tubular disease, such as Fanconi’s

syndrome.

. Low alkaline phosphatase levels have been described in patients with

more acute disease activity, usually in conjunction with hemolytic an-

emia (Shaver 86).

2. Slit-lamp examination for KF rings. KF rings are caused by copper depos-

ition in Descemet’s membrane of the cornea. They are present in more than

90% of patients with neurological symptoms and 50–60% of patients with

isolated hepatic disease [55].

3. Liver biopsy. In addition to the histological abnormalities described above,

the hepatic copper concentration can be calculated. Values greater than

250 mcg/g of dry weight are suggestive of WD.

4. Genetic testing. Useful for first-degree relatives of WD patients with a

specific mutation.

Recommendations

A low ceruloplasmin in the setting of KF rings is generally diagnostic for WD,

warranting initiation of therapy and familial screening. Patients with a low

ceruloplasmin and no KF rings should have 24-h urine copper measurements.

If abnormalities in either liver function testing or 24-h urine copper levels are

found, liver biopsy with hepatic copper concentration measurements should be

pursued. Similarly, liver biopsy should be performed in patients with abnormal

liver function testing who have KF rings, but normal ceruloplasmin levels,

present.

Issues in Management

The goals of therapy include the initial removal of accumulated copper from

body tissue, followed by the prevention of reaccumulation of copper. Therapy
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is lifelong. Medical options for patients with compensated liver disease include

D -penicillamine, trientine, and zinc. Recommendations pertaining to the

selection of these agents have evolved. Traditionally, copper chelation with

D -penicillamine was considered first-line treatment; however one-third of

patients do not tolerate side-effects. Trientine, another copper chelator, has

been demonstrated to be effective first-line therapy, and is generally better

tolerated than D -penicillamine. It may also be a better option in patients with

neuropsychiatric manifestations. Zinc appears to be an effective treatment

option. It works by promoting metallothionein production in enterocytes,

which leads to increased copper binding and fecal excretion [56]. Although

its use is often delegated to postchelator phase maintenance treatment, suc-

cessful first-line use has been demonstrated in many patients. It is also prudent

to advise patients to avoid copper-rich foods, such as shellfish, mushrooms,

liver, nuts, chocolate, and broccoli.

Patients with fulminant hepatic failure should be immediately evaluated

for liver transplantation (see Chapter 13). The diagnosis of WD in this group of

patients can be challenging. The following characteristics are typical for pa-

tients initially presenting with fulminant hepatic failure [57]:

1. Coomb’s negative hemolytic anemia

2. Coagulopathy, unresponsive to parenteral vitamin K

3. Rapidly developing renal failure

4. Relatively modest aminotransferase elevations (usually <1000 IU/L)

5. Normal or subnormal serum alkaline phosphatase (often <40 IU/L)

6. Ratio of alkaline phosphatase: total bilirubin is often <2

7. Female to male ratio of 2:1

Patients with hemolytic anemia, hemoglobinurea, and renal failure have

a poor prognosis. Fresh frozen plasma exchange may stabilize patients

by lowering serum copper levels and reducing hemolysis [58]. One encour-

aging study in nine patients with hepatic decompensation demonstrated

recovery in liver function in all nine patients utilizing combination therapy

with trientine and zinc for 4 months, followed by a transition to zinc mono-

therapy [59].

Liver Transplantation for Wilson’s Disease

Indications for liver transplantation include fulminant hepatic failure, decom-

pensated cirrhosis that has not responded to chelation therapy, and, in

some circumstances, severe neuropsychiatric symptoms unresponsive to

therapy. Liver transplantation for WD is generally associated with excellent
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long-term, disease-free survival [60–63]. One year posttransplant survival has

been reported to range from 79% to 100%, with the majority of deaths occur-

ring in the immediate posttransplant period [63–69]. Long-term survival is

generally the rule in patients that survive the first 3 months posttransplant.

Normalization of liver function and KF rings are typical.

Liver transplantation for patients with intractable neuropsychiatric symp-

toms, but preserved liver function, is controversial. Improvements in neurop-

sychiatric symptoms, ranging from modest to dramatic, have been reported

posttransplantation, most of which were performed in patients with coexisting

hepatic failure [66,69,70]. Significant improvements have been documented

with respect to motor dysfunction, cognitive impairment, and magnetic reson-

ance imaging abnormalities. Because significant neurological improvements

are not always appreciated, liver transplantation for patients with preserved

hepatic function is currently considered experimental.

n ALPHA-1-ANTITRYPSIN DEFICIENCY

AAT deficiency is an autosomal recessive disorder, occurring in 1 in 2000 to 1

in 7000 persons [71], generally of European descent. Hepatic disease, although

less prevalent than pulmonary disease, develops in approximately 10–15% of

affected children and adults and can result in chronic liver disease and cirrho-

sis, both in children and in adults. It is the most common indication for

pediatric liver transplantation, although it is a rare cause of ESLD in adults.

It also appears to be an independent risk factor for the development of HCC,

even in the absence of cirrhosis [72].

Pathophysiology

In contrast to pulmonary AAT disease, which is caused by proteolytic destruc-

tion of elastin by elastase, hepatic disease appears to result from intrahepato-

cyte accumulation of AAT molecules [73]. Only some AAT genotypes appear

to confer a risk for the development of liver disease. The Z, M, and S alleles

have been shown to result in AAT accumulation in hepatocytes with resultant

disease [74]. Because only some homozygotes develop liver disease, it has been

proposed that an additional defect is required, such as decreased degradation

of the AAT molecules within the endoplasmic reticulum [73]. This results in

increased AAT accumulation in hepatocytes. The mechanism by which intra-

hepatocyte AAT accumulation leads to hepatocellular injury is not well under-

stood. Putative mechanisms include hepatocyte ballooning and damage with

the release of lysosomal enzymes, and increased susceptibility to other insults,

such as viral infection or toxin.
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Clinical Features

The clinical manifestations of liver involvement from AAT deficiency can be

quite variable, including asymptomatic liver enzyme elevations, hepatomeg-

aly, cholestasis, and cirrhosis with manifestations of portal hypertension. The

largest natural history study of 127 Pi homozygous children demonstrated

cholestatic liver disease in 11%, and liver disease without jaundice in an

additional 6% [75]. The remaining 87% of children with AAT remained clinic-

ally healthy. Of those with liver damage, one-fifth developed cirrhosis by age

seven. In the remaining children with neonatal cholestasis bilirubin levels

normalized, generally, by 6 months of age. Early liver enzyme abnormalities

generally abate with age. While more than half of young children had elevated

liver enzymes, by age 18 only 12% of surviving children had abnormal liver

enzyme levels and all were clinically healthy. Males appear to be twice as

likely as females to develop chronic liver disease [75].

Adult-onset liver disease, including the development of cirrhosis or HCC,

can occur in homozygous individuals without antecedent childhood liver

disease. Most patients who present later in life with liver disease are nonsmo-

kers, as smokers tend to die earlier from emphysema, before liver disease

becomes apparent. Cirrhosis was found to be the main cause of death in 12

of 17 nonsmokers with AAT (mean age of death, 73 years), in contrast to only 2

of 23 smokers (mean age of death, 56 years) [76]. More than two-thirds of

adults with AAT liver disease present after age 60 [77]. The stage of liver

disease is generally advanced at the time of diagnosis, with 42% of patients

surviving less than 2 years [77]. In a study of 246 adults with Pi homozygosity,

12% were found to have cirrhosis, with one-quarter having HCC [72]. Adults

over age 50 with AAT have a 25% risk for the development of cirrhosis and/or

HCC [71]. The risk for development of HCC is substantially greater in men

than in women, with an odds ratio of 8 [72]. Primary liver cancer has been

found in 25–38% of cirrhotics with AAT deficiency.

Heterozygosity for Pi may also confer a risk for the development of liver

disease. Of 599 adult liver transplant recipients, 50 were found to be hetero-

zygous carriers, with a significantly greater percentage found in patients with

cryptogenic cirrhosis (27%), compared with other liver diseases [78].

Diagnosis and Management Issues

The diagnosis of PI*ZZ AAT deficiency is made by phenotype analysis with

isoelectric focusing. While AAT protein levels are useful for screening homo-

zygotes, levels are often normal or only slightly depressed in heterozygote

individuals. Additionally, AAT protein levels are considered acute-phase re-

actants, and may transiently increase during periods of systemic inflammation,

confounding its predictive value [73]. As phenotyping is considered to be the
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gold standard, liver biopsy is not mandatory for establishing the diagnosis, but

may be useful for disease staging. It should be noted that periodic acid–Schiff

(PAS) inclusions, while present in homozygous AAT deficiency, are often not

detectable in heterozygotes (47–65%) or neonates [79,80].

It is recommended that individuals with AAT deficiency and chronic liver

disease be vaccinated against hepatitis A and hepatitis B. Because individuals

with AAT deficiency often present as adults with advanced liver disease, it is

recommended that first-degree relatives of patients with AAT deficiency

undergo testing.

Liver Transplantation for Alpha-1-Antitrypsin Deficiency

Liver transplantation is indicated for patients with ESLD secondary to AAT.

Transplantation of a phenotypically normal donor liver results in the correc-

tion of the disease, with normal production and secretion of AAT. Prognosis

following liver transplantation is excellent. Of 97 children with hepatic AAT,

26 developed ESLD, with 24 children undergoing liver transplantation. Two

patients died following transplantation [81]. Another review reported a 100%

survival after a median follow-up of 40 months [82] among 25 children trans-

planted for AAT liver disease. A 73% 1-year survival was reported in an

analysis of 22 adults transplanted with AAT deficiency, the majority being

heterozygotes who presented with cirrhosis and portal hypertension [83].

When evaluating adults with AAT for liver transplantation, careful assessment

of pulmonary function is important. Concomitant obstructive pulmonary dis-

ease, precluding liver transplantation, was noted in 10 of 19 adults (53%) with

AAT [77].

n GLYCOGEN STORAGE DISEASE

Because it is the body’s principal carbohydrate store, glycogen plays a key role

in maintaining effective blood glucose homeostasis during periods of fasting

and in times of stress. Several enzyme defects that result in impaired glycogen

degradation, inadequate maintenance of appropriate blood glucose concentra-

tions, and abnormal accumulation of hepatic glycogen exist [84]. The most

clinically important of these are types I, III, and IV, respectively. As a group,

GSDs are rare (1/100 000 live births) but they may be associated with compli-

cations of liver disease and other body systems such that consideration of

orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) becomes necessary.

Most late teenage and young adult patients with type I and, to a lesser

extent, type III GSD have developed hepatic adenomata by virtue of negotiat-

ing the challenging demands of early years. In many instances, these are either

multiple or large. Although the reported progression of benign lesions to HCC
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is very low, there may be sufficient concern in some circumstances to justify

OLT, e.g. where the number of lesions is too great for all to be biopsied or a

large solitary lesion exists that is not amenable to resection. Not only does OLT

remove the risk of cancer development but it also corrects the inherited

metabolic defect such as concomitant manifestations, namely hyperuricemia,

hypertriglyceridemia, lactic academia, and their potential complications, e.g.

recurrent pancreatitis. Hepatocyte transplantation may be a realistic alterna-

tive to OLT among patients with type I GSD in whom compliance with dietary

demands may be difficult or impossible; furthermore, hepatic adenomata may

regress following correction of the metabolic defect and restoration of normal

blood glucose concentrations. This has been described in at least one instance 9

months after the procedure. The patient, a 47-year-old woman, was eating a

normal diet and could fast for up to 7 h without developing hypoglycemia;

tacrolimus was her only immunosuppressive therapy [85].

In contrast to patients with type I GSD, those with type III GSD may

develop hepatic fibrosis and progression to ESLD. Although, the overall risk

of this appears low (10–20%), consideration of OLT may be necessary. OLT

offers the only hope of sustained progress and cure for patients with type IV

GSD. In general, they present during the first year of life and their clinical

course typically comprises failure to thrive, hepatosplenomegaly, evidence of

liver dysfunction, and muscular hypotonia [84].
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Living Donor Liver
Transplantation
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

James F. Trotter and Wesley Kasen

n HISTORY OF LIVING DONOR LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

The first successful living donor liver transplantation (LDLT) was reported in

1989 with the transplantation of a left hepatic lobe from a 29-year-old woman

to her infant son. Following the success of this initial procedure, LDLT became

the predominant means of transplantation in Asia where cultural beliefs

largely preclude deceased donor (DD) transplantation. In the USA, the wide-

spread application of LDLT occurred much later. Until 1997, fewer than 100

LDLTs were performed each year in the USA, largely from adult (parental)

donors to pediatric recipients. Subsequently, there was a rapid growth in the

number of adult-to-adult LDLTs. Between 1997 and 2003, the number of cases

(percentage of all liver transplantations) increased nearly fourfold, from 86

(2.1%) to 321 (5.6%). The number of LDLTs in 2004 was 323 or 5.2% of all liver

transplantations, as depicted in Fig. 12.1. There are two primary reasons for the

increased number of LDLTs in adult patients during this time. First, the

technical success of the procedure increased measurably with the use of the

right hepatic lobe graft, compared with the smaller left hepatic lobe graft. In

1994, the first right hepatic lobe LDLT was reported in Japan, and the first

series was documented shortly thereafter. The first adult-to-adult right hepatic

lobe LDLT was performed in the USA in 1997. The initial results of right

hepatic lobe LDLT were superior to the smaller left hepatic lobe and helped

lead to widespread application of the procedure. Second, a critical shortage of

DD livers developed during the 1990s when the number of patients listed for

transplantation increased nearly 10-fold from 1676 patients in 1991 to 13, 999 in

1999, while the number of DD livers available for transplantation increased by

only 52% from 2953 to 4478. As a result, the number of patients dying on the

transplant list increased more than fourfold from 435 to 1753 over the

same period. Therefore, in the 1990s the relative availability of DD livers
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decreased due to the growing disparity between the number of patients listed

for transplantation compared with a stable donor pool. As a result, the waiting

time for transplantation increased and the number of patients dying on the list

increased. Consequently, selected transplantation centers began to offer LDLT

as a means to expand their donor pool to decrease waiting list mortality by

reducing the time to transplantation.

n SELECTION OF RECIPIENTS

National standards for the selection of recipients (and donors) for LDLT have

recently been published by several regulatory bodies. The United Network for

Organ Sharing (UNOS) Ad Hoc Committee on Living Donation, the Advisory

Committee on Transplantation for the Secretary of Health and Human Ser-

vices, and the New York State Health Department have each formulated

specific recommendations regarding the appropriate selection, evaluation,

and perioperative management of donors and recipients. Some of these docu-

ments have specified the composition of the evaluation team, the technical

experience of the surgeon, and the staffing requirements for nurses, phys-

icians, and trainees during the operative and perioperative periods. In accord-

ance with these guidelines, most transplant centers use a stepwise approach to

recipient selection, as shown in Fig. 12.2.

The first step toward consideration of LDLT for the recipient is evaluation

and listing for DD transplantation. In general, each LDLT recipient shouldmeet

UNOS criteria for listing, since a DD graft may be required if the living donor
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Fig. 12.1 Number of living donor liver transplantations (LDLTs) versus year.
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graft fails. The appropriate selection of recipients for LDLT requires recognition

of the potential advantages and disadvantages of both DD and LDLT. Perhaps

the greatest advantage of LDLT is a reduction in waiting time. Once a potential

living donor is evaluated and found suitable, the transplantation can be sched-

uled within hours to weeks. For the recipient, a reduction in waiting time may

allow transplantation to occur prior to the development of further complications

of end-stage liver disease (ESLD) that could lead to death or medical deterior-

ation, thereby compromising the success of the procedure.

Another advantage of LDLT is that the operation is a scheduled procedure,

compared with DD transplantation, which occurs with only short-term notice.

The scheduled nature of LDLT may allow for treatment and medical stabiliza-

tion of the recipient so that he/she may be in the best possible medical

condition at the time of surgery. Finally, organs from living donors experience

List for cadaveric transplantation 

Clinically stable

Await cadaveric transplant

Clinical deterioration evaluate recipient for LDLT

    Reject                         Accept

Accept volunteer
donors

Reject                          Evaluate donor

Accept

LDLT

Medical urgency for transplant 

Fig. 12.2 Evaluation protocol for recipients and donors.
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very short cold-ischemia time (the time between harvesting of the donor

liver and implantation in the recipient), usually less than 1 h. However,

cold-ischemia time for DD liver transplantation is between 6 and 10 h in over

50% of patients. Reduction of cold-ischemia time may be beneficial, as pro-

longed cold-ischemia time has been associated with increased complications

and graft dysfunction.

There are also potential disadvantages of LDLT, most notable of which is

the risk of complications to the donor. In addition, the graft survival rates in

LDLT are significantly less than with DD transplantation. The rate of graft

loss in adult LDLT recipients is significantly higher compared with adult

DD recipients (hazard ratio 1.66, 95% CI ¼ 1:30---2:11). In addition, several

centers have documented a higher incidence of biliary complications in LDLT

recipients. As a result, LDLT recipients may require more frequent postopera-

tive procedures (percutaneous cholangiography, endoscopic retrograde chol-

angiography, and/or reoperation) to treat biliary complications compared with

DD recipients. Finally, the right hepatic lobe graft may not provide sufficient

hepatic function for patients with severely decompensated liver disease.

The consideration of specific recipients for LDLT must take into account

the recognized advantages and disadvantages of the procedure. In general, to

be considered ‘‘medically eligible’’ for LDLT, the patient must have an urgent

need for an expedited transplantation. One means to objectively measure

a patient’s requirement for transplantation is the Model for Endstage

Liver Disease (MELD) score, which is an objective assessment of the patient’s

90-day mortality based on creatinine, bilirubin, and INR. The MELD score is

currently the basis by which patients are prioritized for transplantation. The

higher the MELD score, the higher the 90-day mortality and the higher the

priority for transplantation. There is a significant increase in mortality at

MELD scores above 18, as shown in Fig. 12.3. Patients with a MELD score
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>18 have a 90-daymortality (>10%), which is approximately equal to the 1-year

mortality after LDLT. Therefore, patients with an MELD score higher than 18

may be deemed medically sick to be considered for surgery. While the

MELD score provides an objective measure of severity-of-illness in most pa-

tients with liver disease, some patients may have life-threatening complications

despite a low MELD score. These selected patients may benefit from an exped-

ited transplantation with a living donor, because they have virtually no chance

for DD transplantation due to their low MELD score. In our experience,

a disproportionate number of patients with cholestatic liver disease are severely

ill without a corresponding high MELD score and therefore may be more

likely to undergo LDLT compared with patients with noncholestatic liver

disease.

Special consideration must be given to patients with severely decompen-

sated liver disease. Patients with chronic liver disease requiring continuous

treatment in the intensive care unit have poor outcomes after LDLT. In

this group of patients, Testa et al. reported a 57% mortality following LDLT,

compared with only an 18% mortality when a DD liver was used. In addition,

patients with decompensated liver disease require a larger graft compared

with patients who are less sick. Child’s A recipients may do well with

very small grafts (graft-to-recipient body weight ratio (GRBW) of 0.6%). How-

ever, recipients with more advanced liver failure (Child’s B and C) had

significantly poorer graft survival when the GRBW was less than 0.85% com-

pared with greater than 0.85% (33% vs. 74% graft survival). Therefore, patients

with severely decompensated chronic liver disease may not be able to undergo

successful LDLT, especially if the size of the donor graft is small.

There is controversy regarding the routine evaluation of patients with

clinically stable cirrhosis, i.e. patients with cirrhosis and low MELD score

without any complications of liver disease. At some transplant centers these

patients are not routinely evaluated for LDLT, because the risks to the donor

are considered too great to outweigh the potential benefits to the recipient.

However, other transplant teams support LDLT in these stable patients, since

transplantation prior to the development of clinical decompensation may give

the patient the best chance for a favorable outcome. Therefore, the selection of

these patients is based on the experience and judgment of the transplant team.

Once a patient has been deemed ‘‘medically eligible’’ for LDLT, the trans-

plant teammust determine if the patient is ‘‘surgically suitable’’ to undergo the

surgical procedure. Patients with one or more problems that could jeopardize

the success of the procedure may be rejected for further consideration for

LDLT. Common problems that may exclude a patient from LDLT include

one or more of the following chronic medical conditions: renal failure, coron-

ary artery disease, pulmonary hypertension, hypercoaguable state, extensive

mesenteric venous thrombosis, morbid obesity, and/or advanced age. In our
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experience, approximately half of the patients who are found ‘‘medically

eligible’’ for LDLT based on the severity of their liver disease are not ‘‘surgi-

cally suitable’’ due to underlying major medical or surgical conditions (see

Fig. 12.4). The selection of specific patients for LDLT is based on the skill,

experience, and judgment of the transplant team. With greater experience,

select patients with complex medical problems may be considered for LDLT.

n DONOR SELECTION

Once a patient has been accepted as a candidate for LDLT, he/she may accept

potential donors for evaluation. To be considered for evaluation, the donor

must have the following characteristics:

. be between the age of 18 and 55 years,

. have a blood type identical/compatible with that of the recipient,

. not have significant medical conditions,

. not have previous significant abdominal surgeries and must demonstrate a

long-term, significant relationship with the recipient.

The donor must also be able to yield a graft of sufficient size for the recipient.

At our center, we generally require that the donor’s body weight be at least

70% of the recipient, because we have found that smaller donors are unable to

provide a right hepatic lobe of sufficient size for the recipient. Other centers

may use more objective measures to determine requirement for graft size.

100 potential recipients initially evaluated for LDLT

49 recipients suitable for LDLT

24 unable to find donor 

10 with unacceptable donor

15 donor/recipient pairs 
able to undergo LDLT

15 with suitable donor 

25 with donor for evaluation

51 rejected for recipient issues

Fig. 12.4 Outcomes of 100 patients evaluated for living donor liver transplantation
(LDLT).
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Approximately half of the patients found ‘‘medically eligible’’ and ‘‘surgically

suitable’’ for LDLT are unable to identify a potential donor for evaluation. The

reasons that a patient may not have a potential donor for evaluation include

one or more of the following: estrangement from their family or friends, no

family or friends between 18 and 55 year of age, or the presence of an obvious

significant medical problem in the potential donor such as morbid obesity or

coronary artery disease. One of the most common reasons for rejection of

potential donors in the USA is obesity. Obese individuals are more likely to

have hepatic steatosis, which is associated with increased operative complica-

tions and poor graft function following transplantation. In addition, the preva-

lence of medical conditions (diabetes, hypertension), which could increase

perioperative complications, is higher in obese patients. Therefore, in areas of

the country where the incidence of obesity is highest (southeast and north-

central USA), the number of suitable donors may be smaller than in western

states where obesity is less common. As a result, transplantation programs in

regions where obesity is more prevalent may not be able to perform as many

LDLTs due to a reduction in the number of suitable donors.

Once a potential donor is identified, he/she is evaluated in a systematic

fashion designed to reject unsuitable donors as early as possible in the evalu-

ation process (Table 12.1). The initial phase of donor evaluation is performed

by a registered nurse, typically by telephone. Basic data such as age, sex,

height, weight, relationship to the recipient, blood type, current medications,

medical, psychiatric, and surgical histories are obtained to determine if further

evaluation is warranted. The potential donor is then presented to the trans-

plant team to determine if formal evaluation is reasonable, and further evalu-

ation proceeds in a stepwise fashion, including tests shown in Table 12.1. Any

potential problems encountered during the second phase of evaluation are

further investigated during the third phase, which may include tests such as

Table 12.1 Living Donor Liver Transplantation Evaluation

Phase I

Recipient

A. MELD � 18 or life-threatening complications

B. Financial clearance for LDLT

C. Absence of significant contraindication:

1. Morbid obesity (recipient weight >130% ideal body weight)

2. Severe medical problem compromising outcome (pulmonary hypertension, previous

coronary artery bypass graft, etc.)

D. Psychosocially stable

E. Age <65 years
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endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography (ERCP), hepatic angiog-

raphy, liver biopsy, echocardiography, or stress echocardiography; however,

these tests are not routinely performed. Approximately half the potential

donors who go through formal evaluation are ultimately accepted as donors

(see Fig. 12.4).

While nondirected donation (or ‘‘Good Samaritan’’ donation) may be

acceptable for renal transplantation, most LDLT centers do not evaluate

Table 12.1 Continued

Donor

A. Age >18 and � 55

B. Identical or compatible blood type with recipient

C. Absence of previous significant abdominal surgery

D. Absence of major medical problems (diabetes, severe or uncontrolled hypertension, hepatic,

cardiac, renal or pulmonary disease)

E. Demonstrable, significant, long-term relationship with recipient

F. Normal liver function tests, serum electrolytes, complete blood count with differential cell count,

negative hepatitis B surface antigen, hepatitis B core antibody and hepatitis C antibody

Phase II

A. Complete medical history and physical examination of potential donor laboratories:

1. Serum ferritin, iron, transferrin, ceruloplasmin

2. Alpha-1-antitrypsin level and phenotype

3. Rapid plasmin reagin (RPR)

4. Cytomegalovirus antibody (IgG), Epstein–Barr virus antibody (IgG)

5. Antinuclear antibody

6. Human immunodeficiency antibody (HIV)

7. Toxicology/substance abuse screen

8. Urinalysis

9. Blood oxygen saturation

B. Chest radiograph

C. Electrocardiogram

D. Formal surgical evaluation of donor

E. Anesthesia preoperative evaluation

F. Magnetic resonance imaging of the liver, biliary system, and hepatic vasculature

Phase III

Other tests or consultations to clarify any potential problems uncovered during evaluation:

endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography, hepatic angiogram, liver biopsy, echocardiogram,

stress echocardiogram, etc. (some centers routinely obtain these tests as part of the donor evaluation)
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individuals who present themselves as nondirected or ‘‘Good Samaritan’’

donors. These nondirected donors are excluded from liver donation, because

the risk of the donor surgery is up to ten times higher than with kidney

donation. Therefore, each potential donor must demonstrate a long-term, sig-

nificant relationshipwith the recipient. Psychosocial assessment is an important

aspect of donor evaluation that should be performed by a social worker familiar

with liver transplantation. Selected donors may require evaluation by a psych-

iatrist. In psychosocial evaluation any underlying psychological or psychiatric

problems should be identified along with the donor’s motivation for donation.

In addition, the social impact of the surgery on the donor and his or her family

should be fully investigated. The donor must also be given the opportunity to

withdraw consent for the procedure at any point up to the time of the operation.

The privacy of this decision must be protected so that the donor may make this

decision without undue coercion from the recipient. Therefore, when a donor is

disqualified for donation because of withdrawal of consent, the precise reason

for rejection of the donors is not disclosed to the recipient.

n SURGICAL TECHNIQUE

The most important determinant of donor and recipient outcome is the skill

and experience of the surgical team. LDLT should be performed only by

surgeons with extensive experience in hepatobiliary and liver transplantation

surgery. Surgical technique continues to evolve for LDLT. The details of the

surgical technique are beyond the scope of this discussion. However, the

general features of the operation are as follows. The recipient undergoes

complete removal of the diseased liver through a standard right subcostal

incision, while the donor hepatecomy is performed in an adjacent operating

room. The right lobectomy represents approximately 60% of the donor’s liver

volume. A cholecystectomy is performed and the right hepatic artery, right

portal vein, and right hepatic vein are isolated and removed with the right lobe

from the donor. The right hepatic lobe is then implanted into the recipient with

the following anastomoses: donor’s right hepatic vein to recipient’s right

hepatic vein remnant with a caval extension, donor’s right portal vein to

recipient’s portal vein, and donor’s right hepatic artery to recipient’s hepatic

artery. Depending on the donor’s and the recipient’s anatomy, either choledo-

chocholedochostomy or the Roux-en-Y drainage procedure is performed to

connect the biliary system.

Both the remnant liver in the donor and the right lobe graft in the recipient

regenerate after surgery. In one study, the volume of the liver graft increased

by 87%, from a mean of 862 cm3 at the time of operation to a mean of 1614 cm3

7 days after the procedure. This correlates to 94% of its final regenerated
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volume after 1 week. In the same series, the donor’s liver remnant doubled in

size 1 week after hepatectomy.

n RECIPIENT OUTCOMES

DD transplantation is the preferred means of liver transplantation in patients

with this option, because a living donor is not placed at risk and recipient

outcomes are superior compared with LDLT. There is no difference in the

unadjusted patient and graft survival rates for LDLT compared with DD

transplantation. However, because LDLT recipients are, in general, ideal can-

didates for transplantation, the risk-adjusted survival rates for LDLT recipients

are significantly lower than with DD transplantation. Table 12.2 shows that

LDLT recipients are younger, thinner, and less sick at the time of transplant-

ation. In addition, the average MELD score in LDLT patients is 14 compared

with 22 for DD recipients. Compared with DD transplantation, the risk-

adjusted graft survival is also lower following LDLT. Living donor recipients

have a 59% higher relative risk for graft failure than those receiving DD livers.

The spectrum of complications after LDLT is similar to conventional

transplantation. However, some problems are more frequent in the LDLT

recipients. The most common problem specific to the recipient of an LDLT is

biliary complications, i.e. bile leak and biliary stricture, which are two- to

threefold more common compared with DD transplantation. At our center,

the incidence of biliary problems following DD transplantation is 15% com-

pared with 44% in LDLT patients (see Fig. 12.5). Bile leak after surgery is

common because thousands of biliary radicles are transected and exposed on

the cut surface of the right hepatic lobe. In our experience, the postoperative

biliary leaks are often self-limited and do not require interventions such are

cholangiography and/or reoperation. Moreover, as surgical technique con-

tinues to improve, so should the rate of complications with LDLT.

Table 12.2 Characteristics of Living Donor and Deceased Donor recipients

Living Donor
Recipients (%)

Deceased Donor
Recipients (%)

Age >65 7.8 8.4

Body mass index >31 kg=m2 11.6 21.3

MELD score >30 1.3 12.5

Hospitalized in ICU 10.0 13.7

Previous transplant 2.5 9.5
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The outcomes of LDLT patients infected with hepatitis C are controversial.

Some centers have shown that hepatitis C recurs earlier and is more severe in

LDLT patients compared with cadveric patients. However, other data suggest

that there is no difference in outcome. There are inherent problems in assessing

the results in hepatitis C-infected LDLT recipients including small numbers of

recipients to evaluate, limited follow-up relative to the natural history of

hepatitis C, differences in patient selection between centers, and differences

in severity-of-illness at transplant between LDLT and DD recipients. However,

at our center, we are cautious in the selection of HCV-infected recipients for

LDLT. In our opinion, patients selected for LDLT should have a well-defined

medical urgency to warrant LDLT, because recurrent HCV following trans-

plantation may lead to early loss of the graft.

n DONOR OUTCOMES

There is also a small, but measurable, risk of complication in the donor related

to the donor hepatectomy. However, the exact risk to the donor is not known

because of the absence of a national database to track such outcomes. Donor

complications have been assessed primarily through single-center reports and

surveys that may underestimate the severity and prevalence of complications.

The most important complication is donor death. Although the exact risk is

unknown, the estimated risk of donor death is between 1/100 and 1/500. In

addition, nonfatal complications are reported in 10–20% of donors, the most

common of which is biliary problems. The most common biliary complication

is a bile leak from the cut surface of the liver followed by biliary strictures.

Other complications that may be seen in the donor, which are common with all

major abdominal surgeries, include blood transfusion, wound infection, small

bowel obstruction, and incisional hernia. However, the full spectrum and

incidence of complications will likely increase as the duration of follow-up in
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Fig. 12.5 Biliary complications in living donor and deceased donor recipients.
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living donors increases over time. The incidence and severity of complications

in donors must be considered as the greatest disadvantage of this procedure

and must be considered in the selection of recipients for this procedure.

The National Institutes of Health have recently initiated a multicenter pro-

spective trial that will prospectively measure donor (and recipient) outcomes

in a large cohort of patients. As discussed later, the results of this study, which

will be concluded in several years, will likely provide the most comprehensive

picture of donor problems related to this procedure.

The impact of hepatectomy on donor quality of life, one of the most

important outcomes of LDLT, has been assessed in several studies. These

reports are single-center outcomes in relatively small numbers of patients

(fewer than 100). In general, donors have been able to return to their predona-

tion employment about 10 weeks after surgery. Almost all donors have been

happy with their decision to donate. However, most donors experience mild

ongoing abdominal discomfort related to the surgery. A comprehensive evalu-

ation of the effects of the donor hepatectomy on donor quality of life awaits a

prospective study in a larger number of patients (see discussion later).

n THE FUTURE OF LDLT

During the rapid phase of growth of LDLT after 1997, some surgeons at large

LDLT programs projected that up to 50% of all transplants would be per-

formed using living donors and that this procedure could significantly reduce

the growing shortage of donor organs in the USA. However, the rapid phase of

growth of LDLT has not been sustained. Currently, living donors account for

close to 5% of all liver transplants, not 50%. In fact, the number of LDLTs in the

USA decreased from its peak of 518 in 2001 to 361 in 2002 and 321 in 2003. The

reasons for the decrease in the number of LDLTs are complex and not entirely

clear. One reason is related to concern over donor safety. Following the well-

publicized death of a living liver donor in 2001, some surgeons may have

simply decided that the risk to the donor outweighed any potential benefit for

the recipient and therefore decided not to perform the procedure. Another

possible explanation is that the initial rise in LDLTs performed between 1997

and 2001 could reflect a ‘‘backlog effect,’’ i.e. programs with large numbers of

patients listed for transplantation offered the procedure to all potential candi-

dates shortly after the procedure was recognized as a treatment option.

Thereafter, the number of cases decreased because most patients listed for

transplantation are not candidates for LDLT.

Perhaps the most important reason for the reduction in LDLTs is that only

a small fraction of patients listed for transplantation are able to undergo the

procedure. LDLT will likely remain an important, but limited, treatment
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option for selected patients with ESLD. Perhaps the best candidates for the

procedure will be patients who are otherwise ideal candidates for surgery with

a clear medical urgency for transplantation. Over time, we have found that two

types of patients are ideally suited for this procedure: patients with cholestatic

liver disease with rapid decompensation and patients with small hepatocellu-

lar carcinoma. The role of LDLT in the field of transplantation will largely be

determined by prospective assessment of outcomes of donors and recipients of

this procedure. These results are likely to be drawn from an ongoing study

funded through the National Institutes of Health. The adult-to-adult LDLT

(A2ALL) study is a prospective analysis of LDLT that began enrollment in 2004

and will objectively assess the impact of this procedure on donors and recipi-

ents including patient and graft survival, quality-of-life outcomes, and surgical

complications. The results of this study will be available in several years and

will likely provide a rational basis for the application of LDLT. Until that time,

clinicians should continue to use their clinical judgment and maintain a gen-

erally cautious approach toward this innovative surgical procedure.
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Fulminant Hepatic
Failure
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Michael A. Heneghan

n INTRODUCTION

Fulminant hepatic failure (FHF) describes a pattern of clinical symptoms

associated with abrupt arrest of normal hepatic function [1]. The defining

state is the presence of hepatic encephalopathy with coagulopathy and jaun-

dice. In many cases, the clinical picture is complicated by cerebral edema, renal

impairment, sepsis, and multiorgan failure.

Liver transplantation (LT) is an important treatment option in the man-

agement of severe liver failure and constitutes approximately 10% of liver

allograft usage in both the USA and Europe. However, the process of selecting

appropriate candidates for transplantation rather than relying on intensive

care management remains problematic. Prior to reaching a decision in favor

of surgery, physicians must be able to identify patients whose prognosis is

otherwise poor without operative intervention.

In this chapter we review the clinical and laboratory characteristics that are

associated with a poor prognosis in acute liver failure and that accordingly

serve as a basis for selecting patients for transplantation. We also consider

etiological and management issues including the steps to be taken by phys-

icians prior to the transplant center referral. The minutiae of the critical care of

such patients are beyond the scope of this chapter and only key concepts are

discussed in detail. The paradigm should, however, be early discussion refer-

ral and transfer of patients to the transplant center because the key to success-

ful management and outcome of acute liver failure is the maintenance of other

organ function such that the option of transplantation is preserved.
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n DEFINITIONS

The first effort to define FHF was by Trey and Davidson [2] (as part of a

surveillance study of liver damage after halothane anesthesia in the USA),

who described it as ‘‘a potentially reversible condition, the consequence of

severe liver injury, with the onset of hepatic encephalopathy within eight

weeks of the first symptoms and in the absence of pre-existing liver disease.’’

Within this group of patients are those that present unwell without any

symptoms referable to the liver and accordingly it causes difficulty in defining

the onset of illness. This definition primarily served to differentiate between

patients with true acute deterioration in hepatic failure and those with decom-

pensation or exacerbation of chronic liver disease.

Other definitions have categorized patients into two, and, more recently,

into three groups of liver failure [3,4]. These are based on the timing between

the development of jaundice and the onset of hepatic encephalopathy. All

definitions serve to subdivide patients into prognostic categories.

FHF as defined by Bernau et al. [3] is the development of hepatic encephal-

opathy within 2 weeks of the onset of jaundice, whereas subfulminant hepatic

failure is characterized by the development of hepatic encephalopathy between 2

and 12 weeks after the onset of jaundice. Time considerations have become clear

as important indicators of likely progress, and paradoxically groups of patients

with the most rapid onset of encephalopathy are those with the best chance of

spontaneous recovery. To account for this, an umbrella term of ‘‘acute liver

failure’’ has been proposed within which three categories exist [4]. Hyperacute

liver failure is used to describe those patients who develop encephalopathy

within 7 days of the onset of jaundice. Acute liver failure includes those with a

jaundice-to-encephalopathy time of 8 to 28, whereas subacute liver failure is

suggested to describe patients with a jaundice-to-encephalopathy time of 5 to 12

weeks. The majority of patients in the hyperacute liver failure group have acet-

aminophen poisoning but other common causes include acute hepatitis A and B

virus infections. Themajority of patientswithin the acute liver failure group have

viral hepatitis, whereas the bulk of patients in the subacute liver failure group

have non-A, non-B (seronegative) hepatitis. Table 13.1 summarizes the character-

istics of patients presentingwith each of the three categories of acute liver failure.

For the purpose of this discussion, all patients without preexisting liver

disease and who present with jaundice, encephalopathy, and coagulopathy

will be termed a fulminant hepatic failure.

n CAUSES OF FULMINANT HEPATIC FAILURE

The list of potential causes of FHF is long (Table 13.2). Although considerable

differences existed in the past pertaining to the etiology of hepatic failure
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based on geographical location [3–12], these differences have become less

pronounced. In a report from a workshop in the mid-1990s, viral hepatitis

accounted for 62% of all causes of acute liver failure in the USA, with hepa-

titis B being the most common agent [1]. In contrast, a recent publication from

the US Acute Liver Failure Study Group involving 17 centers identified acet-

aminophen toxicity as the most common apparent cause of FHF (39% of cases),

with idiosyncratic drug reactions accounting for a further 13% [11]. In contrast

to a decade earlier, viral hepatitis A and B combined were implicated in only

12% of cases, whereas 17% of cases of FHF were of indeterminate cause.

Hepatitis A virus as a cause of fulminant or subfulminant hepatic failure varies

from 13% in the UK to 50% in France and 90% in India [10]. Indeed, in the UK,

acetaminophen hepatotoxicity accounted for approximately 70% of all FHF in

the 1980s and 1990s [4,5]. However, legislation restricting analgesic pack sizes

introduced in September 1998 has changed the pattern of deaths by suicidal

overdose with acetaminophen, salicylates, and ibuprofen [12]. Concurrently,

the numbers of patients admitted to liver units, listed for LT, and undergoing

transplantation for acetaminophen hepatotoxicity have all fallen [12]. Suicidal

deaths from acetaminophen and salicylates were reduced by 22% in the year

after the change in legislation, and this reduction persisted in the next 2 years.

Liver unit admissions and liver transplants for acetaminophen hepatotoxicity

were reduced by around 30% in the 4 years after the legislation. Numbers of

acetaminophen and salicylate tablets consumed in nonfatal overdoses were

reduced in the 3 years after the legislation. Large overdoses were reduced by

20% (9–29%) for acetaminophen and by 39% (14–57%) for salicylates in the

Table 13.1 Characteristics of Subgroups and Etiology of Liver Failure in Patients with Acute
Liver Failure Classified According to O’Grady et al. (1993)

Hyperacute Liver Failure Acute Liver Failure Subacute Liver Failure

Encephalopathy Yes Yes Yes

Duration of jaundice (days) 0–7 8–28 29–84

Cerebral edema Common Common Rare

Prothrombin time Prolonged Prolonged Least prolonged

Bilirubin Least raised Raised as subacute Raised as acute

Prognosis Moderate Poor Poor

Acetaminophen Common Never Never

Hepatitis A Common Common Rare

Hepatitis B Common Common Rare

NANB hepatitis Rare Common Common

Idiosyncratic drug reaction Common Common Rare
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second and third years after the legislation. Ibuprofen overdoses increased

after the legislation, but with little or no effect on deaths [12].

Currently, there are over 200 formulations containing acetaminophen in

the USA. With increasing acetaminophen use, higher rates of morbidity and

mortality have been seen in patients with accidental overdose than in patients

Table 13.2 Etiology of Acute Liver Failure

Etiology Frequency

Viral hepatitis

A/B, B with D superinfection Common in developed world

C Rare

E Common in endemic areas especially in

pregnant women

NANB Common cause of acute and subacute

liver failure

Herpesviruses 1, 2, and 6 Rare except in immunocompromise

Varicella-zoster Rare except in immunocompromise

CMV/EBV/adenovirus Rare except in immunocompromise

Hemorrhagic fever viruses Rare

Drugs

Acetaminophen Common

Isoniazid, ketoconazole, tetracycline,

cocaine, phenytoin, valproate, carba

mazepine, halothane, nonsteroidal

anti-inflammatory agents

Relatively common

Herbal remedies

Germander/chaparal/Jin bu huan Increasingly common

Others

Veno-occlusive disease/Budd–Chiari Common

Wilson’s disease Rare

Pregnancy-related liver disease

Acute fatty liver/HELLP/liver

rupture

Rare

Circulatory failure/ischemic hepatitis Rare if less than 50 years old

Amanita phalloides Rare

Malignancy/leukemia Rare

Heatstroke Rare
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who attempted suicide, even though the latter group had ingested more acet-

aminophen [11,13]. This is accounted for by higher frequency of chronic alcohol

abuse, starvation, or by concomitant ingestion of other enzyme-inducing drugs

such as phenytoin, carbamazepine, primidone, phenobarbital, rifampicin, and

isoniazid [13,14]. Hepatitis C virus rarely causes acute hepatitis in the devel-

opedworld [7,15] but has been reported in asmany as 50%of patientswith acute

liver failure in some series from Japan and Taiwan [6,8]. In contrast, hepatitis E

virus as a cause of FHF is common in subtropical areas, especially in pregnant

women, where it is associated with high mortality.

n MANAGEMENT OF FULMINANT HEPATIC FAILURE

Severe FHF once established follows a predictable course. For this reason, it is

appropriate to consider in advance treatment options in such patients. The

principles of management of FHF include:

1. Recognition of the tempo of liver failure with attention to the rapidity of

onset of encephalopathy from the appearance of jaundice.

2. Establishment of likely etiology (history, physical examination, laboratory

studies, radiology).

3. Institution of antidotes where appropriate.

4. Early discussion with the transplant center.

5. Anticipation and prevention of complications of FHF or aggressive treat-

ment (acidosis, renal failure, sepsis, cerebral edema, circulatory failure)

where established.

6. Institution of organ support (ventilatory, renal replacement therapy (RRT),

inotropes, bioartificial liver/extracorporeal liver assist device (ELAD)).

7. Early consideration of transplantation (orthotopic auxiliary, living donor).

n MAKING THE DIAGNOSIS

There is no substitute for a detailed clinical history from the patient, a close

relative, or a friend. This should include history of recent surgery, prescribed

drug intake, transfusions, extent of alcohol intake, recreational drug ingestions

(e.g. amphetamines, cocaine), family history, travel history, sexual practice,

and exposure to jaundice. Issues such as the premorbid personality should be

also discussed as some patients may not be appropriate transplant candidates

based on a history of severe psychiatric disease or multiple previous suicidal

attempts. In one recent series, over 25% of potential candidates fulfilling

transplant criteria for FHF were denied based on past psychiatric history

alone [16].
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Treatment of FHF for the most part follows general supportive care

guidelines, but notable exceptions occur especially in patients whose disease

results from specific hepatotoxic insults. The use of antidotes is pertinent in

patients with acetaminophen or carbon tetrachloride (CCl4) poisoning in

whom even late administration of N-acetylcysteine (NAC) is potentially life-

saving [17].

In patients who have consumed the wild death cap mushroom Amanita

phalloides, penicillin and silibinin may prevent death [18]. Such patients present

with marked muscarinic symptoms followed by a period of wellness and

subsequent FHF. Transplantation may be the only option if diagnosis and

treatment is delayed beyond 12 h of ingestion. The use of NAC may be

potentially useful in other cases of fulminant hepatic liver failure, where its

benefit arises not from donation of sulfur groups but rather from its antioxi-

dant effects, which prevent the inflammatory response initiated by oxidative

damage, and by improvement in microcirculatory blood flow through restor-

ation of normal vascular responsiveness to endothelial-derived relaxing factor.

This concept has been the source of recent dispute [19,20].

Syndromes causing FHF that merit further attention include FHF occur-

ring in the context of pregnancy. Liver dysfunction, especially prolongation of

the prothrombin time (PT), should trigger expeditious delivery in all cases

irrespective of etiology (hypertension-related liver disease, HELLP syndrome,

acute fatty liver of pregnancy) [21]. A trial of labor per vaginum can be

attempted in selected cases that have no evidence of encephalopathy. In

general, the paradigm of management should be parenteral steroid adminis-

tration to aid maturation of the fetal lung followed by early delivery. Severe

unrecognized liver disease may be present and delay in delivery can result in

catastrophic consequences including hepatic infarction, subcapsular hema-

toma, liver rupture, and death. Successful LT has been carried out for FHF

occurring in this setting.

In any patient who presents with a marked transaminitis and coagulopa-

thy, it is important also to consider whether or not patients might be presenting

with FHF of unusual cause. In some situations such as an acute presentation of

Wilson’s disease, prognosis without LT is dismal and a high index of suspicion

should be present among young adults with FHF of unknown cause with

Coomb’s negative hemolytic anemia [22]. Although Kayser–Fleischer rings

representing copper deposition in Descemet’s membrane of the cornea are

associated with the condition, they are not pathognomonic and absence thereof

should not preclude diagnosis and transplantation. Other useful clues to the

diagnosis may be the presence of an elevated serum bilirubin concentration

that is out of proportion compared with other hepatic enzymes, a low normal

alkaline phosphatase, moderate transaminitis, and a low uric acid level (result-

ing from a renal tubular defect from copper accumulation).
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In contrast to acute presentation of Wilson’s disease where LT is appro-

priate, patients who demonstrate an unusual presentation of other disease

processes need to be carefully excluded from transplantation. This includes

etiologies such as infiltrative liver disease from acute leukemia, lymphoma,

breast carcinoma, melanoma, or oat cell tumors of the lung [23]. Other etiolo-

gies that preclude transplantation include ischemic/hypoxic hepatitis and

liver failure occurring in the setting of severe sepsis [24].

n PROGNOSIS WITHOUT LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

In considering further management of these patients, particularly those with

grade III or IV coma, specific factors need to be examined in relation to listing

for transplantation. Several criteria have beendefined, but the commonest in use

(King’s College Hospital (KCH) and Clichy criteria) are outlined in Tables 13.3

and 13.4, respectively [3,5]. Both sets of criteria offer specificity of 90% in

Table 13.3 Criteria Adapted for Identifying Patients Who Are Considered for
Transplantation in King’s College Hospital, London (King’s criteria), see O’Grady
et al. (1989) [5]

Acetaminophen

pH <7.30 (irrespective of encephalopathy grade after volume resuscitation)

or

PT >100 s (INR >6.5) þ serum creatinine >300mmol=L

if in grade III or IV coma

Nonacetaminophen

PT >100 s (INR >6.5) (irrespective of encephalopathy grade)

or

Any three of the following (irrespective of encephalopathy grade):

1. Etiology (NANB/indeterminate hepatitis/halothane/drug reaction)

2. Age <10 or >40 years.

3. Jaundice-to-encephalopathy interval >7 days.

4. PT >50 s (INR >3.5)

5. Serum bilirubin >300 mmol=L

Wilson’s disease

Encephalopathy alone in patient with FHF

Budd–Chiari syndrome

Encephalopathy and renal failure in patient with FHF
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predictingmortality from FHF. Other authors have suggested that LT should be

tentativelyoffered toallpatientswhohavegradeIIIor IVencephalopathy,but the

decision to proceed to transplant should be deferred until an organ is identified

for that patient [25]. An alternative proposal suggests performing volumetric

computed tomography (CT) among patients in whom doubt exists and trans-

planting all patients whose liver volume is less than 700 ml; repeating CT exam-

inations and observation of patientswith a volume between 700 and 900 ml; and

not transplanting patients whose liver volume is greater than 900 ml [25]. The

latter two concepts have not been subjected to rigorous prospective evaluation.

The difficulty with most currently applied criteria is that they fail to

predict those patients who do not need LT. Blood lactate levels may reflect

both hepatic dysfunction and the degree of tissue oxygenation in patients with

FHF [26]. Threshold values that best identified individuals likely to die with-

out transplantation were derived from a retrospective initial sample of 103

patients with acetaminophen-induced FHF and applied to a prospective val-

idation sample of 107 patients. Predictive value and speed of identification

were compared with those of KCH criteria. In the initial sample, median lactate

concentration was significantly higher in nonsurviving patients than in sur-

vivors both in the early samples (8.5 vs. 1.4 mmol/L, P < 0.0001) and after

fluid resuscitation (5.5 vs. 1.3 mmol/L, P < 0.0001). A threshold value of

3.5 mmol/L applied to the validation sample early after admission had sensi-

tivity of 67%, specificity of 95%, positive likelihood ratio of 13, and negative

likelihood ratio of 0.35. Combined early and postresuscitation lactate concen-

trations had similar predictive ability to KCH criteria but identified nonsurviv-

ing patients earlier in the clinical course. Addition of postresuscitation lactate

concentration to KCH criteria increased sensitivity from 76% to 91% and

lowered negative likelihood ratio from 0.25 to 0.10. Therefore, arterial blood

lactate measurement rapidly and accurately identifies patients who will die

from acetaminophen-induced FHF and its use could improve the speed and

accuracy of selection of appropriate candidates for transplantation.

n MANAGEMENT ISSUES

Given the general lack of treatments of certain efficacy, except in those cases in

which an antidote can be administered, the most fitting place for management

Table 13.4 Clichy Criteria for Listing for Orthotopic Liver
Transplantation Proposed by Bernau et al. (1986) [3]

Age <30 years Confusion or coma þ factor V level <20%

Age >30 years Confusion or coma þ factor V level <30%
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of the patient with FHF is the intensive care unit (ICU). Although criteria for

admission to intensive care facilities differ from center to center, any patient

with altered mental status in conjunction with a prolongation in PT should be

managed in this setting on the basis that further deterioration is likely and may

occur precipitously, and that the development of complications may be pre-

empted by early recognition of other organ system dysfunction. The issues of

greatest import in the management of patients with FHF are discussed further.

General Considerations

All patients should have a urinary catheter inserted, cardiac monitoring insti-

tuted, and a triple lumen central venous catheter inserted. Themost appropriate

routes of venous access are the internal jugular and femoral vein approaches. In

patients with severe coagulopathy, the subclavian vein should be avoided. In

most instances, an arterial line for hemodynamic monitoring and blood sam-

pling shouldbe inserted andSwan–Ganzpulmonary arterypressuremonitoring

should be undertaken in anypatient inwhomarterial hypotension exists and/or

urine output is poor. Intubation and ventilation should be considered early in

any patient with grade III or IV encephalopathy. Despite profound coagulopa-

thy, bleeding is rarely a problem in patients with FHF and fresh frozen plasma

should only be given if active bleeding occurs. The foremost difficulty in treating

coagulopathy is that it disallows interpretationof thePTasaprognostic indicator

especially in patients with acetaminophen-induced FHF. In contrast, platelet

infusions are appropriate in the setting of thrombocytopenia and severe

coagulopathy for all procedures.

Intracranial Hypertension

Cerebral edema leading to intracranial hypertension occurs in between 50%

and 80% of patients with severe FHF (grade III or IV coma) in whom it is a

leading cause of death. Customary measures include placement of the patient

in a quiet area with the head elevated at 10–208 above the horizontal. In

general, sedation of any kind should be avoided in the early stages of coma.

Assisted ventilation should be undertaken in all patients with grade III or IV

coma. Gagging, fevers, seizures, arterial hypertension, agitation, head turning,

and endotracheal suction are all associated with elevations in intracranial

pressure (ICP) and should be avoided. Although paralysis may be needed if

patients are particularly difficult to ventilate or if severe hypoxia exists, para-

lyzing agents should be avoided as seizure activity may be masked.

Invasive monitoring of cerebral pressure using the Camino fiber-optic

catheter tip system is used most commonly used in patients with FHF, and if

aggressive correction of coagulopathy and thrombocytopenia is carried out
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prior to insertion of the extradural monitor, its use is associated with few

complications. In most centers including our own, it is inserted in patients

who have developed pupillary abnormalities or in patients with grade III/IV

coma who are to undergo transplantation. When used in conjunction with

jugular venous bulb oxygen saturation measurement, it allows accurate assess-

ment of cerebral perfusion and oxygenation.

The goals of management should be to maintain cerebral perfusion pres-

sure (CPP) greater than 40 mmHg and mean arterial pressure >60 mmHg. In

many centers, a CPP of less than 40 mmHg for 2 successive hours is a contra-

indication to transplantation, although frequent successes have been reported

in patients with CPP below this level for longer periods of time. Surges in ICP

above 20 mmHg for greater than 5 min or pupillary changes should be treated

with mannitol given as a bolus over 30 min (0.5–1.0 g/kg, 20% solution) [27].

A recent novel approach to the management of elevated ICP in FHF is the

establishment of moderate hypothermia (in keeping with the principles of

neurosurgical management of cerebral trauma victims); however, these prom-

ising observations need confirmation prospectively [28].

Close attention should also be paid to serum electrolytes such as

magnesium, calcium, and sodium. In a recent randomized controlled trial,

the effect of induced hypernatremia to maintain serum sodium concentrations

of 145–155 mmol/L using 30% hypertonic saline was examined [29]. In pa-

tients randomized to hypertonic saline, norepinephrine dose requirement was

less and ICP decreased significantly relative to baseline over the first 24 h.

Moreover, the incidence of intracranial hypertension, defined as a sustained

increase in ICP to a level of 25 mmHg or greater, was significantly higher in the

control group. The objectives of therapy in all cases are to avoid cerebral

herniation and the occurrence of fixed dilated pupils on examination.

Circulatory Disturbance

Patients with FHF typically have poor oral intake prior to hospitalization and

are dehydrated and hemoconcentrated. Paradoxically, vasodilatation and ca-

pillary leak may also be present as a result of Gram-negative sepsis and

cytokine release from liver necrosis. Additionally, increased muscle tone and

a stress response results in release of epinephrine [27]. The clinical situation is

usually one of volume depletion and hypotension in a patient with warm

peripheries and tachycardia. The principles of management relate to volume

resuscitation with colloid while avoiding high arterial pressure associated with

the development of cerebral edema. A pulmonary capillary wedge pressure of

12–14 mmHg is desirable.

The hypotension observed in FHF is frequently seen in association with a

reduction in systemic vascular resistance and a hyperdynamic circulation. If
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pulmonary artery pressures remain low, vascular filling is required and if it

persists despite this, fungal or bacterial sepsis should be suspected and treated

prophylactically. If arterial hypotension persists and urine output is low,

norepinephrine may be required to restore arterial pressure. Prostacyclin, a

microcirculatory vasodilator, causes a fall in systemic vascular resistance but

mean arterial pressure is maintained by virtue of significant increases in

cardiac output. Prostacyclin use results also in an increase in both oxygen

delivery and oxygen consumption, suggesting a marked tissue oxygen debt

exists in patients with FHF. NAC also results in improving cardiac output and

oxygen delivery in FHF [19].

Metabolic and Renal Disturbance

Hypoglycemia occurs early in the clinical course of FHF and results from

impaired gluconeogenesis, an inability to mobilize glycogen stores, and an

increase in circulating insulin. Blood glucose levels should be monitored

every 4–6 h in patients with FHF and the blood sugar concentration main-

tained using 10% and 20% dextrose solutions. Patients with FHF should also be

fed via the enteral route if possible: nasogastric feeding is appropriate in

ventilated patients. Hypophosphatemia and hypomagnesemia are seen in

those who maintain urine output.

Metabolic acidosis is a frequent finding in FHF. Although originally at-

tributed to liver dysfunction and impaired lactate metabolism, it has been

established that much of the acidosis is related to the presence of tissue

hypoxia and increased peripheral lactate production. RRT may be appropriate

in this situation even prior to the development of renal failure.

Renal failure (urine output <300 ml/24 h) occurs in up to 70% of severe

acetaminophen-induced FHF and 30% of FHF from other causes [5,27], with

sepsis, hypovolemia, and reduced intravascular filling important contributory

factors in its development. Initial management should consist of aggressive

volume loading and if oliguria persists ‘‘renal dose’’ dopamine can be insti-

tuted. If no effect occurs, intravenous furosemide infusion may be tried.

However, it is unlikely that any of these approaches will be successful in the

anuric patient, and this should prompt early consideration of RRT.

RRT of some form should be instituted if acidosis, fluid overload, hyper-

kalemia, or a rising creatinine develops. Access should be achieved via a

double-lumen catheter. Continuous venovenous hemodiafiltration (CVVHD)

or high-volume hemofiltration are the most appropriate forms of RRT. Inter-

mittent hemodialysis should be avoided, as significant hypotension frequently

accompanies hemodialysis and critical falls in CPP is detrimental in these cases

[27]. An important concept in the management of FHF is the observation that

acute liver failure and septic shock share many clinical features, including
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hyperdynamic cardiovascular collapse. Adrenal insufficiency may result in a

similar cardiovascular syndrome. In septic shock, adrenal insufficiency, de-

fined using the short synacthen test (SST), is associated with hemodynamic

instability and poor outcome. Abnormal SSTs have been reported in 62% of

patients with FHF [30]. Those who required norepinephrine for blood pressure

support had a significantly lower cortisol increment following synacthen com-

pared with patients who did not. Moreover, increment and peak cortisol

concentrations following SST were lower in patients who required ventilation

for the management of encephalopathy. In addition, increment was signifi-

cantly lower in those who fulfilled liver transplant criteria or who died com-

pared with those who survived.

Sepsis

Severe immunocompromise typically accompanies FHF, and prevention of

infection is a major goal in the management of such patients. Daily blood

cultures should be drawn in all cases. In prospective studies, typical markers

of infection such as fever and leukocytosis are frequently absent in these

patients even in the presence of positive blood cultures [31]. In the same

study in whom 80% of all patients had an organism identified, a further 10%

had suspected infection without positive cultures. The commonest sites of

infection in patients with FHF are chest, urinary tract, sites of cannulae, and

intravenous lines. Infection occurs early in the clinical course but also accounts

for approximately 25% of late deaths in patients with FHF [31]. The commonest

organisms identified are Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli, whereas

Pseudomonas aeruginosa is commonly isolated from culture after prolonged

intensive care stay.

Fungal sepsis may be identified in up to one-third of patients with FHF

[32]. Candida albicans is the commonest organism identified and invariably

occurs concomitantly with bacterial infection [32]. Change in clinical status

should result in collection of culture materials from all body fluids and close

attention to antimicrobial cover. The use of prophylactic antibiotics is contro-

versial and their institution should probably be deferred until clinically indi-

cated. However, a recent study of 227 consecutive patients with stage I–II

encephalopathy prospectively enrolled in the US Acute Liver Failure Study

Group examined the role of infection as a factor in progression of encephalop-

athy [33]. On multivariate analysis, acquisition of infection during stage I–II

encephalopathy was a predictive factor for worsening encephalopathy in

patients with acetaminophen-induced FHF. In patients who progressed to

deep encephalopathy, the first confirmed infection preceded progression in

15/19 acetaminophen patients and in 12/23 nonacetaminophen patients. In

patients who did not demonstrate positive microbiologic cultures, a higher
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number of components of the systemic inflammatory response syndrome

(SIRS) at admission was associated with more frequent worsening of enceph-

alopathy. The use of prophylactic antibiotics in these patients and the mech-

anisms by which infection triggers hepatic encephalopathy clearly requires

further investigation. If prophylaxis is to be administered, ceftazidime with

dicloxacillin is probably the most appropriate antibiotic cover [34], although

gut decontamination has not been found to add extra benefit to treatment

regimens [34].

n ORTHOTOPIC, AUXILIARY, AND LIVING-RELATED TRANSPLANTATION

IN FHF

Apart from the conventional techniques of orthotopic liver transplant proced-

ures utilized for treatment of FHF, some novel approaches to liver replacement

therapy have occurred as a result of organ shortage. These include auxiliary LT

whereby a lobe of liver from the patient with FHF is removed and replaced

with a cadaveric lobe [35]. Following transplantation, immunosuppression is

instituted in a similar fashion as for a conventional liver transplant recipient.

Over subsequent months, the native liver regenerates and when normal liver

function has recovered, immunosuppression is withdrawn to facilitate regen-

eration of the native liver and atrophy of the transplanted lobe. The goal of this

type of surgery is to enable the transplant recipient to have a life free of

immunosuppression.

An alternative approach has been living donor LT of either the

complete right or the left hepatic lobes in adult patients, and left lateral

segments (segments 2 and 3 of the left hepatic lobe) in children [36,37]. In

general, 1-year patient survival for patients transplanted for FHF is approxi-

mately 65% irrespective of the type of liver graft utilized. A recent review of

the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) liver transplant database from

1990 to 2002 identified 15% of transplant recipients with FHF having a drug

implicated as the etiology of their acute liver failure at the time of liver

transplant during the study period [38]. One-year patient and graft survival

for the entire cohort was 77% and 71%, respectively. These results reflect the

severity of the disease process pretransplant. Where median waiting times for

organs are short, actuarial 1-year survival can approach 95% [39]. These

survival data reiterate the value of early referral and transfer.

n STEPS IN REFERRAL PRIOR TO TRANSFER

Criteria to define which patients with FHF should be transferred from non-

transplant to transplant centers are unclear, but the keys to survival are early
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contact, frequent discussion with the transplant center, early initiation of

intensive care management, and early transfer if appropriate. With this in

mind, all patients with encephalopathy of any grade, acidosis, prolonged PT,

rising creatinine, and rising bilirubin should be discussed with the transplant

center. Indeed, the absence of encephalopathy should not discourage contact.

A further issue to clarify at an early point in discussions is the preferred

transplant center of the patient’s insurance carrier, as this will avoid redupli-

cation of effort. Referral should not be delayed while a diagnosis is being

sought, the label of FHF being sufficient to warrant discussion regarding

transfer to the transplant center.

Although delay may exist on the part of the transplant center, it is usually

in the context of arranging accommodation, and communication should

continue by frequent phone contact. In the interval between referral and

transfer, key pieces of data can be obtained such as blood group, HIV

status, hepatitis serology, acetaminophen levels, ultrasound examination of

the liver, and past medical and psychiatric history. In contrast to patients

with chronic liver disease, the need for urgent clarification on these issues is

vital. Table 13.5 summarizes the appropriate steps in referral. Contraindication

to transplantation does not preclude transfer. Undeniably, greater resources

can be made available to FHF patients in a transplant center than in smaller

hospitals where management of this complex metabolic disturbance is not

commonplace.

n ROLE OF ARTIFICIAL LIVER SUPPORT

In the same way that RRT is life-saving among patients with acute renal

failure, it is certain that a proportion of patients could recover fully from the

syndrome of FHF if supported through the period of extreme organ dysfunc-

tion and physiological stress. This could alter the role or need for LT for this

disease, allowing regeneration of the damaged liver and recovery of hepato-

cyte function. With this goal in mind, several systems that show considerable

promise including the bioartificial liver (BAL) and the ELAD exist [40–43]. The

HepatAssist liver support system is an extracorporeal porcine hepatocyte-

based BAL [42]. In a prospective, randomized, controlled, multicenter trial in

patients with severe acute liver failure, a total of 171 patients were enrolled.

Although there was no statistically significant difference in survival at 30 days

between BAL-treated versus control patients for the complete patient cohort,

subgroup analysis identified the group of patients with fulminant or sub-FHF

as being more likely to benefit from therapy [42]. The molecular adsorbent

recirculating system (MARS) is an emerging option for patients with liver

failure, which encompasses a cell-free, albumin dialysis device that enables
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the removal of albumin-bound substances. The proponents of albumin dialysis

postulate that substances such as bilirubin and bile acids, metabolites of

aromatic amino acids, fatty acids, and cytokines that may be responsible for

some of the systemic manifestations of FHF and might offer either a bridge to

transplant or an alternative treatment choice. Despite positive results from

Table 13.5 Steps in Referral of Patients to a Liver Transplant Center

Step I Determine the following:

A. The presence of fulminant to hepatic failure.

B. Detailed history.

C. Laboratory studies (HIV test, ABO blood group, syphilis, acetaminophen level, etc.).

D. Radiographic investigation (chest films and liver ultrasound).

E. Orders for daily blood cultures.

Step II

A. Discuss possibility of liver transplantation with patient and family.

B. Identify social support network.

Step III

A. Contact the patient’s insurance carrier.

B. Identify the preferred transplant center.

Step IV

A. Contact the transplant team.

B. Inform transplant team of patient’s clinical status.

Step V

A. Determine means of transportation with the transplant team (air/ground).

B. Provide transplant team with contact names and numbers (medical/family).

Step VI

A. Inform the patient and family of the travel arrangements.

B. Assemble records (history/laboratory data/X-rays) for transfer.

C. Designate physician family member to travel with patient.

Step VII

A. Designate physician and nurse to travel with patient.

B. Assemble adequate resuscitation equipment, fluids, and drugs for transfer.

C. Anticipate potential complications during transfer.

D. Inform transplant center of departure and anticipated arrival time.
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nonrandomized trials and case reports, a recent meta-analysis suggests that

MARS treatment does not appear to reduce mortality for patients either with

FHF or in patients with acute-on-chronic liver failure compared with standard

medical treatment [43]. The goal, however, will be to provide a device with

longer-term capabilities.
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n THE DONOR LIVER

Immediate function of a transplanted liver is essential. Unlike in kidney,

pancreas, or, to some extent, heart transplantation, there is no effective artifi-

cial support for a hepatic patient in the event of graft failure. Without rapid

restoration of hepatic function, death from bleeding or cerebral edema gener-

ally ensues within 72 h. However, improvements in knowledge of liver phy-

siopathology and the adoption of a new methodology in intensive care unit

management have led to progressive improvements in the treatment of pa-

tients with liver failure after liver transplantation (LT) [1]. Recovery after LT,

indeed, presents a variety of patterns of evolution ranging from early and

complete function of the graft to complete absence of liver function, which

can lead to patient death when retransplantation is not performed. Although

less frequent than for other organs, such as the kidney, primary graft nonfunc-

tion (PNF), defined as non-life-sustaining function of the liver graft, leads

to death or retransplantation within 7 days [2,3]. Delayed graft function

(DGF) defined as impaired liver function responding to support therapy [4]

still occurs in some recipients.

One of the known causes of PNF or DGF is poor organ quality at the time

of LT, which can depend on the condition of the donor, cold-ischemia time,

and the organ preservation method [4]. The development of perfusion preser-

vation solutions has reduced liver damage related to the harvest/storage

procedure. The Euro-Collins solution has been replaced by better preservation

solutions such as the histidine–tryptofan–ketoglutarate solution (HTK), Uni-

versity of Wisconsin, or Celsior solutions [5,6] with these newer solutions. Cold

storage of the liver explant can be extended up to 12–24 h, allowing for better

organ allocation and recipient preparation [3].
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Donor Selection

Determining the quality of the donor liver in a heart-beating cadaver

remains imprecise; careful attention to the circumstances of the donor’s death

and the function and morphological characteristics of the organ prior to

harvest is critical [7]. The ideal donor can be described as 50 years old or

younger; without hepatobiliary disease; with hemodynamic and respiratory

stability (systolic blood pressure >100 mmHg and central venous pressure

>5 cm H2O); with acceptable PO2 and hemoglobin level; without severe ab-

dominal trauma, systemic infection, hypernatremia, or cancer; with diuresis

>50 mL/h and normal creatinine; and with low requirement of inotropic

drugs. However, this ideal donor is far from the norm and many potential

donors are older than 60 years, hemodynamically unstable, and have been

treated in the intensive care unit for more than 5 days [8]. In the University

Hospital of Zurich more than two-thirds of the cadaveric liver grafts are from

marginal donors.

The increase in number of liver transplant candidates and the dramatic rise

in waiting list mortality have led to the adoption of a more aggressive ap-

proach to organ recruitment, introducing a greater potential risk for post-

operative graft dysfunction. Although there is a large body of evidence to

show that older donors and fatty livers significantly increase the incidence of

PNF or initial poor function of the hepatic allograft, the present donor shortage

has encouraged the use of marginal livers and grafts from elderly donors [9].

Abnormal liver test function, long stay in the intensive care unit, hemody-

namic instability (prolonged hypoxia or hypotension), donor age over 65 years

old, and steatosis are no longer absolute contraindications for organ retrieval

[8,9]. Moreover, the progressive expansion of liver-splitting techniques has

introduced additional new variables relative to longer harvesting times and

parenchymal handling that may influence postoperative graft recovery.

No single parameter defines the acceptability of a donor for organ harvest,

donor livers are usually discarded when there is a combination of factors that

predicts poor function [9]. The decision to accept or reject a donor liver also

must take into consideration the severity of the recipient disease and the

urgency of the donor organ. Personal inspection of the liver and histological

examination of a liver biopsy performed by an experienced transplant surgeon

and pathologist can be very helpful in reaching a decision.

Matching Donor and Recipient

Only donor and recipient ABO types are usually matched according to the

standard rules. An additional issue is that of size compatibility. Smaller organs

are easily adapted to a large recipient but the opposite is not true. Size

reduction of an adult liver or the use of segments was initially implemented
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only to overcome the need for size-matched grafts in pediatric recipients.

Usually segments 2 and 3 or the left hemiliver are used, allowing up to 1/10

weight mismatch between the donor and the recipient weight. The remaining

liver was discarded and this procedure led to a shift in donor organs from

adults to children. Therefore, living-related LT was introduced as a logical

extension of reduced-size and segmental LT [10].

As a next step, split LT was implemented [11,12]. This technique allows a

whole liver to be divided into two allografts and therefore the total number of

grafts to be increased. However, the incidence of vascular and biliary compli-

cations, as well as PNF rates, was higher than after whole organ transplant-

ation. The reason is that splitting of the liver is a time-consuming procedure

usually associated with a longer cold-ischemia time and with the risk of some

rewarming. Thus, selection of high-quality organs and low-risk recipients is

mandatory. Although this procedure could dramatically shorten the waiting

list for transplantation, it can be performed in only a small proportion of

‘‘optimal’’ livers (15–20%). Splitting the liver in situ and carefully transecting

the bile duct for the left liver or the left lateral segment close to the parenchyma

without damaging the vasculature of the right bile duct usually help to reduce

cold-ischemia time and prevent biliary complications [13]. Liver transplant-

ation of two adults using a split-liver graft has been also performed [11].

A small recipient must be selected for the left hemiliver since only grafts

with more than 1% of the liver volume/recipient body weight ratio or more

than 40% of the native liver volume are considered sufficient. The transplant-

ing of less than 1% can be dangerous and could render an elective patient a

highly urgent retransplantation. Therefore, such a procedure must be consid-

ered very carefully and carried out only in centers with experience in major

liver surgery as well as segmental graft LT. The right hemiliver of a living-

related adult donor has been also increasingly used over the past few years

[14]. This offers an optimal graft with controlled ischemia times, but this

strategy is associated with significant risk for the living donor [15].

The Procurement

The procurement of the liver should be performed by an experienced surgeon,

with particular care taken to optimize organ viability of the heart-beating

cadaver. Cardiovascular and respiratory instability is suggested by the neces-

sity for vasopressor support, poor blood gas values, or other adverse findings

familiar to intensive care physicians. If such donors are unstable or if the heart

stops beating before the patient has been transferred to the operating room, the

kidney might be the only suitable organ for transplantation. However, most

brain death donors can be maintained and improved with conventional inten-

sive therapy and then an attempt can be made to coordinate the needs of
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surgeons who perform transplantation to allow multiple cadaveric organ

procurement. Adequate management of the donor prior to and during the

harvesting is very important to achieve immediate hepatic function after LT.

The surgeon must be aware of common problems of resuscitation including

excessive use of vasopressor drugs, prolonged acidosis, hypoperfusion from

hypovolemia, persistent anemia, and uncorrected hypernatremia.

A flexible procedure for multiple cadaveric organ procurement should

allow excision of various organ combinations without jeopardy to any of the

individual grafts. The guiding principle is to avoid warm ischemia of any

potential graft. This is achieved by carefully timed and controlled infusion of

cold solutions into anatomic regions, the limits of which are defined by pre-

liminary meticulous surgical dissection.

Removal of thoracoabdominal organs must be coordinated with the

abdominal team. The organ procurement is generally performed through a

midline incision from jugular notch to pubis including median sternotomy.

The long incision provides good exposure for removal of the heart, lungs,

kidneys, pancreas, small bowel, and the liver. The liver is inspected to be

sure that its color and texture are normal. Anomalies are looked for, of

which arteries to the left liver from the left gastric artery or to the right liver

from the superior mesenteric artery are the most frequent. Failure to complete

the arterial revascularization of the graft due to unrecognized aberrant arterial

supply is poorly tolerated after cold storage, leading to PNF or acute biliary

problems in the recipient.

Complete mobilization of the liver is not required as for a liver resection

since a part of the diaphragm in contact with the liver is also resected. The

retroperitoneal space is entered by incising the peritoneal reflection of the

ascending colon, cecum, and distal part of the small intestine. The distal part

of the cava and aorta are dissected free and encircled. The inferior mesenteric

vein is ligated and a cannula is placed up to the main portal vein. The left

triangular ligament of the liver may be incised and the upper part of the

abdominal aorta is encircled just above the origin of the celiac axis (Fig. 14.1).

Additional cannulas are placed in the distal part of the aorta and the inferior

vena cava. The clamped aortic and portal cannulas are attached to an air-free

infusion system through which chilled preservation infusion can later be

infused. The clamped vena cava cannula is attached to tubing that leads to a

bleeding bag on the floor. When all the teams involved in the harvesting are

ready to proceed with the procurement, the aorta is cross-clamped (Fig. 14.1).

The cannulas of the portal vein and inferior aorta containing the chilled

preservation solution are immediately open to perfuse intraabdominal organs.

The effluent is drained out through the inferior vena cava cannula to the bag

on the floor. The right atrium is also opened as an extra precaution against

overdistention of the liver. Anesthesiologist support is stopped. Topical ice
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slush is rapidly applied on the abdominal organs. The gallbladder is incised

and bile washed out in order to prevent autolysis of the mucosa of the biliary

tract. Hepatic extirpation is performed after removal of heart and lungs and

before pancreas and kidneys harvesting.

The hepatogastric ligament is divided. Care must be taken to prevent

hepatic artery injury or portal vein transection when simultaneous pancreas

harvesting is performed. The vena cava is transected below and above the liver

with the surrounding cuff of the diaphragm. Particular care should be taken

to prevent caval injury during cardiac retrieval. Finally, a portion of the aorta

including the celiac axis and the initial part of the superior mesenteric artery is

resected en block to complete the removal of the washed-out liver. Both iliac

arteries and veins are harvested systematically in case that vascular recon-

struction is required.

Chilled cardioplegia
solution through
ascending aorta

Supraceliac
cross-clamp

UW through
splenic vein
or inferior
mesenteric vein

UW through
terminal aorta

Fig. 14.1 Schema of the donor procedure showing the placement of the cannulas for
perfusion during multiorganic procurement.
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n THE RECIPIENT OPERATION

Few surgical procedures require the same fastidious attention to technical

details that is necessary in LT. Technical errors translate directly into poor

liver function or infectious or biliary complications. Thus, transplantation

should be performed only by surgeons proficient in the procedure. In addition,

the operative environment should include experienced nursing and ancillary

support. Intraoperative management by a knowledgeable anesthesiologist

with experience in LT is critical for a successful result. The procedure presents

the challenge of maintaining homeostatic temperature, circulation (including

oxygen-carrying capacity and coagulation competence), gluconeogenesis, and

electrolyte concentration while establishing adequate anesthesia and muscle

paralysis with agents not requiring hepatic function for degradation. In the last

decade, improvements in perioperative care during LT have permitted avoid-

ance of venovenous bypass (VVB) during the operation in many centers. In

cases of LT using the standard technique with resection of the retrohepatic

vena cava, the anesthesiologist should maintain an adequate preload during

cava occlusion and correct metabolic abnormities after release of the congested

portal circulation. In cases of LT with preservation of the native vena cava, the

hemodynamic consequences of the cross-clamping of the inferior vena cava

can be avoided. The most important factor predictive of postoperative success

is the stability of the patient during the operation and his or her delivery to the

intensive care unit normothermic with adequate circulatory competence.

From the surgical point of view, a successful organ engraftment begins with

a controlled recipient hepatectomy. This can be a formidable task in individuals

with severe portal hypertension and extensive collateral formation or in patients

with multiple previous operations. Particular surgical challenges include pa-

tients who have undergone a previous liver resection for hepatocellular carcin-

oma, prior biliary repairs for biliary tract injuries, portosystemic shunts, or prior

liver retransplantation. In general, extirpation follows control of the proximal

and distal vessels and lysis of all ligamentous attachments. A specific technical

concern includes retaining maximal length of all vessels. The length of the bile

duct depends of the planned biliary reconstruction: choledochocholedochost-

omy vs. choledochojejunostomy. Care to prevent injury to the right adrenal

gland during caval dissection is important for preventing bleeding.

For many years, VVB was used to prevent congestion and minimize the

release of lactate and other by-products of gut hypoperfusion into the portal

circulation. In addition, it improved venous return to the heart during im-

plantation and thus improved hemodynamic stability during the period of

caval occlusion. However, several disadvantages related to the use of VVB

have been reported: longer operative time, transient hypothermia, cannula and

incision-related morbidity, hemodilution, and increment of cost [16]. Many
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centers employ this technique selectively in some patients without portal

hypertension or those with hemodynamic instability during intraoperative

trial of portal vein and venacaval clamping.

The classic surgical technique for LT requires resection en block of the

retrohepatic vena cava with the recipient’s liver and cross-clamping of the cava

and the portal veins (Figs 14.2 and 14.3). The ‘‘piggyback technique’’ in which

the native vena cava is preserved was originally described using transient

cross-clamping of the vena cava in conjunction with VVB. The main advan-

tages over the standard technique are to avoid retrocaval dissection, thereby

reducing the risk of bleeding and facilitating caval anastomosis in large-for-

small size grafts. To avoid the need of VVB, a modification of this technique

permitted the preservation of the caval flow by performing a cavocaval anas-

tomosis or using the middle and left hepatic vein cuff with partial vena cava

clamping at its anterior face (Figs 14.4 and 14.5) [17]. Caval preservation has

gained acceptance in many centers due to its many advantages, including

reduced warm ischemia time, improved intraoperative stability, preservation

of renal perfusion pressure, and improved postoperative renal function. In

addition, splanchnic venous drainage can be maintained through a transient

portacaval anastomosis offering several advantages [17,18] including a

decrease in the volume of the native liver, which can facilitate difficult hepa-

Gallbladder
fossa

Hepatic artery

Celiac axis

Splenic veinPortal vein

IVC

Fig. 14.2 Schema of standard liver transplantation (LT). The two main techniques
for biliary reconstruction are shown: end-to-end cholecocholedochostomy (CC) without
T tube and end-to-side Roux-en-Y (RY) hepatojejunostomy.
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tectomies. The reduction in portal vein pressure may reduce bleeding, and by

avoiding mesenteric congestion, a portacaval shunt promotes hemodynamic

stability. This is particularly useful in patients with metabolic disease or

fulminant hepatic failure who lack adequate portosystemic collateral in the

splachnic area. Nowadays, with all these techniques available, the surgical

team can select the optimal technique for each particular patient.

The implantation technique in the classical operation begins with the supra-

hepatic caval anastomosis, followed by the infrahepatic caval anastomosis

(Figs 14.2 and 14.3). If the cava was preserved, the donor cava can be anasto-

mosed either side-to-side or end-to-side with the recipient vena cava (Figs 14.4

Recipient IVC

Donor IVC

Liver graft

Fig. 14.3 Liver transplantation using the standard technique with resection of the
retrohepatic vena cava. IVC: inferior vena cava.

Recipient IVC 

Liver graft 

RHV

LHV + MHV 

Fig. 14.4 Liver transplantation with preservation of the recipient inferior vena cava:
anastomosis using the middle and left hepatic vein. LHV: left hepatic vein; MHV:
middle hepatic vein; RHV: right hepatic vein; IVC: inferior vena cava.
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and 14.5). When present, the temporary portacaval shunt is taken down. The

operation then proceeds to the portal anastomosis as soon as possible to reduce

warm-ischemia time of the new liver. Before reperfusion, the liver must be

washed out of the hyperkalemic and adenosine-rich Wisconsin preservation

solution. Starzl et al. [19] describe flushing the liver via the portal vein with

lactatedRinger’s solutionand thenallowing the liver tobe reperfusedwithblood

without venting of the vena cava.Others had advocated a 200–300 cc blood flush

through the portal vein, with venacaval venting after all venous connections are

established but with the suprahepatic cava temporally occluded [20,21]. Both

techniques attempt to reduce the release of potassium in the circulation and to

ameliorate the postreperfusion syndrome [22]. The hepatic artery anastomosis is

the final vascular step in the procedure. Some groups advocate simultaneous

arterial and venous reperfusion, arguing that it decreases reperfusion injury and

late biliary strictures [23].

The biliary tract reconstruction can be carried out according to two main

techniques (Fig.14.2).Theduct-to-ductanastomosiswithacholecocholedochost-

omy (CC)hasbecome themostwidely employed techniqueof biliary reconstruc-

tion andcanbeperformedend-to-endor side-to-sidedependingon the anatomic

situation or the surgeon preference [24]. TheRoux-en-Y (RY) hepatojejunostomy

is usedmostly in some special situations as listed in Table 14.1.

The CC has several advantages over RY: easier to perform, faster,

avoids an additional jejunal anastomosis, preserves Oddi’s sphincter function,

results in more physiological biliary reconstruction, and provides an easy

access for subsequent biliary manipulation using endoscopic transpapillary

approach.

Recipient IVC 

Liver graft 

RHV

LHV + MHV 
Donor IVC

Fig. 14.5 Liver transplantation with preservation of the recipient inferior vena cava:
side-to-side cavocaval anastomosis. LHV: left hepatic vein; MHV: middle hepatic vein;
RHV: right hepatic vein; IVC: inferior vena cava.
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Surgical dictum has been to drain biliary anastomosis. The traditional CC

over a T tube allows the evaluation of the bile flow and bile quality (color and

viscosity) in the immediate posttransplant period. This approach has three

additional theoretical advantages as well as a number of disadvantages.

First, the tube has the potential to divert the bile and control a biliary fistula

when there is a leak in the CC. Second, the drain has the potential to stent the

CC and prevent strictures at the anastomotic site. Finally, the T tube provides

access for visualization of the biliary tree [25].

Although the T tube may prevent a biliary fistula, its placement may be

associated with a leak at the T tube insertion site in the immediate postopera-

tive period or at the time of removal, dislodgment, or cholangitis from partial

obstruction [26]. A 2001 randomized trial of CC with or without T tube after LT

showed a higher complication rate in the first group (33% vs. 15%); 60% of the

complications were related to the presence of the T tube [27]. Bile leakage and

cholangitis occurred more frequently in the T tube group (10% vs. 2% and 28%

vs. 0%, respectively); the occurrence of early and late strictures did not differ

between the two groups [27]. The advantage of being able to visualize the

biliary tree must be weighed against the complication rate related to the T tube

and the performance of unnecessary cholangiograms. T tube cholangiography

tends to become a routine procedure, with occasional cholangitis despite the

use of prophylactic antibiotics [27,28]. Access to the biliary tract with a T tube is

no longer a justification for its use given the existence of safe and effective

procedures for biliary exploration (percutaneous or endoscopic).

A 1999 trial compared end-to-end and side-to-side CC after LT without T

tube and showed that the type of biliary anastomosis is of little relevance to the

incidence of biliary tract complications [24]. Nowadays, in most of the centers,

when it is feasible, the standard procedure for biliary reconstruction is the

direct end-to-end CC without stenting to avoid T tube-related biliary compli-

cations.

Table 14.1 Indications for Roux-en-Y hepatojejunostomy

. Retransplantation

. Insufficient length of the bile duct

. Small-size pediatric recipient

. Severe mismatch in donor and recipient common bile duct size

. Disease of the extrahepatic bile ducts

Primary or secondary sclerosing cholangitis

Biliary atresia

Bile duct injury

Cholangiocarcinoma
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The intraoperative mortality rate is currently very low. Most intraoperative

deaths occur in high-risk patients such as those with fulminant liver failure.

Blood loss and requirement for transfusion have also decreased significantly

with better selection of patients and increased experience with the procedure.

Although the blood requirement can still be very high in cases with previous

biliary surgery, retransplantation, or previous liver resection, most of the

patients receive less than 5 units of packed red blood cells.

n IMMEDIATE POSTOPERATIVE MANAGEMENT

Postoperative intensive care unit management is similar to that following any

major procedure. Ventilatory support and volume replacement are standard.

Isolation is not required beyond standard universal precautions. No sedation

is given until extubation. For unclear reasons, postoperative pain is usually

mild; any discomfort should alert one to possible complications. Monitoring of

serum liver test values is critical; increasing abnormalities or failure of liver test

values suggest PNF or technical complications such as hepatic artery throm-

bosis, acute Budd–Chiari syndrome, or portal vein thrombosis. Examination of

portal vein and hepatic artery flow by Doppler ultrasound is routinely

indicated within the first 24 h after LT or in case of suspicion of any vascular

complication. When the evaluation with ultrasound is unclear an urgent

angiogram must be done to exclude hepatic artery thrombosis. Early diagnosis

with immediate surgery is the only factor separating a return to normal liver

function from graft necrosis and death.

Drain management and perioperative antibiotic prophylaxis are not dif-

ferent in this operation from that in any other major abdominal procedure.

Closed suction drains should be used and removed early after the threat of

postoperative hemorrhage and bile leak is over. One day of antibiotic prophy-

laxis is appropriate with an agent with adequate skin and biliary organism.

Prophylaxis of infection with Pneumocystic carini, toxoplasmosis, cytomegalo-

virus, and Candida may be done according to each center’s protocol. Patients

with chronic hepatitis B virus infection require special treatment with gamma

globulin. Two- or three-drug immunosuppression therapy is started depend-

ing on the decision of a multidisciplinary team. Patients are discharged when

they are familiar with their medication. Those patients whose homes are more

than 2 h from the transplant center must stay in the vicinity of the transplant

center for an additional 2–4 weeks. Close monitoring of hepatic function,

immunosuppression level, and medical compliance is continued weekly for 4

weeks and then once every 3 weeks until corticoid therapy is completely

stopped. After 2–3 months of outpatient control, the patient’s care is remanded

to their referring physician for long-term follow-up. It is important to establish
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open lines of communication between the community physician and the trans-

plant center to ensure early diagnosis and referral of postoperative complica-

tion and rejection.
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The Difficult
Surgical Patient
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Robert J. Porte,
Lucas McCormack,
and Pierre-Alain Clavien

n INTRODUCTION

Patients who are considered as a candidate for liver transplantation may vary

widely in their medical condition as well as their previous medical and

surgical history. With growing success rates of liver transplantation a widen-

ing of the acceptance criteria for this procedure has been observed. Nowadays,

more and more complex patients with concomitant medical disorders and /or

previous history are accepted for liver transplantation. Although the surgical

technique of liver transplantation has emerged from an experimental therapy

to a more standardized and relatively safe procedure, great differences exist in

the complexity of the operation among different patients. Various medical con-

ditions and anatomical abnormalities may make the procedure of liver trans-

plantation technically more challenging and demanding than in the ‘‘average’’

case. Anatomical abnormalities associated with additional surgical difficulties

include pre-existing thrombosis or stenosis of one or more of the hepatic

vessels (i.e. portal vein thrombosis and Budd-Chiari Syndrome). In addition,

previous surgical operations in the upper abdomen may not only have resulted

in a distorted anatomy, but will also have led to the formation of intra-

abdominal adhesions and scar formation, making a liver transplant procedure

technically more complex, especially in the presence of portal hypertension

and many venous collaterals. These conditions not only affect the technical

aspects of the procedure, but are also associated with higher intraoperative
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blood loss and transfusion requirement [1,2]. Moreover, postoperative mor-

bidity and mortality rates are higher in these difficult surgical patients [1,3].

n PREEXISTING THROMBOTIC CONDITIONS

Mesenteric Vein or Portal Vein Thrombosis

Adequate inflow of both portal and arterial blood is essential for successful liver

transplantation. About 70–80% of the normal blood flow to the liver is provided

by the portal vein and the splanchnic venous circulation. Thrombosis of the

portal veinmaydevelopgradually inpatientswith liver cirrhosis [4,5].Although

the etiology of this is unclear, it is believed to be related to decreased or reversed

portal vein flow secondary to increased intrahepatic resistance. Thrombosis of

the portal veinmay be clinically subtle, but usually results in the development of

abundant venous collaterals and ascites. In patients with a preexisting throm-

bosis of the portal vein and/or of its tributaries, it may be difficult to reconstitute

adequate portal venous inflow to the graft during liver transplantation [4,5]. In

most cases of portal vein thrombosis, only the main stem of the portal vein is

occluded and the confluence of the portal vein and splenic vein remains patent.

In this situation, blood flow through the splenic vein is usually reversed and

blood from the mesenteric veins is shunted to the systemic circulation via the

splenic vein and its collaterals to the left renal vein and/or the paraesophageal

venous plexus. In general, portal vein thrombosis in patients undergoing liver

transplantation is associated with higher than average costs [6].

Various surgical techniques have been described to deal with portal or

mesenteric vein thrombosis in liver transplantation (Table 15.1). The first

option in this situation is an eversion thrombectomy of the portal vein in

Table 15.1 Surgical Alternatives for Portal Vein Reconstruction in Patients with
Portal or Mesenteric Vein Thrombosis

Thrombosis limited to the main stem of the portal vein

. Eversion thrombectomy

. Venous extension graft to the confluence of splenic and mesenteric vein

. Venous jump graft to the superior mesenteric vein

Extensive thrombosis of the portal and mesenteric venous system

. Portacaval hemitransposition

. Arterialization of the portal vein

. Anastomis of donor portal vein with the recipient left renal vein

. Combined liver and small bowel transplantation
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order to remove all thrombus mass in its lumen [2,7]. A regular end-to-end

anastomosis between the portal vein of the recipient can then be performed in

most cases. The endothelium of the surgically recanalized portal vein is mostly

absent or at least severely injured and it is generally advised to provide

anticoagulation postoperatively for 3months to avoid rethrombosis of the portal

vein. When thrombectomy of the portal vein is technically not possible due to

long-standing thrombosis and calcification or fibrosis of the portal vein lumen,

creation of a ‘‘venous jump graft’’ to the superior mesenteric vein is indicated

(Fig. 15.1) [2,5,8].A segment of the iliacvein, obtainedduringorganprocurement

from the donor, can be used to extend the portal vein of the allograft. This ‘‘jump

graft’’ can be positioned prepancreatic in a nonanatomical position and

subsequently anastomosed with the superior mesenteric vein using an end-to-

side technique. When portal vein thrombosis is present and technical problems

during the portal anastomosis can be expected, it is advisable to first reconstruct

the hepatic artery and reperfuse the liver graft on the arterial circulation.

In rare cases, thrombosis of the splanchnic venous circulation is more

extended and includes the portal vein, splenic vein as well as the superior

mesenteric vein, and many of its tributaries [7]. In such patients only multiple

friable venous collaterals may be present without any suitable vessel for

anastomosis with the portal vein of the donor liver. Four alternative surgical

procedures have been described to deal with this situation:

Liver graft

Portal vein

Venous jump
graft

Superior mesenteric vein

Fig. 15.1 Venous jump graft from the portal vein to the superior mesenteric vein.
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1. portacaval hemitransposition,

2. arterialization of the portal vein,

3. portal anastomosis with the left renal vein, or

4. a combined liver–small bowel transplant.

Portacaval hemitransposition refers to a direct connection between the infra-

hepatic inferior vena cava (IVC) of the recipient and the portal vein of the

donor liver (Fig. 15.2) [9–11]. The donor suprahepatic IVC is subsequently

anastomosed in a ‘‘classical’’ end-to-end fashion with the IVC of the recipient.

The anastomosis between the recipient infrahepatic IVC and the donor portal

vein can be either end-to-end or end-to-side. Several groups have reported

good short- and long-term outcome in these patients [7,9–11]. Anticoagulation

is generally advised in these patients for 3 months. Arterialization of the portal

vein can be an acceptable alternative [12,13]. This technique does not seem to

have an effect on transplant function. However, the number of successful cases

of portal vein arterialization reported in the literature is low, long-term follow

up is lacking, and some centers have reported unfavorable results after portal

vein arterialization in liver transplantation [14]. The third alternative is a direct

anastomosis between the donor portal vein and the left renal vein of the

recipient. This technique can be a good alternative in patients with portal

vein thrombosis and a previous distal splenorenal shunt [15]. Combined liver

Liver graft

Donor IVC

Recipient IVC

Donor portal vein

Recipient IVC

Fig. 15.2 Portacaval hemitransposition with end-to-end anastomosis between recipi-
ent inferior vena cava (IVC) and donor portal vein.
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and small bowel transplantation is indicated in selected patients with con-

comitant anatomical or functional intestinal failure and dependency on paren-

teral nutrition. The addition of a small bowel transplant increases the risk of

postoperative morbidity and is associated with a lower long-term survival [16].

Main complications after small bowel transplantation are related to infectious

conditions due to the direct contact between the small bowel transplant and its

nonsterile contents.

Complete absence of the portal vein is a very rare congenital malformation

that can be coincidentally found in liver transplant candidates [17]. These

patients usually have a large congenital portosystemic shunt, but no portal

hypertension and venous collaterals. Although the superior mesenteric in

these patients is usually of adequate quality and diameter for direct anasto-

mosis with the donor portal vein, the procedure may be complicated because

of formation of massive edema of the viscera during cross-clamping of the

superior mesenteric vein [17].

Despite many potential technical difficulties that can be encountered dur-

ing liver transplantation in patients with extensive portal or splanchnic venous

thrombosis, these conditions are no longer considered an absolute contraindi-

cation for liver transplantation [2,5]. The best surgical approach may change

from patient to patient and is dependent on the anatomical situation as well as

on the personal preferences and experience of the surgeon. Studies comparing

the various surgical techniques are lacking and most likely will never become

available given the low incidence of these conditions.

Hepatic Artery Thrombosis

Adequate arterial inflow to the grafted liver is of paramount importance to

avoid ischemic injury of the bile ducts and subsequent biliary complications

(see Chapter 21). In the presence of preexisting thrombosis of the hepatic

artery, alternative sites should be used for arterial anastomosis with the allo-

graft. The alternative options for hepatic artery anastomosis are summarized in

Table 15.2. Most frequently an anastomosis with the abdominal aorta will be

made, either directly (if the arterial vasculature of the donor liver is of ad-

Table 15.2 Surgical Alternatives for Hepatic Artery Reconstruction in Patients
with Thrombosis or Severe Stenosis of the Native Hepatic Artery and Celiac Trunk

Iliac artery conduit to the infrarenal aorta

Indirect anastomosis with the supraceliac aorta via an iliac artery conduit

Direct anastomosis with the supraceliac aorta

Anastomosis with the splenic artery
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equate length) or after extension with a donor iliac artery interposition graft

[8,18]. Anastomosis with the abdominal aorta can be made below either the

origin of the renal arteries (infrarenal) or the cranial from the celiac trunk

(supraceliac) (Figs 15.3 and 15.4). Advantage of the anastomosis with the

infrarenal aorta is that the liver can first be reperfused on the portal vein, as

subsequent cross-clamping of the infrarenal aorta will not lead to a reduction

of the portal vein flow. This is in contrast with the situation where the hepatic

artery is anastomosed with the supraceliac aorta, at which level cross-clamping

of the aorta for constructing the anastomosis will lead to an important reduc-

tion in portal vein flow. When the allograft has already been reperfused on the

portal vein, cross-clamping of the supraceliac aorta and subsequent reduction

of the portal vein flow will lead to additional warm-ischemic injury of the liver

as well as the risk of portal vein thrombosis at the site of the anastomosis. On

the other hand, a much shorter segment of iliac artery conduit is needed when

the anastomosis is made with the supraceliac aorta, compared with the infra-

renal aorta. This may facilitate long-term patency of this conduit and the

hepatic artery of the graft [18]. Despite acceptable long-term patient survival

in these patients, the patency of arterial conduits after liver transplantation is

lower than that of direct anastomosis with the native hepatic artery [8,18].

Liver graft

Donor
hepatic artery

Vascular graft

Celiac trunk

Left renal
artery

Superior mesenteric
artery

Fig. 15.3 Interposition of vascular graft for arterial revascularization of the liver
graft (infrarenal anastomosis).
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The third alternative for hepatic artery anastomosis is an end-to-end anas-

tomosis with the splenic artery [19]. When using this technique, the recipient

splenic artery is dissected free from its origin alongside the pancreas.

After obtaining adequate length, the splenic artery is subsequently ligated

distally and transsected. The splenic artery is then flipped ventral and toward

the right side to facilitate an end-to-end anastomosis with the donor common

hepatic artery or celiac trunk. Disadvantage of this technique is that it leads to

a 25–40% reduction of blood flow through the portal vein, somewhat increas-

ing the risk of postoperative portal vein thrombosis.

Budd–Chiari Syndrome

Budd–Chiari syndrome is defined as an obstruction of venous drainage of the

liver due to various causes, leading to progressive liver damage and portal

hypertension [20]. Occlusion may occur at the level of the hepatic veins or the

IVC at any point between the entrance of the hepatic veins and the right

atrium. Normally, the liver drains into three major hepatic veins and a variable

amount of smaller caudate veins that enter directly into the IVC. Pretransplan-

tation occlusion of the hepatic venous drainage, as in Budd–Chiari syndrome,

is uncommon and is invariably associated with ascites. In about one-third of

Liver graft

Donor
hepatic artery

Vascular graft

Superior
mesenteric

artery

Left renal
artery

Celiac trunk

Fig. 15.4 Interposition of vascular graft for arterial revascularization of the liver
graft (supraceliac anastomosis).
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the patients no etiological factor can be identified, whereas hematological

disorders are identified as the cause of venous occlusion in about 40%. The

use of oral contraceptives as well as intra- or extrahepatic tumors has been

reported in 10–15% of the patients [20]. Patients with Budd–Chiari syndrome

may become a candidate for liver transplantation when liver insufficiency

develops or ascites becomes irretractable [21–23]. The typical anatomical ab-

normalities underlying Budd–Chiari syndrome make liver transplantation in

these patients technically more demanding and risky [22]. Much depends

on the level of venous occlusion, and adequate preoperative imaging studies

of the vascular anatomy are of paramount importance in these patients. Com-

plete anatomical visualization can obtained by venocavography or magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT) scanning, using two-

dimensional reconstructions. When the occlusion is predominantly situated at

the level of the hepatic veins, leaving the IVC unaffected, liver transplantation

can usually be performed in a standard fashion. Based on local and personal

preference, this can be either the ‘‘classical’’ technique with two end-to-end

anastomoses between the recipient suprahepatic and infrahepatic IVC and the

donor IVC, or the ‘‘piggyback’’ technique with an end-to-side or side-to-side

anastomosis between the recipient and donor IVC [24] (see also Chapter 14).

The surgical procedure may become technically more difficult when the supra-

hepatic IVC is occluded. To ensure adequate venous drainage of the liver

allograft a direct end-to-end anastomosis is required between the donor IVC

and the right atrium of the recipient. Adequate exposure is of great importance

for this procedure and the diaphragm and pericardiummay need to be opened

alongside the IVC. In most cases this can be achieved through the abdominal

approach, and thoracotomy is rarely necessary. Dissection of the IVC, how-

ever, may be difficult and time-consuming due to secondary scarring and

perivascular inflammation. In addition, massive hypertrophy of the caudate

lobe is found in most patients with Budd–Chiari syndrome and this may

seriously hinder surgical access to the IVC [23]. Venovenous bypass may be

helpful in these patients to decompress the IVC and to reduce congestion of the

liver by decreasing portal blood flow through the liver. This may also reduce

blood loss in these technically difficult cases. Some patients with Budd–Chiari

syndrome may have had previous decompressive surgery, such as portacaval

or mesocaval shunt operations [22]. This will present an additional risk factor

in these patients, as outlined later. In addition, concomitant thrombosis of the

portal vein has found in up to 83% of the patients undergoing liver transplant-

ation for Budd–Chiari syndrome, further increasing the technical challenges in

these patients [20–22,25].

Postoperatively, systemic anticoagulation therapy is indicated, especially

in patients with an underlying primary hypercoagulability that has led to

hepatic outflow obstruction. Early series have shown a high incidence of
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recurrent obstruction of the hepatic veins in patients who were not treated with

long-term anticoagulant therapy [21,22]. Most centers have adopted a protocol

with immediate postoperative administration of heparin (either unfractioned

or low-molecular-weight heparin) with subsequent conversion to long-term

treatment with warfarin. In patients with an underlying myeloproliferative

disorder, long-term therapy directed toward this disease should be continued.

Anticoagulant therapy is not indicated in patients with obstructing lesions of

the IVC or hepatic veins, such as venous webs, which will be completely

removed during transplantation and replacement of the IVC. Reported 3-year

survival rates after liver transplantation in patients with Budd–Chiari syn-

drome range from 45% to 88% [20–23,25]. Long-term survival may be influ-

enced by progression of the underlying hematological disorder [23].

Previous Upper Abdominal Surgery

It is well known that previous abdominal operations can make liver trans-

plantation a surgically more difficult procedure due to the intra-abdominal

formation of adhesions and fibrosis. In patients with portal hypertension,

multiple venous collaterals may develop in the adhesive scar tissue, resulting

in excessive blood loss and difficult dissection of the native liver. Most chal-

lenging situations can occur in patients with a history of previous hepatobili-

ary surgery or portosystemic shunt procedure.

Previous Hepatobiliary Surgery

Surgical operations in the liver hilum and/or on the liver itself lead to

perihepatic adhesions and scar formation, which makes it more difficult to

mobilize the native liver during a transplant procedure. This is particularly

relevant after surgery of the hepatoduodenal ligament, such as cholecystect-

omy and portoenterostomy in children with biliary atresia [26]. Dissection of

the hepatoduodenal ligament can be challenging in these children. In addition,

scarring of the liver hilum leads to a higher incidence of portal vein fibrosis

and subsequent thrombosis in these children. This contributes to portal hyper-

tension and the formation of venous collaterals and neovascularization in the

adhesive scar tissue. It is well recognized that blood loss is higher in children

with a previous portoenterostomy. However, overall mortality and morbidity

are not different for liver transplantation for biliary atresia or other indications

in children, such as metabolic disorders [26].

Similar problems of adhesion and perihepatic fibrous scar formation can be

encountered in patients who had a previous partial liver resection, for example

for a hepatocellular carcinoma. With growing experience and refinements in

surgical technique and anesthesiological management, previous hepatobiliary
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surgery is certainly no longer an absolute obstacle for liver transplantation and

in experienced centers long-term outcome is not different from patients without

previous surgery in the right upper quadrant of the abdomen.

Portosystemic Shunt Procedure

Portosystemic shunt procedures, such as a splenorenal shunt or a mesocaval

shunt, may be indicated in patients with complications of portal hypertension

but still relative preserved liver function [27,28]. Although these procedures are

nowadays less frequently performed due to the availability of percutaneous

transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunts (TIPSS) and bettermedicalman-

agement of these patients, a shunt procedure may have been previously per-

formed in a transplant candidate. Apart from the intra-abdominal adhesions

due to these surgical procedures, these shunts also reduce portal blood flow to

the liver. This may, at least theoretically, increase the risk of portal vein throm-

bosis after liver transplantation. To avoid future problems with the portal vein

anastomosis during liver transplantation, an end-to-side or side-to-side porta-

caval shunt should best be avoided in patients with chronic liver disease. Types

of portosystemic shunts that have the least impact on a possible future liver

transplant are the distal splenorenal shunt and a well-positioned TIPSS [27,28].

Given the early occlusion rate and the need for constant surveillance, it is

generally advised that TIPSS should be reserved for patients with Child C

classification of cirrhosis, whereas a distal splenorenal shunt is a safe, durable,

and effective treatment in patients with acceptable operative risk and still

good liver function [27]. In case of TIPSS it is important that the proximal

and distal ends of the metal shunt do not extend too far inside the portal vein

and suprahepatic IVC, because this may seriously hamper adequate mobiliza-

tion and anastomosis of these vascular structures during a future liver trans-

plant procedure [29].

Extreme Hepatomegaly

Some liver diseases, such as polycystic liver disease or large liver tumors, may

be associated with extreme hepatomegaly. The presence of an extremely large

liver or a large liver tumor makes it technically more difficult to mobilize the

native liver, dissect the IVC, and perform the hepatectomy.

Liver transplantation may be indicated in selected patients with polycystic

liver disease and disabling or life-threatening secondary complications [30,31].

Rarely, polycystic liver disease results in liver insufficiency, but progressive

compression of hilar strictures, such as the portal vein or bile duct, may lead to

massive ascites or jaundice. In most cases, this can be managed with a conser-

vative medical or endoscopic management. In selected patients with areas of
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relatively spared normal tissue in the polycystic liver, partial liver resection

may result in (partial) relief of the symptoms and complaints [32]. When

complications become life-threatening or when they have a significant impact

on the patient’s quality of life, liver transplantation can become a therapeutic

option [31,33,34]. In these patients, the size of the liver may have become

extraordinary and the liver may almost completely fill up the entire abdominal

cavity. Liver transplantation in these patients can be technically demanding

due to the difficult exposure and dissection of the hilar vascular structures as

well as the IVC. Many patients have associated polycystic kidney disease, also

affecting renal function. This further hampers the management of these pa-

tients. Combined liver and kidney transplantation may, therefore, become the

best treatment option in selected patients with polycystic liver and kidney

disease.

Extremely large liver size can also be encountered in patients with very

large, rare tumors, such as hemangioendothelioma. Liver transplantation may

be indicated in selected patients with hepatic hemangioendothelioma [35,36].

These patients normally have a normal liver function and usually do not have

coagulation abnormalities, thereby reducing the risk of major bleeding. Once

the native liver has been removed, liver transplantation in these patients

usually becomes a relatively straightforward procedure.

Late Retransplantation

Retransplantation of the liver is indicated in selected patients with failure of

their previous transplant, either acutely or chronically [37,38]. Various causes

may lead to failure of a previous liver transplant, including early hepatic artery

thrombosis, chronic rejection, nonanastomic biliary strictures, and recurrence

of the original disease [38]. When the need for retransplantation is urgent and

occurs within a few weeks after primary liver transplantation (i.e. primary

nonfunction or hepatic artery thrombosis) the retransplant procedure can be

relatively quick and simple. However, in case of a ‘‘late’’ retransplantation

(>3–6 months) after primary transplantation, the original liver graft may have

become firmly attached to the surrounding organs and structures due to

adhesions and fibrous reaction [37, 39]. This is particularly true for patients

who need retransplantation for chronic rejection or intrahepatic bile duct

strictures. In the latter group, patients have frequently been treated with

percutaneous biliary catheters, leading to perihepatic adhesions and fibrous

tissue formation. Apart from the intra-abdominal adhesions, patients may

have received steroids for several years, resulting in more friable blood vessels

and weakening of the tissue strength in general. This can complicate a late

retransplant procedure and increases the risk for postoperative complications,

such as wound-healing complications and infections.
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Surgical Aspects
of Living Donor
Transplantation
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Zakiyah Kadry and
Pierre-Alain Clavien

L
I V I N G D O N O R liver transplantation (LDLT) is being increasingly used

since the first such procedure in the late 1980s for pediatric patients and

since the early 1990s after the first right lobe LDLT was performed for an adult

patient in Japan [1,2]. With an increasing number of patients benefiting from

this procedure, transplant physicians have had to develop their baseline

knowledge and experience in all aspects of LDLT, including preoperative

workup, intraoperative technique, and the postoperative care of both donors

and recipients of LDLT. More patients initially underwent LDLT in Asia and

Japan but data from both the European Liver Transplant Registry (ELTR) and

the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) have shown an increasing use

of LDLT, particularly in adult patients, in the last few years [3,4]. According to

UNOS, the number of LDLT procedures reached 511 in 2001, up from 36 in

1993 [3], but decreased in 2002 to 358, probably due to concerns generated by

the widely publicized donor death in New York as well as the accumulation of

data on donor morbidity and mortality [3,5–7]. However, in view of the large

number of patients worldwide who have so far received a liver transplant from

a living donor as well as the continued critical organ shortage that will likely

result in more centers performing LDLT in order to expand their donor pool

and address their waiting list mortality, experience in the care of both donors

and recipients of LDLT has become essential.

LDLT requires expertise in both hepatobiliary surgery and liver trans-

plantation. The experience derived from liver resections performed for

oncologic indications has been modified in order to apply to the liver trans-

plant setting and the approach to a living donor operation needs to take into

account a number of factors that play an important role in the maintenance of

priority to donor safety while allowing the necessary criteria for successful
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transplantation in the recipient. As a result, detailed anatomic planning

and volume measurements are essential for this operation. A graft of adeq-

uate size with optimal portal and arterial inflow, complete outflow, as well as

good biliary drainage is necessary for success in the recipient. In the donor,

however, safety is the highest priority and volume measurements need to

take into consideration an adequate remnant liver volume in order to

avoid postoperative liver insufficiency or dysfunction, while vascular and

biliary anatomic mapping is aimed at not compromising these structures in

the donor.

n GENERAL TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The pretransplant evaluation of living donors is a multilevel process involving

the early recognition of general medical contraindications as well as a detailed

psychosocial workup (see Chapters 4 and 12). General donor requirements by

most transplant centers are age between 18 and 60 years; ABO blood group

compatibility; absence of previous major abdominal surgery; absence of major

medical problems such as diabetesmellitus; severe or uncontrolled hypertension;

hepatic, cardiac, renal, or pulmonary disease; presence of a demonstrable signifi-

cant long-term relationshipwith the recipient; and normal laboratory values such

as liver function tests, serum electrolytes, full blood count, and hepatitis A, B, and

C serologies [8–11]. General medical and psychosocial contraindications need to

be identified early in the donor workup; this chapter, however, will restrict itself

to technical issues related to the surgical aspects of LDLT.

Preoperative radiological volume calculations are performed by most

transplant centers that undertake LDLT [9–14]. The calculated liver volume

using imaging techniques have been shown to differ from intraoperatively

measured liver volumes by approximately 3.9–12.5% [13]. Total liver volume

has been described as having a relatively constant relation to body weight,

ranging between 2% and 2.7% in healthy subjects [14,15]. Outcomes in LDLT

are reported in terms of graft-to-recipient weight ratio (GRWR) or graft volume

to estimated standard liver volume (ESLV). Both computed and magnetic

resonance volumetric analyses allow a preoperative calculation of the volume

of the future graft for the recipient and of the remnant liver in the potential

donor [14,16]. In terms of outcomes, there appears to be a reduction in overall

LDLT recipient survival with smaller graft sizes having a GRWR <0.8%.

Kiuchi et al. [17] from the University of Kyoto published their 1- and 3-year

actuarial graft survival rates in elective LDLT stratified according to GRWR

and showed that the best survival occurred in the group with a GRWR between

>1.0% and <3.0%.Lo et al. [18] also reported a 95% survival rate using

grafts greater than 40% of ESLV compared with a survival of 40% with
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graft volumes less than 40% ESLV. Todo et al. [19] published overall results

of LDLT from Japan for the period extending from 1991 to 1999 involving 20

centers and 308 adult LDLT procedures. The cumulative 1- and 3-year patient

survival rates were stratified according to the ratio of graft volume to standard

calculated recipient liver volume (GV/SV). Their results further corroborate

the fact that small-for-size grafts (GV/SV of <30% or GRWR <0.6) appear to

result in inferior survival compared with larger grafts [19].

In donors, on the other hand, remnant liver volumes <30% of their original

total liver volume, or having>15% hepatic steatosis, have been shown to result

in a greater prevalence of prolonged cholestasis and infection in the donor

[20,21]. The ELTR has also reported a higher incidence of prolonged post-

operative liver insufficiency or dysfunction in donors as manifested by abnor-

mal coagulation factors when larger liver volumes are harvested, with

right lobe donors having 2.4% incidence of such dysfunction as compared

with a 0–0.5% in left liver donors [4].

Estimations of the degree of liver steatosis form an integral part of the LDLT

workup. In volume estimations performed prior to LDLT, each percent steatosis

is considered to reduce the functional liver mass by an equal percent and is

thus subtracted from the total liver volume. This is based on the precept that fat

is not functional and therefore does not contribute to the overall hepatic mass.

Most centers perform a preoperative liver biopsy to estimate the degree of

hepatic steatosis, but some recommend estimations based on donor body mass

index or using radiological means to estimate the degree of liver steatosis in

view of the 1% risk for serious complication and the need to hospitalize up to 5%

of patients from complications associated with liver biopsies [22,23]. The im-

portance, however, of an accurate estimate of the degree of donor liver steatosis

is emphasized by the first reported donor death in Japan, which was due

to undiagnosed nonalcoholic steatohepatitis. This ultimately resulted in a

low remnant residual liver volume estimate of 28% and liver failure in the

donor [24].

Recipient LDLT graft function in the early postoperative period appears

to be influenced also by the severity of the original liver disease and the degree

of portal hypertension; these can negatively impact outcome if a low

graft volume is used. Small-for-size syndrome (SFSS) has been described

most frequently with low GRWR; it is characterized by prolonged cholestasis,

reduced liver synthetic function with persistent prolonged coagulopathy, in-

tractable ascites, decreased bile production, an increased risk for septic

complications and is associated with high mortality. Ben-Haim et al. [25]

described a 12.5% incidence of SFSS that occurred only in advanced pretrans-

plant Child B or C cirrhotics [25]. Makuuchi et al. [26] also found a higher

mortality rate (40%) and prolonged hospitalization in patients with higher

MELD scores when reviewing their results in 48 left lobe recipients. More
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specifically, Shimamura et al. [27] from Sapporo examined portal vein flow in

35 LDLT patients and found higher peak serum bilirubin levels as well as

longer hospitalizations in patients with a portal vein flow >260 ml/min/100 g

liver graft tissue. Portal venous hyperperfusion has been observed in animal

models of SFSS using partial liver grafts [28]. In the experimental animal

model, histopathological changes were most marked in the 20–30% partial

liver grafts and consisted of almost immediate moderate to severe peripor-

tal/septal edema and hemorrhage progressing to rupture and thrombosis of

the periportal sinusoids with hepatocyte necrosis and apoptosis in zones 1 and

2 [28]. Ito et al. [29] described poorer outcomes in adult living donor recipients

with a GRWR <0.8 in whom the mean portal vein pressure was >20 mmHg

early in the first postoperative week, with a significantly worse survival of

38.5% at 6 months, compared with an 84.5% 6-month survival in LDLT patients

with portal vein pressures <20 mmHg in the first four postoperative days.

Hepatic arterial buffer response is a term developed in the early 1980s to

describe the physiologic regulation of liver blood flow. This basically consists

of an inverse response of the hepatic artery to changes in portal vein flow

[30,31]. The hepatic arterial buffer response can be seen when doubling the

portal vein flow to the liver, resulting in maximal constriction of the hepatic

artery. Lowering the portal vein flow on the other hand results in increasing

dilation of the hepatic artery in order to maintain vascular perfusion of the

liver [30]. Initial observations of this physiologic effect of portal vein flow on

hepatic arterial perfusion have been attributed to Child in 1954, to Betz in 1863,

and to Gad in 1873 [30]. The term ‘‘hepatic arterial buffer response’’ describing

this physiologic reflex was eventually coined by Lautt in 1981 [30,31], and

present studies looking at intraoperative hepatic arterial and portal blood

flows in living donors appear to confirm the same findings in the LDLT setting

[27,32–37]. With this observed physiologic response, a variety of flow modifi-

cation maneuvers have been described in the setting of LDLT in an attempt to

improve small-for-size graft outcomes, ameliorate hepatic arterial perfusion,

and avoid having to use larger right lobe grafts, which carry an increased

donor risk [32,34–37]. Troisi et al. [32,34–38] described splenic artery ligation as

a means to reduce high portal vein flow and avoid SFSS, while other authors

have recommended inflow modification by creating side-to-side mesocaval,

distal splenorenal, or end-to-side portacaval shunts or splenectomy. A lower

incidence of SFSS with favorable graft outcomes has been reported by applying

these techniques with lower GRWR LDLT grafts.

SFSS is believed to be multifactorial in origin [36]. Although graft size and

the degree of patient disease are both assumed to play an important role in the

development of SFSS in LDLT, other factors such as recipient and donor age,

latent disease in the graft (e.g. underestimated steatosis, ethanol injury), length

of warm and cold ischemia, and technical issues such as inadequate outflow
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reconstructions are all assumed to also impact early graft function and can

contribute to the development of SFSS [36]. In terms of graft volume, dual-graft

implantation in a single recipient involving the use of either two left liver grafts

or a right lobe with a left lateral liver graft from two separate donors has been

described in the literature in an attempt to increase the transplanted liver mass

and thus avoid an SFSS. This has been mainly implemented in countries where

cadaveric liver organs are in short supply [39,40]. Use of marginal LDLT grafts,

with a risk for the development of SFSS, should be limited, especially if

cadaveric liver transplantation is available. Technical issues such as venous

outflow reconstructions are discussed later in this chapter.

n RIGHT LOBE LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

The use of right lobe grafts involves the harvesting of segments, 5 to 8 inclu-

sive, and is used in adult LDLT as it provides a sufficient functional liver

volume needed for an adequate GRWR in the adult recipient. The right liver,

however, also represents 60–70% of the total liver volume, and ensuring donor

safety is of utmost importance. Technical issues specific to right lobe LDLT

relate to the venous drainage of this graft as well as to variations in vascular

and biliary anatomy.

The anterior segments, 5 and 8 of the right lobe graft, drain into the middle

hepatic vein. With the accrual of experience in right lobe LDLT, it became

apparent that congestion caused by inadequate drainage of these two seg-

ments can impact significantly graft function and surgical outcome. The

group from Tokyo has reported intraoperative clamping of the donor middle

hepatic vein and right hepatic artery, with the flow pattern of the anterior

sector of the future right lobe being observed by Doppler ultrasonography [41].

In cases of inversion of the portal vein hepatofugal flow, a hepatic venous

reconstruction of the right lobe graft is considered necessary. Surgical methods

devised to ensure adequate segment 5 and 8 outflow have included the use of

venous jump grafts and the harvesting of the right lobe with both the middle

and the right hepatic veins [41–48]. The main concern with the inclusion of the

middle hepatic vein with the right lobe graft is the development of congestion

of segment 4 in the donor. As a result, anatomic criteria contraindicating the

harvesting of the middle hepatic vein have been suggested by Belghiti et al.

and include the following: the presence of a long common trunk of the middle

and left hepatic veins, which would preclude harvesting the middle hepatic

vein at its origin; direct drainage of segment 2 and 3 tributaries directly into the

middle hepatic vein; and finally a pretransplant estimate of a small remnant

liver volume in the donor with a predominant drainage of segment 4 through

the middle hepatic vein [46]. By using these criteria, the same group reported
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no increased morbidity with the harvesting of the middle hepatic vein in their

personal series of right donor hepatectomies, with no significant difference

in intraoperative blood loss, transaminase, and bilirubin levels as well as donor

remnant liver regeneration when compared with patients where the middle

hepatic vein was preserved in the donor [46]. Venous jump grafts have

been used by some groups to ensure adequate venous drainage of segments

5 and 8 of the right lobe graft, without the risk of segment 4 congestion of the

remnant donor liver. Criticisms of this method include technical difficulties

when numerous venous branches draining segments 5 and 8 are present, an

increased risk of thrombosis of the jump grafts with resultant graft dysfunc-

tion, and concerns of prolongation of warm-ischemia time associated with the

construction of jump grafts. However, ensuring overall adequate venous

drainage of the right lobe graft as a whole is important. Other than congestion

of the anterior segments, outflow stenosis has been described in the long-term

follow-up of right lobe LDLT recipients and several different approaches have

been reported to overcome this problem [49–51]. These have included use of a

single wide anastomosis of the donor right hepatic vein to a wide oval cavot-

omy of the vena cava including the stump of the recipient right hepatic vein,

venous patch reconstructions of the donor hepatic veins, or even a double

vena cava technique using cryopreserved venous grafts (vena cava or iliac

vein branch) [49–51]. In the latter, side holes are made on the cryopreserved

vena cava graft to which the donor right and significant short hepatic veins are

anastomosed in the backtable in association with a separate cryopreserved

vein graft for middle hepatic vein tributaries [49]. The recipient vena

cava is then sideclamped and longitudinally incised for anastomosis with the

similarly incised cryopreserved vena cava to which the various venous tributar-

ies of the right lobe graft were reconstructed at the backtable. Although such

techniques allow a wide connection and greatly simplify the final venous

anastomosis between the recipient and the donor graft, long-term follow-up is

necessary to check on patency, thrombosis, and stricture rates of such venous

grafts.

Other vascular anomalies that can be dealt with ex situ during the back-

table reconstruction are the presence of a double right portal vein as well as the

presence of two hepatic graft arterial branches. In the case of a double right

portal vein, harvesting of the right lobe with the two portal branches on a

common patch should not be performed as this can significantly increase the

risk of stenosis of the main portal vein in the donor, with resultant thrombosis.

The two separate portal vein branches can always be reconstructed on the

backtable using a segment of recipient portal vein with its preserved right and

left branches [48]. In the case of two arterial branches to the right lobe graft, a

backtable arterioplasty using a reversed trunk of recipient hepatic artery can be

performed, with the two anastomoses involving the recipient gastroduodenal
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and common hepatic arteries to the two separate donor vessels [48,52]. The

presence of high-grade celiac artery stenosis in the potential donor has been

quoted as a contraindication to right lobe living donation [53]. This has been

safely performed, however, in cases of isolated and asymptomatic high-grade

celiac artery stenosis as long as retrograde vascularization of the donor liver is

maintained by careful preservation of the pancreaticoduodenal arcade and the

gastroduodenal artery [53].

Biliary complications in right lobe LDLT have been the Achilles heel of this

procedure. The reported incidence in recipients of a right lobe graft varies

between 8% and 40% [54–57], with the risk increasing if more than one biliary

anastomosis is required. In 53% of cases, variations in the biliary tree anatomy,

mainly related to the level of insertion of the right posterior segment tributar-

ies, can result in more than one biliary duct orifice on the right lobe allograft

[55,58]. Several biliary reconstructions have been described in the recipient

of a right lobe graft, such as hepaticojejunostomy, direct end-to-end or end-

to-side duct-to-duct anastomoses, or cystic duct and main hepatic duct of the

recipient to the donor graft bile ducts [54,59–61]. Although Roux-en-Y hepati-

cojejunostomy has been considered as the gold standard by most centers, the

duct-to-duct biliary anastomosis does offer the advantage of providing easy

endoscopic access for both diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. The overall

incidence of biliary complications in right lobe LDLT has been reported to vary

between 8% and 30% [54,59,61].

Biliary tract complications have also been reported in donors of right liver

grafts. These range between a 3% and an 8% incidence, with bile leaks and

bilomas forming the major part [4,62,63]. This is partly attributed to technical

issues such as disruption of the segment 4 arterial branch, which arises from

the right hepatic artery in 15–30% of cases and which should be preserved in a

right lobe donor hepatectomy if segment 4 biliary radical ischemia is to be

avoided. Biliary stenoses have also been described involving either the donor

left hepatic or the main bile duct and have been reported to occur in up to 1–2%

of cases [4,62]. In 4% of cases, donor biliary complications have required

surgical intervention, endoscopic retrograde cholangiopancreatography, or

percutaneous catheter drainage of a biloma [62].

n LEFT LOBE LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

The left liver graft consists of liver segments 2, 3, and 4 and due to its smaller

volume, it is generally reserved for adults weighing less than 60 kg. Two

recipient complications associated with left liver LDLT include volume mis-

match with a risk of development of SFSS and a risk for graft rotation with

resultant venous kinking affecting the venous return from the graft.
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In terms of the graft size mismatch, use of an extended left liver graft with

the inclusion of segment 1 or caudate lobe has been described as a means of

improving the left liver graft volume [64–67]. The increment in liver volume

using the extended left liver graft has been estimated to be approximately 5.9–

12% [64,65,67]. Technical points related to the procurement of a left liver graft

with the caudate lobe include preservation of the thickest and largest vein

draining segment 1, division of the portal vein at the portal bifurcation without

dissection of its transverse portion in order to maintain the portal caudate lobe

branches, isolation of any aberrant left hepatic artery up to the celiac axis,

inclusion of the middle hepatic vein with the extended left lobe graft, division

of the liver parenchyma at 1 cm to the right of the middle hepatic vein up to

the center of the vena cava, and continuation of the transection behind the hilar

plate, taking care not to injure any small vessels of the caudate lobe [64].

Takayama et al. [64] recommend the use of the extended left liver graft with

the caudate lobe when the predicted graft volume to recipient standard liver

volume ratio is expected to be <33%. In situations where the drainage of the

caudate lobe into the vena cava is close to the orifices of the left and middle

hepatic veins, reconstruction is recommended, and in 20% of cases where there

are two caudate short hepatic veins, reconstruction and maintenance of only

one such vein is required for recipient graft implantation [65]. When venous

drainage of the caudate lobe is not preserved, the caudate lobe has been shown

to not regenerate proportionally with the left liver [65,68]. Other technical

refinements include the reconstruction of the caudate portal vein branch,

which in 30% of cases has been described to originate from the main portal

vein rather than its left branch [69].

n RIGHT POSTERIOR SEGMENT OR LATERAL SECTOR LIVER GRAFTS

Right posterior or lateral sector liver grafts consist of segments 6 and 7 of

the right liver. They are much less commonly used due to the technical difficul-

ties associatedwith the harvesting of such grafts. Right posterior segment grafts

have been implemented in situations where the left lobe volume, including

the caudate lobe, is too small for safe left liver LDLT in the recipient and the

remnant donor liver volume is estimated to be less than 30% of the standard

liver volume, thus precluding full right lobe donation [48,70–72]. Thus the

indications for procurement of a posterior segment graft include the presence

of a donor right liver volume >70% of the estimated total donor liver volume

and an estimated volume of the two right lateral or posterior segments that is

greater than that of the left liver [70,72]. Also, it is recommended that the

right posterior graft should be more than 40% of the recipient’s standard liver

volume [72].
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One of the advantages of the right posterior graft is that the risk of graft

rotation is much less than that of a left liver graft, with easy positioning and

complete venous drainage [48]. Disadvantages of the right posterior segment

graft relate to anatomical variations in vascular and biliary anatomy, which can

either preclude or increase the risk of right posterior segment harvesting [70].

Intrahepatic branching of the relevant portal vein, hepatic artery, and biliary

drainage of segments 6 and 7 can make procurement of these two segments

difficult [70]. Sugawara et al. [71] describe the use of right posterior segment

grafts in 6 out of 32 adult LDLT procedures in their institution; complications

included a 50% bile leak rate with increased donor blood loss ranging from 427

to 1100 mL, requiring 0–600 mL of autologous blood transfusion. The same

group considers that there are no anatomic variations of the bile duct that

contraindicate right posterior segment procurement.

In conclusion, experience with right posterior or lateral sector liver grafts is

limitedwith few reported cases. The Tokyo groupdescribes 19 suchLDLTgrafts

as ofAugust 2004,with 18 patients being alive andhaving normal graft function,

while thegroup from theAsanMedicalCenter inSeoul,Korea, reports three such

cases [70,72]. The technique does offer an expansion of the donor pool in coun-

tries where cadaveric liver transplantation is not readily available, and also

requires expertise in both liver transplantation and hepatobiliary surgery.
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Anesthesia
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Kerri M. Robertson and
Marco Piero Zalunardo

I
M P R O V E D medical evaluation and care of patients with end-stage liver

disease (ESLD) and the acceptance of liver transplantation as lifesaving

therapy have resulted in the identification of as many as 10–15 000 potential

liver transplant candidates in the USA each year. Recipient 1-year survival

rates exceed 90%, and as such an increasing number of liver transplant patients

have subsequent non-transplant-related surgery. It is inevitable that with

increasing frequency anesthesiologists with minimal transplant experience

will be requested to participate in the perioperative care of these patients.

n ANESTHETIC MANAGEMENT OF THE TRANSPLANT CANDIDATE PRIOR

TO LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

Perioperative care of potential liver transplant recipients requires an under-

standing of the physiological processes, metabolic function, and drug dis-

position in the liver; evaluation and interpretation of liver test results;

systemic manifestations and medical management of the major complications

of ESLD; identification of risk factors for patients with compensated cirrho-

sis; and knowledge of the effects of anesthesia on the diseased liver [1–4]

(Table 17.1).

Physiological Characteristics

Total hepatic blood flow (HBF) at 1.5 L/min represents about 25–30% of the

cardiac output, with contributions from the hepatic artery and portal vein

being 25% and 75%, respectively. Under normal conditions, each blood source

provides the liver with 50% of its oxygen supply. The portal venous system is
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essentially a passive vascular bed where flow is dependent on perfusion

pressure, cardiac output, and resistance in the splanchnic vasculature. Reduc-

tions in portal inflow are usually associated with reciprocal vasodilatation of

the hepatic artery, thereby maintaining hepatic oxygen supply and total

HBF. The liver vasculature also has a vital role as a blood reservoir able to

‘‘squeeze’’ 500–700 cc of blood into the systemic circulation with sympathetic

stimulation.

Metabolic Function

Hepatic failure may result in impairment of numerous complex metabolic

functions that may significantly impact anesthetic care. The liver plays a

critical role in maintaining a normal blood glucose level; hypoglycemia fre-

quently results from failure of gluconeogenesis, insufficient insulin degrad-

ation, and a depletion of glycogen stores. Most patients with chronic liver

disease are undernourished and fat stores are diminished with impairment

of lipid transport and the integrity of cellular membranes.

Ammoniagenesis and removal by urea formation are often impaired, as

are interconversions between nonessential amino acids and the formation of

Table 17.1 Anesthetic Considerations for Patients with Liver Disease

Physiological processes, biological function, and drug disposition

Interpretation of liver function study results

Acute versus compensated chronic liver failure

Systemic manifestations of ESLD

Major consequences of cirrhosis

Portal hypertension and complications: variceal hemorrhage, splenomegally,

spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, sepsis, ascites, hepatorenal syndrome,

encephalopathy

Portopulmonary hypertension

Coagulopathy

Cholestasis, jaundice

Impact of anesthesia on liver function

Limited functional reserve

Hepatic blood flow

Drug clearance

Anesthesia-induced hepatitis

Postoperative jaundice

Risk factors for decompensation in patients with cirrhosis
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plasma proteins. Hypoalbuminemia is very common; albumin is responsible

for maintaining a normal plasma oncotic pressure and is the principal binding

and transport protein for a large number of drugs. All coagulation factors, with

the exception of the von Willebrand factor, are produced by the liver. Choli-

nesterase is also manufactured in the liver.

Drug Disposition

Most intravenous anesthetic agents are lipid-soluble and undergo biotransfor-

mation in the liver to inactive or ionized water-soluble metabolites, which are

then excreted in the bile or urine. Mechanisms of altered drug pharmacoki-

netics in patients with advanced liver disease include impaired hepatocyte

function (decreased intrinsic clearance due to impaired cytochrome P450 me-

tabolism and excretory function), decreased HBF, and changes in the apparent

volume of distribution. The concentration of the pharmacologically active,

unbound fraction of a highly protein-bound drug may be increased, warrant-

ing a reduction in drug dosage of 20–50%, depending on the degree of hypo-

albuminemia and acidosis. The pharmacodynamic effect produced by

interaction between a drug and its receptors is also unpredictable as a result

of generalized debilitation, loss of muscle mass, and altered drug sensitivity. In

addition, if there is concomitant renal insufficiency, accumulation of drugs or

their active metabolites may occur if they are predominantly dependent on the

kidney for elimination. These drugs should have their maintenance dosing

reduced by 30–50%. Markedly reduced plasma cholinesterase activity may in

theory produce prolongation of block and/or clinical toxicity to succinylcho-

line, mivacurium, and ester-linked local anesthetics.

Although elimination of volatile anesthetic agents depends on minute

ventilation and lung perfusion, varying degrees of hepatic biotransformation

(halothane 20–45%, enflurane 2.5–8.5%, sevoflurane 3–5%, isoflurane<1%, and

desflurane <0.1%) may produce toxic metabolites. Essentially, all anesthetic

agents must be titrated cautiously to the desired effect, as alterations in drug

disposition make drug handling and clinical response unpredictable.

Liver Tests

Laboratory evaluation of liver function is complicated by the liver’s large

functional reserve; routine laboratory values may be normal in the presence

of significant underlying disease. Abnormality in the results of four common

laboratory tests may loosely reflect hepatic dysfunction.

Prothrombin time (PT) measures activity of the extrinsic coagulation path-

way requiring fibrinogen, prothrombin, and factors V, VII, and X. Slight

changes may reflect severe liver dysfunction as only 20–30% of normal factor
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activity is required for coagulation. An international normalized ratio (INR)

>1.5 if not corrected within 24 h with vitamin K administration implies severe

liver disease.

Albumin is produced in the liver and represents the best measure of

chronic hepatic synthetic dysfunction, if one excludes increased losses in

the urine or gastrointestinal (GI) tract. As a result of its long half-life of

20 days, 3–4 weeks of severe liver dysfunction are required before a significant

change in serum level becomes apparent. A serum albumin concentration

of 2.5 g/dL clinically impacts colloid oncotic pressure, placing the patient at

risk for increased third-space fluid shifts and alterations in protein–drug

binding.

Bilirubin is primarily the end product of hemoglobin metabolism. Uptake

and transport of unconjugated bilirubin into hepatocytes is followed by con-

jugation with glucuronide and excretion into bile canaliculi. A total bilirubin

concentration greater than 1.5 mg/dL is abnormal, and jaundice is clinically

apparent above serum levels of 3.0 mg/dL. Conjugated hyperbilirubinemia

reflects hepatocellular dysfunction, intrahepatic cholestasis, or biliary obstruc-

tion. If the increase in total bilirubin concentration is primarily unconjugated,

hemolysis or defects in uptake, transport, or conjugation are the most likely

causes.

Serum ammonia level represents the balance between ammoniagenesis

primarily in the gut and kidney and the synthesis of urea by the liver. Since

the reserve capacity of the normal liver for urea synthesis is great, elevation of

the serum ammonia level usually indicates significant loss of hepatic function.

Increased production of ammonia may be seen with hypokaleuria, increased

protein intake, decreased bowel transit, or colonic deprivation.

n TRANSPLANT CANDIDATE WITH ACUTE LIVER FAILURE

The differentiation of acute fulminant liver failure versus an acute exacerbation

of chronic liver disease is important with regard to therapeutic and prognostic

implications, as not all acute liver failure patients are the same (see Chapter

13). Fulminant hepatic failure is rapidly progressive liver failure with the onset

of encephalopathy within 8 weeks of the onset of jaundice in patients without a

previous history of liver disease. The mortality rate for intra-abdominal sur-

gery in patients with severe acute hepatic disease approaches 100%. Therefore,

all elective surgery should be postponed until the inflammatory process has

resolved, as indicated by normal liver function studies. The recovery period

may take up to 4 months in patients with severe acute viral hepatitis. For the

majority of fulminant failure patients, survival ultimately depends on medical

stabilization and urgent liver transplantation.
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If emergency surgery is unavoidable, one should proceed cautiously, start-

ing with a detailed comprehensive preoperative evaluation including the cause

of liver disease, assessment of hepatic impairment, systemicmanifestations, and

coexisting illness. Careful attention should be given to fluid replacement and

correction of electrolytes (hyponatremia), acidosis, hypoglycemia, and coagula-

tion factor abnormalities. Arterial blood pressure and oxygen saturation should

bemonitored and the airway protected from aspiration by elective endotracheal

intubation in patientswithmarked confusion or coma. Continuingmanagement

of cerebral edema, renal failure, and sepsis may be required (see Chapter 13).

Anesthetic management utilizing maximal monitoring and the fewest

agents should be chosen. The goal is to preserve hepatic function by maintain-

ing adequate pulmonary ventilation and cardiovascular homeostasis including

cardiac output, blood volume, and perfusion pressure. A reduction in HBF

and/or cellular ischemia may result from arterial hypotension, hypovolemnia,

hypoxia, hypercarbia, hypocarbia, and sympathetic adrenergic stimulation.

Excessive airway pressures may increase intrathoracic pressure, thereby im-

peding venous return and reducing cardiac output.

Premedication may include a histamine-receptor blocker, metoclopramide,

and sodium citrate. Sedatives, especially benzodiazepines (e.g. midazolam),

should be omitted. Provided that the patient is hemodynamically stable, the

‘‘best’’ general anesthesia for the liver would include preoxygenation, rapid

sequence induction with cricoid pressure, and endotracheal intubation after

the administration of fentanyl, propofol or thiopental, and succinylcholine.

Potentially hepatotoxic agents should be avoided. All volatile anesthetic agents

potentially decrease HBF but are relatively safe if the mean arterial blood

pressure and cardiac output are maintained. lsoflurane is the best choice.

Drug handling may be extremely variable, so all drug dosages should be

reduced and titrated to the desired effect. All opioids may accumulate. Cisa-

tracurium besylate is ideal for muscle relaxation being an intermediate acting

drug relatively independent of renal or hepatic function for elimination. Titra-

tion of the muscle relaxant using a transcutaneous nerve stimulator is desir-

able. A strategy for renal protection is crucial [5] (Table 17.2). Patients with

encephalopathy grade 3 or 4 and raised intracranial pressure (ICP) will require

ICP monitoring and therapeutic intervention (see Chapter 13). The cerebral

perfusion pressure should be kept above 60 mmHg, with the arterial pressure

transducer positioned at the level of the head.

Neurological and ventilatory function should be evaluated prior to extu-

bation. Patients should be fully awake to reduce the risk of aspiration. Narcotic

analgesics administered for postoperative pain relief may worsen hypoxemia

by causing pulmonary shunting and alveolar hypoventilation. Postoperative

surveillance and care should take place in an intensive care setting. Clinical

indicators of suboptimal liver function include persistent hypothermia,
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coagulopathy, hypocapnia, acidosis, hyperglycemia (later, hypoglycemia),

renal insufficiency, hemodynamic instability, acute respiratory distress syn-

drome (ARDS), and delay in postoperative awakening.

n TRANSPLANT CANDIDATE WITH CHRONIC LIVER DISEASE

Patients with cirrhosis have a reduced life expectancy. A large natural history

study from Innsbruck University showed that the estimated 1- and 5-year

survival rates were 95% and 75% for patients with Child–Pugh class B and

85% and 50% for patients with Child–Pugh class C, respectively (see Chapter

1). After the onset of the first major medical complication (ascites, variceal

bleeding, jaundice, or encephalopathy), survival rates for these patients were

significantly reduced. Given the findings of Gines et al. [6] regarding a median

survival rate in compensated versus uncompensated cirrhotics of 8.9 versus 1.6

Table 17.2 Strategic Plan for Optimizing Renal Function and Prevention
of Hepatorenal Syndrome [5]

Initial management

1. Homeostatic environment (electrolytes, acid–base status, hematocrit)

2. Cardiovascular stability (euvolemia, mean arterial pressure > 60 mmHg)

3. Identify intrinsic renal parenchymal disease

4. Treat bacterial infections and complications related to liver disease, i.e. ascites,

dilutional hyponatremia, and variceal bleeding

5. Avoid nephrotoxic agents, e.g. NSAID or aminoglycosides

Optimize renal perfusion

1. Intravascular volume expansion

2. Drug therapy (splanchnic vasoconstriction or renal vasodilators): vasopression

analogs, a-adrenergic agonists, endothelin antagonists, antioxidants

Strategies

1. Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt

2. Spontaneous bacterial peritonitis: albumin and antibiotic therapy

3. Severe alcoholic hepatitis: pentoxifylline

4. Plasma expansion after large-volume paracentesis

Renal support

1. Hemodialysis

2. Continuous arteriovenous or venovenous hemofiltration

3. Liver transplantation
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years, the probability of decompensation may be relatively low, but once

decompensation occurs, mortality rates are high.

Child’s classification has traditionally been used as a predictive index for

operative mortality rate in patients undergoing portosystemic shunting pro-

cedures. The high perioperative mortality risk of 10%, 31%, and 76% for

Child’s class A, B, and C patients, respectively, is also predictive of operative

outcome for hepatobiliary procedures and is generally associated with out-

come for nonoperative patients. The most current model for end-stage liver

disease (MELD) in adults uses a scoring system based on total bilirubin, serum

creatinine and INR. It is an accurate predictor of 3-month mortality and a

continuous measurement of disease severity, independent of complications

of portal hypertension and etiology of liver disease. Anesthesia and surgery

are known to have decompensatory effects on patients with cirrhosis. Multi-

variate factors that are associated with perioperative complications and mor-

tality are listed in Table 17.3 [7].

Cholelithiasis occurs twice as often in patients with cirrhosis as in the

general population [8]. Despite advances in anesthetic care over the past two

decades, the high rates of mortality (7–20%) and morbidity (5–23%) associated

with cholecystectomy in patients with liver disease have not decreased sub-

stantially. Open gallbladder surgery in the cirrhotic patient has been reported

Table 17.3 Subset Risk Factors Associated with Perioperative Complications in
Cirrhotic Patients [7]

Male gender

High Child–Pugh score

Ascites

Cirrhosis other than primary biliary cirrhosis (especially cryptogenic cirrhosis)

Elevated serum creatinine

Chronic renal failure

Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease

Congestive heart failure

Ischemic heart disease

Insulin-dependent diabetes

Emergency case

Preoperative infection

Preoperative upper gastrointestinal bleeding

High American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) physical status rating

High surgical severity score

Intraoperative hypotension
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to be associated with a 25% perioperative mortality rate. Many of the patients

who died experienced postoperative bleeding, renal failure, and sepsis [9].

Ziser et al. reported the overall 30-day perioperative mortality rate for cirrhotic

patients undergoing anesthesia and operation to be as high as 11.6%, with a

complication rate of 30.1%. Pneumonia was the most frequent postoperative

complication [7]. In 1986, the 30-day mortality rate following laparotomy and

liver biopsy in patients with severe hepatic disease and ascites or PT more than

2.5 seconds greater than the control value was reported to exceed 80–90% [10].

Despite the introduction of laparoscopic surgery for cholecystectomy (LC)

in the late 1980s and its reported advantages, many surgeons do not consider

patientswith Child–Pugh class C cirrhosis as candidates due to an unacceptably

high risk of morbidity and mortality. This practice is consistent with the 1992

National Institutes of Health (NIH) consensus statement on LC, which states:

Most patients with symptomatic gallstones are candidates for LC, if they are able to

tolerate general anesthesia and have no serious cardiopulmonary disease or other

comorbid conditions that preclude operation. Patients who are usually not candidates

for LC include those with generalized peritonitis, septic shock from cholangitis, severe

acute pancreatitis, end-stage cirrhosis of the liver with portal hypertension, severe

coagulopathy unresponsive to treatment, known cancer of the gallbladder, and chole-

cysto-enteric fistulas [11].

A recent meta-analysis (1993–2001) comparing patients with cirrhosis undergo-

ing laparoscopic cholecystectomy versus an open technique (OC) showed the

advantage of less intraoperative blood loss, shorter operative time, and reduced

length of hospitalization in the LC group. Patients with Child–Pugh class A or B

cirrhosis comparedwith patients without cirrhosis had higher conversion rates,

operative times, bleeding complications (26.4% vs. 3.1%), and overall morbidity

(20.86% vs. 7.99%). No mortality was observed in the OC group. The overall

Table 17.4 Cardiovascular, Pulmonary, and Renal Complications of Advanced
Cirrhosis

Cardiovascular

Hyperdynamic circulation

Increased cardiac index and stroke volume

Decreased systemic vascular resistance

Low to normal mean arterial pressure (widened pulse pressure)

Increased heart rate

Central hypovolemia

Increased circulating blood volume

Decreased effective plasma volume

Increased sympathetic tone
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Table 17.4 Continued

Hyporesponsiveness of the vasculature to pressor therapy

Flow-dependent oxygen consumption

Hepatic and splanchnic vasculature

Portal hypertension

Portal–systemic collateral circulation

Decreased hepatic blood flow

Alcoholic cardiomyopathy (reduced LVEF)

Cirrhotic cardiomyopathy (impaired cardiac contractility, defective excitation

contraction coupling, systolic and diastolic function, prolonged QTc interval,

autonomic dysfunction, impaired beta-adrenergic function and postreceptor

defect, decreased responsiveness to catecholamines, conductance abnormalities)

Arrythmias

Pulmonary

Arterial hypoxemia (PaO2 < 70mmHg)

Hepatopulmonary syndrome

Portopulmonary hypertension

Impaired hypoxic pulmonary vasoconstriction

Increased pulmonary blood flow

Parenchymal abnormalities

Restrictive ventilatory pattern due to ascites-limiting diaphragmatic excursion,

pleural effusions, or chest wall deformity due to osteoporosis

Obstructive airway disease, emphysema, bronchitis–bronchiectasis

Interstitial lung disease (infection, pneumonitis, pulmonary edema)

Renal

Renin–angiotensin–aldosterone activation: impaired sodium handling, water

excretion, potassium metabolism, and concentrating ability

Impaired renal acidification

Prerenal insufficiency (ascites or diuretics)

Acute renal failure (acute liver failure, biliary obstruction, sepsis)

Hepatorenal syndrome

Glomerulopathies

mortality rate after LC in patients with cirrhosis was 0.28%, but in the small

subset of Child–Pugh class C cirrhosis patients it was as high as 17% [12]. One

contributory factor to the high incidence ofmultisystemorgan failure in patients

with severe chronic liver disease (Table 17.4)may be the release of inflammatory

mediators induced by hepatic ischemia during surgery, which is more pro-

nounced after OC compared with LC [13].
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Patients with Child’s class B and C cirrhosis are also at very high risk for

complications and mortality with cardiac surgery. Contributory factors include

risk of bleeding from hemodilution of clotting factors during cardiopulmonary

bypass, platelet abnormalities and anticoagulation with heparin; renal dys-

function; and prolonged surgery and further hepatic deterioration, which is

seen in 3% of adults undergoing cardiac surgery, compared with a mortality

rate in patients with preexisting liver dysfunction of 11.4% [14].

Anesthesia, Surgery, and Liver Function

During anesthesia all factors inducing arterial hypotension should be avoided.

General anesthesia and surgery decrease HBF and jeopardize oxygen supply to

the liver. Intraoperative reductions in the arterial blood pressure and cardiac

output decrease portal blood flow. Contributing factors include anesthetic

drugs (inhalational anesthetics, vasodilators, beta-blockers, alpha-1-agonists,

histamine-receptor-2 (H2) blockers, and vasopressin), hypovolemia, ventila-

tory mode, hypoxema, hypercarbia, and acidosis. Surgical manipulation in

the right upper quadrant can reduce HBF up to 60% from sympathetic activa-

tion or direct compression of the vena cava and splanchnic vessels. Compen-

satory vasodilatation of the hepatic artery in response to decreased portal

inflow is diminished by volatile anesthetic agents in a dose-related manner,

and consequently blood flow becomes pressure-dependent. Isoflurane has the

least detrimental effect on liver blood flow. A simultaneous decrease in the

liver’s metabolic demand tends to balance the oxygen supply-to-uptake ratio.

With cirrhosis, the reciprocal flow relationship between the portal vein and the

hepatic artery is not well maintained. The cirrhotic patient may be at increased

risk of ischemic injury to the liver secondary to preexisting impaired perfusion

as well as multiorgan system failure from the release of cellular inflammatory

mediators. Halothane anesthesia should be avoided as it is accompanied by the

most prominent decrease in hepatic blood and oxygen supply and postopera-

tive hepatic dysfunction. Nitrous oxide use may be undesirable because of its

sympathomimetic effects, propensity to cause bowel distension, and limiting

effect on increasing the inspiratory concentration of oxygen.

In general, outcome is less influenced by the choice of anesthetic agents

than by the urgency or type of operative procedure and severity of underlying

chronic liver disease. When administering drugs to patients with chronic liver

disease, we must appreciate the substantially changed pharmacokinetics. All

drug dosages should be decreased and carefully titrated until the desired effect

is achieved. Experts currently recommend that in patients with chronic liver

disease, isoflurane alone or in combination with small doses of fentanyl be

used as the method of choice provided adequate pulmonary ventilation, car-

diac output, and arterial pressure are maintained.
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n POSTOPERATIVE LIVER DYSFUNCTION

Because of the liver’s large functional reserves, clinically significant acute liver

dysfunction following anesthesia and surgery is uncommon and chiefly lim-

ited to patients with preexisting hepatic disease, massive blood transfusion,

hepatic oxygen deprivation (hypoxia, anemia, decreased arterial pressure or

cardiac output, and decreased HBF), infection, and drug toxicity.

n SYSTEMIC MANIFESTATIONS OF END-STAGE LIVER DISEASE

ESLD is associated with unique systemic physiological alterations [15] (Table

17.4). Cardiovascular considerations include selection of monitoring and drug

choice for induction and pressor support as dictated by a hyperdynamic

circulation, fixed low total systemic vascular resistance (SVR), and compensa-

tory rise in cardiac output, impaired circulatory reserve, and diminished

response to catecholamine infusions. High-risk patients are those with alco-

holic cardiomyopathy and dysrhythmias, congestive heart failure from fluid

and electrolyte imbalances, and moderate to severe pulmonary hypertension.

Arterial hypoxemia usually responds to supplemental oxygen and positive

pressure ventilation. Depressed airway reflexes, delayed gastric emptying,

hiatus hernia, and massive ascites increase the risk of aspiration. Postoperative

pulmonary edema, atelectasis, and pneumonia are common.

Renal function may be impaired; the kidneys are very susceptible to insult

and prone to failure. Fluid and electrolyte imbalances are secondary to diuretic

therapy, hypoalbuminemia, and portal hypertension causing generalized asci-

tes, progressive edema, hypovolemia, hyponatremia, and hypokalemic meta-

bolic alkalosis.

The patient is at major risk of GI hemorrhage from esophageal and/or

gastric varices and peptic ulcer disease. Severe obstructive jaundice increases

the risk of renal failure, neurotoxicity, and bradyarrhythmias. Bleeding is a

potential risk from vitamin K deficiency, impaired hepatic synthesis of coagu-

lation factors, bone marrow suppression, and splenic platelet sequestration.

Malnutrition can lead to immunosuppression, which puts the patient at risk

for infectious pulmonary complications.

With severe liver disease, patients may also have evidence of fibrinolysis,

disseminated intravascular coagulation, or abnormal fibrinogen synthesis.

Nutritional deficiencies lead to hypoglycemia, protein malnutrition, poor

ventilatory reserve, and infection. Central nervous system (CNS) manifest-

ations depend on the acuity of presentation, ranging from depressed mental

status and confusion to acute cerebral edema in the fulminant liver failure

patient.
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Table 17.5 Cardiac Evaluation of Adults with End-Stage Liver Disease

Examination Indication

1. Cardiac history, clinical examination,

ECG, pulmonary function studies,

chest X-ray, SaO2, and PaO2

All patients

2. Screening risk factors for CAD All patients

3. Exercise stress test (ECG) Inadequate examination for most

patients (ascites, lethargy,

beta-blockade)

4. Contrast enhanced transthoracic

echocardiography

All patients

5. Transthoracic echocardiography

while on waiting list

All patients every 12 months.

MELD score > 20, patients with pul-

monary hypertension, or pathological

finding in the screening echocardio-

graphy, repeat every 6 months

6. Right heart catheterization Patients with pulmonary hypertension;

hypoxemia and severe

intrapulmonary shunting

(hepatopulmonary syndrome);

assessment of right ventricular

function (RV systolic pressure

> 50 mmHg or abnormal RV size and

function); morbid obesity (BMI $ 30

and MELD > 15 or BMI $ 30 and

CPAP for sleep apnea or BMI$ 30 and

diabetes)

7. Coronary arteriography Patients with documented coronary

artery disease or symptoms

suggestive of myocardial ischemia;

evidence of ischemic wall motion

abnormalities on dobutamine stress

echocardiography; left bundle block;

pacemaker; diabetes mellitus and age

> 40 years; age > 50 years and > 2 risk

factors for CAD

8. Dobutamine stress echocardiogram

or myocardial perfusion scintigraphy

Risk factors for CAD; diabetes mellitus;

age > 45 years; ejection fraction < 50%
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n CARDIOVASCULAR RISK FACTORS AND PERIOPERATIVE COMPLICATIONS

Recent studies indicate that the prevalence of coronary artery disease (CAD) in

patients with cirrhosis ranges from 2.5% to 27%; this exceeds the 2.5% preva-

lence in a healthy population. For many years it was believed that cirrhosis

was cardioprotectant as a result of lower serum cholesterol levels, peripheral

vasodilatation reducing the incidence of systemic hypertension, greater estro-

gen levels preventing atherosclerosis, and the effect of alcohol elevating high-

density lipoprotein levels and lowering cardiovascular mortality. The theory

that cirrhosis has a protective effect on coronary circulation appears to be no

longer valid [16]. As more patients in their sixties and seventies are wait-listed

and given the high rates of morbidity and mortality in patients with CAD who

undergo liver transplantation, detection and treatment of CAD in the potential

recipient is essential (Table 17.5). Diabetes mellitus is likely the most predictive

risk factor.

Screening for CAD in patients with cirrhosis includes history and physical

examination, ECG, SpO2, PaO2, and in most centers, a two-dimensional (2-

D) echocardiogram for left ventricular dysfunction (LVEF < 50%), valvular

pathology, estimation of pulmonary artery pressure, and exclusion of severe

intrapulmonary shunting. Further studies for specific evaluation of CAD

and inducible ischemia include functional studies (stress thallium nuclear

imaging, dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE), and stress single-photon

emission computed tomographic (SPECT) imaging), and cardiac catheteriza-

tion. DSE is the preferred screening tool for patients at risk for perioperative

cardiac events related to obstructive CAD; however, the predictive value of

this noninvasive test for ischemic events or detecting cardiomyopathy is con-

troversial [17–21]. Both Plevak and Plotkin recommend following the guide-

lines of the American College of Cardiology and the American Heart

Association, which combine clinical predictors of active heart disease, func-

tional capacity, surgery-specific risk, and the presence or lack of recent coron-

ary evaluation to identify patients likely to benefit from noninvasive testing

[18,22,23].

n PORTOPULMONARY HYPERTENSION AND HEPATOPULMONARY

SYNDROME

The bane of every anesthesiologists’ existence is inserting a pulmonary artery

catheter for invasive hemodynamic monitoring and finding that the patient has

a mean pulmonary artery pressure (mPAP) > 25 mmHg. To proceed, delay

and treat, or cancel surgery is problematic in patients with increased mPAP.

One must differentiate between reactive pulmonary hypertension due to light

general anesthesia or metabolic/respiratory acidosis, volume overload, high
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cardiac output, left-sided heart disease, cardiomyopathy, valvular heart dis-

ease, interstitial or obstructive lung disease, chronic thromboembolism, or

pulmonary vasoconstriction with vasoproliferation. Up to 20% of cirrhotic

patients are at risk of developing pulmonary hypertension. The current diag-

nostic criteria for portopulmonary hypertension include portal hypertension

(ascites, varices, splenomegally), mPAP > 25 mmHg, pulmonary capillary

wedge pressure < 15 mmHg, and pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR)

<240 dynes s cm�5. In patients with mPAP of 35–40 mmHg and preserved

right ventricular function, an attempt to reduce the mPAP < 35 mmHg and

PVR <240 dynes s cm�5 is ideal and consideration should be given to con-

tinuing the surgery. For mPAP > 45 mmHg and PVR <240 dynes s cm�5,

surgery should be deferred and pulmonary vasodilator epoprostenol initiated

as the patient has a poor prognosis and is at increased risk of intraoperative

death from acute right heart failure [20,24–27].

The frequency of hepatopulmonary syndrome in patients with liver dis-

ease is reported to be between 4% and 29% [28,29]. Patients with liver disease

may develop progressive and refractory hypoxemia due to abnormal intrapul-

monary vascular dilatation causing anatomical shunting and ventilation–

perfusion abnormalities [30]. These patients are at risk for systemic arterial

embolization causing stroke, intracranial hemorrhage, or brain abscess. The

prognosis of the hepatopulmonary syndrome is poor, and mortality rates of

41% within 2–5 years have been reported [31,32].

n CENTRAL PONTINE MYELINOLYSIS

Central pontine myelinolysis (CPM) is a frequently symmetric noninflamma-

tory demyelinating disorder within the brainstem pons. In at least 10% of

patients, demyelination also occurs in extrapontine areas. Clinical manifest-

ations are characterized by postoperative confusion and/or weakness or a

‘‘locked-in’’ syndrome after transplantation [33]. The most frequent findings

are delirium, pseudobulbar palsy, and spastic quadriplegia, which may result

in permanent neurologic deficits. CPM occurs inconsistently as a complication

of severe and prolonged hyponatremia, particularly when the sodium is cor-

rected too rapidly, and has been reported to be present in 29% of postmortem

examinations of liver transplant patients. Risk factors included serum sodium

less than 120 mEq/L for more than 48 h, aggressive IV fluid therapy with

hypertonic saline solutions, and hypernatremia during treatment. Empirical

data show that CPM is likely to occur when the total perioperative increase in

sodium concentration is above 15–20 mEq/L [34]. Cirrhotic patients treated

with potent diuretics are at a special risk for low sodium plasma concentra-

tions; therefore, major surgical procedures with the potential for large-volume
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blood loss, fluid shifts, or metabolic acidosis are not recommended in patients

with a very low preoperative sodium concentration.

n ANESTHETIC MANAGEMENT FOR LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

Monitoring

Monitoring for liver transplantation significantly exceeds the routine standard

care for major abdominal surgery. Together with invasive arterial blood pres-

sure measurement and central venous access with a multiple lumen catheter,

the insertion of a pulmonary artery catheter is mandatory in most cases.

Following the practice guidelines of the American Society of Anesthesiologists

(ASA) Task Force on Perioperative Transesophageal Echocardiography (TEE),

TEE monitoring in liver transplantation is recommended as an accurate intra-

operative tool for diagnosis and management of hemodynamic disturbances.

ICP monitoring has been discussed earlier and also in Chapter 13. Use of a

rapid transfusion device and cell saver may be useful when massive blood loss

is anticipated. Institutional preference dictates use of a femoral arterial and

venous line in addition to a radial arterial line and central line placed in the

neck.

Anesthesia Induction and Maintenance

There is no routine drug set listed in most reviews on anesthetic management

of liver transplantation, but a slight trend for maintenance of anesthesia

with inhalational agents may be seen, especially using isoflurane [35]. Experi-

mental data show that flow velocity is enhanced with isoflurane and hepatic

arterial autoregulation and oxygen delivery are effectively maintained [36,37].

There is little scientific information about the use of sevoflurane or desflurane.

Rapid sequence IV induction with cricoid pressure and endotracheal

intubation after the administration of fentanyl, propofol or thiopental (rarely

etomidate), and succinylcholine is routine for patients euvolemic with serum

potassium levels in the normal range. A larger volume of distribution, which

may necessitate a larger initial dose of drug and close monitoring of subse-

quent doses, should be anticipated. Pseudocholinesterase deficiency may

cause prolongation of the action of succinylcholine, which is of limited clinical

significance. Muscle relaxation with cisatracurium or vecuronium is advanta-

geous in patients with renal impairment. An infusion of octreotide may reduce

venous pressures in patients with portal hypertension. Intravascular

volume expansion with colloid, crystalloid, or blood products and drug

therapy including renal vasodilators (dopamine) or splanchnic vasoconstrict-

ors (vasopressin analogues) may be utilized to optimize renal perfusion. Of
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interest, clonidine 4mg=kg IV during induction has been reported to signifi-

cantly reduce the intraoperative requirements for intravenous fluids and

blood products without compromising circulatory stability. Improvement in

immediate reperfusion-induced hemodynamic disturbances was also ob-

served [38].

Hemodynamic Management

Maintaining hemodynamic stability during liver dissection, the anhepatic

phase, and on reperfusion depends on the surgical technique (classic caval

clamping verus. caval preservation), the use of venovenous bypass, autologous

backwash of the donor liver, metabolic abnormalities, and surgical hemostasis.

Cross-clamping of the inferior vena cava (IVC) causes a marked reduction of

venous return to the heart, resulting in a decrease in cardiac output, decrease in

PAP, and compensatory increase in heart rate and SVR. This effect is less

pronounced in patients with ESLD and venous collateral circulation, which

partially maintains preload. Hypotension is treated by gentle fluid administra-

tion and pressor support (norepinephrine, dopamine, epinephrine, pheny-

lephrine), as needed. Flooding the patient with intravenous crystalloid or

colloid may have disastrous consequences on reperfusion. If the piggyback

technique with caval preservation is used or venovenous bypass is initiated

prior to caval cross-clamping, venous return may be maintained and less re-

duction in cardiac output seen. In the scenario of right ventricular failure,

milrinone, dobutamine, or epinephrine infusions with nitric oxide or prosta-

glandin E1 are indicated to support cardiac output and reduce pulmonary artery

pressure. The goal for cold-ischemia time of the donor liver (storage time in cold

preservation solution) is under 15 h and of the warm-ischemia time (time from

liver up into the surgical field until reperfusion in the recipient) of < 90 min.

Reactivation of hepatitis C in the new liver may be less if the warm-ischemia

time can be kept under 35 min [39].

Extreme hemodynamic changes may occur immediately after reperfusion

of the transplanted liver, including hypotension, bradycardia, supraventricu-

lar and ventricular arrhythmias, variable cardiac output, and occasionally

cardiac arrest (0–5%). The incidence of this postreperfusion syndrome

may be as high as 30% [40]. Immediately after reperfusion, left ventricular

function may be impaired and pulmonary capillary wedge pressure, central

venous pressure (CVP), and PAP usually increase with a reduction in SVR,

while TEE monitoring shows a stable or even decreased left ventricular end-

diastolic volume. These contradictory findings may be due to a period of

deteriored left ventricular compliance or ‘‘cardioplegia’’ on reperfusion

[41,42].
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Hemostatic Management

During the hepatectomy, the effects of fibrinolysis, thrombocytopenia, coagu-

lation factor and fibrinogen deficiency on clinical bleeding are not always

predictable and transfusion requirements are variable. Portal hypertension

with venous collaterals, adhesions from prior operations, and lack of surgical

hemostasis (especially a hole in the IVC) contribute to the complexity of

massive blood loss and hemostatic management. Thromboelastography and

other useful on-site devices have been developed for coagulation monitoring,

and rapid infusion devices are available to allow intravenous transfusion up to

2 L/min. Intraoperative use of aprotinin may significantly reduce blood trans-

fusion requirements, and prophylactic use of aprotinin has been reported to

ameliorate the postreperfusion syndrome in liver transplantation, as reflected

by a significant reduction in vasopressor requirements [43,44]. However, re-

ports on fatal pulmonary thromboembolism bring into question the unre-

flected routine use of aprotinin in all liver transplant recipients [45].

Tranexamic and epsilon-aminocaproic acid have been used as antifibrinolytic

agents during liver transplantation, but their effect on transfusion require-

ments is controversial [46]. Calcium is an important coenzyme in the coagula-

tion cascade. During the hepatectomy and anhepatic phases of liver

transplantation, acute ionized hypocalcemia may develop, especially when

large amounts of fresh frozen plasma have been transfused. In many trans-

plant centers, continuous calcium infusions and magnesium supplements are

routine therapy.

Target-directed transfusion goals are used for replacement of blood

products, if the patient is actively bleeding with adequate surgical hemo-

stasis during the hepatectomy phase. Following reperfusion, ideally the hema-

tocrit should be maintained at 27–29% to minimize the risk of hepatic artery

thrombosis due to the increase in blood viscosity. It is not possible to correct

the PT with administration of FFP. Partial thromboplastin time (PTT)

may be prolonged due to residual heparin used during the donor procurement

procedure, which clears within 5 min of reperfusion or venous congestion

of the recipient bowel producing heparinoid-like substances. Many transplant

centers use the normalization of the PT and platelet count as indicators

of recovery of donor liver graft function. Administration of cryopre-

cipitate for fibrinogen < 100 mg/dL prior to transport to the ICU is common

practice.

n ANESTHETIC MANAGEMENT AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

Preoperative patient evaluation after liver transplantation requires an under-

standing of:
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. Functional evaluation of the liver

. Early: diagnosis of rejection or infection (cytomegalovirus (CMV) or bacter-

ial)

. Late: ischemia risk, detection of chronic rejection or infection, drug-induced

liver toxicity, universal recurrence of hepatitis C

. Minimal physiological and pharmacological problems of denervation

. The significance of residual physiologic alterations of ESLD

. Coexisting systemic disease

. Optimizing patient and graft function

. Immunosuppression-related complications, toxicities, and adverse effects

. Choices for anesthetic techniques and monitoring

. Postoperative care and rejection surveillance

n GRAFT FUNCTION

Recovery of cytochrome P450-dependent microsomal enzyme activity starts

immediately after reperfusion of the graft. Morphine, fentanyl, propofol,

muscle relaxants, and amide-linked local anesthetic agents appear to be well

handled by the newly transplanted liver [47–49]. By the second postoperative

week the patient’s coagulation profile should have normalized and synthetic

function restored. In contrast, liver test results may remain elevated with

changes in trends over time of aspartate aminotransferase (AST), gamma

glutamyl transpeptidase (GGT), and alkaline phosphatase more important

than absolute values.

Elective surgery should be postponed in the presence of rejection. Pre-

operative assessment should include specific inquiry about new onset of

jaundice, change in urine or stool color, pruritis, right upper quadrant tender-

ness, fever, malaise, weight gain, and ankle edema. Laboratory evaluation of

graft function should include standard liver tests: AST, alanine amino trans-

ferase (ALT), albumin, and PT/INR (hepatocellular injury); and bilirubin,

alkaline phosphatase, and GGT (cholestasis). A liver biopsy may be needed

for definitive diagnosis. Deterioration of graft function may also indicate the

presence of infection, recurrence of the primary disease process (especially

hepatitis C), or a toxic effect of immunosuppression.

n PHYSIOLOGICAL ADAPTATIONS AND COEXISTING SYSTEMIC DISEASE

Liver transplantation does not fully correct many of the unique systemic

physiological alterations associated with ESLD. Total liver blood flow is in-

creased, despite the return of portal pressures to normal, with persistence of

portal–systemic collaterals evident 4 years after transplantation [50]. Portal
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venous inflow is still under the influence of the normal vasomotor tone of the

superior mesenteric artery, whereas the hepatic artery is denervated; this may

be the main cause of the increase in hepatic perfusion. The potential long-term

effect of persistently elevated liver blood flow on various metabolic pathways

in the liver or disposition of high hepatic extraction drugs is unknown [51]. The

patient may be at risk for intraoperative hemorrhage due to the presence of

residual portal–systemic collaterals, mild to moderate coagulopathy, and a

clinical impression of a decreased capacity of the denervated hepatic vascula-

ture to constrict and shunt blood centrally in response to systemic hypo-

tension.

Reported changes in the systemic hemodynamic status appear more con-

troversial. Arterial hypertension and increased total SVR are consistent find-

ings. Cardiac index has been observed to remain high in the presence of good

liver function and subsequently return to a more normal value [52,53]. The

persistence of a high output state is generally well tolerated. Significant in-

creases in peripheral vascular resistance, due to the combined effect of reversal

of the pretransplantation vasodilatation and the vasoconstrictor effect of

cyclosporine and FK 506 may be particularly detrimental in patients with

evidence of coexisting cardiomyopathy or valvular insufficiency. Myocardial

ischemia may occur in patients with underlying CAD or in those with coronary

spasm or accelerated arteriosclerotic disease secondary to cyclosporine and

steroid therapy.

The most common pulmonary complication following liver transplant-

ation is infection, with no evidence of the significant airway obstruction or

bronchiolitis obliterans seen in bone marrow transplant recipients and heart–

lung transplantation patients. Pulmonary hypertension in association with

cirrhosis may occur in up to 20% of patients receiving liver transplants.

Resolution of the pulmonary hypertension has been observed in survivors

over a period of 13 months after liver transplantation [54]. Approximately

50% of all liver transplant candidates have some form of abnormal arterial

oxygenation, frequently PaO2 less than 70 mmHg. Hepatopulmonary syn-

drome, defined as the triad of hepatic dysfunction, pulmonary vascular dila-

tation, and abnormal arterial oxygenation (frequently severe hypoxemia with

PaO2 < 50mmHg), affects up to 45% of these patients [55]. Normalization in

arterial PaO2 has been demonstrated from 1 to 9 months after transplantation

in patients with a type 1 angiographic pattern, responsive to 100% oxygen [56].

n IMMUNOSUPPRESSION

Immunosuppressive protocols for liver transplant patients generally include

varying combinations of drugs. The regimen in an individual patient reflects
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prior rejection episodes and side-effects. Immunosuppressive agents must be

continued perioperatively, with consideration given to the general recom-

mendations listed in Table 17.6 (see also Chapters 29 and 30).

Cyclosporine A

Interactions between cyclosporine A and any drug that is a substrate for

cytochrome P450 are possible (see Chapter 30). Very few animal and human

studies of possible drug interactions between cyclosporine A and anesthetic

agents have appeared in the literature. Isoflurane decreases the rate of absorp-

tion of cyclosporine A by reducing gastric emptying and absorption from the

proximal small bowel. Oral doses of cyclosporine A should be given 4–7 h

preoperatively; most formulations contain olive oil, castor oil, or corn oil and

represent a significant risk if regurgitation and aspiration occur [57,58]. In

addition, the desired therapeutic blood levels may not be achieved if given

outside this time interval. Cyclosporine A has been shown to prolong non-

depolarizing neuromuscular blockade, which is thought to be secondary to a

combined effect of inhibition of calcium entry into the muscle cell by the parent

drug and nonspecific interference by polyoxethylated castor oil with drug

binding, effectively increasing the concentration of nondepolarizing drug at

the neuromuscular junction [58]. The interaction of cyclosporine and depolar-

izing muscle relaxants has not been studied in humans. Cyclosporine A has

been reported to increase analgesia produced by fentanyl in a dose-dependent

manner and to increase pentobarbital hypnosis [59]. Insufficient corroborating

data exist to determine the clinical significance of these findings.

It is essential to appreciate the potential interactions between cyclosporine

A and anesthetic agents; many of the latter drugs cause liver enzyme induc-

tion, which may alter cyclosporine A levels 7–10 days later or potentiate

cyclosporine A-related side-effects.

Table 17.6 Recommendations for Immunosuppressive Therapy in the Surgical
Patient

1. Continue immunosuppressive therapy (aspiration risk and reduced bioavailability if

taken immediately prior to surgery).

2. Monitor patient for adverse effects attributable to specific drugs.

3. Consider all patients as susceptible to life-threatening infections.

4. Supplement with steroids for stress of surgery.

5. Consider possible anesthetic drug interactions.

6. Optimize renal function.
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Tacrolimus

Tacrolimus (FK 506) was introduced into clinical trials in 1990 and has a

pharmacokinetic profile similar to that of cyclosporine with P450 liver enzyme

metabolism except that it does not require bile acids for solubilization and

absorption. Neurological complications of high blood levels include seizures

and CPM, dysarthria, and motor disturbances; these resolve with dose reduc-

tion. Headache and insomnia are common complaints that are dose-related.

Recently, a tacrolimus-induced pain syndrome has been described as a post-

transplant complication [60].

Steroids

There is a long-standing debate regarding whether a history of exogenous

steroid administration, followed by surgical stress with no supplementation,

precipitates acute adrenal insufficiency. Recommendations for perioperative

steroid coverage take into consideration the route of administration, total dose,

interval from last dose to surgery, duration of therapy, magnitude of perceived

surgical stress, and presence of glucose intolerance. In reality, few patients

with suppressed adrenal function and no steroid supplement develop hypo-

tension after surgery. Patients on chronic corticosteroid therapy may develop

osteoporosis and increased potential for traumatic fractures; careful position-

ing is necessary.

n ANESTHESIA AND MONITORING

Virtually any anesthetic technique can be utilized successfully in liver trans-

plant patients if liver function is stable and coagulation is within normal limits

[61]. The ‘‘healthy’’ transplanted liver is no more susceptible to potentially

hepatotoxic drugs than the liver in a normal patient [62]. Routine immuno-

suppressive therapy should be continued, with monitoring for signs of toxicity

and adverse effects. Choice of anesthetic technique depends on surgical con-

siderations, minimization of additional insult or physiological trespass to the

liver, presence of absolute or relative contraindications for regional anesthesia,

and individual preference.

Standardized routine monitoring is usually sufficient in most cases. One

must weigh the risk–benefit ratio of invasive procedures (arterial or central

venous catheter) versus the increased risk of infection in transplant recipients.

Attention to aseptic techniques and the use of prophylactic antibiotics are

essential. Patients receiving cyclosporine may demonstrate prolonged recov-

ery from nondepolarizing muscle relaxants; therefore blockade monitoring is

necessary. Hypertension and renal insufficiency should be anticipated in all
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patients. The elevated blood pressure is often relatively refractory to medical

therapy and may require vasodilators, angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE)

inhibitors, calcium channel blockers, and beta-blockade for control. As a result,

the depth of anesthesia or responses to noxious stimuli may be difficult to

assess when using blood pressure and heart rate responses as an accurate

guide to anesthetic requirements. Bispectral index (BIS1) monitoring is a

helpful adjunct to determine when the patient has achieved a sufficient level

of hypnosis, and given an appropriate dose of narcotic, one then manages

hypertension with pharmacological agents.

n REGIONAL ANESTHESIA

In considering the advisability of regional anesthesia, documentation of any

existing neurological deficit is prudent, as is prevention of hypomagnesemia,

which potentiates cyclosporine-induced neurotoxicity. Care with patient

positioning must be taken. An additional concern is the possibility of a con-

current viral or opportunistic CNS infection, which frequently has few clinical

findings and is reported in approximately 5–10% of transplant patients. Con-

tinuation of aspirin, azathioprine, and dipyridamole in the preoperative period

can affect platelet adhesiveness. In the absence of evidence of overt platelet

dysfunction, however, most clinicians do not consider use of these drugs a

contraindication for regional anesthesia. Continuing evidence of portal hyper-

tension and the possible presence of large venous collaterals may be a relative

contraindication for placement of a catheter in the epidural space, with in-

creased risk of vessel penetration and possible hematoma formation [29].

Peripheral nerve block may pose less risk than a spinal or epidural technique

if the nerve sheaths are located in a manually compressible space.

n INTRAOPERATIVE CHALLENGES

As mentioned, resuscitation situations require large-bore intravenous access.

Transfusion practices should take into consideration the Rhesus titer and the

CMV status of the patient. Institutional practices vary from (1) administering

only CMV-negative blood products to all transplanted patients or identifying

the CMV-negative recipient who has received a CMV-negative organ, (2)

white cell filtering of the blood and platelets to prevent transmission of CMV

carried in the leukocytes, and (3) irradiation to destroy T cells, which provoke

graft-versus-host disease. The target transfusion hematocrit should not exceed

30%, and the judicious use of antifibrinolytic therapy would seem wise to

prevent the rare but potentially lethal complication of hepatic artery

thrombosis.
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Hypertension may necessitate intra-arterial blood pressure monitoring and

aggressivemedical intervention. Persistent hypertensionmay be a clue to blood

levels of cyclosporine or FK 506 that are elevated above therapeutic target

levels. It is vital to maintain a good urine output perioperatively, because

further renal insults from drugs or periods of low cardiac output may be

additive and can cause the patient to become rapidly anuric. Nonsteroidal

anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) should be avoided for postoperative anal-

gesia as they potentially worsen cyclosporine-induced renal insufficiency.

Many of these patients suffer from chronic pain syndromes, which are

managed with Tylenol R, oxycodone, codeine, or maintenance methadone

and as such, a consultation for postoperative pain management may be

necessary.

An adrenal crisis is life-threatening, and primarily a diagnosis of exclu-

sion. Supplemental high-dose steroid therapy has little associated morbidity

and should be administered perioperatively to cover maximal stress require-

ments equivalent to cortisol 200–500 mg/day. Hyperglycemia due to steroid

administration, cyclosporine, and surgical stress is predictable and should be

monitored and treated with insulin as needed. Numerous medical problems

inherent in acute and chronic liver failure may require continuing therapy or

recognition and treatment.
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Recovery in the
Immediate
Postoperative Period
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Julie S. Hudson and
Judith W. Gentile

T
H E P U R P O S E of this chapter is to describe the liver transplant recipi-

ent’s course during the first 6 months after transplantation in order to

provide a frame of reference for referring physicians, patients, and family

members. As in most of clinical medicine, there is considerable individual

variation; ‘‘typical’’ rarely defines a real patient. Variables such as the pre-

operative diagnosis, the model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) score,

degree of debility at the time of transplantation, comorbid illnesses, and

operative complexity each influence the rate at which a patient will progress

during recovery. For the purpose of description, there are three sequential

stages at which recovery can be assessed: in the intensive care unit (ICU), in

the inpatient transplantation unit, and as an outpatient following discharge

from hospital.

n THE INTENSIVE CARE UNIT

Immediately following liver transplantation, the patient returns to an ICU. In

some institutions with large liver transplant programs, there may be specific

ICUs for liver transplant patients; in most programs patients are initially cared

for in a general surgical or medical ICU. Most patients with an uncomplicated

course in the operating room remain in the ICU for approximately 24 h before

being transferred to an inpatient liver transplant unit.

The patient gradually awakens from anesthesia, as it is not reversed, during

the first 8 h in the ICU. This is often a time of elation as they have survived the

surgery and at long last have a new liver. This realization, fortified by the

preparation and teaching they received while awaiting a donor, helps the

patient and family members cope with the stressful environment of the ICU.
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However, some patients who are transplanted because of fulminant hepatic

failure lapse into coma before they are aware of the need for a liver transplant.

For these patients, awakening in an ICU can be a terrifying experience. Often a

psychiatrist, the nurse coordinators, and social workers on the transplant team

are needed to assist the patient and family to adapt to this sudden and over-

whelming change in their lives.

Fifteen to twenty percent of liver transplant patients are taken back to the

operating room during the transplant admission. The reasons for reoperation

include postoperative bleeding, vascular, and biliary complications (see Chap-

ters 20 and 21). The patient and family may interpret reoperation only as a

setback in the patient’s recovery. Communication between the transplant team

and the patient and family can help to reassure them. The need for surgery at

this early phase does not delay long-term wound healing and recovery. The

reason surgery is required is more predictive of effect on postoperative out-

come.

While in the ICU, the patient is monitored with frequent laboratory work

and hemodynamic assessment. Vital signs, intake, output, physical changes in

drain output, bile production, and signs of postoperative bleeding are

recorded hourly. The intensity of the ICU routine is balanced by visits from

family and close friends. Many patients and family members are attentive to

changes in the patient’s condition and, particularly, to the laboratory results

during the time in the ICU. Most are unaware that rising transaminases and

bilirubin in the 48 h immediately after transplantation may not be ominous

signs as long as the prothrombin time, serum lactate, bile production, or other

measures of hepatic function are stable or improving. It is especially important

during this time to allow opportunities to ask questions and vent anxiety. The

relationship the transplant coordinator (TC) established during the pretrans-

plant phase builds trust and offers comfort during this time.

Surprisingly, despite the extensive surgery, postoperative pain is usually

not a major complaint; an exception to this occurs in patients who had been

using (or abusing) analgesics on a regular basis prior to surgery. Most patients

use minimal amounts of narcotics, especially when self-administered by pa-

tient-controlled analgesia programs. In some transplant centers narcotics are

not regularly used; intravenous diphenhydramine, supplemented when neces-

sary by narcotics, prevents depression of the respiratory drive and hastens

weaning from analgesics.

By the end of the second postoperative day, most transplant patients will

have only one intravenous line, a Foley catheter, a biliary T-tube (unless the

biliary anastomosis was by Roux-en-Y), and, possibly, one surgical drain. The

patient usually has been out of bed to a chair but has not resumed an oral diet.

The move to the transplant unit frequently is a psychological boost for the

patient and the family. For some the abrupt decrease in the intensity of care
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and monitoring is threatening, especially for those who have required pro-

longed ICU admission. Many patients and family members require reassur-

ance that neither the patient nor the liver graft will suddenly decompensate.

n THE INPATIENT TRANSPLANT UNIT

Most transplant centers have geographically defined inpatient units for each

specific organ transplant population. A nursing staff specially trained to moni-

tor liver transplant recipients at all stages of postoperative care provides the

backbone of the liver transplant unit; the nurse-to-patient ratio in the unit is

generally better than in a regular acute care unit. The advantage of geograph-

ical localization of liver transplant patients also includes the increased exper-

tise and experience of the clerical, dietary, physical therapy, and pharmacy

personnel. A continuing education program for the staff of the liver transplant

unit, supported by members of the transplant team, maintains these advan-

tages.

One of the important objectives while the patient is in the liver transplant

unit is education of the patient and family with respect to health practices

posttransplantation. Transplant nurse coordinators, pharmacists, physical

therapists, and dieticians spend time instructing the patient and family during

this phase of recovery. The focus is on medications, signs and symptoms of

infection, rejection, diet, and general rules of health maintenance after dis-

charge (Table 18.1). Patients are also instructed in the care of the operative

wound, the T-tube, and any drains that remain. It is vital that the patient and

family have a good knowledge of medications and care issues at the time of

discharge.

The average patient spends a week in the liver transplant unit before being

discharged from the hospital. Some patients are discharged in as few as 5 days,

necessitating early independence and providing limited time for education.

The more debilitated patient pretransplant (i.e. chronic disease with MELD

score >30) may have a complicated recovery requiring several weeks in hos-

pital. Discharge to a rehabilitation center or home with intensive therapy may

be necessary.

During the time on the transplant unit, the patient progresses to independ-

ent ambulation. Once bowel function resumes, medications are changed to oral

dosing, and diet is advanced as tolerated. Patients may experience complica-

tions during this phase of recovery; acute cellular rejection is common during

this early phase (Chapter 19) as is postoperative infection (Chapter 25). If the

patient experiences acute rejection, discharge may be delayed 2–3 days.

Continuation of intravenous infusions of antibiotics or antirejection drugs

for an outpatient under the supervision of a home health agency has become
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Table 18.1 Health Practices Posttransplantation

Daily care

Temperature (report >1018F)

Daily weight (report >4 lb/week)

Incisional staples for 3 weeks

T-tube for 4–6 months

No submersion of staples or tubes in water (bath, pool)

Symptoms of rejection

Fever >100.58F

Jaundice

Clay-colored stool, dark urine

RUQ pain (Right Upper Quadrant)

Fatigue

General restrictions

No driving for 4 weeks or as long as narcotics are required

No heavy lifting for 3 months

May return to work after 8–12 weeks

Medications

Gradual dose reduction over time

Do not take prior to laboratory work

Regular dosing time to avoid missing doses

Bring updated list to clinic visits

Reorder prescriptions before supply exhausted

Report vomiting or diarrhea over 24 h if unable to take medications

Symptoms of infection

Fever >1018F

Chills

Erythema, discharge, pain at wound or drain

Symptoms specific to organ system (cough, spitum, dysuria)

General guidelines

Resume sexual activity whenever comfortable

May need to consider birth control or safe sexual practice

Frequent hand washing for protection from infections

Wash fruits/vegetables

Cook all foods thoroughly

Dental antibiotic prophylaxis for first 6 months
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normal practice. Coordination of care and collaborationwith the local physician

are crucial for successful outcomes.

Prior to discharge from the hospital, the patient and family are instructed

in follow-up care routines and expectations. Directions to the liver transplant

clinic, appointment times, and contact telephone numbers for the liver trans-

plant team members are given. This time of separation from the hospital and

the transplant team is often anxiety-producing for patients and families. The

transplant nurse coordinator and social worker begin to address this anxiety

several days before discharge. Patients are discharged when there is no evi-

dence of a new complication, liver tests are normal or improving, antirejection

medications are in the therapeutic range, and the patient has learned the

fundamentals of post-transplantation health maintenance (Table 18.1).

If the patient’s home (or that of a friend or family member) is within an

hour’s travel time of the transplant center, most programs will allow discharge

to that location. Otherwise, the patient and family are requested to stay in the

vicinity of the transplant center in a hotel, or comparable accommodation, for

at least another week to 10 days. Some transplant centers have special trans-

plant homes for patients and families, similar in concept to the Ronald Mac-

Donald Houses for pediatric patients.

During this initial outpatient period, the patient is seen in the liver trans-

plant clinic two or three times a week for medical supervision, laboratory

evaluation, wound care, and medication adjustment. These visits are oppor-

tunities for reinforcement of teaching, especially concerning medications. Rou-

tine laboratory tests include liver tests, electrolytes, complete blood count,

prothrombin time, and trough levels of cyclosporine, tacrolimus, or sirolimus.

The dose of the immunosuppressive medications is adjusted according to

blood values. Diuretics, antihypertensives, and other drugs are also added or

adjusted as necessary. It is not unusual for patients to spend several hours at a

clinic visit while being assessed and waiting for laboratory results. This can be

tiring for both patients and family members; some of the time may be spent in

a support group session or other educational activities if available.

Most patients are ready to return home within 3 weeks after their liver

transplant. By this point, their incisional staples, as well as all surgical drains,

with the exception of the T-tube, have been removed. For patients who have a

T-tube placed during their transplant, it remains in the common bile duct for

several months while the duct-to-duct anastamosis heals. During this time the

T-tube provides convenient access to the biliary system if needed to evaluate a

change in liver tests. Between 3 and 6 months, the patient will return to the

transplant center to have the T-tube removed. Removal of the T-tube is usually

accomplished in the transplant clinic. In approximately 10% of patients, T-tube

removal is associated with a bile leak that requires endoscopic sphincterotomy

and placement of a biliary stent.
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When the patient returns home, the transplant center team will communi-

catewith the local physician to coordinate the patient’s care. At times,more than

one local physician will participate in the post-transplant care; it is important to

define which physician has the primary responsibility in order to ensure that

care continues without interruption. For the first 2–3 months, the patient will

return for regular visits to the liver transplant clinic. As time progresses, and

particularly after the T-tube is removed, a greater portion of the care is shifted to

the patient’s local physician. A transplant center physician and nurse coordin-

ator remain ‘‘on-call’’ and available to the primary care physician at all times.

It is the responsibility of the transplant team to ensure that the local

physician is knowledgeable about the specific concerns surrounding long-

term management of the transplant recipient. At the time the patient returns

home, a member of the transplant team, who is often the nurse coordinator,

will communicate to the local physician about individual care issues.

Most blood tests used to follow liver transplant recipients are standard-

ized; the tests can be done locally and the results faxed or phoned to the

transplant center the next day. It is important that the information arrives at

the transplant center in a timely fashion so that adjustments in medications

or arrangements for radiologic interventions and liver biopsies can be made

without delay.

Transplant centers that measure trough levels of cyclosporine, tacrolimus,

or sirolimus in-house often prefer that the same hospital laboratory continues

to perform these tests for some time after the patient returns to his local area.

As part of the planning for the return home, the transplant nurse coordinators

instruct the local area phlebotomy site and the patient regarding how to ship

the specimen back to the transplant center. Overnight delivery of the sample

permits the assay to be performed the next day and facilitates adjustments in

the patient’s immunosuppressant dose. When the relationship between the

patient’s dose of cyclosporine, tacrolimus, or sirolimus and the trough blood

levels has stabilized, it is often acceptable to perform the assay locally. Many

transplant centers allow patients with stable trough levels to begin using

commercial laboratories at the time of discharge to their community.

Liver biopsies are done in some transplant programs at fixed intervals;

other transplant programs only do liver biopsies ‘‘for cause’’ such as abnormal

liver tests. It is preferable for the patient to have a liver biopsy done at the

transplant center, especially in the early post-transplant period.

The essential parts of successful post-transplantation care are cooperation

and communication. The patient, the local physician, and the transplant team

each have important roles to play. The relative contribution of each part of the

care group is determined by a number of factors, chief among which is the

patient’s course. A committed patient with an uncomplicated post-transplant

course who is easily reintegrated into normal life will have little need of the
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kind of expertise unique to the transplant center. This patient will be seen at

least once a year at the transplant center for ongoing evaluation of transplant-

specific issues such as immunosuppressive changes, long-term complications

of transplantation and immunosuppression, and recurrence of original disease

(Chapter 24). Attention to health maintenance issues as well as treatment for

chronic medical problems (hypertension, diabetes, etc.) are best managed by

the local primary care physician.

The patient with persistent complications, on the other hand, may experi-

ence repeated admissions to the transplant center and many outpatient pro-

cedures and clinic visits. Such a patient may not see the local physician for

many months at a time. In each case, communication and understanding

between the transplant team and the local care team is essential.

Role of the Transplant Coordinator

The TC serves as a facilitator during the entire transplant process beginning

with the referral of the patient to the transplant center. He or she is usually the

first person to meet the patient and the family at the transplant center and most

often will have had prior telephone contact with them. The TC is the person

who will schedule the patient’s evaluation and collate the results of laboratory

tests for the medical team, and is responsible for maintaining a current

MELD score. If the decision is made to transplant the patient, the TC will

notify the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) database and confirm

the ABO blood type. The TC usually has an advanced degree in nursing; some

have additional training as nurse or practitioner or may be certified in a

nursing specialty area pertinent to organ transplantation.

It is the primary focus of the TC to ensure continuity of information flow

between the transplant team, the patient, the patient’s family, and the referring

physician, applying the knowledge derived from training and especially ex-

perience with liver transplantation. The goal is to forge a bond between the TC

and the patient and the patient’s family such that there is no hesitation to ask

questions about the liver transplantation process. The TC is the cheerleader,

confessor, and interpreter during the patient’s complex journey through the

transplant process and beyond.
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Rejection
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Bradley H. Collins and Dev M. Desai

n INTRODUCTION

Despite the recent introduction of novel immunosuppressive therapy, 20–40%

of liver transplant recipients will develop at least one episode of acute cellular

rejection within the first year following transplantation [1,2]. Although

much less common, chronic rejection is virtually always progressive and

consideration of retransplantation is usually necessary (Chapters 1 and 24).

The purpose of this chapter is to outline immunosuppressive therapy

protocols utilized for liver transplant recipients, describe the types of rejec-

tion encountered, and review the evaluation and treatment of liver allograft

rejection.

n LIVER TRANSPLANT IMMUNOLOGY

When compared with other solid organ transplants, the liver has always been

considered ‘‘privileged’’ with respect to the recipient’s immune system.

Nevertheless, recent data show that acute rejection of allografts liver may

occur with equal or greater frequency than other organs; however, the sequelae

of these episodes of rejection are not as significant because of the protective

mechanisms and the regenerative capacity of the liver [3,4]. In addition, of the

commonly transplanted allografts, the liver is the only organ that consistently

permits aggressive weaning of immunosuppressive therapy to a single agent

or in selected cases, all immunotherapy. The recent advent of new

small molecule and biologic immunotherapeutic agents has permitted drug

combinations capitalizing on the unique properties of individual immunosup-

pressive agents, thus permitting customization of the immunosuppres-

sive therapy regimen to the individual recipients. The benefits of reducing
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immunosuppressive therapy exposure to minimize the long-term side-effects

of immunosuppression cannot be overstated.

ABO Blood Groups

Liver transplants are most commonly performed between matching ABO

blood types. Decades ago it was noted that unlike the kidney and heart, the

liver could be transplanted across ABO-incompatible blood groups without

immediate graft loss [5]. Although the short-term function of these grafts was

good, long-term complications occurred, including a greater incidence of bil-

iary complications, rejection episodes, and hepatic artery thrombosis. Both

biliary epithelial cells and vascular endothelial cells contain donor

blood group antigens that sustain chronic injury when exposed to the recipi-

ent’s anti-ABO antibodies.

Children under 1 year of age in receipt of ABO-incompatible grafts have the

best outcomes with over 75% 1-year survival compared with less than 22% in

adults at 1 year [6]. Adjunctive therapies such as plasmapheresis, splenectomy,

intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg) andanti-B lymphocyte agents such as ritux-

imab (anti-CD20 monoclonal antibody) have been reported as single cases or in

small case series to reducehemolysis, acutehumoralgraft rejection,andgraft loss

[7].Despite these improvements, liver transplantationacross incompatibleblood

groups is still reserved for critically ill patients in whom no other options exist.

ABO-compatible, but unmatched, donor–recipient combinations (i.e. an O

liver into an A recipient or a B liver into an AB recipient) are more commonly

employed. Recipients of these grafts frequently develop a transient hemolytic

syndrome that is the result of passenger lymphocytes in the liver that produce

antibodies to the recipient’s own red cells. This clinical entity usually resolves

spontaneously in several days to a few weeks, and these patients generally

recover without untoward effects.

The Crossmatch

Although crossmatching is the standard of care among patients undergoing

kidney and pancreas transplantation, the test is not required before proceeding

with liver transplantation. Before performing kidney or pancreas transplant-

ation, an in vitro crossmatch is performed between the donor’s lymphocytes and

the recipient’s serum bymeans of flow cytometry or cellular cytotoxicity assary.

A positive crossmatch confirms the presence of anti-human leukocyte antigen

(anti-HLA) antibodies in the recipient’s serum that are capable of binding to

allograft endothelial cells. Once bound to the vascular endothelium of the trans-

planted organ, these antibodies provoke an antibody-dependent complement-

mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC), resulting in a rapid and destructive immune
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response known as hyperacute rejection. Hyperacute rejection leads to vascular

thrombosis and rapid graft destruction within a matter of minutes to hours.

Before the advent of the University of Wisconsin organ preservation solu-

tion (Viaspan, Dupont Inc., Wilmington, DE), it was not practical to perform

prospective crossmatching for liver transplantation, because of the rapiditywith

which the liver had to be transplanted. Liver allografts were transplanted

without prospective crossmatches and, unlike renal allografts, liver allograft

and patient survival were excellent. In fact, there is only one report of

hyperacute rejection of a liver allograft; in this case the anti-HLA antibody

titer was exceedingly high at 1:30 000 [8]. When retrospective crossmatching

has been performed in liver transplant recipients, it was determined that

positive crossmatches did not correlate with early graft dysfunction or loss but

were associatedwith a higher incidence of early acute cellular rejection [9].More

recently, in a single-center retrospective analysis of more than 440 patients over

13 years, Doran et al. demonstrated a statistically significant decrease in graft

survival at 3 and 12months among those liver allograft recipientswith a positive

cytotoxic crossmatch. Furthermore, they also demonstrated that a positive flow

cytometry crossmatch predicted both acute and chronic allograft rejection [10].

It is not certain whether these retrospective results (over one decade) are

applicable in the current immunosuppressive therapy era since there has been

continued improvement in allograft survival and reduction in acute rejection

rates despite a lack of prospective crossmatching prior to liver transplantation.

Occasionally a liver transplant recipient will present as a clinical dilemma

wherein it is possible that rejection is playing a role in the clinical picture. A

patient may also present with recurrent episodes of acute rejection. Requesting

the HLA laboratory to perform a retrospective crossmatch may be helpful in

these circumstances. If the crossmatch is positive, the recipient may require

more potent immunosuppressive therapy or adjunctive therapies such as

antilymphocyte antibodies, IVIg, and/or plasmapheresis.

n IMMUNOSUPPRESSION PROTOCOLS

Standard

Although the incidence of acute hepatic allograft rejection is greater than that

observed among other solid organ recipients, it is also the case that mainten-

ance immunosuppression requirements are much less. In fact, many transplant

centers have adopted a double immunosuppressive agent protocol that in-

cludes the calcineurin inhibitor tacrolimus (FK 506) and prednisone. A number

of centers are utilizing the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) inhibitor

sirolimus rather than tacrolimus, in combination with prednisone. Because it

is not nephrotoxic, sirolimus is usually reserved for those recipients with
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baseline renal insufficiency or in whom renal dysfunction develops postopera-

tively [11]. After several months, these centers often aggressively wean the

patient from the steroids until they are discontinued. Liver transplant recipi-

ents are then maintained on monotherapy comprising only tacrolimus or

sirolimus. One advantage of such a protocol is that patients are spared some

of the long-term adverse effects of prednisone including bone density loss,

cataract formation, avascular necrosis, and weight gain. Prednisone has some

side-effects in common with tacrolimus (see Chapter 29). Certain liver allograft

recipients do not qualify for steroid withdrawal therapy because it is thought

that to do so would increase the risk of recurrent disease in the transplanted

liver. Their original disease processes are usually those that are immunologic-

ally mediated including autoimmune hepatitis, primary sclerosing cholangitis,

and primary biliary cirrhosis.

One current controversy in the field of liver transplantation is whether

induction immunotherapy is necessary. Induction agents are administered to

the recipient a few hours before transplantation and induce a state of immuno-

suppression. Examples include rabbit antithymocyte globulin (RATG), OKT3,

and the IL-2 receptor antagonists basiliximab and daclvzimab. Induction ther-

apy has been shown to decrease the incidence of early acute rejection, but the

long-term effects on rejection prevention are far less conclusive [12]. Because

reversal of acute hepatic allograft rejection is achieved in virtually all cases, the

routine use of induction therapy may not be warranted. Worrisome side-

effects of induction immunotherapy include infections and an increased inci-

dence of certain malignancies. An accepted indication for induction therapy is

among patients with impaired renal function for whom initiation of calci-

neurin inhibitor therapy must be delayed to spare the kidneys.

A basic immunosuppression protocol is outlined in Table 19.1. Institutions

that utilize triple-drug protocols employ some combination of calcineurin

inhibitor (cyclosporine or tacrolimus), antimetabolite (mycophenolate mofetil

or azathioprine), and prednisone. Double-drug protocols are usually based on

tacrolimus or sirolimus and prednisone. The doses of calcineurin inhibitors

and sirolimus are determined by serum trough levels. Mycophenolate mofetil

dosing is standard unless the patient develops side-effects such as gastrointest-

inal complaints or leukopenia. The dose of azathioprine is standard unless the

patient develops leukopenia at which point it is decreased. A detailed descrip-

tion of the mechanisms of action, dosing, and side-effects of these agents is

found in Chapter 29.

Hepatitis C

Over the last several years, chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) liver disease has

emerged as the most common indication for liver transplantation. Patients
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Table 19.1 Immunosuppression Protocol (Duke University Medical Center
Maintenance Agents)a

Prednisone

. Patients administered 20 mg/day orally beginning on postoperative day 5

. 15 mg/day postoperative weeks 2 to 4

. 10 mg/day postoperative weeks 4 to 8

. 7.5 mg/day postoperative weeks 8 to 10

. 5 mg/day postoperative weeks 10 to 12

. Monthly taper by 1 mg/month until prednisone discontinued

. Postoperative taper accelerated as clinically indicated such as recipients with hepa-

titis C

. Recipients transplanted for autoimmune hepatitis, primary biliary cirrhosis, and

primary sclerosing cholangitis remain on 5 mg/day

FK 506 (tacrolimus)

. Administered orally BID to achieve a serum trough level of approximately 10–12 ng/

mL for the first 3 months, 8–10 ng/mL for months 3–6, and 5–8 ng/mL after 6

months

Cyclosporine

. An alternative to FK 506

. Administered orally BID to achieve a target trough level of 200–250 ng/mL for the

first several days postoperatively, then 150–200 ng/mL for the first 6 months, and

then 100–150 ng/mL after 6 months

Sirolimus

. Oral loading dose of 5–10 mg (higher dose reserved for African American recipients)

. Then, once-daily dosing to achieve a trough serum level of 5–10 ng/mL (usually

requires 1–5 mg/day)

Mycophenolate mofetil

. Reserved for patients who develop multiple episodes of acute rejection, resistant

rejection, or chronic renal insufficiency

. Usual dose 500 mg orally BID, but may be decreased if patient develops gastro-

intestinal side-effects such as diarrhea, gastritis, or abdominal pain

Azathioprine

. An alternative to mycophenolate mofetil

. Occasionally utilized for patients with recurrent autoimmune disease

. Usual dose 1–2 mg/kg orally per day

aMaintenance agents usually initiated within a day or two of transplantation. The initiation of the
calcineurin inhibitors tacrolimus and cyclosporine is often delayed in patients with acute and/or
chronic renal insufficiency. In thosecases, recipientsareoften temporizedwithan inductionantibody.
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transplanted for HCV liver disease are excellent candidates for steroid with-

drawal protocols because it is believed that a partially competent recipient

immune system plays a role in slowing the course of recurrent hepatitis, an

increasing cause of liver allograft loss. Some centers utilize aggressive induction

protocols in thispatientpopulation soas tominimize the riskof subsequent acute

cellular rejection [2]. It is thought that the regimen required to reverse acute

allograft rejection is more likely to result in clinically significant, recurrent HCV

liverdisease than induction therapyadministeredprior to transplantation.Large

multicentered trials will be required tomore definitively answer this question.

n HYPERACUTE REJECTION AND PRIMARY NONFUNCTION

Hyperacute acute rejection is a fulminant immune reaction in the recipient that

occurs in the presence of preformed antibodies to antigens (ABO and HLA)

present on donor endothelial and parenchymal cells. Complement fixation,

inflammatory cellular infiltration, and microangiopathy are seen and the trans-

planted organ is destroyed in rapid order. Although hyperacute liver allograft

rejection can be induced in experimental animal models, its clinical relevance

in liver transplantation remains controversial [13,14]. Rodent and primate

models of hyperacute liver rejection have required presensitization of animals

with multiple allogeneic skin grafts, which result in high titers of anti-MHC

(HLA-equivalent) antibodies; these are significantly higher than levels that are

encountered clinically.

There have been clinical reports of fulminant hepatic failure consistent

with hyperacute rejection in the early posttransplant period in recipients

receiving ABO-incompatible allografts [15]. Humoral components have been

identified in these grafts including IgM, IgG, and complement deposits; how-

ever, the contribution of preservation injury or ischemic damage is difficult to

ascertain. Additionally, since hyperacute rejection is directed predominantly at

the vascular endothelium, it has been suggested that early portal vein or

hepatic artery thrombosis may be immunologic and not secondary to technical

complications.

Clinical features of hyperacute rejection are indistinguishable from those of

primary graft nonfunction and early portal or hepatic vascular thrombosis. They

include hepatic coma, profound coagulopathy, acidosis, and elevated liver test

concentrations. Since portal vein and hepatic artery thrombosis can also present

in this manner Doppler sonographic evaluation of these vessels should be

performed to rule out vascular thrombosis, which may be amenable to surgical

intervention. Otherwise, the only treatment is urgent retransplantation.

The vast majority of livers transplanted across a positive crossmatch

or ABO barrier do not undergo hyperacute rejection. The mechanism for
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this relative resistance is not certain. However, the liver likely avoids antibody-

mediated injury by absorbing and rapidly processing bound antibodies.

In contrast to other transplanted solid organs, the liver does not contain end-

arteries, but instead is composed of fenestrated sinusoids fed by portal

venous and hepatic arterial flow, which can reciprocally compensate for com-

promised flow in either system. Moreover, the Kupffer cells and macrophages

that line hepatic sinusoids have a great capacity for removing antibody com-

plexes.

The liver’s resistance to antibody-mediated injury has led many investiga-

tors to propose that hyperacute hepatic allograft rejection does not occur, and

that this phenomenon is really primary nonfunction, a syndrome marked by

failure of the liver to function upon revascularization. Primary nonfunction

can be a mortal immediate complication of liver transplantation. The diagnosis

is predominantly clinical: lack of bile production, encephalopathy and coma,

persistent or worsening coagulopathy, markedly elevated liver tests, and

metabolic acidosis in the presence of a patent portal vein and hepatic artery.

Liver biopsies early after reperfusion in organs with primary nonfunction

demonstrate hepatocyte swelling, and apoptosis as well as centrilobular hem-

orrhage and necrosis [16]. Numerous donor and recipient risk factors for

primary nonfunction have been identified through retrospective multivariate

analysis. Important donor factors include steatosis (>30%), serum sodium

concentration (>160 mmol/L), donor age greater than 50, and cold preserva-

tion time longer than 12 h; in the recipient, retransplantation, and poor medical

condition (renal failure, etc.). As organ procurement and preservation tech-

niques have improved, the incidence of primary nonfunction has decreased

significantly [17].

n ACUTE CELLULAR REJECTION

Twenty to forty percent of patients will experience acute cellular rejection

within the first year of liver transplantation [2]. Recipients are most often

affected within the first week of transplantation, and the incidence decreases

as a function of time. Late episodes of acute rejection, i.e. those occurring after

the first year, are most likely the result of decreased immunosuppression such

as occurs with skipped doses of immunosuppressive therapy. The clinician’s

index of suspicion for medication noncompliance should be heightened in

these instances. New medications should be initiated with caution in trans-

plant recipients. There are a number of commonly prescribed agents that

induce the cytochrome P450 system, thus enhancing the metabolism of calci-

neurin inhibitors. Blood levels of cyclosporine or tacrolimus may plummet,

resulting in an unexpected episode of acute rejection (see Chapter 30).
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An association has been identified between hepatitis C and acute cellular

rejection [18]. The mechanism of increased incidence of rejection in hepatitis

C-positive recipients has not been elucidated, although both viral stimulation

of the immune system and the upregulation of allograft antigens have been

postulated as potential etiologies. In addition, the use of interferon to dimin-

ish the hepatitis C viral load has been shown to increase the incidence of

rejection [19]. Interferon is a known stimulator of the immune system, and

it has been hypothesized that it increases the expression of donor antigens,

thus promoting a host immune response and rejection. Others have theorized

that interferon therapy leads to viral elimination and so enhances the

liver’s metabolic capacity [20]. This then leads to increased metabolism

of immunosuppressive agents, which results in a reduction in the overall

state of immunosuppression, thus favoring the development of acute

rejection.

Mechanism

Histologic analysis of the acutely rejecting liver demonstrates a cellular inflam-

matory infiltrate directed against biliary epithelial cells as well as the endothe-

lial cells of the portal and hepatic veins. T-lymphocytes are the primary

offenders. In addition to having a direct cytotoxic effect on the transplanted

liver, the T cells also serve to attract other effector cells including macrophages.

Eosinophils are usually present also, but their role in the pathogenesis of

rejection is not known.

Symptoms

Patients with acute cellular rejection frequently present with nonspecific com-

plaints. Symptoms may include, but are not limited to, generalized malaise,

decreased appetite, and right upper quadrant pain. Many patients with docu-

mented acute cellular rejection progress along the normal postoperative course

and are asymptomatic.

Physical Findings

Physical signs including jaundice and low-grade fever are occasionally ob-

served. Patients with T-tubes may note a decrease in bile volume. The charac-

ter of the bile may change from a thick, dark green, viscous liquid to a thinner,

lighter quality. Clinicians must always keep in mind that patients with rejec-

tion may present without signs or symptoms, so the index of suspicion must

remain high; additional assessment is always warranted if laboratory indica-

tors are present.
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Laboratory Evaluation

Following orthotopic liver transplantation, serum biochemical tests are

obtained according to protocol. Immediately after transplantation while the

patient is recovering in the intensive care unit, liver biochemical parameters

and function tests are assayed frequently, as are levels of immunosuppressants

(see Chapter 18). Immunosuppressant levels are monitored to facilitate drug

dosage adjustment in order to optimize immunosuppression. Once the patient

has stabilized, laboratory studies are obtained daily until discharge. After

discharge, the liver tests are obtained at least weekly until liver function and

immunosuppressive therapy drug levels are optimal. Thereafter, the frequency

of liver chemistries and immunosuppressive agent assays varies according to

clinical indications but is not less than monthly.

In general, immediately following liver transplantation, liver tests are

abnormal because of preservation and reperfusion injury during implantation.

In the absence of primary allograft nonfunction or vascular complication

(hepatic artery or portal vein thrombosis), these laboratory parameters stabil-

ize over the ensuing few days. In most patients, the first indication of a

problem is either increased liver test concentrations or failure of liver tests to

return to normal, with plateauing in an abnormally elevated range. Either

event should prompt a workup for complications, including rejection.

The target tissues of the host’s cellular immune response are the biliary

epithelial cells and endothelial cells of the portal and hepatic venous systems.

The cannilicular enzymes (alkaline phosphatase and g-glutamyl trans-

peptidase) are usually first to increase when an acute rejection episode occurs.

In more severe grades of rejection, the offending cells may spill into the

adjacent parenchyma, resulting in hepatocyte injury or death. In these

cases, the serum aminotransferase concentrations are elevated also, usually

signaling a severe episode of acute cellular rejection. Any patient with an

elevated bilirubin should be evaluated for obstruction of the biliary system

(see later).

While elevation of hepatic biochemical parameters is a hallmark of acute

cellular rejection, it is not pathognomonic and must be differentiated from

other etiologies of hepatic inflammation, such as recurrent viral hepatitis and

recurrent or de novo autoimmune hepatitis. An adjunctive method to help

differentiate between acute rejection presumably due to insufficient immuno-

suppression and recurrent hepatitis virus infection, exacerbated by overimmu-

nosuppression, is to measure global immune cell function. The Food and

Drug Administration (FDA) recently approved an immune cell function

assay (Cylex Inc., Columbia, MD) that measures T lymphocyte intracellular

adenosine triphosphate (ATP) levels [21]. Since ATP is the cellular energy

source, low levels of ATP would indicate depressed T cell function, thus
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overimmunosuppression would suggest an etiology of liver inflammation

other than acute cellular rejection.

Radiographic Studies

Because a number of posttransplant clinical conditions are associated with

elevated liver enzymes and function tests, a complete evaluation of recipients

is indicated, including radiographic evaluation of the transplanted liver. Ultra-

sound (US) is a rapid and relatively inexpensive method of evaluating multiple

aspects of a transplanted liver. Doppler interrogation of the blood vessels

supplying (hepatic artery and portal vein) and draining (hepatic veins) the

liver can be informative. Elevated liver tests in the presence of patent blood

vessels should increase the clinician’s suspicion for rejection (Chapter 20).

US may be also useful in determining whether the etiology of elevated

liver tests is due to biliary obstruction. Dilation of both the intra- and the

extrahepatic bile ducts can be identified using US. If dilatation is present

additional evaluation of the biliary tree should be performed prior to liver

biopsy. A T-tube cholangiogram may be performed if the tube is present.

Endoscopic retrograde or percutaneous biliary cholangiography may be ne-

cessary, as dictated by the clinical situation (Chapter 21).

Diagnosis

Elevated hepatic enzymes and function tests are not specific for acute rejection.

The single, most informative diagnostic test of liver graft rejection is liver

biopsy. Once abnormalities of the hepatic vascular and biliary systems have

been ruled out as potential causes of elevated liver tests, a biopsy should be

performed. Because the risk of liver biopsy is so small, the threshold for use of

this technique for diagnosis should be very low indeed. There are few indica-

tions for the empiric treatment of rejection without histologic confirmation of

the diagnosis. Disease processes such as recurrent HCV liver disease and

cytomegalovirus disease are worsened by the doses of immunosuppressive

therapy used to treat rejection; therefore, it is imperative to rule out other

etiologies of elevated liver function tests prior to embarking on a treatment

course.

The value of a pathologist trained in liver transplant pathology is immeas-

urable and cannot be overstated. The multitude of potential diagnoses and the

subtleties that separate them are often only discernible by the trained and

highly experienced eye. Recurrent HCV liver disease and acute rejection

share many histological characteristics. It is important to have sufficient con-

fidence in the pathologist’s abilities so that one can commit a patient to the

high doses of immunsuppressive therapy necessary to treat rejection.
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There are multiple techniques for obtaining a specimen from a trans-

planted liver. The method selected for biopsy is dictated by the patient’s

clinical condition. The most common technique is percutaneous biopsy of the

right lobe with a 16- or 18-gauge biopsy device. The procedure can be per-

formed safely either at the bedside or in the clinic. Some clinicians prefer a US-

guided technique to minimize the incidence of inadvertent injury to other

organs or the liver’s vascular supply. US is also useful for obtaining a biopsy

from a specific location in the liver (e.g. right vs. left lobe).

Percutaneous biopsy of a transplanted liver is safer than a native liver

biopsy because the risk of postbiopsy bleeding is less. Following transplant-

ation, the liver becomes encased by adhesions that serve to effect hemostasis at

the level of the liver capsule. As with certain pretransplant patients, some liver

transplant recipients are not good candidates for percutaneous biopsy. Within

the first few days of transplantation prior to the adhesion response,

when patients may still have ascites and coagulopathy, the risk of bleeding

associated with percutaneous biopsy may be too high. In these instances,

liver biopsy via the transjugular approach may be most appropriate.

An open-needle biopsy is an alternative to the transjugular route. This

requires a brief trip to the operating room where a small portion of the incision

is reopened. The biopsy is then performed directly with a needle device or

biopsy gun, hemostasis is achieved with electrocautery, and the incision is

closed. A few centers perform a Williams’ window at the time of transplant-

ation [22]. This is a small opening in the midline portion of the incision

overlying the liver through which the liver can be biopsied at the bedside.

Hemostasis of the biopsy site is achieved with pressure applied by a finger.

The window can be utilized for several weeks until the wound granulates. For

a patient with an abnormal coagulation profile who requires liver biopsy,

partial or complete correction with fresh frozen plasma, cryoprecipitate, and

platelets should be considered.

Once obtained, the transplant liver biopsy specimen should be placed on a

saline-soaked piece of gauze and transported immediately to the pathology

laboratory, where the specimen is then placed in 10% formalin solution and

processed for hematoxylin and eosin staining. Frozen sections are not useful in

the diagnosis of acute rejection, so the specimens are formalin-fixed and

processed routinely. Some rapid processing techniques exist that can provide

a permanent fixed slide within 4–6 h; however, most centers require 24 h to

complete the process. If the index of suspicion is high, all tests are negative,

and the patient has no indication of an acute infectious process, some clinicians

will initiate treatment for rejection prior to waiting for 24 h for final biopsy

results. This is a common practice in kidney and pancreas transplantation.

However, unlike both kidney and pancreas, the liver tolerates acute rejection

well due to its regenerative capacity; therefore, waiting a day until the
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diagnosis is confirmed is generally not associated with decreased reversibility.

The advantage of delaying treatment is a decreased risk of infection associated

with unnecessary administration of excess amounts of immunosuppressive

therapy.

A patient who undergoes a liver biopsy by the percutaneous route should

be kept on bedrest for 4–6 h. Vital signs should be checked every 15 min for the

first hour, every 30 min for the second hour, and then hourly for the last 2 h.

The hematocrit should also be determined at the end of bedrest. Any worri-

some changes in vital signs or a significant decrease in hematocrit should

prompt an emergent US scan to assess for hematoma formation. Observational

therapy may be sufficient in combination with correction of abnormal coagu-

lation parameters; however, operative intervention may be necessary.

Treatment

The initial form of treatment for acute cellular rejection is corticosteroid bolus

therapy (Table 19.2). A number of protocols are available, but the general

theme is the same. A typical protocol includes daily intravenous methylpred-

nisolone with the typical dose for adults ranging from 500 to 1000 mg/day.

The duration of therapy is based on the patient’s clinical response, and typic-

ally lasts between 3 and 5 days. If the patient is doing well otherwise,

Table 19.2 Management of Acute Cellular Rejection (Duke University Medical
Center)

Initial episode

Methylprednisolone

. 500 mg IV administered daily for 3 days

Recurrent episode

. Methylprednisolone (if previous episode successfully treated)

. 500 mg IV administered daily for 5 days

Steroid-resistant episodes

Rabbit antithymocyte globulin

. 1.5 mg/kg IV daily for a total of 5–7 doses

. Dose reduction necessary if leukopenia or thrombocytopenia develops

OKT3

. An alternative to rabbit antithymocyte globulin

. 5 mg IV/day for 7–10 days

. Side-effects common during the initial doses (fever, rigors, etc.) secondary to cytokine

release syndrome; patients should be pretreated with acetaminophen and prednisone
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outpatient management of acute rejection is indicated. Daily infusions of

steroids and serum biochemistries can be performed in the clinic. If the patient

has any change in his/her clinical condition, such as elevated temperature or

abdominal pain, then inpatient management is more appropriate. Patients will

often exhibit a leukocytosis with the early doses of steroids due to demargina-

tion of white blood cells.

While recipients are treated for rejection, their liver biochemical param-

eters are assessed on a daily basis. Successful therapy is marked by a decrease

in liver test concentrations. Although values may not normalize immediately,

there should be a steady and sustained decline by the time the course of steroid

therapy is completed. If the rejection has caused significant liver injury, it may

take several additional days to weeks for the inflammatory changes to resolve.

Clinicians should be aware that patients may have multiple episodes of acute

rejection within a given period of time. Each should be managed as outlined

earlier so long as there is resolution after each course of steroids.

If there is no improvement in liver tests with a steroid pulse or, if the

numbers plateau, then additional evaluation may be necessary. In particular,

Doppler US scan should be repeated to reassess the hepatic vasculature. If

these studies are negative, then further liver biopsy is indicated to evaluate for

continuing rejection.

Steroid-Resistant Rejection

Approximately 5–10% of acute cellular rejection episodes do not respond to

pulsed steroid therapy. Treatment of steroid-resistant rejection episodes in the

cyclosporine era was managed by conversion to tacrolimus; however, now that

tacrolimus has replaced cyclosporine as the primary maintenance immuno-

suppressive agent, steroid-resistant rejection generally requires use of an antil-

ymphocyte agent [23].

There are numerous antilymphocyte antibody preparations available cur-

rently, and newer agents are on the horizon. Two agents, Minnesota antilym-

phocyte globulin (ALG or MALG) and antithymocyte gamma globulin

(ATGAM, equine source) are no longer used clinically and in general, are not

commercially available. The aforementioned OKT3, a monoclonal antibody

generated in mice with specificity for the CD3 component of the T cell receptor,

is a potent agent that results in removal of all CD3-bearing lymphocytes from

the circulation within minutes of administration. This drug is administered

intravenously in bolus fashion at a dose of 2.5–10 mg/day for 7–14 days, and

results in a cytokine release syndrome that produces flu-like symptoms in

recipients lasting between 24 and 48 h [24]. The most worrisome acute side-

effect of OKT3 is the sudden development of severe pulmonary edema, occur-

ring in approximately 2% of patients [24]. Treatment usually requires prompt
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endotracheal intubation. Because of the severity of this complication, all re-

cipients of OKT3 should receive a chest radiograph to rule out preexisting

pulmonary disease prior to commencement of therapy. Diuretics should be

administered before dosing if the patient is volume-overloaded. Hemodialysis

may be necessary if the patient has renal dysfunction.

As with pulsed corticosteroid therapy, the efficacy of OKT3 therapy is

monitored by the response in the biochemical parameters. It is also prudent

to follow absolute CD3 counts, (<10 CD3þ cells/mL being the target) as a

means to document effective clearance of rejection-causing T lymphocytes.

Occasionally the daily dose may need to be doubled if the CD3 count does

not initially fall to <10 cells/mL. The use of OKT3 can be problematic. In

addition to severe and potentially life-threatening side-effects of the cytokine

release syndrome, tachyphylaxis may result from repeated use because of

formation of antimurine antibodies. Furthermore, there is an increased inci-

dence of early-onset, severe recurrent HCV liver disease and graft loss in

recipients transplanted for HCV cirrhosis as well as an increased risk of

posttransplant lymphoproliferative disorder (PTLD) in all patients receiving

OKT3. The incidence of PTLD may be proportional to the cumulative lifetime

dose [25]. Since there are numerous short- and long-term complications asso-

ciated with the use of OKT3, another antilymphocyte preparation, RATG, is

being increasingly utilized [26]. RATG is a polyclonal antibody preparation

that does not activate T cells and, thus, the degree of cytokine release is

significantly lower. Tachyphylaxis has not been described as a clinically sig-

nificant problem, thus permitting repeated usage of RATG for treatment of

acute cellular rejection.

The anti-interleukin-2 receptor antibodies (basiliximab and dacluzimab)

have been utilized for induction immunotherapy, but they have not been

effective for the treatment of rejection. The newest antilymphocyte agent,

alemtuzumab (Campath-1H, Berlex Inc., Montvail, NJ), is a humanized mono-

clonal antibody that recognizes CD52, a small glycoprotein highly expressed

on T and B lymphocytes, as well as on natural killer cells. Campath-1H is FDA-

approved for the treatment of leukemia, and has been used as an induction

agent in kidney, pancreas, and liver transplantation [27,28]. Its use for the

treatment of steroid-resistant rejection has not been formally evaluated; how-

ever, because of its ability to deplete T lymphocytes, it may be an effective

agent in that regard and warrants evaluation.

Most episodes of acute rejection of a transplanted liver can be reversed

with either pulsed steroid therapy or antithymocyte/lymphocyte antibody

preparations. Refractory acute rejection is an extremely rare indication for

retransplantation. Once a patient has developed recurrent acute cellular rejec-

tion or steroid-resistant rejection, a change in their maintenance immunosup-

pression is warranted. Conversion to tacrolimus from cyclosporine may be
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necessary. The addition of mycophenolate mofetil, sirolimus, or azathioprine

to the standard two-drug regimen has also been utilized in this population of

patients.

n CHRONIC REJECTION

Chronic rejection is an immunologic process that usually begins within a year

of liver transplantation and has been documented as early as the first month.

A combination of cellular and humoral immune mechanisms has been impli-

cated. As with acute cellular rejection, the immune attack is apparently focused

on biliary epithelial cells; in addition, muscular arteries (arterioles) are also

targets. Chronic rejection is also referred to as both vanishing bile duct syn-

drome and ductopenic rejection in the literature. These names reflect the

characteristic histologic feature of this entity, namely a paucity or almost

complete absence of bile ducts. An additional histologic feature is foamy

macrophage invasion of the intimal and subintimal regions of muscular arter-

ies, which results in an arteriopathy. Obliteration of the arterial lumen prob-

ably also contributes to the loss of bile ducts since the blood supply is based

solely on hepatic arterial vasculature.

A number of risk factors have been identified that are likely associated

with the development of chronic liver allograft rejection. A history of at least

one episode of acute rejection is present in almost all of those who eventually

develop chronic rejection. Patients who are inadequately treated for an acute

rejection episode are believed to be particularly at risk [29]. Inadequate im-

munosuppression in the early posttransplant phase may play a role. Patients

whose etiology of native liver failure has an immunologic component are

thought to be at higher risk, e.g. autoimmune hepatitis. A strong association

between cytomegalovirus infection and the development of chronic rejection

has been identified. African Americans are at higher risk than Caucasians. The

strongest predictor for the development of chronic rejection is a previous

history of transplantation for chronic rejection. Patients transplanted for

chronic rejection have a recurrence rate that approaches 90% [30].

The development of chronic allograft rejection is insidious and the initial

stages are not associated with specific symptoms or signs. As the disease

progresses, patients develop a picture of cholestatic liver test abnormalities

and hyperbilirubinemia that do not improve with steroid bolus therapy. With

time, the cholestasis worsens and, without treatment, ultimately results in graft

destruction and death of the patient unless retransplantation is performed.

The diagnosis of chronic liver allograft rejection is confirmed histologically

(Chapter 22). The pathologist searches for a loss of bile ducts in at least 50% of

portal triads. Unfortunately, this histologic finding occurs late in the course of
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the disease. Identification of the arteriopathy is rarely made on needle biopsy,

because the affected arterioles are medium-sized vessels that are centrally

located. Although rarely performed for this indication, a wedge biopsy will

more consistently yield this result. Traditionally, the arteriopathy is not con-

firmed until the liver is examined after explantation at the time of retransplan-

tation or at autopsy.

Over the last decade, there have been fundamental changes in the man-

agement of chronic liver allograft rejection. Medical therapy has been utilized

with some success. Tacrolimus has a definite role in reversing chronic rejec-

tion. Many studies have demonstrated that conversion from cyclosporine to

tacrolimus can salvage a significant number of grafts. Factors that are predict-

ive of success include mild to moderate cholestasis at the time of diagnosis

(serum bilirubin <10 mg/dL) as well as intervention prior to the loss of 50% of

bile ducts [31]. Patients in whom the diagnosis is made at least 3 months after

transplantation had a greater rate of recovery [31]. Theoretically, the antifibro-

tic properties of the mTOR inhibitor sirolimus would be beneficial in the

prevention or treatment of chronic rejection. It is premature to assess the

efficacy of sirolimus in the prevention of chronic rejection; however, there

are initial reports of its use as rescue therapy for chronic rejection.

Fortunately, the incidence of chronic rejection is decreasing. This is likely

the result of improved immunosuppressants, prompt and aggressive treat-

ment of acute rejection, and effective prophylaxis for cytomegalovirus disease.

The loss of liver transplants to chronic rejection is also decreasing because of

earlier diagnosis and medical intervention.

n SUMMARY

Although acute rejection occurs in approximately 30% of liver transplant

recipients, the incidence of graft loss due to rejection has decreased signifi-

cantly. The dramatic improvement in organ and recipient survival in all organ

systems coincides with the introduction of calciunerin inhibitor-based im-

munosuppression protocols in the 1980s. Cyclosporine, tacrolimus, and the

recently introduced sirolimus are the primary agents on which current proto-

cols are based. The advantages of tacrolimus include the ability to wean

posttransplant immunosuppression to a single agent as well to prevent and

treat chronic rejection. Sirolimus is a renal sparing agent that also may prove

efficacious in the treatment of chronic rejection.

The successful treatment of rejection demands a high index of suspicion,

early evaluation with biopsy, and an aggressive, thorough course of treatment.

Adopting these practices will continue to yield improvements in allograft

function and, ultimately, increases in patient survival.
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Vascular
Complications
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and Richard L. McCann

K
N OW L E D G E of hepatic vascular anatomy and its variations is critical

during the preoperative workup of the recipient, the donor, and the

transplant procedures. In the early and late periods following transplantation,

vascular thrombosis or stenosis can cause significant morbidity and mortality

and must be included in the list of etiologies for altered liver function and

biliary complications. This chapter discusses hepatic vascular anatomic vari-

ations and their effect on organ recovery and implantation. Causes and treat-

ment of vascular abnormalities that develop after transplantation are also

addressed.

n HEPATIC VASCULAR ANATOMY

The liver has a dual vascular supply from the hepatic artery and the portal

vein. The hepatic artery provides 25% of the blood supply to the liver and

about half of the oxygen supply. The common hepatic artery arises from the

celiac trunk and passes transversely, superior to the pancreas, toward the liver.

This vessel divides in the porta hepatis to supply the left and right lobes of the

liver. In about 15–20% of individuals, the right hepatic artery arises from the

superior mesenteric artery rather than from the proper hepatic artery. In

another 20–25% of cases, either a branch of the left hepatic artery or the entire

left hepatic artery arises from the left gastric artery, also a branch of the celiac

trunk. An accessory right hepatic artery may arise from the left hepatic artery.

This variant is especially important in split-liver transplantation and has been

reported as being present in 2 of 37 split-liver procedures [1]. The entire

hepatic arterial supply arises from the superior mesenteric artery in 2.5% and

from the aorta in 2% of individuals [2]. While ligation of part or even the entire
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arterial supply to the liver is usually well tolerated in the nontransplant

patient, failure to restore the complete arterial revascularization is poorly

tolerated in the cold preserved liver. Complete nonfunction of the graft, biliary

leak or strictures, and hepatic abscess can result.

The portal vein supplies 75% of hepatic blood flow and about half of the

oxygen. The portal vein is formed by the confluence of the superior mesenteric

vein and the splenic vein behind the pancreas. High in the porta hepatis, it

bifurcates into the right and left portal veins. Gradual thrombosis of the portal

vein may occur in the setting of liver cirrhosis. Portal vein thrombosis (PVT)

has been reported to have a 16% prevalence in the pretransplant patient [3].

The etiology of this is unclear but may be related to decreased or bidirectional

portal venous blood flow secondary to increased postsinusoidal resistance.

When PVT occurs, an abundance of collateral venous drainage develops.

Although development of PVT may be clinically subtle, it must be recognized

preoperatively since it impacts negatively on the technical success of liver

transplantation and graft survival. Depending on the degree of extension of

the thrombus into the mesenteric bed, liver transplantation may not be feasible

or may require portal venous reconstruction.

The liver drains into three major hepatic veins and 10–50 smaller caudate

veins that open into the inferior vena cava. Knowledge of the hepatic vein

anatomy is critical for the preparation of reduced size, split-, and living-related

grafts and for the percutaneous creation of a transjugular intrahepatic porto-

systemic shunt (TIPS) (see Chapter 3). Pretransplant hepatic vein thrombosis

(Budd–Chiari syndrome) is uncommon and is consistently associated with

ascites. Documentation of a patent vena cava in the recipient is important to

determine the feasibility of liver transplantation. Hepatic veins can also be

used for venous reconstruction at the time of implantation (piggyback tech-

nique), particularly in pediatric patients (see Chapters 14 and 31).

n PREOPERATIVE IMAGING STUDIES

Adequate visualization of all hepatic vessels is mandatory prior to listing

patients for liver transplantation. Most biliary and vascular complications

occurring immediately postoperatively occur due to technical problems and

the failure to recognize anatomic variation [4]. In patients who have undergone

TIPS placement, the inferior vena cava (IVC) and the main portal vein are

closely evaluated for the degree of extension of the stent into these vessels.

The stent may interfere with clamping of the vessels and the creation of venous

anastomoses. Very low positioning of the stent in the main portal vein may

necessitate creation of an interpositional vascular graft during transplantation.

A noninvasive and relatively inexpensive method of evaluating the hepatic

vasculature preoperatively is Duplex ultrasonography (real-time imaging with
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Doppler analysis of blood flow). This technique evaluates the portal vein for

patency, direction of flow, and the presence of thrombus. The hepatic veins,

IVC, and hepatic arteries are also examined. Preoperative assessment of IVC

patency and location is particularly important in the pediatric population.

There is a high incidence of hepatic vascular anomalies associated with biliary

atresia, the most common cause for transplantation in this group [5] (see

Chapter 24). Body habitus and overlying bowel gas may cause inadequate

sonographic evaluation of the hepatic vasculature, most frequently of the

main portal vein, splenic vein, and proximal hepatic artery. In addition, the

hyperechoic properties of the cirrhotic liver impair the ability of ultrasound to

reliably assess the parenchyma for the presence of malignant lesions.

Although the historic gold standard, transcatheter angiography is falling

from favor as a tool for evaluating the hepatic vasculature in the liver

transplant patient. Transcatheter angiography is an invasive procedure that

carries the attendant risks of catheter-induced arterial injury and contrast

agent-associated renal impairment and allergic reaction. The superior imaging

now being provided by state-of-the-art magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has

resulted in conventional arteriography being used only for patients in whom

MRI is contraindicated. Contrast-enhanced MR angiography combined with

true fast imaging with steady-state precession provides excellent visualization

of the entire hepatic vasculature [6] (Fig. 20.1). MRI has the added benefit of

assessing the liver parenchyma for the presence of malignant lesions. Improve-

ments in MR cholangiopancreatography show promise for optimal visualiza-

tion of the biliary tree as well.

Vascular Considerations in the Donor Operation

Most donors have normal portal veins and a normal vena cava. However,

arterial anomalies occur frequently and impact greatly on transplantation of

the organ. Adequate arterial inflow to all segments of the liver is important in

preventing the development of biliary strictures that can place the allograft

and the patient in jeopardy (Fig. 20.2). The common anomalous origins of the

right and left hepatic arteries already described should be routinely searched

for during dissection of the donor. In the era of multiorgan harvesting, the liver

transplant surgeon recovering a liver with anomalous arterial supply should

not hesitate to sacrifice use of the pancreas from transplantation if a complete

arterial supply of the liver cannot be obtained. A donor organ with anomalous

hepatic arterial supply often requires vascular reconstruction prior to implant-

ation. For example, a donor aberrant right hepatic artery can be anastomosed

to the stump of the donor splenic artery at the time of the recipient operation.

This permits only one anastomosis between the donor celiac trunk and the

recipient hepatic artery.
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Fig. 20.1 Maximum-intensity three-dimensional projections (3D MIP) following
gadolinium injection during magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) demonstrate (a) the
abdominal aorta, hepatic arteries, and other mesenteric arteries and (b) the hepatic
veins and portal veins.
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Additional vessels should be routinely obtained at the time of the donor

procedure. The most suitable vessels for reconstruction of the recipient

portal vein are the donor iliac veins. The donor iliac artery between the

aorta and the inguinal ligament should also be harvested in the event that

hepatic arterial reconstruction with a vascular conduit is required. Unused

iliac arteries should be stored in the cold for about a week following the

transplant procedure; these grafts can be used for arterial reconstruction

in case of hepatic artery thrombosis (HAT) during the immediate postopera-

tive period.

Vascular Considerations in the Recipient Operation

The most common strategy for liver transplantation is the orthotopic procedure

(see Chapter 14). In the recipient, the segment of the IVC between the renal veins

and the diaphragm, containing the entry of the hepatic veins, is excised along

with the native liver. The new liver is then installed along with a corresponding

segment of donor vena cava so that individual hepatic vein anastomoses are not

required. It is only necessary to anastomose the sleeve of vena cava at the

diaphragm and just above the renal veins. The portal veins are usually joined

in end-to-end fashion (see Chapter 14).

Fig. 20.2 Contrast injection during selective catheterization of the celiac artery in a
posttransplant patient demonstrates flow into the right hepatic artery only (arrows).
The anomalous left hepatic artery arising separately from the right hepatic artery was
missed during organ procurement and was not anastomosed to the recipient artery.
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Sometimes it is preferable to leave the recipient vena cava intact.

The donor vena cava may be anastomosed to the recipient vena cava in a

piggyback, end-to-side or side-to-side fashion [7]. In the case of the piggyback

technique, the upper end of the donor vena cava is anastomosed to the

recipient hepatic veins. The lower end of the donor vena cava is closed.

With the end-to-side technique, the upper end of the donor vena cava is

anastomosed to the side of the recipient vena cava. The lower end of the

donor vena cava is closed. With the side-to-side anastomosis, the upper and

lower ends of the donor vena cava are closed after cavotomy of the donor and

recipient vena cavae and side-to-side anastomosis is performed.

It is important that the vascular connections be constructed expeditiously

in order to minimize the amount of anaerobic rewarming of the donor organ

while it is being installed. Flow is usually restored to the liver after construc-

tion of the portal vein anastomosis. The length of the portal vein is critical and

its anastomosis must be technically exact to avoid constriction and kinking.

After the organ is supplied with adequate portal venous blood, the hepatic

arterial anastomosis can be constructed without the liver experiencing irre-

versible ischemia. Some authors advocate arterialization of the liver allograft

before construction of the portal vein anastomosis. This has been found to be

associated with less hepatocellular injury, less reperfusion injury, and better

endothelial cell function in donor pig livers [8].

Vessel length is less critical for arterial reconstruction but the anastomosis

must be technically exact to avoid HAT. The reported incidence of HAT ranges

from 4% to 26%. This variability reflects the different methods of diagnosis

used and the relative number of pediatric recipients within these studies.

Immunologic phenomena may play a role in the development of HAT. Other

possible contributors include technical problems, rejection episodes, and cold-

ischemic injury. The use of arterial conduits, retransplantation, ABOmismatch,

and elevated hematocrit have been proposed as risk factors.

Conduits may be required if satisfactory lengths of recipient and donor

vessels are not available. If PVT is present in the recipient, mesenteric venous

drainage must be provided from the superior mesenteric vein to the transplant

portal vein. This often requires a bridging venous conduit placed anteriorly to

the duodenum and pancreas [9]. The most frequent graft used is the donor iliac

vein. If this is not available, femoral vein or jugular vein from the recipient may

be utilized. Because of the high degree of portal hypertension in these patients,

this type of revascularization is often a formidable task. A rare complication of

TIPS is downward migration of the metallic stent into the lower segment of the

portal vein. This segment of the recipient portal vein must be resected during

orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT). The portal vein is then reconstructed

with donor iliac vein interposition [10]. It may be necessary to create a ‘‘pants

graft’’ to connect the recipient splenic vein and superior mesenteric vein
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individually to the donor portal vein [11]. The middle colic vein has been used

to provide portal inflow to the graft in a patient with PVT discovered at the

time of OLT [12].

Conduits to bridge the hepatic artery are more commonly used. If the

recipient hepatic artery is small or the flow is poor or absent, a conduit

between the donor hepatic artery and the aorta (supraceliac and suprarenal

aorta) is necessary. The most convenient graft is obtained from the donor iliac

artery, but recipient saphenous veins can also be used successfully. Use of the

recipient inferior epigastric artery as an interpositional vascular graft has been

reported [13].

Vascular Complications following Transplantation

Although vascular complications are seen less frequently than biliary compli-

cations following transplantation, they are a source of significant morbidity

and mortality. They occur in 1–10% and cause poor graft function, sometimes

requiring retransplantation [14]. The most common are arterial complications,

which account for 5% [15]. Doppler ultrasound is considered an efficient

screening method for detecting vascular complications. Because vascular com-

plications can be asymptomatic, Kok et al. [16] recommend performing routine

liver Doppler ultrasound at 24 h and then every 3 days for the first 2 weeks,

with special attention to the first day. They suggest that daily Doppler ultra-

sound be performed only in high-risk patients, such as in young children,

following complex vascular reconstruction or following thrombectomy.

MRI of the hepatic vasculature is performed when Doppler ultrasound

findings are equivocal or suggest that an abnormality may be present in the

hepatic artery or portal vein. Although arteriography is the gold standard,

three-dimensional spoiled gradient-echo MRI with injection of gadolinium

contrast material may be used to evaluate the hepatic artery, portal vein,

hepatic veins and IVC following liver transplantation [17,18]. Arterial cathe-

terization is not necessary for this study. Also, gadolinium’s lack of nephro-

toxicity offers an advantage over iodinated contrast in liver transplant patients,

many of whom have some degree of renal insufficiency related to cyclosporine

or tacrolimus.

Hepatic Artery Thrombosis

One of the most serious complications in the immediate postoperative period

is HAT [19]. Factors contributing to the development of HAT include technical

difficulties, prolonged cold-ischemia time, pediatric recipient, whole-liver allo-

graft, positive crossmatch, and the use of an aortic conduit [20]. Other factors

include transient deficiency of anticoagulant factors protein C, protein S, or
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antithrombin III; increased thrombin activity; and elevated levels of plasmino-

gen activator inhibitor-1 [21]. Cytomegalovirus (CMV)-seronegative patients

receiving a seropositive allograft may be at risk for early HAT [22]. The clinical

presentation of HAT is variable. It is usually associated with a dramatic rise in

serum transaminases but its occurrence can be subtle. Any decrease in the

volume of bile output, change in the character of the bile, or persistent eleva-

tion of the prothrombin time or bilirubin levels should trigger tests to rule out

HAT. Monitoring of hepatic artery patency using Duplex sonography is rou-

tinely performed at many centers. This is particularly important in the pediat-

ric population where the incidence of HAT is high and the clinical

manifestation is often silent.

The sensitivity of Duplex sonography in detecting HAT is greater than

90%. It has the added advantage of detecting other anomalies such as bile duct

dilatation, bile lakes, areas of infarction, and hepatic abscesses. In the absence

of Doppler flow in the hepatic artery and with clinical and laboratory presen-

tation suggestive of HAT, no further tests are necessary. Immediate reopera-

tion and revascularization by thrombectomy or the use of a conduit is

mandatory. The single most important factor in graft outcome is the length

of time that the liver lacks hepatic arterial blood supply. With equivocal

Doppler ultrasound findings, absence of clinical presentation consistent with

HAT, or occurrence more than 2 weeks postoperatively, arteriography should

be performed for confirmation of HAT. HATwithin a month of transplantation

usually warrants reoperation and an attempt at revascularization [23]. In case

of persistent graft failure, urgent retransplantation is required to prevent

death.

The management of late HAT (occurring later than 2 months postopera-

tively) is more controversial and depends on the presence of associated dis-

eases. In the presence of severe liver impairment with persistent elevated

bilirubin or diffuse biliary stricture, retransplantation without prior attempt

at revascularization is usually the best option. Reoperation may disrupt spon-

taneous revascularization of the graft in the porta hepatis and from adherent

tissues. This can result in rapid liver failure. Transcatheter thrombolytic ther-

apy for HAT is contraindicated in the immediate postoperative period because

of the risk of bleeding complications but successful infusion of urokinase into

the hepatic artery months after transplantation has been reported [24]. Tissue

plasminogen activator can also be used. Once clot lysis has occurred, the cause

of thrombosis should be looked for. Percutaneous balloon angioplasty or

vascular stenting of stenoses has been of help in avoiding revision or retrans-

plantation in selected cases [25]. Long-term success of vascular or surgical

revascularization is based on the level of graft function at the time of the

intervention [26]. While HAT is usually catastrophic, there have been reported

cases of grafts, mostly in children, which have continued to function well
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following HAT. This is probably due to the development of sufficient extra-

hepatic collateral arterial supply [27].

Hepatic Artery Stenosis

Besides complete occlusion of the hepatic artery, stenosis with impaired flow

can also be the source of significant morbidity and mortality. Hepatic artery

stenosis is associated with cholangiographic abnormalities in more than 60% of

cases [26]. The diagnosis requires confirmation by arteriography. During the

early postoperative course,management of symptomatic hepatic artery stenosis

follows the same guidelines used for HAT. Urgent surgical revascularization is

mandatory. If a stenosis is discovered 1 month or more after OLT, management

depends again on the liver reserve and associated anomalies. Measuring a

pressure gradient across the stenosis with a catheter and pressure transducer

during arteriography can help determine if the stenosis is physiologically sig-

nificant and whether intervention is necessary. There are no studies, however,

that have determined what constitutes an abnormal hepatic artery pressure

gradient. Percutaneous balloon angioplasty can be performed to treat the sten-

osis, with an 80–100% success rate. The restenosis rate is 30–60% [14].

The need for and timing of retransplantation should be based on the

severity of associated conditions and the local expertise with invasive radio-

logical vascular and biliary interventions. In our experience, about half of the

patients with hepatic artery stenosis and biliary strictures can be treated

successfully without reoperation (Fig. 20.3).

Fig. 20.3 (a) Contrast injection during selective catheterization of the common
hepatic artery demonstrates a stenosis (arrow) at the anastomosis with the donor
hepatic artery.
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Mycotic Aneurysm of the Hepatic Artery

A devastating late vascular complication of liver transplantation is mycotic

aneurysm at the arterial anastomosis (Fig. 20.4). This is a confusing term since

the aneurysm is usually the result of bacterial and not fungal infection. Mycotic

Fig. 20.3 Continued. (b) A 6-mm-diameter balloon traverses the stenosis and is
inflated to 12 atm; (c) Repeat contrast injection of the common hepatic artery demon-
strates a normal arterial anastomosis (arrow).
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aneurysm of the hepatic artery often is associated with biliary tract complica-

tions and local infection. The infection involves the hepatic arterial anasto-

mosis and a false aneurysm develops. This mycotic aneurysm is often fatal.

Ligation of the hepatic artery carries an extremely high morbidity and mortal-

ity, particularly early after transplantation. Excision of the aneurysm and

immediate revascularization with donor iliac artery or autogenous saphenous

vein has been associated with an 88% survival [28].

Portal Vein Thrombosis

With increased surgical expertise with the transplant procedure and preven-

tion of a redundant portal vein, PVT has become rare. PVT usually occurs in

patients with preexisting partial PVT and inadequate restoration of the portal

flow. As with HAT, early PVT is a dramatic complication that is diagnosed by

Doppler ultrasound. It requires immediate revascularization or retransplanta-

tion to prevent death of the patient. In the later postoperative course, PVT

usually has a similar presentation as in the nontransplant patients. Venous

collaterals due to prehepatic portal hypertension occur with upper gastro-

intestinal bleeding as the most common initial presentation. The diagnosis

usually is easily made by Duplex sonography. MR portal venography is

indicated to delineate the extent of the clot. In the presence of good liver

Fig. 20.4 Contrast injection during selective catheterization of the celiac artery
demonstrates a mycotic aneurysm (arrows) of the common hepatic artery, with dimin-
ished flow in the hepatic artery branches.
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reserve, a shunt procedure such as a splenorenal (Warren) or mesocaval shunt

will correct the portal hypertension. With poor liver reserve or venous anat-

omy unsuitable for reconstruction, retransplantation should be considered.

PVT has been treated nonoperatively by infusing urokinase directly into the

portal vein or the superior mesenteric artery [29,30]. This means of treatment

should be reserved for patients who are in the later postoperative course and

who are not bleeding from varices.

Interposition grafts are used to reduce tension on the portal vein anasto-

mosis in reduced-size hepatic transplants. This lowers the rate of portal

venous thrombosis in children and adolescents. These conduits are prone

to delayed stenosis, a problem that is difficult to manage surgically.

Such portal vein stenoses can be treated percutaneously with balloon angio-

plasty, followed by metallic stent placement when balloon angioplasty alone

fails [31].

Hepatic Vein Occlusion or Stenosis

This is a rare complication following transplantation and is almost always

associated with a hypercoagulable state. It is also seen in patients with pre-

operative Budd–Chiari syndrome or in those who received a right lobe graft

from a living donor. In the latter case, the graft does not include the middle

hepatic vein for the safety of the donor. Since the hepatic venous outflow from

segments V and VIII usually drains into the middle hepatic vein, varying

degrees of hepatic venous congestion may occur in these segments. Hepatic

venous congestion may also occur in segments VI and VII if the right inferior

accessory hepatic vein is ligated or if its anastomosis is stenotic. Areas of

hepatic venous congestion may be detected on dual-phase computed tomog-

raphy as zones of variable attenuation [32].

While partial hepatic vein occlusion may be well tolerated or even asymp-

tomatic, complete hepatic venous outflow obstruction is catastrophic and

requires immediate retransplantation. Hepatic vein occlusion in the late course

of liver transplantation in patients with good liver reserve and major ascites

can be treated successfully with a mesocaval shunt (see Chapter 4). Late

hepatic vein stenosis or occlusion can also be treated percutaneously with a

metallic stent [33].

IVC Stenosis or Thrombosis

IVC stenosis or occlusion is currently seen in less than 2% of patients [34].

Depending on the level of caval occlusion, the patient may present with truncal

edema or symptoms of hepatic venous outflow obstruction. Patients require

long-term anticoagulation. Surgical repair is difficult; percutaneous balloon
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angioplasty or stenting has proven useful in this setting and results in rapid

improvement in patient symptoms [35–37].

Spleen-Related Problems

Severe thrombocytopenia is sometimes seen in the patient with persistent

splenomegaly and platelet sequestration following liver transplantation. This

can be treated via the splenic artery with partial particulate embolization of the

spleen to decrease the splenic volume [38].

Reduced hepatic arterial perfusion posttransplantation may be caused by

steal of arterial flow from the celiac artery by an enlarged spleen. This situation

has been called ‘‘splenic artery steal syndrome’’ [39]. Blood flow to the hepatic

artery is increased by coil embolization of the splenic artery or its branches.

Splenic artery aneurysms are seen in 7–17% of patients with cirrhosis.

Rupture typically occurs in aneurysms greater than 15 mm in diameter. The

aneurysm is treated surgically during liver transplantation when seen preo-

peratively [40]. Transcatheter coil embolization of the aneurysm is performed

if the diagnosis is made after transplantation [41].

n CONCLUSIONS

Vascular complications after liver transplantation represent an important

source of morbidity and mortality. Prevention continues to be based on me-

ticulous surgical technique. Early diagnosis is critical to graft salvage, and

surgical intervention is the mainstay of management in the early postoperative

period. However, in the late postoperative period, nonsurgical percutaneous

interventions can maintain organ viability and extend patient survival.
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Biliary Complications
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Lucas McCormack and
Peter Bauerfeind

n INTRODUCTION

Biliary complications are an important and frequent problem after orthotopic

liver transplantation (OLT), with an incidence of 9–33% (Table 21.1). The lack

of a standardized assessment of perioperative complications is a serious limi-

tation to an analysis of the real incidence of biliary complications after OLT [1].

Some authors identify a complication only when an intervention is needed and

asymptomatic patients usually are not investigated.

The rate of biliary problems is greater in adult-to-adult living donor liver

transplantation (LDLT) than in cadaveric transplantation and pediatric LDLT

[2–4]. The posttransplant biliary anatomy will determine the methods used to

evaluate and treat potential biliary complications. This chapter discusses the

current surgical techniques used for biliary tract reconstruction and the multi-

disciplinary management of early and long-term biliary complications.

n PATHOGENESIS AND BILIARY RECONSTRUCTION

Many factors are involved in the generation of biliary complications after OLT:

severe acute rejection associated with ABO incompatibility, chronic ductopenic

rejection, prolonged graft cold preservation time, and donor duct ischemia.

However, technical problems and ischemia are the most important underlying

causes of biliary complications after OLT.

Biliary complications secondary to technical failures occur usually during

the first 3 months after OLT [5] (Table 21.2). Options include choledochocho-

ledochostomy (CC) with or without externalized T-tube and Roux-en-Y chole-

dochojejunostomy (RY) (see Chapter 14). Of all the biliary complications in

patients with CC with T-tube, almost 80% are related to T-tube removal [6]. To
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reduce the incidence of this complication, removal of the T-tube is delayed for

a minimum of 3 months to allow the T-tube tract to mature. Immunosuppres-

sion and the patient’s general status are likely responsible for any delay in the

formation of a fibrous tract between the biliary duct and the skin after T-tube

placement. The increased biliary pressure in the biliary tract after OLT may

also be a contributing factor to fistula development [7]. Many centers have

advocated, when it is feasible, to do a direct biliary–biliary anastomosis with-

out stenting to avoid this complication.

Unfortunately, biliary anastomosis is very sensitive to ischemic injury.

Because the blood supply to the major bile ducts is by branches of the hepatic

artery, many patients with hepatic artery thrombosis (HAT) develop biliary

leaks because of dehiscence of the biliary anastomosis or ischemic strictures. It

has been suggested thatmore than 20%of the strictures are associatedwithHAT

and that Patients with HAT are at high risk for strictures and retransplantation

[8]. Tzakis et al. [9] described three types of presentation ofHATwithin the first 3

months of OLT: fulminant hepatic necrosis, biliary leak, and relapsing bacter-

emia with intermittent sepsis due to acute cholangitis [9]. Late HAT has been

reported to cause biliary tree necrosis, biliary leak, intrahepatic biloma, and liver

abscess [10]. Arterial hypoperfusion of the liver as observed in stenosis of

Table 21.1 Biliary Complications after Liver Transplantation Reported in Literature

Authors Year
Number of
OLTs Donor Type

Global
BC (%)

Bile
Leaks (%)

Biliary
Stenosis (%)

Golling et al. [57] 1998 179 Cadaveric 15.1 10.1 5

Rabkin et al. [58] 1998 227 Cadaveric 30 19 12

Margarit et al. [5] 2001 224 Cadaveric 17 5.3 4

Davidson et al. [59] 1999 100 Cadaveric 31 17.5 13.5

Scatton et al. [6] 2001 180 Cadaveric 24.4 6.6

Roumilhac et al. [46] 2003 216 Cadaveric — — 13.8

Fondevila et al. [60] 2003 46 Livinga 23.9 32.6

Malago et al. [20] 2004 74 Livinga 23 16.2 6.8

Kling et al. [21] 2004 68 Livingb 33 20 17

Miller et al. [4] 2001 109 Living — 15.5 8.2

Yersiz et al. [15] 2003 71 Right graftc 10 7 1.4

94 Left graftc 9 7.4 1

Pekolj et al. [61] 2001 300 Cadaveric and living 17.3 5 9

aAdult-to-adult living donor liver transplantation.
bAdult-to-pediatric living donor liver transplantation.
cSeries of cadaveric in situ split-liver transplantation.
OLT, orthotopic liver transplantation; BC, biliary complication.
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the hepatic artery or in arterial steal syndromemay also lead to ischemic biliary

lesions in liver transplant recipients. If untreated, these lesions may progress to

cause sectorial or diffuse biliary strictures, sepsis, and graft loss [11–14].

In reduced-size grafts, complications relating to the bile ducts are the main

cause of morbidity, with an incidence of 10–32% [2,15–21]. Multiple reasons for

the higher rate of biliary complications in these patients have been proposed:

bile leaks on the cut surface of the donor liver, small biliary duct size, excessive

periductal dissection in the donor resulting in relative ischemia of the native

bile duct, and increased complexity of biliary reconstructions in cases of two or

more biliary anastomosis [3,22]. Additionally, inadvertent ligation of small bile

ducts in the graft may lead to bile obstruction in that segment of the liver. The

orifices and the patency of the bile duct branches to each segment in the graft

must be examined to avoid surgical problems [23]. The optimal approach to

biliary reconstruction in adult-to-adult LDLT remains to be defined [4]. Marcos

et al. [24] favor the RY technique, believing that this provides extra-arterial

inflow to the duct. Azoulay et al. [25] proposed a tension-free duct-to-duct

anastomosis with or without stent if the viability of the native bile ducts is

confirmed by the presence of active arterial bleeding from both cut ends.

However, an RY must be performed if these conditions are not fulfilled. The

rate of anastomotic strictures seems to be higher with right liver grafts but this

must be confirmed in a large series [3].

Nonanastomotic biliary strictures (NABS) often result from an ischemic

insult to the biliary tree of the donor liver. Most of the patients with NABS

have hepatic artery problems: HAT, stenosis of the arterial anastomosis, or

arterial steal syndrome due to a shift of hepatic blood flow into the splenic

or the gastroduodenal artery [12,26]. Other factors that may influence the

Table 21.2 Timing of Biliary Complication in the Liver Transplant Recipient

Early (<3 months) Late (>3 months)

Anastomotic biliary leak Anastomotic stricture

Anastomotic stricture Nonanastomotic stricture

Redundant bile duct (kinking) Bile leak at T-tube removal

Bile leaks on the cut surface of reduced liver Oddi’s sphincter dysfunction

Mucocele of the cystic duct Recurrent biliary stone or sludge

Extrahepatic bile duct necrosis

Bile leak at T-tube exit

Obstruction of T-tube stent

Cholangitis after T-tube cholangiography

Residual biliary stone or sludge

Oddi’s sphincter dysfunction
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formation of NABS are ABO incompatibility, prolonged cold preservation time

of the graft, or disease of the recipient’s bile ducts such as primary sclerosing

cholangitis. Arterial occlusion secondary to intimal hyperplasia and endothe-

lial injury has probably a multifactorial origin including increased atherogenic

risk of many liver recipients, arterial hypertension, hypercholesterolemia,

obesity, diabetes, and arteriosclerosis. These factors are related in some cases

to the advanced age of recipients or to the side-effects of immunosuppressive

treatment. Furthermore, Margarit et al. [5] reported that an additional risk

factor for development of late HAT is donor age. Since older donors of 60

years or even up to the 80 years are accepted due to the scarcity of donors, this

last factor could become important in the future.

n CLINICAL PRESENTATION

Most of the biliary complications occur within the first 3 months after OLT, as is

shown in Table 21.2 [27]. Depending on the time of the appearance, biliary

complications can be classified as early (before 3 months) or late after OLT.

Those related to surgical technique usually occur early after OLT [5]. A prompt

diagnosis is essential to avoid long-term graft and patient morbidity and mor-

tality [28]. In one large study, nearly half of 83 patients subsequently recognized

to have biliary complications were initially treated for rejection at least one time

before recognition of the underlying biliary pathology. This patient population

had a significantly high biliary tract-related mortality rate [29].

Hepatic necrosis with fulminant hepatic failure and extrahepatic necrosis

of the biliary tree are common early presentations of HAT. However, most of

the biliary complications are presented with infectious symptoms such as

fever, cholangitis, or abdominal pain, which need abdominal ultrasonography

in most of the cases to diagnose the problem. Some patients are asymptomatic

except for elevated liver function tests and undergo abdominal ultrasound

(US) after a routine assessment of the biochemistry.

The laboratory diagnosis of biliary complications includes elevation of

bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase, and white blood cell count. The differential

diagnosis of elevation in these laboratory findings early after OLT includes

sepsis, preservation damage of the graft, graft injury secondary to ischemia,

and rejection.

Since steroids and immunosuppressants may mask significant complica-

tions, abnormalities in the liver test function should prompt consideration of a

biliary problem even in the face of minimal clinical symptoms. Unless there is a

strong clinical and histological evidence for another diagnosis, visualization of

the biliary anatomy is mandatory.

A bile leak should be considered when a recipient develops bile-

straining of the abdominal drainage immediately after surgery or in patients
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with intra-abdominal fluid collections. Biliary drains are another important

source of problems early or late after OLT. One of the most frequent T-tube-

related biliary complications is the bile leak, which occurs after T-tube removal

even if it is delayed more than 3 months after OLT. It usually presents as acute

and severe abdominal pain immediately after T-tube removal.

A biliary stricture should be considered when a patient a few months after

OLT has fever, jaundice, abdominal pain, or histological findings of biliary

obstruction. Several reports showed that anastomotic strictures are more com-

mon in RY than in CC and in pediatric compared with adult OLT [30,31].

One of the most common presentations is asymptomatic cholestasis. How-

ever, asymptomatic patients who have a normal cholangiogram 3 months after

OLT are unlikely to have biliary tract disease and should initially be consid-

ered for liver biopsy.

Some complications seen in CC such as those associated with the T-tube,

mucocele formation with obstruction, redundant bile duct, and those related to

the Oddi’s sphincter dysfunction are not seen in patients with an RY recon-

struction.

n DIAGNOSTIC TOOLS AND IMAGING

The first image modality that should be used when a biliary complication is

suspected should be abdominal ultrasonography. Alternatively, a cholangio-

gram can be done depending on the type of biliary reconstruction performed

in the OLT, the status of each patient, and the preference of each liver trans-

plant team. In patients with acute cholangitis, the cholangiogram must be

followed by a minimally invasive drainage of the bile ducts using catheters

or stents. Abdominal evaluation with computed tomography (CT) or magnetic

resonance imaging (MRI) will provide complete evaluation of the abdominal

cavity in order to exclude other postoperative complications. Additional diag-

nostic tools are hepatobiliary radionuclide scintigraphy (HBRS) and liver

biopsy. In all the cases of biliary tree complication after OLT, problems related

to the hepatic artery should be excluded and treated. Usually the Doppler US is

enough but in case of unclear findings, an angiogram of the liver to assess

patency and flow of the hepatic artery must be performed.

Although there is no standardized algorithm for the diagnosis of bile duct

complication our proposal is described in Fig. 21.1.

Transabdominal Ultrasound

This noninvasive method is used routinely in the early postoperative period

to exclude vascular complications (e.g. HAT) after OLT. In the evaluation of

the biliary system, the finding of dilated bile ducts suggests obstruction, and
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identification of a subhepatic or perihepatic fluid collection may be associated

with bile leak [32]. Unfortunately, the sensitivity of US in detection of biliary

complication after OLT has been described to be as low as 54% [32]. A negative

US examination finding, therefore, does not rule out biliary tract disease in

liver transplant recipients; if there is significant clinical suspicion, further

investigation with visualization of the bile ducts must be done [33]. An im-

portant adjunct to US is the measurement of the flow in the hepatic vessels

with real-time Doppler analysis. In the presence of abnormal Doppler findings

suggesting hepatic artery or portal vein thrombosis, contrast angiography

must be performed to confirm the diagnosis.

Abdominal CT and MRI Scans

When US is limited by the presence of intra-abdominal gas or in patients with

inadequate scanning technique due to abdominal pain, abdominal CT or MRI

may provide better information with respect to biliary tree problems. These

imaging tools are noninvasive and provide information about dilatation of the

Acute or chronic rejection
Recurrence of primary liver disease

Primary sclerosing cholangitis
HCV or HBV infection
Autoimmune hepatitis

Normal intrahepatic bile ductsDilatation intrahepatic bile ducts

RY& CC + T-tube
&

PTC +
catheter

T-tube
cholangio

ERCP ±
stent

MRI-C
ERCP
PTC

Unclear
findings

Cholestasis

Echo Doppler/CT/MRI

CC&

Cholangitis CholangitisNo cholangitis

Liver biopsy

Fig. 21.1 Algorithm for the diagnosis of bile duct complications in liver transplant
recipients. Ampersand symbol (&) represents the type of biliary reconstruction per-
formed during liver transplantation; RY, Roux-en-Y choledochojejunostomy; CC,
choledochocholedochostomy; Echo, echography; CT, computed tomography; MRI, mag-
netic resonance imaging; MRI-C, magnetic resonance imaging cholangiography; PTC,
percutaneous transhepatic cholangiography; ERC, endoscopic retrograde cholangiog-
raphy; HCV, hepatitis C virus; and HBV, hepatitis B virus.
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bile ducts and intra-abdominal fluid collection. Furthermore, they can exclude

other coexisting complications (e.g. small bowel perforation). Contrast-

enhanced CT permits evaluation of the vascular supply to the liver and

indirect evaluation of the intra- and extrahepatic biliary system. In patients

with kidney failure after OLT, the use of gadolinium-enhanced MRI offers

similar images with lower toxicity for the kidneys [34,35]. Advantages of these

methods over US are better objective evaluation of the abdominal cavity, less

operator dependency, and images that are easier to read and understand,

allowing for open discussion in a multidisciplinary manner. An additional

advantage of MRI in patients with high suspicion of biliary complications is

the possibility to complement the study with a cholangiogram, permitting

direct evaluation of the biliary tree.

Cholangiography

In patients with CC over a T-tube, a cholangiogram through the T-tube is the

study of choice. Unfortunately, T-tube-C is directly related to an increased risk

of infection despite the use of prophylactic antibiotics; thus this should not

be used as a first procedure [6,36]. If there is no T-tube and the suspicion of a

biliary complication is high, endoscopic retrograde cholangiography (ERC) or

MRI cholangiography (MRI-C) can be good options. The RY reconstruction

prevents easy endoscopic access to the biliary tree; in these patients the inves-

tigation of posttransplant biliary anatomy relies on MRI-C or percutaneous

transhepatic cholangiography (PTC). In asymptomatic patients with biochem-

ical abnormalities that are not easily explained by acute cellular rejection or

viral infection in the late phase after OLT, MRI-C for the detection of delayed

biliary complications after OLT offers excellent assessment of the biliary tree

[37]. A noninvasive approach in these patients avoids the risk of bleeding,

acute pancreatitis, or ascending cholangitis [6]. Minimally invasive diagnostic

tools should be reserved for patients in whom interventions in the biliary tree

are required. It is accepted that endoscopic and percutaneous access not only

are useful and reliable methods for diagnosis but can also be safely used for

dilatation and stenting. ERC allows the endoscopic sphincterotomy when

indicated but has the additional risk of ascending cholangitis, pancreatitis, or

duodenal perforation. In patients with coagulopathy, endoscopic or percutan-

eous are contraindicated because of the risk of profuse bleeding. Since the

percutaneous approach is done through the liver parenchyma, there is a higher

risk of hemorrhagic complications.

PTC is most easily performed in the presence of biliary dilatation. If there

is no dilatation of the bile ducts, PTC requires an increased number of punc-

tures through the liver; the chance of bleeding in these patients is higher.

However, the percutaneous approach is clearly indicated when ERC access is
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not possible, e.g. in patients with RY reconstruction and for the treatment of

lesions located in the bile ducts high within the liver (e.g. intrahepatic ischemic

stenosis), which cannot be reached from below via an endoscope.

Hepatobiliary Scintigraphy

HBRS using technetium-99m can detect both bile leaks and biliary obstruction

after OLT [38]. The leak appears as tracer activity outside the confines

of the biliary tract and obstruction as a failure of the tracer to progress out of

the biliary system to the duodenum or small bowel. A 1997 prospective study

comparing HBRS with ERC for detection of early biliary complications after

OLT showed sensitivity and specificity for bile leak of 50% and 79% and for

biliary stricture of 62% and 64%, respectively [39]. In a 2002 retrospective

study, the sensitivity and specificity of the HBRS for diagnosis of biliary

complications were each 100% for bile leak in patients with suspected bile

leak or biloma, and of 93% and 88% for biliary obstruction [40]. Although

HBRS is an accurate diagnostic modality in the evaluation of biliary compli-

cations after OLT, it has limitations as a means of differential diagnosis of

nonbiliary complications. Additionally, the information provided is inferior to

direct visualization of the biliary tree in determining the exact location and

caliber of biliary strictures or leaks. In most of the liver transplant programs,

the use of HBRS has been replaced by the other diagnostic tools mentioned

earlier.

Liver Biopsy

In those patients with abnormal liver function test results in absence of bile

duct dilatation, liver biopsy is often indicated to exclude acute rejection,

recurrence of the primary liver disease, or viral hepatitis. In liver transplant

recipients, cholangitis or bile duct obstruction caused by biliary complications

can be difficult to differentiate from acute cellular rejection (see Chapter 22).

When there is any doubt about the interpretation of the histological findings

(e.g. intrahepatic biliary thrombus), cholangiography must be performed. Mis-

interpretation of the biopsy may delay appropriate treatment in cases of biliary

complication. Moreover, inappropriate treatment with administration of ster-

oid boluses and other potent immunosuppressive drug may adversely affect

the healing of bile leaks and impair treatment of biliary infection.

n MANAGEMENT OF BILE LEAK

Leaks occurring initially after OLT are usually related to anastomotic compli-

cations and may result in focal or generalized peritonitis. Other sites of early
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leaks include the T-tube exit site, aberrant bile ducts, and the surface of the

liver in reduced-liver, split-liver, or living donor’s liver grafts [4,15,16,20,21].

Delayed leaks related to T-tube removal occur in some patients who develop

acute abdominal pain and are sometimes associated with intra-abdominal

fluid collection.

Early identification and treatment of bile leaks are important. An infected

biloma resulting from a persistent bile leak can compromise surgical repair of

the biliary tract or may result in pseudoaneurysm or mycotic aneurysm of the

adjacent hepatic artery. Surgical repair of the bile leak should be delayed until

infection is controlled. Moreover, the presence of a bile leak not related with a

T-tube requires assessment of the hepatic arterial flow by Doppler US and/or

contrast angiography.

The appropriate therapy for a bile leak depends on the clinical presenta-

tion, the location of the leak, and the existence of hepatic artery problems. HAT

or stenosis should be corrected prior to addressing the biliary leak. Our

proposal of the algorithm for the management of bile leaks after OLT is

showed in Fig. 21.2.

When bilious drainage develops in an asymptomatic patient after OLT, the

first rule of treatment is not to remove the abdominal drain until the leak stops

completely. In patients developing a leak, abdominal imaging must be done to

Choleperitonitis 

Endoscopic
papilotomy ± plastic

stent

Persistent leak
Leak >200 cc/day

Leak <200 cc/day

Percutaneous drainage
guided by CT or US

Nonoperative
treatment 

Surgical exploration
Peritoneal lavage

Intraabdominal fluid
collection
(bilioma)

CC&

Abdominal drainage£

Conversion to RY

RY&

PTCD

Bile leak

Abdominal drainage£

No intraabdominal collection

Fig. 21.2 Algorithm for the management of bile leaks after liver transplantation.
Pound symbol (£) represents intraoperative placement during the liver transplant-
ation and ampersand symbol (&) the type of biliary reconstruction performed during
liver transplantation.
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determine if there is a biloma or diffuse coleperitoneum. Most bilomas can

be treated with US or CT-guided percutaneous catheter drainage under local

anesthesia. Bilomas usually result from small, self-limited bile leaks, which

form collections. Due to the small size without downstream obstruction these

leaks most often close spontaneously; the fluid collection can be successfully

treated via abdominal drainage. In cases of persistent leak through the drain or

in bile leaks of more than 200 cc/day, a percutaneous or endoscopic papilot-

omy with placement of a plastic stent must be considered. If minimal invasive

management fails, surgical revision must be considered.

In patients who develop diffuse peritonitis, an explorative laparotomy

with peritoneal lavage and possible anastomotic revision must be performed.

In case of ongoing copious bile leak resulting from anastomotic CC disruption,

the strategy must be to convert to an RY. Primary repair of the CC leak is

contraindicated because of the local inflammation and the poor arterial supply

at the site of the anastomosis. In case of a leak from an RY, the anastomosis

should be taken down and the hepatic duct shortened to the level of brisk

capillary bleeding before performing the new RY. Attempts to place additional

stitches in the primary anastomosis will increase the size of the fistula, with a

consequent increment in the bile leak. Sometimes a small, well-contained bile

leak can be treated successfully by placement of a T-tube or a transcystic drain

above the anastomosis and a subhepatic drain at the site of the leak. In all

cases, distal biliary obstruction preventing resolution of the leak should be

excluded with a preoperative or an intraoperative cholangiogram or with

surgical exploration at the time of laparotomy.

Management of bile leaks from the T-tube exit site rarely requires reopera-

tion. When such leaks occur in the early postoperative phase, reopening the T-

tube to external drainage should be the initial treatment. If T-tube drainage

fails, a transpapillary stent may be inserted endoscopically beside the T-tube,

bridging the area of the leak; this can be performed without additional sphinc-

terotomy [41]. The stent can be removed after 2–4 weeks, but if there is a

continued leakage the duct must be restented for an additional 4–6 weeks.

A leak along the T-tube tract immediately after T-tube removal is the most

common biliary complication in patients with CC over a T-tube. Typically the

patient develops acute abdominal pain and sometimes hypotension within

the first minutes after the T-tube is withdrawn. To reduce the incidence and

the severity of this complication, several recommendations have been pro-

posed. The first few is to delay the removal of the T-tube to at least 90 days

after OLT. Also, intravenous access should be obtained prior to removal and a

cholangiogram should be made with prophylactic antibiotics in order to assess

CC anastomosis and the bile flow through the papilla prior to removal of the T-

tube. Patients must be observed in bed and vital signs monitored for 2 h after

T-tube removal. In case of acute abdominal pain, analgesic drugs may be
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administered to control the symptoms. An abdominal CT or US must be

performed to assess the need for percutaneous drainage of any eventual

intra-abdominal fluid collection. In case of a biloma or persistence of abdom-

inal pain, an ERC must be performed with placement of an internal stent

bridging the sphincter of Oddi. If there is any associated biliary stenosis the

stent should be placed across the involved area. Most stents can be removed

after 4–6 weeks.

n MANAGEMENT OF BILE STRICTURES

Biliary stenoses are usually classified depending on the location either in

nonanastomotic (NABS) or in anastomotic biliary strictures (ABS). As shown

in Fig. 21.3, the management of these patients is completely different.

Nonanastomotic Biliary Strictures

Strictures secondary to ischemia are usually multiple, but solitary intrahepatic

regional strictures can occur. Cholangiographic findings of NABS range from

mucosa irregularities to focal narrowing of the lumen with proximal ductal

Stricture

Nonanastomotic
intrahepatic

Retransplantation
Conversion to

RY

Endoscopic
balloon

dilatation ±
stent

Diffuse

Recurrent cholangitis
Poor graft function

Impaired quality of life

Percutaneous balloon dilatation ± stent 

Liver resection
Re-RY

Anastomotic

RY&CC&
Sectorial

Fig. 21.3 Algorithm for the management of biliary strictures after liver transplant-
ation based on the location. Ampersand symbol (&) represents the type of biliary
reconstruction performed during liver transplantation.
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dilatation. Additionally, ischemic damage to the bile ducts may be associated

with extrahepatic bile leaks and intrahepatic bilomas.

Management depends on location, severity, number, and liver function.

Options range from observation to endoscopic or percutaneous approaches,

liver resection, or retransplantation. The assessment of the arterial supply to

the liver in the presence of NABS is very important to define pathogenesis

and treatment. Correction of arterial problems prior to treatment of the biliary

problem is essential to achieve optimal results. Angioplasty of the hepatic

artery must be performed if a hepatic artery stenosis is identified. Percutan-

eous embolization of the splenic artery represents a safe therapeutic option for

patients with arterial steal syndrome after OLT. If this treatment fails, splen-

ectomy, surgical ligation, or banding of the splenic and gastroduodenal artery

to improve graft perfusion have been described [12].

Asymptomatic segmental strictures with isolated elevation of the alkaline

phosphatase or gamma-glutamyl transpeptidase can be observed. Correction

of the underlying ischemic arterial problem without any biliary intervention

can usually solve the problem.

In patients with jaundice but good liver function, endoscopic or percutan-

eous dilatation of a single or dominant stricture followed by stenting with a

plastic endoprosthesis is usually recommended [42]. Since these strictures are

usually located above the hilium, the percutaneous approach plays an import-

ant role in their management [43]. In patients with biliary sepsis, infected

biloma, or in those with transpapillary stents, adequate antibiotic treatment

is indicated. Most patients need repeated dilatations and require stenting for

several months. In a series with endoscopic management, patients with NABS

compared with ABS require more endoscopic interventions and are associated

with a higher incidence of cholangitis and choledocholithiasis [44]. After 3

years the success rate after endoscopic treatment was lower in patients with

NABS (73% vs. 90%) [44]. However, the success rate reported by others has not

been as promising with a recurrent rate of 50% after stent removal [45]. Longer

follow-up with a larger patient series is necessary to assess the effectiveness of

this minimal-invasive treatment.

Because metal stents tend to remain patent longer than plastic stents, some

have suggested that use of these stents might benefit patients with biliary

strictures. However, we do recommend this approach since metal stents even-

tually occlude and frequently require invasive procedures to manage their

obstruction [46].

The use of hepatic resection as a graft-saving procedure has been advo-

cated for the treatment of complications after OLT, such as segmental HAT

with ischemic biliary stenosis. When liver resection is done early after OLT,

the reported mortality rate is very high [47]. Mortality in patients undergoing

delayed liver resection 3 months after OLT is lower compared with those
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undergoing early liver resections (22% vs. 66%) [47]. This approach may avoid

retransplantation in selected cases of biliary strictures localized in one hemi-

liver in patients without cholangitis and with otherwise excellent performance

status [48].

In patients with poor graft function, deterioration of the patient’s quality of

life, or recurrent cholangitis, retransplantation should be considered (Fig. 21.3)

[49]. Palliative stenting may help the patient as a bridge until a new donor is

available. However, nonoperative management of these patients avoids colon-

ization of the bile ducts until the next liver transplant. Retransplantation must

be considered before the patient’s general condition deteriorates too, at which

the success of the OLT is compromised. When retransplantation becomes

necessary, better nutritional status and lower levels of immunosuppression

during the time on the waiting list will make them better candidates.

Anastomotic Biliary Strictures

These strictures result from a combination of surgical technique, local ische-

mia, and scar tissue formation. The choice of treatment depends on the type of

biliary reconstruction performed at the time of OLT and the local preferences

in each liver transplant program. In a 1995 survey, only 29% of the transplant

centers in the USA chose reoperation as a first choice of treatment, whereas

45% use endoscopic and 22% percutaneous management of the anastomotic

strictures after OLT [50].

Long-term surgical results are considered superior to those obtained with

endoscopic or percutaneous techniques, but are still accompanied by a higher

short-term morbidity. Surgical treatment late after OLT can be technically

difficult with a particular risk of damaging the hepatic artery. In general,

surgery remains the last solution in case of failure of minimally invasive

treatment, but it remains unclear how much time we should give to these

new approaches before surgical repair is attempted. Therefore, endoscopic or

percutaneous balloon dilatation should be the first choice in the treatment of

ABS after OLT. However, patency after this initial treatment is only 70% after 1

year [46]. Failure of balloon dilatation is a reason to propose endoscopic plastic

nonexpandable retrograde stents, which are removed after 3–12 months. These

stents require periodic replacement every 3 or 4 months to avoid stent occlu-

sion and cholangitis. Long-term outcome after all stents were removed (mean:

54 months) for 22 patients with ABS after CC treated endoscopically shows a

successful rate of 90% [51].

A 2003 study of patients who underwent percutaneous balloon dilatation

and stenting of ABS showed that the patency of the anastomosis after one

session is as low as 58% [46]. Further percutaneous intervention increases the

patency to 88% at 60 months after the first treatment is made [46]. The early
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recurrence of the stricture after balloon dilatation suggests the presence of

fibrosis, which requires stent placement.

Metallic expandable stents were used in 12 patients but 58% of them

experienced obstruction of the stent [46]. The main pitfall of the expandable

stents seems to be the mucosal hyperplasia between the metal wires causing

obstruction and gallstones, requiring surgical intervention. Moreover, metallic

stent placement may be a complicating factor for further surgical procedures

because it can be difficult to remove due to the mucosal ingrowth into the wall

of the bile duct.

Success of the percutaneous technique, with low morbidity and mortality,

has been demonstrated even in small-size recipients with nondilated intrahe-

patic bile ducts [52]. This minimally invasive approach permits dilatation and

stenting of the ABS with some rate of success [53]. Use of an internal–external

stent in biliary–enteric stenosis allows the anastomosis to remain patent. After

6 weeks, partial withdrawal of the stent and cholangiogram can show whether

the stenosis has opened up or not. If the stenotic part is still narrow, further

dilatation and stenting at the same time can be performed for another 6 weeks

[53]. In a recent series of percutaneous dilatation of biliary strictures after

living-related pediatric liver transplantation, the success rate was 100% with

preserved graft function [21]. For anastomotic strictures in RY patients, percu-

taneous catheterization of the intestinal loop of the hepatojejunostomy seems

to offer a novel and promising approach [54].

If the endoscopic or percutaneous transhepatic approaches fail, surgical

conversion of CC to an RY or ‘‘redo’’ of the hepatojejunostomy is the next step.

In case of poor liver function or complete obstruction of the hepatic artery,

retransplantation should be considered.

n OTHER BILIARY COMPLICATIONS

Sphincter of Oddi Dysfunction

Diffuse dilatation of the donor and recipient bile duct after CC reconstruction

in the absence of any documented mechanical obstruction may be caused by

Oddi’s sphincter dysfunction [28]. Delayed passage of the biliary contrast

medium through the papilla during a cholangiogram in a patient without

evidence of stricture suggests the diagnosis. Diffuse dilatation of the common

bile duct with elevation of liver tests after T-tube clamping and resolution

when the T-tube is unclamped are also suggestive [55]. The pathogenesis is

probably related to a papillary dyskinesia caused by either devascularization

or denervation of the ampulla of Vater during total hepatectomy.

Transpapillary stenting with or without sphincterotomy has been reported

as a successful treatment [55]. The majority of patients in our experience do
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well after 1–3 months of stenting alone. In situations in which cholestasis

persists after sphincterotomy or where there is recurrent cholangitis, conver-

sion of the CC to an RY may be necessary.

Stones and Sludge

Stones and sludge are relatively infrequent after liver transplantation but are

associated with high morbidity. A retrospective review of 4100 cholangio-

grams in 1650 patients after OLT showed a prevalence of bile duct filling

defects of 5.7% (n ¼ 94) categorized as sludge or cast in 53 grafts (56%), stones

in 32 (34%), and necrotic debris in 9 (10%) [56]. Debris and bile duct necrosis

are related to ischemia from hepatic artery occlusion; ischemic pathogenesis

can also explain some cases of sludge after OLT [5]. Necrotic debris and sludge

were associated with hepatic artery occlusion in 78% and 30% of the cases,

respectively [56]. Bile duct stones most frequently occur in the setting of biliary

strictures, suggesting that bile stasis is an important factor.

The treatment of posttransplant cholecholithiasis or sludge often requires

more than one endoscopic or percutaneous procedure and typically utilizes a

combination of dilatation, stenting, lithotripsy, and sphincterotomy. Surgical

treatment for debris or stone removal may be necessary [5].

Mucocele of the Cystic Duct

This infrequent complication occurs when the cystic duct of the donor is

ligated at both ends. Continued endothelial secretion causes enlargement of

the cyst duct and extrinsic compression of the extrahepatic bile duct. Surgery

usually is required to solve the problem.

Redundant Bile Duct

Bile flow obstruction due to the kinking of a redundant bile duct is a technical

complication that can occur after CC reconstruction. While some centers are in

favor of surgical correction, others prefer an endoscopic approach. The latter

involves placing an endoscopic stent to stretch the bile duct at the site of the

CC. Scar tissue around the bile duct prevents recurrence of kinking, and the

stent can be removed safely after 6 weeks. If the stent cannot be placed or fails,

the CC must be converted to an RY.

Cholangitis

The use of T-tube in OLT is directly related to an increased risk of infection

and cholangitis [6]. Cholangitis following iatrogenic contamination of the

biliary tree at the time of T-tube or endoscopic cholangiography can occur
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despite the use of prophylactic antibiotics. Biliary stenosis producing obstruc-

tion of the bile flow in patients without preservation of the sphincter of Oddi

after RY reconstruction may be implicated in the development of ascending

cholangitis. Management of acute cholangitis is similar to that recommended

to nontransplant patients. The principle is to relive obstruction and to identify

and treat the organism causing the infection. Preferably, endoscopic or percu-

taneous drainage is the first choice of treatment in these immunosuppressed

patients. However, some patients require surgical treatment for the underlying

bile duct stenosis. Before any intervention in the biliary system, the arterial

flow to the graft must be assessed with a Doppler US and/or an angiogram of

the liver to exclude hepatic artery problems.

n SUMMARY

Biliary complications are still frequent problems after OLT. The type of biliary

reconstruction will determine the type of complication and the diagnostic and

therapeutic procedures that can be employed. A prompt diagnosis is essential

to avoid long-term graft and patient morbidity and mortality. Although the

management remains controversial, minimally invasive measures play a fun-

damental role in the diagnosis and treatment of early and late biliary compli-

cations after OLT. Most of these complications can be managed nonoperatively

with conservative treatment. However, severe diffuse strictures related to

hepatic artery problems remain the most challenging biliary complication;

these complications are likely to fail conservative treatment and require

retransplantation. Indications for surgical treatment, particularly retransplan-

tation, include recurrent cholangitis despite conservative treatments, impaired

quality of life, and poor graft function.
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The Role of
Histopathology
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Mary K. Washington and
M. David N. Howell

I
N T H I S chapter, the application of histopathologic analysis of liver

biopsy tissue for the management of the liver transplant recipient is

summarized. The opening section focuses on general information regarding

the selection of patients for biopsy, the handling of biopsy tissue, the spectrum

of histologic studies applied in liver biopsy analysis, and the histologic evalu-

ation of donor livers prior to implantation. Subsequent sections present a

histologic overview of problems prevalent in the early (0–7 days), mid (1

week to 2 months), and late (more than 2 months) posttransplant intervals.

This scheme is intended to provide a useful reference to the differential

diagnosis of transplant dysfunction at different times during the patient’s

clinical course. The divisions, however, are of necessity somewhat inexact;

inclusion of a pathologic process in one of the three chronological sections

does not preclude its occurrence in another. For further information, the reader

is directed to two recent book chapters [1,2].

n BIOPSY OF THE LIVER ALLOGRAFT: WHEN, WHY, HOW

Biopsies are performed to determine the cause of liver allograft dysfunction

and to assess response to therapy. Some programs have established posttrans-

plant biopsy protocols, with biopsies performed at set intervals; these vary

among institutions. The argument has been made that day 5 protocol biopsies

may help to document early rejection episodes that may not be clinically

evident [3], and that protocol biopsies are justified because serum liver tests

have poor sensitivity and specificity in diagnosis of graft dysfunction [4].

However, there is no compelling evidence that patient outcome is improved

with use of early protocol biopsies [5], and the topic remains controversial.
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Protocol 10-year biopsies have been shown to demonstrate a high prevalence

of subclinical histologic changes such as chronic rejection and recurrent dis-

ease, and may be useful in adjusting therapy [6]. In any case, biopsy prior to

treatment for presumed acute rejection is of critical importance, as post-ther-

apy biopsy may not be diagnostic.

Liver biopsy can be done safely in the transplant patient; most studies

report similar rates of complications as for the nontransplant patient. Bleeding

is the most common serious complication, with 0.1–0.24% of patients suffering

postbiopsy hemorrhage, often requiring transfusion and selective arterial

embolization [7]. Surgery is rarely needed [7]. Rates of bleeding complications

appear similar for suction needle (0.22%) and cutting needle (0.14%) [7].

Transjugular liver biopsy may be used effectively in liver transplant patients,

yielding diagnostic tissue in up to 87% of procedures [8]. Some centers report

slightly higher complication rates with automatic cutting needle biopsy (0.8–

3.6%) [7,9]. Some studies suggest that the rate of infectious complications is

higher in patients with Roux-en-Y anastomosis, ranging up to 9.8–12.5%

[10,11], but other investigators have not confirmed this finding [7].

Although it may seem counterintuitive, needle biopsy is often preferable to

wedge biopsy for histologic evaluation despite the smaller amount of tissue

obtained with needle biopsies. Increased subcapsular fibrosis is a common

finding, and wedge biopsy may overestimate the amount of fibrous tissue in

the liver and give a false impression of bridging fibrosis. Thus, needle biopsies

may reflect more accurately the overall changes in the liver, although inad-

equate sampling is always a possibility for irregularly distributed lesions.

While fine needle aspiration biopsy has been advocated for diagnosis of

acute rejection [12], this technique has not received wide acceptance because

of limitations in demonstration of alternative diagnoses.

Guidelines for adequacy of biopsies have been published, but vary con-

siderably depending on the condition being evaluated. For example, recent

guidelines for the diagnosis of acute allograft rejection recommend a sample

containing at least five portal triads [13], while many investigators recommend

a sample containing at least 20 triads for a diagnosis of chronic rejection

[14,15]. In general, the larger the sample available for study, the better.

Handling of Liver Biopsy Specimens

Tissue handling of the liver biopsy specimen is in part dictated by clinical

differential diagnosis. Most of the biopsy should be submitted in fixative, 10%

buffered formalin at most institutions, for paraffin embedment and routine

histologic studies. In all cases, sections of the formalin-fixed, paraffin-

em bedded tissue are stained with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E); in many

instances, such sections are sufficient for diagnosis. Additional useful stains
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include Masson trichrome, to demonstrate connective tissue, and periodic

acid–Schiff stain with diastase digestion, helpful in demonstrating bile duct

damage.

In selected cases, it is prudent to set aside small portions of the biopsy

for special studies that may be needed. On rare occasions, reservation of a

small piece of fresh frozen tissue may be warranted (e.g. for molecular diag-

nostic studies or immunofluorescence microscopy for deposits of complement

components). If viral infection is suspected, a small portion of the biopsy (1–

2 mm of the tissue core) may be submitted in glutaraldehyde for electron

microscopy. This procedure is expensive, however, and may yield false-nega-

tive results owing to the focal nature of many viral infections. Culture of

biopsy tissue for bacteria, fungi, and/or viruses is rarely indicated; the pres-

ence of these infectious agents can generally be detected by histologic exam-

ination of the biopsy and performance of other clinical tests (e.g. blood

cultures).

Ancillary Staining Techniques

In addition to routine histochemical stains, special staining procedures,

including immunohistologic staining and in situ hybridization, are used

occasionally in the tissue diagnosis of liver allograft dysfunction. A growing

panel of antibodies reactive with T cell, B cell, and monocyte/macrophage

markers can be applied to formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissues using

the immunoperoxidase technique. These are useful in distinguishing rejection

(usually T cell predominant) from posttransplant lymphoproliferative dis-

order (PTLD) (usually B cell predominant).

Several studies have suggested the possible utility of immunohistologic

T cell subset analysis in the diagnosis of liver allograft rejection [16,17]. Acute

and/or chronic rejection of liver transplants has also been associated with

altered expression of adhesion molecules and matrix proteins [18,19], markers

of cell proliferation and programmed cell death [20–22], complement compon-

ents and inhibitors [23], granzymes [24], leukocyte costimulatory molecules

[25], lymphokines/chemokines and their receptors [26,27], and major histo-

compatibility complex (MHC) molecules [28,29], as assessed by immunohis-

tochemistry and other staining methods. Such analyses are currently employed

primarily as research tools.

Immunohistologic staining and in situ hybridization are also useful in the

diagnosis of allograft infections, particularly with viruses. Immunoperoxidase

stains for hepatitis B surface and core antigens, cytomegalovirus (CMV), her-

pes simplex virus, varicella zoster virus, and adenovirus can all be performed

on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue. Immunoperoxidase stains and

in situ hybridization for Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) components are also of great
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value in the diagnosis of PTLD. Immunoperoxidase staining and in situ

hybridization methods for detection of hepatitis C have also been described

[30], but their diagnostic utility has yet to be firmly established.

Evaluation of the Donor Liver

Biopsy of the donor liver helps eliminate borderline unsuitable organs for

donation and establishes a baseline for evaluating histologic changes in the

graft in subsequent biopsies. Frozen section examination is desirable for the

evaluation of potential cadaveric donor livers with an abnormal gross appear-

ance, or when there is an unfavorable history in the donor; for most ‘‘back-

table’’ biopsies, routine tissue handling and processing is sufficient. It is

difficult to predict subsequent function of the organ, but most studies have

indicated a higher incidence of primary nonfunction when grafts with severe

macrovesicular steatosis are used, with ‘‘severe’’ defined as greater than 50–

60% of hepatocytes containing fat [31]. Moderate steatosis (fat droplets in 16–

45% of hepatocytes) was associated with increased postoperative alanine

amino transferase (ALT) and prothrombin time in one prospective study

[32], and fatty change up to 25% or more has been shown to be an independent

predictive factor for outcome after transplantation in a multivariate analysis

[33]. Microvesicular fat does not appear to carry the same association with

primary nonfunction [34]. The pathogenesis of the increased incidence of graft

failure in steatotic livers is not known, but is postulated to be due to greater

susceptibility to ischemic injury [31]. Other exclusion criteria reported include

diffuse centrilobular ischemic necrosis, portal inflammation expanding every

portal triad, marked periductal fibrosis, and granulomas [32]. Most donor

livers have only minor changes such as mild portal fibrosis, often seen in

older donors, and mild steatosis.

The major role for pretransplantation liver biopsy in evaluation of the

donor for living donor liver transplantation is determination of hepatic stea-

tosis. However, an appreciable number of such biopsies (roughly 40%) will

show other histologic abnormalities of uncertain significance, such as lympho-

cytic inflammation in portal tracts, mild fibrosis, and increased iron [35].

n EARLY POSTTRANSPLANT PERIOD (0–7 DAYS)

Procurement/Preservation/Reperfusion Injury

Procurement/preservation/reperfusion injury are terms used to describe non-

immunologic injury of the liver allograft that occurs during harvesting and

implantation. Most of the damage to the allograft has been attributed to cold

preservation or to ischemic injury in the donor or at the time of transplantation.

On biopsies of the donor liver taken 1–2 weeks after transplantation, centri-
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lobular pallor, ballooning degeneration of hepatocytes, and canalicular choles-

tasis are features associated with this type of injury (Fig. 22.1). Spotty hepato-

cyte necrosis and mitotic figures in hepatocytes are often identified. The

presence of sinusoidal neutrophils and hepatocellular necrosis in liver biopsies

taken immediately after reperfusion correlates with the development of histo-

logic procurement injury in the early postoperative period [36]. The changes of

preservation injury typically resolve in the immediate posttransplant period,

and rarely are severe enough to interfere with graft function.

Technical Complications

Ischemic complications, usually hepatic artery thrombosis with or without

portal vein thrombosis, generally develop in the immediate postoperative

period, but may also occur late after transplantation [37]. Hepatic artery

thrombosis is relatively rare in adults, seen in less than 5% of patients in

most series, but is more common in pediatric liver transplant patients, possibly

because of the technically more difficult vascular anastomoses [38]. Late hep-

atic artery thrombosis may be relatively asymptomatic but often results in

biliary complications [39]. Pathologic changes due to vascular occlusion may

be irregularly distributed in the liver, and biopsy may be misleadingly

Fig. 22.1 Procurement/preservation injury. Centrilobular pallor and ballooning
degeneration of hepatocytes are present (large arrowheads). The portal (small arrow-
heads) and midzonal areas are normal in appearance. (H&E stain; bar ¼ 100mm.)
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negative. Changes associated with ischemic injury range from centrilobular

pallor, hepatocyte necrosis, and cholestasis to large infarcts that may become

secondarily infected, resulting in abscess formation.

Biliary stricture may be an early or a late complication, but generally

becomes clinically evident 1 week to 2 months following transplantation.

Strictures occurring in the large extra- or intrahepatic bile ducts may be related

to ischemic injury to the bile ducts, whose blood supply derives from the

hepatic artery. Appearance on biopsy is identical to that of large duct obstruc-

tion occurring in the nontransplanted liver, with portal edema, centrilobular

canalicular cholestasis, neutrophils in portal areas and within bile duct epithe-

lium, and bile ductular proliferation. Similar changes can be seen in occasional

patients with postoperative ascending cholangitis.

Antibody-Mediated (Humoral) Allograft Rejection

Acute humoral allograft rejection is mediated by the binding of antidonor

antibodies, usually directed against MHC or ABO blood group antigens, to

the endothelium of graft blood vessels. Though it is a well-documented phe-

nomenon in renal and cardiac allografting, and has been demonstrated in

animal models of liver transplantation [40], it is fortunately rare in clinical

hepatic transplantation [14,41], occurring most frequently in the setting of

ABO-incompatible allografts. The reasons underlying this rarity are not en-

tirely clear, but may include the unique structure of the hepatic sinusoidal

microvasculature, the paucity of expression of relevant target antigens, and/or

the enormous surface area of the hepatic vascular bed.

The histologic stigmata of humoral rejection include vascular platelet/

fibrin thrombi and congestion, neutrophil margination and tissue infiltration,

endothelial cell swelling and necrosis, and perivascular hemorrhage and

edema. In extreme cases, some of these changes may be present in hepatic

sinusoids and thus represented in percutaneous hepatic biopsies. Frequently,

however, they are confined to medium-sized or large arteries, and are only

detected in transplant hepatectomies or tissues sampled postmortem. The

vascular compromise produced by humoral rejection can give rise to a variety

of sequelae, including hemorrhagic infarcts and centrilobular ischemic dam-

age. Bile duct injury, with consequences including cholestasis, ductular prolif-

eration, and cholangitis-like changes, has also been reported in ABO-

incompatible hepatic allografts [42,43]; periportal edema and necrosis have

been described as early stigmata [44].

Many of the histologic features of humoral rejection, including vascular

thrombosis, hemorrhage, and tissue necrosis, can be seen in association with

nonimmune processes, particularly occlusions of graft vascular anastomoses.

The diagnosis of humoral rejection requires careful clinicopathological
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exclusion of alternative etiologies for graft dysfunction such as thrombosis of the

hepatic artery. Vascular deposits of antibody and complement components in

humoral rejection are surprisingly difficult to detect by conventional immunos-

taining methods. Recently, however, staining for C4d has emerged as a reliable

marker for humoral rejection in renal and cardiac allografts [45]. Application of

this technique to liver transplant biopsies has as yet been limited [46].

n MID-POSTTRANSPLANT PERIOD (1 WEEK TO 2 MONTHS)

Acute Cellular Allograft Rejection

Acute cellular rejection occurs most frequently in the period between 5 and 21

days posttransplantation, though its onset may be as early as 3–4 days or as

late as several years following transplantation. In some cases, late-onset acute

cellular rejection may be potentiated by concomitant viral infections or low

maintenance immunosuppression [47]. Though the diagnosis is often straight-

forward, difficulties occasionally arise in patients with viral hepatitis, rejection

superimposed on other forms of tissue injury, partially treated rejection, or

mixtures of acute and chronic rejection.

Inflammatory Cells in Acute Cellular Rejection

Hepatic allografts undergoing acute rejection are typically infiltrated by a

mixture of inflammatory cells including a majority population of mononuclear

cells and lesser numbers of granulocytes (Figs 22.2 and 22.3). Though the

proportions of the various cell types may vary somewhat, several useful

generalizations can be made.

T lymphocytes are central to the pathogenesis of acute cellular rejection.

They are invariably present to some degree in acute rejection episodes, and

frequently constitute over 50% of the inflammatory infiltrate [16,17]. In most

biopsies, a spectrum of T cells representing different stages of activation is

present, including small lymphocytes, activated lymphocytes, and blasts; in-

flammatory cells undergoing mitosis may also be encountered.

The infiltrating T lymphocyte population typically includes both CD4þ
(primarily helper/inducer) and CD8þ (primarily cytotoxic) T cells. CD4þ T

cells mediate graft injury by elaborating cytokines, which activate other ef-

fector cells, including monocytes/macrophages. CD8þ T cells presumably

cause graft damage by direct cytolytic attack on graft cells. The relative im-

portance of the two T cell subtypes to the rejection process is currently unclear;

most investigators now feel that both play a role.

Monocytes/macrophages also play a major role in cellular rejection, both

as lymphokine-stimulated effectors of graft damage and as antigen-presenting
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Fig. 22.2 Acute cellular allograft rejection. In this low-power view, a primarily
portal inflammatory infiltrate is seen (arrowheads). (H&E stain; bar ¼ 100mm.)

Fig. 22.3 Acute cellular allograft rejection. At higher magnification, inflammatory
attack on portal vein endothelium, or ‘‘endothelialitis’’ (small arrowheads) and on bile
duct epithelium (large arrowhead) is seen. The inflammatory infiltrate consists pri-
marily of mononuclear leukocytes. (H&E stain; bar ¼ 100mm.)
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cells (APCs) in the generation of T cell responses. Cells of monocyte/macro-

phage lineage are invariably present to some degree in acute cellular rejection,

and often represent a sizable minority of the total population of inflammatory

cells. In patients with resolving, partially treated, or ongoing rejection, mono-

cytes/macrophages and Kupffer cells may also phagocytize cellular debris

produced by the death of liver cells and other inflammatory cells. In biopsies

obtained from such patients, mononuclear phagocytes may be the predomin-

ant inflammatory cell population.

A third cell type whose presence is associated strongly with acute cellular

rejection is the eosinophil. Though eosinophils typically constitute less than

20% of the total inflammatory cell infiltrate, their distinctive appearance makes

them a useful and easily visible histologic marker. In some studies of inflam-

matory cells infiltrating hepatic allografts, acute rejection has had a greater

statistical correlation with eosinophils than with any other cell type [48,49].

The role played by eosinophils in the rejection process is unclear; some inves-

tigators have suggested that they function as an effector cell in immune

response [50].

Tissue eosinophils can also be encountered in pathologic processes other

than rejection, including allergic and drug reactions, parasitic infections, and

paraneoplastic syndromes. In the absence of other typical stigmata of rejection,

the presence of large numbers of eosinophils in a transplant biopsy should

prompt a search for such alternative causes of eosinophilia.

A variety of other cell types are often present as minority populations in

acute cellular rejection. B lymphocytes are frequently present in small num-

bers, but generally constitute less than 10% of the total infiltrate. The detection

of greater numbers of B lymphocytes, particularly if some of the cells have

atypical cytologic features, may signal the presence of PTLD. Moderate num-

bers of plasma cells are sometimes encountered in liver biopsies from patients

with acute rejection, particularly in biopsies performed several months post-

transplantation; the significance of these cells is unclear. Neutrophils are also a

common component of the inflammatory infiltrate in acute cellular rejection,

usually comprising less than 20% of the infiltrate. If neutrophils are more

prevalent, and particularly if they are seen within bile ducts, an alternative

diagnosis such as ascending cholangitis should be entertained.

Tissue Injury in Acute Cellular Rejection

A majority of the inflammatory cells in hepatic allografts undergoing acute

cellular rejection are usually found in portal tracts (Figs 22.2 and 22.3). Typic-

ally, the inflammation expands the tracts, often to a considerable degree. In

higher grades of rejection, inflammatory cells may spill out into the surround-

ing lobular parenchyma, in some cases damaging or obscuring the limiting
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plate. This phenomenon is sometimes described as ‘‘piecemeal necrosis,’’

though the degree of interface inflammation and hepatocyte injury is generally

less than that associated with chronic active hepatitis [51].

Within portal areas, inflammation is generally focused on two target

structures: portal vein endothelium and bile duct epithelium [51,52]. In the

former process, often designated ‘‘endothelialitis’’ (or ‘‘endotheliitis’’), inflam-

matory cells adhere to, infiltrate, and undermine the venous endothelium, with

associated endothelial cell swelling, vacuolization, nuclear reactive changes,

and in severe cases, necrosis and sloughing (Fig. 22.3). This inflammatory

attack generally spares adjacent hepatic arteries unless the grade of rejection

is unusually severe. In bile duct inflammation, inflammatory cells cluster

around ducts and infiltrate between adjacent epithelial cells or between the

epithelium and its basement membrane, with associated epithelial cell injury.

The presence of significant portal inflammation in the absence of endothe-

lialitis and associated tissue damage should prompt a search for pathologic

processes other than rejection, such as PTLD and viral hepatitis. Hepatitis C

infection can also cause significant inflammatory injury to bile ducts (see later).

A second major target of cellular liver allograft rejection is the centrilobular

parenchyma, including the endothelium of terminal hepatic venules and the

surrounding perivenular tissue (‘‘central venulitis’’) [53](Fig. 22.4). This form of

inflammation is often seen in combination with portal inflammatory infiltrates,

but is occasionally the predominant inflammatory pattern in liver transplant

biopsies. It is often accompanied by hydropic change, acidophilic necrosis, and/

or dropout of hepatocytes; edema and vascular congestion are also frequently

seen. In contrast to the ‘‘cookie cutter’’ pattern of abrupt transition and sym-

metry seen in centrilobular ischemic injury, the centrilobular damage in cellular

rejection frequently has a ragged, asymmetric border. Ischemic or toxic centri-

lobular injury can also be distinguished from centrilobular rejection by the

relative paucity of inflammation in the former processes. Though centrilobular

inflammatory changes in rejection were initially reported in patients treated

with tacrolimus (FK 506) [54], they are also encountered occasionally in patients

not receiving this drug [53]. Centrilobular alterations during an initial bout of

acute rejection have been associated with an increased frequency of recurrent

acute rejection and development of chronic ductopenic rejection [55].

Though inflammatory cells are frequently present in the hepatic lobules

during episodes of cellular rejection, lobular inflammatory infiltrates are gen-

erally less impressive than those found in portal and central vein regions.

Scattered acidophil bodies and hepatocyte reactive changes can also be seen.

The presence of large numbers of zone 2 inflammatory cells, especially in

conjunction with extensive hepatocyte damage, should raise the suspicion of

viral hepatitis as an alternative or additional diagnosis. Similarly, it is not

uncommon to encounter mild cholestasis as a histologic component of cellular
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rejection. Extensive cholestasis, however, should prompt a search for other

etiologies, including extrahepatic biliary obstruction, sepsis, or drug toxicity.

Grading of Acute Cellular Allograft Rejection

A variety of systems have been proposed for the grading of acute rejection in

liver allografts. Assignment of an overall level of severity for rejection in a

given biopsy is complicated by the complex architecture of the hepatic paren-

chyma, the existence of variable patterns of rejection, and the somewhat

subjective nature of the available histologic criteria. Nonetheless, several grad-

ing systems have been shown to have reasonably good intra- and interobserver

reproducibility as well as prognostic value [13,52,56,57]. General features of

some of the more popular schemas are discussed below; further information

can be obtained from several reviews [13,14,41,57].

In several systems, including the National Institute of Diabetes and Di-

gestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK) system [56] and the ‘‘Minnesota’’ sys-

tem of Snover et al. [52], rejection is graded as mild, moderate, or severe (with

corresponding numerical grades of 1, 2, and 3) based on semiquantitative

analysis of histologic features. The ‘‘Pittsburgh’’ system of Demetris et al.

[51] has a fourth category of ‘‘indeterminate’’ rejection, assigned a grade of 1;

Fig. 22.4 Acute cellular allograft rejection, centrilobular pattern in patients treated
with tacrolimus. Extensive inflammation and architectural disruption are present
adjacent to a central vein (arrowheads). A portal triad from the same biopsy (inset)
is minimally inflamed. (H&E stain; bar ¼ 100mm.)
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this offsets the numerical grades for mild, moderate, and severe rejection to 2,

3, and 4. A diagnosis of rejection generally requires the presence of at least two

of the following three features delineated by Snover et al. [52]: predominantly

mononuclear portal inflammation, bile duct inflammation/injury, and portal

or central venular endothelialitis. In mild rejection, these changes are limited in

intensity and often involve only a subset of portal triads. Moderate rejection is

diagnosed when more intense inflammation, bile duct injury, and/or endothe-

lialitis are present in a majority of portal tracts. The criteria for severe rejection

vary among systems, but include paucity of bile ducts; extension of inflamma-

tion into lobules or inflammatory linkage of portal triads; centrilobolar

inflammation; hepatocyte ballooning, dropout, or necrosis, particularly in

centrilobular areas; and arteritis.

In a somewhat more quantitative approach described by Dousset et al. [58]

(‘‘European’’ system), each of the three items in Snover’s triad of portal

inflammation, bile duct inflammation/injury, and endothelialitis is graded

on a scale of 0 to 3; the grades are summed to yield an aggregate score of 0

to 9. In a similar system published by Datta Gupta et al. [57] (‘‘Royal Free

Hospital’’ system), these three features plus eosinophil infiltrates are likewise

graded on a 0 to 3 scale, yielding a total range of 0–12. In each case, the authors

provide ranges that can be used to convert the numerical scores into descrip-

tive diagnoses of mild, moderate, or severe rejection.

In 1995, participants in the Third Banff Conference on Allograft Pathology

produced a consensus document describing a grading schema for liver trans-

plant rejection. Published in 1997, the Banff system includes both a global

assessment of rejection as indeterminate, mild, moderate, or severe based on

features similar to the NIDDK system and a semiquantitative scoring of portal,

bile duct, and venular inflammation (‘‘rejection activity index’’) similar to that

employed in the European system [13]. The Banff schema has become the

grading system of choice at a majority of transplant centers.

Differential Diagnosis

Though the clinicopathological diagnosis of acute cellular rejection is often

straightforward, several clinical situations frequently pose diagnostic chal-

lenges. The following is a short summary of the most prevalent diagnostic

problems.

Rejection versus Other Processes

The histologic manifestations of acute cellular allograft rejection, though gen-

erally distinctive, overlap to some degree with those of other processes, in-

cluding viral and autoimmune hepatitis. Portal inflammatory infiltrates
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composed primarily of mononuclear cells, a cardinal feature of cellular rejec-

tion, are also typical of hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection, chronic hepatitis B

virus infection, and autoimmune hepatitis. In addition, hepatitis C infection is

occasionally accompanied by bile duct inflammation and injury. Other features

of viral hepatitis, including lobular inflammation, hepatocyte necrosis, and

cholestasis, can also be encountered in rejection.

Histologic features of acute rejection useful in distinguishing it from viral

hepatitis include endothelialitis and centrilobular tissue damage. In contrast,

biopsies from patients with hepatitis C infection may contain portal inflamma-

tory cell aggregates or follicles; hepatocytes frequently exhibit macro- or

microvesicular steatosis, and occasionally contain material resembling Mal-

lory’s hyalin [59]. Irregularity of the limiting plate, lobular inflammation,

hepatocyte necrosis, and reactive changes of hepatocytes (nuclear variability,

multinucleation, mitoses) are more prevalent in viral and autoimmune hepa-

titis than in rejection.

Rejection Plus Other Processes

Documentation of acute cellular rejection in a hepatic transplant biopsy does

not guarantee the absence of additional pathological processes. In the early

posttransplant period, combinations of rejection with resolving procurement/

preservation/reperfusion injury or sequelae of surgical complications can be

seen. At later time points, rejection and infection, particularly with viruses,

sometimes occur together.

Several factors may contribute to the coexistence of rejection and other

forms of tissue injury. In occasional patients, particularly those with viral

hepatitis as a primary illness, maintenance immunosuppressive therapy may

be insufficient to prevent rejection but sufficiently potent to allow progression

of infection. Patients with documented cellular rejection treated with bolus

steroids or other forms of antirejection therapy are at even greater risk for

infectious complications, which may supervene before resolution of the rejec-

tion episode. Conversely, viral infection and other forms of nonimmune allo-

graft damage may facilitate rejection by recruiting inflammatory cells to the

graft, eliciting cytokine production, and inducing the expression of target

antigens for rejection in graft tissues.

Diagnosis of rejection in combination with other forms of allograft path-

ology is most difficult for superimposed processes that share histologic fea-

tures with rejection, particularly viral hepatitis. The differential diagnostic

points discussed earlier are often useful in this setting. For example, if a

transplant biopsy exhibits extensive endothelialitis in addition to typical fea-

tures of hepatitis C infection, a dual diagnosis of cellular rejection and viral

hepatitis should be entertained. A thorough review of the patient’s clinical
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history, including primary disease, posttransplant interval, and laboratory

tests for the presence of viral genomic material, is also crucial in resolving

such diagnostic dilemmas.

Treated Rejection

Liver transplant biopsies are occasionally performed to monitor the progress of

antirejection therapy, particularly if the therapy has not elicited the anticipated

response in clinical or biochemical measures of hepatic function. Since an

individual biopsy represents a single time point in a dynamic clinical process,

it is frequently difficult to determine whether observed inflammatory changes

are ongoing, in the process of resolution, or undergoing recrudescence. Com-

parison of sequential biopsies, particularly if one has been obtained before the

institution of antirejection therapy, is often helpful in resolving this issue.

Incomplete response to a course of antirejection therapy is best judged by

persistence of portal and/or centrilobular inflammation, endothelialitis, and

inflammatory attack on bile ducts.

Successful antirejection therapy typically induces a progressive decrease in

the number of graft-infiltrating inflammatory cells, particularly T cells and

eosinophils, over a period of several days. Debris produced by the breakdown

of dying inflammatory cells is sometimes difficult to distinguish from the

breakdown products of hepatic parenchymal elements damaged by ongoing

rejection. Cellular fragments are ingested by phagocytic cells, including macro-

phages and neutrophils; it is not unusual for such cells, particularly macro-

phages, to persist in the graft after a majority of the T cells have disappeared.

As inflammatory cells die, the infiltrate often appears less densely packed;

interstitial spaces vacated by dying inflammatory cells may mimic the edema

of aggressive, ongoing rejection.

Acute and Chronic Rejection

In their pure forms, acute cellular rejection and chronic rejection of liver

transplants have histologic features that are sufficiently distinct to preclude

confusion in the vast majority of cases. Interpretation may be difficult, how-

ever, when acute and chronic rejection processes coexist in the same trans-

plant. On occasion, the pathologist will be faced with the task of estimating the

relative contributions of acute and chronic rejection in a hepatic transplant

biopsy; the distinction is by no means trivial, since the therapeutic approaches

to the two forms of injury differ.

As detailed below, chronic rejection typically involves atrophy and oblit-

eration of bile ducts accompanied by minimal overt inflammation. Paucity of

identifiable bile ducts can also be a feature of aggressive acute rejection,
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however. In mixed forms of rejection, the relative contribution of acute and

chronic processes to bile duct dropout may be difficult to gauge.

Opportunistic Infections

Infections are common in the posttransplant period, generally occurring in the

first 2 months, and are a common cause of early posttransplant death [60].

While bacterial and fungal infections often involve other organs systems and

do not require liver biopsy for diagnosis, viral infections may directly affect the

liver allograft and may require biopsy to differentiate from rejection. The most

important viruses for the pathologist to recognize in biopsies from this patient

population are CMV, herpes simplex and varicella, and adenovirus, which all

produce nuclear inclusions that may be identified on histopathologic examin-

ation.

Cytomegalovirus

CMV infection is not uncommon in the posttransplant period, with some

centers reporting incidences of over 20% [61]. CMV infection posttransplant

may be primary or a reactivation of a latent infection; both types of infection

rarely occur before the third week after transplantation. Clinically, CMV in-

fection of the allograft may mimic acute rejection, with patients presenting

with fever and abnormal liver function tests.

The characteristic pattern of well-developed CMV hepatitis is the presence

of small clusters of neutrophils (microabscesses) associated with injured hepa-

tocytes (Fig. 22.5). We have found that numerous microabscesses (>9) within a

biopsy but not the size of the microabscesses correlates with CMV infection

[62]. In some cases, the inflammatory cells are mononuclear, with lymphocytes

and activated Kupffer cells forming a small aggregate around a necrotic

hepatocyte. Portal tracts do not contain large numbers of inflammatory cells,

and there is generally only spotty hepatocyte necrosis. Nuclear inclusions may

be identified in endothelial cells, hepatocytes, and bile duct epithelial cells

(Fig. 22.5).

In early CMV infection, the classic enlarged cell with nuclear and cytoplas-

mic inclusions may be impossible to identify on standard H&E sections, and

immunoperoxidase stains for an early CMV antigen, using multiple tissue

sections, may be necessary for confirmation of suspected infection (Fig. 22.6).

Immunostaining techniques usingmonoclonal antibodies for CMV appear to be

more sensitive than DNA in situ hybridization and cell culture techniques [63],

and may offer the first evidence of CMV as the etiology of graft dysfunction. It

has been suggested that a positive immunostain for CMV, in the absence of

clinical signs of CMV hepatitis, may precede the development of overt infection
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Fig. 22.5 Cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection. Two cytomegalic cells with intranuc-
lear inclusions are present (large arrowheads). The adjacent parenchyma contains
clusters of neutrophils with occasional necrotic hepatocytes (small arrowhead). (H&E
stain; bar ¼ 100mm.)

Fig. 22.6 Cytomegalovirus (CMV) infection. Immunoperoxidase stain for CMV
performed on same biopsy illustrated in Fig. 22.5. Staining, primarily nuclear, is
seen in three cells. (Bar ¼ 100mm.)
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[63]. Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) may be used on formalin-fixed, paraffin-

embedded tissue or fresh tissue, but does not appear to offer measurable

advantage over immunohistochemical staining as a diagnostic technique [64],

and is not available in all centers. PCR using nested primers for CMV, while

offering excellent sensitivity and negative predictive value, is probably overly

sensitive for use as a diagnostic test for relevant clinical disease [64].

Herpes Simplex Virus

Hepatitis due to herpes simplex often occurs earlier in the posttransplant

period than does CMV hepatitis, with 50% occurring within 3 weeks of trans-

plantation [61]. Patchy, randomly distributed areas of hepatocyte necrosis,

coalescing into larger areas of geographic coagulative necrosis in severe

cases, are seen. Ground glass nuclear inclusions may be identified in viable

hepatocytes at the periphery of necrotic areas. Occasional multinucleated

hepatocytes with nuclear inclusions are seen (Fig. 22.7). Immunoperoxidase

staining for herpes simplex is helpful in confirming the infection. Herpes

zoster infection involving the liver allograft is relatively rare, with only one

case reported in 101 consecutive liver transplant cases in one series [61].

Histologically, zoster infection resembles herpes simplex hepatitis. Similarly,

Fig. 22.7 Herpes simplex virus infection. Numerous hepatocytes with ‘‘ground
glass’’ nuclei are present; occasional multinucleate cells are seen (arrowheads). An
adjacent area of necrosis (N) is present. (H&E stain; bar ¼ 100mm.)
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immunoperoxidase stain for herpes zoster antigen is helpful in confirming the

diagnosis. Human herpesvirus-6 infections have been reported in solid organ

transplant patients and may be associated with acute rejection or coinfection

with CMV; liver biopsies show a lymphocytic infiltrate [65].

Adenovirus

Adenovirus hepatitis is rare in the adult liver transplant patient, but is some-

what more common in the pediatric transplant population and in children

with primary immunodeficiencies. We have not seen a case of adenovirus

hepatitis in any of our liver transplant patients, the vast majority of whom

are adults. The histologic pattern is that of patches of hepatocyte necrosis,

randomly distributed throughout the lobule. At the edge of the necrotic foci,

viable hepatocytes contain intranuclear inclusions, resulting in a dark, homo-

geneously staining nucleus (smudge cell). Inflammatory reaction is minimal.

Immunoperoxidase stains are available for confirmation of diagnosis, and

electron microscopy shows characteristic 65–90 nm viral particles.

Epstein–Barr Virus and Posttransplant Lymphoproliferative Disorder

EBV infections are common in liver transplant recipients and are usually seen

in the first 3 months following transplantation. In children, infection is often

primary and more likely to be symptomatic, but in adults it generally repre-

sents reactivation of latent virus [66]. The histologic appearance ranges from

alterations seen in infectious mononucleosis to a dense mononuclear inflam-

matory infiltrate indistinguishable from malignant lymphoma in PTLD

(Fig. 22.8).

In the milder forms of EBV hepatitis, portal tracts contain a polymorphous

mononuclear inflammatory infiltrate, with some enlarged atypical lympho-

cytes intermixed with smaller lymphocytes and plasma cells. An increased

number of lymphocytes is seen in the sinusoids, sometimes in linear arrays

described as resembling ‘‘strings of pearls.’’ Hepatocyte necrosis is minimal

relative to the degree of inflammation, and bile ducts are not infiltrated by

lymphocytes.

PTLD occurs in 2.2–3.6% of adult patients [67] and up to 10% of pediatric

recipients [66], often in the setting of more intensive immunosuppression [66].

The diagnosis should be suspected when a diffuse proliferation of lympho-

cytes is encountered; in contrast to cellular rejection, eosinophils are few in

number. The lesions of PTLD are heterogeneous in histologic appearance,

phenotype, and clonality. A widely accepted classification scheme recognizes

three subtypes: plasmacytic hyperplasia, in which the proliferating cells are

polyclonal and polymorphic, often including mixtures of small and large
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lymphocytes, immunoblasts, and plasma cells; polymorphic B cell hyperpla-

sia/lymphoma, in which the proliferating cells are variable in morphology but

generally monoclonal; and immunoblastic lymphoma/multiple myeloma, in

which the proliferating cells are monoclonal, monomorphic in appearance, and

often have alterations in proto-oncogenes or tumor suppressor genes [68].

Tumors with features of Burkitt’s lymphoma have also been described in a

few patients [69]. The monomorphic lesions generally behave as malignant

lymphomas, whereas the polymorphic lesions may regress upon diminution of

immunosuppression. PTLD in liver transplant recipients often presents as

systemic illness, but is localized to the liver or porta hepatis in occasional

patients; in the latter instance, the presenting symptoms may be those of

extrahepatic biliary obstruction [67]. The proliferating cells in liver-localized

PTLD have been shown in some cases to be of donor origin [67].

Ancillary histologic tests are of great value in the diagnosis of PTLD. The

proliferating cells are almost invariably B lymphocytes, though rare cases of T

cell lymphoma have been described [70]; these phenotypes can be detected by

immunoperoxidase staining. In most cases of B cell PTLD, EBV antigens or

genomic material can be detected by immunohistochemistry or in situ hybrid-

ization, though EBV-negative lymphoproliferative processes have been

Fig. 22.8 Posttransplant lymphoproliferative disorder (PTLD). A portal triad is
expanded by a population of atypical lymphoid cells with irregular nuclear features,
including prominent, often multiple nucleoli. An aberrant, tripolar mitosis is present
(arrowhead). (H&E stain; bar ¼ 100mm.)
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reported in a minority of patients [71]. Clonality may be determined by

immunoglobulin gene rearrangement studies [68].

Fungal and Bacterial Infection

Bacterial infection is common in the postoperative period, but liver biopsy is

generally not indicated for diagnosis, as most infections involve organs other

than the liver. It should be remembered, however, that a distinctive but not

pathognomonic pattern of cholestasis is sometimes associated with sepsis and

may be confused with large bile duct obstruction. In cholestasis associated

with sepsis, inspissated bile is present in periportal cholangioles as well as in

centrilobular areas, but is often not seen in the interlobular bile ducts. Small

collections of neutrophils may be present in the parenchyma. Biliary studies

may be necessary to exclude biliary stricture, however. Disseminated fungal

infection may involve the liver, with candida and aspergillus the most import-

ant pathogens; nearly all such infections occur in hospitalized patients. Liver

biopsy is seldom indicated for diagnosis.

Drug Reactions

In the early postoperative period, patients often receive many drugs with

potentially hepatotoxic effects. If the patient receives total parenteral nutrition

(TPN) for prolonged periods of time, changes similar to those described for

TPN in the nontransplant patient may be seen. Changes attributed to TPN

include steatosis, canalicular cholestasis, and portal fibrosis with bile ductular

proliferation.

Immunosuppressive agents are also implicated as a cause of liver injury,

although many confounding factors are usually present and it is difficult to

implicate a specific agent as the cause of liver dysfunction. For instance,

hepatotoxic effects of azathioprine are relatively rare, but include cholestatic

hepatitis, centrilobular hemorrhagic necrosis, and peliosis hepatis [72]; veno-

occlusive disease has also been described in renal transplant patients [73].

Azathioprine is also one of the agents associated with nodular regenerative

hyperplasia, a rare cause of noncirrhotic portal hypertension, described in a

few liver transplant patients posttransplant [74]. Sinusoidal dilatation and

centrilobular hepatocyte degeneration mimicking hepatic outflow obstruction

have been attributed to toxic effects of azathioprine and may be a result of

damage to endothelial cells lining sinusoids and central veins [72]. In short, the

histologic features are not specific, but it is important to suspect azathioprine

as the cause of graft dysfunction to prevent irreversible injury to the graft.

Cyclosporine therapy is often associated with a mild elevation of serum

bilirubin and may be associated with the formation of biliary sludge and
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calculi in renal and cardiac transplant recipients [72], but the histologic fea-

tures of hepatic injury attributable to this agent are not well documented.

Collections of foamy material in hepatocytes have been reported in suspected

cyclosporine hepatotoxicity [75]. Corticosteroid therapy may produce changes

in the liver allograft similar to those in nontransplanted livers, such as steatosis

and bland cholestasis.

n LATE POSTTRANSPLANT PERIOD (MORE THAN 2 MONTHS)

Recurrent Disease

Information regarding recurrence of disease has slowly accumulated, as more

and more patients have undergone liver transplantation and have been fol-

lowed for a number of years. In general, the risk of recurrence depends on the

nature of the original disease.

Hepatitis B

Recurrence is uncommon in patients transplanted for fulminant acute hepatitis

B. However, the risk of recurrence is very high in the untreated patient with

chronic infection, particularly in patients with evidence of active viral replica-

tion. Antiviral therapy and hepatitis B immune globulin have shown efficacy

in preventing hepatitis B reactivation after transplantation, with long-term

survival comparable with that seen in other indications for liver transplant-

ation [76]. Recurrent hepatitis B progresses through an acute hepatitis phase,

develops into chronic active hepatitis, and progresses to cirrhosis, often with

accelerated progression compared with the original disease [77]. The histologic

appearance of each stage is similar to hepatitis B in the nontransplant liver in

most cases; however, an unusual pattern of injury termed ‘‘fibrosising chole-

static hepatitis’’ has been observed in a few cases [78]. Serial liver biopsies in

patients with recurrent hepatitis B surviving more than 60 days posttransplan-

tation indicated that hepatitis B core antigen was detectable 2–5 weeks follow-

ing transplantation. Acute viral hepatitis developed after about 150 days, and

evolved into chronic active hepatitis after an average of 242 days. Cirrhosis

developed in five patients, detected after a mean of 942 days [79]. Rarely,

hepatocellular carcinoma has developed in the transplanted liver.

Hepatitis C

If sensitive PCR techniques are used, active hepatitis C viral replication can be

detected in virtually all patients following transplantation for chronic hepatitis

C infection. Indeed, levels of HCV RNA in serum are 10- to 20-fold higher

following transplantation [80]. Approximately two-thirds of these patients will
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have histologic evidence of hepatitis [81]. Histologically evident recurrent

hepatitis progresses to the chronic phase within 1–2 years in most patients,

and is associated with reduction in graft and patient survival [82].

Distinguishing recurrent hepatitis C from other causes of graft dysfunction

can be a formidable challenge in the posttransplantation period, and serial

biopsies may be necessary. Histologically evident recurrence in the liver graft

begins with spotty hepatocyte necrosis (Fig. 22.9), with a variable mononuclear

inflammatory response and lobular disarray. As the disease evolves into the

chronic phase, portal tract mononuclear inflammatory infiltrates, with a vari-

able degree of lobular hepatitis, are seen (Fig. 22.10). The portal tract infiltrates

may contain dense nodular lymphoid aggregates, as seen in hepatitis C in the

nontransplant patient. Steatosis is often seen in hepatitis C infection, but

cannot be used as a meaningful diagnostic feature in this group, as fat accu-

mulation may be related to nutritional factors or drug therapy. Ballooning

degeneration may be seen in recurrent hepatitis C, and when centrilobular in

location, may be confused with ischemic injury. Rarely, marked centrilobular

cholestasis may occur, and atypical features such as bile ductular proliferation

and neutrophilic portal inflammatory infiltrate mimicking obstruction have

been reported. Patients with this severe cholestatic form of recurrent hepatitis

C have persistently higher levels of HCV RNA than those with noncholestatic

Fig. 22.9 Hepatitis C virus infection. An initial manifestation of recurrent hepatitis
C is spotty hepatocyte necrosis (arrowheads). (H&E stain; bar ¼ 100mm.)
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recurrent disease [83]; emergence of new viral quasispecies may also be a

factor [84].

Autoimmune Hepatitis

Recurrence of autoimmune hepatitis, as evidencedby interface hepatitis, lobular

mononuclear inflammation and necrosis, and portal lymphoplasmacytic in-

flammatory infiltrate, has been reported in up to 30% of patients undergoing

liver transplantation for this disorder [85]. Autoantibodies persist after trans-

plantation, although usually in lower titers. Disease recurrence is typically

detected 1–3 years after transplantation and may be severe, leading to graft

cirrhosis, although generally the recurrent disease is readily controlled with

increased dosages of corticosteroids. Serological and histological features of

autoimmunehepatitismaydevelopdenovo following liver transplantation [86].

Primary Biliary Cirrhosis

Recurrent primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) is difficult to diagnose based on

clinical grounds, because serologic abnormalities, such as antimitochondrial

Fig. 22.10 Hepatitis C virus infection. A portal tract is expanded by a dense
infiltrate of mononuclear inflammatory cells, some of which encroach on bile duct
epithelium (large arrowheads). Piecemeal necrosis of hepatocytes adjacent to the limit-
ing plate is also present (small arrowheads, inset). (H&E stain; main figure bar
¼ 100mm, inset bar ¼ 10mm.)
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antibodies and elevated IgM, persist in the PBC patient posttransplantation

[87]. In a blinded study of protocol biopsies from asymptomatic patients, the

diagnosis of recurrent PBC was made based on portal inflammation, portal

lymphoid aggregates, and bile duct injury [87]. Because many of these features

are nonspecific, and may be seen in other disease entities such as cellular

rejection and hepatitis C infection, the prevalence of recurrent PBC has been

difficult to determine, but is estimated at 20% [88]. The finding of portal tract

granulomas associated with bile duct injury (florid duct lesion) (Fig. 22.11) is

regarded as definitive evidence of recurrent disease. The natural history of

recurrent PBC is unknown; disease progression is likely to be slow, and graft

survival is probably not affected.

Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis

Although the question of recurrence of primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC)

(Fig. 22.12) has been a controversial topic, evidence is accumulating that the

disease recurs in up to 20% of patients [89]. Evaluation of recurrence is compli-

cated by the observation that a lesion resembling sclerosing cholangitis, with

marked periductal fibrosis and features suggestive of large duct obstruction,

Fig. 22.11 Recurrent primary biliary cirrhosis. A portal tract contains granuloma-
tous inflammation (florid duct lesion); multinucleate giant cells (arrowheads) are
illustrated at higher magnification in the inset. (H&E stain; main figure bar
¼ 100mm, inset bar ¼ 10mm.)
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mayoccur following liver transplantation in patients transplanted for other liver

diseases [90]. Numerous factors, such as ischemic injury to bile ducts following

hepatic artery thrombosis or stenosis, prolongedgraft ischemia, chronic vascular

rejection with ductopenia, and use of ABO-incompatible grafts, have been asso-

ciated with this lesion [90]. However, when patients with these risk factors are

stringently excluded, nonanastomotic strictures of the biliary tree and fibrous

cholangitis on liver biopsyhavebeen reported in20%ofpatients transplanted for

PSC.Histologic recurrencewasdocumented over 3 years after transplantation in

most of the reported cases. Recurrence of PSC did not affect overall patient and

graft survival in this study of 120 patients transplanted for PSC [89].

Steatohepatitis

Cirrhosis associated with nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) is an uncom-

mon, but not rare, indication for orthotopic liver transplantation, representing

the cause for transplantation in 2.9% of patients in one large series [91]. In

addition to transplants performed in patients with biopsy-proven NASH, a

sizable percentage of patients transplanted for cryptogenic cirrhosis, estimated

at a third or more, are thought to have ‘‘burned-out’’ steatohepatitis based on

clinicopathologic criteria [92,93].

Fig. 22.12 Recurrent primary sclerosing cholangitis (PSC). Bile ducts are sur-
rounded by concentric layers of fibroblasts and collagen (arrowheads). (H&E stain;
bar ¼ 100mm.)
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A variety of manifestations of nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, including

steatosis, recurrent NASH, and cirrhosis, can occur in liver transplants per-

formed in patients with NASH or cryptogenic cirrhosis. Recurrence of NASH

in transplants was first documented in the mid to late 1990s [94,95], and has

since been reported to occur in as many as 33% of patients with known NASH

or cryptogenic cirrhosis as their primary disorders [91–93]. Steatohepatitis is

distinguished from uncomplicated steatosis by the presence of ballooning

degeneration of hepatocytes in areas of fatty change, typically accompanied

by pericellular fibrosis (Fig. 22.13). Neutrophils are sometimes seen in associ-

ation with injured hepatocytes in areas of steatohepatitis, but their presence is

not considered obligatory for the diagnosis. They are absent in many cases of

transplant steatohepatitis, possibly owing to the use of maintenance immuno-

suppression.

The presence of steatosis, with or without associated hepatocyte injury,

fibrosis, or inflammation, in a liver transplant biopsy is by no means pathog-

nomonic for recurrent nonalcoholic fatty liver disease. Other possible causes

include ethanol ingestion, de novo or recurrent hepatitis C, and steatosis in the

donor liver. Correlation with clinical history and previous biopsies is essential

in sorting out these possibilities. Anecdotal reports suggest that recurrence of

Fig. 22.13 Recurrent steatohepatitis. Extensive steatosis and hepatocyte ballooning
degeneration are seen in the vicinity of a terminal hepatic venule (V). (H&E stain; bar
¼ 100mm.)
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NASH in obese transplant recipients may be avoided or ameliorated by recipi-

ent weight loss [94] or gastric bypass surgery [96].

Chronic Allograft Rejection

Chronic allograft rejection is a relatively late complication of liver transplant-

ation, generally occurring 6 weeks to 6 months following transplantation,

though earlier and later onsets occur occasionally [15]. Chronic rejection has

two major sites of attack in the liver: interlobular bile ducts and the intimal

layers of muscular arteries. The bile duct damage generally takes the form

of epithelial atrophy with nuclear pyknosis followed by total disappearance

of ducts: a process frequently termed ‘‘vanishing bile duct syndrome’’

(Fig. 22.14). The loss of ducts is typically accompanied by only mild inflam-

mation unless it is complicated by some other process (e.g. ongoing acute

rejection, hepatitis). In advanced cases, marked canalicular cholestasis is

often present. Bile duct dropout is most easily quantified by comparing the

number of duct profiles in a biopsy with the number of hepatic artery/arteriole

profiles. The latter number is generally fairly constant, though it may be

decreased in advanced cases of arteriopathic rejection (see later).

Fig. 22.14 Chronic allograft rejection: vanishing bile duct syndrome. This portal
tract lacks a bile duct; portal vein (large arrowheads) and hepatic artery (small
arrowhead) are clearly visible. Minimal inflammation is present. (H&E stain; bar
¼ 100mm.)
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The arterial changes in chronic rejection, referred to variously as ‘‘oblitera-

tive arteriopathy,’’ ‘‘obliterative endarteritis,’’ and ‘‘foam cell arteriopathy,’’

are characterized by progressive expansion of the intima of larger hepatic

arteries. The thickened intimal layer often contains large numbers of foamy

histiocytes, and may virtually obliterate the arterial lumen (Fig. 22.15). Similar

changes can be seen in portal veins [97]. Arteries directly affected by oblitera-

tive arteriopathy are generally not represented in percutaneous needle biop-

sies. Several forms of secondary damage can be seen in such biopsies, however,

including atrophy and disappearance of smaller arteries and arterioles, bal-

looning degeneration or dropout of centrilobular hepatocytes, and perivenular

sclerosis [14,15,41,98,99].

Initial published guidelines for the evaluation of liver transplant rejection

required loss of bile ducts in 50% of portal triads for a diagnosis of chronic

rejection [41]. More recent studies have stressed the importance of identifying

earlier lesions [14,15,98–100]. An update of the International Banff Schema for

Liver Transplant Rejection published in 2000 [99] proposed a subdivision of

features of chronic rejection into ‘‘early’’ (potentially reversible) changes (e.g.

ductal degenerative changes, bile duct loss in a minority of portal tracts, early

centrilobular ischemic damage) and ‘‘late’’ (presumably irreversible) changes

(e.g. loss of a majority of ducts with degenerative changes in the remainder,

obliteration of terminal hepatic venules with bridging fibrosis).

Fig. 22.15 Chronic allograft rejection: foam cell arteriopathy. The intima of this
muscular hilar artery is expanded by foamy phagocytic cells, markedly narrowing the
lumen. (H&E stain; bar ¼ 100mm.)
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The pathogenesis of chronic rejection is poorly understood: both humoral

and cell-mediated alloimmune mechanisms have been posited to play a role,

and nonimmune processes such as CMV infection have also been suggested as

possible contributing factors [15]. It is also unclear whether vanishing bile duct

syndrome and arteriopathic rejection are etiologically connected or represent

unrelated events. The two processes are frequently seen together, but each can

occur in the absence of the other. Vanishing bile duct syndrome has been

attributed variously to direct alloimmune attack on bile ducts and to ischemic

damage secondary to obliterative arteriopathy; it is possible that both mech-

anisms contribute to chronic bile duct injury [15].
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W I T H L O N G - T E R M survival after liver transplantation having become

the rule, the care formedical problems potentially arising over time in

the liver transplant recipient has gained increasing importance. Medical man-

agement must aim at minimizing long-term morbidity and mortality and, thus,

at optimizing long-term quality of life and survival.

Conceptually, long-term medical problems occurring in the liver trans-

plant recipient can be divided into (1) medical problems that are related to the

liver transplant and/or immunosuppression per se and (2) medical problems

that are unrelated to transplant/immunsuppression, i.e. are encountered in a

similar frequency in an age- and sex-matched nontransplant population. The

latter will not be dealt with herein. Within the former, medical problems may

arise in connection with overall too little or too much immunosuppression, i.e.

rejection (Chapter 19), infections (Chapter 25), and tumors (Chapters 25, 27,

and 29), or with recurrent underlying liver disease (Chapter 24). Other medical

problems are associated with, and/or facilitated by, commonly used immuno-

suppressive agents. These include obesity, arterial hypertension, dyslipidemia,

diabetes mellitus, cardiovascular risk, gout, osteoporosis, and kidney failure.

With the exception of the latter (Chapter 26), these, as well as some issues

regarding skin disorders and family planning, are discussed in this chapter.

n OBESITY

Weight gain is common after liver transplantation. In a cohort of 774 adult liver

transplant recipients from three centers, body mass index (BMI) (corrected for

ascites) increased from 24:8 kg=m2 pretransplantation to 27:0 kg=m2 in the

first and to 28:1 kg=m2 in the second posttransplant year, with little change
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thereafter [1]. Moreover, 21.6% of nonobese liver transplant recipients became

obese (BMI$ 30 kg=m2) within 2 years after grafting [1]. Thus, an overall

posttransplant prevalence of obesity (BMI$ 30 kg=m2) of around 20% [2] and

of overweight (BMI$ 25 kg=m2) of up to 60% was found in some series [3].

These prevalence rates are likely to increase further in the future due to

increasing numbers of obese patients being transplanted for cirrhosis related

to nonalcoholic fatty liver disease and the increasing prevalence of overweight

and obesity in the general population. Transplant-specific risk factors for post-

operative weight gain include therapy with steroids [1] and presumably the

choice of calcineurin inhibitor [1,2]. While prevalence rates of overweight and

obesity post liver transplant were slightly – albeit not always statistically

significantly – higher than in the normal population [1,4], they likely contribute

to the increased incidence of diabetes mellitus, arterial hypertension, dyslipi-

demia and thus, cardiovascular risk in these patients (cf. later). In addition,

overweight/obesity is a risk factor for nonalcoholic fatty liver disease includ-

ing its potentially progressive variant, i.e. nonalcoholic steatohepatitis, which

has been reported to occur de novo in the graft [5]. The risk of developing

health problems according to BMI and waist circumferences, as published by

Health Canada [6], is summarized in Table 23.1A,B.

Given the high rate of developing overweight/obesity post liver trans-

plant, it seems reasonable to consider routine prophylactic counseling on diet

[7,8] and regular exercising [9,10] for all transplant recipients (and their part-

ners) within 3 months posttransplant. Lifestyle measures should be reinforced

Table 23.1 Classification/ Terminology and Health Risk

A:

Classification BMIa Category (kg=m2) Risk of Developing Health Problems

Underweight <18:5 Increased

Normal weight 18.5–24.9 Least

Overweight 25.0–29.9 Increased

Obese $30:0

Class I 30.0–34.9 High

Class II 35.0–39.9 Very high

Class III $40:0 Extremely high

B:

Waist Circumference (cm) Risk of Developing Health Problems

Men $102 Increased

Women $88 Increased

aBMI values are age- and gender-independent and may not be correct for all ethnic groups.
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andrepeat therapeutic counselingofferedonceBMI increases to$25:0 kg=m2.The

potential benefit of other measures in the morbidly obese (BMI$ 40:0 kg=m2),

including orlistat and bariatric surgery, has not been assessed in the post-

liver-transplant setting. Such measures, however, bear a risk of interfering with

absorption and/ormetabolism of immunosuppressive drugs.

n DYSLIPIDEMIA

Dyslipidemia is common after liver transplantation. Thus, hypercholesterol-

emia has been reported in one-third to two-third of the liver transplant recipi-

ents and hypertryglyceridemia in some 10–50% of liver transplant recipients

[2,11], with many, but not all of these patients, having mixed hyperlipidemia.

Compared with other solid organ transplant recipients, both prevalence

and extent of dyslipidemia are generally less in patients with a liver trans-

plant. Thus, in a comparative study, serum cholesterol levels averaged

180 mg/dL in liver transplant compared with 226 mg/dL in kidney transplant

recipients [12].

Transplant-specific risk factors for development of posttransplant

dyslipidemia include antirejection medications, in particular steroids [12],

calcineurin inhibitors (with tacrolimus likely, but debatably, causing some-

what less hypercholesterolemia than cyclosporine) [13,14], and sirolimus,

which typically leads to more pronounced elevation of triglycerides than

cholesterol [15].

Although not formally proven beyond doubt, it seems reasonable to

assume that, as in the non-liver-transplant population, cardiovascular risk

increases in liver transplant recipients with increasing duration and severity

of dyslipidemia (cf. later). Thus, for assessment of cardiovascular risk and

for determining thresholds for therapeutic interventions in dyslipidemia,

current guidelines and recommendations proposed for the nontransplant

population by the respective experts/associations should be followed.

The National Cholesterol Education Program Adult Treatment Panel III Guide-

lines from the USA stratify patients according to their 10-year risk of

experiencing a coronary event (Table 23.2) and propose the intervention

thresholds outlined in Table 23.3 [16]. The typical adult liver transplant

recipient is in his/her mid-fifties, hypertensive, and/or diabetic (cf. later);

many liver transplant recipients therefore fall into at least the moderately

high-risk group.

Of the currently available low-density lipid (LDL)–cholesterol-lowering

drugs (i.e. HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors or statins), pravastatin and cerivas-

tatin have been formally shown to be safe in liver transplant patients in

controlled clinical trials [17,18]. Pravastatin is not prone to drug interactions

with calcineurin inhibitors since it has little affinity to the cytochrome P450
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system, in particular CYP3A4. Apart from myopathy and other potential side-

effects, statins lead to dose-dependent, reversible hepatic toxicity (alanine

amino transferase (ALT) elevation) in approximately 1–3% of patients; close

monitoring of liver enzymes is therefore advisable when starting liver

transplant recipients on statins [19]. It remains to be determined whether

HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors exert beneficial effects beyond lowering

Table 23.2 ATP III Risk Categories

Risk Category (10-Year Risk

for Coronary Event) Definition

High (>20%) Coronary heart disease (CHD) (history of myocardial

infarction, unstable angina, stable angina, coronary

artery procedures (angioplasty or bypass surgery),

or evidence of clinically significant myocardial

ischemia)

or

CHD risk equivalents (clinical manifestations of

noncoronary forms of atherosclerotic disease

(peripheral arterial disease, abdominal aortic

aneurysm, carotid artery disease with transient

ischemic attacks or stroke of carotid artery origin) or

>50% obstruction of a carotid artery, diabetes, and

$2 risk factors with 10-year risk for hard CHD

>20%)

Moderately high (10–20%)a $2 of the following risk factors:

. Cigarette smoking

Moderate (<10%)a . Arterial hypertension (BP $140=90 or on

antihypertensive medication)

. Low HDL cholesterol (<40mg=dL, i.e.

<1:03mmol=L)

. Family history of premature CHD (CHD in male

first-degree relative <55 years of age; CHD in fe-

male first-degree relative <65 years of age)

. Age (men $45 years, women $55 years)

Lowb 0–1 of the above risk factors

aCalculator available at www.nhlbi.nih.gov/guidelines/cholesterol.
bAlmost all people with 0 or 1 risk factor have a 10-year risk<10%; a 10-year risk assessment is thus
not necessary.
From Grundy SM, Cleeman JI, Merz NB, et al. [16].
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LDL–cholesterol in liver transplant recipients such as immunomodulatory

effects reported from heart and kidney transplant recipients [20] and the

stimulation of bone formation observed in postmenopausal women [21–23].

n ARTERIAL HYPERTENSION

Arterial hypertension is common in liver transplant recipients. Some 40–80%

of liver transplant recipients develop arterial hypertension, within months to

years after transplant [11,24–28]. Thus, compared with a normal population,

age-adjusted prevalence rates of arterial hypertension have been reported to be

increased to 3.07 (95% confidence interval (CI) 2.35–3.93) and 1.55 (95% CI

0.98–1.81] in long-term survivors ($5 years) after liver transplantation in an

American and a Spanish Center, respectively [4,11].

Risk factors for developing arterial hypertension are prevalent in liver

transplant recipients and include immunosuppressive therapy with steroids

and calcineurin inhibitors, obesity, and the metabolic syndrome [29,30]. Both

glucocorticoids and cyclosporine promote sodium and water retention by

the kidney, the former via a mineralocorticoid side-effect and the latter via

sympathetic nerve-mediated renal vasoconstriction [31,32]. The reversible

cyclosporine-mediated renal vasoconstriction together with a more chronic

calcineurin inhibitor-associated interstitial nephropathy adds up to calcineurin

inhibitor nephrotoxicity (cf. Chapter 26), which predisposes further to

arterial hypertension. This may lead to a vicious cycle, with increasing hyper-

tension again aggravating further kidney dysfunction. Moreover, calcineurin

inhibitors seem to have direct vasoconstrictive effects. Thus, cyclosporine

has been shown to induce in human vascular smooth muscle cells in vitro

upregulation of angiotensin II receptors and sensibilization to angiotensin-

mediated Ca-dependent contraction [33], as well as upregulation of vasopres-

sin receptors [34].

As in the nontransplant population, arterial hypertension likely adds to the

cardiovascular risk of these patients [30], which is already elevated by the high

prevalence of obesity, dyslipidemia, and diabetes. According to the Seventh

Report of the Joint National Committee on Prevention, Detection, Evaluation,

and Treatment of High Blood Pressure [30] the definitions and thresholds for

intervention given in Table 23.4 apply.

Pharmacotherapy of arterial hypertension in the liver transplant recipient

is in principle not different from that in the nontransplant patient and there is a

multitude of drugs available (for review cf. [30]). The following summarizes a

few issues specific to liver transplant recipients that are worth mentioning:

steroid withdrawal has been shown to decrease blood pressure in liver trans-

plant recipients [35,36].
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Many patients on calcineurin inhibitors have increased uric acid plasma

levels. Concomitant use of thiazide diuretics may further inCTEUSE hyperur-

icemia in such patients and precipitate gout attacks.

Many patients on calcineurin inhibitors have increased plasma potassium

levels. Concomitant use of ACE inhibitors and AT-II blockers may further the

risk of clinically relevant hyperkalemia.

Table 23.4 High Blood Pressure – Definition and Threshold for Interventiona

Blood Pressureb

Categorya Systolicc Diastolicc Intervention

Normal <120 <80 —

Prehypertensiond 120–139 80–89 Lifestyle modificatione

Consider 24 h blood pressure

monitoringf

Hypertensiong $140 $90 Lifestyle modificatione

Drug therapyh

IF diabeticg >130 >80 Lifestyle modificatione

or Drug therapyh

Impaired kidney functiong

(GFR <60mL=min=1:72m2)

or

Albuminuriag (>300mg=d or

>200mg=g creatinin)

aModified from Ref. [30]; applies to adults aged 18 and older; the classification is based on the average of $2
properly measured, seated blood pressure readings on each of $2 office visits.
bIn mmHg.
cDiastolic blood pressure is a more potent cardiovascular risk factor than systolic blood pressure until the age of
50 years; thereafter, systolic blood pressure is more important [30]. Thus, treatment of systolic hypertension
warrants attention, especially in those $50 years old.
dPrehypertension is not a disease category, but identifies subjects at high risk of developing hypertension.
ePrehypertensive subjects should be advised to practice lifestyle modification in order to reduce their risk of
developing hypertension; lifestyle modification is an indispensable part of therapy in hypertensive subjects.
Lifestyle modification includes dietary measures in order to decrease overweight/obesity and ideally to reach/
maintain a body mass index of 18:5---24:9 kg=m2, reduction of sodium intake to 6 g NaCl a day, regular aerobic
physical activity, and moderation of alcohol consumption. Each of these is able to reduce blood pressure by 2 to
up to 20 mmHg [30].
fA loss of the physiologic nighttime decrease in blood pressure or nighttime hypertension is common in liver
transplant recipients [88,89]. Office blood pressure measurements may therefore underestimate average blood
pressure in these patients and 24 h ambulatory blood pressure monitoring should be liberally utilized if
prehypertension develops.
gMany liver transplant recipients fall in this category. In (nontransplant) patients with diabetes or chronic kidney
disease (defined as glomerular filtration rate <60mL=min=1:72m2 or albuminuria >300mg=d or >200mg=g
creatinin) rigorous blood pressure control decreases progression of chronic kidney disease (for detail cf. Ref.
[30]). Thus, the recommended blood pressure limits are lower than in the absence of these comorbidities.
hStart pharmacotherapy, if lifestyle modification does not reduce blood pressure below 140/90 (130/80 for
subjects with diabetes or chronic kidney disease); for choice of drugs cf. Ref. [30] and text.
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Calcium channel blockers interfere with calcineurin inhibitor metabolism

(inhibition of or competition for CYP3A4) and may lead to elevated cyclospor-

ine and tacrolimus plasma levels. This is of clinical relevance for the nondihy-

dropyridines diltiazem and verapamil, less so for the dihydropyridines, except

nicardipine. Moreover, dihydropyridine calcium channel blockers have been

shown to protect against calcineurin inhibitor-mediated nephrotoxicity [37,38]

and to lower calcineurin inhibitor-induced hyperuricemia [38]. Dihydropyr-

idine calcium channel blockers such as amlodipine or nifedipin may therefore

be considered as first-choice antihypertensive pharmacotherapy in the liver

transplant recipients. Their most common side-effect, peripheral edema, may

be counteracted and the antihypertensive effect increased by adding a low

dose of a thiazide.

n DIABETES MELLITUS

Diabetes is common in liver transplant recipients. Conceptually, one distin-

guishes diabetes already present prior to liver transplantation from diabetes

developing de novo only after liver transplantation, i.e. new-onset posttrans-

plant diabetes. Prevalence rates of pretransplant diabetes mellitus of 10–15%

[39–41] and new-onset posttransplant diabetes of <10% to up to 40% [14,24,

39–46] have been reported in liver transplant recipients. The wide range of

values reported, particularly with the latter, is in part due to differences in the

definition of diabetes. Even the largest study reporting a prevalence rate of

new-onset posttransplant diabetes of 37.7% (28.3% transient and 9.4% persist-

ent) in 555 liver transplant recipients followed for a median of 5 years at three

American centers likely underestimated the true prevalence, since it defined

diabetes as the use of antidiabetic medication [46].

The high prevalence of diabetes in liver transplant recipients may, in part,

be explained by the association of hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection with

insulin resistance/type II diabetes [41,45–49] and by HCV-related end-stage

liver disease (ESLD) being the single most common indication for liver trans-

plantation in the West. Thus, the relative risk of pretransplant diabetes has

been reported to be increased more than threefold (adjusted odds ratio (OR)

3.77, 95% CI 1.80–7.87) [47] and that of new-onset posttransplant diabetes 2.5-

to 5-fold in HCV-infected compared with non-HCV-infected patients, respect-

ively [41,45]. While the exact mechanism(s) for this association of HCV infec-

tion and insulin resistance/type II diabetes remain(s) to be defined, HCV-

induced TNF-alpha production might be involved (for review cf. [49]).

Moreover, an increasing number of liver transplants are performed for

ESLD due to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis, the underlying insulin resistance

likely persisting after transplantation.
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Risk factors for developing/aggravating insulin resistance and type II

diabetes are prevalent post liver transplant and include weight gain, as dis-

cussed earlier, but also immunosuppressive therapy with corticosteroids and

calcineurin inhibitors, in particular tacrolimus. Thus, corticosteroid dose has

been linked to posttransplant diabetes [24,39,41,45], and posttransplant dia-

betes was found to be around two times more frequent with tacrolimus-based

than with cyclosporine-based regimens [14,41].

As in the nontransplant population, diabetes in liver transplant recipients

is associated with significant morbidity and mortality. Thus, in a case control

study, pretransplant diabetes was found to significantly increase posttrans-

plant morbidity, in particular from cardiovascular, infectious, and renal dis-

eases, and to decrease 5-year survival after liver transplantation from 67.7% to

34.5% [50]. Similarly, new-onset posttransplant diabetes was found to be

associated with significantly increased morbidity, in particular from cardio-

vascular, infectious, and neurologic/neuropsychiatric diseases [51], and with a

significantly decreased 2- to 5-year survival in most [24,39,43,45], but not all

studies [51].

Precise diagnostic criteria and terminology is a prerequisite for classifica-

tion of dysglycemic disorders. Table 23.5 summarizes the respective criteria

according to the Canadian Diabetes Association [52]. The newest guidelines of

the American Diabetes Association differ in that a fasting plasma glucose of

<5.6 mmol/L (instead of <6.1 mmol/L) is defined as the upper limit of nor-

mal [53].

Impaired fasting glucose and impaired glucose tolerance are often termed

‘‘prediabetes’’; they are per se not disease entities, but carry the risk of pro-

gressing to overt diabetes with time. Impaired fasting glucose and impaired

glucose tolerance (insulin resistance) are associated with the metabolic syn-

drome and through that with increased cardiovascular risk [53].

Table 23.5 Terminology and Diagnostic Criteria of Diabetes and Dysglycemic Disorders

Fasting Plasma
Glucose (mmol/L)

2 h Plasma Glucose in a 75 g Oral
Glucose Tolerance Test (mmol/L)

Impaired fasting glucose 6.1–6.9 NA

Impaired fasting glucose (isolated) 6.1–6.9 and <7:8

Impaired glucose tolerance (isolated) <6:1 and 7.8–11.0

Impaired fasting glucose

and impaired glucose tolerance

6.1–6.9 and 7.8–11.0

Diabetes $7:0 or $11:1
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New-onset posttransplant diabetes has been recently reviewed by an inter-

national expert panel; the resulting consensus guidelines have been published

[54]. New-onset posttransplant diabetes was felt to resemble type II diabetes

and the management aspects and differences given in Table 23.6 were empha-

sized.

n METABOLIC SYNDROME AND CARDIOVASCULAR RISK

The metabolic syndrome is a clustering of cardiovascular risk factors, includ-

ing overweight/obesity, dyslipidemia, insulin resistance, and arterial hyper-

tension. Table 23.7 depicts the operational diagnostic criteria for the metabolic

syndrome according to Ref. [55]. Other panels/organizations have used simi-

lar definitions/diagnostic criteria (for review cf. Ref. [56]).

The diagnosis of the metabolic syndrome is made if $3 of the above-

mentioned risk factors are present.

Many of the aforementioned studies in liver transplant recipients focused

on some component(s) of the metabolic syndrome, but did not employ strict

criteria for diagnosing the syndrome itself. Thus, exact prevalence rates of the

metabolic syndrome in liver transplant recipients are lacking. However, from

all the aforementioned studies, it seems clearly conceivable that the metabolic

syndrome is highly prevalent among liver transplant recipients. Intuitively, it

seems also to make sense that the clustering of cardiovascular risk factors

within the metabolic syndrome should carry an increased risk for developing

cardiovascular events, i.e. for cardiovascular morbidity and mortality. This

is corroborated by an, albeit nontransplant, population-based study from

Finland [57] and by the fact that the Framingham equation for estimating

cardiovascular risk [58] contains with high-density lipid (HDL)–cholesterol

and blood pressure two components of the metabolic syndrome (for discussion

cf. Ref. [56]).

Thus, using the Framingham equation and comparing with an age- and

sex-matched normal population, a recent study from a single center predicted

an almost twofold increased 10-year risk for coronary events in 181 consecu-

tive liver transplantation recipients at a median of 54 months after grafting

[59]. While the observed cardiovascular event rate in the latter study did not

differ from that in the normal population, another study clearly demonstrated

a 3.07-fold (95% CI: 1.98–4.43) and 2.56-fold (1.52–4.05) increased risk for ische-

mic cardiac events and for cardiovascular death, respectively, in 100 consecu-

tive liver transplant recipients followed for median 3.9 years after grafting [60].

Thus with long-term survival becoming routine after liver transplantation,

cardiovascular morbidity and mortality will likely become increasingly
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relevant also in liver transplant recipients, just as it is well known for recipients

of other solid organ transplants such as the kidney.

The therapy of the metabolic syndrome consists of lifestyle modifications,

i.e. reduction of overweight/obesity by dietary measures and exercise, and, if

this alone is insufficient in eliminating cardiovascular risk factors, of pharma-

cotherapy aimed at controlling dyslipidemia, insulin resistance, and blood

pressure, as outlined above and recently summarized [61].

n HYPERURICEMIA AND GOUT

Hyperuricemia is common in liver transplant recipients and was observed on

average in 47% and 86% of patients 40 and 98 months after transplantation in

two recent single center series (n ¼ 134 and 75, respectively) [62,63]. The

prevalence of hyperuricemia did not differ in cyclosporine- and tacrolimus-

treated patients [62] and led to the clinical manifestation of gout in 6% and

2.6%, respectively [62,63].

Hyperuricemia in liver transplant recipients is attributable to decreased

renal uric acid clearance, rather than increased uric acid production [64]. This

seems largely due to a calcineurin inhibitor-induced decrease in glomerular

filtration rate [65], but calcineurin inhibitor-induced decreased tubular uric

acid secretion may contribute [66]. Additional factors predisposing to hyper-

uricemia in post-liver-transplant patients include obesity and diuretic therapy,

in particular with thiazides.

Hyperuricemia may further impair an already decreased renal function

(glomerular filtration rate), thus leading to more uric acid retention, increased

Table 23.7 Clinical Identification of the Metabolic Syndrome using
NCEP ATP III Criteriaa

Risk Factor Defining Levelb

Fasting plasma glucose $6:1

Arterial blood pressure $130=85mmHg

Fasting triglycerides $1:7mmol=L

. HDL–cholesterol

Men <1:0mmol=L

Women <1:3mmol=L

. Abdominal obesity Waist circumference

Men >102 cm

Women >88 cm

acf. Refs [55,56].
bThe diagnosis of metabolic syndrome is made when$3 of the risk factors are present.
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hyperuricemia, and, thus, establishing a vicious cycle for renal function in

liver transplant recipients. Indeed, allopurinol treatment of hyperuricemic liver

transplant recipients with increased serum creatinin has been shown to improve

renal function in a retrospective analysis [62].

Colchicin is the treatment of choice for acute gout attacks in the liver

transplant recipient. Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs should be used

with caution, since they bear the risk of further decreasing glomerular filtration

rate, and thus uric acid clearance, by inhibiting renal prostaglandin synthesis.

Allopurinol should be used as maintenance therapy to decrease uric acid blood

levels and to secondarily prevent subsequent attacks in all patients with a

history of gout. In addition, diuretic use should be critically reevaluated in

these patients and, in particular, thiazides discontinued, if possible. In the

absence of manifest gout, allopurinol maintenance therapy may be considered

in hyperuricemic patients with impaired glomerular filtration rate (elevated

serum creatinin) in an attempt to improve renal function [62]. Allopurinol by

inhibiting xanthine oxidase interferes with azathioprine metabolism. This may

lead to cumulation of a myelotoxic azathioprine metabolite and potentially

life-threatening bone marrow suppression. For safety reasons, azathioprine

should therefore not be used concomitantly with allopurinol.

n OSTEOPOROSIS

Osteoporosis is a common finding in liver transplant recipients. Pooling

results from cross-sectional studies and osteoporosis of the lumbar spine and

hip (T-score in dual X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA) less than �2.5, i.e. bone

mineral density more than 2.5 standard deviations below the mean for young

healthy adults) was found in 32% and 27% of liver transplant recipients in a

recent comprehensive review [67]. An additional proportion of post-liver-

transplant patients have severely reduced bone mineral density (osteopenia

with Z-scores between �1 and �2.5).

Longitudinal studies demonstrate that bone mineral density decreases

rapidly in the initial 3–6 months posttransplant and subsequently stabilizes

or improves again and reaches pretransplant levels in many patients at 1 year

following grafting (for review cf. Ref. [67]).

Factors affecting osteopenia/osteoporosis in post-liver-transplant patients

include pretransplant osteopenia/osteoporosis attributable to chronic ESLD

(not only the cholestatic entities; for review cf. Refs [67–69]), perioperative

immobilization, and immunosuppression with corticosteroids and calcineurin

inhibitors. Corticosteroids inhibit intestinal calcium absorption and have in

part cytokine-mediated, direct effects on bone metabolism [68]. The calcineurin

inhibitors cyclosporine and tacrolimus have both been shown to cause bone
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loss (high-turnover osteoporosis) in animal models [70–73]. In addition, all

other recognized risk factors for bone loss, including gender, hypogonadism/

postmenopausal state, age, and smoking, pertain also to liver transplant re-

cipients.

Based on the aforementioned it is not surprising that osteoporotic frac-

tures, in particular of trabecular bone such as the vertebrae of the lumbar

spine, occur in up to 30% of liver transplant recipients, typically within the

first 3–6 months posttransplant (for review cf. Ref. [67]). Compression fractures

of the lumbar spine early posttransplant impact on quality of life and mobil-

ization, and often delay full rehabilitation with reintegration into daily life and

professional activities.

It is therefore recommended that patients with chronic ESLD undergo a

bone density measurement at the lumbar spine and at the femoral neck

(DEXA) at least during evaluation for liver transplantation [63,65]. All cir-

rhotic patients including liver transplant candidates should get counseling

regarding lifestyle measures (exercise and smoking cessation) and vitamin D

(400–800 IU daily) and calcium (1–1.5 g daily) supplements. Biphosphonates

should be started in patients with bone density measurements falling into the

osteoporotic range and/or with a history of osteoporotic fractures. Hormone

replacement therapy should be considered in appropriate patients [67]. This is

aimed at preserving as much bone mass as possible up to transplant. After

liver transplantation, corticosteroids should be tapered and withdrawn as

soon as possible. Liver transplant recipients may profit from continuing

vitamin D and calcium supplements, which are approved for prevention of

corticosteroid-induced bone loss and have been shown to inhibit posttrans-

plant bone loss in kidney and kidney/pancreas transplant recipients [74].

Continuing hormone replacement therapy should be considered in appropri-

ate patients. In patients with pretransplant osteoporosis/osteoporotic frac-

tures, it seems also reasonable to continue posttransplant with

biphosponates. It seems reasonable to repeat bone density determination at

1 year after transplantation (or, as a baseline, if osteoporotic fractures occur)

and adjust therapy accordingly.

n SKIN DISORDERS

The skin of liver transplant recipients requires special attention. The mucocu-

taneous lesions associated with specific hepatic diseases and the dermatologic

manifestations of ESLD usually improve or disappear after liver transplantation

[75]. The skin of the liver transplant patient may, however, provide crucial

diagnostic clues such as maculopapular lesions of the extremities, potentially

heralding graft versus host disease [76]. In addition, liver transplant recipients
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are at risk of developing a number of skin disorders including infections with

rare organisms alone or in combination, and nonmelanoma skin cancer, in

particular squamous cell carcinoma [76–79]. Thus, the relative risk of develop-

ing squamous cell carcinoma has been found to be 70- to 100-fold higher after

liver transplantation than in the general population [79,80] and to increase with

the frequency and extent of lifetime sun exposure [77].

Liver transplant recipients should therefore be advised to protect their skin

from intense exposure to sunlight, the best protection being to wear dark

clothes. When exposure is unavoidable, sun blocker should be applied

30 min before exposure and reapplied frequently. They should be counseled

to periodically check their integument themselves and to have less accessible

regions such as the back checked by a partner. In addition, the transplant

physician or a dermatologist should annually examine the entire integument

of every liver transplant recipient including the oral cavity and the perianal

area. A dermatologist should be consulted for evaluation of any suspicious

lesion. Such systematic examination permits acting on early precancerous

lesions such as actinic keratosis, oral leukoplakia, and verrucae and prevents

their progression to stages requiring extensive (plastic) surgery.

n FAMILY PLANNING

Secondary amenorrhea is frequent in premenopausal women suffering from

ESLD. Within months of successful liver transplantation menses and libido

return in approximately 90% of these women [81]. Obviously, genetic counsel-

ing should be offered to patients who were transplanted for an inheritable

disease. Numerous successful deliveries in liver graft recipients have been

reported [82]. Any pregnancy in a liver transplant recipient should, however,

be regarded as a high-risk pregnancy, hypertension, preeclampsia, intrauterine

growth retardation, and prematurity being more frequent than in the general

population [83–87]. Respective close monitoring is therefore mandatory. It

seems advisable for women to wait at least 1 year after transplantation before

planning to conceive [82]. This allows the mother to recover from transplant

surgery and any potential early complication, as well as to reach a stable

allograft function with low-level maintenance immunosuppression. Calci-

neurin-inhibitors and azathioprine can be maintained during the pregnancy

[83,86,87]; sirolimus, mycophenolate, and other newer immunosuppressive

drugs should be stopped and replaced due to the lack of sufficient safety

data [87]. Contraception with intrauterine devices is generally discouraged in

liver transplant recipients because of the risk of pelvic infectious

complications.
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Recurrence of the
Original LiverDisease
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Alastair D. Smith

n INTRODUCTION

Despite many advances in orthotopic liver transplantation (OLT) during the

past 40 years – more appropriate patient selection; improvements in surgical

technique, anesthetic, and intensive care unit management; and more sophis-

ticated immunosuppressive therapy, to name but a few – the issue of recurrent

primary liver disease remains a problem for both transplant community mem-

bers and patients alike. In contrast to chronic hepatitis C virus (HCV) liver

disease, which recurs in almost all cases, other forms of acute and chronic liver

disease have not been demonstrated to recur following OLT, e.g. Wilson’s

disease (Table 24.1). Somewhere between these two poles lies the future for

patients in whom the prospect of disease recurrence is a distinct possibility. To

what extent then are patients able to be advised that they have been ‘‘cured’’ of

their original disease as a result of OLT?

In this chapter we review the frequency of and basis for diagnosis of recur-

rent primary liver disease, the recommended management thereof, and the

implications that disease recurrence has upon medium- to long-term allograft

function and patient outcome. Lastly, we assess the impact of recurrent primary

liver disease upon the potential requirement for retransplantation within the

context of scarce resource availability and organ allocation decision making.

n VIRAL LIVER DISEASE

Hepatitis C

Decompensated chronic HCV liver disease is the commonest indication for

OLT in the USA and the second most common indication in Europe [1,2].

Among patients infected with HCV at the time of OLT, reinfection of the
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transplanted allograft is universal and occurs within a matter of days or weeks

following surgery [3]. Thereafter, acute and chronic HCV liver disease ensue.

Studies in which protocol liver biopsies were undertaken at least annually and

with adequate years of patient follow-up demonstrated recurrent chronic liver

disease rates ranging from 70% to 90% at 1 year, and 90% to 95% at 5 years.

Moreover, cirrhosis was evident in 20–40% of patients at 5 years [4]. The

accelerated clinical course of HCV liver disease after OLT is reflected by

increased rates of fibrosis progression [5]. Clinical decompensation of cirrhosis

heralds an inexorable downhill course and carries with it a poor medium-term

prognosis [6]. These data are in contrast to earlier reports that suggested

recurrent chronic HCV liver disease was less common, did not occur until

the second year following OLT, and typically ran a more benign clinical course

[7,8]. Analysis of the United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) database

Table 24.1a Diseases that do not recur after liver transplantation

Fulminant hepatitis A

Fulminant hepatitis of unknown etiology

Extrahepatic biliary atresia

Benign tumours

Alpha-1-antitrypsin deficiency

Wilson’s disease

Glycogen storage disease

Familial amyloid polyneuropathy

Primary hyperoxaluria

Tyrosinemia

Table 24.1b Diseases that do recur after liver transplantation

Hepatitis B virus liver disease

Hepatitis C virus liver disease

Alcoholic liver disease

Autoimmune hepatitis

Primary biliary cirrhosis

Primary sclerosing cholangitis

Malignant tumours

Haemochromatosis

Non-alcoholic fatty liver disease

Budd-Chiari syndrome
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revealed that 5-year graft and patient survival rates (57% and 70%, respect-

ively) among patients with chronic HCV liver disease undergoing OLT be-

tween 1992 and 1998 were poorer than among patients grafted for all other

indications (68% and 77%, respectively) [9]. These data are similar to outcomes

from a single-center Spanish study [10]. However, results of a recent multi-

center study have challenged these findings: no appreciable patient and graft

survival differences were evident between subjects undergoing OLT for HCV

liver disease and those undergoing OLT for indications other than HCV [11].

Thus, there is continuing controversy about this issue.

Donor, recipient, and other variables that are important in the timing and

extent of recurrent HCV liver disease include donor age and degree of stea-

tosis, integrity of the host immune system, obesity, diabetes mellitus, alcohol

consumption, prolonged cold- and warm-ischemia times, and both the extent

of change of immunosuppressive therapy dosing and its nature [12,13]. As in

the non-OLT population it appears that viral genotype may be important also;

the role of gender and race on outcome after OLT is less clear.

Diagnosis

The diagnosis of recurrent viral disease rests squarely upon the presence of

HCV ribonucleic acid (RNA) in serum, and demonstration of histological ab-

normalities referable to such infection. It is not sufficient to base the diagnosis of

recurrent chronic HCV liver disease upon elevated serum aminotransferase

concentrations in conjunction with a positive HCV RNA titer, especially during

the weeks andmonths that follow soon after OLT, i.e. when the chances of acute

cellular allograft rejection are greatest (Chapter 19). Histological features that

favor the diagnosis of recurrent chronic HCV liver disease include lobular

acidophil necrosis, absence of bile duct injury, mononuclear cell portal tract

inflammation, interface hepatitis, and portal-based fibrosis, with or without the

presence of steatosis and lymphoid aggregates (Chapter 22). Widespread

endothelialitis and lymphocytic bile duct injury suggest that allograft rejection

is the predominant problem. The presence of very considerable periportal and

bridging fibrosis, centrilobular cholestasis, portal inflammation with interface

hepatitis, and hepatocyte injury in a patient with jaundice and other features of

graft dysfunction is of concern for fibrosing cholestatic hepatitis (FCH). Such

features portend a poor outcome.

Management

Most experts would agree that antiviral therapy (AVT) should be recom-

mended to patients with recurrent HCV liver disease. Indeed, if patients listed

for or being evaluated for OLT are unsuitable recipients of interferon (IFN)-
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based therapy (e.g. depression, complications of diabetes mellitus), or demon-

strate unreasonable objections to the likelihood of such treatment following

OLT then their candidacy should probably be reconsidered. That said, a

number of key issues regarding AVT for patients with recurrent HCV liver

disease remain unclear: first, the optimal timing of AVT following OLT; sec-

ond, the duration of therapy (6 or 12 months as a minimum); third, whether

pegylated interferon (peg-IFN)-based therapy is more efficacious than stand-

ard IFN, and last, the optimal dose of ribavirin (RBV) [14].

Detailed discussion of prophylactic therapy for prevention of recurrent

chronic HCV liver disease is beyond the scope of this chapter (see Chapter 7).

Several pilot studies have examined the impact of anti-HCV antibody pre-

parations among patients undergoing OLT for HCV liver disease: the final

results are awaited with considerable interest [15]. Deployment of AVT dur-

ing the first few weeks after OLT, i.e. preemptively, in the hope of achieving

sustained virologic response (SVR) is based on the following observations

[16,17]. First, HCV-RNA titers are generally lower at this stage of the post-

OLT course, and among pre-OLT patients with compensated chronic HCV

liver disease, lower HCV-RNA titers predict a greater likelihood of success to

AVT and attainment of SVR. Second, nontransplant patients infected acutely

with HCV and treated soon thereafter have a much greater likelihood of

achieving SVR. However, these theoretical advantages of AVT for recently

transplanted patients are offset by the requirement for concomitant immuno-

suppressive therapy in which setting SVR occurs rarely, if at all; the possibil-

ity that acute cellular rejection may be precipitated; and the distinct

possibility that AVT will not be well tolerated so soon after an heroic surgical

procedure.

The efficacy and tolerability of preemptive AVT has been examined in a

number of studies [16–19]. It is clear that only a proportion of patients are

eligible for AVT under such circumstances and that limitations of therapy are

significant, e.g. RBV-induced hemolytic anemia. In a multicenter study,

Chalasani et al. randomized two groups of patients to receive either AVT

(peg-IFN monotherapy: 48 weeks) or no treatment. In the first group, therapy

was commenced within 3 weeks of OLT, and in the second it was started

between 6 and 60 months of undergoing OLT [19]. Treatment was well

tolerated for the most part in both groups; 8% in the first group and 12% in

the second group achieved SVR, in contrast to untreated patients (no SVR).

Moreover, AVT was associated with regression of fibrosis, especially among

patients in the second group.

AVT for established recurrent chronic HCV liver disease is a common

therapeutic strategy. It has the potential advantages that patients are further

from surgery when treatment begins, and thus may have better conditioning,

and they may be taking lower doses of immunosuppressive therapy so will
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be less likely to experience infective complications or reduced renal clearance

of RBV. As Neuberger suggests, combination antiviral therapy (CAVT) may

represent the best treatment approach currently for patients with recurrent

histological disease [20]. The likelihood of achieving SVR appears greater

with peg-IFN, and a realistic anticipated SVR rate is probably of the order

of 25–30% based on data from recently reported studies [21–26]. The impact

of CAVT upon hepatic fibrosis among patients achieving SVR is encouraging

[27].

Just as CAVT prior to OLT for patients who have had clinical complica-

tions of cirrhosis and portal hypertension represents a major therapeutic

challenge, so does treatment of recurrent disease. Patients may retain negative

experiences of CAVT prior to OLT; may continue to exhibit thrombocytopenia,

thus limiting the scope of treatment; and are at increased risk of infection by

virtue of concomitant immunosuppressive therapy. Moreover, recent reports

of acute and/or ductopenic allograft rejection during CAVT for recurrent HCV

liver disease have given rise to the concern that CAVT may not be appropriate

for every patient [28] (Chapter 19).

Nevertheless, in the face of early and aggressive recurrent chronic HCV

liver disease, patients and physicians may have little or no alternative but to

embark upon CAVT in the hope of attenuating subsequent allograft injury

at the very least, thereby delaying the onset of advanced fibrosis, risk of graft

failure, and premature death. Once significant graft fibrosis is established it

would seem reasonable to restart screening for development of hepatocellular

carcinoma (HCC).

Hepatitis B

Until the emergence of both hepatitis B virus immunoglobulin (HBIG) and

antiviral agents such as lamivudine (LAM) and adefovir (ADV), the outcome

for patients with chronic hepatitis B virus (HBV) liver disease undergoing

OLT was invariably poor [29]. Allograft reinfection rates were at least 80%

either as a result of direct infection from circulating HBV during transplant

surgery or by infection with HBV from extrahepatic sites following OLT,

or both. The likelihood of reinfection was related directly to the degree of

viral replication occurring at the time of, or immediately before, OLT. Ag-

gressive clinical disease was the hallmark with mortality rates of least

50% [30]. Indeed, when it became clear that the outlook for patients with

HBV liver disease who underwent OLT was so bleak, third-party payers

ceased underwriting OLT [31]. Now, with better anti-HBV therapy, patients

undergoing OLT for HBV-related liver disease may anticipate outcomes

that are similar to those who have HBV surface antigen (HBsAg)-negative

disease [29].
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Diagnosis

Elevated serum aminotransferase concentrations are accompanied by reemer-

gence of HBsAg and HBV deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) in serum. Depending

on the time relationship between onset of these abnormalities and OLT,

liver biopsy findings may demonstrate acute hepatitis, chronic hepatitis,

or more advanced disease, similar to changes observed during the pretrans-

plant disease course (Chapter 22). Immunohistochemical stains for both

HBsAg and HBV core antigens are usually positive also. As with recurrent

HCV liver disease histological findings representative of FCH may be

evident.

Management

This may be considered in distinct, but complementary, phases. Prior to OLT,

patients with active viral replication require AVT; following OLT, all patients

should receive HBIG or HBIG in combination with AVT (evidence for sustained

efficacy of LAMwithout HBIG post-OLT is lacking [32]). The principal objective

of AVT before OLT is suppression of HBV replication so as to diminish the

likelihood of graft reinfection thereafter (Chapter 7). Among patients with

advanced fibrosis or cirrhosis, LAM is effective in achieving HBV-DNA loss

from serum and delaying clinical decompensation and the emergence of HCC

[33]. Moreover, LAM is well tolerated even in patients with decompensated

disease, unlike IFN.However, its overall effectiveness is limited by three factors:

recurrent viremia after treatment cessation, emergence of drug-resistant muta-

tions in the YMDD component of the HBV-DNA polymerase gene (incidence of

suchmutations is estimated at 15–20%per year of treatment), and uncertainty as

to the most appropriate time to initiate LAM in patients with advanced liver

diseasewho are listed forOLT. ADVmay bemore efficacious in this setting than

LAM, thereby leading to increased survival pre-OLT and even obviation of the

need for OLT in some patients [34]. However, great care must be exercised

among patients who have established renal insufficiency, and possibly in

some patients with advanced portal hypertension also. Reduced dosing fre-

quency of ADVmay be required.

During the anhepatic phase of OLT and for 6 succeeding days HBIG

(10 000 IU) is given intravenously to all patients. Thereafter, HBIG should

be administered sufficiently frequently to maintain trough serum anti-

HBsAB levels of 100–150 IU/L among patients who were HBV-DNA-negative,

and >500 IU/L in those who demonstrated active viral replication prior

to OLT [29]. The costs of these approaches, not to mention the demands of time

and side-effects associatedwith intravenousHBIG administration, e.g. myalgia,

facial flushing, and the potential risk of mercury poisoning, are considerable.

Some units have transitioned patients who lacked evidence of viral replication
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prior to OLT to intramuscular (IM) HBIG in the interests of cost savings and the

relative convenience for the patient, and in the knowledge that graft reinfection

and disease recurrence are less likely in this setting. However, long-term out-

come data to support this practice are limited.

Collated evidence from studies in which a combination of HBIG and LAM

post-OLT was employed revealed an encouragingly low rate of recurrent HBV

liver disease (<10% at 2 years), and negative HBV-DNA levels for the most

part after further follow-up [29]. Moreover, IM HBIG was used in several of

these studies, and it may be that this combination – AVT and lower-dose IM

HBIG – represents the best approach for patients post-OLT, when cost and

overall effectiveness are taken into consideration. However, severe recurrent

HBV liver disease resulting in death has been reported among three patients

receiving both HBIG and LAM. Two different mutations were demonstrated in

elegant transfection studies: this combination and the ensuing viral replication

were enhanced by the presence of LAM in vitro [35].

It is beyond the scope of this chapter to discuss the appropriateness and

timing of HBIG withdrawal in detail. Both HBV vaccination and/or AVT may

be possible in carefully selected patients. Further study is required to identify

those patients in whom this strategy would be safest and most effective.

n ALCOHOLIC LIVER DISEASE

Not unlike patients with chronic HBV liver disease, there was a period when

the prospect of OLT for patients with alcoholic liver disease (ALD) was

considered inappropriate. A belief prevailed that ALD was the predictable

consequence of an individual’s chosen behavior, thereby avoidable and not a

justifiable indication for OLT [36]. However, presently, patients with ALD

constitute approximately 20% of those undergoing OLT in both USA and

Europe. Furthermore, 1-year and 5-year graft and patient survival rates for

ALD are comparable with those for patients undergoing transplantation for

indications other than ALD (Chapter 9) [1,2].

Some alcohol use following OLT appears to be relatively common,

and duration of abstinence prior to OLT has little discriminatory ability to

predict continuing abstinence thereafter [37]. A clear distinction needs to be

drawn between consumption that may be of little consequence, and drinking

behavior that may result directly in allograft injury or genuine risk of such

poor adherence to clinical follow-up and immunosuppressive therapy that

graft function and overall outcome are threatened. Despite these legitimate

concerns, patients transplanted for ALD who then consumed significant

amounts of alcohol following OLT fared no worse with respect to survival

and episodes of graft rejection, compared with those who drank alcohol

occasionally or not at all [38]. Factors that may help identify those patients
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who are more likely to return to heavy alcohol consumption post-OLT have

been discussed in Chapter 4.

In contrast to recidivism, less is known about the true extent of recurrent

ALD, i.e. heavy drinking with appropriate histological abnormalities in the

allograft. Lee [39] examined a series of 29 liver biopsies from patients with

‘‘excessive’’ post-LT alcohol consumption and elevated liver test concentra-

tions [39]. Although 83% of biopsy specimens demonstrated steatosis, only

28% revealed fibrosis; 23% (six patients) progressed to cirrhosis. However, five

of the six patients with fibrosis had concurrent HCV infection, making it

difficult to be certain whether cirrhosis was solely the result of alcohol. Never-

theless, when these findings are combined with rates of recidivism the extent

of recurrent fibrotic ALD is probably less than 15%, a figure that is more

encouraging than some other transplant indications, e.g. autoimmune hepatitis

(AIH), primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) (see later).

Diagnosis

Diagnosis should not be difficult: sustained, heavy alcohol consumption and

manifestations of end-organ damage in the absence of other potential causes of

liver disease are required. However, it is important to bear in mind that histo-

logical abnormalities of ALD are not specific and that widespread steatosis,

associated lobular neutrophil inflammation, and centrilobular pericellular

fibrosismaybe a consequenceofnonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH)primarily,

rather than alcohol consumption (Chapter 22). A proportion of post-OLT candi-

dates are at increased risk of developing NASH by virtue of obesity, further

weight gain, type 2 diabetes mellitus, systemic hypertension, and other compli-

cations of immunosuppressive therapy, notably hyperlipidemia (Chapter 23).

Management

Abstinence is the key to success. If this can be achieved and maintained before

bridging fibrosis or cirrhosis become established then the outcome should be

favorable. However, once complications of portal hypertension have become

evident the outlook is guarded.

n AUTOIMMUNE LIVER DISEASE

Autoimmune Hepatitis

The first account of recurrent AIH was published in 1984 [40]. Further reports

have followed, not least during the last 5 years [41–51]. These studies are pri-

marily retrospective analyses of prospectively gathereddata fromsingle centers,

with between 5, and in one case at least 10 years of patient follow-up [50]. The
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reported prevalence of recurrent AIH varies considerably: some authors de-

scribed none or very few patients with compelling evidence of recurrent disease

[41,42], whereas others reported recurrence rates approaching 20% and above –

in two instances, 42%and41%, respectively [46,50]. Reasons for thesedifferences

are unclear but small studynumbers, limited periods of follow-up in some cases,

and whether liver biopsies were performed according to protocol or only be-

cause of liver test abnormalities are all likely to be contributing factors. More-

over, the degree of graft dysfunction that arises following the diagnosis of

recurrent AIH varies considerably from chronic hepatitis that can be controlled

with increased levels of immunosuppressive therapy [47], to cirrhosis resulting

in graft failure and the need for retransplantation, or death [46].

Factors that appear to be important in the development of recurrent AIH

include positive HLA-DR3 status among recipients [47], a finding that has not

been confirmed by other authors [45]. There is interest in whether mismatch of

graft and recipient HLA-DR3 status (negative and positive, respectively) might

contribute to disease recurrence, but this proposal has not been confirmed.

Second, the degree to which immunosuppressive therapy has been tapered

following OLT has been proposed as a contributing factor to the likelihood of

disease recurrence; however, at least one group has been able to wean patients

successfully from glucocorticoid therapy without compromise to graft or pa-

tient [52]. Although patients transplanted for AIH are at increased risk of

allograft rejection compared with patients undergoing OLT for other indica-

tions [51], the incidence of rejection does not appear to be linked to the rates of

recurrent AIH. Third, histological appearances of the explanted hepatectomy

specimen have been reported by one group to be an important predictor of

recurrent AIH, suggesting that in some patients certain histopathologic pat-

terns identify patients with AIH who may be unresponsive or less responsive

to immunosuppressive therapy [46].

De novo AIH is the development of clinical, serological, and histological

features consistent with AIH [53], but among patients who underwent OLT for

an indication other than AIH [54]. The first description of this phenomenon

was among seven children [55]. Very similar findings have been reported in

adult patients also: in one series, two patients had primary sclerosing cholan-

gitis (PSC) and another had PBC prior to OLT [56]. Detailed consideration of

the pathogenesis of de novo AIH is beyond the scope of this review, but

possible mechanisms include autoantigen release from injured tissue and

molecular mimicry, perhaps induced by an infectious agent [53,57].

Diagnosis

As with the other forms of autoimmune chronic liver disease (see later), estab-

lishing the diagnosis of recurrent AIHwith confidencemay be far from straight-

forward. First, increasing serum aminotransferase concentrations that follow
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dose reductions in immunosuppressive therapy may be a consequence of allo-

graft rejection, emergence of recurrent disease, or some component of both.

Second, circulating autoantibodies that are an integral component of the

pre-OLT diagnosis persist in many cases (Chapter 10), albeit the titers may be

less following OLT, and so cannot be relied upon as convincing evidence of

recurrent disease. Third, some histological abnormalities of acute allograft re-

jection may be similar to and difficult to differentiate from those of recurrent

AIH, e.g. mononuclear infiltrate of the portal tract with some disruption of the

interface.

The median time from OLT to diagnosis of recurrent AIH is variable also.

In at least one study, disease recurrence was evident in almost 50% of patients

within 1 year of OLT [48], whereas in others this period was closer to 5 years

[44,47,50]. In the only two studies in which protocol liver biopsies were

performed, 28% (2/7) [47] and 56% (4/7) [50] of patients, respectively, were

diagnosed with recurrent AIH in the absence of symptoms and/or elevated

serum aminotransferase concentrations. However, no obvious link between

protocol biopsies and earlier time to diagnosis of recurrent disease was ob-

served, and it remains to be determined whether alteration of immunosup-

pressive therapy in light of such findings is important.

Management

Treatment of both recurrent and de novo AIH comprises prednisone alone, or

in conjunction with azathioprine. In general, these agents would be added to

the existing immunosuppressive regimen, and a successful response viewed as

further indication of the correct diagnosis. The absence of a convincing re-

sponse to therapy demands that the original diagnosis be reconsidered [57].

Primary Biliary Cirrhosis

Debate about the veracity of recurrent PBC has been considerable since the

original report of three patients emerged more than 20 years ago [58,59]. At

present, a diagnosis of recurrent PBC appears to have little meaningful impact

on graft or patient survival, and of all the potential causes of primary disease

recurrence would seem to carry the most favorable outlook. However, since

long-term survival for patients undergoing OLT for PBC is as good, or better

than for any other indication [60], increasing numbers of patients may develop

recurrent disease, and in some cases, demonstrate significant progression

and decompensation thereof. The implications this would have for possible

retransplantation remain to be seen.

As with recurrent AIH (see earlier) reasons for uncertainty about the exist-

ence and extent of recurrent PBC include relatively small numbers of patients

studied, short periods of patient follow-up, and lack of protocol biopsies in
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many instances. Several studies have demonstrated histological abnormalities

consistent with recurrent PBC despite normal serum liver tests [61–63]. Further-

more, histological abnormalities may have a patchy distribution, as in the

pre-OLT disease phase [59]. Results of studies based on protocol liver biopsies

andwith longer periods of follow-up suggest that the rate of recurrent PBCmay

be as high as 18% at 5 years, and up to 30% at 10 years [63].

There is agreement that risk factors for development of recurrent disease

include recipient age (donor age, cold-, and warm-ischemia times may be

important also), increasing duration from the time of OLT, and immunosup-

pressive drugs to which patients have been exposed. Patients transplanted

under a tacrolimus rather than a cyclosporine-based regimen were more likely

to develop recurrent PBC and to do so at an earlier stage [64]. Prolonged

corticosteroid exposure after OLT may prevent or limit the emergence of

findings consistent with recurrent PBC [59].

Diagnosis

There is currently a consensus that the diagnosis of recurrent PBC may be

sustained in the presence of most or all of the following histological abnormal-

ities: portal triad mononuclear cell inflammatory infiltrate, nonsuppurative

bile duct injury, lymphoid aggregate formation, and epithelioid granulomata

[65]. Moreover, the patient must have a definite pre-OLT diagnosis of PBC, and

in most cases should demonstrate persistent circulating antimitochondrial

antibodies (AMA) [65]. The diagnosis of recurrent PBC cannot be based on

symptoms such as fatigue or pruritus, and/or the presence of cholestatic liver

test abnormalities. The latter may exist for other reasons, e.g. chronic allograft

rejection or biliary tract sepsis. Likewise, demonstration of circulating AMA

post-OLT without appropriate histological abnormalities is insufficient evi-

dence to confirm the diagnosis of recurrent PBC.

Management

There is no evidence that treatment of recurrent PBC with ursodeoxycholic

acid (UDCA) alters the disease course; however, anecdotal improvement in

liver test results may be achieved.

Primary Sclerosing Cholangitis

Single-center studies [66,67] have demonstrated allograft PSC recurrence rates

of up to 37%. In one large study, recurrent PSC was documented in 24 of 120

patients (20%) based on radiographic evidence of multiple, nonanastomotic,

and predominantly intrahepatic biliary strictures (22), or compatible histo-

logical abnormalities in those patients whose cholangiogram was normal (2)
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[66]. In the large control group (415 patients without PSC who had undergone

OLT) only one subject had histological findings suggestive of recurrent PSC

(fibrous cholangitis following a Roux-en-Y anastamosis). Although no risk

factors predictive of recurrent PSC were identified from this study, another

study demonstrated associations between male sex and the presence of an

intact colon prior to OLT, with recurrent PSC [67]. In a further study, patients

administered OKT3 for steroid-resistant acute cellular rejection had greater

likelihood of developing recurrent PSC. However, no link between primary

immunosuppressive therapy (CyA or Tac) and the risk of recurrent PSC was

established; and patients who could be weaned from corticosteroid therapy

within 3 months of OLT exhibited a trend toward less recurrent PSC [68].

Review of the UNOS database revealed that patient and graft survival rates for

subjects transplanted for PSC were significantly less good at 7 years and

beyond than for a cohort with PBC who underwent OLT during the same

period [69]. In addition, patients with PSC were significantly more likely to

undergo retransplantation than patients who had PBC. Being a database an-

alysis, the precise reasons for this are not clear, but it is reasonable to infer that

disease recurrence was applicable in a significant proportion of cases.

Diagnosis

Like AIH and PBC, recurrent PSC may be very difficult to establish with

certainty because laboratory, radiographic, and histological features upon

which the diagnosis is based pre-OLT may arise in the post-OLT setting for

wholly different reasons. Evidence of isolated anastomotic stricture formation,

hepatic artery stenosis or thrombosis, established chronic allograft rejection, or

ABO incompatibility between recipient and donor are circumstances in which

the diagnosis of recurrent PSC would be difficult to sustain [70].

The pretransplant diagnosis must be secure (careful assessment of the

explanted liver may be necessary); nonanastomotic intrahepatic and/or extra-

hepatic biliary strictures with beading and irregular narrowing should be

evident on cholangiography at least 90 days post-OLT; and liver histology

should reveal fibrous cholangitis, fibro-obliterative abnormalities, ductopenia,

biliary cirrhosis, or some combination thereof.

Management

There is no compelling evidence that UDCA affords any lasting benefit to

patients with recurrent PSC other than the hope of ameliorating pruritus

should it exist. Once recurrent disease is established it would seem reasonable

to restart periodic surveillance for cholangiocarcinoma (CCA) and hepatocel-

lular cancer: one patient with recurrent PSC confirmed 7 years after OLT

developed de novo CCA 2 years later [71]. Patients with coexisting inflamma-

tory bowel disease (IBD) who undergo OLT for PSC and whose colon remains
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intact have significantly greater risk of developing advanced colorectal cancer

(CRC) within 2–5 years of OLT [72]. Therefore, annual colonoscopy with

multiple biopsies, in conjunction with a low threshold for colectomy in cases

of dysplasia, is recommended. In contrast, no patient undergoing OLT for PSC,

who did not have IBD prior to OLT, developed CRC thereafter.

n MISCELLANEOUS LIVER DISEASES

Hepatocellular Carcinoma and Cholangiocarcinoma

Patients in the USAwith end-stage liver disease (ESLD) and known, rather than

incidental (i.e. tumor identifiedduring examination of the explanted liver),HCC

have enjoyed considerably greater access to OLT since February 2002 (Chapters

6 and 8). Therefore, it is conceivable that the rate of recurrent HCC may be

greater during the next few years compared with the rates of tumor recurrence

prior to introduction of the model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) scoring

system [73]. In the face of recurrent HCC levels, immunosuppressive therapy

should be reduced as far as is safely possible without precipitating allograft

rejection. Even with neoadjuvant chemotherapy, the prognosis is not good.

Until development of specific protocols for pre-OLT management of

patients with CCA in the setting of PSC by workers at the University of Neb-

raska and the Mayo Clinic, Minnesota, OLT was beset by the problem of

recurrent cancer, premature death, and the sense that a donor organ might

have been utilized better [74]. The prime function of these protocols is to weed

out patients in whom locally invasive primary disease or metastases preclude

OLT. As with recurrent HCC, reemergence of CCA in the post-OLT period

carries a dismal prognosis. Effective treatment strategies for recurrent disease

are lacking.

Nonalcoholic Steatohepatitis (NASH)

Several studies have demonstrated that nonalcoholic fatty liver disease

(NAFLD) recurs in the majority of patients following OLT. In one study 30

patients transplanted either for NASH or for cryptogenic cirrhosis (CC) with

phenotypic features of NASH had a recurrence rate of NAFLD (steatosis) of

100% at 5 years, compared with only 25% among control subjects (they had

PBC, PSC, or ALD) [75]. Three patients (10%) developed steatohepatitis, with

progression to fibrosis in one case, although increased rates of chronic rejec-

tion, graft failure, and/or mortality were not observed. The time to develop-

ment of steatosis correlated directly with the cumulative steroid dose to which

patients had been exposed. In another retrospective study of 71 patients who

were transplanted for CC, NASH recurred in eight patients and CC in four,

one of whom required retransplantation [76]. The 5-year cumulative incidence
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of graft failure was 7%. However, it is not known what proportion of patients

undergoing OLT in this study may have had CC for reasons other than

NAFLD. Recurrent NASH has been observed in a patient who underwent

living donor liver transplantation [77].

Given that the burden upon OLT from NASH appears set to increase

significantly during the next three decades it is safe to assume that the issue

of recurrent disease will become an important consideration [78]. If recurrent

steatosis is universal, not unlike HCV allograft reinfection and progression to

NASH occurs in at least 10–20% of patients, then demands on services and

donor organs will continue to outstrip supply.

Budd–Chiari Syndrome

Reports of recurrent Budd–Chiari syndrome (BCS) exist [79,80]. Lifelong antic-

oagulation with warfarin is recommended for most if not all patients following

OLT, even in circumstances where the underlying cause of, or associated

thrombotic disorder, has not been characterized completely. It may be the

case that instances of recurrent BCS were linked to insufficient anticoagulation

after OLT. However, in other cases, recurrent thrombosis developed in spite

of adequate anticoagulation, e.g. in the face of recurrence of the underlying

condition associated with BCS.

Hemochromatosis

Although overt clinical disease recurrence appears to be rare, accumulation of

iron stores has been demonstrated after successful OLT for hemochromatosis.

Therefore, it is reasonable to recommend that body iron stores be assessed

annually and to institute phlebotomy as indicated. The impact of donor organs

from patients who were heterozygous for the C282Y mutation on recipient is

discussed in Chapter 11.

n RETRANSPLANTATION

Given circumstances of very limited deceased donor organ availability in

contrast to the number of patients listed for OLT, this is a difficult issue. As

recurrent chronic HCV liver disease assumes greater significance with each

passing year, members of the liver transplant community must exercise even

greater responsibility toward appropriate organ allocation.

Our ability to make informed decisions regarding the utility (and appropri-

ateness) of retransplantation is hampered somewhat by a lack of robust out-

comes data. Analysis of the UNOS database has revealed similar survival rates

for patients retransplanted for chronic HCV liver disease compared with other

etiologies of cirrhosis, and for controlling for degree of illness at the time of
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retransplantation [81]. However, this database is unable to identify properly

specific reason(s) for retransplantation, and some critical clinical and laboratory

variables are missing. By contrast, two large single-center studies have reported

much poorer survival among patients undergoing retransplantation for chronic

HCV liver disease than for other indications [82,83].

Further analysis of the UNOS database, this time using graft and patient

half-lives as end points rather than graft and patient survival rates, found that

the median graft half-life for retransplantation taking all indications into

consideration was only 1.5 years. By contrast, the median graft half-life for

all first OLT was 12 years [84]. These data suggest that there may be no case to

answer for retransplantation given the disparity between numbers of patients

waiting and available deceased donor organs, with the possible exception of

patients who develop primary allograft nonfunction. Conversely, if patients

have very good functional status consideration of retransplantation may be

appropriate (Chapter 1). However, if functional status is good, the MELD score

may not especially high, thereby limiting priority. Therefore, adaptation of the

MELD scoring system for patients being considered for retransplantation may

be required. A retrospective, multicenter American study currently in progress

may be able to provide answers for some of these key questions.
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Infections in the
Transplant Recipient
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Barbara D. Alexander and
Kimberly Hanson

I
N F E C T I O N remains an important complication after solid organ

transplantation (SOT). Despite advances in immunosuppressive

regimens and surgical techniques, more than half of liver transplant recipients

present with an infectious disease in the early posttransplant period [1]. The

goal in the solid organ transplant recipient is to prevent infection and to

recognize its presence early when it occurs.

The risk of infection is related to the balance between the patients’ net state

of immunosuppression and their epidemiological exposures [2]. The patient’s

level of immunosuppression is influenced by several factors including under-

lying disease, metabolic conditions (diabetes, malnutrition), immunosuppres-

sive drugs, infection with immunomodulating viruses, and the presence of

devitalized tissues, foreign bodies, or fluid collections from the surgical pro-

cedure.

Immunosuppression increases the risk of tissue invasion, dissemination,

and superinfection once exposure to a potential pathogen occurs. Immunosup-

pression also blunts the typical inflammatory responses that clinicians and

patients have come to recognize as markers of infection, thereby resulting in

delayed therapeutic intervention. Epidemiological exposures encompass those

occurring in the hospital as well as recent and remote exposures in the com-

munity. The clinician must take a detailed history of potential exposure to a

variety of pathogens, realizing that the importance of environmental exposures

will vary based on each individual’s immune status. For example, bacterial

and fungal pathogens may be more prominent in the setting of significant

neutropenia while cytomegalovirus (CMV) and intracellular organisms may be

more important with impaired T cell function.
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n TIMING OF INFECTION

Similar immunosuppressive regimens are used in all forms of SOT, and pre-

dictable patterns of infection have emerged. Based on these patterns, a time-

table for infection in transplant recipients was developed by Fishman

and Rubin [2]. The timetable is organized into three segments: the first

month, 2–6 months, and more than 6 months posttransplant. The infections

commonly encountered in the first month are caused by the same nosocomial

pathogens that infect other postoperative patients with similar lengths of stay

in the intensive care unit (ICU). The majority of these infections are due to

bacterial and fungal agents. During the second to sixth months following

transplantation, patients are at risk for opportunistic pathogens, most notably

CMV and Pneumocystis jiroveci (formerly Pneumocystis carinii). Six months after

transplantation, the etiology of infection depends on the function of the graft

and the types of immunosuppressive regimens that have been employed.

More than 80% of patients will have good graft function and can be maintained

on minimal immunosuppressive regimens. Their infectious complications are

few and typically related to pulmonary exposures. Ten percent of recipients

will develop chronic viral infections and are at risk for developing late com-

plications from these infections (e.g. Epstein–Barr virus (EBV) and posttrans-

plant lymphoproliferative disorder (PTLD)). Another 10% of patients will be at

high risk for life-threatening infections with opportunistic pathogens owing to

their requirement for immunosuppressive antirejection therapy [2]. A time-

table for infections commonly seen after SOT, adapted from Fishman and

Rubin’s work, is shown in Fig. 25.1.

n INFECTION BY ORGAN

Blood

Several studies have shown that liver transplant recipients have a bacteremia

rate ranging from 19% to 28%. This is higher than rates seen in other types of

organ transplantation. The source of bloodstream infections in liver recipients

appears to have shifted over the past several years from those related to intra-

abdominal and/or wound infections to those associated with intravascular

lines. Improved surgical techniques have resulted in a declining incidence of

intra-abdominal infections at many transplant centers, and the organisms

isolated from blood have reflected this change. Currently, Gram-positive

cocci (e.g. Staphylococcus aureus, enterococci, and coagulase-negative staphylo-

cocci) cause 40–59% of all bacteremias in liver recipients. Diabetes mellitus,

creatinine greater than 2.0 mg/dL, prolonged ICU stay, and higher APACHE

II scores at the time of fever onset are significant predictors of bacteremia in

this population [3].
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Abdomen

Although a trend toward fewer intra-abdominal infections has been noted over

the past several years, infections occurring in the abdomen remain a significant

complication of liver transplantation. These infections are likely related to the

complexity of the surgical procedure as well as its performance in a potentially

contaminated environment. Breaches of bowel integrity and sacrifice of the

sphincter of Oddi during Roux-en-Y biliary anastomosis may facilitate the

reflux of enteric bacteria into the hepatobiliary system. Intrahepatic abscesses

may also result from technical problems involving the implanted allograft

such as hepatic artery thrombosis, biliary leak, or tear of the donor liver.

Extrahepatic abscesses and peritonitis are typically related to biliary anasto-

motic leaks or bowel perforation, while cholangitis may be associated with

biliary strictures.

An imaging study of the abdomen is often required to investigate the

possibility of intra-abdominal infection after liver transplant, and any sugges-

tion of biliary tract problems should lead to a cholangiogram. All fluid collec-

tions should be aspirated, examined for white blood cells, and evaluated with

appropriate microbiologic staining and culture. Enteric Gram-negative

Nosocomial
infections

Opportunistic,
relapsed, reactivation

of latent infection

Community-
acquired 

Transplant 

First month Months 2−6 After 6 months
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Fig. 25.1 Sequence of posttransplant infections.
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bacteria, enterococci, anaerobes, and Candida species are the most likely

pathogens involved in intra-abdominal infections.

Lung

Pneumonia is the second most common infection following liver transplant-

ation [4]. It is reported in 13–34% of liver transplant recipients and accounts for

16–49% of all major infections in these patients. Even in the era of effective

antimicrobial therapy, pneumonia is associated with a mortality rate up to 53%

following liver transplant [5]. New pulmonary infiltrates in a liver recipient

should be evaluated aggressively so that targeted antimicrobials can be util-

ized. Chest radiography is used to confirm the presence of pneumonia, but

interpretation of the findings may be hampered by the presence of right-sided

pleural effusion (infection in the pleural space is rare) or atelectasis immedi-

ately after surgery. In addition, the depressed inflammatory response of the

immunocompromised host may modify or delay the appearance of abnormal-

ities on chest X-ray (CXR). Chest computed tomogram (CT) should be consid-

ered when the CXR is negative or when the findings are subtle or nonspecific.

Chest CT can help to define the extent of the disease and delineate the optimal

diagnostic approach such as needle aspiration, bronchoscopy, or open lung

biopsy.

Pneumonia may occur at any time during the posttransplant period, and

the etiologic spectrum of pathogens is broad. Pneumonia occurring in the first

month posttransplant is typically nosocomial and associated with the need for

mechanical ventilation or intensive care. The most frequent cause of pneumo-

nia during this period is aerobic Gram-negative rods including enterobacter-

iaceae and Pseudomonas aeruginosa. S. aureus is becoming recognized as a cause

of hospital-acquired pneumonia in this population as well. Although pulmon-

ary infections occurring after discharge may be due to common community-

acquired pathogens such as Streptococcus pneumoniae, Hemophilus influenzae,

and respiratory viruses, liver transplant recipients are also at high risk for

infection with opportunistic pulmonary pathogens like Legionella, Nocardia,

and P. jiroveci.

Central Nervous System

The presentation of central nervous system (CNS) infection in transplant recipi-

ents can be very different than that in normal hosts. The anti-inflammatory

effects of immunosuppressive therapy may obscure signs of meningeal

inflammation associated with meningitis. The most reliable constellation of

symptoms suggestive of CNS infection includes unexplained fever and head-

ache, which necessitates a complete and urgent neurological assessment with

contrasted imaging of the head and lumbar puncture.
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The majority of focal CNS lesions in liver transplant recipients arising

within the first 30 days posttransplantation are the result of vascular events.

However, up to 18% of these patients will have an infectious process. In a

retrospective study by Selby et al., brain abscesses occurred in 0.63% of 2380

liver recipients and were associated with an overall mortality of 86%[6]. Those

abscesses occurring acutely posttransplant were more likely to be fungal in

origin while those manifesting long after transplantation, in otherwise healthy

graft recipients, were typically nonfungal (i.e. Nocardia or Toxoplasma) [6]-[7].

Meningitis and encephalitis are also important infectious complications

after SOT. The usual community-acquired bacterial and viral pathogens, in

addition to more unusual organisms such as Listeria, are causes of acute

meningitis. Subacute or chronic meningitis is more likely due to Cryptococcus

neoformans, Coccidioides immitus (in areas of high endemnicity), or Mycobacter-

ium tuberculosis. Encephalitis may be caused by a number of viral pathogens

including CMV, human herpesvirus (HHV-6), and such emerging pathogens

as West Nile virus. Finally, progressive dementia, with or without focal neuro-

logical deficits, may occur as a result of infection with various viral pathogens.

n SPECIFIC PATHOGENS

Bacteria

Bacteria are the most common cause of infection in liver transplant recipients,

with a reported incidence ranging from 35% to 70%. Prolonged duration of

surgery, large intraoperative transfusion requirements, additional immuno-

suppression, repeat abdominal surgery, use of Roux-en-Y rather than duct-

to-duct biliary anastomosis, prolonged ICU stay, and CMV infection are factors

associated with an increased risk of bacterial infection. Most bacterial infec-

tions occur in the first 8 weeks posttransplant and the infecting organism

depends, to some degree, on the type of antimicrobial prophylaxis given [8].

Patients who receive broad-spectrum antibiotics are susceptible to aerobic

Gram-negative infections and enteroccoci. Those who receive an oral antibiotic

regimen for small bowel decontamination prior to surgery are susceptible to

infections caused by Gram-positive organisms. Patients who receive any anti-

biotics, particularly b-lactam antibiotics or clindamycin, have increased risk for

developing Clostridium difficile colitis.

Legionella species

Legionella is now recognized as a major opportunistic pathogen in SOT recipi-

ents. At certain institutions, up to 38% of bacterial pneumonias in liver

recipients have been caused by Legionella species [9]. Legionella pneumophila
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serogroup 1 is estimated to cause 70% of reported human legionellosis. Legion-

ella micdadei is also a documented pathogen in the immunosuppressed

host [10]. Pneumonia is the predominant clinical syndrome and 25–50%

of cases will be accompanied by watery diarrhea. In addition, transplant

recipients seem to be at especially high risk for lung cavitation with this

organism.

Outbreaks of Legionella have resulted from contaminated hospital water.

As a result, some experts recommend routine culture of the water supply for

this organism in all centers caring for transplant patients [11]. Legionella are

fastidious organisms and do not grow on standard bacteriologic media. The

clinical microbiology laboratory must be notified when Legionella is suspected

so that special isolation media can be used. The Legionella urinary antigen test

is also a useful adjunct to culture. It has a sensitivity of 70–80% and specificity

of greater than 95% for the Legionella pneumophila serogroup [1].

Listeria monocytogenes

Listeria monocytogenes is a well-recognized cause of bacteremia and meningitis

in immunocompromised individuals. It has been reported in patients with

liver transplants [12,13], is life-threatening, and requires prompt diagnosis so

that treatment with high-dose ampicillin can be initiated. Infection with

Listeria typically occurs after the first month and is classically transmitted

through contaminated food such as milk products, meat, and uncooked

vegetables.

Nocardia Species

Another opportunistic bacterial pathogen in SOT recipients is Nocardia.

Nocardia species are ubiquitous environmental saprophytes that infect humans

either through direct inoculation or by inhalation of the organism. In one study

from the UK, nocardiosis arose in 3.7% of liver transplant recipients over a 3.5-

year period [14]. Pulmonary disease is the predominant clinical manifestation

with seeding of the CNS via hematogenous spread in up to a quarter of all

cases. Tropism for cerebral tissue has been confirmed experimentally and

should prompt imaging studies of the CNS when pulmonary infection is

diagnosed. Again, the laboratory should be notified when nocardiosis is sus-

pected so that cultures may be held longer and appropriate media used.

Sulfonamides, together with surgical drainage as clinically appropriate, are

the mainstays of therapy. Prolonged therapy and monitoring is required for

treatment in the nonimmunosuppressed host (6 months for pulmonary lesions

and 12 months in CNS lesions). In organ transplant recipients, some

experts recommend indefinite low-dose suppressive therapy after completion
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of the primary course of treatment [15]. Favorable therapeutic outcome may be

anticipated if the diagnosis is made early and appropriate anitimicrobial

therapy instituted.

n MYCOBACTERIA

Mycobacterium tuberculosis

Tuberculosis (TB) occurs in 0.9–2.3% of liver transplant recipients, depending

on the location of the center reporting. Reactivation of dormant disease is

thought to be the most frequent mode of acquisition; however, transmission

with the allograft, nosocomial spread, and community-acquired TB have also

been documented in liver transplant recipients. Disease with TB typically

occurs after the first month. During the first year posttransplant, TB is more

likely to be disseminated at the time of diagnosis in the solid organ recipient as

compared with the nonimmunocompromised host. In liver recipients, TB

commonly involves the hepatic allograft and is associated with an overall

mortality rate near 30% [16]. Treatment is complicated by the need to

use drugs, such as rifampin, that can accelerate the metabolism of immuno-

suppressive drugs and thereby place the patient at increased risk for rejection.

All patients should undergo careful screening for TB, with a skin test and a

CXR, with treatment for latent infection administered prior to transplant as

indicated.

Fungi

The incidence of invasive fungal infections (IFIs) in liver transplant recipients

is higher than that seen in most other types of solid organ transplants. The

incidence has been reported to be as high as 42% [17]. More recent analysis,

however, suggests that the overall rate of IFI is declining [18]. This shift may be

a result of changing transplant practices in conjunction with effective antifun-

gal prophylaxis targeting high-risk patients.

Specific risk factors predisposing liver recipients to fungal infection have

been identified. Retransplantation, large intraoperative transfusion require-

ments, preoperative creatinine greater than 2 mg/dL, preoperative bilirubin

greater than 10 mg/dL, choledochojejunostomy, and colonization by Candida

species within 3 days of transplant are factors associated with a high risk for IFI

[19–22]. CMV has also been shown to independently influence the risk for

IFI after liver transplantation. A prospective analysis of 146 liver transplant

recipients from four transplant centers in Boston demonstrated that 36% of

patients with CMV disease developed an IFI within the first year posttrans-

plant compared with 8% of those without CMV disease [23].
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Singh et al. [24] evaluated the incidence of IFI in 190 consecutive liver

transplant recipients over a 10-year period at a single institution. Infection

rates were correlated with the evolution of transplant practices and patient

characteristics. A statistically significant decrease in the duration of operation,

intraoperative transfusion requirements, cold-ischemic time, use of Roux-en-Y

biliary anastomosis, rate of biopsy-proven rejection, and retransplantation was

documented over successive years. In addition, a significant decline in the

Child–Pugh score at the time of transplantation was observed. The investiga-

tors found a significant decrease in invasive candidiasis, with an increase in

invasive aspergillosis, despite little change in immunosuppressive regimens,

no change in CMV infections, and no antifungal prophylaxis.

Candida and Aspergillus

Candida species remain the leading cause of fungal infection after liver trans-

plantation, accounting for 77–83% of all IFIs. Candida albicans is the most

frequently isolated species, followed by Candida glabrata and Candida tropicalis

[17]. The abdomen continues to be the most likely site of infection.

Aspergillus species now account for 15–20% of all IFIs. The lungs are the

most frequently involved site and dissemination to the brain may occur in

patients with pulmonary aspergillosis. Singh et al. compared the character-

istics of invasive Aspergillus (IA) infection among 26 liver recipients who

underwent transplantation between 1990 and 1995 with 20 patients trans-

planted between 1998 and 2001 [25]. Significantly later infection ($90 days

after transplant) was seen in the 1998–2001 cohort while the earlier group was

more likely to have dissemination and CNS involvement. In addition, the

mortality rate appeared higher in the early cohort as compared with the later

group (92% vs. 60%).

Cryptococcus, dematiaceous fungi, Zygomycetes, and the geographically

restricted endemic fungi are also important causes of IFIs after liver transplant-

ation. Scedosporium apiospermum, an asexual form of Pseudallescheria boydii, and

Scedosporium prolificans have also been increasingly recognized as significant

pathogens after transplant. Infection with these fungal pathogens tends to

occur later in the posttransplant period.

Anitfungal Therapeutics

The number of antifungal therapeutic agents has greatly expanded in recent

years. The three major classes of currently available drugs are the azoles, the

enchinocandins, and the polyenes. The azole class, including fluconazole,

itraconazole, ketoconazole, and the newer agents, voriconazole and posacona-

zole, are fungistatic drugs. Compared with fluconazole and itraconazole,
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voriconazole and posaconazole have a broadened spectrum of antifungal

activity including activity against most yeast as well as Aspergillus, Fusarium,

Scedosporium, and the dematiaceous fungi. Owing to its favorable therapeutic

index and in vivo activity, voriconazole has become the treatment of choice for

IA [26].

The echinocandins are cyclic hexapeptides that inhibit the biosynthesis

of 1,3-b-glucan. These compounds function as noncompetitive inhibitors of

1,3-b-D-glucan synthase, an enzyme involved in the production of glucan

polymers in the fungal cell wall [27,28]. The current generation of echinocan-

dins includes caspofungin and micafungin (Food and Drug Administration

(FDA)-approved in the USA) as well as, anidulafungin. These agents have

fungicidal activity against Candida species and are fungistatic against Aspergil-

lus species and P. jiroveci. The echinocandins have limited activity against C.

neoformans and no activity against the Zygomycetes.

Amphotericin B, a polyene antifungal, remains the drug of choice for

cryptococcal meningitis and zygomycoses. The polyenes are fungicidal

drugs; however, achieving effective serum concentrations of amphotericin B

is often limited by infusion-related side-effects and nephrotoxicity. The newer

lipid formulations of amphotericin B have an improved safety/tolerability

profile, and appear to be as effective as amphotericin B for the treatment of

IFIs [29].

Diagnostic Testing

Despite improved recognition of risk factors for IFI and the availability of

effective antifungal drugs, the mortality associated with invasive fungal dis-

ease remains high. This observation serves to highlight the need for aggressive

diagnostic workup and treatment. In May 2003, a novel serologic assay

designed to detect an antigen of Aspergillus was cleared by the FDA for

diagnostic use. The assay is a sandwich enzyme immunoassay (EIA) using

rat monoclonal antibody directed against the galactomannan epitope of Asper-

gillus fumigatus. The antibody reacts with several Aspergillus species as well as

with exoantigens from several other molds [30]. In studies leading to FDA

clearance, the galactomannan antigenemia EIA was shown to have a sensitivity

of 81% and a specificity of 89% for the diagnosis of IA [30].

The utility of the galactomannan assay after liver transplant has

been evaluated [31]. A study population comprising 154 liver transplant

recipients was monitored twice weekly during posttransplant and subsequent

hospitalizations. A total of 1594 serum samples were analyzed, and only one

case of IA was documented during the study period. The patient with probable

IA had a positive EIA result in three samples on initial testing, but not

on repeat analysis. A total of 20 patients without IA had 23 false-positive
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tests (13% of patients). Patients undergoing transplant for autoimmune liver

disease and those requiring dialysis were statistically more likely to have a

false-positive test. In addition, 7 of the 20 patients with a false-positive test

were receiving piperacillin–tazobactam (35% of patients). Even though a low

incidence of IA precluded meaningful assessment of the sensitivity of the

test for monitoring liver transplant recipients, it is clear that physicians must

be aware of the potential for false-positive test results. The galactomannan

antigenemia assay should not replace a careful microbiologic and clinical

evaluation.

Cryptococcus

C. neoformans is a cause of subacute meningitis and pneumonia in SOT recipi-

ents. Its portal of entry is the lung, where it can cause local disease prior to

dissemination. The clinical presentation can be subtle and often without CNS

manifestations. Cyclosporine A, tacrolimus, and sirolimus are known to pos-

sess activity against C. neoformans [32–35]. Husain et al. [36] recently observed

that SOT recipients who developed cryptococcosis while receiving tacrolimus

were statistically less likely to have CNS involvement compared with other

transplant recipients not receiving this drug [36].

The diagnosis of cryptococcal infection may be made through recovery of

the organism from clinical specimens or with the cryptococcal antigen test on

serum and/or spinal fluid. These tests are highly sensitive and specific for

disease. Treatment of cryptococcal meningitis includes induction therapy

with an amphotericin B product plus flucytosine followed by a switch to

fluconazole for a minimum of 10 weeks to complete therapy. Treatment re-

commendations have been extrapolated from the guidelines for human im-

munodeficiency virus (HIV)-negative patients set forth by the Infectious

Diseases Society of America [37].

Endemic Myscoses

Blastomyces dermatitidis, Coccidioides immitis, and Histoplasma capsulatum

are geographically restricted fungi that cause disease in liver recipients.

Three patterns of disease are observed with these organisms and include

progressive primary infection, reactivation of latent infection, and reinfection.

Systemic dissemination is common with all three pathogens. Clinical presen-

tation may include fever of unexplained origin, pneumonitis unresponsive

to antibiotics, or metastatic infection to skin, joints, bone, the genitourinary

tract, and/or the CNS. Treatment varies based on infecting agent and site of

infection.
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Dematiaceous Fungi

Dematiaceous fungi, those with melanin in their cell walls, are becoming

increasingly recognized as pathogens in the late posttransplant period. Aver-

age time to onset of infection with these organisms is 22 months. The majority

of infections involve skin, joint, or soft tissue. Several of the organisms (Clado-

phialophora bantiana and Dactylaria gallopava) are neurotropic and have a ten-

dency to cause CNS disease. The treatment of choice for these organisms is a

third-generation triazole, with surgical excision if possible [38].

Pneumocystis jiroveci

P. jiroveci, previously thought to be a protozoan, has been reclassified as a

fungus. Pneumocystis pneumonia (PCP) occurs during the second to sixth month

following transplantation and has been reported to occur in 3–10% of liver

recipients in the absence of prophylaxis. PCP usually presents with fever,

cough, shortness of breath, and hypoxemia. CXR findings may be subtle and

are characteristically interstitial and diffuse in nature. The treatment of choice

is high-dose trimethopirm/sulfamethoxazole (TMP/SMX) with or without

steroids, depending on the severity of the presenting illness.

n VIRUSES

Cytomegalovirus

CMV is the most common opportunistic pathogen following liver transplant-

ation. In one study, development of CMV disease was associated with an

almost fourfold increase in the relative risk for death within 1 year following

transplantation [39]. Three potential sources for CMV after liver transplant-

ation have been identified: the donated allograft, blood products transfused

from a seropositive donor, and reactivation of endogenous virus.

CMV is a herpesvirus that remains latent in cells of the myeloid lineage.

Tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) plays a key role in regulating the balance

between latency and reactivation of CMV. Any physiological stimulus for

TNF-a release has the potential to reactivate latent CMV. Unfortunately, trig-

gers for TNF-a release include factors that occur frequently in SOT recipients

such as: systemic infection, rejection, and therapy with antilymphocyte anti-

bodies. Additionally, the main host defense against CMV is cytotoxic T-cell

immunity, which is impaired in the transplant population [5].

Most CMV disease occurs between 1 and 4 months after transplantation.

Patients at highest risk for CMV disease are CMV seronegative recipients of

organs from seropositive donors and seropositive patients who require treat-

ment with antilymphocyte antibodies for rejection. Without prophylaxis,
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attack rates for symptomatic disease of up to 64% have been described. Clinical

manifestations range from a febrile viral syndrome (typically associated with

leukopenia) to tissue-invasive disease. The allograft is the most frequent site of

CMV-invasive disease and CMV hepatitis may occur in 4–25% of liver trans-

plant patients [5]. Other commonly involved organs include the lungs and the

gastrointestinal tract.

In the past, the diagnosis of CMV infection was typically accomplished by

rapid shell vial antigen detection or by culturing the organism from clinical

specimens. Care should be taken when interpreting culture results, as asymp-

tomatic shedding is known to occur. Correlation must be made with histo-

pathologic and immunohistochemical stains of tissue if possible. Newer, more

rapid methods for diagnosing CMV infection include detection of the pp65

antigen, the CMV DNA hybrid capture test, and polymerase chain reaction

(PCR) assays targeting CMV DNA. All of these methods have improved

sensitivity and specificity as compared with culture. The choice of the diag-

nostic assay employed is typically based on the needs and resources of each

individual transplant center.

Antiviral therapy with either intravenous (IV) or oral ganciclovir has been

proven effective for the prevention of CMV disease in SOT recipients, but no

consensus exists regarding the optimal treatment for CMV disease. Some basic

principles should be followed however. Initial therapy for disease should

include IV ganciclovir for 2–4 weeks, with clearance of viremia documented

prior to stopping therapy. This strategy helps to prevent disease relapse as well

as the development of ganciclovir resistance. Some experts add anti-CMV

hyperimmune globulin for the treatment of severe or relapsing disease while

others follow the IV course with 2–3 months of oral ganciclovir. Leukopenia is

a common side-effect of ganciclovir, and granulocyte colony-stimulating factor

(G-CSF) can be safely used as support [40]. The dose of ganciclovir should be

adjusted for renal function.

Epstein–Barr Virus

EBV is a herpesvirus that has been associated with the development of PTLD.

PTLD occurs in up to 2.7% of all liver recipients. As with CMV, infection with

EBV may be a result of exposure to the virus in the community or from the

receipt of an infected graft. Risk factors for PTLD are primary EBV infection

(patients seronegative for EBV pretransplant who develop infection posttrans-

plant), CMV disease, and treatment with antilymphocyte antibodies. Un-

checked viral replication can occur in the setting of defective cytotoxic

T-cell immunity, and EBV-infected B lymphocytes may undergo uncontrolled

expansion leading to lymphoproliferative disease. Not all PTLD is of B cell

origin however. Up to 2% of PTLD may be T-cell derived [41].
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PTLD usually occurs 6 or more months after transplantation and typically

involves the transplanted graft. Extranodal presentations with invasion of the

brain, bone marrow, gastrointestinal tract, or lung are seen as well. Mortality

rates range from 69% to 81%. Older age, longer interval to onset after trans-

plantation, and monoclonality of the lymphoma are associated with poor

outcomes [42]. Tissue biopsy with histologic classification is the mainstay of

diagnosis.

Treatment of PTLD remains controversial. Initial intervention should be a

reduction in immunosuppression, but there are no established guidelines

regarding ‘‘how much’’ to reduce or ‘‘how long’’ to maintain the reduction.

Additionally, the effectiveness of antiviral therapy (such as acyclovir) in

this setting has not been established. Chemotherapy, immunotherapy, radi-

ation, and surgical excision have also been used to treat PTLD. Clinical

trials comparing the various treatment regimens are just beginning. Future

strategies will likely involve PCR testing to detect replicating EBV in blood

as a marker of risk for developing PTLD. Such surveillance could allow

a targeted decrease in immunosuppression to help control expansion of pro-

liferating lymphocyte clones and, in theory, prevent the development of

PTLD [43].

Human Herpesvirus-6

HHV-6 is a recognized pathogen in transplant recipients, but the precise

epidemiological and clinical aspects of infection with this virus remain to be

resolved. The primary target of HHV-6 is the CD4þ lymphocyte, a character-

istic shared with HIV. Primary infection with HHV-6 is a significant risk factor

for CMV disease in liver transplant recipients. Similarly, CMV infection is

associated with concurrent HHV-6 antigenemia in liver transplant patients

[44]. The usual timing of infection is 2–4 weeks after transplantation. Bone

marrow suppression, pneumonitis, and encephalopathy are the most com-

monly reported clinical manifestations. Cell culture remains the gold standard

for the diagnosis. A shell vial assay, antigenemia assay, and PCR test are also

available and may expedite viral detection. The organism’s susceptibility pro-

file echoes that of CMV; it is resistant to acyclovir but sensitive to ganciclovir

and foscarnet [45,46].

Varicella–Zoster Virus

Varicella–zoster virus (VZV) reactivates as dermatomal zoster in 3–7% of liver

recipients. Reactivation occurs approximately 3 months after transplantation.

As with the other herpesviruses, use of antilymphocyte antibodies confers a

risk for VZV reactivation. Occasionally zoster, and in patients without prior
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infection or vaccination, primary varicella, can be disseminated and associated

with a high mortality. Acyclovir is the drug of choice for these infections.

Respiratory Viruses

The respiratory viruses include influenza A and B; respiratory syncytial virus

(RSV); parainfluenza 1, 2, and 3; and adenovirus. The clinical importance of

infection with these viruses in the SOT population is not well defined. How-

ever, immunosuppressed patients may have more severe infection and/or

have symptoms that persist longer than those occurring in normal hosts.

Infections with these agents are likely underreported given their wide range

of clinical manifestations and the poor availability of adequate diagnostic

laboratory tests. Similarities amongst the respiratory viruses include seasonal-

ity, person-to-person transmission, relatively short incubation periods, acqui-

sition in the community or nosocomially, and use of the respiratory tract as the

portal of entry and site of disease expression.

Although these pathogens often produce similar symptoms, the risk of

complications varies considerably by virus and transplant type [47]. Hierhol-

zer et al. performed a comprehensive review of over 300 cases of adenoviral

infection in immunocompromised patients [48]. The study revealed that 11%

of the transplant recipients evaluated became infected with adenoviruses, and

the infection frequently involved the organ system transplanted. The level of

immunosuppression, patient age, and serotype of the infecting virus were all

associated with mortality. Most of the adenovirus infections observed in renal

transplant patients were caused by subgenus B, and these infections had a

fatality rate of 17%. In comparison, subgenus C serotypes were more common

in liver recipients and had an overall fatality rate of 53%.

Direct antigen detection is the most rapid means for diagnosing res-

piratory viral infections. Antigen detection can be performed in a matter

of hours on clinical specimens with relatively good sensitivity and specifi-

city. In addition, these viruses often grow well in cell culture, and standard

culture should be a part of the routine laboratory evaluation for respiratory

viruses.

The mainstay of treatment for viral respiratory infection is supportive care.

Unfortunately, there are no well-defined treatment options for adenovirus

infections. Amantidine and rimantidine were the first licensed antiviral agents

for the treatment of influenza A in adults in the USA. The neuraminidase

inhibitors zanamavir (inhaled) and oseltamivir (oral) are now FDA-cleared

for the treatment of both influenza A and B. All of these agents must be started

within the first 48 hours of symptoms. Treatment benefit is typically a modest

decrease in the duration of symptoms. Possible benefits in the prevention of

complications or the treatment of influenza pneumonia are unproven, and
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trials in the transplant population have not been conducted. Nevertheless,

most authorities support the use of these agents in the treatment of compli-

cated influenza infection. Precaution should be taken when prescribing zana-

mivir to patients with underlying asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary

disease due to its risk of bronchospasm. Ribavirin, a synthetic nucleoside, is

approved (by aerosol delivery) for the treatment of RSV pneumonia and

bronchiolitis in hospitalized infants and children. Studies of ribavirin in the

transplant population have not been performed. In addition to being expen-

sive, administration of the drug requires special precaution owing to its tox-

icity in people wearing contacts or who are pregnant. Although ribavirin may

be used in severe cases of RSV pneumonia, routine use of this medication is not

recommended.

n PROTOZOA/PARASITES

Toxoplasma gondii

Toxoplasmosis, caused by the protozoan Toxoplasma gondii, is an important

disease in immunocompromised hosts. Although heart recipients have

the highest incidence of disease among SOT recipients, toxoplasmosis

has been described in recipients of liver transplants as well. The disease results

from transmission in an infected organ or due to reactivation of latent infection.

Clinical findings range from headaches associated with ring-enhancing lesions

in the brain to multiorgan failure from disseminated disease. A review

of the literature reported six cases of disseminated disease in liver recipients

with a mortality rate of 83% [49]. The disease occurred within the first

3 months after transplant and initial manifestations of dissemin-

ation were fever and pneumonia. Treatment of disease is with high-dose

TMP/SMX.

Strongyloides stercoralis

Strongyloidiasis is a potentially lethal nematode infection in transplant pa-

tients. One-third of infected individuals are asymptomatic, and patients may

not be aware of their colonization prior to transplant. The typical route of

infection is through skin contact with contaminated soil. Following immuno-

suppression, patients carrying the parasite may develop a hyperinfection

syndrome as the worms migrate from the intestine to the lung by way of the

blood. Severe abdominal pain, diffuse pulmonary infiltrates, ileus, shock,

meningitis, and sepsis with multiple Gram-negative rods may occur. Treat-

ment includes thiabendazole or albendazole. The mortality rate is high despite

therapy.
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Prevention/Prophylaxis

One double-strength TMP/SMX tablet taken once a day or three times a week

helps to prevent infection with PCP, Listeria monocytogenes, and T. gondii.

Prophylaxis should be continued for 6 months after transplantation or longer

in patients receiving continued heavy immunosuppression. Patients allergic to

sulfa-containing medications may be given dapsone or inhaled pentamidine as

alternatives for PCP prophylaxis.

Antifungal Prophylaxis

Studies evaluating the efficacy of fluconazole as prophylaxis during the peri-

transplant period have shown a decrease in the overall incidence of IFI from

23% to 5.6% [17]. Interestingly, two randomized controlled trials demonstrat-

ing the efficacy of prophylactic fluconazole did not document an increase in

azole-resistant Candida species compared with the control groups [50,51]. As

expected, fluconazole was not effective in preventing Candida krusei and

C. glabrata infection. Liposomal amphotericin B has also been shown to effect-

ively reduce candidal infection during the first months after liver transplant

[52], but no multicenter trials have been performed. Whether the preemptive

use of antifungal therapy improves overall clinical outcome remains to be

proven and additional clinical trials are required to delineate the optimal

prophylaxis against molds.

Antiviral Prophylaxis

Antiviral prophylaxis should begin with assessment of donor and recipient

CMV serostatus. Two therapeutic strategies have been evaluated for the pre-

vention of CMV disease after SOT. These strategies include universal prophy-

laxis, in which all patients at risk for CMV infection/disease receive antiviral

therapy, and preemptive therapy that is guided by the results of frequent

laboratory surveillance. In terms of CMV-related mortality, the two strategies

appear to be equivalent [53]. Most experts agree that patients at high risk for

CMV disease (donor seropositive and recipient seronegative) should receive

ganciclovir prophylaxis immediately posttransplant for up to 90 days. Patients

requiring treatment with antilymphocyte antibodies should receive ganciclovir

prophylaxis as well. Patients with an intermediate risk for CMV (seropositive

recipients) may do equally well with a preemptive approach. Patients at low

risk for CMV disease (seronegative donor and seronegative recipient) but with

positive serology for HSV can be prophylaxed with oral acyclovir [54].

The efficacy and safety of once-daily valganciclovir, a valine ester prodrug

of ganciclovir, was compared with oral ganciclovir for the prevention of CMV

disease in 364 high-risk SOT recipients [55]. In an intention-to-treat analysis,
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12% of valganciclovir recipients and 15.2% of ganciclovir recipients developed

CMV disease by the 6-month analysis. At 12 months, the incidence of CMV

disease in the valganciclovir and ganciclovir groups was 17.2% and 18.4%,

respectively. The differences between groups were not statistically significant,

and the study established the overall noninferiority of valganciclovir as com-

pared with oral ganciclovir. Time to onset of CMV disease and viremia was

delayed in the valganciclovir group, and a higher incidence of neutropenia

was noted. In subgroup analysis, a statistically significant interaction between

treatment and organ type was observed. The 6-month incidence of CMV

disease in liver recipients (n ¼ 118) receiving valganciclovir was 19% as com-

pared with 12% in the ganciclovir group. As a result, valganciclovir was not

approved by the FDA for prophylaxis in liver transplant recipients. Further

studies are needed to better understand whether the efficacy of valganciclovir

might be different than oral ganciclovir after liver transplantation.

Vaccination

Vaccination status should be reviewed and updated prior to transplantation.

Although vaccine immune responses may be less robust in transplant recipi-

ents, studies have demonstrated clinical benefit from incomplete responses. In

general, live vaccines should be avoided due to the risk of viral dissemination

in the transplanted population. Hepatitis A, hepatitis B, and varicella immune

status should be determined and vaccines administered as appropriate [56, 57].

Patients born before 1957 and those without written documentation of having

received the measles–mumps–rubella (MMR) vaccine should receive the MMR

vaccine. Pneumococcal vaccine should be administered pretransplant and

every 5 years thereafter. Yearly administration of the influenza vaccine is

recommended for all transplant recipients and a booster for tetanus toxoid

should be given every 5 years as well.
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Renal Function
Posttransplant
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Stephen R. Smith

W I T H B R O A D E N I N G of the inclusion criteria for liver transplantation,

the majority of liver transplant recipients have some impairment of

renal function prior to transplantation and most have clinically apparent

renal insufficiency at some time in the posttransplant period [1–3]. Among

those with renal impairment at the time of transplant are patients whose

renal failure comes from the same underlying process that caused the liver

disease (hepatitis B, hepatitis C, analgesic overdose, amyloidosis, auto-

immune disease), patients with underlying parenchymal renal disease from

diseases such as diabetes and hypertension, and other patients in whom

the functional renal impairment is caused by the liver failure itself and its

complications. The latter group may have manifestations ranging from

mild sodium retention to oliguric renal failure termed hepatorenal syndrome

(HRS).

For both prognostic and therapeutic reasons it is important to assess the

level of renal function in patients being considered for liver transplantation

and to determine if there is any reversible component. A general approach to

the patient with liver disease and renal insufficiency is presented below,

followed by discussion of specific causes of renal dysfunction in the posttrans-

plant period, including calcineurin inhibitor (cyclosporine and tacrolimus)

toxicity and virus-associated glomerulonephritis.

n MEASUREMENT OF RENAL FUNCTION

The most commonly used markers of glomerular filtration rate (GFR), blood

urea nitrogen (BUN) and serum creatinine, have limitations that should be

kept in mind, especially in the setting of liver transplantation.
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Because urea is generated by the liver from the metabolism of protein and

ammonia, both malnutrition and poor hepatic function may cause a ‘‘falsely’’

low BUN that can lead to an overestimation of GFR. Conversely, corticoster-

oids, bleeding (particularly in the gastrointestinal tract), and renal hypoperfu-

sion cause BUN levels higher than one would expect for a given level of GFR.

Furthermore, because urea is reabsorbed by the nephron (to a varying degree

dependent on urine flow), urea clearance underestimates GFR.

Creatinine is generated predominantly in the skeletal muscle. Thus,

patients with decreased muscle mass (most cirrhotic patients) may have a

misleadingly low serum creatinine. Furthermore, creatinine is both filtered

and secreted by the nephron, so that the clearance of creatinine is an overesti-

mate of GFR. In addition, a number of medications (including trimethoprim,

cimetidine, and cefazolin) inhibit the secretion of creatinine, so that when these

medications are used the serum creatinine may rise without any true change in

GFR. It should also be noted that the relationship between the serum creatinine

and GFR is not linear; at high levels of GFR, the serum creatinine is insensitive

to large changes in GFR, while at low levels of GFR, small changes in GFR

cause large changes in serum creatinine [4].

Despite these limitations, the endogenous creatinine clearance from a

timed urine collection or as calculated from the Cockcroft–Gault formula [5]

{(140�age)/Cr � (wt. in kg/72) (� 0.85 for females)} remains the most com-

mon measure of GFR. The accuracy of this calculation can be enhanced by

pretreatment with cimetidine to block the tubular secretion of creatinine. If a

timed urine collection is performed, the amount of creatinine excreted in 24 h

should be 12–25 mg/kg body weight as a crude test for completeness of the

collection. Because of the variability in the accuracy of timed collections per-

formed by outpatients, and the excellent correlation of the Cockcroft–Gault

calculation with timed creatinine clearance measurements under controlled

conditions, a timed collection may be necessary only for a baseline creatinine

clearance and to measure protein excretion. It can then be repeated only as

necessary to confirm abrupt or unexpected changes in the serum creatinine.

There are numerous other methods to estimate GFR from demographic and

laboratory variables such as the modification of diet in renal disease (MDRD)

and the modified MDRD formulas [6] and there are now online calculators that

provide a convenient way to estimate GFR (e.g. http://nephron.com/gi-bin/

MDRDSIdefault.cgi). However, in liver transplant recipients, even the best

performing equation, the six-variable MDRD equation, provides an estimate

that is within 30% of the actual GFR only two-thirds of the time [7].

Where available, the measurement of GFR using an exogenous substance

such as ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA), diethylenetriamine pentaace-

tic acid (DTPA), iothalamate, or iohexol is preferred. Like inulin, these sub-

stances are filtered, but neither secreted nor reabsorbed, and are easier to use
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than inulin [8]. The cost of the radiolabeled GFR markers and the precautions

needed in handling them make these tests expensive. Many nuclear medicine

departments now perform isotopic GFR measurements based on the decay of

the plasma level of an injected radiolabeled GFR marker over a few hours.

n GENERAL APPROACH TO ACUTE DECREASES IN RENAL FUNCTION

As in all patients with a decline in renal function, the initial efforts should

be directed toward eliminating urinary tract obstruction and poor renal per-

fusion as causes. Ultrasound examination of the kidneys is a highly sensitive

screen for obstruction of the collecting systems. Marked volume depletion and

retroperitoneal fibrosis can rarely lead to a false-negative ultrasound in pa-

tients with obstruction. Furthermore, not all dilated collecting systems are

obstructed. Congenital abnormalities are the most common cause of false-

positive ultrasounds. Nuclear medicine scans performed before and after the

administration of furosemide can often differentiate between a congenitally

dilated collecting system and an obstructed one. At the time of ultrasonogra-

phy, the renal vascular resistance can be assessed. Hepatorenal syndrome

(and to a lesser extent prerenal azotemia) is characterized by intense renal

vascular constriction measurable by Doppler techniques as high renal vascular

resistance.

The determination of the patient’s volume status can be particularly diffi-

cult in the setting of liver disease. In addition to orthostatic changes in blood

pressure and heart rate and inspection of the jugular venous contour, the spot

urine sodium concentration and urine to plasma ratio of creatinine can be

helpful in the differential diagnosis if diuretics have not been given recently

(see Table 26.1) [2]. In a patient taking diuretics, a fractional excretion of urea

([(urine urea nitrogen/BUN)/(urine creatinine/plasma creatinine)] �100) less

than 35% is a better indicator of reduced renal perfusion than indices based on

the urine sodium concentration [9]. Volume depletion, hypotension, low car-

Table 26.1 Differential Diagnosis of Renal Failure in Advanced Liver Disease (adapted from
Eckardt [2])

Prerenal
Azotemia

Acute Tubular
Necrosis

Hepatorenal
Syndrome

Primary
Nephropathy

Urine sodium <10 meq/L >30 mmol/L <10 mmol/L >30 mmol/L

Urine to plasma >30:1 <20:1 >30:1 <20:1

creatinine ratio

Proteinuria <100 mg <500 mg <500 mg Variable
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diac output, and sepsis are common causes of poor renal perfusion. In add-

ition, HRS and intravenous administration of contrast material are both asso-

ciated with renal vasoconstriction and avid sodium retention by the kidneys.

Renal artery stenosis should be considered in the presence of new or worsen-

ing hypertension associated with a decline in GFR. Magnetic resonance angi-

ography provides a sensitive, noninvasive, and nonnephrotoxic way to

diagnose renovascular disease. If there is uncertainty with regard to the pos-

sible presence of intravascular volume depletion, a therapeutic trial of 1.5 L of

isotonic saline intravenously should be considered.

Having ruled out pre- and postrenal causes of renal insufficiency, attention

can be turned to parenchymal renal disease. The evaluation should include a

urinalysis, and especially if qualitative proteinuria is present, a 24-h collection

of urine for protein and creatinine. Serologic studies for complement compon-

ents, antinuclear antibodies, hepatitis B surface antigen, hepatitis C antibody,

cryoglobulins, and rheumatoid factor may be indicated. In patients with a

history of glucose intolerance, formal ophthalmologic evaluation for diabetic

retinopathy may be useful. Renal biopsy is occasionally required for clarifica-

tion of the diagnosis and for renal prognosis.

n RENAL DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH VIRAL HEPATITIS

Both hepatitis B and hepatitis C have been associated with glomerular disease.

The data that hepatitis B virus (HBV) and hepatitis C virus (HCV) cause

glomerulonephritis in some patients are indirect, but compelling. The most

common clinical presentation in both cases is the nephrotic syndrome with a

slowly progressive decline in renal function [10,11]. The proteinuria remits

spontaneously in a minority of patients, but may also recur. The degree of

proteinuria appears to correlate with viremia as spontaneous remission of the

glomerulopathy is usually associated with clearance of viral antigens from the

blood. End-stage renal disease may result from the glomerulonephritis in-

duced by either hepatitis B or C.

The renal histology in HBV-associated renal disease is that of membranous

glomerulonephritis in most cases, but membranoproliferative glomerulone-

phritis, mesangial proliferative glomerulonephritis, focal segmental glomeru-

losclerosis, and minimal change disease have all been described. In addition, in

patients with HBV-associated polyarteritis nodosa, a variety of histologic

patterns have been documented. HBV antigens have been localized in the

glomeruli using immunofluorescent antibodies, electron microscopy, and mo-

lecular techniques. HBeAg has been consistently associated with capillary

basement membrane deposits (membranous form of glomerulopathy), while

HBsAG is more closely associated with deposits in the mesangium [10,12].
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Hepatitis C has been associated most closely with membranoproliferative

glomerulonephritis [13–15]. Many of the patients with chronic HCV and mem-

branoproliferative glomerulonephritis also have hypocomplementemia, cryo-

globulinemia (the cryoprecipitates contain HCV-RNA), and rheumatoid

factors (IgM antibodies directed against anti-HCV antibodies) [13–15]. Other

symptoms and signs of mixed cryoglobulinemia such as skin lesions, arthritis,

and neuropathy may not be present. Indeed, even the hepatitis associated with

the renal disease may be asymptomatic and the transaminases may be normal

[14]. A purely membranous glomerulonephritis has also been reported in

patients with HCV, and may have a different pathogenesis [16]. Whether the

natural history of virus-associated glomerulonephritis is different in trans-

planted patients taking immunosuppressive agents is not known, but these

entities do occur in transplanted patients [13].

Therapy in patients with glomerulonephritis associated with chronic viral

hepatitis should be aimed at clearing the viremia. Corticosteroids have not

been shown to be of benefit. For patients with hepatitis C, treatment with a-

interferon may result in clearance of the viral antigenemia and decrease in

proteinuria in some cases. Unfortunately, cessation of therapy is often associ-

ated with recurrent viremia and increased proteinuria [14]. Combination ther-

apy with a-interferon and ribavirin provides a sustained virological remission

in some patients [17]. However, ribavirin is contraindicated in patients with

kidney disease. Treatment with pegylated interferon a2b alone is successful in

clearing the virus in a minority of treated patients with kidney disease, but

is poorly tolerated [18]. Likewise, in patients with hepatitis B, lamivudine [19],

a-interferon, and hepatitis B immune globulin have been used to render

patients free of hepatitis B DNA. The optimal timing and combination of

agents for the treatment of viral hepatitis continues to evolve. It is clear that

it is much more difficult to achieve sustained virological remission in patients

being treated with immunosuppressant agents after transplantation.

Nonspecific therapy for the nephrotic syndrome should include diuretics,

and, if hyperkalemia can be managed, the use of an angiotensin-converting

enzyme inhibitor or angiotensin receptor blocker. Control of hyperlipidemia is

also important, but can be complicated by the presence of impaired liver

transplant function.

n RENAL DISEASE ASSOCIATED WITH POOR HEPATIC FUNCTION

Patients with poor hepatic function of any cause may develop parenchymal

renal disease manifested by nonnephrotic proteinuria, microscopic hematuria,

and reduced GFR. The most common histologic picture is a mesangiopathic

glomerulonephritis with deposition of IgM and often IgA, perhaps because of
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impaired clearance by the liver. It has not been proved that these immune

complexes are the cause of the renal disease.

Hepatorenal Syndrome

Patients with end-stage liver disease may exhibit a spectrum of functional

renal impairment from mild sodium retention and clinically unapparent re-

duction in GFR, to an oliguric state with severe intrarenal vasoconstriction,

avid sodium conservation, and very low GFR referred to as hepatorenal

syndrome [2]. HRS is a diagnosis of exclusion, requiring the absence of sepsis

and nephrotoxic agents, less than 500 mg/day of protein excretion, an ultra-

sound showing no evidence of obstruction or parenchymal renal disease, and a

lack of improvement with cessation of diuretic therapy and plasma volume

expansion [20]. If the syndrome persists, acute tubular necrosis may result.

Thus, the urine sodium concentration is less than 10 meq/L early in the

process, but as tubular ischemia occurs, the urine sodium rises, clouding the

diagnostic issue (see Table 26.1) [2,21]. The mechanisms underlying the devel-

opment of HRS, reviewed in detail elsewhere [22], have not been fully eluci-

dated but are likely in part on the basis of splanchnic vasodilatation as well as

abnormalities in autoregulation of renal blood flow due to changes in sympa-

thetic nervous system output, levels of endothelins, vasoconstrictor prosta-

glandins, the renin/angiotensin system, and nitric oxide metabolism.

Transjugular intrahepatic portosystemic shunt (TIPS) placement amelior-

ates the tendency toward sodium retention and improves GFR in the majority

of patients with HRS, in addition to lowering portal pressures [23]. The pro-

cedure has significant risks including precipitation of hepatic encephalopathy

and, in the patient with poor left ventricular function, pulmonary edema.

n SURVIVAL AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANTATION IN PATIENTS

WITH RENAL DISEASE

Retrospective studies indicate that patient survival after liver transplantation is

reduced in patients with HRS pretransplant versus patients without HRS, but

the majority have improvement in renal function after liver transplantation

[24]. HRS is thus not a contraindication to liver transplantation.

Although improvement in renal function often occurs in the first 6 weeks

after successful liver transplantation, approximately 7–10% of patients with

HRS develop end-stage renal disease in the posttransplant period.

Renal replacement therapy is required in the first month in approximately

10% of patients with renal insufficiency pretransplant versus 2% of those

with normal renal function prior to transplant [25]. Approximately 35% of

patients experience a permanent decline in GFR of 30mL=min=1:73m2 after
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transplantation, with the rate of decline maximal at 1 month posttransplant

[26]. Registry data indicate that the pretransplant level of renal function is also

predictive of graft and patient survival after transplantation. For instance, the

adjusted odds ratio for death within 30 days of transplantation is 1.5 for

patients with creatinine clearance 40–70 mL/min, 2.9 for creatinine clearance

20–40 mL/min. and 3.4 for creatinine clearance <20 mL/min, compared with

a reference group with creatinine clearance > 70 mL/min. With the adoption of

allocation of organs based on model for end-stage liver disease (MELD) score,

more patients with renal disease are likely to receive a liver transplant, and

lower than expected outcomes may be observed [27].

The indications for combined liver/kidney transplantation are continuing

to evolve. It is clear that patients with functional renal insufficiency including

those with HRS should not receive a simultaneous kidney transplant because

of the high likelihood of improvement in native renal function post liver

transplant. The combined procedure should probably be reserved for a subset

of those patients with end-stage renal disease due to genetic disease that can be

functionally cured by transplantation of a liver (e.g. primary oxalosis), and

those with end-stage liver disease and biopsy-proved parenchymal renal

disease.

Calcineurin Inhibitor Nephrotoxicity

Cyclosporine and tacrolimus are common causes of reduced GFR in liver

transplant recipients. The adverse renal effects of these drugs take several

forms [28–30]. Almost all patients taking cyclosporine or tacrolimus in thera-

peutic dosages experience a dose-related decrease in renal blood flow and

GFR. This reduction in GFR is largely due to renal vasoconstriction, with

both the afferent and the efferent arterioles affected. In its most extreme

form, there is tubular damage and a clinical picture of acute tubular necrosis,

perhaps on the basis of ischemia. Calcineurin inhibitors appear to be direct

proximal tubule toxins only at blood levels an order of magnitude higher than

therapeutic levels. The mechanism of the renal hemodynamic effects of calci-

neurin inhibitor toxicity involves increased production of thromboxane A2 and

perhaps endothelin, another potent vasoconstrictor. In addition, there is evi-

dence for contraction of mesangial cells, the specialized pericytes that modu-

late the glomerular capillary surface area [28].

These effects occur with acute infusion and persist with maintenance oral

dosing. They are completely reversible early on, but may play a role in some of

the chronic effects discussed below. Calcium channel blockers attenuate the

vasoconstriction caused by calcineurin inhibitors. Some of the calcium channel

blockers also slow the hepatic metabolism of these agents (nicardipine, diltia-

zem, verapamil), and are used in some centers to reduce the doses required to
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achieve the target trough blood level. Other agents of this class have little if any

effect on cyclosporine and tacrolimus metabolism (nifedipine, felodipine,

amlodipine).

Calcineurin inhibitors can also cause an acute form of nephrotoxicity

manifested by acute renal failure in the early posttransplant period. Renal

biopsy in these patients shows endothelial damage, formation of fibrin thrombi

in capillary loops (Fig. 26.1), eosinophilic material in the walls of arterioles and

small arteries, with patchy necrosis of smooth muscle cells (Fig. 26.2). This

lesion is histologically similar to that seen in malignant hypertension and

thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura. Indeed, thrombocytopenia sometimes

accompanies this syndrome in transplanted patients and responds to plasma-

pheresis and withdrawal of the calcineurin inhibitor [28]. Fortunately, this

form of nephrotoxicity is uncommon.

The most important adverse effect of calcineurin inhibitor is chronic

nephrotoxicity. This is manifested clinically by slowly deteriorating renal

function over months to years, usually without heavy proteinuria. Histologic

examination shows interstitial fibrosis, sometimes in a striped pattern

(Fig. 26.3), and tubular atrophy in the regions of fibrosis. Arteriolar walls

contain degenerative hyaline changes, although the glomeruli are initially

Fig. 26.1 Thrombotic angiopathy of cyclosporine toxicity. The arrowheads point to
fibrin thrombi in the capillary loops of a glomerulus from a patient with acute
cyclosporine toxicity. Bar indicates 100mm. (Photomicrograph courtesy of David
Howell, M.D., Ph.D.)
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well preserved [28–30]. The pathogenesis of this lesion has been reviewed

elsewhere [30].

It has become increasingly clear from the accumulated experience in solid

organ transplantation and from the use of low-dose cyclosporine in auto-

immune disease that although many patients can tolerate cyclosporine in a

dose of 3–5 mg/kg/day without progressive loss of GFR, there is a subgroup

of patients who develop chronic cyclosporine toxicity and eventual end-stage

renal disease with this treatment, even in the absence of blood levels above the

usual therapeutic range. Treatment includes decreasing the dose or discon-

tinuing the agent altogether if possible. Other agents such as fish oil, the

prostaglandin E1 analog misoprostol, and calcium channel blockers have not

been of demonstrated benefit in halting the progression of renal failure. When

unexplained progressive decrease in renal function occurs in a patient taking

cyclosporine, renal biopsy should be considered in order to identify the prob-

lem while it is early enough that an alternative immunosuppressive strategy

might halt the decrease in renal function. There are no data to suggest that

switching from one calcineurin inhibitor to another at equipotent doses will

result in less nephrotoxicity [31]. However, as trough tacrolimus levels correl-

ate more closely with the area under the curve of drug exposure than do

trough cyclosporine levels, it may be easier to avoid calcineurin inhibitor

Fig. 26.2 Cyclosporine-associated arteriolopathy. The arrowheads indicate a mark-
edly thickened arteriole in a patient with acute cyclosporine toxicity. G, glomerulus; A,
artery. Bar indicates 100mm. (Photomicrograph courtesy of David Howell, M.D.,
Ph.D.)
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toxicity using tacrolimus. If cyclosporine is used, the blood level drawn 2 h

post dose (C2 level) should be used to monitor therapy.

Several small studies have reported on switching from a calcineurin in-

hibitor to mycophenolate mofetil when renal function is worsening [32–36]. In

the aggregate it appears that calcineurin reduction or withdrawal after intro-

duction of mycophenolate has beneficial effects on the progression of renal

disease and blood pressure at the cost of a slightly increased risk of rejection.

Substitution of sirolimus for the calcineurin inhibitor has also been reported

with or without concomitant use of mycophenolate with favorable effect on

renal function in three series with small numbers of patients [36–38].

n DIALYSIS IN THE LIVER TRANSPLANT PATIENT

Dialytic therapy in the immediate postoperative period requires close attention

to hemodynamics and coagulation parameters. In the hypotensive patient, the

most appropriate means of renal replacement therapy is continuous venove-

nous hemofiltration dialysis (CVVHD), while conventional hemodialysis can

be used in the more stable patient. In the liver transplant patient with impaired

hepatic clearance and renal failure, attention should be paid to the route of

excretion of all pharmacologic agents given and doses adjusted accordingly.

Fig. 26.3 Chronic cyclosporine toxicity. A stripe of interstitial fibrosis is shown by
the arrowheads in a patient with chronic cyclosporine toxicity. Bar indicates 100mm.
(Photomicrograph courtesy of David Howell, M.D., Ph.D.)
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Cyclosporine, tacrolimus, prednisone, and mycophenolate mofetil are not

removed by hemodialysis to any significant extent, while methylprednisolone

and azathioprine (and its active metabolite mercaptopurine) are cleared par-

tially during dialysis. Most angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors are

dialyzable, with benazepril and quinapril being exceptions. Calcium chan-

nel blockers are generally not cleared by hemodialysis, while many of the

beta-blockers are (atenolol, acebutalol, metoprolol, nadalol, sotalol). Because

atenolol is primarily cleared by the kidneys, the dose to achieve a desired effect

is much lower in patients with poor renal function. Metoprolol on the other

hand is primarily metabolized by the liver. Metabolites of verapamil with

atrioventricular (AV) node-blocking properties, but little antihypertensive ef-

fect can accumulate in patients on hemodialysis. This agent is thus best

avoided in end-stage renal disease.
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Cutaneous Diseases
in the Transplant
Recipient
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Sarah A. Myers and
Juan-Carlos Martinez

C
U T A N E O U S D I S E A S E is a significant cause of morbidity in organ trans-

plant recipients (OTRs). Due to chronic posttransplant immunosuppres-

sion, this population is at increased risk for inflammatory cutaneous

conditions, cutaneous and systemic infections, lymphoproliferative disease,

and cutaneous malignancy. Routine dermatologic follow-up is important in

the management of both acute and chronic skin problems associated with the

long-term immunosuppression of transplantation.

n INFLAMMATORY CONDITIONS

Hepatitis C Virus-Associated Mixed Cryoglobulinemia

Hepatitis C virus (HCV)-related cirrhosis is a major cause of liver failure

leading to transplantation. Unfortunately, HCV almost uniformly recurs after

transplantation. Accordingly, several HCV-related cutaneous conditions can

be seen in this cohort of liver transplant recipients. These include porphyria

cutanea tarda (PCT), lichen planus (LP), and, most importantly, HCV-associated

mixed cryoglobulinemia (MC), which can lead to systemic vasculitis. In recent

studies, MC has been documented in up to 20–30% of HCV-positive liver

transplant patients [1,2]. Cutaneous lesions consist primarily of nonblanching

palpable purpura, which can be either acrally or diffuse distributed. Its recog-

nition should prompt evaluation of a liver transplant patient’s HCV status and

treatment with antiviral therapy if indicated.

Graft-versus-Host Disease

Although rarely seen after solid organ transplantation, graft-versus-host dis-

ease (GVHD) has been reported in liver transplant patients. Extracutaneous
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manifestations such as fever, elevated transaminases, and bile duct injury

leading to cholestasis are more common, but cutaneous manifestations have

been reported in liver transplant patients. Often, these cutaneous lesions are

the presenting sign of GVHD [3,4]. Both acute and chronic forms can be seen

and have very different cutaneous presentations.

Acute GVHD usually develops in the third week following transplantation

and manifests as burning or pruritic erythematous papules and macules that

may coalesce into a more diffuse morbilliform eruption. In severe cases, bullae

or generalized erythroderma can occur. Acute GVHD must be considered in

patients presenting with fever, skin rash, gastrointestinal (GI) symptoms, and

panyctopenia following solid organ transplantation. Diagnosis of acute GVHD

is suggested by histological findings on biopsy. This can be confirmed by the

presence of donor lymphocytes in the affected tissues. Because profound

immunosuppression is the treatment of GVHD, the mortality rate due to

infection is high.

Chronic cutaneous GVHD has been described but is exceedingly rare in

liver transplant patients. It can present as lichenoid or sclerodermoid types.

Lichenoid GVHD resembles LP and can present as pruritic purple papules. It

differs from classic LP in that it initially often involves the palms and soles,

then generalizes. Individual lesions of lichenoid GVHD may be less angular

and geometric than the polygonal papules seen in classic LP. Sclerodermoid

GVHD presents as indolent sclerotic, indurated plaques on the trunk and

extremities of affected individuals. Chronic GVHD is most often treated with

the lowest effective dose of systemic steroids.

n INFECTIONS

There are two primary factors that determine the risk of infection in OTRs. The

first is the overall degree of immunosuppression, including potency and dur-

ation, and the other is the amount of exposure to potential pathogenic organ-

isms. Specific, consistent, and recognizable patterns of postoperative and

opportunistic infections arise in transplant recipients because the immunosup-

presive regimens are fairly similar in all forms of solid organ transplantation [5].

The vast majority of infections occurring in the first month after transplant-

ation are caused by the same pathogens that afflict immunocompetent surgical

patients, namely, nosocomial bacteria and Candida. After the first month, the

immunomodulating viruses – cytomegalovirus (CMV), Epstein–Barr virus

(EBV), other human herpesviruses, hepatitis B virus (HBV), and HCV – as

well as other infections become more problematic. In particular, infection by

opportunistic pathogens such as Pneumocystis carinii, Aspergillus, and Listeria

monocytogenesmay occur.More than 6months after transplantation, infections

can develop from conventional or community-acquired pathogens, chronic
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viruses including human papillomaviruses (HPV), or opportunistic organisms

such as Pneumocystis and endemic fungi [5,6] (see Chapter 25).

Cutaneous lesions may be important and early manifestations of systemic

infection in OTRs [7]. Table 27.1 lists opportunistic and primary pathogens that

can lead to disseminated disease. Unfortunately, the majority of these infec-

tions do not cause specific skin lesions, and skin biopsy specimens in this

setting must be processed with both special stains and various culturing

techniques to evaluate all the possible culprits.

n BACTERIAL INFECTIONS

The majority of cutaneous bacterial infections in OTRs, as in the general

population, are due to Staphylococcus aureus and Streptococcus pyogenes. Super-

ficial bacterial infections, folliculitis, abscesses, furuncles, wound infections,

cellulitis, and bacteremia with septic skin emboli all occur with increased

frequency. Ecthyma gangrenosum due to Pseudomonas aeruginosa is also a

potential complication in OTRs. Ecthyma patients develop tense, grouped

vesicles surrounded by pink or violaceous halos. The lesions secondarily

ulcerate and develop necrotic black eschars.

Skin infections due to opportunistic organisms such as Nocardia and

mycobacteria also have been reported in transplant patients. Nocardiosis

may present as subcutaneous nodules at sites of primary inoculation, though

these are more commonly due to hematogenous dissemination from a pul-

monary focus. Mycobacterial infection, caused by both Mycobacterium tubercu-

losis and atypical mycobacterial organisms, occurs with increased incidence in

transplant patients. Cutaneous lesions are present in approximately 10% of

patients with disseminated Mycobacterium tuberculosis.

Atypical mycobacterial infection may present as erythematous, indurated,

and sometimes fluctuant nodules, papules, or vesicles, usually on the extrem-

ities. Atypical mycobacterium known to cause infection in immunosuppressed

patients includes Mycobacterium kansasii, Mycobacterium haemophilum, Mycobac-

terium fortuitum, Mycobacterium chelonei, Mycobacterium marimun, and Mycobac-

terium scrofulaceum.

All the preceding infections are diagnosed based on tissue gram stain or

acid-fast stain and tissue culture.

n FUNGAL INFECTIONS

Superficial Mycosis

Superficial fungal infections, including dermatophytosis, tinea versicolor,

Malassezia furfur folliculitis, and widespread cutaneous candidiasis, are com-
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Table 27.1 Processing of Skin Specimens to Establish Cause of Infection

I. Laboratory identification of causative infectious agents from skin specimens (biopsy, curettage,

wound drainage)

A. Direct preparations for microscopic examination

1. Wet mount for fungal elements

a. KOH

b. Saline solution

c. India ink

2. Stained smears

a. Gram stain

b. Acid-fast stain

B. Organisms

1. Actinomycetes: delicate filaments <1mm; with or without granules (Nocardia Actino-

myces)

2. Spherules: thick-walled cells with endospores (Coccidioides immitis)

3. Zygomycetes: Aseptate hyphae; 10---15mm (Rhizopus, Mucor)

4. Septate hyphae: 2:5---4mm (Aspergillus fumigatus, Pseudallescheria boydii)

5. Pseudohyphae: hyphae with indentations at septa (Candida)

6. Yeasts

a. Small: 1---3mm (Histoplasma capsulatum)

b. Medium: 2---5mm (Candida albicans)

c. Large

1) 8---20mm (Blastomyces dermatitidis)

2) 8---40mm (Paracoccidioides brasiliensis)

3) 5---30mm (Cryptococcus neoformans)

II. Isolation of causative agents: cultures of skin specimens for laboratory examination

A. Aerobic and anaerobic bacteria

1. Thioglycollate broth

2. Sheep blood agar

B. Atypical mycobacteria (25–378C)

1. Löwenstein–Jensen culture medium

2. Middlebrook 7H10 agar

C. Fungal

1. Sabouraud’s dextrose agar

2. Mycosel agar (Becton–Dickinson)

D. Viral: obtain appropriate holding media (e.g. sterile veal heart infusion broth)
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mon in OTRs. Dermatophyte infection may present as widespread or refrac-

tory to treatment of epidermal scaly patches with an annular border or deeper

dermal involvement such as dermal nodules or Majocchi’s granuloma (gran-

ulomatous folliculitis). Although dermatophytes typically do not invade living

tissue, disseminated dermatophyte infection with spread to viscera may occur

as a result of immunosuppressive drug therapy [8,9].

Deep Mycosis

Systemic fungal infections are fairly common in OTRs and are frequently

fatal [10]. The most common deep fungal infections are caused by the Candida

and Aspergillus species, but rarer organisms, previously considered to be

‘‘contaminants’’ or saprophytes, are increasingly pathogenic in immuno-

compromised patients. Cutaneous involvement suggests hematogenous

spread and disseminated infection but can rarely represent sites of primary

inoculation.

Disseminated candidiasis is particularly common in liver transplant pa-

tients; 62–91% of fungal infections are attributed to Candida species in this

patient population [11]. It is often fatal and can be difficult to diagnose as blood

cultures are positive for Candida organisms in only 25% of cases [12]. Skin

lesions are present in 10–15% of patients and can be extremely helpful in

establishing the diagnosis. The cutaneous lesions include erythematous

macules that become purpuric; pustular papules; nodules with pale centers;

and subcutaneous nodules. Histologic examination of tissue reveals aggregates

of hyphae and spores within the dermis or at the site of vascular damage.

Culture of a cutaneous lesion is positive in 60% of cases.

Aspergillosis is a common systemic mycosis but skin lesions associated

with disseminated disease occur in only 10% of patients. Lesions are multiple

scattered papules or hemorrhagic vesicles or bullae that rapidly progress into

necrotic ulcers covered by a heavy black eschar. Primary cutaneous aspergil-

losis has also been described in immunosuppressed patients as a single or

multiple painful erythematous indurated plaques usually at sites of occlusion

of intravenous access [13]. Histologic examination of skin biopsies from both

forms of cutaneous aspergillosis reveals an absence of spores and numerous

septate hyphae with acute angle branching in the dermis.

The importance of non-Aspergillus hyalohyphomycotic fungi has been

increasing in recent years. These organisms are much more likely than Asper-

gillus to lead to disseminated infections and infection has a poor prognosis.

Both localized and disseminated Fusarium infection can occur. Disseminated

Fusarium infection occurs almost exclusively in immunocompromised indi-

viduals, particularly in neutropenic patients [14]. Lesions usually present as
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multiple painful red macules and papules, often with some central necrosis.

Paecilomyces organisms have been reported to cause primary cutaneous

mycosis (usually a focal nodule or cellulitic plaque) and are emerging as a

significant pathogen in the immunosuppressed population. Pseudallescheria is

a soil fungus that has been reported to cause disseminated disease in immuno-

compromised patients as well.

Zygomycosis organisms are common opportunistic pathogens that

infect immunosuppressed patients. Rhizopus is the most common pathogen,

followed by Basidiobolus, Mucor, Cunninghamella, Saksenaea, and Absidia.

There are different clinical forms of Zygomycete infection including rhinocer-

ebral, pulmonary, GI, cutaneous, central nervous system (CNS), and renal

disease. Cutaneous disease often begins with plaque-like or pustular lesions

that progress to black necrotic plaques and ulcers. The histopathologic hall-

marks are invasion of blood vessel walls by broad, nonseptate hyphae, with

branching at right angles, thrombus formation, and infarction of surrounding

tissue. Disseminated disease occurs in severely immunocompromised patients

with mortality rates of nearly 100% in some studies [15].

The dematiaceous fungi have brown hyphae and pseudohyphae and

yeast-like cells in tissue; they produce dark colonies on culture. Alternaria,

Curvularia, Phialophora, and Scytalidium species all can produce soft tissue

infection. These organisms are becoming more frequent pathogens in immuno-

compromised hosts. Cutaneous lesions from primary inoculation are charac-

terized by pigmented firm nodules and papules that evolve into ulcerated

plaques [16]. Skin lesions can also be seen in disseminated disease and al-

though dissemination is very rare, mortality rates approach 80%.

Cryptococcus neoformans is a relatively common pathogen in immunocom-

promised patients. While primary cutaneous cryptococcosis can occur in trans-

plant patients, involvement of the skin in cryptococcosis is usually indicative

of disseminated disease. Approximately 15% of patients with disseminated

cryptococcosis have cutaneous involvement presenting as papules, molluscum

contagiosum-like lesions, nodules, plaques, tumors, abscesses, and occasion-

ally lesions that resemble bacterial cellulitis. Biopsy of involved skin reveals

encapsulated spores.

Dimorphic fungi constitute a significant risk for disseminated infections in

immunocompromised patients and include histoplasmosis, coccidioidomyco-

sis, blastomycosis, and sporotrichosis. Transplant patients may develop di-

morphic infections from three possible sources: reactivation of prior infection,

the organ itself (also reactivation), or as a newly acquired infection. As with

cryptococcosis, cutaneous lesions are variable. Organisms are often apparent

on skin biopsy and their identification can aid in early initiation of antifungal

therapy.
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n VIRAL INFECTIONS

Viral infections of the skin are common in immunocompromised hosts. Reacti-

vation of latent viral infections caused by herpes simplex, varicella–zoster, and

CMV is a frequent and troublesome problem in OTRs.

Herpes Simplex Virus

Herpes simplex infection occurs most commonly during the first 3 weeks after

transplantation. Most infections represent reactivation of latent infection, al-

though there have been several case reports of herpes simplex virus (HSV)

transmission through transplantation. Typical mucocutaneous lesions are

grouped vesicles on an erythematous base. Systemic disease with scattered

cutaneous lesions may also occur. The diagnosis can be made by demonstra-

tion of multinucleated giant cells on a Tzanck preparation, although this does

not distinguish between HSV and varicella–zoster virus (VZV) infections,

and/or by culture, polymerase chain reaction (PCR), or direct immunofluor-

escence. Treatment with acyclovir or its derivatives results in healing of

lesions. Prolonged courses may be required for complete healing in the

immunosuppressed host.

Varicella–Zoster Virus

Herpes zoster is common in transplant recipients. Clinical disease is charac-

terized by unilateral grouped vesicles on an erythematous base localized to

one or few dermatomes. As with herpes simplex infection, varicella–zoster

infections may be associated with prolonged viral shedding, a decreased heal-

ing time, and an increased incidence of viral dissemination in the immuno-

compromised patient. Postherpetic neuralgia also occurs at an increased

incidence. Manifestations of herpes zoster may be prolonged for up to several

months in immunosuppressed patients, and the disease has been found to

clear after immune suppressants are decreased. Acyclovir is the treatment of

choice.

Cytomegalovirus

CMV is one of the most common opportunistic infections in transplant recipi-

ents. CMV infection may represent new infection introduced by the donor

organ or the reactivation of prior infection in the recipient. Cutaneous involve-

ment is present in 10–20% of patients with systemic CMV infection and is a

sign of poor prognosis [17]. Ulcerations on the perianal and rectal mucosa and

the buttocks and thighs may occur. Other skin lesions include morbilliform

eruptions, indurated hyperpigmented nodules or plaques, vesiculobullous
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eruptions, and petechial and purpuric eruptions indicative of a vasculitis.

Localized CMV disease can occur in wounds or other sites of trauma without

systemic involvement. Skin lesions in both primary and disseminated disease

are characterized by the presence of large intranuclear inclusions with a

surrounding halo in endothelial cells. Ganciclovir is effective for the treatment

of CMV infections.

Epstein–Barr Virus

Epstein–Barr virus has been implicated in posttransplant lymphoproliferative

disorder (see later) [18]. This disorder is usually a B cell lymphoproliferative

process ranging in severity from a benign polyclonal process that wanes when

immunosuppressive therapy is decreased to a highly malignant monoclonal

lymphoma that is resistant to all forms of treatment.

Molluscum Contagiosum

Molluscum contagiosum is a DNA-containing pox virus that appears com-

monly on the face or genital areas as umbilicated skin-colored to erythematous

papules. These lesions have been observed in large numbers in patients after

transplantation. Because lesions resembling molluscum occur in patients with

cryptococcal (and some of the dimorphic fungal) infections, a skin biopsy is

recommended when the diagnosis is uncertain.

Human Papillomavirus

There is an increased incidence of common warts in OTRs, and the prevalence

increases with duration of immunosuppression. These warts are frequently

multiple and may be recalcitrant to treatment. In addition, common verrucae

or condyloma acuminata may present as scaly, verrucous, keratotic papules or

fleshy, pedunculated papules and may be difficult to distinguish from squa-

mous cell carcinoma (SCC) in transplant patients. The threshold for biopsy in

these patients should be low, and aggressive treatment is important, as verru-

cae in OTRs have an increased rate of malignant degeneration when compared

with the general population. Treatment for verrucae includes topical therap-

ies such as imiquimod 5% cream, topical 5-FU, or locally destructive methods

such as curettage, laser, surgical removal, and/or cryotherapy. In addition,

regular gynecologic and rectal/anal examination is especially important

in the transplant population due to the association of certain HPV types

(HPV-16, -18, -31, and -33) with cervical dysplasia, cervical carcinoma, and

SCC of the anus.
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Kaposi’s Sarcoma

Like other variants of Kaposi’s Sarcoma, transplant assaciated KS is cansed by

human he, pesvilus 8 (HHV-8). The risk of Kaposi’s sarcoma (KS) is greatly

increased in transplant recipients compared with a control population of the

same ethnic origin [19–21]. Although it may develop as early as 6 months after

transplantation, KS appears an average of 21 months after transplantation and

is directly related to the amount of immunosuppression. Presumably, because

liver transplant recipients require relatively less immunosuppression than

other OTRs, the incidence of KS in the former population is significantly lower.

Cutaneous manifestations include violaceous plaques or nodules on the

skin and mucous membranes. If present, these findings provide an opportun-

ity for early diagnosis. Patients who do not develop skin lesions and have

isolated visceral disease often go undiagnosed and untreated, leading to a

much higher mortality rate. Internal KS should be suspected in patients with

allograft dysfunction of unknown etiology, pleural effusions, or recalcitrant

ascites [22]. KS in liver transplant recipients is not as aggressive as in the

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infected population, and partial or

complete remission has been reported with lowering of immunosuppressive

medications.

Posttransplantation Lymphoproliferative Disorder

There is a well-established correlation between immunosuppression and lym-

phoproliferative disorders. This group of diseases ranges in spectrum from

mild polyclonal proliferations and infectious mononucleosis-like symptoms

to life-threatening lymphomas. The incidence of posttransplantation lympho-

proliferative disorder (PTLD) in OTRs is approximately 2% and associated

mortality can range from 50% to 80% [18]. Usually, PTLDs are EBV-induced B

cell proliferations, although EBV-negative PTLD has been described. Identified

risk factors for development of PTLD include type and amount of immunosup-

pressive medications, younger age at time of transplant, and primary EBV

infection after transplantation [23]. Type of organ transplanted has been linked

to incidence as well; renal and liver transplant patients have a relatively lower

risk compared with heart, lung, and bone marrow transplant recipients [24].

PTLD most often presents nodally or extranodally in the GI tract, CNS,

lungs, and transplanted allograft. PTLD confined to the skin, although quite

rare, has been described. These patients have been reported to present with

subcutaneous nodules on the trunk and extremities, erythematous plaques on

the face, and reticulate erythematous plaques on the thighs [23,25]. These

respond to treatment more favorably than do PTLDs with extracutaneous

involvement. It is unknown whether this more favorable outcome pertains to
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the specific biology of the process or to earlier diagnosis because of cutaneous,

and therefore easily visible, manifestations.

Treatment of PTLD usually consists of reductions in immunosuppression,

which can lead to cure rates of 25–50%. Few alternatives exist beyond this,

although new treatments, including antiviral agents, passive antibody therapy,

surgical resection, local irradiation, anti-B cellmonoclonal antibody therapy, and

interferon-alpha, are being investigated [26].

n CUTANEOUS MALIGNANCY

Background

Data pertaining specifically to skin cancer in liver transplant recipients are

lacking. However OTRs have a well-documented, increased risk for develop-

ment of cutaneous malignancy [27–30]. In addition, the skin cancers that afflict

these patients tend to be both more numerous and more aggressive, with

higher rates of local invasion, recurrence, and both nodal and distant metas-

tases. Not surprisingly, these confer higher rates of morbidity and mortality

when compared with those found in the general population.

Epidemiology and Risk Factors

Perhaps the best epidemiological data defining the increased risk post solid

organ transplantation can be found in two large population-based studies

performed in Holland and Norway. These found the overall incidence of

SCC to be from 65 to 250 times higher than in the general population [31,32].

Several recently published studies monitoring de novo malignancies after liver

transplantation have demonstrated variable rates of SCC development in liver

transplant recipients ranging from 1.1% to almost 23%. Generalizations may be

difficult to make from these data, as the studies have different monitoring

methodologies, and there may be a tendency to underestimate the actual

number of skin cancers [33–37]. Of note, relatively less immunosuppression

is required to prevent allograft rejection in liver transplant recipients. Accord-

ingly, although liver transplant recipients have increased rates of posttrans-

plantation cutaneous malignancy, these rates are lower than those found in

renal or cardiac transplant recipients [38,39].

In the general population, the ratio of incidence of basal cell carcinoma

(BCC) to SCC is approximately 4:1. This ratio is reversed in OTRs, with SCC

being the most common skin cancer. Identified risk factors for development of

skin cancer in OTRs include increased age, duration and intensity of im-

munosuppression, extensive ultraviolet radiation exposure, low CD4 counts,

HPV infection, and fair complexion [40,41]. Cadaveric versus live donor
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transplantation, treatment with antithymocyte globulin or OKT3, and sex of

the recipient does not appear to increase risk of posttransplant skin cancer.

The pathogenesis of skin cancer in these patients has not been fully

elucidated, but it is felt that immunosuppressive medication regimens play a

role in the increased incidence of SCC. Proposed mechanisms include direct

carcinogenic effects of some medications, such as azathioprine and cyclospor-

ine, and decreased host immunosurveillance, which creates a carcinopermis-

sive environment [28,42–45]. The role of specific immunosuppressives in the

development of skin cancer is difficult to ascertain because many patients are

treated with multiple agents. New immunosuppressive medication regimens

with less carcinogenic potential and even antitumoral effects, such as siroli-

mus, are being developed and actively investigated [43].

Although the role of HPV infection in the pathogenesis of epithelial lining

of the genital tract is well established, its role in transplant-associated cutane-

ous malignancy remains unclear. OTRs have increased rate of HPV infection,

and verrucae in this population have increased rates of malignant degener-

ation. It has been postulated that infection with HPV types 5 and 8 may be

associated with increased risk of development of SCC in OTRs [40,46,47].

Management

Ideal management of any transplant recipient requires a multidisciplinary

approach. The role of the dermatologist in the management of posttransplant

skin cancer is essential. Prevention is perhaps the most elemental tool. Because

transplant recipients can develop premalignant and malignant lesions at an

alarming rate, close and frequent observation is critical. Early visits should

include proper education regarding behavioral modifications and instruction

in the proper, daily use of high sun protection factor (SPF) sunscreen and

protective clothing. Patients who have extensive actinic damage or history of

skin cancer prior to transplantation are especially at risk, and OTRs should be

made aware of their increased risk for skin cancer. Websites and informational

brochures should be provided to the patients. The International Transplant

Skin Cancer Collaborative (ITSCC), an organization founded in part to educate

transplant recipients and their physicians, has a website at www.itscc.org with

available educational material.

In addition to sun protection and close follow-up, management of skin

lesion requires biopsy of any suspicious lesions and treatment of premalignant

lesions. Early and aggressive treatment of premalignancies such as actinic

keratoses and verrucae can be of great benefit. These lesions can be treated

with local destruction such as cryotherapy or curettage. In addition, some

topical treatments have been found to be chemopreventive in the development

of skin cancers in OTRs. Topical agents such as 5-fluorouracil and topical
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retinoids have been found to reduce the numbers of both malignant and

premalignant lesions [48,49]. Prevention of premalignant lesions not only

decreases the risk of new malignancies but also serves to facilitate clinical

detection of malignant lesions.

Patients who develop new premalignant and malignant lesions despite

topical therapy may require more aggressive chemoprevention. Systemic reti-

noids such as acitretin and isotretinoin have been shown to be effective in

prevention of keratotic neoplasms in OTRs [50]. These can be used in combin-

ation with topical retinoids to decrease the risk of systemic side-effects. Benefit

from systemic retinoids is seen only as long as the drug is continued, and, as

such, long-term use is usually required. Close observation of laboratory values,

particularly in liver transplant patients, is necessary in these patients; common

side-effects of systemic retinoid therapy include increased triglycerides and

elevation of liver function tests. Due to the risk of systemic side-effects as well

as reports of poor tolerance in OTRs with advanced SCC, it is recommended

that systemic retinoids be started at a low dose (10–25 mg/day) and slowly

increased as patient tolerance allows.

Recent guidelines have been set forth for the management of SCC in OTRs

[51]. As with premalignant lesions, tumors should be treated early and aggres-

sively. Specific tumors in any given patient may be classified as low- or high-

risk using specific criteria. High-risk features include tumor size greater than

2 cm on the trunk or extremities, greater than 1 cm on the cheeks, forehead,

neck, and scalp, or greater than 0.6 cm on the ‘‘mask’’ areas of the face. In

addition, aggressive histologic subtype, presence of ulceration, rapid rate

of development or growth, occurrence in a scar, and recurrence after previous

treatment are all features of a high-risk tumor. Low-risk tumors can be

treated with electrodesiccation and curettage, cryosurgery, curettage and

cryotherapy, and excisional modalities such as Mohs’ micrographic

surgery (MMS) or surgical excision with postoperative histological margin

assessment. High-risk tumors should be treated with aggressive surgical exci-

sion or with radiation therapy in inoperable tumors or in patients either

unwilling or unable to undergo surgical excision. However, for some 10%

of OTRs, multiple and severe SCC detrimentally affects quality of life and

carries a significant risk of nodal and systemic metastases. This population

underscores the need for prevention and early treatment, as metastatic SCC in

OTRs causes significant morbidity and carries a 3-year survival rate of only

56% [52].

Management of these challenging patients may require reduction in im-

munosuppressant medications as cutaneous carcinogenesis begins to develop.

As previously mentioned, liver transplant patients require less immunosup-

pression than most other OTRs, and accordingly, the problem of posttrans-

plantation skin cancer is fortunately not as severe. Regardless, cutaneous
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malignancy in liver transplant recipients is a problem, and close collaboration

between the dermatologist and the transplant team is essential.
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Productivity and
Social Rehabilitation
of the Transplant
Recipient
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Karli S. Pontillo

n INTRODUCTION

Ethical allocation of scarce donor organs requires assessing the likelihood that

a person undergoing liver transplantation will experience a successful out-

come. Zilberfein et al. [1] observed that effective and ethical decision making in

the transplant evaluation process requires fulfillment of both medical and

psychosocial criteria. As medical and psychosocial variables continue to be

assessed throughout the transplant process, the common goal remains the

achievement of maximal productivity and social rehabilitation of liver trans-

plant recipients.

Liver transplant programs employ an interdisciplinary team approach in

the evaluation of potential recipients. The core team of hepatologists, surgeons,

nurse coordinators, licensed clinical social workers (LCSWs), psychologists,

and financial coordinators each has a unique role to perform, striving to be

supportive, yet as objective as possible and providing continuity of care. The

LCSW has a crucial role to play during every phase of liver transplantation:

from evaluating psychosocial factors that determine whether the patient is

prepared for the procedure to helping patients and their families adjust to

life afterward. The degree to which a successful outcome can be achieved

depends significantly upon the LCSW’s effectiveness at patient assessment,

psychological care, and adherence to the transplant regimen.

n PSYCHOSOCIAL ASSESSMENT

Liver transplantation is adversely influenced by donor organ scarcity and

extended waiting times [2]. The psychosocial assessment is designed to iden-

tify patients at high risk of experiencing negative transplant outcomes, and
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therefore more likely to require a greater amount of mental health, behavioral,

and/or social support services and interventions before and after transplant-

ation [3]. One tool commonly used during this process is the Psychosocial

Assessment of Candidates for Transplantation (PACT), developed by Olbrisch

et al. [4], with the view that reliability and validity of psychosocial criteria used

to predict transplant outcome are limited. The PACT scales measure quantity

and quality of social supports, psychological health, lifestyle factors, substance

abuse, compliance with and knowledge regarding the transplant process. It

has been demonstrated to be a useful and reliable tool for studying clinical

decision making. Olbrisch et al. [4] reported that 96% of those who use the tool

agree to accept or deny patients based on their PACT score. For example, a

good transplant candidate would have stable, committed support networks,

no major psychopathology, good coping skills; be willing and able to make

lifestyle changes, e.g. substance abstinence; and display a realistic understand-

ing and expectation of transplantation. As PACT is used to assess patients’

readiness for transplantation, LCSWs are better able to recognize their ability

to achieve the best possible outcome and rehabilitation posttransplant.

Zilberfein et al. state that clinical social work and psychiatric support

services are often critical in achieving adherence to transplant process require-

ments. In a study of psychosocial risk factors, interventions, and medical

outcomes at one transplant center, they reported a need for ongoing individual

counseling by 42% of pretransplant patients, compared with 70% after ortho-

topic liver transplantation (OLT) [1]. At most transplant centers, both a LCSW

and a medical psychologist evaluate potential transplant candidates. Substance

abuse screening and psychological assessments are two integral and overlap-

ping aspects of this process. This is particularly helpful and important when

inconsistencies are discovered in histories reported to different providers.

Patients with a substance abuse history require ongoing assessment for and

compliance with substance abstinence. Identification of psychological risk

factors, such as recurrent depression or anxiety for patient or caregiver, will

require counseling and/or psychotropic medications. The LCSW and the

medical psychologist work collaboratively to monitor progress and continue

interventions, which include counseling, support, advocacy, and availability of

resources. The most valuable resource for transplant patients and families,

however, is the relationship with the transplant team.

n SOCIAL SUPPORT

Patients undergoing liver transplantation experience multiple physical and

emotional changes, e.g. depression and anxiety. Therefore, it is critical that

they have committed caregivers and a robust support network throughout the
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process, consisting of family, friends, neighbors, and groups. Dobbels et al. [5]

demonstrated that social support helps reduce stressors associated with pa-

tients’ illnesses.

The evaluation assesses each patient’s and caregiver’s level of understand-

ing, functional ability, and commitment. The LCSW evaluates the quality of

support and family interactions to help clarify roles and responsibilities. Some

of the post-OLT responsibilities include monitoring medications, awareness of

physical symptoms of infection or rejection, driving the patient to and from

clinic appointments, staying locally with the patient in a furnished apartment

or hotel, as well as providing both general physical and emotional support.

Research suggests that both transplant and nontransplant patients with inad-

equate support are more likely to develop an affective psychiatric disorder [5],

the corollary being that patients who have a strong support network have

better overall outcomes. The transplant team, in turn, commits itself not only to

the patient but also to his or her caregivers. The support plan is reviewed

continually for major life changes, particularly if the patient has a considerable

period of time on the waiting list prior to OLT. Dew et al. [6] reported that

patients and families often identify the wait as the ‘‘most psychologically

stressful part of the transplant experience.’’

Most transplant programs provide pre- and posttransplant support groups

for patients and their families. This sharing of common experiences and

concerns, particularly when offered by posttransplant patients, has been

shown to reduce both anxiety and isolation [7]. Some of these stressors include

anxiety about loss of income, increasingly high health care costs, feelings of

uselessness and loss of control, and fear of dying without undergoing liver

transplantation, including how death would affect the family [7]. Addressing

such issues with patients and caregivers in a confidential group setting is the

responsibility of a LCSW or equivalent mental health professional.

n PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH

Most, if not all, liver transplant candidates undergoing evaluation have already

experienced life-threatening complications of end-stage liver disease (ESLD)

and will experience typical adjustment reactions, e.g. anxiety, depression,

anger, fear, loss of independence, and frustration. The prevalence of anxiety

and depression is 4–20 times more common among pre-solid organ transplant

recipients than in the general population [5]. Patients and families must learn

to be prepared for and cope with many potential stressors that surface during

the transplant process, as well as the effects of illness on health-related quality

of life and family function. In addition, O’Carroll et al. [8] suggest, ‘‘highly

neurotic or anxious individuals may have unrealistic expectations regarding
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liver transplantation and may be more likely to be disappointed with the

eventual outcome.’’

Emotional stability is a significant factor in determining a patient’s readi-

ness for transplantation. The psychosocial assessment also involves identifying

personality disorders, organic brain disorders, and suicidal ideation. The

prevalence of personality disorders in transplant candidates ranges between

11% and 35%, comparable with the general population [5]. Personality dis-

orders may result in nonadherence with diet, appointments, medications, and

the requirement for smoking cessation. By using PACT, a patient’s psycho-

logical health is rated, from severe ongoing psychopathology such as person-

ality disorders to stable personality factors [4]. Individuals with stable

personality factors tend to accept their illness and their need for transplant-

ation better and adjust more readily during all phases of the process.

In addition to psychological factors, it is important to recognize biological

factors such as hepatic encephalopathy, since it may contribute to mood and

personality changes [5]. Lack of energy, loss of appetite, and sleep problems

may be symptoms of depression and/or effects of liver disease and require

consideration of pharmacotherapy [3].

Liver transplant support groups provide a forum where patients and

caregivers can discuss the many challenges of mood and personality changes

and their impact upon family relationships. For instance, those with no history

of alcohol abuse may feel a stigma associated with a diagnosis of cirrhosis.

Baker and McWilliam [7] suggest that stigmatization generates negative feel-

ings, isolating patients within their social environment. Some patients with

ESLD even choose not to reach out to support networks for fear of being

labeled an alcoholic. However, transplant candidates with determination and

a positive mindset tend to cope better with these challenges, especially when

discussed within a support group forum.

It is an integral part of the evaluation process that caregivers are also

assessed for mental health issues that could affect the patient’s care and

subsequent outcome. Dew et al. discuss how ‘‘family members’ own mental

health history and social functioning are relevant in understanding the psy-

chosocial environment of the patient.’’ These mental health issues can be

significant sources of stress for the patient and may rob the patient of needed

support [3].

n LIFESTYLE FACTORS

Assessment of the ability and willingness of a potential transplant candidate

and their support network to adhere to the medical regimen is a fundamental

concern, and one that is discussed in detail at the outset of the evaluation
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process (Chapter 4). Pretransplant nonadherence is a risk factor for negative

results following transplantation [5]. In order to address this issue, patients

sign a behavioral contract, which assists them in understanding requirements

for listing as a transplant candidate. These requirements include attending

regular clinic visits; taking medications as prescribed; maintaining a healthy

weight; securing the commitment of family and friends; abstaining from alco-

hol, tobacco, and other nonprescription drugs; and communicating physical

and/or emotional problems to transplant team members in a timely manner.

Such a contract promotes and models a healthy lifestyle before transplant

occurs. As noted by Nelson et al. [9], behavioral contracting encourages pa-

tients to alter behavior as the transplant team monitors adherence, and it

provides a reward: being approved for transplantation. Behavioral contracting

is not used as a treatment but as a tactic to address nonadherence among liver

transplant candidates.

One major necessity for success is the lifelong requirement for and neces-

sary commitment to costly immunosuppressive drug therapy (Chapter 29). As

noted by Bunzel and Laederach-Hofmann [10], poor adherence with this

regimen impairs both quality of life and life span among transplant recipients,

being a ‘‘major risk factor for graft rejection,’’ and is responsible for up to 25%

of deaths after transplant. Medical adherence is one area in which patients can

have some sense of control in their recovery and quality of life. However,

Bunzel and Laederach-Hofmann [10] conclude that overall nonadherence

ranges between 20% and 50% and continues to persist posttransplant.

Alcohol remains a common cause of ESLD (Chapter 10) [11], and is a

significant lifestyle factor that must be addressed. Since denial is a cardinal

feature of alcohol dependence, it should not be surprising that some patients

deny alcohol use was a contributing factor to their disease. Alcohol abuse and

dependence can also lead to problems at work, in relationships, and with the

legal system. The psychological and social problems that arise from alcohol

dependence may compromise adherence and thus, transplant outcome, with

data showing 15–25% of pretransplant alcoholic patients relapsing episodically

or drinking continuously after transplantation [5]. Dobbels et al. demonstrated

that longer periods of sobriety before transplantation have been associated

with a decrease in relapse rate after transplantation. Of course, this is depen-

dent on other factors: the number of years of drinking, number of alcoholic

drinks consumed daily, and previous alcohol treatment programs [5]. It is

commonplace amongst liver transplant programs that patients demonstrate

at least 6 months of abstinence from alcohol and other substances and, if

applicable, provide documentation of their substance abuse treatment. This

may comprise inpatient rehabilitation, outpatient counseling programs, and

attendance at Alcoholics Anonymous. As noted earlier, both the LCSW and the

medical psychologist monitor the patient’s treatment and progress.
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Addictive behavior patterns may limit a patient’s ability to care for himself

or herself post-OLT, which then interferes with rehabilitation goals. Research

studies have shown that 11–48% of liver transplant recipients return to some

level of alcohol use during the first year after OLT, and an additional 5–10%

return to drinking 2 and 3 years thereafter. The substance use component in

the evaluation should consider patients’ ‘‘personal triggers for renewed sub-

stance use,’’ their desire to use the substance, and what coping mechanisms are

in place to help prevent relapse [3]. Substance abuse and nonadherent behavior

in other areas adversely affect transplant rehabilitation and success, and these

issues need to be identified at an early stage and addressed where possible.

n TRANSPLANT EDUCATION

A major objective of psychosocial evaluation is to determine the patient’s and

family’s understanding of the illness and necessity for transplant. PACT is

useful, to assess both relevant knowledge and receptiveness to this type of

education [4], and has been shown to be important for maximizing psycho-

social and medical adherence [6]. Liver transplantation is a lifetime commit-

ment, and many patients have unrealistic expectations about recovery and

posttransplant quality of life. Despite extensive discussion about the risks

and benefits of OLT, psychological defense mechanisms, e.g. denial and avoid-

ance, may lead to an exaggerated positive interpretation of such information.

This positive outlook regarding posttransplant life can actually be helpful as a

coping mechanism within the context of surgery and recovery, but result in

disappointment thereafter. In one study of 55 liver transplant patients Holzner

et al. [12] found that 60% expected to lead a normal life posttransplant, but

only 40% of the group felt as though their expectations had been fulfilled. This

sense of normality is dependent on both physical and emotional factors, as

each patient’s functional level may continue to be impaired, and overall quality

of life improved.

Education is also essential for helping patients and families cope with the

financial considerations of transplantation. The financial coordinator should

meet with transplant candidates and their supporters to discuss insurance

coverage and out-of-pocket costs liable to patients and family members. In

many cases, patients are required to raise funds when finances are limited. The

LCSW can assist to identify financial resources for posttransplant care issues,

e.g. accommodation, subsistence, temporary loss of income, and immunosup-

pressive drugs, in particular. Having realistic expectations decreases anxiety

over these transplant-associated costs. Once the financial aspect of transplant-

ation has been addressed, patients can focus more energy on the physical and

emotional aspects thereof.
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n QUALITY OF LIFE PRETRANSPLANT

Bravata and Keeffe state, ‘‘health-related quality of life is a multidimensional

construct, reflecting an individual’s global physical and psychosocial well-

being.’’ This includes not only physical and psychological health, but also

social and sexual functioning, ability to perform regular daily activities, and

overall well-being [13]. Some transplant programs use the Medical Outcomes

Survey Short Form (SF-36), a generic tool that is well validated to assess health-

related quality of life. It includes 36 items divided into eight scales: physical

functioning, role-physical, bodily pain, general health, vitality, social function-

ing, role-emotional, and mental health. In one particular study using this tool,

Younossi et al. [14] concluded that the quality of life among patients awaiting

liver transplantation was severely impaired when compared with that

reported by the general population.

Many lifestyle adjustments are necessary before transplantation occurs.

When patients present for evaluation, they may exhibit many physical symp-

toms of liver disease that can prevent participation in regular daily activities.

Lack of energy and fatigue are commonplace. Since diet and exercise may be

significant contributing factors and both are critical to recovery, patients are

often advised to maintain dietary and exercise programs pretransplant.

A transplant dietician is available to assist with individualized dietary plans.

A major adjustment for patients is when they are required to quit work or

interrupt their education as the result of illness. Unemployment places a

financial burden on the family, with the spouse or partner often having to

assume responsibility for providing and managing finances. Such a role rever-

sal may be difficult to endure; work and education give a sense of purpose and

accomplishment. When they are interrupted, patients need to find new ways to

give their lives meaning.

As a result of their illness, many patients must apply for Social Security

Disability. This can be a frustrating process, especially when there is an

extended waiting period between their application and receipt of first disabil-

ity check. In addition, some patients’ insurance coverage may change. Patients

must remain aware of transplant and immunosuppressive drug coverage

under any new policies.

Social activities with family and friends are altered as patients deal with

increased physical limitations. Baker and McWilliam concluded that while

waiting to undergo transplantation, patients often withdrew from activities

that they perceived defined who they were. Thus, as their physical and emo-

tional health declined, so participation in social activities became more limited

[7]. During this difficult waiting period, the transplant team plays an import-

ant role in helping patients set and achieve reasonable goals to achieve a more

satisfying quality of life.
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n QUALITY OF LIFE POSTTRANSPLANT

Quality of life has been shown to increase in both physical and psychological

domainswithin 6months of undergoing liver transplantation. DeBona et al. [15]

suggest that in these first few months patients feel a sense of ‘‘rebirth,’’ posi-

tively influencing their overall outlook. However, recovery rates vary and it is

not uncommon for patients to require hospital admissionwith acute rejection or

other complications of OLT. The average recovery time for a liver transplant

recipient is 6–12 months, and the 1-year anniversary of surgery marks an

important time for patients and families. Relative stability in their lives is

usually achieved once this critical milestone is passed [6], thereby allowing

patients to change their focus and priorities with this new lease on life.

Immediately after transplant surgery, patients and their families experi-

ence a period of relief and euphoria [16]; this psychological boost often aids the

recovery process. However, happiness may be tempered by the knowledge

that another family has lost a loved one, and feelings of remorse and grief are

prevalent during the postoperative period. Zilberfein et al. [1] discuss how

patients may preoccupy themselves with the donor, wanting to know personal

information such as age, gender, and cause of death: these feelings are a

‘‘common emotional burden [1].’’ It is suggested that patients wait until after

their initial recovery, when a sense of normality has been restored, before

making a decision to contact the donor family or not. One potential drawback,

however, is that patients and families may be less able to focus on and accept

information about potential complications [6]. DeBona et al. [15] state, ‘‘quality

of life and psychological distress after OLT may be influenced by complica-

tions following surgery, by the effect of immunosuppressive therapy, and by

recurrence of liver disease, particularly HCV.’’ As a result, education, support-

ive counseling, and other resources remain as important post-OLT as they

were pretransplant.

n PRODUCTIVITY AND SOCIAL REHABILITATION

During the early postoperative period, liver transplant recipients continue to

experience and demonstrate both physical and social limitations. They are

advised to regain physical strength by walking once they are moved from

the intensive care unit (ICU), where a physical therapist works extensively

with them. After discharge from hospital, patients are expected to continue

ambulating on their own, with assistance and supervision from caregivers, and

to maintain an exercise and dietary regimen. As with the pretransplant phase,

it is often difficult for patients to accept continued physical limitations. The

stability and availability of support networks is critical as patients become

dependent on them during the postoperative phase. As they slowly begin to
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feel more independent in their recovery, patients will involve themselves in

more social activities. The ability to adjust to the many physical and social

changes improves adherence with posttransplant regimens.

Body and self-image changes also occur that can precipitate negative feel-

ings. Themost significant bodily change is the extensive scarring from transplant

surgery. Other body changes result from side-effects of medications, includ-

ing steroids. Patients, both male and female, may gain weight, grow excessive

body and facial hair, and suffer from mood changes. Sexual activity is affected

during the recovery process, which can influence relationships. The social

worker can help patients and families reprioritize their lives and achieve new

goals, as they are sometimes not mentally ready to take on new responsibilities.

n RETURNING TO WORK

Returning to work should be an important rehabilitation goal for most liver

transplant recipients. However, after OLT a patient may not view it as import-

ant, especially if his or her life priorities have been altered. Potential barriers

that may limit transplant recipients’ ability and willingness to return to work

include discrimination by potential employers, economic conditions, availabil-

ity of health insurance, limited education and/or work skills, and the belief that

some obstacles are ‘‘insurmountable [17].’’ Depression is an important pre-

dictor of posttransplant patients’ capacity to return to work: 60% of depressed

recipients who were at least 6 months posttransplant were not working [18].

Some patients are able to return to work at their former jobs, whereas others

may have to reduce their hours or change careers in order to adjust to physical

limitations. A recent study following patients returning to work 5 years after

liver transplantation observed that before liver transplant, 44% of study pa-

tients were employed, in contrast to only 22% employed 6.4 years posttrans-

plant [19]. This finding is significant, since returning to work is an important

rehabilitation goal for many patients and also can be used as an index of

transplant success. As reported by Carter et al. [17], those patients who are

able to return to work reported ‘‘less depression, higher self-esteem, improved

relationships, and an increased motivation to stay as healthy as possible.’’

n EMOTIONAL CHANGES

Patients are confrontedwith varying degrees of emotional stress throughout the

transplant process. The extent to which counseling is utilized before transplant-

ation is contingent on the severity of depression, anxiety, or othermood changes

identified during the assessment. The medical psychologist and/or the LCSW

wouldhave followed-upwith these patientsmore frequently, to offer appropriate
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psychosocial recommendations. Once transplant surgery and the immediate

postoperative period are completed, it is expected that somepatientswill develop

some depressive symptoms as a result of their experience, and the effects of

immunosuppressive drug therapy. This can occur even if they did not display

symptoms before surgery. Forsberg et al. reported that coping mechanisms

change over time and are affected by situational contexts. Antonovsky’s theory

of coping states, ‘‘a person who finds that there is meaning in daily existence

will also be determined to make sense of difficult situations [20].’’ As patients

and caregivers experience more physical and emotional adjustments during

the first year posttransplant, they will most likely experience increased stress.

Therefore, as patients continue to adjust during the recovery process, they learn

to accept their situation with more patience and enthusiasm.

As the transplant experience can have an emotional impact on recipients

and caregivers, the social worker can be a valuable resource. In our program, a

psychosocial assessment of liver recipients and families is completed within

72 h posttransplant. A study byNickel et al. concluded that coping, anxiety, and

depression, in addition to social factors, determine overall well-being and

health-related quality of life after liver transplantation. Using SF-36, they

found that depression was the strongest factor in both physical and mental

quality of life [21]. If patients and/or their families display signs of depression

or anxiety, they may require more counseling and support services. Some

patients are also prescribed antidepressants or other mood-adjusting medica-

tions to help them recover, especially when they are hospitalized repeatedly for

complications. Repeated hospitalization delays the transplant patient’s ability

to reach his or her goals, which may, in turn, affect his or her emotional health.

Anxiety, anger, and denial are all important factors in patients’ adherence

with the medical regimen [10]. Posttransplant depression can also trigger

noncompliance, a significant risk factor for negative outcome [5]. Encourage-

ment and motivation from support systems during times of depression are

necessary to keep the patient equally motivated. The clinical social worker and

other mental health professional team members are responsible for providing

necessary interventions for these patients to facilitate their reintegration into

their personal and professional lives. As declared by Jones and Egan [22],

social work has an ethical obligation to patients during the initial recovery

period and throughout the transplant process.

n RESOURCES

There are many resources available to patients and families that focus on

specific liver diseases, the transplantation process at each stage, related infor-

mation and support services (Table 28.1).
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Table 28.1 Resources for Liver Transplant Patients

Organization Description

Alcoholics Anonymous

www.alcoholics-anonymous.org

212-870-3400

Fellowship of men and women who share

their experience, strength, and hope with

each other in order to solve their common

problems and help others recover from

alcoholism

American Liver Foundation

www.liverfoundation.org

1-800-223-719

National, voluntary nonprofit health agency

dedicated to preventing, treating, and curing

hepatitis and other liver diseases through

research, education, and advocacy

American Liver Society

www.liversociety.org

Provides information and resources on

various liver diseases and transplantation

through research, advocacy, awareness, and

support

Centers for Medicare and Medicaid

Services (CMS)

www.cms.hhs.gov

www.medicare.gov

CMS is a Federal agency within the U.S.

Department of Health and Human Services

responsible for both Medicare and Medicaid

services

National Clearing House for Alcohol

and Drug Information

www.health.org

1-800-729-6686

Information provided on alcohol, tobacco,

and mental health services including local

mental health centers

National Foundation for Transplant

(NFT)

www.transplants.org

1-800-489-3863

Provides information for fundraising to help

patients overcome financial hurdles in

receiving a life-saving transplant, the

follow-up treatment, and medications

essential to their continued health

Organ Procurement and

Transplantation Network (OPTN)

www.optn.org

The OPTN is a unique public/private

partnership that links all of the professionals

involved in the donation and transplantation

system

Pharmaceutical Research and

Manufacturers Association of

America (PhRMA)

www.phrma.org

1-800-762-4636

The PhRMA represents the leading

research-based pharmaceutical and

biotechnology companies in the USA offering

information on patient assistance programs
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Vocational Rehabilitation is one such resource available to patients who

have been out of work. This state-funded agency assists individuals with

physical, sensory, or mental disabilities to undergo training or gain employ-

ment. Patients may decide to return to school to complete or start a new

education program, or may involve themselves in volunteer work if they are

unable to return to employment. The Ticket to Work and Self-Sufficiency

Program for people with disabilities increases opportunities and choices for

Social Security beneficiaries.

Liver transplant support groups continue to be available to patients and

families post-OLT as well. As time goes on, however, patients return to clinic

less frequently and others live far from the hospital, making such a group less

accessible. If there are support groups in their own area, they are encouraged

to participate. Transplant patients able to attend a support group regularly

have the opportunity of meeting other transplant recipients and form connec-

tions that go well beyond the counseling and support undertaken in an indi-

vidual or group setting.

n SUMMARY

Psychosocial status before transplantation has the potential to influence med-

ical outcomes post-OLT [3]. Rehabilitation of patients with ESLD who become

liver transplant recipients begins when they arrive for their initial transplant

Table 28.1 Continued

Social Security Administration

www.socialsecurity.gov

1-800-772-1213

Information and applications

provided for retirement and

disability including supplemental

security income (SSI) and Medicare

benefits

Substance Abuse and Mental Health

Services Administration

www.samhsa.gov

Provides information on substance

abuse and mental health services

including local mental health centers

United Network for Organ Sharing

(UNOS)

www.unos.org

1-800-292-9548

UNOS provides transplant

publications, reports, and resources

specifically of interest to patients.

UNOS brings together medicine,

science, public policy, and

technology to facilitate every organ

transplant performed in the USA
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evaluation. Psychosocial assessments are essential tools, with all team mem-

bers playing fundamental roles in this process. Once a patient is listed for

transplantation, psychosocial adjustments continue throughout the waiting

period, transplant, and recovery. The transplant team must identify high-risk

patients in the early stages of their evaluation and provide appropriate inter-

ventions and referrals. Although a liver transplant recipient is never fully

prepared for what lies ahead, professional relationships with the transplant

team facilitate the ability to understand, accept, and cope with an intense and

grueling process. If patients are to obtain the best possible quality of life

posttransplant, committed care must begin with the transplant evaluation

and continue throughout their lives.
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Andrew J. Muir

A
L T H O U G H other advances have made contributions, developments in

immunosuppressive therapy have had significant impact on both

graft and patient survival. The introduction of cyclosporine was a landmark

event that made transplantation a reasonable clinical option [1]. Even with

current therapies, clinically significant acute cellular rejection occurs in 24–80%

of patients [2,3]. In addition, 5–10% ultimately develop chronic rejection, and

repeated episodes of acute cellular rejection may increase the risk of chronic

rejection [4]. The dominant cells in most rejection episodes are T cells, and

successful transplantation requires blunting this response.

Immunosuppressive strategies vary from center to center in the selection

of specific agents, number of agents, and the duration of use of each agent.

A common theme among these diverse approaches is to combine agents

with different mechanisms. This approach leads to additive immuno-

suppression while minimizing adverse effects from any individual drug.

In spite of this approach, management of adverse effects remains a signifi-

cant component of immunosuppressive therapy. The current range of avail-

able agents does allow some flexibility for individualization as side-effects

occur. To that end, this chapter addresses some of the agents in current

practice.

n CORTICOSTEROIDS

Despite the development of other agents, corticosteroids remain a key com-

ponent of immunosuppression, both for initial therapy and for acute cellular

rejection. The side-effects of corticosteroids have led to the pursuit of other

regimens that eliminate the need for long-term steroid therapy.

CHAPTER
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Mechanism

Corticosteroids exert their anti-inflammatory activities through a variety of

mechanisms. Within several hours after a dose, there is a significant reduction

in the number of lymphocytes as a result of redistribution into lymphoid

tissues. More importantly, corticosteroids also inhibit cytokine expression,

including interleukin-1 (IL-1), IL-2, IL-6, and tumor necrosis factor (TNF)

alpha gene transcription and secretion [5,6]. Corticosteroids also block the

ability of macrophages to respond to lymphocyte-derived signals. Receptors

are also present on monocytes, neutrophils, and eosinophils.

Administration

The use of corticosteroids varies widely among transplant programs. Most

groups, however, give large doses of an intravenous form (usually methyl-

prednisolone) at the time of transplantation and then quickly move to pred-

nisone. For patients who are unable to take or absorb the oral preparation, the

conversion from oral to parenteral dosing is provided in Table 29.1. The rate

and duration of the prednisone taper are the major areas of variation and may

depend not only on the center but also on the indication for transplantation.

Due to the increased viral loads in the setting of immunosuppression and

hepatitis C virus infection [7], these patients may expect more rapid tapering.

There has been limited experience with steroid-free immunosuppression; a

pilot study of 21 transplants demonstrated acute rejection requiring steroids in

23.5% and 3-year graft survival of 95% [8].

Management of acute cellular rejection also involves corticosteroids. Pa-

tients typically receive several days of high-dose intravenous methylpredniso-

lone and then resume prednisone. The first controlled trial comparing different

regimens for liver allograft rejection found that a starting dose of methylpred-

nisolone of 1000 mg followed by a taper over 6 days was superior to 3

consecutive days of methylprednisolone 1000 mg [9].

Table 29.2 provides a summary of the administration characteristics

of prednisone and the other immunosuppressive agents discussed in this

chapter.

Table 29.1 Equivalent Dosing of Common Corticosteroids

Corticosteroid Equivalent Dose (mg)

Hydrocortisone 20

Prednisolone 5

Prednisone 5

Methylprednisolone 4
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Pharmacokinetics

After oral administration, prednisone is rapidly absorbed, and peak levels can

be observed in 1–2 h. Prednisone undergoes metabolism by the liver to the

active metabolite prednisolone, which is then further metabolized to inactive

compounds. Increased levels may therefore occur with hepatic insufficiency.

The major route of excretion is renal, and dialysis does not substantially affect

clearance. Prednisone does cross the placenta and is also found in breast milk.

Table 29.2 Dose Administration

Formulations

Drug Maintenance Dose

AQ1Tablets/
Capsule

Oral
Suspension Parenteral

Monthly
Monitoring

Prednisone 5–20 mg/day @ @ Glucose

Cyclosporine 8+ 4 mg/kg/day

in 2 doses

@ @ @ Drug level,

Crt, K, lipids

Tacrolimus in

2 doses

0.10–0.30 mg/kg/day @ @ @ Drug level,

Crt, K, lipids

Mycophenolate

mofetil

500–1000 mg bid @ @ @ CBC

Azathioprine 1–2 mg/kg/day @
a

@ CBC, AST,

ALT, alk

phos, bilirubin

Sirolimus 2 mg/day @ @ CBC, Crt, K,

lipids

Note: ALT, alanine aminotransferase; AST, aspartate aminotransferase; alk phos, alkaline phosphatase; bili, total
bilirubin; CBC, complete blood count; Crt, creatinine; K, potassium.
aNot commercially available but can be prepared with tablets by a pharmacist.

Table 29.3 Pregnancy and Lactation Risk

Medication Pregnancy Classificationa Found In Breast Milk?

Cyclosporine C Yes

Tacrolimus C Yes

Mycophenolate mofetil C b

Azathioprine D Yes

Sirolimus C b

aClassification: C, lack of human studies and results of animal studies positive or lacking; D,
positive evidence of risk in humans.
bPositive results of animal studies, unknown in humans.
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Table 29.3 summarizes the pregnancy and lactation risk with the common

immunosuppressive agents. Table 29.4 provides a summary of the pharmaco-

kinetics of corticosteroids and the other immunosuppressive agents discussed

later in this chapter.

Adverse Effects

The many side-effects related to corticosteroids have led to attempts to de-

crease or eliminate their use in immunosuppressive regimens. In the acute

setting, hyperglycemia and neurological impairment may occur. The neuro-

logical findings can range from insomnia to overt psychosis. Appetite stimu-

lation is quite common and often leads to considerable weight gain after

transplant. Problems associated with long-term steroid use also include cush-

ingoid appearance, osteoporosis, cataracts, and myopathy. Rapid tapers or

sudden discontinuation of corticosteroids may result in acute adrenal insuffi-

ciency. A summary of the common adverse effects is given in Table 29.5.

n CYCLOSPORINE

Neoral1 and Sandimmune1

The modern era of liver transplantation began with the introduction of cyclos-

porine. In 1976, Borel et al. [10] reported the discovery of the immunosuppres-

sive properties of this fungal metabolite extracted from Cylindrocarson lucidum.

After an initial successful series [1], the University of Pittsburgh group

reported their first 1000 patients treated with cyclosporine and steroids and

found that the survival rate was three times greater than in the precyclosporine

era [11]. Most transplant centers select either cyclosporine or tacrolimus as a

component of their initial immunosuppressive regimen. Studies comparing

these two agents are discussed in the section about tacrolimus.

Table 29.4 Pharmacokinetics of Immunosuppressive Agents

Dose Adjustment

Medication Metabolism Excretion In Renal Failure In Hepatic Failure Dialyzable?

Prednisone Metabolism Excretion None None No

Cyclosporine Hepatic Renal #a # No

Tacrolimus Hepatic Bile #a # No

Mycophenolate mofetil Hepatic Renal # None No

Azathioprine Hepatic Renal # None Partially

Sirolimus Hepatic Bile None # No

aRelated to toxicity, not drug accumulation.
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Mechanism

Cyclosporine binds to cyclophilin, a cytoplasmic receptor protein, and creates

an active complex. This complex then binds to calcineurin, a calcium-activated

serine–threonine phosphatase, and inhibits the expression of several critical T

cell activation transcription factors. Cyclosporine’s regulation of IL-2 gene

transcription appears to be especially important [12]. The inhibition of IL-2

activity is associated with a decreased response to class I and II antigens, which

are critical for the rejection cascade. The inhibition of these transcription factors

limits the activation and proliferation of lymphocytes.

Administration

Neoral has largely replaced Sandimmune as the dominant preparation of

cyclosporine. Sandimmune has pharmacokinetic properties that have pre-

sented problems for many patients. Cyclosporine is quite hydrophobic, and

absorption of Sandimmune requires good motility and emulsification by lu-

minal bile salts. Consequently, higher doses are required immediately after

surgery if bile output is being diverted to external drainage by a T-tube. Neoral

is prepared as a microemulsion of cyclosporine and therefore mixes well with

intestinal contents [13]. T-tube drainage therefore does not impact its dosing.

Neoral also has increased bioavailability and decreased intrapatient and

Table 29.5 Adverse Effects

Prednisone Cyclosporine Tacrolimus Azathioprine
Mycophenolate
Mofetil Sirolimus

Leukopenia @ @ @

Anemia @ @ @

Thrombocytopenia @ @ @

Nephrotoxicity @ @

Hypertension @ @ @

Hyperkalemia @ @

Hypomagnesemia @ @

Neurotoxicity @ @ @

Gastrointestinal @

Pancreatitis @

Hepatoxicity @

Hyperlipidemia @ @ @ @

Hyperglycemia @ @ @

Gingival hyperplasia @ @
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interpatient variability. The correlation between cyclosporine trough blood

concentrations and total systemic exposure measured by the area under the

curve is also greater with Neoral [14]. As a result, Neoral and Sandimmune

cannot be used interchangeably.

The initial doses of cyclosporine may be delivered intravenously, but

the patient is soon converted to the oral route. Doses may vary widely,

but the typical dose is 8 � 4 mg/kg in two doses. If the patient is unable to

take oral medication, the dose can be given parenterally but at approximately

one-third of the daily oral dose. When given parentally, the drug should be

mixed in a glass container (its lipophilic properties cause it to bind to plastics)

in a dedicated line. When the patient is taking oral cyclosporine, food may

impact the absorption [15], and this effect may be less common with Neoral

[16]. However, to prevent alterations in drug levels, patients should take the

medicine at the same interval after each meal. The oral solution is not palatable

and can be mixed in orange or apple juice. Grapefruit juice should be avoided

because of reports of significant increases in cyclosporine levels [17].

Despite the improvements with Neoral, the variability associated with

cyclosporine requires frequent monitoring of drug trough levels. Patients

need to be reminded to hold their medications on the morning that a cyclos-

porine level is going to be measured; unexpected high levels warrant clarifi-

cation of the timing of the last dose of medication. Multiple assays are now

available to measure drug levels, and the particular assay used may impact the

drug level. Both immunoassays and a high-pressure liquid chromatograph

(HPLC) assay are available [18]. The immunoassays use antibodies directed

against cyclosporine, but the antibodies may also cross-react with inactive

metabolites of cyclosporine. The HPLC technique separates cyclosporine

from its metabolites by liquid chromatography. This method therefore reports

the level of the parent drug only. The immunoassay may therefore overesti-

mate the cyclosporine concentration by approximately 40%. The goal for levels

may vary with the overall immunosuppressive regimen and may also vary

from center to center. Our center’s guidelines for cyclosporine levels with the

HPLC assay are described in Table 29.6.

Pharmacokinetics

The bioavailability of oral cyclosporine varies between 20% and 50%. Cyclos-

porine is metabolized primarily by the cytochrome P450 system of the liver,

generating more than 17 metabolites. Although several metabolites show

detectable immunosuppressant activity, the contribution of active metabolites

to immunosuppression is minimal [19]. The half-life is approximately 15 h

(range 10–40 h). Excretion in the urine is minimal, and neither renal failure

nor dialysis alters clearance. Renal failure does not warrant dose reduction to
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prevent high-drug levels, but dose reduction may be necessary if nephrotoxi-

city caused by cyclosporine is a concern. Given cyclosporine’s hepatic metab-

olism, significant hepatic insufficiency may warrant dose monitoring.

Cyclosporine does cross the placenta and is present in breast milk.

Adverse Effects

When cyclosporine was introduced, the absence of significant myelosuppres-

sion was an important advantage over other available immunosuppressive

agents. However, experience with cyclosporine has revealed a number of

other side-effects. Nephrotoxicity often develops with cyclosporine use and

may require dose reduction or conversion to another agent. Other potentially

nephrotoxic agents should be cautiously used, including amphotericin B,

acyclovir, aminoglycosides, and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs

(NSAIDs). Hypertension and hypomagnesaemia may also occur. Because of

the risk of hyperkalemia, potassium-sparing diuretics should be avoided.

Neurotoxicity is another common finding with cyclosporine, affecting as

many as a third of patients [20]. Findings have included altered mental status,

motor polyneuropathy, dysarthria, myoclonus, seizures, hallucinations, and

cortical blindness. Other common problems include hyperlipidemia, gingival

hyperplasia, and hirsutism. Hepatotoxicity has been reported but was associ-

ated with high drug levels [21].

n TACROLIMUS

Prograf1

With a similar action to cyclosporine, tacrolimus has emerged as another

option for immunosuppression. Tacrolimus is a macrolide antibiotic that was

isolated from the soil fungus Streptomyces tsukubaensis. Like cyclosporine,

tacrolimus blocks the activation of calcineurin and inhibits the expression of

critical T cell activation gene transcription factors. Tacrolimus, however, binds

to a highly conserved cytosolic protein (FK-506 binding protein (FKBP)) [22]. In

this manner, it limits the activation and proliferation of lymphocytes.

Table 29.6 Cyclosporine Levels After Transplantation

Months After Transplantation Level (ng/ml)

0–3 200–250

3–6 150–200

6–12 120–150

>12 80–120
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Although initially used for rescue therapy in acute rejection, tacrolimus

has also become a first-line agent. Two randomized, controlled trials from the

1990s compared cyclosporine and tacrolimus and found similar patient and

graft survival rates [23,24]. Although fewer rejection episodes occurred with

tacrolimus, there were also more side-effects. Since that time, the microemul-

sified preparation of cyclosporine (Neoral) with increased bioavailability

emerged. As a result, a randomized controlled trial was conducted in patients

undergoing liver transplantation [25]. The patients received either open-label

tacrolimus or microemulsified cyclosporine in combination with prednisolone

and azathioprine. The primary end points were death, retransplantation,

or treatment failure due to immunological reasons. Twelve months after

transplantation, the primary end points were reached in 62 (21%) of 301

patients receiving tacrolimus versus 99 (32%) of 305 patients receiving cyclos-

porine (P ¼ 0.001). Rates of renal dysfunction and need for antihypertensives

were similar. Diabetes was more frequent with tacrolimus.

Administration

Tacrolimus is available in oral and parenteral forms. Even in the early post-

operative setting, absorption through gastrointestinal tract is adequate, and the

parenteral form is rarely necessary. The typical maintenance dose is 0.10–0.30

mg/kg/day divided into two doses. Bioavailability with the oral formulation

is variable, however, and close monitoring of drug trough levels remains

necessary. Our center’s recommended trough levels are included in Table

29.7. More than 1 year after transplantation, lower levels are acceptable if

liver enzymes remain normal. Food recommendations are similar to those for

cyclosporine. Food may reduce bioavailability, and patients need to be con-

sistent in timing of food intake and dose. In addition, patients taking tacroli-

mus should avoid grapefruit juice because of potential for increased levels.

Pharmacokinetics

The metabolism of tacrolimus occurs mainly through the hepatic cytochrome

P450 system. As a result, hepatic dysfunction may be associated with increased

plasma concentrations and reduced clearance. Renal insufficiency does not

Table 29.7 Tacrolimus Levels After Transplantation

Months After Transplantation Level (ng/ml)

0–6 7–10

>6 5–7
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lead to elevated drug levels, but dose reduction may be necessary if nephro-

toxicity is a concern. The elimination half-life of tacrolimus in liver transplant

patients is about 12 h [26]. Tacrolimus does cross the placenta and is present in

breast milk.

Adverse Effects

Like cyclosporine, nephrotoxicity and neurotoxicity have been reported with

tacrolimus. However, nephrotoxicity caused by cyclosporine is not necessarily

a contraindication to the use of tacrolimus. In a series of 19 patients with

cyclosporine nephrotoxicity converted to tacrolimus, 13 patients had a de-

crease in serum creatinine and stable graft function [27].

Diabetes has also been reported with tacrolimus. Other side-effects are

similar to those of cyclosporine, including hyperkalemia, hypomagnesemia,

and hyperlipidemia. In addition, cardiomyopathy has been reported in chil-

dren [28]. Side-effects seen less frequently with tacrolimus include gingival

hyperplasia, hirsutism, and hypertension.

n AZATHROPRINE

Imuran1

Azathroprine remains a common component of initial regimens for liver

transplantation, although mycophenolate mofetil has emerged as another op-

tion. Azathroprine interferes with purine synthesis via the ‘‘salvage’’ pathway

and, therefore, complements the activity of corticosteroids and the calcineurin

inhibitors.

Mechanism

Azathroprine is a purine analog that is metabolized in the liver to 6-mercapto-

purine (6-MP). Further conversion of 6-MP results in a series of MP-containing

nucleotides that interfere with de novo purine synthesis and therefore both

deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and ribonucleic acid (RNA) synthesis. These

effects result in decreased production of T and B lymphocytes, reduced im-

munoglobulin secretion, and decreased IL-2 secretion.

Administration

Azathioprine is available in both oral and parenteral forms. Although not

available commercially, an oral solution can be prepared from the tablets by

a pharmacist. When parenteral dosing is required, the dose is equivalent to the

oral dose. The typical dose is 1–2 mg/kg daily.
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One component of 6-MP metabolism is methylation of both 6-MP and

the initial MP nucleotide by the enzyme thiopurine methyltransferase

(TPMT). Considerable genetic polymorphism exists with this enzyme.

Within the general population, approximately 11% of individuals may

have intermediate (heterozygote) activity, and 1 in 300 may have no TPMT

activity [29]. TPMT activity correlates with the response to azathroprine or

6-MP, and lack of TPMT activity is associated with myelosuppression

[30]. Although not commonly used in transplantation, the assays for TPMT

activity and genotypes are commercially available and may assist in manage-

ment.

Pharmacokinetics

Azathroprine is metabolized by the liver with renal clearance. Renal insuffi-

ciency may therefore necessitate dose reduction. The half-life ranges from 0.7

to 3 h. Azathroprine is partially removed with dialysis, and doses should

therefore be given after dialysis on these days. In addition, azathroprine does

cross the placenta and is present in breast milk.

Adverse Effects

The most common and dose-limiting side-effect of azathiopurine is bone

marrow suppression. As a result, routine monitoring is necessary. Typically,

bone marrow suppression is reversible with a decreased dose or discontinu-

ation. Pancreatitis is another common side-effect. In addition, liver enzyme

abnormalities may occur in as many as 5% of patients. Venoocclusive disease

has also rarely occurred with long-term treatment.

n MYCOPHENOLATE MOFETIL

Cellcept1

Mycophenolate mofetil inhibits de novo purine biosynthesis and has become

more common in liver transplantation as an alternative to azathroprine. The

major advantage over azathroprine is its more selective inhibition of lympho-

cytes. Mycophenolate mofetil is used by many centers as a component of the

initial immunosuppression regimen in combination with corticosteroids and a

calcineurin inhibitor. Other indications have included rescue therapy for

steroid-resistant rejection and also as an alternative if intolerance develops

with other agents. Mycophenolate mofetil has been used as a first-line agent

and allowed early cessation of prednisone [31]. The active drug, mycophenolic

acid (MPA), is produced by Penicillium fungus.
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Mechanism

After oral administration, mycophenolate mofetil is rapidly and completely

converted to MPA. MPA then inhibits inosine monophosphate dehydrogenase,

thus preventing the formation of guanosine monophosphate (GMP) and there-

fore guanine triphosphate and deoxyguanine triphosphate. These substrates

are necessary for DNA and RNA synthesis. Unlike other cells, lymphocytes

cannot synthesize GMP sufficiently through the salvage pathway that involves

the enzyme hypoxanthine–guanine phosphoribosyltransferase. MPA acid

therefore selectively inhibits the proliferation of both T and B lymphocytes.

Administration

Mycophenolate mofetil is available in both oral and parenteral forms. After

oral administration, mycophenolate mofetil is rapidly and extensively

absorbed. The typical dose is 1 g twice per day. Administration with food

may decrease peak levels, and patients should therefore take the dose 1 h

before or 2 h after a meal.

Pharmacokinetics

MPA is poorly absorbed after oral administration, and the semisynthetic

prodrug mycophenolate mofetil improves the bioavailability. MPA is metab-

olized principally by glucuronyl transferase; the glucuronide metabolite is not

pharmacologically active. About 90% of the administered drug is eliminated in

the urine as MPA glucuronide. The elimination half-life is approximately 18 h.

Renal impairment leads to accumulation of the MPA glucuronide metabolite,

and dose reduction is necessary with renal insufficiency. Hemodialysis does

not allow the clearance of MPA. MPA does cross the placenta and is found in

breast milk.

Adverse Effects

Mycophenolate mofetil may have significant gastrointestinal side-effects, in-

cluding nausea, anorexia, and diarrhea. Gastritis may develop, and the drug

should be avoided in the setting of active peptic ulcer disease. Other side-

effects include leukopenia, anemia, and thrombocytopenia.

n SIROLIMUS

Rapamune1

Sirolimus is a macrolide antibiotic produced by Streptomyces hygriscopicus

that has demonstrated potent immunosuppressive activity in a number of
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studies. In 1999, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration approved sirolimus

for the prevention of acute transplant rejection. Soon after introduction, sir-

olimus emerged as an effective alternative for patients with renal insuffi-

ciency related to calcineurin inhibitor toxicity [32]. More recently, sirolimus

has been increasingly used for initial immunosuppression in liver trans-

plantation [33–35]. Three case series have now reported decreased incidence

of rejection compared with historic controls. A pilot study randomized pa-

tients to tacrolimus and corticosteroids or sirolimus and low-dose tacrolimus

with corticosteroids. The sirolimus group had lower graft and patient sur-

vival, and there was also increased wound infection and hepatic artery

thrombosis [36]. A large international liver transplant trial was also halted

due to increased incidence of hepatic artery thrombosis in patients receiv-

ing sirolimus. The manufacturer ultimately issued a letter warning

physicians of this risk, and sirolimus now carries a ‘‘black box’’ warning in

its package insert [37]. The warning notes that most cases of hepatic

artery thrombosis occurred within 30 days of transplantation. These study

findings continue to be debated. Sirolimus continues to be used later in the

posttransplantation course; its role in initial immunosuppression remains

controversial.

Mechanism

Sirolimus is structurally related to tacrolimus and shares the same binding

site. However, sirolimus possesses a distinct mechanism of action [38]. The

sirolimus–FKBP complex does not affect calcineurin activity. Instead, siroli-

mus blocks signals transduced from IL-2 receptors and other growth factors to

the nucleus, thus inhibiting T and B cell proliferation.

Administration

Sirolimus is administered orally, and the typical maintenance dose is 2 mg/

day. Food may alter the bioavailability of sirolimus, and the dose should be

taken consistently in relation to eating.

Pharmacokinetics

Sirolimus is rapidly absorbed in 1–2 h. The bioavailability is approximately

14%. The major route of excretion appears to be the feces, with only 2.2%

excreted in the urine. The half-life increased from 79 h in normal patients to

113 h in those with hepatic dysfunction. Dosage adjustments may therefore be

necessary in patients with mild to moderate liver dysfunction.
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Adverse Effects

Common adverse effects with sirolimus include anemia, leukopenia, and

thrombocytopenia. Headache, hypertension, hyperlipidemia, and hypokalemia

have also been reported.Hepatic artery thromosis has previously been discussed.

Increasedincidenceofwounddehiscencewasreportedinapilotstudyofsirolimus

in liver transplant patients [36]. This complication was not increased in other

reports andmay be associatedwith the use of higher doses of sirolimus [33].

n ANTIBODY THERAPY

Antibody therapy has been used for treatment of steroid-resistant rejection and

induction therapy. The development of monoclonal technology has provided a

more specific and consistent response. At this time, these agents do not have a

routine role in maintenance immune suppression, but they have been utilized

in isolated circumstances. Regimens examining a variety of strategies and

combinations are currently under investigation.

n ANTITHYMOCYTE GLOBULIN

Atgam1 and Thymoglobulin1

Antithymocyte globulin is a purified immunoglobulin prepared from hyperim-

mune serum of horse, rabbit, sheep, or goat immunized with human thymic

lymphocytes. Antithymocyte globulin binds to the surface of the T lymphocytes

in the circulation, resulting in lymphopenia and impairment of T lymphocyte

immune responses. Antithymocyte globulin is administered parentally at a

daily dose of 10–30 mg/kg over several hours. Adverse effects include serum

sickness, fever, chills, rash, leucopenia, thrombocytopenia, and nephritis.

n MUROMONAB-CD3 MONOCLONAL ANTIBODY

Orthoclone OKT31

OKT3 was the first monoclonal antibody approved by the Food and Drug

Administration for use in humans. OKT3 is directed to the epsilon-chain of

CD3, a three-chain molecule that is associated with T cell antigen receptor

(TCR) [39]. CD3 is necessary for CD4þ T cell activation by alloantigen, and for

CD8þ T cell direct cellular cytotoxicity. The main indication of OKT3 is for

control of acute rejection [40]. OKT3 is administered intravenously. After

administration, a cytokine-release syndrome with flu-like symptoms is evident

within 30–60 min. OKT3 may also lead to pulmonary edema and exacerbate

congestive heart failure or coronary artery disease.
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n DACLIZUMAB

Zenapax1

Daclizumab is a chimeric monoclonal antibody produced by recombinant

DNA technology. The recombinant genes encoding daclizumab are a compos-

ite of human (90%) and murine (10%) antibody sequences. Daclizumab binds

to the alpha subunit of the IL-2 receptor on lymphocytes, thus interfering with

the signal that activates T cells. When used as part of induction therapy in

combination with corticosteroids and cyclosporine, daclizumab reduced rejec-

tion episodes in renal transplantation [41]. It is administered intravenously

1 mg/kg every 14 days for five doses. Daclizumab is generally well tolerated

with a side-effect profile comparable with that of placebo.

n BASILIXIMAB

Simulect1

Basiliximab is also a chimeric (murine/human) monoclonal antibody that

blocks the IL-2 receptor. When combined with standard immunotherapy in

renal transplant recipients, basiliximab reduced acute rejection and graft loss at

3 years without increasing adverse events, including infection and malignancy

[42]. The recommended dosing regimen is 20 mg intravenously within 6 h of

reperfusion and also on day four posttransplantation. Basiliximab also has a

benign side-effect profile, including lack of cytokine release syndrome.

n CONCLUSION

The current range of available immunosuppressive agents allows some flexibil-

ity to tailor the regimen for the individual patient. At the same time, rejection

and significant adverse effects continue to complicate the posttransplant period

for many patients. Future work will include different combinations as well as

development of new agents. Efforts will also focus on improving the balance of

maximizing immunosuppression while minimizing adverse effects.
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Drug Interactions
with Commonly Used
Immunosuppressive
Agents
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! !

Paul G. Killenberg

n INTRODUCTION

Following liver transplantation (LT), patients characteristically receive several

medications in addition to antirejection drugs. The opportunity for significant

drug interactions is, therefore, great. Drug interactions are particularly fre-

quent during the first 6 months after LT when the immunosuppressive dose is

greater.

Drug interactions can be grouped into two types: pharmacokinetic inter-

actions (where one drug alters the absorption, distribution, or elimination of

another) and pharmacodynamic interactions (where a second drug potentiates

or interferes with the action or side-effects of another).

This chapter focuses on drug interactions of both types that involve the

commonly used immunosuppressive agents. Synergism in immunosuppres-

sive effect between agents is not considered.

Certain drug interactions occur with sufficient frequency and uniformity

within the patient population that the practicing physician can anticipate the

interaction and make rational adjustments in the dose of the immunosuppres-

sive agent, thus avoiding toxic or inadequate levels. In other instances, the

literature reports a few cases of possible interaction. The latter reports may

reflect genetic idiosyncrasies or other factors not substantiated by pharmacoki-

netic studies. Reports of infrequent drug interactions should not be dismissed as

irrelevant; rather, they should prompt increased vigilance including frequent

determinations of immunosuppressive drug levels or measurements related to

potential toxicity. Drug interactions are not necessarily to be avoided; somedrug

interactions, once understood, can be used to the patient’s benefit. Intentional
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coadministration of certain antifungal agents [1] or calcium channel blocking

drugs [2] has permitted lower dosing of cyclosporine A while maintaining the

target trough level. These interactions have resulted in financial savingswithout

sacrificing immunosuppression. Intentional drug interactions, however, should

always be followed by increased surveillance of relevant drug levels in order to

avoid complications resulting from individual variations in response.

n DRUGS THAT INTERACT WITH CYCLOSPORINE A, SIROLIMUS, AND

TACROLIMUS

Cyclosporine A, sirolimus, and tacrolimus (FK506) share several features that

enable them to be considered together with respect to drug interactions. In

addition to a similar mechanism of action, all three drugs are biodegraded in

the intestine and in the liver by the mixed function oxidase (p450) system,

specifically by the CYP3A4 isoform. In addition, cyclosporine A and tacroli-

mus bind to the ATPase portion of the p-glycoprotein, multidrug resistance

(MDR) gene. Any other drug that either binds to the CYP3A4 site or is

transported by the p-glycoprotein has the potential to interact with all three

drugs. Drugs that are avidly bound to CYP3A4 may inhibit these immunosup-

pressive agents, with the result that the levels of cyclosporine A, tacrolimus, or

sirolimus will rise to potentially toxic levels unless the dose of the immuno-

suppressive is decreased. Similarly, in instances, where the binding of the

immunosuppressive agents to CYP3A4 is stronger, toxic levels of other drugs

may be reached. Finally, drugs that over time induce an increase in activity of

CYP3A4 may be associated with increased rates of degradation of the immuno-

suppressive agents and result in lowering of the blood levels, potentially below

effective immunosuppression.

The occurrence of genetic polymorphism in the mixed function oxidase

system further adds to the complexity of these drug interactions. Since the

therapeutic window for cyclosporine A, sirolimus, and tacrolimus is relatively

narrow, minor changes in the blood levels can have significant, and at times,

disastrous results.

Most of the known drug interactions were originally reported with cyclos-

porine A, fewer documented with tacrolimus, and even less with sirolimus.

However, given the similar metabolism of these three drugs, it is reasonable to

consider any demonstrated interaction with one as pertaining to all three. In

the following sections, we assume similar interactions among the three drugs

unless specifically noted.

Fortunately, the list of known, frequent, and significant drug interactions

with cyclosporine A or tacrolimus is relatively small. The data in Tables 30.1

and 30.2 should be considered appropriate to all formulations of cyclosporine

A, although most of the data were developed with Sandimmune1 [3–8].
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Table 30.1 Anti-infection Drugs that Interact with Cyclosporine A, Tacrolimus, or Sirolimus

Drug

Increases
Immunosuppressant
Levels

Decreases
Immunosuppressant
Levels

Increases
Toxicity

Antibacterial agents

Aminoglycosides

(e.g. gentamicin, tobramycin,

amikacin)

þþþ (renal)

Chloramphenicol þ
Ciprofloxacin þ
Imipenem/cilastatin þþ (neuro)

Macrolides

(e.g. erythromycin, azithromycin) þþþ
Penicillins (e.g. nafcillin) ?

Quinupristin/dalfopristin þþ
Sulfa agents þ (renal)

Vancomycin þ (renal)

Antituberculosis agents

Isoniazid þ
Rifampicin, rifampin, rifabutin þþþ

Antifungal agents

Amphotericin B þþþ (renal)

Azoles

(e.g. ketoconazole, itraconazole,

clotrimazole)

þþþ

Antimalarial

Chloroquine þþ
Antiviral agents

Acyclovir, ganciclovir þ þ (renal)

Protease inhibitors (HIV)

(e.g. indinavir, ritonavir/lopinavir,

saquinavir)

þþ

þþþ, Well-established, significant; þþ, probable, variable; þ, possible, individual.
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Table 30.2 Other Drugs that Interact with Cyclosporine A, Tacrolimus, or Sirolimus

Drug

Increases
Immunosuppressant
Levels

Decreases
Immunosuppressant
Levels

Increases
Toxicity

Anticonvulsants

Carbamazepine þ
Phenobarbital þþ
Phenytoin þþþ
Primidone þ

Antihypertensives

ACE inhibitors þþ (hyperkalemia)

Calcium channel inhibitors

(e.g. verapamil, diltiazem,

amlodipine)

þþ

(e.g. felodipine, nicardipine) þþþ
Anti-inflammatory agents

Nonsteroidal, cyclooxygenase

inhibitors

þ (renal)

Psychotropic agents

Benzodiazepines þþ
(e.g. alprazolam, diazepam,

midazolam, triazolam)

Modafinil þþ
Serotonin uptake inhibitors þþþ
(e.g. nefazodone, sertraline)

Steroid hormones

Miscellaneous agents

Allopurinol þþ
Alendronate þ
Danazol þþ
Grapefruit juice þþ
Orlistat þþ
St. John’s wort þþþ
Ticlopidine þþ
Vinblastine þþ

þþþ, Well-established, significant; þþ, probable, variable; þ, possible, individual.
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Antibacterials

The most significant and consistent interactions between antibacterial agents

and cyclosporine A, sirolimus, or tacrolimus involve the aminoglycoside and

macrolide antibiotics.

The nephrotoxicity of the commonly used aminoglycosides gentamycin,

tobramycin, and amikacin is enhanced when these drugs are given to patients

receiving cyclosporine A or tacrolimus. This interaction may require a reduc-

tion in the dose of the antibacterial as the creatinine clearance decreases. There

usually is no effect on blood levels of the immunosuppressive drugs. When

possible, an alternative antibacterial should be used.

Among the antibiotics, the natural and semisynthetic macrolide agents

have the greatest potential for increasing immunosuppressive drug blood

levels. Numerous reports in the literature attest to the potential that adminis-

tration of erythromycin, by binding to the P-450 sites in the intestine and the

liver results in significant elevations of the blood levels of the immunosup-

pressives. If an oral macrolide is the antibiotic agent of choice for a transplant

patient on cyclosporine A, sirolimus, or tacrolimus, one should be prepared to

effect up to a 50% reduction in the oral dose of the immunosuppressive drug.

Blood levels of intravenous cyclosporine A, sirolimus, and tacrolimus are less

affected by the macrolides [3,4,9].

A single report and occasional clinical observation suggest that the inci-

dence of neurotoxicity may be increased when imipenem/cilastin and cyclos-

porine A are given together. Symptoms of confusion and headache occur

without change in the cyclosporine A blood level; all symptoms abate when

the antibiotic is discontinued.

An increase in rejection of renal grafts was reported in patients receiving

both cyclosporine A and ciprofloxacin. Levofloxacin appears to be free of any

interaction with cyclosporine A and may be the drug of choice in this setting

[10]. A very significant increase in cyclosporine A levels has been reported in a

group of patients receiving quinupristin/dalfopristin [11].

Report of an interaction with chloramphenicol resulting in toxic levels of

tacrolimus suggests that patients receiving the drug should be monitored

carefully [12].

Other reports of drug interactions between antibacterial agents and cyclos-

porine A or tacrolimus are less convincing.

Antituberculous Agents

Several studies indicate that rifampicin decreases cyclosporine A and tacroli-

mus blood levels, probably by inducing P-450 metabolism. It may take

several days to 2 weeks to observe the maximum reduction in blood levels;
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stepwise increments in cyclosporine A dose are necessary to prevent

rejection. The literature suggests that an eventual two- to threefold increment

in immunosuppressant dose may be required to maintain appropriate

trough levels. CYP3A4 induction by rifampicin may persist for 2–3 weeks

after discontinuation of rifampicin. Rifabutin has effects similar to rifampicin,

but to a lesser degree; experience with this interaction is limited. Although

there are reports in the literature that isoniazid may affect cyclosporine

A metabolism, in all instances the isoniazid was given in conjunction with

rifampicin.

Antifungal Agents [11–14]

The pharmacokinetic interaction between ketoconazole, itraconazole, and ei-

ther cyclosporine A, sirolimus, or tacrolimus results in a significant increase in

immunosuppressant blood levels. Within 2–3 days of starting either azole, the

dose of these immunosuppressives must be reduced by at least 50% in order to

avoid toxic blood levels. At usual therapeutic doses of ketoconazole or itraco-

nazole, the cyclosporine A dose will eventually need to be reduced to about

25% of its original dose. This interaction may persist for several days after

discontinuing the antifungal agent. The rate of return of cyclosporine A phar-

macokinetics to baseline after stopping ketoconazole is subject to considerable

interindividual variation. At usual therapeutic doses of ketoconazole, or itra-

conazole, the cyclosporine A dose will need to be reduced to about 25% of the

original dose. The interaction may persist for several days after discontinuing

the antifungal agent; the rate of return of cyclosporine A pharmacokinetics

to baseline after stopping ketoconazole is subject to considerable individual

variation.

Fluconazole is much less potent; significant interactions are rare unless the

dose of fluconazole equals or exceeds 200 mg per day [15]. Miconazole is also

an infrequent offender.

Clotrimazole is frequently employed as an oral troche for prevention of

thrush. When used properly, most of the drug binds to the oral mucosa and is

released into the mouth over several hours; there is no appreciable systemic

absorption across the buccal mucosa. However, clotrimazole is well absorbed

from the gastrointestinal tract. Patients who swallow all or a substantial part of

the troche may exhibit increased cyclosporine A levels. Topical administration

of clotrimazole to intact or inflamed skin does not result in significant systemic

absorption of the drug.

Amphotericin B does not affect cyclosporine A blood levels but is more

nephrotoxic in the presence of cyclosporine A. Hypomagnesemia also may be

more pronounced when the two drugs are used together.
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Antiviral Agents

Acyclovir and gancyclovir have been reported to increase cyclosporine A

blood levels and enhance nephrotoxicity. However, this interaction is very

infrequent. These agents are used regularly in patients receiving all three

immunosuppressives without ill effects. Ritinavir is a potent inhibitor of

CYP3A4 and can be expected to interact with cyclosporine A, sirolimus, or

tacrolimus. Ritinavir and saquinavir bind to the p-glycoprotein and may affect

cyclosporine A or tacrolimus blood levels [16,17].

Anticonvulsants

Patients treated with usual doses of oral or intravenous phenytoin will experi-

ence decreased levels of cyclosporine A or tacrolimus unless the dose of

immunosuppressant is increased [4,18]. Two- to fourfold increases in the

cyclosporine A dose may be necessary to maintain prephenytoin trough levels.

Phenytoin probably induces the rate of cytochrome P-450 metabolism in both

intestine and liver.

A similar mechanism is proposed for the interaction with phenobarbital.

This effect of phenobarbital, however, appears to be dose-related and has been

reported only in children receiving over 25 mg of the drug per day [19].

Since induction of CYP3A4 may require a few days to reach maximal rates

of metabolism, lower immunosuppressant levels may not be immediately

evident upon addition of either phenytoin or phenobarbital. Blood levels

need to be checked repeatedly in the first week to 10 days of these anticonvul-

sants in order to establish the final dose adjustment. As noted earlier, the

metabolic activity of CYP3A4 may not immediately revert to the basal state

upon stopping either anticonvulsant.

Carbamazepine also has been reported to decrease trough levels of cyclos-

porine A in several patients; the mechanism is not known. There is a single

report of primidone-associated low blood levels of cyclosporine A.

Antihypertensives

Among the antihypertensive agents, the most significant pharmacokinetic

interactions occur with some of the calcium channel blockers [2,5,7,8]. These

drugs decrease CYP3A4 metabolism of cyclosporine A, sirolimus, and tacroli-

mus; verapamil also competes by binding to the p-glycoprotein. Of the calcium

channel blockers, nicardipine and mebefradil are particularly potent inhibitors;

the others have the potential of interacting with the immunosuppressives, but

are less potent. Given interindividual variation in drug metabolism, it is wise

to follow cyclosporine A, sirolimus, or tacrolimus blood levels more closely for
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the first 2 months after starting any calcium channel blocker. The interaction

may be delayed for several weeks after starting the drug.

The angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitor agents do not affect

immunosuppressant blood levels. However, ACE inhibitors and the

potassium-sparing diuretics such as spironolactone and amiloride exacerbate

hyperkalemia, which is common in patients on cyclosporine A and tacrolimus.

With the exception of carvedilol, the alpha adrenergic agents and the

beta-blockers do not interact with either cyclosporine A or tacrolimus. Al-

though interindividual variation was observed, concomitant administration

of cavedilol and cyclosporine A required an average reduction of 20% in the

dose of the latter [20].

Adrenal and Gonadal Steroids

Although it has been reported that high doses of adrenal steroids (�1 g of

methyl prednisolone a day) may raise cyclosporine A blood levels [21], in

clinical practice this interaction is rarely appreciated. In most instances,

doses of corticosteroids of this magnitude are employed for less than a week;

in usual practice, the cyclosporine A dose is not reduced during this time.

The synthetic steroid danazol regularly causes a rise in trough levels of

these immunosuppressant drugs. Other natural and synthetic estrogenic ster-

oids including birth control pills have the potential to increase cyclosporine A

levels through an interaction with CYP3A4; however, there are no convincing

reports of this interaction. Women beginning birth control pills or receiving

estrogen therapy for bone disease should be observed for a possible change in

the steady-state level of cyclosporine A.

Nonsteroidal Anti-inflammatory Drugs

The effect of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) on intrarenal

prostaglandin metabolism may exacerbate the nephrotoxicity of cyclosporine

A and tacrolimus. However, careful studies in patients with rheumatoid arth-

ritis failed to show any worsening of the creatinine clearance when several

NSAIDs were added to patients already receiving 5 mg/kg cyclosporine A

[22]. Addition of NSAIDs to the therapeutic regimen of liver transplant pa-

tients receiving either cyclosporine A or tacrolimus should be followed by

close surveillance of the serum creatinine concentration.

Chemotherapeutic Agents

CyclosporineAand tacrolimus bind to and inhibit theMDRgenep-glycoprotein

on the cell membrane of hepatocytes and many other cells. This can result in a
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decreased rate of excretion of several chemotherapeutic agents, including vin-

blastine daunomycin and etoposide. This property of cyclosporine A has led to

intentional addition of the drug to chemotherapy regimens in an attempt to

overcome the effect of the MDR gene. Melphalan potentiates renal dysfunction

when given to patients receiving cyclosporine A.

Agents Acting on the Gastrointestinal Tract

The somatostatin analog, octreotide, is reported to decrease cyclosporine A

blood levels in patients receiving oral but not intravenous cyclosporine A. This

suggests an effect on absorption, but the actual mechanism of this interaction is

not known. Metoclopramide increases cyclosporine A blood levels by an as-

yet-not-understood effect on absorption.

Cimetidine is known to inhibit a P-450 isoenzyme other than CYP3A4.

Nevertheless, administration of cimetidine to patients receiving cyclosporine

A has been shown to alter peak cyclosporine A blood levels [23].

Hypocholesterolemic Agents

An increased incidence of rhabdomyolysis-induced renal failure due to myo-

globinuria is reported in patients receiving HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors

and either tacrolimus or cyclosporine A [24]. Patients requiring these drugs

for treatment of hypercholesterolemia posttransplantation should be treated

with the lowest effective dose. Routine determination of serum creatine phos-

phokinase (CPK) is recommended while patients are on these immunosup-

pressives and any of the ‘‘statin’’ HMG-CoA inhibitors. Progressive elevation

of the CPK or unexpected myalgia should lead to immediate discontinuation

of the hypocholesterolemic drug until the patient is evaluated further.

Fluvistatin, simvistatin, and pravistatin are the least susceptible to inhib-

ition and may be the drugs of choice in liver transplant patients [6].

Antihistamines

Terfenadine is metabolized by CYP3A4 in both intestine and liver. Its metab-

olism is therefore subject to inhibition by all three immunosuppressants.

Psychotropic Agents

Some benzodiazepines (e.g. midazolam, triazolam, alprazolam, and diazepam)

are susceptible to drug interactions based on their metabolism by CYP3A4;

midazolam has been associated with elevation of cyclosporine A levels in

patients. Temazepam, nitrazepam, and lorazepam do not interact significantly

and may be preferred [6].
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Several of the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) are metabol-

ized by and inhibit CYP3A4 [8,25]. Addition of nefazodone to one heart

transplant patient resulted in an almost tenfold increase in the cyclosporine

A blood level; interactions have been reported with sertraline and fluoxetine

[26,27].

St. John’s wort (Hypericum perforatum) can significantly reduce the bioa-

vailability of oral cyclosporine A [28]. This interaction has resulted in acute

cellular rejection.

Miscellaneous

Bromocriptine and chloroquine are known to increase blood levels of cyclos-

porine A. Ticlopidine may affect cyclosporine A bioavailability; reduction in

the dose of ticlopidine in patients receiving both drugs does not change

cyclosporine A pharmacokinetics and preserves the antiplatelet function of

ticlopidine.

Grapefruit and grapefruit juice can enhance the bioavailability of oral

cyclosporine A, with resulting toxic blood levels [29,30]. The extent of this

interaction depends on variables such as the species of the grapefruit and the

process used to prepare the juice. Although this interaction has been used to

reduce the cost of cyclosporine A in some patients, constant vigilance is

necessary to avoid clinically significant variations in blood levels of the drug.

n DRUGS THAT INTERACT WITH AZATHIOPRINE

Drugs that Exacerbate Marrow Suppression (Table 30.3)

Allopurinol, sulfasalazine, and 5-amino salicylic acid inhibit enzymes that

degrade purines; concomitant use of these drugs results in enhanced bone

marrow toxicity [31–33]. When allopurinol is used, the dose of azathioprine

should be reduced to 25–33% of the initial dose in order to avoid cytopenia.

Sirolimus may also have a pharmacodynamic interaction with azathioprine

and accentuate bone marrow inhibition [34].

The use of ACE inhibitors to control hypertension in patients receiving

azathioprine can also lead to anemia and leukopenia [35]; the mechanism of

this interaction is not known.

Miscellaneous

There are several case reports suggesting that azathioprine interacts with

warfarin to reduce the dose-related anticoagulant effect [36,37]. Patients

should be monitored at the start of concomitant therapy, with adjustments in

the warfarin dose as necessary.
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n DRUGS THAT INTERACT WITH MYCOFENOLATE MOFETIL

Drugs interacting with mycofenolate mofetil (MMF) are few and fall into two

categories: drugs that inhibit absorption and drugs that reduce renal excretion

[38–40] (Table 30.4). Antacids and cholestyramine decrease the blood levels of

mycophenolic acid (MPA), the active metabolite, by 30–40%, presumably by

interfering with absorption. Acyclovir interacts with the inactive metabolite,

mycofenolic acid glucuronide (MPAG), with the result that the blood levels of

both MPAG and acyclovir rise by 11% and 22%, respectively. This interaction

probably occurs because of competition for renal tubular secretion, which is

necessary for the excretion of both agents. Similarly, animals given probenecid,

a known inhibitor of renal tubular secretion, experienced a twofold increase in

blood levels of MPA as well as a marked rise in MPAG. The increase in MPA

that follows probenecid suggests that when other drugs that are dependent on

renal tubular secretion for elimination (the penicillins, aspirin, etc.) are given to

patients receiving MMF, careful monitoring for evidence of bone marrow

suppression may be necessary. No pharmacokinetic drug interaction was

noted when cyclosporine or sirolimus was given with MMF; however, in the

presence of tacrolimus, blood levels of MPA increase. A review of renal

transplant patients receiving MMF and allopurinol failed to reveal evidence

to suggest an interaction.

Table 30.3 Drugs Potentiating Marrow Toxicity
When Given to Patients Receiving Azathioprine

Allopurinol

Sulfasalazine

ACE inhibitors

5-Amino salicylate

Sirolimus

Table 30.4 Drugs that Interact with Mycophenolate Mofetil

Drug Effect

Antacids, cholestyramine Decreases absorption of mycophenolate mofetil

Acyclovir Increases blood levels of acyclovir

Probenecid Increases blood levels of mycophenolatea

Tacrolimus Increases blood levels of mycophenolic acida

aDemonstrated only in animals, but probable in humans.
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n OTHER IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE DRUGS

Adrenal Steroids

With the exception of the interaction between high-dose methylprednisolone

and cyclosporine A, as noted above, there is little clinical evidence that adrenal

steroids exhibit any pharmacokinetic interactions in liver transplant patients.

Pharmacodynamic interactions with hypoglycemic agents are well known and

attributed to an increase in insulin resistance due to the steroids. Similarly,

impairment of naturesis induced by diuretics occurs.

Immunoglobulins

Other than the elevation in cyclosporine A blood levels associated with con-

comitant administration of OKT3 (see above), there are no known drug–drug

interactions with any of the other immunoglobulins [41].
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Special
Considerations for
Liver Transplantation
in Children
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Martin Burdelski and Xavier Rogiers

P
E D I A T R I C liver transplantations represent about 10% of all liver trans-

plantations registered in the European Liver Transplantation

Register (ELTR) [1]. This percentage has been stable over the last decades. The

pediatric transplant population differs widely in many respects from the adult

one. These differences refer to the natural course of the underlying diseases,

indications, surgical techniques, posttransplant complications, and long-term

results and are elucidated in this chapter.

n INDICATIONS

The predominant indication for liver transplantation in children is extrahepatic

biliary atresia, which represents more than 50% of all pediatric liver transplan-

tations worldwide (Fig. 31.1) [2–5]. More than 80% of affected children are

nonsymptomatic at birth. Thus the term ‘‘atresia’’ is misleading. Only in those

patients with associated vascular malformations a developmental defect may

be assumed. In the majority of patients, infections or infection-induced im-

munological or inflammatory processes must be regarded as responsible for

the development of cholestatic cirrhosis. In general, first symptoms are detect-

able during the first weeks of life, with a rapid development of cholestatic liver

cirrhosis that presents with clinical signs of decompensation at the age of 4–6

months [2]. The natural course of this disorder does not allow survival beyond

the age of 2 years. If performed in time, i.e. before the development of cirrhosis,

a hepatoportoenterostomy (Kasai operation) [2] can prevent this rapid deteri-

oration. There is clear evidence that the Kasai procedure prevents fatal out-

come of the affected children in up to 60% of cases if performed before the age

of 60 days. In the long-term, follow-up centers with a long-standing experience
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in both diagnosing and treating these patients may have about 10% of children

surviving longer than 10 years without transplantation. In general, patients

without Kasai operation and patients with a failed Kasai operation will need

liver transplantation within the first year of life [6]. This accounts for about

30% of affected children. Another 30% can survive with slower progress

toward chronic end-stage liver disease (ESLD). These patients will need liver

transplantation before 6 years of age. Only 30% of the operated children will

have a chance to survive until adolescence without transplantation and only

10% of the initial cohort of patients will be cirrhosis-free longer than 10 years

after operation [7].

In addition to biliary atresia there are another 20–25% of patients suffering

from cholestatic liver disorders leading to chronic ESLD. In this group, there

are patients with progressive familial intrahepatic cholestasis types 1, 2, and 3

(PFIC 1, 2, and 3) [2]. An underlying genetic defect is responsible for a

defective bile salt export pump, which leads to bile salt-induced toxic hepato-

cyte damage with giant cell formation and rapid progress to cholestatic cirrho-

sis in patients with type 1 and 2 disease. The characteristic finding in these

patients is normal g-glutamyltransferase (gGT) in serum in combination with

high serum bile acids [8]. In patients with type 3 disease, the genetic defect is

responsible for a defect transporter of phospholipids. These patients do have

increased serum catalytic concentrations of gGT [9]. The lack of phospholipids

leads to destruction of the bile ducts by the toxic bile salts. Bile duct prolifer-

ation and cholestatic liver cirrhosis are the characteristic histopathological

features of this disease. In all types of PFIC, life expectancy is less than 18

years of age, some patients deteriorating rapidly after viral infections and even

vaccination with live vaccines. Other patients will have only mild hepatopathy

until adolescence but a very fast decompensation at this age [8].
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Fig. 31.1 Indications in pediatric liver transplantation according to [1] (n ¼ 4313,
Oct 1991–Dec 2001). ALF, acute liver failure; Cirrh, cryptogenic cirrhosis, auto-
immune cirrhosis; Re-Tx, retransplantation.
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Among the patients with cholestatic liver disease there is another group

suffering from neonatal hepatitis syndrome. Only a minority of these patients

can be identified to suffer from cytomegalovirus (CMV), herpes simplex, parvo

B19, or adenovirus infection [2]. The rest remains unclear with regard to the

underlying infectious agent [10–13]. The differential diagnosis must include

metabolic disorders, the characteristic histological feature of giant cell hepatitis

just reflecting a nonspecific reaction of the neonatal hepatocyte to any kind of

injury. In the later course, these patients will show the histological pattern

of paucity of intrahepatic bile ducts. The fate of this nonsyndromatic paucity of

intrahepatic bile ducts is comparable with that of extrahepatic biliary atresia

although the percentage of affected children going to rapidly progressing liver

cirrhosis is assumed to be about 25% [13].

Alagille syndrome is a syndromatic bile duct hypoplasia characterized by

additional features such as facial stigmata, congenital heart defects with per-

ipheral pulmonary artery stenosis, butterfly vertebrae, vascular and intracra-

nial vascular malformations, and embryotoxon posterior [14]. It is an

autosomal dominant inherited syndrome with a wide range of phenotypic

expressions. It has been shown that the genetic background is a defect in the

JAG 1 gene responsible for the formation of notch proteins, which are needed

for specific differentiation of organs and tissues. Liver transplantation is

needed in patients with severe cholestasis, which is characterized by high

serum cholesterol and high serum bile acid concentration [15]. The majority

of affected children, however, will experience complications of their congenital

heart defect and pulmonary artery stenosis.

Inheritedmetabolic disorders account for up to 20%of liver transplantations

in children [16]. Cystic fibrosis, a1-antitrypsin deficiency, tyrosinemia, urea

cycle defects, Crigler–Najjar syndrome, respiratory chain disorders, and some

patients with neonatal hemochromatosis are found in this group. Elaborating

the diagnosis may be difficult since it is almost impossible to differentiate

between primary and secondary findings in patients with advanced liver cir-

rhosis. Metabolic disorders should only be considered as indications for liver

transplantation if the natural course of other affected organs is benign [17,18]. In

cystic fibrosis for instance, the progress of pulmonary disease is stopped unex-

pectedly despite immunosuppression. In contrast, respiratory chain disorders

and Niemann–Pick type C show rapid progress of the cerebral manifestation

after transplantation. These disorders are therefore considered to be contraindi-

cated in pediatric liver transplantation. Theworkup of thesemetabolic disorders

being difficult and even time-consuming, it ismandatory to have a close cooper-

ation between hepatologists and metabolists at the transplant center.

Acute liver failure is another important indication for liver transplantation

in children (Fig. 31.1). The ELTR report 2004 counts 13.2% of transplantations

in this category [1]. The causes of acute liver failure are metabolic disorders
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such as neonatal hemochromatosis, hereditary tyrosinemia, respiratory chain

disorders, Wilson’s disease, autoimmune hepatitis (AIH), viral hepatitis due to

herpesvirus, parvo B19, and hepatitis B virus (HBV) infections [19–25]. About

16–26% of causes in pediatric acute liver failure remain unclear even if most

sensitive methods such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) techniques are

used. Mushroom poisoning and drug toxicity account for another important

group of patients [19]. The indication for liver transplantation is based in most

centers on disturbances of the clotting system. International normalized ratio

(INR) findings above 4 or Quick test below 20% or factor V below 20% of

normal are considered as bad prognostic indicators [22]. Since increased intra-

cranial pressure may induce irreversible brain damage the most important

issue in treating these patients is to recognize when a patient has already

passed the therapeutic window in which liver transplantation can be offered

with good prognosis [26].

In contrast to the adult experience, chronic viral hepatitis due to HBV or

hepatitis C virus (HCV) infection is a rare indication for liver transplantation in

children. Cryptogenic cirrhosis is even more frequent than these viral hepatitis

forms (Fig. 31.1). Another important issue in chronic ESLD may be auto-

immune disorders (AIH). AIH types 1 and 2 normally respond to steroid-

and azathioprine-based immunosuppression very well; only 5–10% of patients

need liver transplantation, especially if the diagnosis is made late after cirrho-

sis has already been established [27]. Primary sclerosing cholangitis with or

without active colitis is another indication for pediatric liver transplantation. In

contrast to other cholestatic disorders mentioned earlier, the progress of this

disease is comparable with the adult experience. The risk of experiencing a

cholangiocarcinoma, however, must be taken into account if the course of the

disease is longer than 10 years.

Malignant disorders such as hepatoblastoma and hepatocellular carcin-

oma are the smallest group among the indications for liver transplantation in

children, ranging from 2% to 4% of all indications (Fig. 31.1). In hepatoblas-

toma, the orchestrated combination of chemotherapy and surgery with op-

tional liver transplantation has been shown to be very effective [28,29],

whereas in hepatocellular carcinoma results in pediatric liver transplantation

are very disappointing [30].

Finally, secondary liver diseases such as posttraumatic or post-liver-

resection in hepatic malignancies or short gut syndrome after multiple and

extensive small bowel resection with less than 20 cm small bowel left and the

needof total parenteral nutrition [31,32] andveno-occlusivedisease after chemo-

therapy and/or bone marrow transplantation or Budd–Chiari syndrome in

thrombocytosis [33] are considered as indications for liver transplantation. In

total parenteral nutrition-associated secondary cholestatic liver cirrhosis, a com-

bined liver and small bowel transplantation is needed.
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n PRETRANSPLANT CARE OF THE PEDIATRIC LIVER TRANSPLANT CANDIDATE

After the challenge of establishing a diagnosis in a given child with ESLD and

after defining the individual prognosis, the optimized medical and nutritional

therapy of a patient can help to avoid serious complications before transplant-

ation. The real advances in pediatric liver transplantation compared with the

experience in the 1980s are due to the fact that transplantation can be performed

in an earlier state of the disease, since the major problem of children with

chronic end-stage cholestatic liver disease is multimorbidity (Fig. 31.2). Malnu-

trition is one aspect of multimorbidity and is observed in 50–60% if defined as

body weight below the third percentile. Recurrent infections including spon-

taneous bacterial peritonitis may occur in 30–50% of children; portal hyperten-

sion with bleeding from varices is seen in 20–50%. In addition there are

complications such as renal insufficiency, including hepatorenal syndrome

(HRS) in about 17–50%, osteopathy with pathological fractures in 18–50% of

patients, abnormal vascular patterns leading to pre- and intrahepatic shunting

in 3–50% of patients and hepatopulmonary syndrome finally, which is found in

1–5% of patients.

Malnutrition is pronounced in cholestatic liver disorders due to fat mal-

digestion, serious anorexia, and catabolic state [34–39] (Fig. 31.2). The manage-

ment of this complication is difficult. In most patients, supplementation of fat-

soluble vitamins and substitution of essential fatty acids by medium-chained

fatty acids and intravenous (IV) fat infusions are necessary. It can be done via

nasogastric tube, which may be difficult in patients with esophageal varices. In

most patients, however, an IV supplementation in weekly intervals becomes
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Fig. 31.2 Multiorgan morbidity in pediatric transplant candidates (own data).
Dystr., malnutrition, body weight < 3rd percentile; Inf., recurrent infections; PH,
portal hypertension requiring medical/endoscopic therapy; RI, renal insufficiency;
Osteop., osteopathy; Vasc., vascular complications due to either congenital or acquired
abnormalities; HPS, hepatopulmonary syndrome defined as low oxygen saturation in
cirrhotic patients.
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necessary. In encephalopathic patients, protein supplementation should in-

clude branched amino acids. The efficacy of lactulose or sodium benzoate

therapy needs further evaluation. If a patient does not respond to nutritional

support with high-energy intake with up to 120–180% of recommended daily

intake, liver transplantation should be performed as soon as possible.

The risk of recurrent infections of the respiratory tract is explained by

mechanical effects of pulmonary compression by ascites, increased size of

liver and spleen, and by the fact that the macrophage system of the liver is

destroyed (Fig. 31.2). Patients with chronic end-stage cholestatic liver disease

are further bound to overwhelming Gram-negative septicemia, which can lead

to acute multiorgan failure even within hours. Close monitoring of the patient

and guided antibiotic therapy rather than prophylactic antibiotic therapy is

recommended.

Portal hypertension is a major feature of chronic ESLD (Fig. 31.2). Esopha-

geal and gastric varices need close monitoring. If ultrasound examinations

reveal collaterals at the spleen, the risk of having esophageal varices is

high. In children, primary and secondary prophylaxis are justified as soon as

cherry red spots are detected on the varices [40]. It is recommended that

esophageal varices be treated with rubber band ligation whereas gastric vari-

ces should be treated with cyanoacrylate [41,42]. Again, liver transplantation

should be considered in these patients as soon as possible as a curative therapy

in portal hypertension. With regard to supportive therapy, there are no

evidence-based data available in children. Nonselective beta-blockers are

reported to show frequent side-effects such as fatigue, nausea, and arterial

hypotension and are even more pronounced than in adults where up to 30% of

patients need either reduced dosages or even finishing treatment.

Renal insufficiency in chronic or acute ESLD must be seen as a serious

problem in a transplant candidate (Fig. 31.2). The use of calcineurin inhibitors

in the posttransplant phase will aggravate this problem further [43]. Renal

insufficiency in the context of HRS has a bad prognosis, with less than 10%

spontaneous recovery [44]. The pathophysiology is not well understood [45].

After exclusion of secondary renal failure due to shock, infection, and diuret-

ics, true HRS is defined as occurring in chronic liver failure with portal

hypertension if the glomerular filtration rate is less than 40mL=min=1:73m2

body surface area in the absence of structural abnormalities of the kidneys

investigated, for instance, by ultrasound. The urine output is less than 2 mL/

kg/h, the sodium excretion is less than 10 mmol/L, the urine osmolality is

lower than plasma osmolality, and the serum sodium concentration is less than

130 mmol/L. There should be no significant erythrocyturia. The prevalence of

HRS in pediatric transplant candidates is low; most of the patients with renal

function impairment suffer from preexisting disease due to either drug-

related, dysplastic kidneys or renal vascular malformation. Renal insufficiency
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thus may vary between 2% and 50% according to the underlying disease

(Fig. 31.2). The management of HRS includes control of electrolytes and

water by restriction of fluid intake and hemofiltration or hemodialysis if

necessary. In the future, a molecular adsorbent recycling system [46] may be

applied since a pediatric size adaptation is now available. But still, no con-

trolled pediatric trials using such a device were performed until recently. In

general, renal insufficiency in a transplant recipient requires careful use of

calcineurin inhibitors.

Osteopathy is a frequent comorbidity in cholestatic chronic ESLD

(Fig. 31.2) [47]. It is observed in up to 50% of patients and characterized by

pathological fractures, which may be seen in 16% of all patients (Fig. 31.2).

The pathophysiology is complex, malabsorption of vitamin D, impaired bone

repair, and disturbances in metabolism of parathormone [48]. Therapy is

difficult, since treatment with calcium and 1-25-dihydroxycholecalciferol

does not seem to be efficient and is even hazardous in the presence of

hypercalciuria and may lead to renal calcinosis. Even worse, after transplant-

ation the use of calcineurin inhibitors may interfere with a recovery of

osteopathy [49]. As a consequence, early transplantation preventing the mani-

festation of osteopathy seems to be the best option.

Vascular abnormalities may be observed in children with symptomatic

extrahepatic biliary atresia presenting with partial Ivemark syndrome

(Fig. 31.2). The features of this entity are aplasia of the superrenal inferior

vena cava, azygos or hemiazygos continuation, preduodenal portal vein, asple-

nia or polysplenia syndrome, and abdominal situs inversus with the risk of

intestinal volvulus [50,51]. In children with nonsyndromatic extrahepatic bil-

iary atresia, hypoplasia of the portal vein is frequently observed leading to

extensive intra- and extra-abdominal collateral formation [52]. Sufficient portal

flow may be difficult to obtain under this predisposition. In this case, careful

ligation of these collaterals can become necessary during transplantation in

order to enhance the portal flow. Reduced portal vein flow due to increased

resistance in the cirrhotic liver may worsen and finally end up in oscillating or

even reversing the hepatofugal portal vein flow. This situation can only be

detected by Doppler ultrasound. The risk of this reversal of the portal vein

flow is the manifestation of portal vein thrombosis [52]. Liver transplantation

in this situation then is almost impossible. Thus, monitoring of the patient by

Doppler ultrasound is the only way to recognize the development of this

complication, with the chance of preventing real portal vein thrombosis by

early transplantation.

The hepatopulmonary syndrome is a rare complication of chronic ESLD

in children. It is observed in 1–30% of children with chronic ESLD (Fig. 31.2).

It is important to know that the development of this complication is not in

parallel with the progress of the liver disease. The first clinical symptoms are
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dyspnoe and oxygen desaturation not responding to increased oxygen sup-

ply. The diagnosis is established by bubble echocardiography and right heart

catheter [53,54]. The cause of this complication is thought to be lack of NO

inactivation in the liver or increased NO formation in the lungs [55]. Devel-

opment of spider naevi and teleangiectasies is caused by the same pathophy-

siology. The right heart catheter is essential in order to exclude pulmonary

hypertension, which means a clear contraindication for liver transplantation.

The outcome of liver transplantation in hepatopulmonary syndrome is worse

than in normal transplantation, the recovery of the patient may be very

prolonged. The best option is to prevent the development of hepatopulmon-

ary syndrome by early transplantation.

The last entity is acute-on-chronic liver failure [56,57]. Chronic ESLD

aggravated by infection, toxins, or gastrointestinal bleeding may lead to fur-

ther consumption of clotting factors with the risk of intracranial or gastro-

intestinal bleeding (Fig. 31.3). The metabolic balance may collapse by

hypoglycemia and acidemia with lactate acidosis and ATP depletion. All

factors may induce cerebral edema. In addition, shock may contribute to

further deterioration with multiorgan failure with renal, intestinal, circulatory,

and pulmonary impairment. It goes without saying that this combination of

complication is difficult to manage. If any kind of artificial liver support,

including molecular adsorbents recirculating system (MARS) [46], is able to

reverse this, complication needs further randomized controlled studies in

adult and pediatric patients.

Infection

Multiorgan failure

Clotting system
renal function

Blood-sugar
monitoring

Orbitae-ultrasound
CT-scan

Hyperventilation
detoxification
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homeostasis

Op. endoscopy
clotting repair
hemofitration

Cerebral edema
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ATP-synthesis

GI-bleeding
Intracranial bleeding

Drugs Toxins
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Fig. 31.3 Development of acute-on-chronic liver failure and ways to prevent, diag-
nose, and treat this complication. Level 1, causes of liver failure; level 2, consequences
of liver failure; level 3, diagnostic approach; level 4, interventions in order to prevent
further progress to multiorgan failure.
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n CONTRAINDICATIONS

In the beginning of liver transplantation up to 40% of patients on the waiting

list experienced either primary or secondary contraindications. Body weight

below 10 kg was one of the most frequent contraindications since it was most

unlikely that a suitable donor was available in time [58]. Hypoplasia of the

portal vein, advanced liver disease with more than one organ failure, and

active infections were the other contraindications. Today, only active infection,

extrahepatic spread of hepatic malignancy, and progressive involvement of

other organs are still considered as contraindications [59]. This means that

contraindications have almost been abolished.

n TIMING OF TRANSPLANTATION

Timing of transplantation plays a role with regard to pre- and posttransplant

survival (Fig. 31.3). Prediction of pretransplant survival is essential in order to

allocate a donor organ in the sense of ‘‘sickest first’’ policy. This situation is

applicable to adults, where waiting list mortality is essential, reaching up to

20%. In children, however, the use of all technical variants, i.e. full-size,

reduced-size organs, split- and living-related segments has provided enough

organs to cover the needs [60]. The only exception is the young adolescent who

is competing with small adults with a long waiting time in the actual allocation

prescription of Eurotransplant. If this is kept in mind, the pediatric end-stage

liver disease (PELD) score makes no sense in Eurotransplant. This score has

been established in the USA and in Canada in order to guarantee an easily

obtainable, objective, and verifiable parameter for organ allocation. The PELD

calculator uses serum albumin (g/dL), bilirubin (mg/dL), INR, growth failure

based on gender, height, and weight, and age at listing (Fig. 31.4) [61]. Some 12

years ago, a similar score had been developed using serum bilirubin

(>300mmol=L), prothrombin time (<50% of normal), cholinesterase (<1.5 kU/

L), and weight (<3rd percentile) as prognostic parameters of a risk score [62].

Other prognostic indicators of pretransplant survival used the metabolizing

capacity of the diseased liver after either lidocaine injection or oral applied

caffeine. Indocyanine green had been used either alone or in combination with

the Pugh score as a prognostic indicator of pretransplant survival reflecting the

perfusion rather than the metabolic capacity of the liver. These systems can be

used in order to identify the patients with a high risk of death while on the

waiting list by significant deterioration of the PELD or any other score [63,64].

With regard to posttransplant survival, however, these scoring systems turned

out to be less efficient. In the meantime, survival rates after pediatric liver

transplantation have reached almost 97% [60]. This progress makes a prediction

of the posttransplant survival almost unnecessary.
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n SURGICAL OPTIONS IN PEDIATRIC LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

The last 14 years have shown a significant change in the use of donor organs

with regard to the use of technical variants. After living-related liver trans-

plantation had been shown to be effective [65], the surgical experience derived

from living donation was applied to split-liver transplantation, leading to a

renaissance of this technique by avoiding nonacceptable risks for the recipient

of the right part of the liver [66]. This technique helped to avoid wasting of

organs, which had to be done in those patients who were transplanted with

reduced-size organs. In general, reduced-size organs should no longer be used;

splitting should be the first choice. However, the ELTR report including data

until December 2002 shows a major role of reduced-size liver transplantation

in the pediatric age group. In experienced centers, the outcome of pediatric

liver transplantation is not influenced by the use of technical variants [67]. This

is a strong argument for focusing pediatric liver transplantation to only a few

centers as is done in the UK, where only three centers are allowed to perform

pediatric liver transplantation [68].

n IMMUNOSUPPRESSIVE THERAPY

Modern immunosuppression uses a triple therapy consisting of calcineurin

inhibitors, interleukin-2 receptor antibodies, and steroids. There has only been

one paper comparing both available calcineurin inhibitors in a prospective

randomized controlled study [69]. The results showed no difference with

regard to patient and graft survival and adverse events. However, there was

a significant difference in corticosteroid-resistant acute rejection-free survival

in favor of tacrolimus. Oversized immunosuppression exposes the pediatric

Surgical therapy
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Medical therapy

Follow-up

Extrahepatic biliary atresia: Kasai-Op
PFIC 2: Partial biliary diversion

PFIC 3: UDCA, AI-ATD: UDCA
Wilson's d.  D-Penicillamin
AIH: Azathioprine, steroids, UDCA
PSC: UDCA + (Aza, steroids)?

PELD score: 0.480 � Loge (bil mg/dL) + 1.857 � Loge (INR) − 0.687 � Loge
(albumin g/dL) + 0.436 if patient <1 y + 0.667 if growth failure (<−2SD)
Multiply the score by 10 and round to the nearest whole number

LTX LTX-waiting list
Deterioration Stabilization

Fig. 31.4 Follow-up algorithm of a potential transplant candidate in order to achieve
appropriate timing of LTX.
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recipient at risk of developing a posttransplant lymphoproliferative disease

(PTLD) [70]. PTLD is reported to be seen in up to 20% of patients [69,71–73].

Since PTLD is EBV-driven, this high risk of PTLD in children is easily

explained by the high prevalence of EBV in donors but almost zero prevalence

in small children. Most immunosuppressive protocols aim to have a steroid-

free therapy already 1 year after transplantation. Thus, catch-up growth in

children as one essential aspect of quality of life after transplantation starts

significantly at this time only [74]. Long-term side-effects of calcineurin inhibi-

tors may contribute to cardiovascular complications such as arterial hyperten-

sion and coronary heart disease and to renal insufficiency [67]. Therefore close

drug monitoring of cyclosporine and tacrolimus is essential (Tables 31.1 and

31.2). Whether C2 rather than C0 values give better information with regard to

optimized immunosuppression in cyclosporine therapy is discussed at the

moment [75,76]. Since more than 90% of children have a biliodigestive anas-

tomosis instead of a choledochocholedochostomy, leading to significant delay

or enhancement of transit, it is almost unlikely that the C2 measurement grants

an advantage over C0 values.

There is some evidence that immunization in pediatric liver transplant

candidates shifts the T-helper cell state 2 into T-helper cell state 1 with pre-

dominant interferon and interleukin-2 production. This state seems to predis-

pose to rejection [77]. In addition, posttransplant vaccination seems not to

show significant complications and good immunological response. Therefore

it makes sense to perform only hepatitis B vaccination and to postpone the

normal vaccination program to the second half-year after transplantation when

immunosuppression is comparably low.

n POSTTRANSPLANT COMPLICATIONS

In a systematic view, both medical and surgical complications may be encoun-

tered after transplantation (Fig. 31.5). The prevalence of medical complications

is as high as 60–80% so that a single patient is at a high risk of experiencing one

or even multiple complications [67]. In the immediate perioperative phase,

bacterial infections may be encountered [78,79]. These may present as general,

local, or organ-bound infections or abscesses. Septicemia, peritonitis, pneu-

monitis, or abscesses in kidney, brain, and osteomyelitis due to staphylococcus

and Enterococcus coli infection are the most frequent agents. Unreflected pre-

transplant prophylaxis bears the risk of bacterial resistance. Perioperative

antibiotic therapy is recommended as long as central venous lines or intra-

abdominal drains are used. The antibiotics given should reflect the local

commonest bacterial agents and should cover staphylococci. A daily swab

from tracheal secretions as long as the patient is on the ventilator, from ascitic
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fluid as long as the patient has abdominal drains, and of blood samples drawn

from central lines is recommended in order to achieve a guided antibiotic

therapy. Acute rejection was observed in up to 60% of patients in the first

week after transplantation. By using interleukin-2 receptor antibodies the

Table 31.1 Anti-infection Drugs that Interact with Cyclosporine A, Tacrolimus, or Sirolimus

Drug

Increases
Immunosuppressant
Levels

Decreases
Immunosuppressant
Levels

Increases
Toxicity

Antibacterial agents

Aminoglycosides þþþ (renal)

(e.g. gentamicin, tobramycin,

amikacin)

Chloramphenicol þ
Ciprofloxacin þ
Imipenem/cilastatin þ (neuro)

Macrolides þþþ
(e.g. erythromycin, azithromycin)

Penicillins (e.g. nafcillin) þ þþþ
Quinupristin/dalfopristin þþ
Sulfa agents þ (renal)

Vancomycin þþþ þ (renal)

Antituberculosis agents

Isoniazid þ
Rifampicin, rifampin, rifabutin þþþ
Antifungal agents

Amphotericin B þþþ þþþ (renal)

Azoles þþþ
(e.g. ketoconazole, itraconazole,

clotrimazole)

Antimalarial

Chloroquine þþ
Antiviral agents

Acyclovir, ganciclovir þ þ (renal)

Protease inhibitors (HIV) þþ
(e.g. indinavir, ritonavir/lopinavir,

saquinavir)

þþþ, Well-established, significant; þþ, probable, variable; þ, possible, individual.
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Table 31.2 Other Drugs that Interact with Cyclosporine A, Tacrolimus, or Sirolimus

Drug

Increases
Immunosuppressant
Levels

Decreases
Immunosuppressant
Levels

Increases
Toxicity

Anticonvulsants

Carbamazepine þ
Phenobarbital þþ
Phenytoin þþþ
Primidone þ
Antihypertensives

ACE inhibitors þþ (hyperkalemia)

Calcium channel inhibitors

(e.g. verapamil, diltiazem,

amlodipine)

þþ

(e.g. felodipine, nicardipine) þþþ
Anti-inflammatory agents

Nonsteroidal cyclooxygenase

inhibitors

þ (renal)

Psychotropic agents

Benzodiazepines

(e.g. alprazolam, diazepam,

midazolam, triazolam)

þþ

Modafinil þþ
Serotonin uptake inhibitors

(e.g. nefazodone, sertraline) þþþ
Steroid hormones

Danazol þþ
Miscellaneous agents

Allopurinol þþ
Alendronate þ
Grapefruit juice þþ
Orlistat þþ
St. John’s wort þþþ
Ticlopidine þþ
Vinblastine þ

þþþ, Well-established, significant; þþ, probable, variable; þ, possible, individual.
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prevalence of rejection has been lowered to about 20% [80–83]. However, there

are two remarkable observations: (1) acute rejection in patients with IL2ra

therapy is postponed to the third and fourth week after transplantation and

does not present with clinical symptoms as has been common in the pre-IL2ra

period. Thus the only way to detect these rejections is close monitoring [2].

The prevalence of steroid-resistant rejection has not been changed by IL2ra

therapy. In the beginning of immunosuppression, absorption of calcineurin

inhibitors may be varying very much. In some patients even toxic drug concen-

trations may be seen, leading to impaired renal, cerebral, and even hepatic

function [82]. Using tacrolimus in normal dosage in organs with primary mal-

function or nonfunction thus may be critical. In cyclosporine-based immuno-

suppression primary malfunction or nonfunction may lead to intoxication or to

not achieving targeted trough levels. Primary nonfunction is defined as retrans-

plantation within 10 days after transplantation or death resulting from a non-

functioning graft, primary poor function as a Quick-test below 30% requiring

substitution of fresh frozen plasma and AT III [60]. Especially at risk for this

critical complication are patients with small-for-size transplants, which are

defined as <0.8% of body weight. Other factors contributing to primary non-

function or malfunction are fatty degeneration of the donor organ in combin-

ation with perfusion damage or cold- or warm-ischemic time beyond 12 and

60 min, respectively.

As far as surgical complications are concerned, bleeding from the cut

surface in split-, living-related or reduced-size organs, biliary leakage from

the cut surface or bile duct anastomosis and intestinal leakages from small

bowel perforations after adhesiolysis or from anastomotic insufficiencies are

best detected by controlling the drain fluids for blood, bilirubin, and amylase.

In experienced centers using all surgical technical variants, i.e. full-size,
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Fig. 31.5 Causes of graft/patient loss in ELTR expressed as percent in pediatric
liver transplantation (Oct 1991–Dec 2001). G.C., general complication; D.R., disease
recurrence; T.R., tumor recurrence; I., infection; R., rejection; PNF, primary nonfunc-
tion; T.C., technical complication; P.D., perioperative death.
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reduced-size, split-, and living-related transplantations, however, there has

been a steady improvement with regard to surgical complications. Biliary,

arterial, portal, intestinal, and bleeding complications have reached a preva-

lence of less than 10% [60]. In addition, close monitoring with Doppler ultra-

sound starting already in the intraoperative phase and continued on a daily

basis will show either fluid retention or portal venous, arterial, or venous flow

impairment. The intraoperative Doppler ultrasound has been shown to be

essential in preventing late sequelae from perfusion damage such as

ischemic-type bile duct lesions, portal vein thrombosis, and hepatic venous

outflow obstruction [60,67].

Bile duct and vascular obstructions are treated by either interventional

radiography or surgery [84–86]. Portal vein obstruction after transplantation

can be approached by performing a mesenteric-recessus umbilicalis shunt with

vascular interposition (Mesorex shunt) [87,88].

Retransplantation results from either acute or chronic organ failure due

to different causes: failed immunosuppression, viral infection, vascular, and

bile duct complications. The ELTR report counts for the time period of 1991–

2002 in 4313 pediatric recipients shows no statistical differences of causes

of graft loss or death between living-related donation and organs from de-

ceased donors with regard to general complications (21% vs. 18%), disease

recurrence (2% vs. 1%), tumor recurrence (3% vs. 2%), infection (14% vs.

13%), rejection (11% vs. 14%), primary non- or dysfunction (9% vs. 16%),

technical complications (16% vs. 17%) and preoperative death ( 3% vs. 3%)

(Fig. 31.5) [1].

n LONG-TERM RESULTS AFTER PEDIATRIC LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

Aspects of long-term results after pediatric liver transplantation are of increas-

ing interest. The natural history of a long-term survivor after liver transplant-

ation is characterized by viral infections due to CMV, Epstein–Barr virus

(EBV), adenovirus, and herpes simplex virus infection [89–92] and by drug-

related impairment of liver, kidney, and brain function and arterial hyperten-

sion [67]. There are additional complications because of vascular obstruction of

the hepatic artery, the portal and the hepatic vein, and secondary lesions of

the biliary tract. Due to the use of technical variants, the pediatric transplant

recipient is at a high risk of experiencing biliary complications, since almost

every patient is subjected to biliodigestive anastomosis.

Viral infections due to CMV, EBV, and herpes simplex virus infection are

treatable by ganciclovir, cidofovir, and acyclovir. In case of drug-related im-

pairment of renal or hepatic function, alternative immunosuppressants are

available such as rapamune or mycofenolate mofetil [93–95]. Attention deficit
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syndromes and cerebral convulsions, however, are difficult to manage. Calci-

neurin inhibitors are associated with attention deficit syndrome and cerebral

convulsion in children with preexisting brain damage and can contribute

significantly to an impairment of posttransplant quality of life even in other

children [96,97]. Very young infants and neonates have a higher risk of suffer-

ing from such complications [98]. However, it is difficult to asses any potential

brain damage in this especial age group at the time of transplantation, so a

‘‘normal’’ neurological finding in such a patient cannot exclude such an

important complication in the later course [99]. Arterial hypertension is ob-

served in children after liver transplantation in about 30% of patients and is of

great importance for the late outcome [69] (Fig. 31.1). Patients with preexisting

renal damage are at high risk of developing renal dysfunction. As a conse-

quence, intensive monitoring of renal function and blood pressure is essential

in any patient after liver transplantation, and guided therapy is mandatory.

Calcineurin inhibitor-free immunosuppression is recommended in these chil-

dren [94].

Vascular complications may be prevented by intraoperative Doppler ultra-

sound examinations, which are often undetectable by just clinical means. In

case of late manifestations of bile duct, hepatic artery, portal, and hepatic vein

obstruction, the first attempt to correct is made by interventional radiology

approach [67]. Only in those cases where these interventions are contraindi-

cated or associated with a high risk for the patient, surgical interventions such

as reanastomosing or extrahilar mesenterico left portal vein shunt are consid-

ered. Apart from mechanical portal vein complications due to anastomotic or

inflammatory processes, effects of chronic rejection as a cause of arterial and

portal vein obstruction are difficult to identify. Chronic rejection can only be

identified after explantation.

There are new disorders observed after pediatric liver transplantation. The

de novo hepatitis with autoimmune antibodies and atypical histology are

such new detected disorders requiring additional azathioprine medication

[100–102].

Quality of life measurements in recipients and their families are necessary

to assess the quality of long-term survival. Patients estimate their all-day

strength better than their parents and probably better than teachers and in-

structors. The integration of a transplant recipient into normal life is still

suboptimal and needs to be improved.

n GENERAL ASPECTS OF PEDIATRIC CARE AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANTATION

Liver transplantation in children today covers all ages from newborns until

late adolescence. It is performed in children who have no other option for
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survival or in children with poor quality of life. In newborns and infants,

parents are responsible for the decision to undergo transplantation. The

actual results of liver transplantation in children justify such a decision

since they have reached an almost 95% survival for the first 6 postoperative

months and an almost 80% survival for 10 years. These high standards expose

transplanted children to everyday risks under immunosuppression.

Infections of the upper respiratory tract and gastroenteritis may influence

absorption of immunosuppressants directly or by the use of antibiotics inter-

fering with metabolism of calcineurin inhibitors. In general, however, normal

immunosuppression does not expose children to a higher risk than nonimmu-

nosuppressed siblings. Treatment with macrolides such as erythromycin,

amphotericin B, and fluconazol, on the other hand, increases cyclosporine A

and tacrolimus levels, so toxic liver, cerebral, and renal damage must be taken

into consideration. On the contrary, phenobarbiton, carbamacepin, and rifam-

picin as an anti-itching agent will lower the trough levels of both calcineurin

inhibitors and thus increase the risk of underimmunosuppression-caused re-

jection. Any therapy with the agents mentioned above must be balanced with

regard to risks and benefits.

High immunosuppression in combination with primary EBV infection

exposes the pediatric recipient to the risk of EBV-driven PTLD. Especially at

risk are children with negative EBV status. Close monitoring of EBV serology

and EBV PCR thus is essential in these children. Apart from typical EBV-

related symptoms, anemia, gastrointestinal pain, and bleeding need thorough

workup.

In adolescents, the acceptance of being transplanted turns out to be much

more difficult [103]. Transplantation in an adolescent is really challenging with

regard to acceptance of surgical and medical care. Children growing up after

transplantation show a changing pattern of compliance once adolescence is

reached [104]. Noncompliance with its risk of rejection and organ damage

becomes an essential problem. Many efforts are needed to instruct children

about the importance of compliance. Quality of life measurements have be-

come an important measure of success of liver transplantation.
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Markus Selzner and Leo Bühler

T
R E A T M E N T of advanced acute or chronic liver failure generally re-

mains supportive. Currently, liver transplantation is the only available

therapy for end-stage liver disease (ESLD). However, the increasing shortage

of cadaveric organ donors for transplantation motivates researchers to find

methods to preserve damaged liver tissue or new sources for organs and

tissues. Therefore developing alternative methods for liver transplantation is

crucial. Among the new approaches that are under investigation in experi-

mental settings, methods that protect against ischemic injury and improve

liver regeneration, and the use of hepatocyte transplantation, liver xenotrans-

plantation, and stem cell technology are discussed.

n PROTECTIVE STRATEGIES AGAINST ISCHEMIC INJURY

During thepastdecade, thenumberofpatientswaiting for a liver transplantation

has by far outnumbered the available grafts for liver transplantation. As a result

of the current donor shortage the number of patients awaiting an organ has

grown dramatically over the past decade, triggering interest to maximize and

optimize the use of potential organs. For example, marginal organs (i.e. organs

not used previously or expected to be associatedwith increased risk of malfunc-

tion) andpartial liver transplantation such as living-related and split-liver trans-

plantations are increasingly used in most transplant centers [1,2]. A common

issue inherent to all strategies is the need to preserve the graft from the time of

harvesting until implantation [3]. Fromcooling of the graft, initiated in the 1950s,

and the introduction of the University of Wisconsin (UW) solution for cold

preservation in the mid-1980s [4], many experimental studies have suggested

novel protective strategies, although very few have yet reached clinical practice.
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Reperfusion Injury

During liver transplantation the ischemic injury can be divided into warm- and

cold-ischemic injury. Cold-ischemic injury occurs during the preservation

period until implantation of the graft. Cold ischemia is mainly associated

with injury to the sinusoidal endothelial cells (SECs) [5]. During cold preser-

vation the cytoskeleton of the endothelial cells develops structural changes,

inducing cell rounding and detachment from the basal membrane. Despite

rounding and detachment the SECs stay alive until reperfusion, when rapid

cell death is induced in the presence of oxygen. It has been demonstrated that

the injury to the endothelial cells is synergistically enhanced in the presence of

leukocytes and platelets [6].

In contrast, warm ischemia is only tolerated poorly by the liver, resulting

in rapid hepatocyte death. The detachment of SECs during cold preservation

allows leukocyte and thrombocyte adhesion during reperfusion, inducing

disturbance of the microcirculation. At the time of reperfusion free oxygen

radicals are formed and Kupffer cells are activated, resulting in tumor necrosis

factor-a (TNFa) release. Leukocyte and thrombocyte recruitment further ag-

gravates the injury, inducing parenchymal cell death.

Organ Cooling

Reduction of the organ temperature to 1–48C was the first strategy applied to

protect the liver against ischemic injury, allowing a preservation of up to 8 h.

In the mid-1980s, a specific preservation solution was developed by Belzer and

Southerland to counteract the known and suspected effects of hyperthermia

[4]; these effects included cell swelling due to inhibition of the Naþ/Kþ pump,

intracellular acidosis, and disturbance of the cytosolic Caþþ homeostasis [7]

and with this preservation solution (UW solution), the limit of liver preserva-

tion could be extended up to 24 h. Since the UW solution mainly protects SECs

it has been speculated that prevention of cytoskeleton changes by inhibition of

matrix metallo-protease (MMP) is of importance. One of the main ingredients

of the UW solution (lactobionic acid) is a potent inhibitor of metallo-proteases.

Recently Bretschneider’s solution, also known as histidine/tryptophan/keto-

glutarate solution or HTK solution, has been shown to be as effective as the

UW solution at the usual periods of cold preservation used in human trans-

plantation [8]. This is a surprising outcome, because the compositions of these

two solutions are very different, and, seemingly, the only property shared by

these solutions is buffering capacity and MMP inhibition. However, buffering

capacity alone cannot explain their effectiveness, because solutions with excel-

lent buffering capacity, such as Krebs–Henseleit solution and Eurocollins

solution, are poor preservation solutions. These results underline the lack of

understanding of protective mechanisms of preservation solutions.
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Ischemic Preconditioning

Many protective strategies have been developed during the past decade, which

rarely reached the clinical practice. A novel approach to protect the liver

against reperfusion injury is ischemic preconditioning (i.e. a short period of

ischemia followed by a short period of reperfusion prior to a prolonged

ischemic insult) (Fig. 32.1). Ischemic preconditioning was first described in

1986 in the heart in a canine model by Murry et al. [9]. The authors found that a

short period of ischemia protects the heart against a sustained ischemic injury.

Subsequently, the protective effect of ischemic preconditioning has been de-

scribed in most other organ systems including the brain [10], skeletal muscle

[11], kidney [12], intestine [13], retina [14], and the liver [15].

In a recent large randomized trial the protective effect of ischemic precon-

ditioning was determined in human liver resection [16]. In the setting of rat

liver transplantation several groups demonstrated protection of the graft by

ischemic preconditioning of the donor [17,18]. Arai et al. [18] showed in a

model of rat liver transplantation decreased SEC death and diminished

Kupffer cell activation if ischemic preconditioning was applied prior to har-

vesting. Others [17] found in a model of 30 h preservation of rat livers in UW

solution that ischemic preconditioning decreases sinusoidal cell detachment

and reduces the activity of MMPs. Furthermore, endothelial cell apoptosis was

prevented if preconditioning was used prior to harvesting. Interestingly, it was

shown recently that ischemic preconditioning can be performed only on one

hepatic lobe, resulting in protection of the ipsilateral and the contralateral side

[19]. This offers new options for living-related liver transplantation when the

transplant surgeon hesitates to apply ischemia to the transplanted lobe.

Although the effects of preconditioning are well documented the mechan-

isms of protection remain unclear. Various potential mediators have been

proposed but the interaction of the different pathways is only poorly under-

stood to date. It has been proposed recently that ischemic preconditioning

provides a sublethal oxidative stress, inducing protection against the sustained

ischemia and reperfusion [20]. Ischemia and reperfusion are associated with

large oxidative stress-inducing injury in hepatocytes and nonparenchymal

cells. The authors demonstrated that ischemic preconditioning provides a

small sublethal oxidative stress, which prevents the larger oxidative stress at

Prolonged ischemia Reperfusion10 min10 min

Ischemic
preconditioning

Fig. 32.1 Ischemic preconditioning represents a short time of ischemia followed by a
short time of reperfusion prior to a prolonged ischemic insult.
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the time of reperfusion. Preventing the small oxidative stress during precon-

ditioning with antioxidants resulted in loss of the preconditioning effect and

increased hepatocyte injury. In contrast, providing a small oxidative stress

pharmacologically with hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) imitated the effect of ische-

mic preconditioning and protected the liver against ischemia and reperfusion

injury.

Studies in the myocardium indicated that the protective effect of precon-

ditioning is mediated by a receptor-dependent mechanism [21]. In the case of

liver, one of the most studied candidates of receptor-mediated preconditioning

is adenosine. Adenosine is an extracellular molecule, which is generated dur-

ing ischemia by the degradation of ATP into adenosine and phosphate. Ische-

mic preconditioning resulted in a threefold increase of adenosine in the liver

[22]. Arai et al. [18] demonstrated that the protective effect of preconditioning

is associated with the activation of adenosine 2 receptors. In this study, ische-

mic preconditioning of 5 min ischemia followed by 5 min of reperfusion prior

to harvesting of the rat liver resulted in a decrease in SEC death. Blocking the

adenosine 2 receptor resulted in loss of the preconditioning effect, while

blockage of the adenosine 1 receptor did not alter protection of precondition-

ing. Pharmacologic stimulation of the adenosine 2 receptor provided protec-

tion against ischemic injury similar to ischemic preconditioning. The authors

proposed that the protective effect of adenosine is mediated by the increase of

cAMP levels in SECs. Several other effects of adenosine might be associated

with protection. Adenosine inhibits leukocyte adhesion and decreases the

expression of adhesion molecules. Kupffer cell activation is decreased by

adenosine. Furthermore, it is a potent vasodilatator and adenosine inhibits

the formation of free oxygen radicals.

NO has been described as an important signaling molecule in most organ

systems. It is produced from L -arginine by nitric oxide synthase. Peralta et al.

[22,23] have proposed that the protective effect of adenosine 2 receptor activa-

tion is mediated by the intracellular formation of NO. The authors described

that the activation of adenosine 2 receptors was associated with an induction of

nitric oxide synthesis in rat livers. Inhibition of NO production results in a loss

of the preconditioning effect. In contrast, NO donor pretreatment prior to

harvesting protected the rat liver against reperfusion injury similar to ischemic

preconditioning. Interestingly, NO pretreatment provided also protective ef-

fects against ischemic injury with simultaneous inhibition of adenosine. This

indicates that NO is downstream of adenosine in the protective cascade. In the

study by Peralta et al. the effect of preconditioning was associated with

improved hepatic microcirculation, decreased lipid peroxidation, and dimin-

ished leukocyte accumulation.

This pathway offers the possibility for a pharmacological intervention,

including agents such as adenosine receptor (A2) agonists and nitric oxide
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precursors (‘NO donors’). Several studies in animal models indicate that

synthetic adenosine receptor agonists (e.g. CGS-21680) may confer protection

to the liver against cold-ischemic injury [18]. Alternatively, administration of

NO donors such as L -arginine [24], NONOate [22], FK409 [25] and others

induced protection against warm-ischemic hepatic insults in rat models.

Heat Shock Preconditioning

Several studies have indicated that livers can be protected against ischemic

injury by exposing the whole body to hyperthermia of 428C. The heat exposure
triggers the induction of several stress proteins (heat shock proteins (HSPs)),

such as HSP72, HSP90, and heme oxygenase-1 (HO-1). They belong to a class

of proteins called chaperones that are involved in protein folding [26] during

synthesis and represent cellular mechanisms of protection from protein deg-

radation. In particular, HO-1 or Hsp32 [27] contributes to the protective

mechanism of hyperthermic preconditioning, based on the finding that over-

expression of these two molecules increases the resistance of the liver and

other organs to ischemic injury. HO-1 catalyzes the breakdown of heme into

biliverdin, carbon monoxide, and iron. Biliverdin is further converted into

bilirubin, which is a potent antioxidant.

Redaelli et al. [28] performed heat shock preconditioning by placing rats

for 20 min in a 428C water bath. Afterwards, the liver was harvested and

orthotopic liver transplantation was performed after 44 h preservation in

UW solution. While all control animals without heat shock preconditioning

died within 3 days, 89% of the rats in the heat shock preconditioning group

survived permanently. Heat shock preconditioning was associated with de-

creased transaminases, improved bile flow, and decreased necrosis. Pharma-

cological blockage of HO-1 resulted in loss of the protective effect of heat shock

preconditioning. In contrast, induction of HO-1 with cobalt protoporphyrin

protected the liver against reperfusion injury similar to heat shock precondi-

tioning. Similar results were obtained from Mokuno et al. [29]. The authors

placed rats for 10 min in a 438C water bath and found an induction of HSP72,

HSP90, and HO-1. Heat shock preconditioning reduced transaminases and

significantly improved survival after liver transplantation. In addition, TNFa

and IL-10 were decreased in the heat shock preconditioning group in compari-

son with animals with transplantation without heat shock exposure. The

maximum effect of heat shock preconditioning was observed by the authors

if liver transplantation was performed 6–48 h after preconditioning, indicating

a delayed protective effect in comparison with ischemic preconditioning,

which is present immediately. Matsumoto et al. [30] performed heat shock

preconditioning in rats and found HSP70 as late as 48 h after preconditioning

in hepatocytes as well as in SECs. Heat shock preconditioning reduced
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transaminases and improved survival of the rats. In addition, the authors

reported that heat shock preconditioning particularly protected the SECs

with significant reduction of apoptosis.

Since HO-1 catalyzes the reaction of heme in biliverdin and carbon mon-

oxide, Kato et al. [31] compared heat shock preconditioning with carbon

monoxide or bilirubin rinse of rat livers prior to transplantation. The authors

demonstrated the protective effect of heat shock preconditioning on hepato-

cyte injury and bile flow in comparison with rats receiving liver transplant-

ation without heat shock preconditioning. Pharmacologic inhibition of HO-1

resulted in a loss of the preconditioning effect. Bilirubin but not carbon mon-

oxide administration provided a protective effect against ischemic injury. The

authors concluded that the protective effect of HO-1 could be mediated by an

increase of bilirubin.

n THE FATTY LIVER

Steatosis is an increasing problem in liver transplantation, affecting currently

about 26% of all donors. In the USA 20% of the population has a body mass

index above 30%, and obesity is currently regarded as the leading health

problem in the USA. Several groups have described the increased frequency

of primary graft dysfunction or nonfunction after liver transplantation with

steatotic organs. In a multivariate analysis including 227 patients, severe stea-

tosis was identified as an important significant risk factor for primary graft

nonfunction or dysfunction [32]. Currently, severe steatosis (>60%) is consid-

ered a contraindication for liver transplantation by most transplant centers

while organs with moderate steatosis (30–60%) are marginal. Since a large

percentage of the donor livers are steatotic, research has focused on improving

the function of these marginal grafts.

Several hypotheses have been developed to explain the decreased

tolerance of fatty livers against ischemia/reperfusion injury. These include

decreased energy content, increased lipid peroxidation, and decreased micro-

circulation in fatty livers [33,34]. We investigated the energy content in lean

and fatty livers prior and after hepatic ischemia and reperfusion [33]. Steatosis

was associated with significantly decreased intrahepatic ATP content before

ischemia, but also after 4 h of 24 h of reperfusion. While lean hepatocytes after

warm ischemia develop a predominant ATP-dependent apoptotic cell death,

fatty livers undergo necrosis. Ischemic preconditioning improved the intrahe-

patic ATP content and resulted in a significant reduction of postreperfusion

aspartate transaminase (AST) levels and decreased necrosis. Similarly, Serafin

et al. [35] reported that ischemic preconditioning enhances the ATP content of

the lean liver and reduces reperfusion injury.
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Lipid peroxidation has been discussed as a second important mechanism

of injury in fatty livers. During reperfusion, oxygen-free radicals are formed,

resulting in peroxydation of the cell membranes and other lipids. Gao et al. [36]

suggested that after rat liver transplantation of fatty liver, the increased lipid

peroxydation resulted in cell death. Serafin et al. [35] investigated lipid perox-

idation in a model of warm ischemia and reperfusion in fatty and lean rats.

Steatosis was associated with significantly increased reperfusion injury and

reduced survival. The authors found an eightfold increase of lipid peroxida-

tion in steatotic livers, when compared with the lean control group. Ischemic

preconditioning decreased reperfusion injury and improved survival. In add-

ition, ischemic preconditioning was associated with a threefold decrease of

lipid peroxidation in the steatotic livers. Inhibition of NO production resulted

in a loss of the preconditioning effect with high levels of lipid peroxidation. In

contrast, administration of NO prior to the ischemic injury resulted in effects

similar to ischemic preconditioning. With NO injection the fatty livers were

protected against ischemic injury, with a threefold reduction of lipid peroxida-

tion. These findings indicate that lipid peroxidation is one mechanism of injury

in fatty livers and that ischemic preconditioning protects fatty livers by redu-

cing lipid peroxidation.

Finally, disturbance of the sinusoidal microcirculation has been proposed

by us and others as a mechanism of reperfusion injury in fatty livers. We

determined that ischemic injury decreases the hepatic microcirculation in

lean and fatty livers. However, in lean livers, the sinusoidal perfusion is

rapidly restored within 4 h of reperfusion, while steatosis is associated with

a prolonged period of low sinusoidal microcirculation up to 24 h after reperfu-

sion. Ischemic preconditioning resulted in an improvement of sinusoidal per-

fusion in lean and fatty livers. While lean livers demonstrated a normal

microcirculation despite ischemic injury the sinusoidal perfusion in fatty livers

was significantly improved.

n HEPATOCYTE TRANSPLANTATION

Over the last three decades, transplantation of isolated liver cells has been used

by several investigators either as a ‘‘bridge’’ for patients awaiting liver trans-

plantation or as metabolic replacement therapy. The main advantages of cell

transplantation over whole organ transplantation are: (1) cell transplantation

has been shown to be minimally invasive, with decreased morbidity, mortality,

and costs; (2) cells can be stored by cryopreservation for immediate availability

in emergencies; (3) the recipient liver remains intact, subsequent orthotopic

liver transplantation remains open; and (4) isolated hepatocytes can be modi-

fied by gene therapy and allow metabolic corrections. We here present the
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basic methods for hepatocyte isolation and review experimental and clinical

data of hepatocyte transplantation.

Tissue Procurement and Isolation of Hepatocytes

Mouse and rat hepatocytes are obtained from whole livers according to the

technique developed by Seglen [37]. The portal vein is used to perfuse the liver

with the collagenase solution. Porcine and human hepatocytes are obtained

from surgical liver biopsies and are perfused by a system of multiperfusion

through several portal veinules (Fig. 32.2). Human liver biopsies are taken

from patients undergoing segmental hepatectomies for liver tumors. At the

start of the intervention, a wedge of macroscopically normal tissue (15–30 g)

located within the part of the liver to be resected is excised, immersed in ice-

cold buffered medium, and carried to the laboratory. Rodent, porcine, and

human hepatocyte isolations are performed in two steps. The first step is the

perfusion of the liver with a buffer solution. This perfusion is used to wash out

the vascular network and to keep the cells in a physiological environment. The

second step is the perfusion of the liver with a buffer solution containing

collagenase and constitutes the digestion phase. The digested liver breaks up

and the hepatocytes sediment in a dense fluid (Fig. 32.3).

Fig. 32.2 A human liver biopsy, obtained during hepatectomy, is canulated with
three venous catheters and perfused with an enzymatic solution.
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Sites of Hepatocyte Transplantation

The liver and spleen are the optimal sites for hepatocyte engraftment and

function [38,39]. The peritoneal cavity has also been used for transplantation

of encapsulated hepatocytes [38,39], but ectopic sites appear to be less favor-

able for hepatocyte engraftment. Hepatocytes are transplanted into the liver by

portal vein injection, or by injection into the spleen from which cells migrate to

the liver through the splenic vein. After implantation into the liver, hepato-

cytes integrate the liver parenchyma, leaving the hepatic architecture intact.

These engrafted cells benefit from exposure to portal nutrients and growth

factors and contact with other hepatocytes and nonparenchymal cells, and

have the capability to secrete bile into the native biliary system.

Hepatocyte Transplantation in Animal Models

Hepatocyte transplantation has been used in rodent [40–42] and large animal

models [43,44] for rescue therapy of liver failure and support of liver-based

metabolic diseases.

Hepatocyte transplantation has been studied in animal models of liver

failure since the 1970s and has been shown to improve the survival of animals

with both chemically and surgically induced acute liver failure [45].

Fig. 32.3 Human hepatocytes after isolation in culture. (Light microscopy �40.)
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Hepatocyte transplantation prevented the development of intracranial hyper-

tension in pigs with acute ischemic liver failure [46]. Several animal models of

human metabolic liver diseases are available and allow testing the use of

hepatocyte transplantation for these indications. Transplantation of

hepatocytes, equivalent to 1–5% of the total hepatic mass, resulted in partial

correction of hyperbilirubinemia in uridine diphosphate (UDP)–glucuronyl-

transferase-deficient Gunn rats, an animal model of Crigler–Najjar syndrome

type 1 [47], or increased serum albumin levels in Nagase analbuminemic rats

[48]. Furthermore, hepatocyte transplantation allowed partial metabolic im-

provement in the Long-Evans Cinnamon rat model that presents a copper

metabolism defect similar to Wilson’s disease [49], or in the Watanabe hyper-

lipidemic rabbit model that presents a low-density lipoprotein (LDL) receptor

deficiency similar to familial hypercholesterolemia [50].

Laboratory studies clearly indicate that hepatocyte transplantation can be

an effective alternative to whole liver transplantation for the treatment of a

variety of liver disorders. However, translation of these strategies into clinical

practice requires further intense research.

Hepatocyte Transplantation in Clinical Trials

Following the encouraging laboratory results, several centers have initiated

clinical hepatocyte transplantation trials. First, hepatocyte transplantation has

been used to ‘‘bridge’’ patients with acute liver failure to liver transplantation

[51,52]. Patients were transplanted with 107 to 1010 allogeneic hepatocytes,

injected into the splenic artery or the portal vein, corresponding to 1–4% of

the native hepatocyte mass. Transplanted cells were found in the liver and the

spleen and anecdotal improvements of encephalopathy, ammonia, prothrom-

bin time, and cerebral perfusion pressure were reported. Complications were

rare and included transient hemodynamic instability, sepsis, and embolization

of hepatocytes into the pulmonary circulation [51,52]. Although transplanted

cells may have provided clinical benefits, convincing evidence of engraftment

and function of transplanted hepatocytes has been difficult to prove. Treat-

ment of chronic liver failure by hepatocyte transplantation has also been

studied in a few centers. In Japan, ten cirrhotic patients were treated with

hepatocytes recovered from their own left lateral liver segments [53]. Hepato-

cytes were transplanted into the spleen by direct splenic puncture, or by

infusion into the splenic artery of the portal vein. Modest improvement of

encephalopathy, synthetic liver, and renal functions was observed, but overall

no significant prolongation of survival was obtained.

Several liver-based metabolic diseases have been treated by hepatocyte

transplantation. Allogeneic hepatocytes were transplanted for correction of

ornithine transcarbamylase (OTC) deficiency [54], glycogen storage disease
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type Ia [55], and Crigler–Najjar syndrome type 1 [56]. Hepatocyte transplant-

ation resulted in transient improvement of hepatic OTC deficiency, but hepa-

tocyte long-term function was assessed in a patient with glycogen storage

disease type Ia [55] and in a 10-year-old patient with Crigler–Najjar syndrome

[56]. Posttransplant, this patient showed a 50% decrease of bilirubin levels

compared with pretransplant, and 5% of the deficient hepatic enzymatic func-

tion was restored. However, the metabolic correction was not sufficient to

eliminate the need for phototherapy. Therefore, the patient ultimately under-

went successful auxiliary liver transplantation [56].

Both experimental and clinical studies of hepatocyte transplantation indi-

cate great potential of this approach; however, adequate supply of donor

hepatocytes remains a serious barrier to wide clinical application and other

sources of cells must be identified.

n LIVER XENOTRANSPLANTATION

Xenotransplantation, the use of animals for transplantation into humans, rep-

resents a potentially unlimited source of organs that would solve the current

shortage of human organs that limits clinical allotransplantation worldwide.

Largely for logistic reasons, the pig has been identified as the most suitable

donor animal. When transplanted into untreated humans or nonhuman

primates, pig organs are rejected hyperacutely within minutes by antibody-

mediated complement activation. Hyperacute rejection is the result of this

incompatibility between donor and recipient encountered in vascularized

organ xenotransplantation [57,58]. Hyperacute rejection is characterized by

the destruction of the xenograft parenchyma and vasculature immediately

after reperfusion, resulting in widespread interstitial hemorrhage and throm-

bosis [57]. Hyperacute rejection is induced by naturally occurring antibodies

reactive against donor antigens [57,59,60]. The major target antigen of human

natural xenogeneic antibodies is the galactosea1,3galactose (Gal) sugar residue

present on the cell surface of lower mammals and New World monkeys [57].

The presence of natural antibodies against Gal in human and Old World

monkeys and humans relates to evolutionary differences among species in

the basic immune defense against bacterial pathogens [61]. The main compon-

ents implicated in hyperacute rejection are xenoreactive antibodies and com-

plement and endothelial cells. It has been shown that removal of xenoreactive

antibodies can prevent hyperacute rejection [57,59,62]. Complement also plays

a crucial role in hyperacute rejection, mainly through activation of the classical

pathway by xenoreactive antibodies and directly through the alternative path-

way without antibody binding. Complement depletion can be achieved by

administration of various agents, e.g. cobra venom factor or soluble comple-

ment receptor-1, and allows prevention of hyperacute rejection [63].
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The birth of the first homozygous galactosyltransferase-knockout (GT-KO)

pigs, not expressing the major xenoantigen recognized by human natural anti-

Gal antibodies, was reported by PPL Therapeutics and the Pittsburgh team in

2003 [64]. Immerge Biotherapeutics also announced the production of GT-KO

pigs and, in collaboration with the Massachusetts General Hospital group,

recently published first in vivo results following the transplantation of these

pig organs into baboons [65]. GT-KO pig hearts were transplanted heterotopi-

cally in immunosuppressed baboons. The immunosuppression consisted of

antihuman thymocyte globulin as induction, followed by maintenance therapy

combining a human anti-CD154 monoclonal antibody, mycophenolate mofetil,

and methylprednisolone. The mean organ xenograft survival was around 80

days, but some hearts survived up to 180 days, demonstrating clearly that

these newly modified pig organs offer a significant progress in term of graft

survival. Thrombotic microangiopathy occurred in several xenografted hearts,

indicating that remaining coagulation disturbances have to be solved to allow

long-term survival. Further genetic modifications allowing control of coagulo-

pathy should further improve results and new clinical trials could be initiated

again in the near future.

A number of molecular incompatibilities have been identified between

pigs and humans. The physiological and biochemical variations that exist

between these species include blood viscosity, enzymes, hormones, and

liver metabolism. Of particular concern has been the incompatibility of

coagulation factors that are produced by the liver and might lead to the

development of a procoagulant state in the graft with subsequent thrombosis.

Genetic engineering approaches might be considered to overcome these

barriers.

Experimental Liver Xenotransplantation

Only a few studies performing pig-to-nonhuman primate liver transplantation

have been reported [66–68]. The initial studies reported recipient survival of

maximum 3 days with features of hyperacute rejection, despite strong im-

munosuppression [66,67]. More recently, Ramirez et al. [68] reported trans-

plantation of livers obtained from transgenic pigs for human decay

accelerating factor (hDAF) into baboons. Baboons were extubated at post-

operative day 1 and were awake and able to eat and drink. Clotting param-

eters, including porcine fibrinogen, reached nearly normal levels at

postoperative day 2 and remained detectable up to the end of the experiments.

Maximum recipient survival was 8 days. Histopathological examination of

livers revealed absence of hyperacute rejection. These results indicate that

porcine livers are able to maintain sufficient coagulation and protein levels in

primates up to 8 days after transplantation [68].
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Clinical Trials of Liver Xenotransplantation

Only one clinical pig-to-human liver transplantation was reported in 1994,

in a patient with fulminant hepatitis [69]. The patient underwent preopera-

tive plasmapheresis to remove circulating xenoantibodies and the porcine

liver graft was placed in a heterotopic position. The liver did not show any

signs of metabolic function and the patient died 30 h after transplantation

[69]. This case confirms that major immunological hurdles still prevent xeno-

transplantation to enter clinical application and emphasize the importance of

preclinical experiments that must be performed prior to initiation of new

clinical trials.

Xenogeneic Hepatocyte Transplantation

Transplantation of xenogeneic primary or immortalized hepatocytes instead of

whole liver has been considered as a possibility, allowing unlimited availabil-

ity of liver cells to treat liver diseases. Hepatocyte xenotransplantation is

progressing, and recent experiments in small animal models used porcine

hepatocytes transplanted into spleens of cirrhotic rats without immunosup-

pression and allowed restoration of metabolic functions and prolonged recipi-

ent survival [70]. These results demonstrate the feasibility of this approach to

support liver failure by xenogeneic cells, but they need to be validated in large

preclinical animal models.

n STEM CELL TECHNOLOGY

Controlled differentiation of stem cells to obtain specialized cells for treatment

of various diseases is another approach to find new sources of tissues for

transplantation or to regenerate diseased organs. Stem cells are self-renewing

progenitor cells that can differentiate into one or more specialized cell

types. Traditionally, pluripotent stem cells were thought to be found only in

embryos. Recently, several studies have shown that adult organ-specific

stem cells can differentiate into cells of other organs. For example, it has

been shown that bone marrow-derived cells can differentiate into muscle

[71], cartilage [72], fat tissue [72], neural tissue [73], or liver [74]. The enormous

potential of adult stem cell technology would be to provide a source of

functional hepatocytes without the need of fetal, allogeneic, or xenogeneic

tissues.

Adult bone marrow contains two types of multipotential stem cells – the

hematopoietic stem cell and the mesenchymal stem cell. Each of them is

capable of producing progeny that differentiate to several cell types.
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Hematopoietic Stem Cells

Lagasse et al. [74] have demonstrated that hematopoietic stem cells can differ-

entiate into hepatocytes in a mouse model of chronic liver failure [74]. They

transplanted adult bone marrow cells into fumarylacetoacetate hydrolase

(FAH)-deficient mice, an animal model of fatal hereditary tyrosinemia type I.

The recipient mice were preconditioned by receiving lethal whole body irradi-

ation, followed by injection of purified wild-type adult hematopoietic bone

marrow cells. The transplanted mice restored deficient liver biochemical func-

tions and showed long-term survival, whereas all control mice died within 2

months. Liver histology of transplanted mice revealed extensive liver repopu-

lation by hepatocytes of donor-type origin, indicating that hematopoietic stem

cells can differentiate into liver cells and could be used as regenerative therapy

of various liver diseases.

So far, no clinical trial has been initiated using hematopoietic stem cells

for treatment of liver diseases, but Körbling et al. [75] have analyzed in

patient recipients of bone marrow cells for treatment of malignant hemato-

poietic diseases if cells of donor-type origin were detectable in various

tissues [75]. Biopsy specimens from the liver, gastrointestinal tract, and skin

were obtained from female patients who had undergone transplantation

of hematopoietic stem cells from peripheral blood or bone marrow from

a male donor. The biopsies were studied for the presence of donor-derived

epithelial cells or hepatocytes with the use of fluorescence in situ hybridiza-

tion of interphase nuclei and immunohistochemical staining for cytokeratin,

CD45 (leukocyte common antigen), and a hepatocyte-specific antigen. All

recipients of sex-mismatched transplants showed evidence of complete

hematopoietic donor chimerism. XY-positive epithelial cells or hepatocytes

accounted for 0–7% of the cells in histologic sections of the biopsy speci-

mens. These cells were detected in liver tissue as early as day 13 and in skin

tissue as late as day 354 after the transplantation of peripheral blood stem

cells. These data confirm that circulating stem cells can differentiate into

mature hepatocytes and epithelial cells of the skin and gastrointestinal

tract [75].

Mesenchymal Stem Cells

Mesenchymal cells represent the second stem cell population within the

bone marrow. Among the mesenchymal cells, a less differentiated cell type

has been described and isolated: the multipotent adult progenitor cells.

These cells can be cultured and expanded for more than 80 divisions and

are able to differentiate under specific in vitro conditions into specialized

cell types of mesodermal as well as endodermal origin, such as pulmonary

epithelium and hepatocytes [76,77]. Lee et al. have recently published a cell
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culture protocol using specific hepatic growth factors (e.g. hepatocyte

growth factor, oncostatin) and showed that after 4 weeks of culture,

mesenchymal stem cells not only expressed marker genes specific of liver

cells, but were also capable of albumin production, glycogen storage, urea

secretion, uptake of LDL, and phenobarbital-inducible cytochrome P450

activity [78]. These in vitro results are very encouraging and show that

adult-derived bone marrow cells are self-renewing progenitor cells that can

differentiate into different specialized cell types, including hepatocyte-like

cells. Further studies will test their potential engraftment and regeneration

of damaged liver tissue in vivo.
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